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PREFATORY NOTE.

Twenty-five years ago, when I started work on 'Indian Thought', in

collaboration with the late Dr. George Thibaut, it was our ambition that we

should between ourselves, complete the translation of the
'

Bhasyas
'

of all the

six Darshanas, with the exception of course of the Bhasya on the Sdnkhya-

Sutras which had already been done long before we came to the field. It is

therefore a happy day for me, my esteemed colleague is not here

with me to share the happiness, when I am able to see the fulfilment of

that ambition, The Bhasya on the Vedanta,-Sutras (Shahkara and Ramanuja)
has been translated by Dr. Thibaut (published in the Sacred Books of the

East Series) ; the Bhasya on the Vaishesika-Sutras along with the Kanfadl

has been translated by me (published in the
' Pandit ', Benares) ;

the Bhasya
on the Nydya-Sutras along with the Vdrtika, was translated by me (pub-

lished in the 'Indian Thought'); the Bhasya on the Yoqa-Sutras was

translated by me (published under the
'

Theosophical Publication Fund,

Bombay) ;
and now the Bhasya on the Mimdmsd-Sutras, translated by

myself is being sent out to the world, in its First Volume. The earlier

numbers of
'

Indian Thought
'

contained a very small part of the translation

of Shabara-Bhaaya from the pen of Dr. Thibaut, but the attempt did not

proceed any farther, on account of his having been transferred to the Calcutta

University, where he did not find time to continue his literary labours.

[t is a matter of satisfaction to mo that this work of mine (perhaps the last

in my present life) has been able to secure a place in the
' Gaekwad's Oriental

Series '. It is a well-known fact that much important work has been, and

is being, done at Baroda ; and it is difficult nowadays to find a publisher

for a work that has the misfortune of appertaining to a field of scholarship

which, never
'

popular ', is becoming increasingly
'

unpopular
' under the stress

of the pressing conditions of modern times. The encouragement therefore

that an Oriental Scholar receives at the hands of H.H. the Gaekwad becomes

all the more appreciated. One hopes that the work offered here to the

world of scholarship will be received with due indulgence, on account of

the fact that Shabara-Bhasya has been regarded as one of the most difficult
4

Bhasyas
*

by reason of its archaic language and cryptic style. The fact

of its having been included in the 'Gaekwad's Series' lends encouragement
to that hope.

The other two volumes are in Press
; and from the efficient manner in

which the Baptist Mission Press is doing the work, they may be expected
to be ready in the course of the next two years.

The inevitable
'

Introduction
'

dealing with
'

Chronology
* and other

more? or less speculative matters, along with the full Index, will go with

the last (third) Volume.

. My thanks are due in the first place to my late lamented friend, Babu

Govinda-dasa of Benares, who was '

the guiding spirit of my literary life ', and

next, to Dr. Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, the talented editor of the Gaekwad's
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Series for finding room for the work in the Series ; and lastly, but most

of all, to H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwad himself for the encouragement that

is extended to the world of scholarship through the work that is being done

under the Oriental Institute.

I am specially beholden to my pupil and friend, Pandit Ksetresha

Chandra Chattopadhyaya of the Allahabad University, who has carefully

gone through the proofs and (what is more) supplied the references to the

Vedic texts, not an easy task, as all students of Mimamsa know, to their

cost.

MITHILA% GANGANATHA JHA.
ALLAHABAD,

15th June, 1933.
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ADHYAYA I.

PADA I.

ADHIKARAI?A (1) : Propounding of the Enquiry.

SUTRA (1).

NEXT THEREFORE (COMES ) THE ENQUIRY INTO DHARMA.

Bhasya.

The words of the Sutras are, so far as possible, to be understood in that

same sense which they are known to convey in common parlance ; it is not

right to assume meanings for them on the basis of elliptical and other

devices, or to attribute to them any special technical signification. It is

only*in this way that all that would have to be done would be to explain the

Vedic texts directly (with the help of the Sutras) ; otherwise (if we did not

take the words of the Sutras in their ordinary sense), it would be necessary
for us to explain the extraordinary (technical) meanings of the words of the

Sutras themselves, and then the texts of the Veda. This would involve a

great exertion.

Objection:
" In common parlance, the term *

atha\ 'next', is found to

be expressive of sequence to an event ; in the case of the present Sutra, how-

ever, we do not find any event ; and yet there must be an event in sequence

whereto the enquiry into Dharma would come in. It is only thus that the

word ' atha\
'

next', could be taken in its ordinary sense."

Answer : Reading of the Veda would be the required event ; as it is only
after Reading the Veda has been accomplished that enquiry into Dtiarma

follows.

. Objection :
" It cannot be so ; as it is possible to have an enquiry into

Dharma after some other event also, even before the Reading of the Veda"
Our answer to this is that the Teacher has used the term * next

'

in

reference to that particular kind of enquiry into DJiarma which is not possible

without the Reading of the Veda. Why so ? Because in the course of this

enquiry there will be various kinds of discussion over Vedic texts (and until

we have studied the texts there can be no discussion of them). Further, we
are not asserting that there is to be no enquiry into Dharma prior to the

Reading of the Veda, and that the enquiry is to follow immediately after

(Vedic Study). In fact, the single sentence (contained in the Sutra) could

not deny the possibility of the enquiry into Dharma before the Reading of the

Veda, and at the same time affirm the immediate sequence of the enquiry to

the Reading; if this were to be done, then there would be two distinct

sentences (involved in the Sutra) : the form of the sentence denying the

The text used for translation is the one published in the Bibliotheca Indica.
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possibility of the enquiry into Dharma before the Beading of the Veda would

have to be different from that affirming its immediate sequence to that

Reading. For instance, the affirmation in regard to the immediate sequence
would be done by a sentence in the form *

[the enquiry into Dharma is to be

carried on] after one fias read the Vedas ', while the other (i.e., the denial of the

possibility of the enquiry before the Reading of the Veda) would be done by
a sentence in the contrary form [viz.

*

enquiry into Dharma cannot be

carried on before the Reading of the Veda'} ; and the author of the Sutra is

goir^g to declare later on that it is only when a group of words expresses a single

idea that it can be taken as one sentence [while under the proposed construc-

tion, there are two distinct and contrary ideas].

Further, on the completion of the Reading of the Veda, there are two

courses open (to the student) : he may return home from the Teacher's House

(after graduation), or he may (continue to remain there and) carry on an in-

vestigation into the meaning of Vedic texts ;
and the advice (c9ntained

in the Sutra) is that one should not leave the Teacher's House; for if he

did, how could he investigate the meaning of Vedic texts ?

Objection :
" If that is the case, then, the difficulty is that the Reading

of the Veda is not found to be mentioned as the necessary precursor (of

enquiry into Dharma) ; as a matter of fact, the injunction is to the effect

that *

Having read the Veda, one should take the Bath (which indicates the

end of studentship)
'

; under the circumstances, after having studied the

Veda, and thus having to perform the Final Bath, if one were to (postpone

the Bath, and) carry on the enquiry into Dharma, one would be transgress-

ing the said injunction; and certainly it cannot be right to transgress an

injunction."

The answer to this is as follows: We shall certainly transgress the

injunction, when we find that by not transgressing it we would be making
the Veda, which is highly useful, entirely useless [by not studying the mean-

ing of the texts]. The useful purpose served by the Veda has been found to

be that it makes known to us our duties ; persons learned iti sacrificial lore

do not speak of any useful result following from the mere reading (of the

text). Even though there are passages which appear to speak of such

result, they are mere hortatory exaggerations (Arihavada) ; this is going to

be made clear tinder Sutra 4-3-1, where it is declared that 'in regard to

the acts tending to the preparation of substances, the declaration of results

should be taken as Arthavada, being meant, as they are, to be subservient to

other purposes [i.e. purposes of the sacrifice]'. Then again (in the injunc-

tion *

Having studied the Veda, one should take the Bath'), the immediate

sequence of the Bath to the Reading of the Veda is not what is enjoined ; in

fact, there is no term in the sentence expressing immediate sequence; all

that the past-participial affix 'ktvd' (in the word '

adhitya\
*

having

read') has been laid down as signifying is the mere precedence (of the act

denoted by the verbal root), and not the immediate sequence (of the next act).

Or, if immediate sequence were really meant, then it would preclude all

notion of the Reading serving a perceptible purpose. [If the student were

to take the Final Bath and go away immediately after reading the text of the

Veda, then, he would have no time to acquire a knowledge of what is con-
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tained in the Veda, and it is the acquiring of this knowledge which is the

perceptible purpose served by the reading of the Veda]. Through the process

of * indirect indication' we get at the following meaning (of the injunction) :

As a matter of fact, it is not for any imperceptible (transcendental) purpose
that the Bath has been enjoined; all therefore that the injunction can

indirectly indicate is the cessation of all such restrictions as *

not-bathing'

and the like (that, are observed by the Religious Student), such cessation

being simultaneous with the completion of Vedic Study; what thus the

entire meaning of the injunction is is that '

Having read the Veda, one should

bathe, but one shall not go away from the Teacher's House', this further

( implication) being necessary for the purpose of avoiding the contingency of

the Bath being meant only for an imperceptible (transcendental) purpose.

For these reasons, the full meaning of the term '

atha',
*

next', is that
*

Having first accomplished the Reading of the Veda, one should next seek to

know Dharma'. We do not mean that enquiry into Dharma should not be

carried on after any other act (than the Reading of the Veda) ; all that we
mean is that after having read the Veda, one should not hasten to take the

Final Bath, he should immediately seek to know Dharma. Such is the

meaning of the term * atha ',
{ next '.

The term *

atah', 'therefore', signifies reason, and refers to a definite

fact ; for example, in the sentence * This country is one where food is

easily obtainable, therefore I reside here'. Similarly, 'since the duly read

Veda is known to be a reason for enquiry into Dharma, therefore after the

reading of the Veda, Dharma should be enquired into ', such is the mean-

ing of the term * therefore '. One who has not read the Veda could never be

able to study the Vedic texts for the purpose of knowing Dharma ;

'
there-

fore
'

for this reason one should seek to enquire into Dharma after having
read the Veda. Such is the meaning of the term ' atah ',

' therefore '.

The compound term *

dharmajijndsd
'

('enquiry into Dharma') is to

be expounded as '

dfiarmdya jijnasd
'

(

' wish for the knowledge of Dharma '

) ;

and '

jijndsd' ('enquiry') is the 'wish to know'. "In what manner is

the enquiry into Dharma to be carried on ?
" The questions to be investi-

gated are (a) What is Dharma ?, (6) By what is Dharma indicated ?,

(c) What are the right means of accomplishing Dharma ?, (d) What are

the wrong means of accomplishing Dharma ?, and (e) What is the end or

purpose of Dharma ? The first two questions
' What is Dharma ' and

* By what is Dharma indicated
' have been dealt with by the single Sutra

' Chodandlaksano'rtho dharma/i' (next Sutra); the remaining three ques-
tions 'What are the right means of accomplishing Dharma', 'What are

the wrong means of accomplishing Dharma '

, and ' What is the purpose
of Dharma '

the meaning of the last question being
' in what cases does

the Dharma subserve the purposes of man and in what cases is the human
agent only a subordinate factor ', are dealt with by the third and subsequent

adhydyas. >

Objection :
** Dharma must be something which is either known or not

'known. If it is known, then there need be no enquiry into it; if on the

other hand, it is something not known, then there is all the more reason why
there can be no enquiry into it. Thus the whole section dealing with
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'

enquiry into Dliarma '

is absolutely futile. Or, is there any purpose in

it?"

Answer : As a matter of fact, learned men have held divergent views

regarding Dharma: Home people regard one thing as ' Dharma \ some

regard a totally different thing as ' Dharma '. Under the circumstances, if

a man were to undertake an act without due consideration, he might take

up any one act at random and would thereby ruin himself and also incur

evil consequences. For this reason it is necessary to carry on enquiry into

Dharma ; specially as we declare that Dharma endows man with the highest

good.

The next Sutra describes what this Dharma is.

ADHIKARAI^A (2) : Definition of Dharma.

SUTRA (2).

DHARMA is THAT WHICH is INDICATED BY (KNOWN BY MEANS OF)

THE VEDA AS CONDUCIVE TO THE HIGHEST GOOD.

Bhasya.

The term ' Chodana* they use in the sense of the injunctive text; men
are found saying

'

I am doing this act on being enjoined (chodilah) by the

Teacher.' ' Laksana '

is that by which something is indicated (pointed out) ;

for instance, when fire is indicated by smoke, they say that smoke is the

'laksana* (indicator) of fire. That which is indicated by the said Injunc-

tive Text is
f artha' t

*

something conducive to the highest good*; that is,

it brings man into contact with his highest good ; this is what we assert.

As a matter of fact, it is the Vedic Injunction which is capable of

making known (indicating) what is past, present or future, also what is

subtle or hidden or remote and such like ; this cannot be done by any organ

of sense. [But what is indicated or made known by the Vedic text is only

an act, something to be done, or things connected with that act, and not any

accomplished thing; says ftjuvimala].

Objection :
" It is possible that the Veda may say what is wrong or

false; just as it is possible for an ordinary assertion, such as 'there are

fruits on the banks of the river
'

to be true or false. [ So that the

proposition that the ' Veda brings happiness to man ' would be doubtful ;

because the Veda is in the form of words, and words are found to be true as

also false ; hence there can be no certainty or confidence in what the Veda

may assert; that is, there can be nothing of which the Veda could be

regarded as the * laksana* or *

pramana"
1

, the means of right cognition].
5 '

Our answer to the above is as follows : There is self-contradiction

involved in the assertion that " the Veda asserts, and asserts what is false ".

When the Veda is said to 'assert', what is meant is that it makes known,
i.e. becomes the means of something being known ; when something

becomes known on the presence of some means, this latter is said to

make the former known. Such being the case, if on the presence of the

Veda, it actually becomes known that * from the Agnihotra follows heaven',

how can it be said that such is not the case [ i.e. heaven does not follow
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from Agnihotra ] ? If such were not the case, how could it be spoken of as

becoming known ? To assert that a thing does not exist and yet becomes known,

involves a contradiction in terms. Then again, the idea brought about by
the assertion '

Desiring heaven, one should perform sacrifices
'

is not an

uncertain one; i.e. it is not in the form 'heaven may or may not follow

from the performance of sacrifices
'

; [in fact, the idea is a definitely

certain one that heaven does follow], and when this is cognised for certain,

it cannot be false. That cognition (or idea) alone is false which, having

appeared, becomes sublated by the notion ' such is not the actual case
'

;

the idea in question (that heaven follows from the performance of sacri-

fices) is never found to be so sublated at any time, or in regard to any

person, or under any circumstances, or at any place. Hence it follows

that it is not false or wrong.
As regards the assertion of ordinary men, if it emanates from a trust-

worthy person, or if it pertains to something that is directly perceived by
the senses, it must be true; if, on the other hand, it emanates from an

untrustworthy person, or if it pertains to something that cannot be

perceived directly by the senses, then it is unreliable, proceeding as it does

merely from the mind of a human being. Because such a thing (which
is not perceptible by the senses) cannot be known by men except by means

of words [ and the words of an untrustworthy person cannot be reliable].

[ Dharma being something not perceptible by the senses, it can be known

only by means of words, and these words, to be entirely reliable, should

not be such as proceed from a human source, which is not absolutely

reliable, by reason of the inherent incapability of the human mind to

comprehend things beyond the senses.] It might be urgued that the man

making the assertion had its source in the previous assertion of another

man. But this previous assertion also would be as unreliable as the

other one ; and in regard to such things (as are beyond the senses) the

words of men cannot be a reliable source of knowledge ; just as the words

of persons born blind cannot be a reliable source of knowledge regarding
shades of colour.

Objection :
" It is not possible for persons not knowing a thing to

impart instruction about it ; and Manu and others have actually imparted
instruction (about Dharma) ; from this it follows that good men have

possessed the knowledge (of Dharma) [Read
'

purusah'' for '

purusdt* ;

with '

purusat\ the meaning would be that 'good men have learnt it from

a human source '

; this would not go with the next sentence] ; just as the

fact that colour is apprehended by the eye is deduced only from the fact that

the man sees it."

The answer to the above is as follows: As regards instructions, they

might proceed from illusion or wrong knowledge also. [Hence the very fact

of human beings having imparted instructions does not necessarily prove
that these instructors possessed the right knowledge of Dharma] ; such

instructions, in the absence of illusions, proceed also from the Veda [and in

the case of the Veda there is no room for illusion or wrong knowledge, as

there is no human agency involved, while in the case of human instructors,

there is always a chance of mistakes and illusions and ignorance]. But in
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the case of teachings emanating from human sources, the notion derived is

in the form,
' this man, the speaker, knows this thing to be so and so', and

not in the form,
* the thing is so and so

'

; and the reason for this lies in the

fact that the notion derived from human assertions is not always com-

patible with the truth; in the case of the Vedic assertion on the other

hand, there is nothing to indicate its falsity.
" There is the inference from

analogy : Having found the human assertion to be false, we infer, from -its

analogy, that the Vedic assertion also, being an assertion (like the human

assertion) must be false." It is not so; because the two cases are not

analogous ; the falsity of one assertion cannot prove the falsity of another ;

simply because it is another (not the same, assertion) ; for instance, because

Devadatta is dark, it does not follow that Yajnadatta also is dark. Then

again your idea that ' the Vedic assertion must be false because it is of the

same kind as the human assertion (which is found to bo false)
'

is of the

nature of an indirect inference based upon a premiss, while the idea derived

from the Vedic assertion is of the nature of direct cognition; and no

indirect inferential cognition can have any validity when it is opposed to a

direct cognition. From all this we conclude that * what is learnt from the

Veda is conducive to the highest good.'

Objection: "If such is the case, then what should be enquired into is

something that is conducive to good [which must bo a well-established entity] ;

what could be the use of enquiry into Dharma \ which is not a well-established

entity, but something that has itself got to be brought into existence] ?
"

The answer to this is that wliat is conducive to good is exactly what is

expressed by the term ' Dharma \
" How are we to know that this is so ?

"

If a man performs sacrifices, he is called a *

performer of dharma '

(' dharmika'); when a man does an act, he is called after that act; e.g.

the person who does the act of purifying [or cooking, if we accept the

reading
*

pdchakah* for 'pdvakah'] is called 'the performer of purifica-

tion' ('pdvaka') and one who performs the act of cutting is called 'the

performer of cutting' (' Idvaka'). Thus it is that what brings to the man the

highest good is what is spoken of by means of the word 'dharma' ['sacrific-

ing' brings the highest good to man, and it is the act of sacrificing that

is denoted by the term * dharma ']. This is found to be so not only in com-

mon parlance ; in the Veda also we find the passage
'

Yajnena yajnamaya-

janta devdh, tdni dharmnni prathamdnydsan\ [' By sacrifice did the deities

offer sacrifices, and these were the first dharmas'], (ftgveda 10. 9. 16) where

what is denoted by the term 'yaji* (i.e. the term 'ydjna', 'sacrifice') is

precisely what is spoken of as * dharma '.

As a matter of fact, the Veda indicates both what is moral and what is

immoral. " What is moral ?
" That which is conducive to good, such as the

Jyotiatoma and other acts.
" What is immoral ?

" That which leads to evil

(sin), such as the Shyena t the Vajra, the Isu and other (malevolent) acts.

Thus the Sutra has used the term 'arJfta', 'what is conducive to good',

in order to preclude the possibility of the Immoral act (which is not conducive

to good) being included under the term 'dharma 9

.

Objection :
" Why should the immoral act be so called ?

"
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Reply : Because it involves inflicting of injury, and the inflicting of

injury has been forbidden.

Objection :
" How then is it that an immoral act (in the shape of the

Shyena sacrifice, for instance) is enjoined as something that should be done ?
"

The answer to this is that the Shyena and other such (malevolent)

sacrifices are nowhere found to be spoken of as what should be done ; they

are indicated only in the form that *if a man desires to inflict injury upon

another, the performance (of the Shyena) would be the means for that pur-

pose '; what the Vedic text says is only that 'one desiring to inflict injury

may perform the Shyena' (cf. Sadvimsha-Brdhmana 8. 1-2), not that 'one

should inflict injury*. [The man is urged to undertake the performance of

the Shyena entirely by his desire to inflict injury, not by any Vedic text

enjoining that act as what ought to be done.]

Objection :
" The Sutra as it stands is not capable of expressing all this

(a) that ' Dharma is that which is indicated by the Veda, and not what is

indicated by the senses and other means of knowledge', (6) that * Dliarma is

moral, not immoral '. Because the Sutra contains a single sentence ; and it

would involve a syntactical split of the sentence, if it were taken as ex-

pressing the said two propositions."

The answer to this is that such syntactical split is objectionable only
in cases where the idea is meant to bo expressed by a regularly formed

sentence ; and this is so only in the case of Vedic texts, not in Sutras ; be-

cause a Sutra is understood to be merely indicative of what is gathered from

other sources ; so that it is only parts of propositions that are indicated

(sutryate) in the Sutra ; in fact that is why it is called a ' Sutra
'

(Aphorism).
Thus it is that the present Sutra is to be taken as containing the parts of the

two distinct propositions (mentioned above by the Objector). Or, the Sutra

may be construed as containing tne single proposition that ' Dharma is that

particular act conducive to the highest good which is indicated by the Veda '

; so

that there is a single proposition [and there is no syntactical split involved].

ADHIKARATSTA (3) : Investigation of the Means of knowing
Dharma.

SUTRA (3).

THE EXAMINATION OF ITS MEANS [follows].

Bhasya.

It has been declared by us that ' the knowledge of Dharma is brought
about by means of the Veda '

; but that was a mere assertion ; we shall now

proceed to examine the means of that knowledge: Is the Veda alone the

means, or is there something else also ? Until this examination has been

made, it cannot be known for certain that ' Dharma is that which is indi.

cated by the Veda as conducive to the highest good' (Su. 2).
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ADHIKARAI^A (4) : Dharma not amenable to such means of

Cognition as Sense-perception and the like.

SUTRA (4).

THAT COGNITION BY A PERSON WHICH APPEARS WHEN THERE is CON-

TACT OF THE SENSE-ORGANS IS
' SENSE-PERCEPTION ', AND IT IS

NOT A MEANS (OF KNOWING DHARMA), AS IT APPREHENDS

ONLY THINGS EXISTING AT THE PRESENT TIME.

Bhasya.

The examination (promised in the preceding Sutra) is as follows : Sense-

perception is not the means (of knowing Dharma), why ? because the

character of Sense-perception is that it is ' that cognition by a person, etc.'

(sutra) ; that is, it is that cognition which a man has when his sense-organs
are in contact with the object cognised. Dharma however is something
that is yet to come, and it does not exist at the time that it is to be known

;

while Sense-perception is the apprehending of an object that is actually

present and not non-existent at the time (of cognition) ;
hence Sense-

perception cannot be the means (of knowing Dharma).
In the Sutra, no stress is meant to be laid upon either *

cognition
5

,
or

the *

appearance', or upon mere * contact'; the only factor meant to be

emphasised is the fact of its being such as is possible only when there is

contact between the sense-organ and the object, and not when there is no such

contact between them. If stress were laid upon several factors, then there

would be syntactical split.

As for (the other means of Cognition,) Inference, Analogy, and Apparent

Inconsistency, these also presuppose (are based upon) Sense-perception ; hence

these also cannot be the means (of knowing Dharma).
Nor can Dharma be amenable to 'Negation' [i.e. it cannot be regarded

as non-existent ; because of the reason given in the next Sutra which indi-

cates the real means of knowing Dharma].

ADHIKARANA (5) : Dharma cognisable by means of Verbal

Injunctions.

SUTRA (5).

THE RELATION OF THE WORD WITH ITS DENOTATION IS INBORN.

INSTRUCTION is THE MEANS OF KNOWING IT (Dharma),
INFALLIBLE REGARDING ALL THAT IS IMPERCEPTIBLE ; IT

IS A VALID MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE, AS IT IS IN-

DEPENDENT, ACCORDING TO BiDARAYANA.

Bhasya.
'

Autpattika* (' inborn'), what we mean by this is 'constant*. It

is existence (presence) that is figuratively spoken of as '

origin '. What
is meant is that the relation between word and its meaning is insepar-
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able. It becomes the means of knowing ['jndyate anena iti jndnam* says

the Shlokavartika 5. 9] Dharma in the shape of Agnihotra and.such acts,

which are not known by means of Sense-perception and such other means

of knowledge.
" How so ?

" Because there is
* Instruction

'

;

' instruction
'

stands for the speaking of a particular set of words. [Thus it is the Word,

in the form of Instruction or Injunction, which is the means of knowing

Dharma.] Of this 'means of knowledge' there is 'infallibility'; i.e. the

cognition brought about by that means never fails (is never wrong) ; when

a cognition is not found to be wrong, it cannot be said with regard to it

that 'this is not so', or 'the real thing is not as it is represented by this

cognition ', or ' the real thing is otherwise than what is represented in this

cognition', or '
it may be that the idea in the mind of the speaker is differ-

ent from what is expressed by his words ', or ' the words used give rise to

contradictory ideas, representing the same thing as existing and as non-

existing
9

. For these reasons (since cognition brought about by words is not

fallible), it is 'a valid means of knowledge, as it is independent '. That is,

when a cognition has been brought about by means of words, there is no

need for any other cognition (to corroborate it), or of any other person as

having the same cognition. The mention of '

Bddarayana
' means that

' what is stated here is the opinion of Baclarayana
'

; and the name is men-

tioned only for the purpose of showing reverence to Badarayana, and it does

not mean that what is stated is not the author's ( Jaimini's) own opinion.

There has been some confusion regarding the exact extent of the 'Vrttikara-

grantha
"
introduced by Shabara on page 7, line 18. This confusion has been due to

the Editor of the Bhasya (Bib. Ind. Ed.), who puts the words ' Vrttikaramatam

samaptam
'

(at the end of Bhasya, page 18, line 6) ; and to the Editor of the Shloka-

vartika who has put the words V rttikaragranthah samaptah
'

at the end of 26

Karikas.

As a matter of fact, the '

Vrttikaragrantha
'

starts with page 7, line 18, and ends

with the end of the Bhasya on Sutra 5, page 24, line 11.

That all this represents
'

Vrttikaragrantha
'

is borne out by Mandana Mishra

who says in his Mimamftanukramanika

The 'bahu-artha* spoken of here can only be all those philosophical topics
that we find dealt with in the Bhasya (pages 7 to 24). If it had referred only to what
is said regarding the Pratyakaapramana, Mandana Mishra could have had no justifi-

cation in speaking of it as '

bahu-artha,'
' many topics.' The so-called ' Vrtti~

karamatam '
in the Shlokavartika also deals with a part of Siitra 4 only ; and if this

was all that was meant by the Vrttikara, then the Bhaaya would have introduced

it after Sutra 4 and not after Sutra 5.

The interpretation of the Vrttikaragrantha, according to this view, is as

follows : Sutra 3 puts forward the view that it is not necessary to carry on a detailed

enquiry into the question of Pramana for Dharma. [In this case a na has to be

added to the Sultra which necessity has led PrabhSkara to the view that the

Bhasyakara is quoting the '
VrttikaramataS not with approval, but only as a view

held by 'others,' para-mata']; and the reason for this lies in the fact that the

-exact nature of all Pramanas, including Shdbda or Chodana is already well known.

Against this the opponent urges (Bhasya, pages 7, 1. 21) that examination is necessary
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on account of the chances of error. This objection is answered in the first half of

Sutra 4, where the right perceptional process is described (this is obtained by trans-

posing ^rT and <T?T), and it is shown that Perception by itself is never erroneous,

and must be accepted as valid until we discover some defect in the process leading

up to it. Similarly with Inference and the other forms of Cognition. This goes on

up to BhSsya, page 10, line 10. The upshot of all this is that all cognition is

inherently valid. Next the opponent raises the objection against the pramanya of

Shabda specially (page 10, 1. 22). This objection according to the Vrttikara~is

embodied in the second part of Sutra 5 ; and after a series of objections and

counter-objections, the final conclusion on the point is stated on page 18, 1. 6. The

discussion regarding Atman also arising out of what occurs in the Vrttikaramata,

this latter mala must be taken as extending up to the end of Sutra 5 (page 24,

line 11).

According to the Brhatl and Rjuvimala, the Bhasya does not approve of the

explanation propounded by the Vyttikara ; but according to Mandana Mishra, the

Bhasya has purposely introduced this explanation as it provides Shabara with

the opportunity of dealing with many philosophical topics.

The author of the Vrtti has explained the text beginning with Sutra (3)

[i.e. Sutras 3, 4, and 5) in the following entirely different manner] :

[The Siddhdnta view propounded in the Sutra (3) is that] the means of

(knowing Dharma} need not be examined (Sutra 3) [The negativing 'na* has

got to be added in this case] ; because Sense-perception and the other Means

of Cognition are all well known; and as for the Scripture (Shastra, Veda),

this also is included among those same Means of Cognition ; hence this

latter also need not be examined.

The argument against this is that the examination is necessary, because

of mistakes ; for instance, the shell is sometimes actually perceived as

silver, which shows that Sense-perception is sometimes wrong ; and if Sense-

perception may be wrong, it follows that Inference and the other Means of

Cognition, being based upon Sense-perception, may also be wrong. Such

being the case, if one were to act entirely in accordance with the notions

derived through the said Means of Cognition, without an examination (re-

gar,ding the validity or otherwise of the means concerned), he would fail in

his purpose, and might, at times, come by what is undesirable.

Siddhantin : It is not so; as what is real Sense-perception is never

wrong ; what is wrong is not Sense-perception. What is real Sense-perception

is explained in Sutra (4), which (being construed by transposing
*
sat* and

'

tat
9

)
means that * That Cognition is real Sense-perception (sat pratyaksam)

which appears when there is contact of the sense-organs with the object

perceived (tatsamprayoge)
'

; that is to say, when the sense-organs are in

contact with the object actually perceived, the resultant cognition of the

man is real Sense-perception, and it is not real Perception when the object

perceived is different from that with which the Sense-organ is in contact.

[So that in a case where the shell has been perceived as silver, what is

perceived is the silver while the eye is in contact with the shelly not with the

silver ; hence this is not a case of real Sense-perception at all].

Question :
" How is it to be understood that one perception appears on

the actual contact (of the sense-organ) with the object perceived, and

another does not appear on such contact ?
"
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Answer : When it is found that at the time of the perception in

question, there is no contact (of the sense-organ concerned) with any object

other than the one perceived, it follows that the perception has appeared on

the contact with the object actually perceived ; and when the contrary is

the case, the perception is taken as following upon contact with something
other than the object perceived.

Question :
"
But, how can this be ascertained, when, as a matter of

fact, at the time that a person perceives the shell to be silver, he thinks

that his eyes are actually in contact with real silver ?
"

Answer : In cases where a perception is subsequently followed by a

sublative cognition to the contrary such as 'in reality it is not as I have

perceived, my perception has been wrong', it is understood that the

perception in question had appeared on the contact of the sense-organ with

something other than the object perceived ; while in cases where no such

sublative cognition appears, it is understood that the perception had

appeared on actual contact with the object perceived.

Question :
" How can this distinction be made before the appearance

of the sublative cognition ? In fact, at the time that the perception

actually appears, there is nothing to differentiate a right cognition from a

wrong one (until the subsequent appearance or otherwise of the sublative

cognition)."

Answer : A cognition is wrong, (a) when the mind is affected by some
sort of derangement [the reading

* chaksurddibhih
'

is apparently wrong;
what is wanted is some word expressive of a mental derangement], or (6)

when the sense-organ concerned (i.e. the eye) is beset by darkness or other

such disabilities, or (c) when the object itself suffers from such disabilities

as being too subtle (for perception) and so forth. While in cases where none

of the three (mind, sense-organ, and object) suffers from these defects, the

cognition is right. What brings about a right cognition is the contact of the

sense-organ, the mind, and the object; when there is no such contact, the

cognition is wrong; hence what leads to a wrong cognition is a defect in

(one or the other of) the three factors (mind, sense-organ, and object) . [In

place of '

ubhaya', which means both, we should have '

tritaya* or some such

word expressing three] ; when these are defective, the cognition becomes

wrong.

Question :
" How do you know this ?

"

Answer : It follows from the fact that on the disappearance of the

defects, there appears the cognition which is recognised by all persons as

right.

Question :
" How is one to know if any of the three is defective or free

from defects ?
"

Answer : Even on careful scrutiny, if we do not find any defect, we
should conclude that there is no defect, simply because there is nothing to

show that there is a defect.

From all this it follows that only that cognition is wrong the means
whereof are defective, or with regard to which there is a sublative cognition

that '
it is wrong ', and no other cognition can be regarded as wrong. [And
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as all cognitions are not wrong, as stated by the Opponent, there can be no

need for any examination of the Means of Cognition in general.]

[The Opponent next attacks the validity of Sense-cognition in general

on the basis of Idealism]
" All cognition is baseless (without a real substra-

tum in the external world), like dream-cognition. In the case of Dreams, we
have found that Cognition has no real substratum; waking cognition, also

in the form * a pillar
*

or * a wall
' and so forth, is a Cognition ;

hence waking

cognition also must be without a real substratum." [This objection is

introduced here with the view that if there is no real object in the external

world, there can be no contact of the sense-organs with an object of percep-
tion ; and hence no perception could fulfil the essential condition laid down
in the definition of Sense-perception; which would mean that Cognitions
are in their very nature wrong ; and hence an examination of the Means of

Cognition is necessary.]

The cognition of the *

pillar
'

that one has during the waking state is

positively determinate ; how then could it be wrong ?

" In dream also the same cognition was equally positively determinate,

before waking ; there is no difference in the character (of the dream-cogni-
tion and the waking cognition of the pillar).'"

It is not so ; in the case of dream-cognition we find that it is sublated

(set aside, rejected, on waking), which is not the case with the other cogni-

tion (i.e. waking cognition).

" But from the analogy of the dream-cognition, to which the waking

cognition is similar, it may be presumed that sublation will follow in the

case of the waking cognition also."

This presumption in the case of the waking cognition would be possible

only if the falsity of the dream-cognition were due to its being a cognition.

That is to say, if the falsity of the Dream-cognition were due to the fact

that it cognises, i.e. apprehends, then, inasmuch as waking cognition also

is a cognition in the same sense, it could not be said that this latter is other-

wise (i.e. not false). As a matter of fact, however, the falsity of the Dream-

cognition is inferred from other reasons, such for instance, as the fact of its

being sublated by a cognition to the contrary
" How ?

" When a man is

sleepy, his mind is weak (inactive, not alert) ; and hence it is sleepiness which is

the cause of falsity in the cognition appearing at the beginning and the end of

sleep ; and during deep sleep, there is no cognition at all ; as it is only when

a man is entirely unconscious that he is said to be * in deep sleep *. From all

this we conclude that the cognition of the waking man is not false. " But

during the waking state also, there may be some defect in the instruments

of perception (which would give rise to false cognitions)." If there were

such a defect it would be detected. " Even at the time of dreaming, the

defect in the cognitive instrument is not detected." But in this latter case,

on waking, the man realises that his mind had been beset with sleepiness [so

that the defect is actually cognised in this case].

[The
* baselessness

'

or falsity of Cognitions as cognitions has been rejected on

the general ground that no cognition can be regarded as baseless or false unless it

is found to have been brought about by means of defective Instruments. This is
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met by the Opponent with the assertion that cognitions have to be regarded aa

false or baseless, not only because they are brought about by means of-defective

instruments, but chiefly because they are devoid of a real external object, hence

there can be no real contact between the sense-organ and the object ; hence there

can be no valid perception which has been defined as Cognition brought about by
the contact of the sense-organ with the object.]

[There has beejti some confusion of thought in regard to the exact position of

the two sections which have been called by the editors from ancient times, 'Niralam-

banavada ' and *

Shunyavada
'

; which has led to the idea (a) that the portion of the

Bhasya preceding the words '

shunyastu
'

deals with the doctrine of Idealism that

there is no real object in the external world, hence all cognition is baseless, and

(6) that with the words '

Shunyastu
' the Bhasya introduces the doctrine of Nihilism,

that nothing, not even Idea, exists. But this interpretation of the BhSsya is

entirely wrong. From the last verse of the so-called *

Shunyavada
'

section of the

Shlokavartika it is clear that the whole of that section is meant to establish the

reality of the external object, m confutation of the doctrine of Idealism, and the only

argument in refutation of the doctrine of Nihilism is that ' when the reality of

the external object cannot be denied, it is all the more unreasonable to deny the

reality of the Idea or Cognitioni' ; so that the Madhyamika doctrine of Shunyavada is

not what is meant to be directly introduced or attacked in the Bhasya beginning with

the words 'Shunyastu', which, in reality, is only a continuation of the refutation of

the doctrine that there is no real external object. This is made clear by the

section of the Bhasya concluding with the words * Ato na niralambanah pratyayafy ',

' for this reason, cognition is not devoid of a real substratum'. The Brhati clearly

says "It should not be thought that the section of the Bhaaya preceding the

words *

Shunyastu
' has refuted the denial of the real external substratum of Cogni-

tions, and the section beginning with
*

Shunyastu
'

proceeds to deal with the Madhya-
mika doctrine of Nihilism. Because the shunyata,

* voidness ', spoken of in the Bhasya
is meant to be the voidness of the Cognition itself i.e. the cognition is devoid of

a real object, and it is not that the Idea or Cognition itself is denied." Accord-

ing to Kumarila (Shlokavartika, Shunyavada, verse 3), the question discussed in the

Bhasya beginning with
*

Shunyastu
' is" Is it a fact that Cognition is able to function

only when such objects as the Pillar and tho like have an existence in the external

world or is it that Cognition rests in itself as the object cognised, and not in any

object extraneous to itself ?
" So according to this also, the Bhasya does not in-

troduce here a separate discussion of the Madhyamika doctrine of Nihilism.]

Opponent :
" But as a matter of fact, Cognition is an empty void [i.e.

devoid of substantial reality or foundation in the external world].

Why ? Because we do not perceive any difference between the form of the

Object and (its) Cognition. What is perceived (by the senses) is the Cognition,

hence we conclude that there is no form of any object apart from that

Cognition itself."

Answer : This would be so if the Cognition had the form of the Object;

as a matter of fact, however, our Cognition is without form ; it is the exter-

nal object that has form, and is actually apprehended as existing in exter-

nal space. Then again, the objective of the Sense-cognition is the object,

not another Cognition ; and this for the simple reason that Cognition, having

only a momentary existence (specially according to the Opponent, Baud-

dha), could never continue till the appearance of the other cognition (of

which it could form the objective).
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The Opponent might argue as follows :

"
[Is it not a fact, according to the Siddhdntin himself that] it is while

itself coming into existence that the Cognition becomes cognised, and at the

same time makes the other object (the external objective) cognised, as is

found to be the case with the Lamp (which is itself seen and renders other

things visible) ? [This argument is put in the mouth of the opponent, not

as setting forth his own view, but only as against the contention of the

Siddhdntin that Cognition cannot form the objective of a Cognition; the

idea of the opponent being that even the Siddhdntin cannot deny the fact

that a Cognition, while making its own objective cognised, must itself be

cognised]."

We deny this ; no one ever cognises a Cognition until the object has

been cognised; it is only after the object has become cognised that the

person comes to know of the Cognition, and this is through Inference [that

is, according to us, the existence of the Cognition is only inferred from the

fact of the object being cognised, which would not be possible if there were

no cognition} ; and thus there can be no simultaneity between the cognition

of the Object and the cognition of the Cognition itself.

Opponent :
" Even so (according to you), it is only after the Cognition

has come into existence that you speak of the object as *

cognised ', which

cannot be done until the Cognition had come into existence; so that (even

according to your own view that there can be no simultaneity) tho fact

would appear to be that it is the Cognition that comes into existence (and is

cognised) first, and it is only after this that the object is known as 'cog-

nised' [so that it cannot be true to assert that the Cognition becomes

cognised by Inference after the object has been cognised]."

Answer : It is true that the Cognition appears first ; but it is not

cognised first ; it sometimes happens that even a cognised object is spoken
of as 'not cognised' [when for instance, on referring to the past, a man

says
* I do not remember that I ever knew this thing', even in cases where

the thing might have actually been known to the man in the past, says

the Shlokavdrtika].

Further, the form of the cognition is never apprehended except in terms

of the object [which could not be the case if both Cognition and Object were

cognised by Sense-perception ; we never, for example, perceive Colour in

terms of Touch, says the Rjuvimala]. Hence the Cognition cannot be spoken
of (as the object of perception) ; and what cannot be so spoken of cannot be

the objective of Sense-perception. Thus it is that Cognition cannot be the

objective of Sense-perception. [It can only be an objective of Inference].

Further, even if the Cognition and the Object were identical in form, it

would be the Cognition that would have to be denied (a separate existence),

and not the Object which is actually perceived. As a matter of fact, however,

the two are not identical in form ; when we infer a Cognition (from the fact

of the object being cognised), we infer it without a form (simply as *

cognition ',

not as *

cognition of such and such a thing'), whereas when we directly

perceive an object , we perceive it with a form.

From all this it follows that Cognition has its substratum in the object.

Further, whenever the cognition of ' cloth
'

appears, it does so invari-
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ably only when the yarns (composing the cloth) are there [which establishes

a permanent connection between the cognition and the object in the shape
of the cloth, whose existence therefore cannot be denied]. If this were not

so (if there were no such relationship between the cognition of cloth and the

doth), then even when the yarns would be there, it might be possible for a man
with perfectly healthy organs to have the cognition of the * Jar '

. This

however never happens. Hence we conclude that Cognition is not without

a substratum (in the external world).

Thus the conclusion is that Sense-perception is never false or wrong.

[And hence no examination of it is necessary].

When the perception of one factor of a well-recognised relationship (of

Invariable Concomitance) leads to the cognition of the other factor of that

relationship, which latter is not in contact with the person's sense-organs,

this second Cognition is what is called * Anumdna 9

, 'Inference' (Inferential

Cognition). [We take the compound
' Jndtasambandha '

in the sense of

'well-recognised relationship', according to the Shlokavdrtika, 2; which

appears to give the simplest meaning.] This Inferential Cognition is of two
kinds (1) that based upon a directly perceived relationship, and (2) that

based upon a generalised relationship ; as an example of the former, we have

the (inferential) Cognition of * Fire' following from the Cognition of ' Smoke '

(which is based upon the invariable concomitance of Smoke and Fire which

has been directly perceived in the kitchen) ; and as an example of the

second kind of Inference we have the case where finding that the sun

changes its position we infer that ' the sun is moving', on the ground of our

experience that in the case of the person Devadatta we have found that it

is only after he moves that he changes his position (which experience has

led us to the generalised premiss that 'whenever an object changes its

position it moves', and it is on this generalised premiss that the inference

of the movement of the sun is based).
' Shastra* '

scripture', (Injunction), is that means of cognising the object
not in contact with the senses, (i.e. Dharma and Adharma) which follows from
verbal cognition. [The Bhasya does not waste time in providing a defini-

tion of ' Word ' or ' Verbal Cognition
'

in general, it defines only the par-
ticular form of 'Word', 'Injunction', because it is only in reference to

the means of Cognising Dharma, which has been declared to be Injunction

alone, that the Vrttikdra is proving the unnecessary character of an exami-

nation of the Means of Cognition ; hence the term ' shabda
'

stands for the

Vedic or scriptural word, and ' artha
'

for ' Dharma and Adharma ' which form
the special subject-matter of Scripture. Shlokavdrtika, Shabda, 8-13.

According to the Rjuvimald,
*

Shabdavijndna
'

stands for the '

cognition of

things through Word
'

i.e. the cognition of something to be done ; and the

'asannikrsla artha' is Injunction, urging to action; hence 'Sh&stra* is that

means of cognising Injunction which is derived from that knowledge of

something to be done which is obtained through words.] [And these two
means of cognition also being well known do not need to be examined.]

' Upamdna\ '

Analogy' i.e. similitude also brings about the cognition
of things not in contact with the senses. For instance, the sight of the

Gavaya (which is similar to the cow) brings about the remembrance of the
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cow (as being similar to the Gavaya). [According to Rjuvimald, the meaning
of the sentence is

* the sight of the Qavaya brings about the analogical cogni-

tion that "the animal seen is called Gavaya", to the man who 'has remem-

bered the cow\ This is the same as the Nydya view, which has been con-

troverted by the Shlokavartika, whose rendering of the passage has been

adopted in the translation.] [And as this Analogy is well-known, it does not

need to be examined.]
'

Arthdpatti
9

, 'Presumption', also consists in the presuming of some-

thing not seen, on the ground that a fact already perceived or heard would

not be possible without that presumption ; for instance, it is found that

Devadatta who is alive is not in the house, and this non-existence in the house

leads to the presumption that he is somewhere outside the house [as with-

out this, the aforesaid fact of his being alive and not in the house could not

be explained.] [This also needs no examination.]

Abhava,
(

Negation', 'Non-apprehension', stands for the non-existence

(non-operation) of the (five) means of Cognition (described above) ; and it is

what brings about the cognition that 'it does not exist', in regard to things

not in contact with the senses. [That is, in a case where Sense-perception and

the other means of Cognition are not found to be operative towards bringing

about the notion of the existence of a certain thing, we have the notion of

the non-existence of that thing; and the means by which this notion is

brought about is called ' Abhava* Shlokavartika, Abhdva 1.] [This also

being well-known, does not need to be examined.]

From all this it follows that (all) means of Cognition being well-known,

they need not be examined.

The opponent raises a fresh objection :

"
Sense-perception and the rest

may be right means of Knowledge ; but Word (Injunction) can never be so ;

Why? The word (Vedic Injunction) is not a means of true knowledge, because

what exists is actually perceived (Sutra 4, latter part). The Injunction (of the

Chitrd sacrifice, for instance, for the purpose of acquiring cattle) is not a

means of right knowledge ; because if a thing which is perceptible is not

perceived, it is taken as non-existent; as in the case of the Hare's Horn

(which, not being perceived, is taken as non-existent) ; now (as regards

the Chitrd sacrifice which is enjoined as bringing about the acquisition of

Cattle) Cattle and such other things are such as could be perceived by
means of the sense-organs; and yet we find that no cattle are found to

appear after the performance of the sacrifice (Chitrd) enjoined for one

desiring Cattle ; and from this it follows that the sacrifice does not

bring about Cattle [and hence that the Vedic Injunction is false, i.e.

not a means of right cognition.] The effect of an act must appear at

the time of the performance of the act itself; for instance, the pleasure
derived from massage appears at the time of the massage itself. It

might be argued that the act may bring about its result at some future

time. But any result that may appear at some future time we cannot

regard as being the result of that particular Act ; why ? because at the

time when the Act itself was there, it did not bring about its result;

while at the time when the result does appear, the Act itself is not there ;

and being itself non-existent, how could it be the bringer about of the
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result ? Then again, of the particular effect (acquisition of cattle), we

actually find other causes (in the shape of gift, purchase, and so forth) ;'
and

so long as a perceptible cause is there, there can be no justification for

assuming an imperceptible one. Thus having found the Veda to be fallible

in this one case, we conclude that the other results also such as Heaven
and the like do not really follow (from the Acts enjoined in the Veda).

Further, we find the Veda actually speaking of things contrary to what is

actually seen ; for instance, having enjoined the collecting of the Sacrificial

vessels (on the death of the sacrificer), the Veda goes on to say that ' the

sacrificer thus equipped with the sacrificial implements goes straight to the

heavenly regions
'

; this clearly refers to the body, and yet the body never

goes to the heavenly regions, as it is actually burnt before our eyes. Nor
can the word *

goes'* be taken as an injunctive word (whereby the passage
would mean that the body should go to heaven, and not that it actually
does go ; so that the sentence would not contain anything contrary to a

perceptible fact). Such apparently absurd assertions therefore cannot be
the means of right Cognition ; as they would be like such absurd assertions

as 'dry gourds sink in water, while stones float.
1 Thus then we cannot

have any confidence in the injunctions of the Agniholra and such other Acts ;

as these Injunctions also belong to the same category as those that have
been shown above to be absolutely false (and unreliable), From all this

it follows that DHarma is not * that which is indicated by the Veda as con-

ducive to the highest good '[as declared in Su. (2)] ".'

The answer to the above is provided in the first part of Sutra (5), ending
with the word * Jnanam ' * But the relation of the word with its meaning is

original, etc., etc' The particle
' tu\ 'but', serves to reject the opponent's

view. The meaning is that the relation between the ivord and meaning
which relation does not originate from a human being [i.e. which is primordial,
original, self-sufficient, not dependent upon any other means of Cognition] is

the J n a n a ', means of knowing,' T a s y a ', of that ', i.e. of such things as
the A g n i h o t r a and the like which are not cognisable by means of Sense-

perception and the rest. [If the connection of the word with its mean-
ing were dependent upon other means of Cognition, then all those words
and expressions which speak of things not amenable to the other means
of Cognition, might be regarded as of doubtful validity ; when however the
said connection is self-sufficient, then there is nothing to shake the inherent

validity of what is spoken of in the words of the Veda Brhati and Rjuvi-
mala]. Thus then the notion derived from the Vedic Injunction must be
right. In the case of a notion derived from words emanating from human
beings, there might be doubts regarding its validity; because in that case
what is asserted would be dependent (for its validity) upon things extraneous
to itself [such as the validity of those sources from which the human being
may have derived his knowledge of what he is speaking of, and so forth]. On
the other hand, when a (self-sufficient) word (not emanating from a human
source) speaks of something, why should that be false ? Certainly we
do not require any corroboration of what we learn from the said word.
When the word speaks

'

of something, what is meant is that it makes that

thing known, i.e. it becomes the means of that thing becoming known ; so

2
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that as soon as the means in the shape of the Word is there, what is spoken
Of by it becomes known by itself (without any extraneous help) ; under the

circumstances, how could one call it
' false ', declaring that ' what the word

Bays is not really so
*

? As a matter of fact, the notion derived from the

Injunction is not of a doubtful character, in any such form as * this may or

may not be so
'

; nor at any other time or place, or in any other circums-

tances, or in any other person, does there appear any notion to the contrary,
that 'it is false'. As regards the idea that 'the notion derived from this

Vedic Injunction must be false because we have found another statement

made in the Veda to be false', this is only an Inference, and as such
becomes sublated by the aforesaid direct Cognition to the contrary. From all

this it follows that * Dharma is what is indicated by the Vedic Injunction
as conducive to the highest good".

The Opponent raises a fresh objection :
* All this may be so ; but in

reality there is no relationship between the word and its meaning ; how then

could any such relationship be either created by human beings or not created

by human beings ? Why ? If the relation between the word and the thing
denoted by it were held to be of the nature of Contact (Conjunction), then on

the utterance of the word "
razor", the mouth (of the speaker) would be

ripped open, and similarly on the utterance of the word " sweets ", his mouth
would become filled with sweets. As for the other kinds of relation

(a) that subsisting between the material cause and its product, or (b) that

between the efficient cause and its effect, or (c) that between the container

and the contained, or (d) that of birth and so forth, these are not possible

at all in the case of Word.'

The answer to the above is as follows : The only relation that is

possible to assert in the case, you do not assert; that is, the relation that

subsists between the denoter and the denoted, which is the relation called

4 that between the name and the named.' ' If the word is the denoter (of its

meaning), then why does it not denote it when it is heard for the first

time ?
' The answer to this is that in every case experience is our guide

(and authority) ; it is only when we find a word actually denoting a thing

that we regard it as its
' denoter '

; this is not possible in the case of a word

heard for the first time, as in its case we have never found it denoting

anything; in fact the meaning of a word is understood only when it has

been heard (used) as many times as makes it definitely recognised that
' this word is the name and this thing is the named ? [Nor does this need

for repeated experience vitiate the denotativeness of the word; because]

in the case of the Eye also it is found that it is unable to see if there is

no external light, and yet this does not mean that the Eye has not the

power to see. [Thus then, the conclusion is that there is a definite relation

between the Word and what is denoted by it.]

[A fresh discussion is started : Says the Opponent] :
' If (as has been

just stated) the Word does not express anything when it is heard for the first

time, then the relation between the Word and the thing denoted by it must

be one that is created (artificial)
'

why ? (a) because sui generis, the word

and the thing denoted are not related, as is clear from the fact that the

word is uttered in the mouth while the thing denoted is found on the ground ;
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(6) because people clearly make such a distinction as " this is the Word no,t

the Thing",
" this is the Thing, not the Word" ; and (c) because there is a

clear difference in the forms of the two also: for instance, the word that

they pronounce is in the form ' Gauh' ('Cow'), while the object that they

understand as denoted by it is an animal with the dewlap and other features ;

and in actual experience we have seen that any relation (or connection)

that appears between two distinct things is artificial (created) ; as for

example, the relation between the jar and the rope (to which it is tied).

[The answer to this Purvapaksa which is reiterated on page 15, lines 10 to 18,

comes in the Text on page 15, line 18 ; in the interval in order to clear the ground,

the Author discusses the three questions (1) What is 'word' ? on page 13, line 7

to page 14, line 15, (2) what is 'meaning' (or denoted thing) ? on page 14, line 10

to page 15, line 14, and (3) what is the ' relation
' between the two ? on page 15,

line 15.]

(1) In the case of *

qauh* ('Cow'), what is it that is called the

"word* ? The letters 4

ga\ 'au\ and '
/<

'

(visarga) constitute the word

says the revered Upavarsa. Among people the term ' word '

is applied to

what is apprehended by the oar; and in the case of the word '

gauh\
the said letters are what are apprehended by the ear.

The Sphotavddin Grammarian :
" If that is so, then no cognition of the

meaning (of the word) is possible ; why ? because as a matter of fact the

cognition of the moaning does not appear on the hearing of the single com-

ponent letters severally ; and apart from the components there is no single

entity in the form of a composite whole, from which the cognition of the mean-

ing would follow. At the moment of hearing tho letter '

ga\ the letters
' au ' and '

h
'

are not heard; and at the moment that these letters are heard,

the letter
'

go,' is not heard. From this it follows that the word '

gau/i' (as

a composite whole) is something different from the component letters '

ga
'

and the rest; and it is from this composite that the Cognition of the mean-

ing follows. Tt might be urged that after the word (i.e. tho letters) have

ceased, there is a remembrance (of them), and it is from this remembrance

that the Cognition of the meaning follows. But this also cannot be ;
as the

Remembrance also has only a momentary existence and hence is as unable

to bring about the Cognition of the meaning as the letters themselves."

There is no force in all this, we reply ; because what happens is that

each letter, as it is uttered, leaves an '

impression
'

behind, and what

brings about the cognition of the meaning of the word is the last letter along

with the impressions of each of the preceding letters.
' If that were so [i.e.

if the cognition of the meaning were so derived from the last letter, etc.],

then the assertion of the ordinary people that " we cognise the meaning
from the word" would be unjustifiable.' Our answer to this would be

that if it cannot be justified, it must be unjustifiable; simply because

a certain popular assertion is unjustifiable, it cannot be right to admit

the existence of something which is not vouched for by any means of Cogni-

tion, Sense-perception and the rest. As a matter of fact, popular assertions

are found to be of both kinds some are justifiable (true) and some -are

unjustifiable (false) ; for instance, such assertions as Devadatta, please
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drive the cow* are justifiable (reasonable, serving a definite purpose);
while such other assertions as ' ten pomegranates, six cakes ' and the like

are unjustifiable (unreasonable, entirely purposeless, having no meaning).
"
[It is not the popular notion alone that is contrary to the Siddhdnta view.]

Scientific writers also have made such declarations as * what is denoted by a

verb, like goes or cooks, is a single entity (act), consisting of several acts

beginning with the starting (of the act) and ending with its fulfilment, rang-

ing in sequence over several points of time' (Nirukta 1-1) [which also

lends support to the view that the word also is a composite whole apart
from the component letters.]" The answer to this is that even the

declaration of scientific writers cannot render possible (or reasonable) what

cannot be established by any valid means of Cognition.

Then again, there is nothing unreasonable in the view (stated by us)

that the letters (composing a word) produce impressions, and from these

impressions follow the apprehension of the meaning ; so that in the bring-

ing about of the apprehension of the meaning, the letters would be the

cause. " But in that case, the word would be only a subordinate cause

(of the apprehension of the meaning)." Not so; the causal efficiency of the

letters is by no means subordinate, because as a matter of fact, the appre-

hension of the meaning comes only when the letters are there, and it does

not come when they are absent [which shows that the letters are the

principal, not the subordinate, cause.] But even if they were only a subor-

dinate cause, it would not be right to assume something not vouched

for by Sense-perception or any other means of Cognition, simply for the

purpose of saving the Word from being a subordinate cause. For instance,

when it is asserted that * the boy is fire ', it is not understood that the Boy
is actually Fire, for fear of making the word * Fire

'

figurative (taken in the

indirect or subordinate sense of * brilliant
5

) ;
for the purpose of saving the

word 'fire' from being understood in its subordinate (or figurative)

sense of (brilliance), the 'Boy' is not taken to be Fire itself (in the literal

sense).

As a matter of fact also, such a word as '

go
'

(Cow) is never actually

perceived apart from the letters *

ga
' and the rest ; and this for the simple

reason that no difference is perceived between them (i.e. between the

word and its component letters), and that they are actually found to be non-

different. What again is actually perceived are only the letters '

ga
*

and the rest. From this it is clear that the word '

gauh *, beginning with the

letter '

ga' and ending with the < h\ is only these letters themselves; and

hence there is no such thing as * Word '

apart from those letters.

Objection :
* The assumption of Impressions (left by the component

letters) involves the assumption of something that is not perceived '.

The answer to this is that the theory of the ' word '

(as distinct from

the letters) involves the assumption of the Word and also that of the

Impressions (the assumption of which is necessary in this case also, for

explaining the process of denotation); [whereas in our view, it is necessary

to assume the Impressions only: so that while the Opponent's theory

involves two assumptions, our theory involves only one assumption]. From
all this we conclude that the letters themselves are the word.
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(2) [The next question is] What is the denotation (meaning) of the

word *

gauh
'

(Cow) ? What we assert is that the class^r genus) characterised

by the dewlap and other features is what is denoted by the Word. [In the
'

Nydya-sutra,
' Akrti

'

has been taken as different from Jati, Class ; it has

been taken there in the sense of the shape or form that characterises a

particular Class of things. In Mimaihs however, we find that / Akrti
'

is

taken to be the same as ' Jati.
' The Shlokavdrtlka-Akrti, Verse 3 clearly

says that * This class (jdti) itself has been called Akrti in the sense that

the Individual is characterised (akriyate) by it
'

; and Mandana Mishra also

declares in his Anukramanl that * the word go denotes the Class.']

The Opponent asks "Is this 'Class* something to be accomplished, or

not ?
"

[The real motive behind this question is that, if the class is some-

thing to be accomplished, then its relation to the word cannot be eternal.]

[The answer is that] Being actually perceived, it cannot be something

yet to be accomplished ; as what is actually perceived is only an accom-

plished entity, such as the necklace, the road-crossing, the dish, and so

forth,
* But this (notion of Class) may be a mere illusion.'

That cannot be ;
unless we find a conception set aside or negatived by

a subsequent conception, we cannot regard it as an illusion.

' As a matter of fact, we find such conceptions as series, group, forest

(as single entities), while in reality there are no such single entities apart

from the component individuals [the series being nothing apart from the

individual factors, the group being nothing apart from the individuals

composing it, and the Forest being nothing apart from the trees. Similarly,

the Class being nothing apart from the individuals composing it, the concep-

tion of the " Class" must be a misconception, a mere illusion] ',

Not so ; you have put forward a most incoherent statement. By assert-

ing that ' there is a conception of the Forest while in reality there is no such

thing as forest', do you mean to deny the validity of Perception (which

provides us with a clear notion of the Forest as a real entity) ? If so, then

you might as well say that * the trees also do not exist'. In that case your
view would be the same as that of the Bauddha Idealist (who denies the

existence of all external objects) ; and this view we have already refuted.

[So that what you have asserted does not lend support to your own theory
that there is no such entity as Class]. Your assertion may be a complaint

against the upholder of the Class, to the effect that "
(by positing a single

entity) you vitiate another doctrine of yours, inasmuch as (according
to you) the notion of the * Forest '

(as a single entity) appears while in fact

there is no such (single) entity as Forest [what really exists is only a large

number of trees ;
so that you have the notion of a single entity in reference

to & plurality of trees; and this vitiates your doctrine" [Read for 'pi sati',
*

pyasati ', as read in Brhati] that it is only a single thing that can be con-

ceived of as a single entity.] If such is your meaning, then, it comes to

this that being unable to refute the theory under discussion, you proceed
to find fault with a totally different doctrine, and thereby render yourself

open to a 'ground of defeat' (in discussion, by shifting your ground);
specially as what you put forward does not establish anything. Because
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the Siddhantin will retort If the other doctrine becomes vitiated, let

it be vitiated; what does it matter if that doctrine is vitiated or not

vitiated ? [The rule regarding the use of the singular or the plural number
is not meant to be absolute ; if then, it becomes vitiated by a per-

ceptible fact, it does not matter ; merely on the strength of the said

rule, we cannot deny a perceptible fact.] What does matter is whether

you succeed in establishing your own doctrine or in refuting my doctrine

(regarding the subject-matter under discussion, i.e. the existence of

the Class). Merely because the Forest is not perceived apart from the

trees, it does not follow that the Forest does not exist; if there is some

other reason which gives rise to a notion against (i.e. sublative of the

notion of) the existence of the Forest, then only can the notion of the Forest-

be regarded as false; and then alone could we conclude that the Forest

does not exist. [Even though in regard to the Forest and other things

mentioned by you, such a sublative notion may appear, yet] in regard to

such things as the Cow and the like (which we are discussing), we do not

find our notion of class being sublated. So that there is 110 analogy
between the two cases (that of the Cow and that of the Forest). In regard

to the Forest and other things also, if there is 110 sublative notion, wo can-

not say that they do not exist. From all this it follows that the statement

that you have made regarding the Series, the Forest (and the Group) is

entirely incoherent (having no bearing on the discussion, in hand).

The conclusion thus in that the assertion (of Jaimini) to the effect that

'the Class forms the denotation of the word' (Sutra 1. 3. 33) is fully

established. How the Class is denoted by the word we shall explain in detail

later on (under 1. 3. 33).

(3) [The third question is] "What is the relation (between the word

and its denotation) ?" [This question is introduced with a view to discuss

the eternality of words and of their relationship to their denotations says
8hlokaiiartika 10].

The answer is that the relation between the word and its denotation is

that on the word being cognised, what is denoted by it becomes cognised.

[That is, the relation of Name and Named, as already stated above.]

The opponent:
" We have already proved above that this relation is

artificial ;
hence we opine that a certain person created the relation of words

with their denotations and then with a view to make use of the words, he

composed the Vedas."

Our answer to this view is as follows : What we have asserted (regard-

ing the relation between word and its denotation) is established by the fact

that the said relation could never have been created by a human being.

Question :
" But how do you know that the relation could not be

created by a human being ?
' '

Answer : It follows from the fact that there could not have been any

persons to create the relations.

Question :
" Why could there be no creator of the relation ?

"

Answer: [No such creator can be admitted] because no such person

can be cognised by means of Sense-perception, and the other means of

cognition also are preceded by (based upon) Sense-perception.
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" As the creator existed a long time back, it is only natural that he should

be beyond the Sense-perception of men of the present day."
Even if he had existed a long time back, it would not be impossible to

remember him. In the case of such (important) things as the Himalaya
mountain and the like, it would be impossible to forget the creator, in the

manner in which the builder of a wall, a garden and such things becomes

forgotten. In the case of these latter things there are such causes (for the

builder being forgotten) as the disappearance (of all idea) of the builder,

due either to the disruption of his country or to the extinction of his family.

In the case of words and their meanings on the other hand there is no total

disappearance of persons making use of them.

It might be argued that-*' what men have to deal with is only the

relation of words and meanings, and the matter of the creator of the relation

would have no interest to them, and hence paying no heed to it, they would

forget him."

But this also is not possible. If there were a person who created the

relation and started its use, he would surely be remembered at the time of

using the word. A certain usage becomes possible only when there is an

agreement between the creator and the adopter of the usage, and not when
there is disagreement between them. For instance, Panini (Sutra 1. 1. 1) is

the creator or originator of the relation between the technical name ' Vrddhi '

and the letters 'at-aich\ and a person making use of words independently
of Panini, or one not accepting the work of Panini as authoritative, could

never apprehend the word ' Vrddhi '

as standing for those letters. Similarly

Pihgala being the originator of the connection between the technical name
'ma' and three long syllables, to a person not acting according to Pihgala, or

to one not accepting the work of Pingala as authoritative, the letter
' ma *

could never bring about the idea of a group of three long syllables. Thus it

is that there is always an agreement between the originator and the adopter

(of a usage). Consequently persons who would be making use of the Veda

would surely remember the creator (or originator) of the relation of words

and their usage. If one forgot the author of Panini' s Sutra to the effect

that 'the term Vrddhi stands for the letters At and Aich* (1. 1. 1), he could

never make any sense out of the Sutra '

Vrddhiryasydchdmddistad vfddham
*

['That group of letters is called '

Vrddha' among the vowels wherein the

first one is a Vrddhi, i.e. a or ai or au] (Panini 1. 1. 73).

For these reasons we conclude that no person created the relations (of

words) and then for the purpose of making use of them, composed the

Vedas.

Even if the possibility of (the creator) being forgotten were there, we
could not admit a creator of the relation unless there were proofs for it.

For instance, even though it is possible for an existing thing to be not

perceived, we do not merely on the ground of that possibility, admit the

existence of the Hare's Horn, because there is no proof of it. For this

reason the relation between words and their meanings cannot be regarded as

created by a person.

[The opponent puts forward a proof of the creator of word-relations]

"We would deduce the existence of the creator of word-relations from
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Presumption : As a matter of fact we do not find people comprehending the

meaning of those words whose relation (to the meaning) has not been fixed.

If people were to comprehend the meaning of such a word, they could

comprehend the meaning of such words also as they might hear for

the first time; as a matter of fact however they are not foiind to do

so ; hence there must be a person who fixes (creates) the relations (of words

and meanings)."
This is not right. Because words are taught as accomplished entities

(having the inherent power of denoting their meanings, [This is what is

meant by the term *

upadeshah
'
in sfitra 5 says Brhatl]. If it were a

fact that in the absence of a creator of word- relations, the meanings
are never comprehended, then alone could we deduce a creator by presump-
tion. In reality however, there is another way (in which the meanings of

words are comprehended) ; for instance, we find that when older people are

making use of words for their own purpose, the younger men who happen
to hear those words are actually found to understand them ; these old

people also, when they were young, understood the words as used by the

older people at the time ; these latter also understood them from other

older people; and so on the process has gone on without any beginning
in time. This is one possible explanation of the phenomenon (of the use

and comprehension of words) ; and the other explanation (proposed by
the opponent) is that " in the beginning there was no relation at all bet-

ween a word and its meaning, subsequently some one set going the rela-

tions." Now as between these two possible explanations, so long as the

explanation based upon the usage of older people is available [and it is

actually perceived in everyday life], it would not be right to presume a crea-

tor of relations. Further the upholders of the 'Usage Theory' point to

a fact of direct perception (in proof of their theory) , while the other party

only presume a creator of relations ; and certainly Presumption has no force

as against a fact of direct Perception. From all this it follows that there

can be no creator of word- relations.
'

Avyatir$kashcha\ 'it is infallible', says the next term in sutra 5.

It is found that just as the word *

go
' denotes the animal with the

dewlap in one place, so does it also in the most inaccessible places; how
could it be possible for the many creators of the word- relation to come

together ? Certainly no single person could create a relation (that would

receive such universal acceptance). For this reason also there can be no

creator of word-relations.

Another writer explains the phrase
*

avyatirekashcha
'

in the following

different manner: There can be no point of time when the word-relation

has been totally absent and when no word has been related to any mean-

ing. Why so ? Because, if there were, then the act itself of creating the

relation would not be possible ; for when the creator of the relation would

proceed to create a relation, he could do so only by means of words
; and the

question arises who created the relations of the words that the said

creator uses when creating the new relation ? If those were created by
some other creator, then who created the relations of the words used by the

older creator ? And so on and so forth, there would be no end to this
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enquiry. Consequently, it has to be admitted that when a person would

proceed to create new word-relations, he would make use of words whose

relationships have come down through the usage of older people, and have

not been created by any one. And when usage has to be admitted (at a

certain point), why should it be at all necessary to presume any crea-

tor of word-relations at any point of time ? Thus it is clear that there can

be no valid Presumption either (in support of a creator of word-relations).

The opponent may ask " How is it possible for the younger people, to

whom the word-relations are not known, to learn the meanings of words from

the older people ?
"

The answer to this is that the question of possibility cannot arise in

regard to a directly perceived fact. Younger people are actually found to

learn the meanings of words from older people ; and on the other hand, they
are not found to have any such comprehension of a creator of word-

relations. Hence the cases (of words and creators) do not stand on the

same footing.

The next phrase in sutra (5) is
' arthe anupalabdhe (' regarding what is

imperceptible'). In regard to such imperceptible things as the Deity and the

like [Right reading
' devatddau' supplied by the Brhatl], the creating of a

name (expressive word) would be useless and also impossible. When a thing
is known in its general form, and its particular forms are not known, then

^ilone are names propounded in regard to these particular forms ; and in the

case of such words as '

deity
' and the like, no particular forms can be

known ; as both the conditions are absent. For this reason also the rela-

tion of the word with its meaning cannot be one created by any person.

For this same reason [of not having its relation created by a person),

the Word is
'

pramanam' (* a valid means of knowledge' (sutra 5),
' ana-

peksatvdt' (' as it is Independent') (sutra 5); that is to say, being such as

described, the word does not need (for its validity) another person or

another cognition.

For all these reasons we conclude that Dharma is what is indicated by
-the Vedic Injunction : and not what is indicated by anything else.

The significance of the mention (in sutra 5) of the name *

Badardyana
'

has already been explained above.

[The Author now proceeds to answer the objections that have been

urged by the Opponent against the trustworthy character of the Veda.]

It has been argued above that " Word (Injunction) cannot be the means

(of knowing Dharma), as the result of the act is not found to appear at the

time of its performance, and at the time that the result does appear the act

is not there; consequently the word cannot be a means of right know-

ledge ". Our answer to this is as follows: It would be true that Word is

not a means of right knowledge, if there were only five such valid means (in

the shape of Sense-perception, Inference, Analogy, Presumption, and Non-

apprehension) ; every means by which a right cognition is obtained is a

means of right cognition ; as a matter of fact, right cognition is obtained

toy means of word also; therefore Word must be a means of right
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knowledge, in the same manner as Sense-perception is. If a certain thing is

cognised by one means of cognition, it does not cease to be cognised if it is

not cognised by another means of cognition [so. that if the result of the act

is cognised by means of the Vedic Word, it cannot be regarded as not cognised

simply, because that result is not cognised by other means of cognition].

Then again it is nowhere declared in the Veda that " the reward of the act

is obtained merely by the performance of the act" ; all that is said is that
" the reward of the act is obtained". As for the argument that "at the

time when the reward does appear, it is cognised by means of Sense-percep-

tion and not by means of the Word", this does not vitiate our position;

because at that time Sense-perception is one means of cognising the reward,

and Word also is the other means.

The opponent has cited a passage from the Veda which asserts something

contrary to a fact of direct perception, the passage which says that " the

sacrificer equipped with the sacrificial implements proceeds straight to the

heavenly regions", where it is clearly the body that is spoken of (as

proceeding to Heaven ; while as a matter of fact the body is burnt). Our
answer to this is that in fact that entity also to whom the body belongs is

spoken of as "equipped with the sacrificial implements", by reason of the

connection of those implements with the body (to which the said entity is

related). The opponent asks " What is this other entity ? We do not know
of any such entity (apart from the body)". We infer the existence of such

an entity through such acts as breathing and the like; so that the entity

spoken of as "
equipped with the sacrificial implements

"
is one who carried on

such activities in the body as breathing in, breathing down, breathing out,

winking, and so forth. " But it is the body itself that breathes in and

breathes down." Not so ; breathing and the rest cannot belong to the same

category as the properties of the body, because they do not continue to

exist as long as the body lasts ; as a matter of fact we find that the proper-

ties of the body, colour and the rest, continue to exist as long as the body
is there ; on the other hand, breathing and the rest cease to exist even while

the body is there. Then again, Pleasure, Pain, and such other feelings are

cognised only by the person himself, while colour and other properties

belonging to the body are perceived by other persons also. [This also shows

that there are certain activities of the person which belong to an entity

other than the body.] From this fact of there being certain properties which

differ from the properties belonging to the body, the conclusion is that the

entity spoken of as *

equipped with the sacrificial implements
'

is other than

the body.
The opponent asks "How is it known that there is an entity other

than Pleasure and other Cognitions to whom these latter belong ? As a matter

of fact, we do not see any form of such an entity apart from Pleasure and

other Cognitions. This leads to the conclusion that the said entity is as non-

existent as the Hare's Horn, If it be asked * To whom then do Pleasure

and the rest belong ?
'

our answer would be that they belong to no one. It

is not necessary that whatever is perceived must be related to some one else ;

we recognise one thing as ' related
'

to another only when we actually perceive
the things related, as also the relation itself : When we see the moon or the
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sun, we do not proceed to search the thing to which the moon ot the sun

belongs ; in fact, we recognise that they belong to no one. From this we
conclude that there is no entity apart from Pleasure and the rest to whom
these latter belong. Then again, if it be absolutely necessary to assume an

entity to whom every perceived thing is related, then, in the same manner,
on perceiving the Self (soul), we should search for another relative to whom
that Self would belong ; and having found such another relative, we should

search for yet another to whom this latter would belong ; and so on and on

there would be no end to such assumptions. If (in order to save yourself

from this unending series of assumptions) you would not assume a fxirther

relative after having assumed a relative at a certain stage, and you would

stop short at that, and feel satisfied, then you can rest content with positing
the '

Vijnana
'

(Idea, Cognition) pure and simple and desist from all further

asumptions."
Our answer to the above is as follows : If there is no entity apart from

the Cognition, then who is it that is spoken of as * he knows'? The

entity spoken of by this phrase is the nominative agent of the act of

cognising ; for the purpose of making this phrase give some sense, we should

assume the existence of the Self distinct from the Cognition.

Says the opponent: "Let the Divinities (Read
'

devdh') assume a

meaning for the phrase if they regard it necessary to assume it ! [It is

beyond our power to do it]. As a matter of fact, there are many people

upholding the existence of the Self who say
* the Self exists', who directly

utter the word ' Self
; and yet even these people do not succeed in assum-

ing the existence of the Self; how much less possible is it to assume its

existence on the basis of the indirect expression
* he cognises

'

? Hence
we conclude that the assumption of the Self is not right."

Our answer is as follows: It is through Desire that we perceive the

Self. " How so ?
"

Desire appears only when the desired object is one that

has been perceived before : for instance, we have no desire for those sweet

fruits that grow to the North of the Meru mountains and which have never

before been tasted by people like us. Nor does Desire appear in one person
for an object that has been perceived by another person. And yet Desire

does appear in a person for an object perceived by him on the previous day.
From this we conclude that the person desiring and the person perceiving

must be the same. If mere Cognition had been the perceived then, inas-

much as that Cognition would have disappeared on the preceding day

(when the object was perceived), how could there bela Desire (for the same

object) on the following day ? If, on the other hand, there is a cogniser

apart from the Cognition, who is everlasting, then the person perceiving

the object on one day would be the same as the one desiring it on the

other day. The phenomenon of Desire would be impossible otherwise.

Says the opponent :
" In regard to what do we have the idea that it

cannot be possible ? It is only in regard to what cannot be known by any
means of right knowledge. Now, as a matter of fact, we do not know any-

thing other than Cognition (Idea) ; and what we do not know we conclude

to be non-existent, like the Hare's Horns. Nor is it impossible to have

Cognition without that unknown something ; because we actually have a direct
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perception of the Cognition. That the Cognition has a momentary exist-

ence, that too is a fact directly perceived. And yet, even though we have

no Cogniser apart from the Cognition, and even though the Cognition is not

a lasting entity (as it has only a momentary existence), it is not impossible
for Desire to appear on the next day ; because we actually perceive the

Desire so appearing. Nor have we found it always to be the case that the

Cogniser today is the same as the Desirer on the next day ; all that we have

found is that in some cases what has been perceived by one man is desired by

another, while in other cases it is not so. In fact [there being nothing except
an influx of series of Cognitions] what happens is that within the same series

one (Cognition) desires what has been perceived by another (Cognition) ; but in

case the two belong to two different series, one does not desire what has

been perceived by another. From all this wo conclude that there is no

Self apart from Cognitions like Pleasure and the rest."

Our answer to the above is as follows: It is not possible that persons
who do not remember (i.e. have an idea of) a thing should desire it; nor is

remembrance possible of what has not been perceived before ; hence it is

impossible that there should be remembrance in what is a mere momentary
Cognition (Idea).

Says the opponent: "The case of Remembrance is like that of

Desire ; what is called * remembrance '

is either a Cognition similar to a

previous Cognition, or a Cognition having a previous Cognition as its object

[and the same is the case with Desire also]. Now (such being the nature of

Remembrance and Desire) even if the seer (i.e. the Cognition of the previous

day) has ceased to exist on the next day, it cannot be impossible (for the

Remembrance or the Desire) to appear on that day [i.e. there is nothing incon-

gruous in the appearance of a Cognition on the second day which is similar

to, or has for its object, the preceding day's Cognition] ;
for the simple

reason that we directly perceive that this does happen. What happens is

that when a Cognition has been cognised by another Cognition, it is recalled

by another Cognition occurring in the same series as the former apprehend-

ing Cognition, and not by a Cognition appearing in the series of another

Cognition. From all this we conclude that Cognitions are entirely Void (i.e.

without any extraneous substratum in the shape of the Self). In support of

this view we have the following Brahmana text also :

* This pure Cognition
which rising out of the elemental substances (of the body, at death) enters

those same substances, arid there is no consciousness after death.' (Brhada-

ranyaka-Upanimd, 4.5.13)."

Our answer to the above is that it cannot be as set forth above ; as a

matter of fact, it is only when one has seen a thing on one day that he has

the notion (Remembrance) on the next day in the form ' I have seen it
'

;

and this notion (of Recognition) appears only in the Self, not in anything
else

; as in the case of anything else, the entity that would have seen the thing
on the previous day could be some one totally different (from the one recog-

nising it on the second day). Hence it follows that there is something apart
from Cognitions, and it is to this something that the term * I

'

is applied.

Says the opponent: "In several cases the term 'I* is applied figura-

tively to entities other than the Self, when, for instance, a man says I
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am the son', 'I am Devadatta', *I am going' [where the term *!' stands

for the body says the Shlokavdrtika, Atmavdda 108]."

Our answer to this is that we do not put forward the use of the term
' I

' as a reason for our conclusion (that there is a Self apart from the Cogni-

tions) ; what we are pointing out (as the reason) is something different from

the word * I
'

; what we are pointing out (as our reason) is the recognitive notion

[The right reading is
'

pratyabhyjndpratyayam
'

as found in Nydyaratndkara,

p. 716] that we have to the effect that ' It was we that saw this thing on one

day, and it is we that remember it today
'

; which shows that we recognise

the fact that '
it is we that existed yesterday and it is the same we that exist

today
'

; and the entities that existed yesterday and exist today also

could not have ceased to exist. In support of this (view of an enduring

Self) we have the Brahmana-text Having declared that * This same is the

Self, (Brhadd-Upa., 4. 6. 13, where the reading is slightly different), it goes
on to say

*

Being imperishable, it perisheth not '

(Brhaddranyaka-Upanimd,
4. 5. 15); and again, 'This Self is indestructible, not liable to disruption*

(Ibid., 4. 5. 15). Cognition on the other hand is evanescent. Hence we
conclude that the Self (which is imperishable) must be something distinct

from the Cognition which is evanescent. No one can hold the view that
"
things are not as they are found to be, they are as they are not found to

be." For if that were so, then it would come to this that "the Hare
does not exist, what does exist is the Hare's Horn" ! Nor again can the

notion of ' I
' be said to be an illusion ; because we do not find any subse-

quent cognition sublative of that notion.

From all this we conclude that there fa a Self apart from Pleasure and

other cognitions. And such being the case, it is this Self that has been

spoken of in the Vedio text as 'equipped with the sacrificial implements'.

Says the opponent :

" If there is a Cogniser distinct from the Cognition,

then, leaving aside the Cognition, please point out the Cogniser
' This and

such is the Cogniser '. You cannot point out any such Cogniser. Hence we
conclude that there is no Cogniser apart from the Cognition."

Our answer to this is as follows : As a matter of fact, the Cogniser is

self-cognised, he cannot be perceived by another ; how then could he be

pointed out to another ? Just as for instance, when a man with eyes himself

sees a colour, but he cannot point it out to another who is blind, and yet,

simply because the Colour cannot be pointed out to another, it is not

concluded that it does not exist; in the same manner, a person cognises

his own Self, but cannot point it out to another person, for the simple
reason that (like the blind man) this other person does not possess the

capacity to perceive the said Self (of the former person) ; and yet this other

person cognises his own Self, but not the Self of other persons. So that

all individual Selves cognising themselves must exist, even though none

of them cognises the other Selves. In support of this we have the following

Brahmana-text * When speech ceases, what light does the Person possess ?

He possesses the light of the Self, O king
'

(Shatapatha Bra-Madhyandina, 14.

5. 4. 11, and Bfhaddranyaka-Upanisad, Kdnva, 4. 3. 9 where the reading is

slightly different). In support also of the view that one Self is not appre-
hended by another, we have the (Brahmana-text

'

Being inapprehensible,
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it is not apprehended
' Brhaddranyaka- Upani$ad, 3. 9. 25) ; what this

means is that it is not apprehended by another ;

* how so ?
' because

the Self has been spoken of as ' self-luminous
'

in the text ' Herein the

Person is self-luminous' (Brhaddranyaka-Upanisad, 4. 3. 9) [which means

that the Self is cognised by itself, not by another self].
" By what means

then can one Self be explained to another ?
"

This means also has been

indicated in the Brahmana-text itself 'He said that this Self is not

this, not that' Brhada-Upa. 4. 23; that is to say, it cannot be asserted

that ' the Self has such and such a form '

; the method by which it can

be indicated to another is by denying (i.o. rejecting) what the other per-

son regards as Self ; that is, if the other person regards the Body as the

Self, he is taught that ' the Body is not the Self, the Self is something
different from the Body', where the teaching of the Self is done by deny-

ing the Body. Similarly the Life-breath and such other things not being

the Self, the Self is taught by moans of the denial of these as being

something different from the Self. Similarly the Pleasure and other

Cognitions of one person are inferred by another through certain signs, and

by declaring that 'these are not the Self, the Self is taught as being

something different from them. Lastly, that ' the Person (or Self) is not

different from one who perceives himself is also inferred from tho activ-

ities of the person himself: for instance, wo find that when on one day a

man has left an action half-done, he tries to make up for it and complete it

on the next day; and from this action it is inferred that the Person regards

himself as enduring (lasting) in relation to things (like actions) that are

evanescent. [Or, on the basis of the evanescent activities one comes

to cognise the anduriny Self.]

Further, through Analogy also this same Self is pointed out, in the

words ' Just as you perceive your own Self, so on the same analogy, please

understand that I also perceive the Self in the same manner.' There are

several such indications through Analogy ; as for instance, a man indicating

his suffering to another, says
4 It is as if I were being burnt',

* It is a* if I

were being tortured', 'It is as if I were being hampered.' Thus on. the

ground of this self-realisation, it is concluded that there is a Person (Self)

distinct from Cognition.

It has been urged by the Opponent above "
Leaving aside Cognition

please point out the Cogniser apart from the Cognition." Our answer to

this is that when you leave aside the means itself, how can the end be

attained without the means ? The only means of knowing things is to

realise that '

everything is as it is cognised to be '. For instance, what is

' white'? It is that in which there is whiteness; i.e. that to which the term
' white '

is applied. To what is the term ' white '

applied ? It is applied to

that which is cognised (understood) whenever the term 'white '

is uttered.

From this it will be seen that if we ' leave aside Cognition' (as suggested in

your argument), we cannot indicate anything at all [as things can be indi-

cated only as they are cognised]. Then again, there is no such hard and fast

rule as that the object of cognition is cognised only when the Cognition itself

is cognised ; the object is actually cognised even when the Cognition is not

cognised; for instance, Cognition is not amenable to Sense-perception, while
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the object known is amenable to it. This we have already explained above

{Text, p. 9, 1. 15, where it is shown that the form of the Cognition is not the

same as that of the cognised object]. So that if anything has to be '
left

aside' (denied), Cognition itself might as well be left aside, not objects.

This also we have already explained (Text, p. 10, 1. 4).

Thus we conclude that there is an everlasting Person apart from

Pleasure and other cognitions.

The Opponent has quoted a text (from the Brhadaranyaka-Upanisad)

speaking of the Cognition arising out of the elemental substances and

entering the same, etc. Our answer to this is as follows : As a matter of

factj after this passage had been addressed by Yajnavalkya to Maitreyi, the

latter complained of the teaching, saying
*

Hereby your Reverence has led

me into delusion
'

(Shatapatha-Brd-Mcidhya. 14. 7. 3. 14), and in meeting
this complaint, Yajnavalkya, repudiating all desire to delude her, has

concluded by saying
* I am not talking delusion ; in reality this Self is

indestructible, not liable to disruption ;
but It does come into contact with

perishable things (like the Sense-organs, Merit, Demerit, and the like)'

(Shatapatha-Bra-Madhya. 14. 7. 3. 15); from the whole context it is clear

that the view of the Upanisad is not that Cognition is the only entity. Thus

there is a great difference [between your view that there is no Self apart
from the fleeting cognitions, and the view adumbrated in the Upanisad text

quoted by you and taken along with its whole context].

Lastly, the Opponent has argued that the verb '

goes
'

(in the text * the

Sacrificer equipped with the sacrificial implements goes straight to the

heavenly region ') is not mjunetive. The particular word may not be

injunctive ; but it could very well be reiterative of the injimction contained

in such texts as 'Desiring heaven one should perform sacrifices \ So that

there is nothing incongruous (in the non -injunctive character of the verb
*

goes').



ADHIKARAI^A (6): Eternallty of Words.

SCTRA (6).

[PURVAPAKA]
" WORD IS A PRODUCT (NON-ETERNAL), BECAUSE IT IS

SEEN TO FOLLOW (AFTER EFFORT) ", SO SAY SOME PEOPLE.

Bhasya.

Says the Opponent :
" It has been said above that the relation between

the Word and its Meaning is eternal. But this is not possible, because

Word itself is not eternal. Word is often found to be destroyed, so that

when it comes to be produced (uttered) again, its relation (to its meaning)
cannot but be artificial (newly made). Then again, no one ever compre-
hends the meaning of a Word heard for thelfirst time. * But why should the

Word itself be regarded as non-eternal ?
' Because as a matter of fact, it is

seen to follow after effort ; finding that there is an invariable concomitance

(between the appearance of the Word and human effort, the Word appear-

ing only when there is human effort) we infer that the word *
is produced

'

by the effort.
* It may be that the effort only manifests the (already

existing) Word'. We say that it cannot be so; because there is nothing to

prove that the Word existed before the said manifestation; and it is only

what already exists never what is non-existent that is manifested.
"

SUTRA (7).

[PuRVAPAKA continued]
" BECAUSE IT DOES NOT PERSIST."

Bhasya.
" When the Word is uttered, we do not find it to persist even for a

moment ; from which we conclude that '
it has been destroyed '. It might

be urged that ' the Word though there, is not perceived (when you feel that

it is destroyed) '. This cannot be, because as a matter of fact, the Word is

not perceived even when there are no causes of its non-perception in the

shape of obstruction and the like. Nor can it be urged that [the Word
is not perceived because] it has not reached the substratum (where it could

be perceived) ; because its substratum is the AkdsJia (which is all-pervading,

hence it is never possible for the Word not to reach its substratum) ; and yet
it is not perceived even in our ear-cavity (to say nothing of Akasha in

general)."
SUTRA (8).

[PtfRVAPAKSA continued] "ALSO, BECAUSE OF THE TERM 'TO

MAKE* (karoti) [BEING USED IN CONNECTION WITH

WORDS]."

Bhasya.
"
Further, in practice people make use of such expressions as ' make

(kuru, utter) the word ',
' do not make the word '

: and yet they do not fee)

that they are referring to the same word (that has been in existence)."
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SOTRA (9).

[PORVAPAKSA continued] "ALSO BECAUSE THERE is SIMULTANEITY

(OF THE PERCEPTION OF THE WORD) IN DIVERSE PLACES."

Bhasya.

" As a matter of fact, we hear a Word (uttered) in several places; this

could not be possible if the Word were only one and eternal. Unless there

is something special there can be no plurality of what is eternal ; it is only

in the case of (non-eternal) products, which are many, that on their being

produced in several places, they come to be connected with those several

places. For this reason also Word must be non-eternal."

SUTRA (10).

[PORVAPAKSA continued]
u ALSO BECAUSE THERE ARE ORIGINAL

FORMS AND MODIFICATIONS."

Bhasya. x

" In the case of such expressions as '

dadhyatra ', we find that in the

original form we had 'i' (at the end of the term 'dadhi'), and this 'i'

becomes modified into ya
'

(by reason of its being conjoined with the follow-

ing 'a' in 'atra'); such is the teaching (of grammarians). As a rule,

whatever is liable to modification must be non-eternal. Further, there is

some similarity (of sound) between *
i

* and '

ya ', which also shows that the

one is the modification of the other."

SUTRA (11).

[PtfRVAPAKSA concluded]
"
FURTHER, THERE is AN AUGMENTATION

FOR THE WORD(-SOUND), DUE TO THE MULTIPLICITY OF ITS

PRODUCERS (
SPEAKERS

)
.

"

Bhasya.
" As a matter of fact, we find that when a Word is uttered by many

persons, the sound heard is very loud. If the Word were only manifested

(and not produced, by the utterance), then the sound heard would always
be the same, whether it were uttered by many or fewer persons. From
this we conclude that some portion of the Word is produced by each of the

speakers, and it is by reason of the augmentation thus caused in the Word
that a louder sound is heard."

SUTRA (12).

[SIDDHANTA] [Answer to Su. 6] BUT THE FACT OF BEING ' SEEN '

IS EQUAL IN BOTH CASES.

Bhasya.

The particle *tu',
' but ', serves to reject the view set forth above.

It has been urged (under Su. 6) that,
" inasmuch as Word is seen to

3
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appear after human effort, it must be regarded as artificial, produced".
But if, by means of clear reasons, we are able to establish the eternality of

the Word, then, on the strength of this notion of eternality, the right con-

clusion would be that ' the Word is manifested (not produced) by human
effort' ; that is to say, if, before being pronounced, the Word was not mani-

fest, it becomes manifested by the effort (of pronouncing). Thus it is found

that the fact of Word being
* seen after effort' is equally compatible with

both views,

SUTRA (13).

[Answer to Su. 1] WHAT HAPPENS (WHEN THE WORD CEASES TO BE

HEARD) is THAT THERE is NO PERCEPTION OF THE EXTANT (WORD)
ON ACCOUNT OF THE NON-REACHING OF THE OBJECT (BY THE

MANIFESTING AGENCY).

Bhasya.

The second reason put forward in the Purvapaksa is that " Word is

destroyed (ceases to exist) as soon as it is uttered ". Here also, if we are

able to clearly establish the eternality of Word, then, if we find that the

Word is perceived at one time and not perceived at another, we shall, on

the strength of the said well-established notion of eternality, assume

that there must be some cause which brings about the perception of

the Word [and the absence of which leads to the non-perception of the

Word]. And since we find that there is perception of the Word only when
there are certain conjunctions and disjunctions (in the shape of sound-

waves), we shall conclude that these *

Conjunctions and Disjunctions
'

are

what manifest (render perceptible) the Word. It might be urged that " In

reality the Word is heard after the Conjunctions and Disjunctions have

ceased [so that these could not be the cause of the manifestation] ". But it

is not so; in fact, the *

Conjunctions and Disjunctions' do not cease, as is

clear from the fact that the Word is actually heard ; all that happens is that

the *

Conjunctions and Disjunctions
'

are not perceptible [that is all that you
can say, you cannot say that they have ceased to exist].

Says the Opponent :
" If the Conjunctions and Disjunctions only mani-

fest the Word, and do not produce it, then the Word manifested by the Con-

junctions and Disjunctions in Srughna would be heard by people in Patali-

putra; because the substratum of the Word (sound) is Akdsha and Akdsha

is one only, so that the Auditory Akdsha in one place would be the same as

that in other places. On the other hand, according to those who regard the

Word as being produced (arid not manifested), the Conjunctions and Disjunc-

tions, being aerial and subsisting in the air, would produce the word in the air

itself ; just as the yarns produce the cloth in the yarns themselves ; and in

this case it is only right that the Word is not heard in Pat/aliputra, being

produced, as it is, in the air-waves in Srughna. The Siddhantin might argue
that * also for one who holds that the Conjunctions and Disjunctions mani-

fest (not produce) the Word, the said incongruity (of the Word uttered in

Srughna being heard in Pafcaliputra) does not arise, because the Conjunctions
and Disjunctions operating in one place do not affect the ear-drum at a
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distance, so that the auditory organ at a distance does not catch the word-

sound that is manifested
1

. But this is not so; [the Conjunctions and Dis-

junctions can affect the ear-drum either by actually reaching it or without

actually reaching it; as a matter of fact however, as the Conjunctions and

Disjunctions originate in the source of the Sound, it is not possible for them

to actually reach the ear ; the only alternative possible then, according to

the Siddhantin, is that the Conjunctions and Disjunctions affect the ear with-

out reaching it ; now] if the Conjunctions and Disjunctions could affect the

ear without reaching it, then the ear placed near the source of the Sound

would apprehend the Sound at the same time as the ear placed at a distance ;

as a matter of fact however, they do not hear it at the same time; hence

the conclusion is that the Conjunctions and Disjunctions do not affect the ear

without reaching it. If (in order to escape from these difficulties) it be held

that the Conjunctions and Disjunctions do not affect the ear at all, then the

inevitable conclusion would be that the Conjunctions and Disjunctions have

nothing to do with the apprehension of the Word (Sound).
1 '

[Our answer to the above is as follows] It is not so ; what happens is

that the air-particles disturbed by the (sound-provoking) stroke strike against
the stagnant air-particles and produce Conjunctions and Disjunctions (i.e.

ripples) on all sides, which go on spreading as long as the momentum
lasts; the Conjunctions and Disjunctions (ripples) are not perceived,

because the Air (of which they are ripples) is imperceptible; and as for the

Sound, it is heard only so long and so far as the ripples do not cease, and
after they have ceased, the sound is not heard. Thus there is no incon-

gruity at all. It is for this same reason that the Sound is heard at a greater
distance when the wind is favourable.

SUTRA (14).

[Answer to Su. 8] THE TERM REFERS TO THE USING.

Bhdsya.

Another argument urged by the Opponent is that in practice, people
make use of such expressions as ' shabdam kuru* (make the word-sound),
and ' shabdam nid kdrsih' (do not make the word-sound). But if it is

beyond doubt that Word is eternal, then the meaning of these expressions
would be * make use of the word '

; just as in the expression
*

gomayan kuru
'

(Make the Cowdung), the term * kuru' (make) means collecting.

SUTRA (15).

[Answer to Su. 9] THE SIMULTANEITY is AS IN THE CASE OF THE SUN.

Bhasya.

It has been urged above (under Su. 9) that "any single entity existing

at one place cannot possibly be seen simultaneously at several places".

Look at the Sun, O * Loved of the Gods* (Fool) ! Being only one he is seen

as if occupying several places.
" But how is it known that there is only

one Sun ?
" Our answer is that Devadatta, facing the East in the morning,
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sees the Sun at that time in front of himself ; another man standing to the

right of Devadatta does not see two suns, one straight in front of himself

and another oblique to himself but straight in front of Devadatta. From
this it follows that there is only one Sun. " But in the case of the Sun, his

exact location is not grasped and hence there is delusion." In the same

manner in the case of the Word also its exact location cannot be grasped.

If the Auditory Organ apprehended the Word (sound) on getting at the

place where the Conjunctions and Disjunctions are, then it might be

possible for us to apprehend the Word (sound) as occupying several points

in space ; as a matter of fact however, the Auditory Organ does not get at

the place of the Conjunctions (and Disjunctions); it is clearly perceived

that the location of the Auditory Organ is in the Ear-drum. Then again,

the Conjunctions and Disjunctions are in the Air which is imperceptible;

hence when they appear in the Ear-drum, they are not perceived [and this

gives rise to the illusion that the sound that is heard is at some other place,

where the Conjunctions and Disjunctions started ; though in reality the

sound that is heard is at the Ear-drum itself]. Thus there is no incongruity

in our theory, and the idea that the Word occupies several places is

illusory. Further, in reality, the locus of the Sound is Akdsha ; and Akdsha

is one only ; for this reason also Sound cannot exist in several places.

Lastly, when the form of the Word is one only, if there are various

places (where the Word is heard), it is the places that would be diverse, not

the Word itself. For this reason there is nothing incongruous even in the

view [that Word-Sound is heard in several places].

SUTRA (16).

[Answer to 8u. 10] IT is A DIFFERENT LETTER, NOT A MODIFICATION.

Shaw/a.

The expression
*

dadhyatra
'

is riot a case of modification of an original ;

in fact the (resultant)
'

ya
'

(in
'

dhya') is a letter totally different from the

(original)
'
t' (in

'

dhi'). People going to make use of the letter '

ya
' do not

take up the letter *
i

'

, in the manner in which people desiring to make
a mat take up the reeds [where the reeds are the material which become
modified into the niaf]. Merely because we perceive some similarity

(between two things), one is not called either the material cause (original)

or the product (modification) of the other. For instance, on seeing a lump of

curd and a lump of kunda flowers (both of which are white), we do not

regard one as the original cause and the other as its product (or modifica-

tion). Thus the objection urged by the Opponent is not applicable to

our doctrine.

SUTRA (17).

[Answer to Su. 11] THE 'AUGMENTATION' SPOKEN OF is THE

AUGMENTATION OF THE NOISE (NOT OF THE WOBD).

Bhasya.

It has been argued by the Opponent that "when several people are

beating a drum or pronouncing a word, the sound heard is very loud, which
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shows that with each person (beating the drum or pronouncing the word)

there is an augmentation of the particles of the Sound'*. But as a matter

of fact, it is not so ; Sound has no parts, as is shown by the fact that we

cannot perceive any component parts of Sound ; and as it is without parts,

no augmentation of it is possible. Hence there can be no augmentation of the

Word (sound). What happens is that when the Word is pronounced by one

man, its sound is soft ; but when it is pronounced by several persons, those

same letters (which had sounded soft), on account of being taken up

continuously by such Conjunctions and Disjunctions (ripples) as fill all the

space in the Ear-cavity, come to be heard as *

augmented
'

, and hence as

having parts. As a matter of fact, however, when the Conjunctions and

Disjunctions contimiously set up render the (same) Word manifest, they

come to be called by the name ' noise'. Hence the *

augmentation
'

(spoken

of by the Opponent) is of the noise, not of the Word.

SUTRA (18).

[Final Siddhanta] IN FACT (THE WORD) MUST BE ETERNAL
;
AS (ITS)

UTTERANCE IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANOTHER.

Bhasya.

The Word must be eternal ; why ?
' because its utterance is for the

purpose of another '. The term ' darshana
'

stands for utterance; this utter-

ance is 'for the purpose of another', i.e. for the purpose of making known
the meaning to ' another '. If the word ceased to exist as soon as uttered,

then no one could speak of (make known) any thing to others; and in that

case the word could not be uttered for the purpose of another. On the

other hand, if the word does not cease to exist, then it is only right that on

hearing the word many times, there is comprehension of its meaning. It

might be argued that " the comprehension of the meaning (of one evanescent

word) is due to its being similar to another word which had expressed a

meaning (which has ceased to exist after utterance) [and the two words

are not the same as presupposed by the Siddhantin]." But (according to the

opponent) no word could have expressed its meaning, each word being

equally new (disappearing as soon as uttered, without expressing any mean-

ing).
" But there may be some previous individual word whose connection

with the meaning might have been created [and the similarity to this word
would enable the subsequent words to express that same meaning].'' This

(creation of the connection of a new word with its meaning) has been already

explained by us (to be impossible) [in the section on the Relation of words to

Meanings under Sutra 5 says the Shlokavdrtika Chap, on Eternality of

Words, 255]. Further, if a cognition (of the meaning of a word) were based

merely upon the similarity (of that word to a previous denotative word),

then, there would always be a chance of its being mistaken and hence liable

to aublation; for instance, the words 'mala' (garland) and ' shald' (house)

being similar (in sound) one might derive the notion of the garland from the

word * shdld
'

[Read
* sMld '

for * maid '] , and such a notion would certainly
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be a mistaken one (and hence liable to sublation).
" But (this need not be

so in all cases ; for instance) the notion of the animal with the dewlap having
been derived from the word *

gdvl* (through its similarity to the word
'

gauk* which denotes the said animal), that notion is not sublated; the

same may be true with the case in question [e.g. the notion of the jar

may be derived from the word '

ghala
' heard by a person today through

its similarity to another word '

ghala
' which he had heard on a previous day

as denoting the jar: and certainly there would be nothing wrong in this

notion and it would not be sublated]." This is not right; in the case of the

(corrupt) word *

gdvl ', the speaker really wishes to make use of the correct

form '

gauk
'

[and it is through incapacity or ignorance that he uses the corrupt
form '

gavl ', so that if one understands this corrupt word as denoting the

animal denoted by that correct form, that too must be due to incapacity
and ignorance and hence liable to be mistaken, says the Shlokavdrtika,

Chap, on Eternality of Words ', 276-277] ; while in the case in question [where
the same form '

gduh
'

is repeated"), there is no desire to use any other form

[and the comprehension of the object denoted therefore cannot be due to

similarity.] Further, it is not possible that the single act of utterance

should bring about the use of the word itself and also create its relation to

its denotation. [Each time that the word 'go
9

is used, if it were a new

word, only similar to the word '

go
' used before, then it would mean

that whenever the word is uttered, it produces two things : (1) the use of the

new word and (2) the connection of this new word with the thing denoted

by it ; and this is not right.]

For these reasons, we conclude that '
its utterance being for the purpose

of another, the word must be eternal '.

SUTRA (19).

THERE is SIMULTANEITY THROUGHOUT.

Bhasya.

Whenever the word *

go
'

(' cow ') is uttered, there is a notion of all cows

simultaneously. From this it follows that the word denotes the Class. And
it is not possible to create the relation of the Word to a Class ; because in

creating the relation, the creator would have to lay down the relation by

pointing to the Class ; and without actually using the word '

go
'

(which he

could not use before he has laid down its relation to its denotation), in

what manner could he point to the distinct class denoted by the word *

(70%

seeing that the body of the cow (which alone could be pointed to is the

receptacle of many classes [such as ' Earth', 'Substance', 'Being', 'Tail',

and so forth says the Shlokavdrtika, Chap, on '

Eternality of Words ', 360] ?

If, however, the word 'go* is eternal, it is the same word that is uttered

many times and has been previously heard also many times, as applied to

other individual cows; and thus by a process of positive and negative con-

comitance the word comes to be recognised as denoting the particular class.

For this reason also, the Word must be eternal*
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SUTRA (20).

BECAUSE THERE is NO NUMBER (IN CONNECTION WITH A WORD).

Bhasya.

People speak of the word '

go
'

being pronounced eight times ; they never

speak of the word *

go
'

itself being eight in number. " What, if that is

so ?" The use of such an expression shows that people recognise (the same

word) ; [they argue as follows ]
' we recognise the word as the same, our

perceptive organs are not defective, others also recognise the Word as the

same, like ourselves, all persons recognising the Word as the same, would

be prepared to assert that the Word is not different (but the same)'. It

might be held that "
though the words are actually different, yet people are

deluded by their similarity and hence declare them to be one and the

same word ". This is not right, the notion that people have is not that ' this

is similar ', but that * this is the same as that'; and further, the idea of

sameness could be called a * delusion' only if the difference among them

were clearly perceived ; as a matter of fact however, the idea that * this

word go is other than that word go' is not got at by direct perception, or

by any other means of right cognition.

The opponent might urge
"
Cognition and Action also (which are

admitted by all to be ephemeral things) are recognised to be the same [(a)

the cognition of the cow that one has today is recognised as the same cogni-

tion of the cow that he had yesterday; and (6) the action of walking done

today is recognised as the same action of walking that was done yesterday] :

and so by your reasoning these two also should be eternal."

This does not affect our position ; because these two are not directly

perceived ;
if they were directly perceived, they also would be eternal.

[This is an obscure passage. The Shlokavartika, Chap, on Eternality of

Words, provides the most satisfactory explanation in Verses 390-394 :
* We

do not accept mere Recognisability of the Word as proof of its Eternality ;

all that we mean by citing the fact of Recognition is to show that the theory
of the non-eternality of words is opposed to a fact of Sense-perception (Re-

cognition), and not that eternality is inferred from Recognition. So that the

objection urged by the opponent, that on the same ground of Recognition,

Cognitions and Actions also should be inferred to be eternal is not re-

levant. But even to this irrelevant objection we have a suitable answer :

* It is by Inference that people can get at the idea of the non-eternality of

words, whereas their eternality is proved by the Perception of Recognition ;

and naturally Inference is set aside by Perception ; in the case of Cognitions
and Actions, on the other hand, their eternality is only inferred from their

recognisability (their recognition not being a fact of perception) ; and their

non-eternality is proved by Inference ; hence between these two there is no

difference in the strength of their validity '. Another explanation suggested is

that when Cognition and Action are said to be 'not perceptible', what is

meant is that they are * not perceived
'

by the Auditory Organ. Further, only
those actions are spoken of here as ' not perceptible

'

as belong to supersen-

suous things ; and as regards Cognitions, that these are imperceptible
has been explained under *

Shunyavdda.
' Those actions that belong to
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perceptible things are accepted by us to be eternal, like Letters and Words,
on the ground of Recognition, etc., etc.]

Says the Opponent :
" The Word pronounced yesterday has ceased to

exist; so that the Word pronounced today must be a different word".

Certainly the word pronounced yesterday has not ceased to exist; for

the simple reason that we perceive it again ; when people see an object, and

failing to see it for a moment, see it again and recognise it to be the same

as seen before, they never think that the object had ceased to exist. If

they were to think so, then, on seeing their mother or wife or father a

second time, they would not believe them (to be the same). Simply on not

perceiving a thing people do not regard it as non-existent, and do not assume

that it has ceased to exist. It is only when a thing is not found to be

cognisable by any means of cognition that we regard it as non-existent. So

that when there is Sense-perception available as the means of cognising a

certain thing, that thing could not be regarded as not cognisable by any
means of cognition. When again a certain thing has been unmistakably
found to be existing, its existence cannot be denied; and so long as the

thing is not actually found to be non-existent, the notion of its being existent

cannot be regarded as wrong. Now in the case in question, the non-oxistence

(of the word) has not been proved. Hence the notion (of the continued

existence of the Word) not being wrong, there can be no non-existence (of the

Word). All this is proved seriatim. From this it also follows that even in

the case of a word not pronounced before, if people do not perceive it, they
cannot assume that it has ceased to exist. For instance, when people, go-

ing out of the house, do not see all their family-members, but on returning
see them again, they do not regard them as having ceased to exist before the

said return. In the same manner people cannot regard the Word (heard

today) to be other (than the same word heard yesterday).
Even those people who regard all things as undergoing destruction

every moment, cannot say the same with regard to the Word ;
because in

regard to other things they hold the said view because they find the things

perishing in the end, while in the case of the Word there is no end, nor is it

found to perish.

Lastly, the notion that ' this (what I hear today) is the same as that

(heard by me yesterday)
'

is got at by Perception, while the notion that *
it is

similar to it
'

is got at by Inference ; and no Inference can appear against

Perception, nor can it establish its object.

From all this it follows that Word is eternal.

SUTRA (21).

BECAUSE IT is NOT DEPENDENT.

Bhdsya.

Even in the case of things whose actual production has not been

perceived, some of them are regarded as non-eternal, in whose case we find

that there are causes tending to destroy them. For instance, when one sees

a piece of new cloth which he has not seen being woven, and yet on

merely seeing its form, he understands that it is perishable, seeing that it
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has been produced by the conglomeration of the yarns, and as such, it must

perish on the destruction of that conglomeration of the yarns, or on the

destruction of the yarns themselves. In the case of the Word, however, we

do not perceive any material cause, on the destruction whereof the Word
itself would be regarded as ceasing to exist.

SUTRA (22).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS NO IDEA OF THE CONNECTION (OF THE

WORD, WITH ANY MATERIAL CAUSE).

Bhasya.

This Sutra has to be construed as following upon a few words, such as

the following (emanating from the Opponent)
" The Word may be the

product of Air : in fact it is Air which, through certain conjunctions and

disjunctions, becomes the Word. The author of the Shiksd also has declared

that Air takes the form of Word'."

[It is in answer to this that we have the Sutra.] It cannot be so ; if

the Word were the product of Air, then it could only be Air in a particular

shape. As a matter of fact, however, we do not recognise any particle of

Air in the constitution of the Word, in the manner in which we recognise the

particles of yarn in the constitution of the Cloth. Therefore the Word can-

not be a product of Air. If the Word were a product of Air, then we could

perceive it with our tactile organ (as we perceive Air) ;
and yet we do not

feel by touch any air-particles in the Word. Hence Word cannot be a

product of Air. Therefore it must be eternal.

SUTRA (23).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhasya.

We also actually find a Vedic text indicating the eternality of Word

e.g.
' By means of Word which is eternal, etc.' Though this text relates to

a different topic, yet it reiterates the eternality of the Word.

From all this we conclude that Word is eternal.



ADHIKABANA (7) : Expressiveness of Sentences (in the Veda).

SUTRA (24).

[Purvapaksa]
" EVEN THOUGH THEY (WORD, ITS MEANING, AND THE

RELATION BETWEEN THE TWO) BE ETERNAL, THEY COULD

NOT BE EXPRESSIVE OF THE VEDIC SUBJECT-MATTER

(OF THE VEDIC INJUNCTION, Dharma) ;
BECAUSE

THEY ARE NOT EFFICIENT FOR THAT

PURPOSE."

Bhasya.

[It has been established that Words, their meanings, and the Relation

between them are inborn, eternal ; but so far nothing has been said regard-

ing Sentences; and as the Vedic Injunction, which is the sole means of

knowing Dharma, is always in the form of Sentence, until the same fact is

established regarding Sentences, the validity of the Injunction as a means of

knowing Dharma remains doubtful. Hence the Author now proceeds to

deal with the nature of the Sentence and its meaning].

Purvapaksa.

Says the Purvapaksin
" Even though the Word, its Meaning and the

Relation between the two be inborn, i.e. eternal, yet it cannot be true

that 'Dharma is that which is indicated by the Vedic Injunction as con-

ducive to the highest good.' The Injunction must be a sentence (not a

Word) ;
and in the injunction

* one desiring heaven should perform the

Agnihotra ', there is not a single Word which expresses the idea that ' heaven

results from the performance of the Agnihotra
'

;
this idea is comprehended

only from all the three words (a)
'

Agnihotram
'

(6) 'juhuydt
'

(c)
'

svarga-

kamah', [(c) 'one desiring heaven (6) should perform (a) the Agnihotra''];

and there is no fourth word apart from the group of the said three words ;

no such group of words however is met with in common parlance, on the

basis of which usage the meaning of the group could be deduced. Every

single word of the group is used (in common parlance), and the meanings of

these words are eternal ; but the group as such is never used in common

parlance; hence the meaning of this group (not being eternal) must be

either artificial (created) or illusory.
" It cannot be that the meanings of the (component) words themselves

form the meaning of the (composite) group (sentence). Because (according to

the Siddhdntin himself) the Word denotes the Universal (Class), while the

Sentence refers to the Particular (Individual) ;
and the Universal is something

quite different from the Particular. Nor would it be right to assert that
' the meaning of the sentence is deduced from the meaning of the (compo-

nent) words '

; because there is no connection between the two ;
and when

there is no connection between them, if it were possible that the compre-
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hension of the meaning of some one word would lead to the comprehension
of some totally different meaning, then it might be (as well) possible to

comprehend everything from the comprehension of one thing. No such

thing however ever takes place. Hence we conclude that the meaning
of the Sentence must be distinct (from the meaning of the words).

" The following might be urged by the other party
* Even from a

sentence that has not been used before, and (hence) with regard to which no

connection with any meaning has been established, the comprehension of a

meaning might be obtained by virtue of the nature of the sentence itself.

The Purvapaksin might urge that in that case the Word would go against its

own nature ; as it is not in the nature of the Word that the meaning is

comprehended even from an unused word
;
in fact people never comprehend

any meaning from the word heard for the first time. The answer to this would

be that what is set forth here (that no meaning is comprehended from an

unused word) is a characteristic of the Word, not of the Sentence ; because

people arc actually found to comprehend the meaning of a sentence which

they have heard for the first time.'
" To this the answer (of the Purvapaksin) is as follows: This cannot

be ; if people were to comprehend the meaning of a sentence heard for the

first time, then all men would comprehend it, those knowing the mean-

ings of the component words, as also those not knowing them. As a matter

of fact, however, those not knowing the meanings of the component words

never comprehend the meaning of the sentence. Hence what has been

urged by the other party is not possible.
" The other party retorts ' Even when the meaning of the sentence is

comprehended by those knowing the meaning of the component words, the

relation between the Sentence and its meaning must be one that is not artificial

(created) ;
and like the meaning of the Word, the meaning of the sentence

also could be comprehended only by those who would be conversant with

that (inborn) relation; just as the meaning of a word heard a second time

is comprehended only by those who had heard and comprehended it before.'

" To this our (Purvapaksin' s) answer is No ; in the case of the sentence,

if the last letter, along with the impressions left by the preceding letters,

serves to express a meaning other than that of the words (composing the

sentence), then this process could not be held to be helped in any way by
the knowledge of the meaning of the component words. [Read

* tadd na '

for *

taddnim'] From all this it follows that the cognition of the meaning
of the sentence must be either artificial or illusory, and that the knowledge
of the meaning of the sentence cannot be got at through the meaning of the

component words.
" The other party argues

* The process would be as follows : The mean-

ing of the sentence [e.g. shuklo gauh, white cow, or krsno'shvah, black

horse] is comprehended when the word ' white '

or ' black
' which denote

the particular happens to be near the word ' cow '

or ' horse
' which denote

the universal.'

"But this cannot be; when, as a matter of fact, the word 'cow' or
*

horse', which denotes the Universal, brings about the notion of all cows or

all horses, by direct denotation, that notion could not be withdrawn from
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any one of those cows or horses, under the influence of the Sentence. Nor
does any such word as /white', which denotes the Particular, express any
such idea as ' the exclusion of the Black and others'. Nor can we assume

the meaning of a word simply for the purpose of avoiding the contingency
of its becoming meaningless. Thus also the meaning of the Sentence cannot

be due to the meanings of the Words; it must be artificial. Specially
as sentences are only groups of words, and groupings of words are found to

be made by man, in the form of such sentences as ' The sweet-voiced

swans moving about amidst clusters of blue lotuses, appear as if dancing

[read
*

pranftyanti' for *

pranashyanti'] with their bodies covered with blue

silk'. From this it also follows that the Vedic Sentences also are created

(not eternal, and hence not valid means of knowing Dharma)."

SUTRA (25).

\Answer to the Purvapaksa arguments] [!N THE SENTENCE] THERE is

ONLY A PREDICATION (OR MENTION) OF WORDS WITH DEFINITE

DENOTATIONS ALONG WITH A WORD DENOTING AN ACTION ;

AS THE MEANING (OF THE SENTENCE) IS BASED

UPON THAT (i.e. THE MEANING OF THE WORDS).

Bhasya .

In the sentence there is a predication or mention of such words as

are tied to their denotations along with a word denoting an action. Hence

the Sentence can never be said to have any separate meaning independently
of the meanings of the words composing it ; why ? because there is no

proof for it ; there is no valid means of knowledge whereby we could have

any cognition (of the independent meaning of sentences). Even the last

letter of the sentence along with the impressions left by the previous letters

has no power, independently of the meanings of the component words, to

express any meaning totally different from what is expressed by those

words.

Says the Opponent :

" But there is Presumption (of the sentence

having the power to express an independent meaning) : for instance, as

a matter of fact, we do comprehend a meaning of the Sentence which is

different from the meaning of the words ; and this comprehension could not

be possible unless the sentence had the requisite power."

This is not right; as the meaning (of the sentence) is based upon that (i.e.

the meaning of words). The Presumption (put forward by the Opponent)
would be possible, if, in the absence of the said Power, there were no other

basis available ; as a matter of fact however, such other basis is available

what ? in the shape of the meanings of words. What happens is that each

of the words (composing the sentence) ceases from activity after having

expressed its meaning, and the meanings of the words thus comprehended
bring about the comprehension of the meaning of the sentence (as a whole).

" How ?
" When such words as * white ',

'

black
' and the like bring

about the notion of the quality (of whiteness, blackness and the rest), they
are quite capable of bringing about the notion also of the thing possessing
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that quality ; it is for this reason that people desiring to bring about the

notion of the thing possessing the quality make use of only the word

denoting the quality, and thereby their desired object is attained, and the

notion of the qualified thing is actually brought about ; and it is this notion

of the qualified thing that constitutes the meaning of the sentence. [This
shows that the meaning of a word brings about the notion of a qualified

thing ; and as what is.expressed by the sentence is only a qualified thing, viz.

the meanings of words as qualified by one another, it follows that the compre-
hension of the meaning of the Sentence is derived from that of the meanings
of words]. Such being the case, the meaning of the sentence is got at

from something quite different (from the Power of the Sentence, posited by the

Purvapaksa). When too no actual 'Power* in the group of words (i.e.

Sentence, apart from the component words) is perceived, who can dare

to say that the presence of this Power is deducible from (presumed on

the basis of) the Meaning (of the Sentence) ? [As such an assumption
would involve a vicious circle, Meaning depending upon Power, and Power

depending upon Meaning]. Then again, whether one thing is separate
or not from another is ascertained by positive and negative concomitance ;

and in the case in question it is found that sometimes, by reason of some
mental derangement (loss of memory), the meanings of the words uttered

are not comprehended ; at such a time the meaning of the sentence

(composed of those words) would never be comprehended only if the mean-

ing of the sentence were not entirely separate from the meaning of the

Words ; as a matter of fact, it is found that under the said circumstances,

the meaning of the sentence is never comprehended. [It follows therefore

that the meaning of the sentence is not entirely separate from the meaning
of the component words]. [Some people might argue that in the case

cited, when the meaning of the words is not comprehended by reason of some
mental derangement, the sentence also is not perceived; so that the non-

comprehension of the meaning of the sentence is due to the non-perception
of the Sentence itself, and not to the non-comprehension of the meanings of

the words. The answer to this is that] even in a case where the word
* white

'

is not uttered, if one happens to have some idea of ' whiteness
'

,

he has also the idea of the thing possessed of the quality of whiteness [so

that the idea of the qualified thing follows from the idea of the quality ; in the

same manner the conception of the meaning of the sentence, which consists

of the conception of the meanings of the words qualifying one another,

follows from the conception of the meanings of the words ; for instance,

when we see a white animal running at a distance and hear its neighing,

and we have some notion of white horse and running, there follows the

notion ' the white horse is running', which is the meaning of the sentence ' the

white horse is running', even though no such sentence has been uttered.

If the non-perception of the sentence were the cause of the non-comprehension

of the meaning of the sentence, then in the case cited, there could be no

comprehension of the meaning of the sentence ; as the sentence, not being

uttered, has not been perceived]. From all this it follows that the

meaning of the sentence is comprehended only on the comprehension of the

meanings of the component words ; and it has no connection with (and does
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not follow from) the group of words (Sentence, as something distinct from

the Words).
It has been argued above (Text, p. 33, 1. 17) that " the direct denotation

of the word (including all individuals) could not be withdrawn from any

particular individuals simply in consideration of the sentence: [e.g. when
the word * Cow ' denotes all cows, there can be no justification for restricting

its denotation to any particular cow only because the word happens to

appear in the sentence * the white cow goes'.] True, this is so. But we
admit the qualified (restricted) denotation of the words as forming the mean-

ing of the sentence, only where we find that the meaning of the Word as used

by itself serves no purpose and hence becomes useless, and not in all

cases; our idea being that (if it can serve no useful purpose as the isolated

meaning of the word) it may serve some purpose by being taken as the

qualified meaning of the sentence.

This same reasoning also sets aside the other objection that " the Word

(' white') does not denote the exclusion of other qualities" (see Text, p. 33,

1. 18), [That is, we can take the word as denoting the exclusion of other

qualities if we find that, if not so taken, it becomes useless.]

Further, the Accusative and other case-endings appearing at the end of

a noun clearly indicate the rule that the denotation of the noun qualifies

(and restricts) the signification of those endings; and this particular rule

(that the Accusative ending appearing along with the word *

gam
9

signifies

the objective character as restricted to the cow) would set aside the general rule

(that the Accusative ending signifies the objective character in general).

Lastly, it has been urged (Text, p. 33, 1. 21) that "groups of words

(sentences) are found to be composed by human beings". This has been

refuted by us by such arguments as that people have no remembrance [idea

of any human beings as the composers of Vedic sentences] (see Text, p. 15,

1. 23). Further, we do not find among human beings any such capacity as

would enable them to compose sentences on such (supersensuous) subjects (as

Sacrifice, Heaven and the like).

SUTRA (26).

IN REGARD TO THE ORDINARY (WORLDLY) THINGS, INASMUCH AS

THERE IS CONTACT (OF THE THING WITH THE ORGANS OF PERCEP-

TION), IT IS POSSIBLE FOR SENTENCES TO BE ACTUALLY

COMPOSED IN USAGE.

Bhasya.

[It has been shown that it is not possible for human beings to compose
sentences dealing with supersensuous things.] In regard to the things of

the world, it is possible (for men), after having actually perceived the

things, to compose sentences speaking of these things, such as * the swans

roaming among the clusters of blue lotuses, etc.' (quoted by the Purvapak-
sin).

From all that has gone above we conclude that the connected idea that

Heaven is attained by performing the Agnihotra is obtained out of just those
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meanings (ideas) that are severally expressed by the words (a)
'

Svarga-

kdmah* (Desiring Heaven), (6)
'

juhuyat' (one should offer), and (c)
'

Agni-

hotram* (the Agnihotra sacrifice); the comprehension of the meanings of

words being derived from Words, and the meaning of the Sentence being
derived from the meanings of the component words.



ADHIKARATSTA (8) : The Veda is not the work of any Person.

SOTRA (27).

[Purvapaksct]
" SOME PEOPLE REUARD THE VEDAS TO BE MODERN,

BECAUSE THEY ABE NAMED AFTER PERSONS."

Bhdsya.

Says the Purvapaksln :

" It has been declared above that ' Dharma is

that which is indicated by the Vedic Injunction as conducive to the highest

good', because relation between Words and their meanings is not crea-

ted by man. Our objections regarding Words and Sentences have been

answered (by the Siddhdntin). We are now going to attack the Siddhanta

doctrine from another standpoint : What we say now is that the Vedic

Injunctions themselves are the work of human beings ; that is, the Vedas

belong to recent times, being composed in modern days : and as the Injunc-

tions are all contained in the Vedas, if the Vedas are the work of human

authors, the Injunctions also must doubtless be the work of human authors.

The Siddhdntin may ask 'On what grounds do some people regard the

Vedas as composed (by man) ?
' The answer is Because they are named after

persons ; as a matter of fact, we find that the Vedas are named after certain

men, being named as ' Kft/haka' (composed by Ka^haka),
'

Kdldpaka
'

(composed by Kaldpaka),
* Pa ippaldda

'

(composed by Pippaldda),
' Mau~

hula' (composed by Muhula), and so forth. Such naming would not be

possible unless the texts had some connection (with the persons whose name

they bear) ; and the man can have no connection with a text except that he

is the author and the text is his work. * But the name might bo due to

the text having been expounded (not composed, by the person).' That can-

not be, we reply ; the qualification of a thing is always such as is peculiar to

that thing itself; and it is only the author that can be one only for a text,

the expounders might be many [so that the distinguishing name could not

be based upon those expounding it ; as in that case there would be no reason

for the text being named after any one of the expounders]. From all this

we conclude that there must have been an author of the Vedic Injunctions,

even though we do not remember (have no idea of) him. And therefore
* the

Dharma indicated by the Vedic Injunction
'

cannot be accepted as authori-

tative."

SUTRA (28).

[PGRVAPAKA concluded] "ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND EPHEMERAL

THINGS (MENTIONED IN THE VEDA) ".

Bhasya.
" In the Veda we find.several such things spoken of as are prone to birth

and death ; for instance, we find such sentences as *

Babara, the son of

Pravahana, desired/ (Taitti. Sam. 7.1.20),
*

Kusuruvinda, the son of Udda-
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laka, desired '(Taitti. Sam. 7.2.2), and so forth. Now the ' son of Uddalaka '

must be born of Uddalaka; and if so, the text speaking of him could not

have existed before his birth. In this way also, the non-eternality (of the

Veda) becomes established.'*

SUTRA (29).

[SlDDHANTA] IT HAS ALREADY BEEN EXPLAINED THAT THERE IS AN

UNBROKEN CONTINUITY OF THE TEXT,

Bhasya.

We have already explained that (under Su. 5) there is an unbroken tra-

dition of the text among the students of the Veda [which proves that the

Veda is eternal] ; all that we have to do here is to answer the objections

(urged by the Purvapaksin) ; and this we are going to do in the following

Sutras.

SUTRA (30).

THE NAME IS DUE TO EXPOUNDING.

Bhasya.

It has been urged by the Purvapaksin that such names of Vedic texts

as * Kdthaka ' and the like must be indicative of the author. Our answer to

this is as follows : No such presumption (of the author) is justifiable ; as

people might call a text by the name of one who is not the author at all ; it

is possible that all that Ka^ha and other persons (whose names are applied to

certain Vedic texts) have done is such superior expounding of the text as has

not been done by any one else ; and there are people who call texts by the

names of such exceptional expounders. Then again, we are told that, while

Vaishanpayana was a student of all the Vedic texts (of the Yajurvada),

Ka^ha taught only the one particular Recensional text (which is named
after him), and among the many students of several Recensions, if any one

man concentrates upon a single Recension and does not study any other

Recension, he becomes an expert in that Recension, and as such it is only
natural that he should be specially connected with that Recension which

may be distinguished (from other texts) by its connection with him. [So
that the name of the text does not necessarily indicate an author. ]

SUTRA (31).

IN REALITY, THERE IS ONLY A SIMILARITY OF SOUNDS.

Bhasya.

The Purvapaksin has cited the term *

prdvdhani* (as a proper name

occurring in the Veda, and hence proving that the Veda came after that

person). But this is not right. We do not know of any person of the name
of ' Pravdhana ', hence the term *

prdvdhani
' cannot mean 'the son of

Pravdhana '

; in fact the prefix
*

pra
'

is well-known as signifying excellence,

and the root ' vaha ' as signifying the act of carrying ; and we do not know of

the combination of these two (pra-vahana) as forming any common well-

known word; as regards the '
i' (in the term 'prdvdhani

9

), it is known as

4
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signifying
'

progeny
'

as well as '

agent of an action
'

; so that the term
*

prdvdhani
'

signifies
' one who carries things in an excellent manner '

[and it

cannot mean ' the son of Pravdhana '

, as we do not know of any person of the

name of * Pravdhana ']. As for the term * babara ', it is only a word imitative

of sound (produced by the blowing wind). Thus the two words (

4

prdvdhani
'

and 'babara') only express the everlasting thing (the blowing wind), It is

this that is meant by the words of the Sutra There is only a similarity of
sounds.

9

SUTRA (32).

ON ACCOUNT OF PASSAGES BEING CORRELATED TO ACTIONS, THE PAS-

SAGES IN QUESTION WOULD BE OF USE IN REGARD TO AN ACT.

Bhasya.

Asks the Opponent
" How do you know that all this (Veda) is not like

the utterance of lunatics and children ? As a matter of fact, we find in it

such sentences as * Trees sat at the sacrificial session',
*

Serpents sat at the

sacrificial session',
* The old bull sings maddening songs'. Now, how could

the * old bull
'

sing ? How too could ' trees
'

or *

serpents
'

sit at sacrifices ?
''

The answer to this is as follows: As a rule we find the sentences

occurring in the Veda laid down as mutually connected. " How so ?
"

-

Having stated the word '

Jyolistoniah', the term * should be performed'
is added ; then the question arising as to the means of the performance
*

by what is it to be performed ?
'

the term *

by means of the Soma '

is

added; then arises the question,
*
for what purpose?'; and in answer

there is the term ' for the purpose of attaining heaven '

; then comes the

question,
* in what manner ?

' and the answer is
'

thus, by this process '.

Thus seeing that the entire passage affords an idea which is the sum total of

what is expressed by each of the terms described above, how could we say

that it is like the utterance of a lunatic or a child ?

" But the statement that we find to the effect that ' Trees sat at the sacri-

ficial session' is clearly absurd."

It is not absurd. In the first place, even if this particular statement

were absurd, that would not make all other statements such as *

Desiring

heaven, one should perform the Agnihotra
' absurd. But in reality, even

such statements as * Trees sat at the sacrificial session' are not absurd.

They serve to eulogise the sacrificial session ; the sense being,
* even such

inanimate things as trees performed this sacrifice, what to say of learned

Brahmanas ?
' Just as in common parlance we say

* At evening-time even

animals do not graze, what to say of learned Brahmanas ?
'

Further, the

teaching in the Veda being found irreproachable, wholesome and definite,

how could it ever be suspected to be like the utterance of lunatics and

children ?

For these reasons, it becomes established that ' Dharma is what is indi-

cated by Vedic Injunctions as conducive to the highest good
'

.

Thus ends Pdda I of Adhydya I,

the Tarkapdda.



PADA IT.

Authority of the Arthavada .

ADHIKARAISU. (1): Authority of Arthavada Passages

in general.

SUTRA (1).

[PtJRVAPAKSA]
" THE PURPOSE OF THE VEDA LYING IN THE ENJOIN -

INU OF ACTIONS, THOSE PARTS OF THE VEDA WHICH DO NOT SERVE

THAT PURPOSE ARE USELESS
;
IN THESE THEREFORE THE VEDA IS

DECLARED TO BE NON-ETERNAL (UNRELIABLE)."

Bhasya.

[Having established the authoritative character of the Veda, the Author

now proceeds to explain the usefulness, with regard to Dharma, of the whole

Veda, consisting of Vidhi (Injunction), Arthavada (Valedictory Passages),

Mantras and Names, each of these being considered separately with

reference to its own specific use. The use of Vidhi t Injunction, has been

discussed fully in the preceding Pada, where it has been shown that it is the

only means of knowing Dharma. The present Sutra starts the consideration

of the Arthavada or Valedictory Passages.]
'

The propoundera of the scripture read (in the Veda) such passages as

(a)
* He wept (arodtt) ; because he wept, Rudra came to be called Rudra '

(Taittlrlya-Samhitd 1-51), (6) 'Prajapati cut out his own fat' (Taittirlya-

Samhitd 2. 1. 1), (c)
* The deities, on coming to the sacrificial ground, did not

know the directions' (Taittiriya-Samhita 6. 1. 5). In connection with these,

the question arises Do these bring about the knowledge of any Dharma

or not ?

The Purvapaksa view is stated as follows :

" The propounders of the scripture quote texts only for the purpose of

explaining in what manner an act is to be performed. Such being the case,

if there are passages which do not indicate an act to be done, or some detail

connected with the act, and which speak of only past events, such for

instance as * Rudra wept', 'Prajapati cut out the fat', 'the deities did not

know the directions
' and so forth, of what Dharma could these bring about

a knowledge ? It might be said that
' some suitable meaning (tending to

indicate an act to be done) might be got out of even such passages, by the

several methods of indirect interpretation, such as (a) supplying of ellipsis,

(b) changing the forms of words, (c) connecting what is disconnected,

(d) disconnecting what is connected, and (e) imputing a figurative meaning.

[Examples of these methods are given in the Shlokavdrtika, Sutra 1, verses

54-58]'. Even if such a meaning could be assumed, what is the definite

meaning that could be actually assumed ? It could only be the following : (a)
' Rudra wept, therefore other people also should weep ', (b)

{

Prajapati cut out

his fat, therefore other people also should cutout their fat', (c)
' At the time
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of the sacrifice, the deities did not know the directions, therefore other people
also should not know the directions.

' But none of these acts could be done ;

for instance, (a) when a man sheds tears either on account of separation from

a loved person or by reason of being hurt, that action is called '

weeping
'

;

and certainly no one does this act voluntarily; (6) nor can any one cut out

his own fat, offer it into the fire, and with the hornless animal rising out

of it, perform a sacrifice; (c) nor could people be voluntarily bewildered

regarding the directions at the time of a sacrificial performance. For these

reasons we conclude that all these passages must be useless. -And because

they are *

useless,
1

therefore they are described as * non-eternal
'

; which means
that *

though (being contained in the Veda) they are eternal, yet they do not

serve any eternal (lasting) purpose'. This attack is aimed at a few of the

sentences (in the Veda, i.e only Arthavddas), not against the entire body of

Vedic texts. * But if a portion of a number of mutually related words

is rejected, they become defective and as such unable to serve their purpose ;

consequently the rejection of a part must mean the rejection of the whole '.

Not so ; there are certain groups of words (sentences) which are capable of

enjoining a certain act, even without any Arthavddas (Valedictory Passages) ;

it is only such sentences as by reason of being connected with the Valedic-

tory Passages, enjoin something quite different, that become rejected by the

rejection of those Valedictory Passages".

SUTRA (2).

[PtTRVAPAKSA continued]
a ALSO BECAUSE THERE is CONTRADICTION

OF THE SCRIPTURES AND OF DIRECTLY PERCEIVED FACTS
"

Bhasya.

"There are such passages in the Veda as (a)
* The Mind is a thief,

*

Speech is a liar
' and so forth. These passages, containing mere descriptions

of accomplished things, cannot serve as the means of knowing Dharma.

Even if some indirect meaning could be assumed by the indirect methods

of interpretation, the only injunction of actions that could be derived from

these would be (a) that * one should commit theft ', and that (6)
* one should

tell lies' ; and the acts thus enjoined cannot be performed without trans-

gressing the prohibitions of stealing and of telling lies. Nor could the two

(Stealing and Not-stealing, or Lying and Not-lying) be taken as optional

alternatives ; as the two do not stand on the same footing : in the case of

one (i.e. Stealing) the injunction is assumed (on the basis of the Arthavada
' the mind is a thief), while in that of the other (Not-stealing) , we have the

direct injunction (' thou shalt not steal').
" Then again, there is contradiction of directly perceived facts also : For

example
'

During the day, it is only the smoke of the fire that is seen, not

its name, and during the night only the flame of the fire is seen, not the

smoke' (Taitti. Bra. 2. 1. 2); and in support of this statement we have the

further assertion * The Fire going forth from this World enters the Sun, and

during the night the Sun enters the Fire'. Both these statements (of fire

entering the Sun and the Sun entering the Fire) are contrary to perceptible
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facts; and hence cannot prove the aforesaid restrictive assertion (that 'it is

the smoke alone
'

or *
the flame alone

'

that is seen).
" Another example of the contradiction of perceptible facts we have in

the passage
* We know not whether we are Brahmanas or Non-BrahmanaB '

(Gopatha-Brdhmana 5. 21). In the first place this sentence, not laying down

anything in regard to any action, is useless. Secondly, if it actually means

that * we do not know whether we are Brahmanas or Non-Brahmanas', then

it is contrary to a perceptible fact, and as such cannot be true.

" An example of the contradiction of what is stated in the scriptures we
have in the passage

* Who knows whether one lives in the other world or

not' (Taittiriya-Samhitd 7. 2. 2; 6. 1. 1). If it is a mere question, then,

serving no purpose regarding any act, it is useless. If it expresses a real

uncertainty, then it is contrary to what is declared in the Scriptures (regard-

ing men going, after death, to regions other than the Earth). And thus

being contrary to well-ascertained facts, the statement cannot be true."

SUTRA (3).

[PORVAPAKSA continued]
" ALSO BECAUSE OF THE ABSENCE or

RESULTS."

Bhasya.
" With reference to the (Jtargatrirdtra Brdhmana, it is said ' If one knows

this, his face shines' (Tdndya Mahdbrdhmana 20. 16. 6). If this is a mere

statement of an accomplished fact, then it has no value. If it describes the

res Tilt following from the reading of the particular text, then it is a descrip-

tion of what does not exist (is not true).
* But the result may come at

some future time '. There is no evidence for this.
* The statement may be

taken as an Injunction (of the result) '. But the sentence is not capable of

being taken as an Injunction ; and further, it is going to be considered

later on, under the tiutra '

Dravyasamskdrakarmasu, etc.* (4. 3. 1), whether

such passages as the one under consideration are Injunctions of results or

A rthavdda [and the conclusion arrived at there is going to be that they are

Arthavdda}. In the present context all that we have to consider is whether

the passage is a mere description of an established fact, or it lays down

something helpful to an Action [and we have seen that as a description it is

untrue, and it does not lay down anything in connection with any Action].

Another example of the same kind is the passage
' If a man knows

this, an extremely wealthy child is born among his progeny'.

SUTRA (4).

[PuRVAPAKSA continued}
" BECAUSE OF THE USELESSNESS OF OTHER

(ACTS)."

Bhasya.
" There are the following three texts (1)

' By pouring the Final Obla-

tion one fulfils all desires
'

(Taitti. Bra. 3. 8. 10) ; (2)
* One who performs the

Pashubandha sacrifice wins all regions'; (3) 'He passes beyond death, he

passes beyond the sin of Brahmana-slaughter, who performs the Ashvamedha
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sacrifices, as also one who knows this'. Now if these are mere descriptions

of established facts, then they are useless. If they lay down the actual

results following from the acts mentioned, then there is no use for any other

a*ts. For instance, (a) until the Final Oblation has been already poured into

the Fire, the Aynihotra .and other acts are not completed [so that if all

desires were to be fulfilled by the pouring of the Final Oblation, then there

would be no need for performing the Agnihotra or any other act] ; (6) simi-

larly, until the Agnisomiya (which is a kind of Pashubandha) has been per-

formed, the Soma-sacrifice is not completed [so that if all regions including

heaven were actually won by the performance of the Pashubandha, there

would be no need for the performance of the Soma-sacrifice, for the purpose
of attaining heaven] ; (c) similarly, until they have read the section deal-

ing with the Ashvamedha, people do not perform the Ashvamedha Sacrifice

[so that if immortality and freedom from sins were already attained by the

more knowledge of the Ashvamedha, there would be no need for performing the

sacrifice]. So that the case of all this should be like the case where men

seeking for honey would never leave the honey found on the Arka-pl&nt

growing on the way and proceed further on to the mountain. To this end

there is the popular saying 'If honey can be found on the Arka plant,

wherefore should one go to the mountain ? which wise man would go on

working after the desired object has been attained ?
'

SUTRA (5).

[PCmvAPAKA continued]
" ALSO BECAUSE OF THE PROHIBITING OF

WHAT CANNOT BE PROHIBITED."

Bhasya.

" Such passages as ' The Fire shall not be kindled on the Earth, nor in

the Sky, nor in Heaven '

(Taitti. Sawhitd 5. 2. 7) prohibits things which are in-

capable of being prohibited. For instance, it is already known (without the

help of the text) that fire cannot be kindled in the Sky or in Heaven ; as for

the kindling of fire on the Earth, if a sentence were to prohibit that, it

would mean the prohibition of all kindling (of fire). If we take the state~

ment as not true, then these incongruities do not arise. In fact, how can

that be true (a valid means of knowledge) which perturbs (goes against)

another Injunction, (that of fire-kindling for instance), and is itself con-

founded (as prohibiting the Kindling in the Sky) ;
in the case in question,

the prohibition that ' fire shall not be kindled ' would go directly against the

injunction that 'fire shall be kindled after placing a piece of gold on the

ground* (Ibid.).

SUTRA (6).

[PuRVAPAK^A concluded]
" BECAUSE OF THE MENTION OF NON-

ETERNAL THINGS."

Bhasya.

In connection with the authoritative character of the Veda, the objec-

tion that there is mention of non-eternal things in the Veda has been answered
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by the declaration that '
it is merely a similarity of sounds '

(Sii. 1. 1. 21).

The same objection is raised here again in support of the attack upon some

parts of the Veda on the basis of the mention in the Veda, of such appa-

rently ephemeral things as * Babara, the son of

Saw. 7. 1. 10).

SUTRA (7).

[SlDDHANTA] BEING CONSTRUED ALONG

WOULD SERVE THE PURPOSE OF COM^lfllfDING THOSE

INJUNCTIONS.

Bhasya.

[The Bhasya proceeds with the Siddhanta, in connection with a passage dis-

tinct from all those that have been cited by the opponent ; the reason for this

has been thus explained in the Tantravartika : As regards the passages cited by the

opponent, even in their literal significations they are open bo doubt ; consequently to

begin with them would entail the additional initial effort of proving those to be

true and then showing their bearing upon an Injunction; and inasmuch as this

initial effort would be of no consequence regarding the connection of Arthavada

passages with Injunctions, which is the real subject-matter of the present con-

text, the Bhasya has cited a passage which, in its literal signification, is univerpally

recognised to be true; whereby it becomes easier to explain that such passages are

glorifications, to be taken along with Injunctive passages, and as such help in the

knowledge of Dharma; and to facilitate the matter further, the Bhasya cites a

passage which is instantly recognised as one to be taken along with, and forming

part of, a direct Injunction.]

The following text is found in the Veda * One desiring prosperity should

sacrifice the animal Shveta dedicated te Vayu ; Vayu is the oftest

deity;. . . .he leads the man to prosperity' (TaittL Sam. 2. 1. 1). Though the

sentence ' Vayu is the eftest deity
' does not indicate any action (to be done),

or anything connected with an action, yet it becomes a valid means of

knowledge by being construed with an injunctive sentence ;
in the entire

passage quoted, the sentence ending with 'bhutikdmah 9

i.e. the sentence
' One desiring prosperity should sacrifice the animal dedicated to Vayu\ is

injunctive ; and it is with this injunctive sentence, that the sentence in

question
'

Vayu is the eftest deity
'

is construed. ** But how can there

be any syntactical connection between the two sentences ?
" There is

syntactical connection between the Injunction and the eulogy, because

the words (of the two sentences) are interdependent; the construction

being
* One desiring prosperity should sacrifice, why ? because Vayu

is the eftest deity'. [With a view to avoid the need of the sentence

eulogising Vayu} the injunctive sentence may be sought to be construed in

the following way 'The man desiring prosperity should sacrifice the

animal, why should he sacrifice it ? because prosperity results from the

sacrifice'. But this construction will not be acceptable if the two concepts

('sacrifice' and 'results') are totally distinct, and hence if both were predi-

cated, there would be a syntactical split.

It may be asked " Why should there be commendation (of the enjoined
act) ?

" There is commendation for the purpose of making the Act attrac-

tive and hence performed.
" Even without the commendatory sentence,
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the performance of the Act would be secured by the force of the injunction

itself, ending with the term ' bhutikdmah 9

, so that the commendatory
sentence is absolutely useless". Not so; as a matter of fact, if there

were no commendatory words, then the enjoining would be accomplished by
the preceding sentence (ending with ' bhutikamah* , i.e. only the sentence

* one desiring prosperity should sacrifice the animal dedicated to Vayu');

but whe>i the .commendatory sentence is there, then the enjoining of the

sacrifice for the mart desiring prosperity would not be accomplished (without

the help of the eulogy). For instance, when we have the simple sentence
* Palo bhafoati', it expresses the sense that the cloth is produced, as the two

words forming the sentence are complete by themselves and do not need any

other factor: but when along with the same two words we find the third

word ' raktam* (red), then we get the further sense that there is connection

with colour
;
and in this case the first two words do stand in need of being

construed with the word ' raktam* (which otherwise would be wholly un-

connected and hence meaningless). In the same manner, if there were no

commendatory words, then the necessary persuasion (needed by the Injunc-

tion) would be done by the Injunctive word itself. But when there is a

commendatory word, the persuasion is done by the praising.
" But even

so, why should we have the commendatory word at all ? When (as you say)

its presence makes the Injunction lose its injunctive force, it had better not

be there; specially as if it were not there, the necessary persuasion would

be done by the preceding Injunctivo sentence itself". True; even withotit

the commendatory word, the persuasion could be accomplished ;
but the

commendatory word is there ; and when it is there, the sense that is

expressed by it is the commending (of the Act) ; and this commend-

ing is the purpose served by both the sentences [the injunctive and

the commendatory sentences. The object commended, i.e. the Act, is

indicated by the Tnjunctive sentence, no commending is possible without

any indication of what is commended, so the Injunctive sentence also, in

this way, serves the purpose of commending. Tanlravartika, Trans, p. 37].

It is only when the commendatory Word is not there that the persuasion

may be regarded as being done by the Injunctive sentence (which involves

a highly complicated process).
" Even when the commendatory words are

there, inasmuch as the preceding sentence has the clearly injunctive form,
the injunction would be naturally regarded as expressed by that sentence,

and there would be no need felt for connecting that sentence with the

commendatory words. It might be argued that * in this way, the commen-

datory words would be meaningless and incomplete
'

; our answer to

this would be that, yes, they would be meaningless ; let them be so."

So long as the Words afford good sense, they cannot be regarded as

meaningless. As a matter of fact, the injunctive sentence is capable, in-

dependently by itself, of enjoining its object, and it is also capable of being
construed along with the commendatory words. And in the case in

question, the fact that it can be so construed is clearly manifest. For this

reason we take the commendatory words as containing the commendation
of what is enjoined by the Injunction ['asmat', from the commendatory
text in question ;

'
vidhe/i ', of what is enjoined!.
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"We could deduce the injunction from the injunctive sentence in-

dependently by itself."

That may be so ; if that is so, there is nothing incongruous in it. But

when the connection of the commendatory words is there, the desired In-

junction cannot be expressed (by the Injunctive sentence, independently

by itself). Every Sentence indicates a relationship ; if then, the Injunctive

sentence were to indicate two relationships such as, (
1

)

' one desiring pros-

perity, should sacrifice', and (2) 'by sacrificing, such and such good things

would be accomplished', then there would be a syntactical split.

It has been argued above (Text, p. 39, 1. 9) that "the sentence in

question (' Vayu is the eftest deity') does not express an act, nor anything
connected with an act [and hence it is useless]." The answer to this given

by the Sutra is that the eulogistic passages
* would serve the purpose of com-

mending the Injunctions
'

; that is, the commendatory words, eulogising the

Act (enjoined), persuade tho performers and thus help the Act itself. In

this same manner all such (commendatory) words eulogise something and

thereby help its being enjoined.

From all this we conclude that such sentences as ' Vayu is the eftest

deity' (Taitti. Sam. 2. 1. 1. 1) are useful as means of right knowledge (of

DJuinna).

SUTRA (8).

AND THE CONNECTION OF LONG-ESTABLISHED TRADITION ALSO IS

EQUALLY PRESENT (IN THE INJUNCTIVE AND THE COMMEN-
DATORY WORDS).

Bhasya.

The Opponent might argue as follows :
" Even before the Commen-

datory Words appear, the Injunctive Words, having the injunctive form,

accomplish, independently, by themselves, the enjoining (of the act to be

enjoined) ; arid the presence of the Commendatory Words must be regarded

(and rejected) as a wrong reading of the text ".

It is not so; because they give very good sense; and also because
' the connection of long-established tradition is equally present'; that is,

all those characteristics that go to establish the ' tradition
'

are present

equally in the Injunctive and the Commendatory Words ; such characteris-

tics being (a) 'the text should be read on certain days, and should not

be read on certain days ', (6)
* the text must be learnt from the mouth of the

Teacher', (c) 'the rights and duties of the Teacher and the Pupil are such

and such ', and so forth; all which are equally observed for the unimpeded
study of all Vedic texts. And further, there is a firm remembrance (of the

entire Vedic text consisting of the Injunctive and the Commendatory Words).
For these reasons, the presence of the Commendatory Words cannot be

regarded as '

wrong (or mistaken) reading.'
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SUTRA (9).

THE INCONGRUITY (URGED BY THE OPPONENT) is NOT APPLICABLE

(TO THE &IDDHANTA) ;
BECAUSE THE INCONGRUITY COULD BE

THERE ONLY IF AN ACTION WERE INDICATED (BY THE

COMMENDATORY WORDS) ; AS A MATTER OF FACT,

HOWEVER, WHAT THESE WORDS INDICATE IS

NOT AN ACTION. HENCE IT is ALL RIGHT.

Bhasya.

The incongruity has been urged (by the Purvapalcsin under Sutra 2) to

the effect that " there is contradiction of the scriptures and of directly per-

ceived facts" and so forth. But as a matter of fact, this incongruity is

not applicable to the sentences * He wept, etc.,' and the rest (which have

been cited by tho Purvapaksin,) ; why? because there would have been
' contradiction* (or incongruity) if the sentences had indicated (or enjoined)

the action of 'stealing' and so forth; as a matter of fact, however, what the

words indicate is not an action. Houce all these texts ' Tho mind is a thief \
' The speech is a liar' are all right (not incongruous).

SUTRA (10).

THEN THERE is INDIRECT APPLICATION (FIGURATIVE EXPRESSION).

Bhasya.

Says the Opponent: "It has been asserted (by the Siddhdntin, Text,

p. 43, 1. 7) that the commendation serves the purpose of recommending the

enjoined act. But how will this be possible in a case where what is

commended is totally different from what is enjoined ? For instance, we
find tho injunction laying down that * Fire is to be removed by a branch of the

Vetasa or by Moss' (Taitti. Saw. 5. 4. 4) where the things enjoined are the

Vetasa&nd the Moss; while what is commended in the connected commen-

datory sentence * Water is calm '

(Taitti. Sam. 5. 4. 4) is Water. [Certainly

the praise of Water does not recommend the use of the Vetasa or the

Moss.]"
The answer to this is that 'there is indirect application '. It is an

indirect or figurative way of saying things when, for the purpose of eulogising

a certain thing, we praise another thing related to it. In the case in

question, Water is the origin of the Vetasa and Moss; these grow out of

Water ; and by the praise of the origin, the thing growing out of that origin

becomes praised ; for instance, Devadatta born in the Ashmaka country

regards himself as praised when the Ashmaka country is praised. The
same should be understood to be the case with the sentence in question

(dealing with Vetasa Moss and Water).
The Opponent asks " To what Injunction is the commendatory

sentence ' He wept
'

auxiliary ?
"

It is auxiliary to (and to be taken along with) the Injunction that
* Silver shall not be given on the Barhis' (Taitti. Sam. 1. 5. 1. 2). "How
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so ?
" Because of the mutual requirements of the words of the two texts :

For instance, first of all we have the sentence ' He wept, and the fact that

he wept makes Rudra mdra' (Taitti. Sam- 1. 5. 1), and here the pronoun
' he

9

requires (refers to) some subject spoken of in the context, as such is

the signification of the pronoun
'
tat

9

(of which '

sah',
'

he', is the nomina-

tive form) ; next follows the sentence ' his tears that flowed became silver ',

where also the pronoun
t

tasya\ 'his', refers to the same aforesaid sub-

ject; [thus the idea expressed by the two sentences taken together is

that 'The tears that flowed when Rudra wept became silver']. Now this

idea supplies the justification for the Prohibitive Injunction that 'silver

should not be given on the Barkis', this justification being that, 'if

one gave silver at the sacrifice, then before a year passes, there shall be

weeping in his house', (Taitti. San. 1. 5. 1. 2) and for this reason 'one

shall not give silver on the Barhls\ Thus it is found that all the word*

of the two texts are mutually complementary.
" But in what manner do

the words of the deprecatory text help the Injunction ?
"

They do it by
'indirect implication' (of excellence); the sense being that 'silver being

produced from tears turns into tears for one who gives silver', and hence it

constitutes the excellence of the Prohibitive Injunction that one who obeys
it (and does not give silver) is saved from the weeping.

"(a) But when there was no real weeping, how can it be said that

'he wept' ? (6) How too can the silver be spoken of as produced from

tears, when, as a matter of fact, it is not produced from tears ? (c) Lastly,

when we actually find that there is no weeping in the house ' before a year

passes ', how can it be asserted that ' there is weeping' ?
"

The answer to this is that ' There is indirect application
'

; that is,

all these words are used in the indirect (figurative) sense. (a) It is said

that 'Rudra wept', because the name ' rudra* is derived from the root
'
rud, to weep

'

; (6) even though silver is not produced from tears, the

speaker, wishing to decry it, describes it as produced from tears, on the

basis of its having the same colour (white) as tears ; (c) again, it is with

a view to decrying silver that the speaker asserts that ' there is weeping
in the house before the year passes', on the basis of the fact that the giving

away of wealth (and silver is a form of wealth) causes pain.

Similarly, there is the Injunction
' If one desires offspring or cattle, he

should sacrifice the hornless goat dedicated to Prajapati' (Taitti. Sam.
2. 1. 1. 4, 5); and as this Injunction requires supplementing, we have the

following passage as its auxiliary 'Prajapati cut out his own fat' (Taitti.

Satfi. 2. 1. 1. 4). "What is the indirect implication here"? It is this:
' There were no cattle at the time when Prajapati cut out his fat ; but such

was the force of the act (of cutting the fat and offering it) that as soon as the

fat was thrown into the fire, a hornless goat rose out of it ; thus it is that

by sacrificing the hornless goat one acquires many cattle'. "When in

reality, Prajapati never cut out his fat, how was it stated that he did it ?
"

The answer to this is that the mention of an event that never happened
serves the purpose of eulogising (the act), because it is clear that some

praising is meant. Whenever an event is mentioned, it produces two-

effects (1) a knowledge of the event itself and (2) attraction to, or repulsion
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from, a certain thing. Of these, the knowledge of an event does not

lead either to any activity or to any desisting from activity, so that serving

no purpose in regard to actions, it would be useless; and hence the men-

tion of the event in question cannot be taken as meant to serve the purpose
of bringing about the knowledge of the event. On the other hand, through

attraction, one undertakes the act, and through repulsion, one desists from

the act; these therefore are meant to be brought about by such mention

of events. If the mention of events were itself meant to be predicated

by the Vedic text, then it would make the Veda open to the charge of

having a beginning.
" But how is it that the Veda makes such a baseless

statement as the one under consideration ?
" The answer to this is as

follows: [The statement, even in its literal sense, need not be entirely

baseless ; for instance]
*

Prajdpati
'

may be taken as standing for any
eternal entity such as (a) Air, or (b) Akdsha, or (c) the Sun; 'the

cutting of his own fat' may stand (respectively) for (a) rain, or (6) wind, or

(c) rays ; as for * the throwing into fire ',
* fire

'

may stand for (a) lightning,

or (6) light, or (c) the ordinary fire; lastly, as regards the 'rising of the

goat', the 'goat' may stand for (a) food, or (6) seed, or (c) creepers. Having
'
sacrificed', i.e. made use of this 'goat', one obtains offspring and cattle.

In this explanation, all the words are taken in their 'indirect
1

('figura-

tive') sense.

Lastly, there is the injunction that ' The Prayanlya charu is to be

offered to Aditi, the Udayanlya charu is to be offered to Aditi* (Taitti.

Sam. 6. 1. 5. 1); and as an auxiliary to this Injunction, we have the

passage
' The gods on reaching the sacrificial ground, did not know the

directions
'

(Ibid.) ; that this is so is clear from the fact that this eulogistic

statement is wanted (by the Injunction) ; and the meaning of the eulogy
is that ' The charu-offeriny to Aditi destroys all illusions, and so also the

illusion in regard to the directions '. "How is it that the text speaks of

illusion regarding directions, when there was never any such illusion in

fact?" The answer to this is as follows: At the time of performing a

sacrifice, when a host of details not pertaining to the sacrifice in hand present

themselves, the mind of the performer becomes bewildered ;
and it is this

bewilderment that is figuratively spoken of as * illusion
'

; and that this is

so is shown by the fact that the act of offering of ' the Charu to Aditi
'

provides the respite necessary for the performer to collect his mind and

settle the actual details to be taken up.

[After having gone through the performance of the Darsha-purnamdsa,
when a man comes to take up the Soma-sacrifice, and finds that the details

relating to the latter are different from those that he has been accustomed

to in the former sacrifice, he becomes bewildered as to the exact procedure ;

it is this bewilderment that is spoken of as ' not knowing the directions
'

.-

Now on this occasion if the Prdyamya sacrifice to Aditi is performed, the

details of which are similar to those of the Darsha-purnamdsa which are

thoroughly known to the performer, it provides the necessary interim of

respite to enable him to collect his wits about the details to be performed in

connection with the Soma-sacrifice. Thus, inasmuch as this respite is

provided by the Prayariiya sacrifice, it has been eulogised as helping to
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remove the bewilderment, figuratively spoken of as 'not knowing the direc-

tions '. Tantravdrtika.]

SUTRA (11).

(a) ON THE SIMILARITY IN FORM, AND (6) ON THE CHARACTER OF

THE GREATER PART [IS THE INDIRECT SIGNIFICATION BASED] .

Bhasya.

[This answers the first two objections urged under Sutra (2).]

There is an injunction to the effect that * one should hold the gold-piece
in one's hand and then he (the Priest) takes it

'

(see Maitrd. Sam. 4. 8. 2. 3) ;

this injunction stands in need of aid, which is supplied by its auxiliary in

the shape of the statement that * the mind is a thief, and speech is a liar.'

This deprecatory assertion serves the purpose of commending the Gold ;

just as we have the statement ' What is the need for a sage ? Feed Deva-

datta alone.' "But even for decrying it, why should the mind, which

is not a thief, be spoken of as thief ? Why too the Speech, which is not

a liar, be spoken of as liar ?
" The answer is that this also is 'figurative

expression', based (a) 'upon the similarity of form', as thieves remain

hidden, so Mind also remains unseen, the term * thief
'

being taken in the

figurative sense of ' one who remains hidden '

, and *

upon the character of

the greater part ', for the most part what people speak is untrue.

SUTRA (12).

BECAUSE OF THE GREATNESS OF DISTANCE.

Bhasya.

[This answers the third objection urged under Sutra (2).]

As an example of a statement (in the Veda) contrary to directly per-

ceived facts, the Opponent has cited the passage
'

During the day only the

smoke of fire was perceived, not the flame, and during the night only the

flame of fire was perceived, not the smoke' (Taitti. Bra. 2. 1. 2. 10). This

passage is auxiliary to the injunctive passage 'In the evening one makes

the offering with the Mantra, Agnirjyotirjyoti-ragnili svaha, and in the morn-

ing, one makes the offering with the Mantra, Suryo jyotirjyotih suryah svdhd
'

,

(Vdjasa.Sam. 3.9); which enjoins two mantras having inter-mixed impli-

cations, and hence requires justification, and the sense of the Eulogy is that
' the Homa should be offered when both the deities are there '. It is the

fact of their being at a *

great distance
' that is figuratively spoken of as

the 'not seeing' of the smoke and the flame. [The explanation of this

statement lies in the fact that during the day, when we look at the Fire

burning at a great distance, we see the Smoke only; while at night, we

perceive the flame, not the Smoke. This statement of a well-known fact

serves as the basis for the Praise.]

[The Tantravdrtika, Trans., pp. 46-47, says that the mantras as cited in

the Bhdsya are not found to have ' intermixed implications
'

, as one

mantra clearly speaks of Agni and the other of Surya, as the deity; and
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that the right mantras to bo cited would have been *

(a) Agnirjyotirjyotih,

suryah svdha, (b) Suryojyotirjyoti-ragnih svaha ', where both mantras speak of

both Agni and Surya.~\

SUTRA (13).

ON ACCOUNT OF THE FAILINGS OF WOMEN, (THERE CAN BE NO
CERTAINTY REGARDING ONF/S CASTE) ;

SPECIALLY AS THE SON

BELONGS TO THE PROGENITOR.

Bhasya.

[This answers the fourth objection urged under Sutra (2).]

Another example of a Vedic text stating what is contrary to direct

facts, cited by the Opponent is
' We know not if we are Brahmanas or Non-

Brahmanas
'

(Maitrd. Sam. 1. 4. 11). This is auxiliary to the Injunction

'When the Pravaras are being recounted, one should say the deities are our

fathers '(Ibid.), which stands in need of justification; and the meaning of the

eulogistic passage is that ' Even a Non-Brahmana would become a Brahmana

by the recounting of Pravaras [and hence it is necessary for the Brahmana

also to recount his Pravaras, as one can never be sure of one's Brahmana-

hood]'. It is difficult to know if one is really a Brahmana; this is what

is figuratively spoken of as 'we do not &now'; and the difficulty in knowing
it for certain is due to * the failings of women\ and also to the fact that ' Ihe

son belongs to the progenitor
'

; this is also indicated by the advice ' May you

guard this dynastic line with great care.' (See Apastamba-Dharma-ftutm
2. 6. 13. 6.)

SUTRA (14).

THERE is DESIRE FOR IMMEDIATE GOOD.

Bhasya.

[This is an answer to the fifth objection urged under Sutra (2).]

As an example of a Vedic text making a statement contrary to

what is found in the Scriptures, the Opponent has cited the passage
'Who knows that there is Heaven, etc. ?

'

(Taitti. Sarii. 6. 1. 1. 1.) This is

an auxiliary to the Injunction that 'One should set up windows on all

sides' (Ibid.), which stands in need of justification. The sense of the com-

mendatory sentence is that the making of windows brings perceptible (and

immediate) comfort (by allowing the smoke to escape). The assertion

of uncertainty regarding Heaven is to be taken in the figurative sense of

coming after a long time (and hence not being so desirable as the making
of windows which brings immediate relief).

SOTRA (15).

IT is PRAISE OF KNOWLEDGE.

Bhasya.

[This answers the objection urged under Sutra (3).]

Under Su. (3), the Opponent has cited the passage, 'His face shines

who knows this ?
'

(Tandya-Mahabra. 20, 16. 6.) This is an auxiliary to the
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Injunction of reading the Gargatrirdtra-Brahmana, which stands in need of

justification.

As for the second passage cited under the same Sutra * An extremely

wealthy child is born among his progeny', it is auxiliary to the injunction

of the careful study of the Veda.

The shining of the face and the possession of wealth are expressive of
*

guna ', (quality) ;
and in this sense, the expressions are *

gauna
'

(in the sense

of being expressive of quality, and not in the sense of being indirect or figurative).

The face of the learned teacher really shines, when it is looked up to by the

pupils ; and the child born in a family where the Veda is being constantly

read becomes very intelligent, and on becoming learned, he obtains many
gifts and becomes the possessor of much food (and wealth). [In the case of

these two passages, the direct meaning also is not incongruous in any way :

hence these statements cannot be called '

gunavdda
'

in the sense of in-

direct or figurative assertion; hence the author has explained the term
*

guna
'

in relation to these passages as standing for Quality.}

SUTRA (16).

THE MENTION OF 'ALL* REFERS TO THE FACT OF THE MAN BEING

ENTITLED (TO PERFORM ALL ACTS AND OBTAIN ALL THEIR

REWARDS).

Bhasya.

[This answers the objections urged under Sutra (4).]

As an example of a passage that makes the performance of all acts

useless, the Opponent has cited the text ' By means of the Final Oblation,

one attains all desires '. This is an auxiliary to the injunction that ' one

should offer the Final Oblation', which stands in need of support. Another

text cited by the Opponent is
' He who knows the Ashvamedha also passes

beyond death, etc.' (Taitti. Sam. 5. 3. 12. 2) ; and here the statement *

pass-

es beyond death '

is auxiliary to the injunction that * one should know the

Ashvamedha (texts)
' which stands in need of support. The mention of the

results (in the injunctivo text itself) is purely commendatory.
When the text speaks of the man '

attaining all desires
'

, it is only a

figurative way of stating that he performs the acts bringing about the

reward in the shape of the attaining of all desires. And though
'
all

'

is not

meant, yet the word l
all

'

is used, in the sense of all that the man may be

entitled to.

SUTRA (17).

THE RESULT BEING ACCOMPLISHED BY MEANS OF ACTIONS, THE

DIFFERENCE IN THE RESULTS COULD BE DUE TO THE

MAGNITUDE OF THE ACTIONS.

Bhasya.

This is a bold assertion (in answer to the same objection that has been

answered in the preceding Sutra). Even if one takes the statement in question
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(to the effect that * All desires are obtained by the Final Oblation') as

laying down the results actually following from the oblation, the statement

would be quite reasonable even in its direct literal sense ; and even though
all results might really follow from the Oblation, yet there would be a

difference in the quantity and quality (of the results as obtained by the sim-

ple act of the Final Oblation, and as obtained by means of the more elaborate

Sacrifices; and hence the actual performance of the latter would not be

superfluous.) [Similarly even though the results of the Ashvamedha might be

really obtained by the mere knowledge of the texts bearing on that sacrifice,

yet the same results as obtained by the performance of the sacrifice would
be larger and better.]

SOTRA (18).

THE ANSWER TO THE LAST TWO (ARGUMENTS OF THE PfJRVAPAKSA)
WOULD BE AS ALREADY EXPLAINED.

Bhasya.

Under Sutra (5), the Opponent has cited the passage
* The Fire is not to

be kindled on the earth, nor in the sky, nor in heaven '

(Taitti. fian't. 5. 2. 7. 1).

This is auxiliary to the Injunction that ' The Fire is to be kindled after

placing a piece of gold under it' (Ibid., 5. 2. 7. 3), which stands in need of

justification. The deprecation of the earth, sky, and heaven serves the

purpose of eulogising the gold. Though there is no possibility (of the fire

being kindled in the sky or in heaven), yet the statement may be taken

as referring to the well-known fact (that Fire cannot be kindled in the sky
or in heaven). [The sense is that *

just as the kindling of the Fire in the

sky or in heaven is not possible, so it is also ori the bare ground, hence a

gold-piece should be placed under the fire'. Tantravdrtika.]

Under Su. (6) the mention of ephemeral things in such passages as
* Babara prdvdhani desired* (Taitti. Sam. 7. 1. 10. 2) has been cited by the

Opponent. This objection (though already refuted in the Tarkapdda) was

raised again (under Su. 6) with special reference to the Arthavdda section

of the Veda; and on the present occasion wo shall refute it by simply

asserting the authoritative character of the Arthavdda.



ADHIKARAI?A (2) : Treating of the authoritative character of
such Arthavada passages as resemble Injunctions.

SUTRA (19).

[PORVAPAKSA]
" IT SHOULD BE AN INJUNCTION, BECAUSE IT LAYS

DOWN SOMETHING NOT ALREADY KNOWN
;
SPECIALLY AS A

MERE NARRATION WOULD BE USELESS."

Bhasya.

[The Arthavddas containing mere descriptions of facts and events having
been dealt with in the preceding Adhikarana, we now proceed to consider

those Arthavddas that appear in the form of Injunctions.]

The texts to be cited as examples in this connection are those passages
which resemble Injunctions. For instance ' The sacrificial post is to be of

Udumbara wood ;
the Udumbara wood is the essence of food ; cattle are

strong; through this strong Udumbara post one acquires strong cattle, for

bringing about strength'. (See Taittirlya-Samhita 2. 1. 1. 6.) Here the

question arises Does the sentence (' Through this strong Udnmbara post one

acquires strong cattle') serve as an injunction (of the particular result, the

obtaining of strong cattle and strength, as following from the act of having the

post of Udumbara wood, which has been enjoined in the first sentence * The
sacrificial post is to be of Udumbara wood', the injunctive character of

which is admitted by both parties) ? Or does this also contain only the

praise (of the act of making the post of Udumbara wood) ?

On this question we have the following PURVAPAKSA :

" It should be an injunction, because it lays down something not already

known ; specially as a mere assertion would be useless. That is to say, all such

passages as resemble Injunctions, like the one cited, should be taken as

containing the injunction of results [the meaning of the full injunction being
* one who desires to obtain strong cattle, etc., should make the post of Udum-
bara wood'], because a result is definitely recognised as mentioned in the

sentence (

'

through this Udumbara post one obtains strong cattle
'

), and

because in this manner, the sentence in question would be laying down

something not already known. Otherwise, if the sentence were taken as

containing a mere * narration '

of praise, it would serve no useful purpose ;

because whether a certain thing (an act, for instance) is praised or not

praised, it remains the same. Further, the phrase 'urjovaruddhyai' ('for

bringing about strength
'

) speaks of a purpose, the motive, the result aimed

at, while there is no word (in the text) expressing the idea that what has

been enjoined
'
is praiseworthy

'

; the praise therefore, if intended, could

be got at only through indirect indication; and certainly Direct Assertion

(of motive, or purpose) is more authoritative than Indirect Indication."

5
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StJTRA (20).

[POBVAPAKSA continued]
" IF IT BE UBOED THAT IT MAY BE AS IN

COMMON PARLANCE
;

"

Bhasya.

[The Siddhdntin is supposed to urge the following argument against the

Purvapaksa] If you think that "mere praise would be useless, and the

praise is not expressed by any word in the text cited", then our request
to you is that Please look at the sentences met with in common parlance ;

for instance, the sentence " This cow belonging to Devadatta should be

purchased, she gives much milk, gives birth to she- calves and never loses a

progeny
'

; here, even though the injunction that ' the cow should be pur-
chased '

is there (enough to make the intending buyer buy it), yet the

addition of the praise supplies the additional incentive ; the words '

giving
much milk, etc.', pointing out the excellences of the cow. The same may
be the case with the Vedic text also. [The injunction

' the post should be of

Udumbara wood' is quite sufficient to urge the agent to make the post of

Udumbara wood, and yet the Praise contained in the subsequent senten-

ces supplies the additional incentive; and in this way the Praising would

not be useless.]

[If this be urged by the Siddhdntin, then the answer of the Purvapaksin
to this would be as set forth in the following Sutra]

SUTRA (21).

[POBVAPAKSA concluded]
" THAT CANNOT BE

;
BECAUSE IT is KNOWN

BEFOREHAND."

Bhasya.

" What has been urged by the Siddhdntin (under Su. 20) is not possible ;

in common parlance, what is spoken of, such, for instance, as the fact of the

cow giving much milk and so forth, is already known beforehand ; so that

the bringing about of the mere cognition of it would be of no use; and

so the words are taken as containing Praise. People would have no faith

in a mere assertion of what is not already known, to the same extent that

they have in an assertion of what is already known ; and it is only when the

fact asserted is well known that its assertion serves to persuade people. As

regards Vedic passages, on the other hand, if people would not be persuaded

by the Injunctive Sentence itself, they would be much less so by the Reitera-

tive Sentence (Arthavdda), because if the man fails to be persuaded by the

Injunctive sentence, it is only because doubts have arisen in his mind regard-

ing (the authority of) that Injunctive sentence [and if that is so, then, no

amount of Praising would persuade him]. If, on the other hand, he has

been already persuaded by the Injunctive word, then what is the use of the

Reiterative Word (Arthavdda) ? Further, the conditions of the Vedic

passage under consideration are totally different (from those of common

parlance). Here, first of all, the expression *for bringing about strength*

states a fact not already known ; secondly, the reason propounded for
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this, that ' because the Udumbara is the essence of food, therefore the Post

should be made of Udumbara '

is also something not already known j hence

there being a suspicion that one statement ' Udumbara is the essence of food
*

is false, the conclusion would be that the other statement (in the passage)
also is false."

SUTRA (22).

[SlDDHANTA] BlTT THE FACT OF SUCH SENTENCES BEING TAKEN
ALONG WITH OTHER SENTENCES HAS BEEN ALREADY EXPLAINED.

Bhasya.

The fact that such sentences as those under consideration are taken

along with other sentences has already been explained by us under Su. 7,

where it has been shown that Arthavada passages are to be taken along with

other Injunctive passages.
" But it has been shown that the passage we are

discussing now contains the injunction of a Result, and not commendation [and
what has been said under Su. 7 in the preceding Adhikarana is with regard
to passages containing Commendation or Deprecation]." The mention of

the Result that we have in the sentence in question could pertain only to the

Post made of Udumbara wood
; but this Post made of Udumbara wood (having

been already enjoined by the first sentence,
' the Post is of Udumbara ') is not

something not already enjoined [and hence to be enjoined along with the result

by the second sentence * Udumbara is food', etc.]; and the mention of the

mere Result, without an injunction, would be meaningless. [In the entire

passage we have three factors (1) the Post made of Udumbara, (2) the

Injunction of that Post, and (3) the Result following from the Post
; now,

if, as held by the Purvapaksa, we have injunction of the Post made of

Udumbara, and also the Injunction of the Result, then the Post made of

Udumbara will have to be connected with both (2) and (3), which would give
rise to a syntactical split; hcnco the mention of the result cannot be con-

nected with the Post of Udumbara. It could be so connected if the sentence

that mentions the result had contained the injunction of that Post ; but as

a matter of fact, no such injunction is contained in that sentence, which

speaks only of the Udumbara post leading to the acquiring of cattle and so

forth. Thus then, the mention of the Result, having no connection with the

enjoined Post, becomes meaningless. But this is so only if we admit of the

mention of the Result being an Injunction. The necessary connection could

be secured only if the mention of the Result were taken as containing a

Praise of the Post that has been enjoined.]
" But there is no word expres-

sive of commendation." The sentence which mentions the result signifies

(a) that what has been enjoined brings a reward, and (6) what brings a

reward is certainly commendable ; now this latter factor of commendation is

implied on the basis of the fact that, without this implication, the mention
of the reward (or result) would be meaningless. It might be urged against
this that " such an implication would involve a process of indirect indica-

tion". But there is no force in this; because even if something is got at

through indirect indication, it becomes useful all the same ; and then indirect

indication also is among the ordinary processes of signification.
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The Purvapaksin recalls a former objection "We have pointed out

above that what is stated in the text of the Veda (under consideration) is

at variance with well-known facts ; for instance, Udumbara is not the essence

offood." What we assert is that it is through indirect or figurative significa-

tion that the sentence serves the purpose of persuasion (through commenda-

tion) ; and this figurative interpretation would reconcile the Vedic declaration

with ordinary facts. " But what is the similarity (on which the figurative

signification would be based) ?
" The similarity is this Just as Food is the

means of satisfaction, so this (Post of Udumbara wood) also has the power
to bring about satisfaction; and it is on this basis that the Post is being

commended and spoken of by means of a word ('urk', 'essence of food')

denoting a means of satisfaction. Further, the Udumbara is capable of being

spoken of as the ' essence of food '

also on the ground of its ripe fruits

(being edible).

SUTRA (23).

IN CERTAIN CASES, INJUNCTION IS FOUND TO BE ACTUALLY MEANING-

LESS ;
IN WHICH CASES THE SENTENCE WOULD BE TAKEN AS

INDICATING COMMENDATION : AND WHEN OTHER

SENTENCES ARE FOUND TO BE SIMILAR,

THESE ALSO SHOULD BE TREATED

SIMILARLY.

Bhasya.

There is the passage
' The horse has its origin in water, from water is

born the Vetasa* (Taittiriya-Sariihita 5. 3. 12). Tho only form of injunction

that could be derived from this would bo ' the horse should be made to

be born out of water '

; and as this would be absurd, such an Injunction

would be meaningless; and in that case it would be necessary to assume

that the passage contains a commendation in the senee that ' the connection

of the horse and the Avaka with the calm-producing water allays the

troubles of the sacrificer'.

When other sentences are found to be similar, they also should be treated

similarly.
'

Tatluitva\ 'similarity', moans similar circumstances. "What
is the similarity ?

" The similarity would consist in the (a) impossibility of

being taken as an Injunction, and (b) the possibility of being taken as a com-

mendation.

SUTRA (24).

WHEN A CERTAIN TEXT is CAPABLE OF BEING RIGHTLY TAKEN

ALONG WITH ITS OWN CONTEXT, IT IS NOT RIGHT TO TRANSFER

IT ELSEWHERE ; SPECIALLY AS SUCH AN INJUNCTION

WOULD BE MEANINGLESS IN REGARD TO THAT

(PARTICULAR ACT).

Bhasya.

For the following reason also we hold that texts like those we have been

discussing are commendations. "For what reason?" For the following
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reason : There is the text (Taittirlya-Samhita 6. 3. 4)
' That which is burnt

belongs to the Nir^tis ; that which is uncooked belongs to Rudra ; that which

is cooked belongs to the deities ; therefore one should cook things in such a

way as not to burn them '. If this is only a praise, then it means the praise

of the substance cooked at the DarsJiapurnamdsa (in whose context the

passage occurs). When this is possible, transference cannot be right i.o.

it will not be righk to transfer the passage to another context (which would

be necessary if tho passage were treated as an Injunction). Then again, if

the passage were taken as an Injunction, then the meaning would be that the

substance is to be burnt at a sacrifice where Niryti would be the Deity (and
not at the Darahapurnamasa) ; and this would contravene tho context ;

because Nirrti not being a deity at the Darshapurnamasa, any injunction of
'

burning
'

the substance would be meaningless. From this it follows that

the passage must be taken as a commendation.

SUTRA (25).

IN THE EVENT OF ITS BEING TAKEN AS AN INJUNCTION, THERE

WOULD BE SYNTACTICAL SPLIT.

Bhasya.

If the text *

(a) The post is to be made of Udumbara (see

TaittL-Saw., 2. 1. 1. 6), (b) for bringing about strength', if both (a) and

(b) were taken as Injunctions, then there would be syntactical split: the

sense being
'

(a) the Post of Udumbara wood is excellent, and (6) the

strong brings about strength'. [Thus there being two predicates, there

would be syntactical split.]

From all this we conclude that all those Arthavdda passages also which

resemble Injunctions serve the purpose of commending only.



ADHIKARAINTA (3) : Treating of Passages which appear like

the statement of reasons for a certain course of action.

SUTRA (26).

PUKVAPAKSA]
" IT MUST BE TAKEN AS THE STATEMENT OF

REASON, BECAUSE OF USEFULNESS AND PLAUSIBILITY."

Bhasya.

There are some assertions which have the appearance of statement of

reasons ; for instance '

(a) One should offer the libation with the winnowing
basket, (b) because food is prepared by it' (See Taittiriya-Brahmana 1. 6. 5).

In regard to such asssertions as (6), there arises the question Does their

purpose lie in commending (what has been enjoined in the preceding sentence)

or in stating a reason (for the Injunction) ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :
" The fact of Food being prepared

by the Winnowing Basket must be the reason why the libation should be

offered into Fire with that basket. ' But when the said causal relation

(between the Basket and the Preparation of food) is not generally known,
how could that be put forward as a reason ?

'

It may be true (that what is

not generally known cannot be put forward as a reason) in common parlance ;

but in the Veda it could certainly be done by direct assertion ; that is why
the text in question puts forward the preparation of food as the reason for

the offering being made with the Winnowing Basket. ' What is the purpose
served by this ?

' The purpose served is that it opens up the possibility of the

offering being made with the Ladle, the Pan, and other things, which also are

used in the preparation offood.-* How ?
' Because they also have their use

in the preparing of food, as food can be prepared by means of these also. In

fact, it is this possibility of food being prepared (that it can be prepared) by
the Winnowing Basket that is expressed by the word *

Kriyate ',
'
is prepared ',

in the text [and not that it is actually prepared] ; because the ordinary

meaning of the Present tense form (

kriyate\ 'is prepared at the present

moment ', cannot fit in with the present context [as there is no *

preparing of

food '

going on at the time of the offering]. Further, if we take the sentence

as a statement of reason, we accept what is directly asserted by the Veda ;

whereas if we take it as a commendatory declaration, we have recourse to

indirect (or figurative) signification. If it be urged that * the Ladle, the Pan,

and other things are not directly instrumental in the preparation of food,

and these cannot be called the means of preparing food [so that there would

be no possibility of the Homa being offered with these]', then our answer

would be that if the Ladle, etc., are useless in the preparing of food, then

in that case, it would be meaningless to commend the Winnowing Basket as

' the means of preparing food ', as the Winnowing Basket also is of no use in

the preparing of food ; and hence as what is asserted would not be applicable

to the Basket, the commendation would be futile (not plausible)."
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SUTRA (27).

[SlDDHANTA] BUT IT IS A COMMENDATION (OF THE WlNNOWING

BASKET), AS THIS MATTER is ONE THAT is AMENABLE TO

VERBAL AUTHORITY ALONE, AND THERE IS NO INJUNC-

TION OF ANY OTHER THING.

Bhasya.

The view propounded by the Purvapaksa is not correct. The matter

under discussion is one that is determinable only on the basis of authorita-

tive texts. What the Purvapaksin says regarding the preparing of food

being a reason (for the Homa to be offered with the Basket) is also based by
him upon the text (*By it is food prepared'); and when the text speaks
of 'preparing food' as a reason, it is only a reason for offering the Homa
with the Winnowing Basket, not for offering the Homa with the Ladle or the

Pan or any other thing. So that what is spoken of by the text is the Win-

nowing Basket only. Nor is there any injunction of offering the Homa with

the Ladle, the Pan or any such thing [as there is of offering it with the Win*

nowing Basket in the first sentence],

SUTRA (28).

IF IT BE ARGUED THAT " THE ASSERTION NOT BEING APPLICABLE

(TO THE THING IN QUESTION), A COMMENDATION (OF THAT

THING, BY THAT ASSERTION) WOULD BE ILLOGICAL;"

Bhasya.

This argument has been urged [towards the end of the above statement

of the Purvapaksa, to the effect that " as the Winnowing Basket is of no use

in the preparing of food, what is asserted would not be applicable to the

Basket, and hence the oommendatiori would riot be plausible"]; and this

has got to be refuted (which is done in tho following Sutra) :

SOTRA (29).

(THEN OUR ANSWER is THAT) AS A MATTER OF FACT, HOWEVER, THE

ASSERTION is APPLICABLE, BEING TAKEN AS SUPPLEMENTARY

TO THE INJUNCTION ; AS IN COMMON PARLANCE.

Bhasya.

According to our view the assertion in question is quite applicable (to

the Winnowing Basket) ; because according to our view, the assertion becomes

auxiliary to the Injunction. And when taken as a commendatory assertion,

the assertion becomes quite logical : the statement in the text ' food is

prepared by the Winnowing Basket '

being understood to moan * as we know
of food being prepared by the Winnowing Basket '

; so that even though not

actually present, the 'preparing' is spoken of as present, with a view to

commending the Basket. In your (Purvapaksin^ s) view on the other hand,

the weak point is this, that the assertion in question is an injunction of the
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reason, and it is not permissible for a word in an Injunctive text to indicate

any meaning other than the direct one [while such indirect indication is quite
common in commendatory sentences] ; so that when the Vedic Injunction

spoke of the present (act of preparing food), it could not be taken as enjoin-

ing that (preparing of food) which can be done. In our view, it would be

quite possible to take the word directly denoting one thing as indirectly

indicating another (this sort of thing being permissible in commendatory
assertions). We find instances like this in common parlance: when it is

asserted that ' Devadatta is strong enough to meet Yajnadatta and others',

though the term 'strong' means 'possessing superior strength', the supe-

riority meant is not in comparison with the lion or the tiger or other

strong animals, but in comparison with those whose strength is inferior to

Devadatta' s
;

in the same manner, when it is said that ' food is prepared by
it', it commends the Winnowing Basket as being a 'superior means of pre-

paring food ', and the superiority is in comparison with those other ' means
of food-preparation

' which are inferior to the Winnowing Basket.

SUTRA (30).

IF IT WERE A STATEMENT OF REASON, THE ASSERTION WOULD BE

RESTRICTED (TO THE BASKET ONLY) ; BECAUSE IT TS THAT

WHICH IS SPECIALLY MENTIONED. IF, THROUGH SIMILARITY

(THE ASSERTION WERE TO APPLY TO THE OTHER THINGS

ALSO), THEN THERE WOULD BE AN INDEFINITENESS

IN THE INJUNCTIONS.

Bhasya.

Even if
' the preparing of food ' were a reason which might be appli-

cable to the Ladle, the Pan and other things, (in the present context)

it would be restricted to the Winnowing Basket; because the fact that
*

being the moans of preparing food '

is a reason (for the Hotna) is learnt

from the Vedic Word only, and the Vedic Word has asserted the said

fact in reference to the Basket, not to the Ladle, the Pan and other things.

Because it is that which is specially mentioned, the text declaring that

'because food is prepared by the Winnowing Basket, therefore the Homa
should be offered with the Winnowing Basket'. For instance, when it is

said that ' Because the Fire was blown strongly, therefore my house

was burnt', it does not mean that anything other than Fire also, when

strongly blown, burns the house. If it be held that ' what is meant is that

by whatever thing even other than the Winnowing Basket food is prepar-

ed, even indirectly, with that the Homa should be offered,' then, in that

case there would be an indefiniteness in the Injunctions; for there is nothing

which, either directly or indirectly, does not help in the preparation of food.

[The right reading is na kenachit pranddyd annanna kriyate as is clear

from the closing words of the Tantavartika on this Sutra], So that to assert

that 'one offers Homa 9 would be tantamount to saying that 'one offers

Homa with the means of preparing food '.
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According to our view, on the other hand, it is the Winnowing Basket

(alone) that is commended ; and the statement of the fact ' food is prepared

by its means' is not for the purpose of proclaiming that fact, but for the

purpose of persuasion. Thus the conclusion is that commendation is the

purpose served by those Arthavdda passages also which appear like Statement

of Reasons.



ADHIKARASTA (4) : Treating of the use of Mantras.

SUTRA (31).

[PtfRVAPAKJjfA]
"

(a) BECAUSE THERE ARE SCRIPTURAL DIRECTIONS

IN CONNECTION WITH MANTRAS ;

"

Bhasya.

[It has boon established that even such apparently absurd passages as some of

the Arthavadas can have a bearing upon Dharma ; now the question arises regarding
the bearing upon Dharma of another kind of Vedic texts, which are known as
* Mantra '

; what is the particular purpose served by the Mantras ? That they
are not injunctions of action is clear from the fact that they contain no mjurictive
word. Expressing no commendation or disparagement, they cannot serve the

purpose that is served by the Arthavada passages. Before the use of the Mantras is

discussed, the preliminary question to be discussed is are the Mantras intended to

convey any moaning ? or are thoy merely recited verbally, without any reference to

any meaning? The idea underlying the discussion is that if the Mantras are

not meant to convey any sense, then they cannot help in the knowledge of

Dharma; and this would vitiate the Siddhanta doctrine that the purpose served by
the entire Veda is to help us to know Dharma.]

The question that arises now is Are Mantras intended to convey any

meaning ? or are they not intended to be expressive of any meaning ? That

is to say Do they help the sacrifice by expressing some meaning, or by
mere utterance ? If they help by mere utterance, then the Mantra ' Bar-

hirdevasadanan dami* ('I am chopping the grass for seating the Gods')

(Maitrdyanl'Samhitd I. 1. 2) would not necessarily always be used in the

'chopping of grass'. If, on the other hand, they help by expressing a

meaning, then (inasmuch as the words express the chopping of grass, and)

the context in which the Mantra is found indicates its auxiliary character,

it could not be used anywhere else, so that even in the absence of any direc-

tions to that effect, it would always be used in the chopping of grass only.

Our view (the Furvapaksa) is as follows: "The Mantras help the

sacrifice by their mere utterance ; why ? because there are scriptural

directions in connection with them; that is to say, the scripture lays down

the use of the Mantra in that same sense which is conveyed by the words

of the Mantra. For instance, we have the scriptural direction '

Uruprafha

uru prathasva iti prodasham pratJiayati,' (Taitti. Bra. 3. 2. 8. 4) which

means '0 Expanding one, may you become large \ uttering this Mantra he

should enlarge the cake
9

(TaiUi. Sam. 1. 1. 8. 1); now, the direction 'one

should enlarge the cake' would be superfluous if the Mantra came to

help through the meaning expressed by it. [If the words of the Mantra,
' O Expanding one, may you become large

' were really meant to be

expressive, then the Act of enlarging the cake would have been expressed

by the Mantra itself, and therefore there would be no need for the direc-

tion that the Mantra is to be used in the enlarging of the cake]. On the
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other hand, if the Mantra is intended to help by its mere utterance, then,

it would be necessary to lay down its use ; and this use has been laid down
in the scriptural direction just quoted. For this same reason, the Mantra

cannot help through the meaning expressed by it. For example, if a man
with eyes is found to be led by another person, it is understood that he

cannot see with his eyes.

[When a person who has his eyes intact but inefficient is found being led by
another person, the irresistible conclusion is that he does not see with his eyes;

exactly in the same manner, when a person comes across the text of a Mantra

though his first impression is that it has a certain meaning, yet, as soon as he finds

another sentence laying down its use, he naturally concludes that the Mantra
itself has not the capacity to indicate its own use ; and this distinctly shows that the

meaning of the Mantra is to be disregarded altogether ; for, if any significance were

attached to the meaning, the use of the Mantra would be indicated by the Mantra

itself, through that same meaning. Tantravartika-Tr&ns., p. 81.]

" ' The direction in question may be taken as serving the purposes of an

Arthavada [i.e. as commending the Injunction of the use of the Mantra, this

Injunction being indicated by the indicative force of the words of the

Mantra and by the context in which the Mantra occurs].' But that cannot

be ; it has been explained above that that alone can be taken as Arthavada

which is supplementary to the sentence by which the Act is enjoined ; in a

case where the act Ls enjoined by an independent Injunction (which needs no

supplementing), no useful purpose is served by the Arthavada. Hence in

the case in question the Direction cannot serve the purposes of the Artha-

vada.
" The Mantras connected with the Holding of the Spade [i.e. the mantras

beginning with '

Devasya tvd' and ending with *

Qdyatrena chhandasd Made
traistubhena jdgatena pdnktena'] (Taitti. Sam. 1. 1. 3. 4) may be taken as

another illustrative example. Here also, though the fact of the mantras

being used in connection with the act of '

holding
'

is indicated by the

indicative force of a word (' ddade) in the mantra itself, yet the mantras

are enjoined for such use in a subsequent direction
* Tan chalurbhirddatte

'

'He holds the spade with the four mantras'. (Taittirlya-Sariihitd 5. 1. 1).

[This direction would be superfluous if the words of the Mantras were intend-

ed to help by expressing their meaning.] It might be argued that the direc-

tion would serve the purpose of pointing out (emphasising) the number Four

(which is not indicated by any words of the 'mantras). But that would not

be possible ; as there is no word to indicate that all the mantras are to be

used collectively. [On the contrary, the indication would appear to be that

the four mantras are to be used optionally, and there is nothing to pre-

clude the possibility of this Option says the Tantravartika.]
"
Similarly the case of the text *

Imdmagrbhnan rashandmrtasya

ityashvdbhidhdriimddatte* (Shatapatha Brdhmana 13. 1. 2. 1; Taitti. Sarh. 5. 1.

2. 1) provides another example. While the holding of the leading string is

already expressed by the words of the mantra (Mddhya-Sam. 12. 2; Tai-

Sa. 4. 1.2. 1), we have the direction (' ityashvabhidhanimadatte
'

) laying
down the same holding of the leading string ; and this would not be right
if the words of the mantra were meant to be expressive. It might be
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urged that the said direction (laying down the holding of the leading string

of the horse) would still have its use in precluding the holding of the string

o/ the ass. But, as a matter of fact, it could not do this precluding ; be-

cause if it were to do the predicting, (i.e. if it meant that * the string of the

ass should not be held
'

) then, firstly, it would renounce its own meaning (that
' the string of the horse should be held

'

), secondly, it would have a different

meaning (that 'the string of the ass should not be held'), and thirdly, it

would set aside the holding of the string of the ass which is indicated (by the

Mantra which uses the general term '

holding of the string
' without refer-

ence to any particular animal).

"From all this it follows that Mantras are not intended to be ex-

pressive ; and as such, they cannot serve as the authority for the using of the

mantra ' Barhirdeavasadanan dami* in connection with the chopping of

grass.

SUTRA (32).

[PGRVAPAKSA continued]
"

(b) BECAUSE THE ORDER OF THE WORDS

(IN MANTRAS) is IRREVOCABLY FIXED."

Bhasya.

" The Mantras have the order of their words irrevocably fixed ; for ins-

tance, the order of the mantra '

Agnirmurdha divah, etc.
9

(Taittiriya-fiamhita

1. 5. 5. 1) must bo *

Agnlk murdhd divah \ and not the reverse (' Divah-

murdhd agrni/i'); if the words were meant to express a meaning, they
would express it when placed in this latter order as well ; and in that case, there

would be no sense in the fixing of the exact order of the words. It might
be argued that the fixing of the order serves the purpose of securing the parti-

cular form of utterance (of word-sounds), which becomes altered when the

order is reversed, and that the restriction of the order is accepted on that

account. But in that case, the right view would be that under which the

said restriction (of the order) would serve a distinctly useful purpose ; [and
this view would be only that under which the words are not meant to be

expressive ; because the only useful purpose that would be served by the

utterance of the words in a particular order would be a transcendental one
;

and on such transcendental results proceeding from the order of the word-

sounds alone, the meaning of the words could have no bearing at all ; so

that the explanation proposed lends support to the view that tho words are

not meant to be expressive]. It might be argued that even in the case of

words expressive of meanings, we find restrictions regarding their order;
for instance, in the compound 'Indragni', (the term ' Indra* must come
first, according to the rules governing the order of terms in a Copulative

Compound). The restriction is quite right in that case ; because a reversal

of the order of the terms would make the compound word entirely in-

expressive [as it would become grammatically wrong, and wrong or corrupt
forms of words cannot be really expressive, according to the Mimam-

saka.]
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SUTRA (33).

[PORVAPAKSA continued]
"

(c) BECAUSE THERE ABE DIRECTIONS

ADDRESSED TO ONE WHO ALREADY KNOWS ;

"

Bhasya,

" We meet with such mantras as '

Aynld agnin vihara '

; now this

mantra can express the meaning (' O Agnldhra Priest, please attend on tlio

Fires') only to a person who knows it (that it is the duty of the Agnldhra
Priest to attend on the Fires) already from his study (of the Veda) ; and if

this is already known, what is there (left to be expressed) which the mantra

would (be required to express) ? If, on the other hand, the words are

uttered (not for expressing any meaning, but) merely for the sake of a

particular way of utterance, then the peculiar way in which the words are

uttered may serve some useful (transcendental) purpose, even when addressed

to one who already knows (his duty). If you urge that "the reiteration

(of what the man already knows) may serve to bring about a peculiar sancti-

fication", then you come over to our view of the case;
* reiteration

'

is

the same as ' utterance' ; and that may certainly be done (for some trans-

cendental purpose) ; but what need not be done is the expressing of the

meaning', because it is needless to do this latter when what is expressed is

already known (to the person to whom the words are addressed). For ins-

tance, when a man has a shoe already on his foot, he does not, because he

cannot, put another shoe on the same foot.

SUTRA (34).

continued]
"

(d) BECAUSE THEY SPEAK OF THINGS

THAT DO NOT EXIST;
"

Bhasya.

" What has to be indicated (by Vedic texts) is something that helps in the

performance of the sacrifice ; but we find that certain Mantras speak of such

things as do not exist at all; for instance, wo have the Mantra beginning
with * Chatvdri shfngdh, etc.' (Taittirlya Aranyaka 10. 10. 2

; also ftgveda-Sam.

4. 58. 3) ;
but there is no such thing among those that help the sacrificial per-

formance as has ' four horns, three feet, two heads, and seven hands ', [and
it is such a thing that is denoted by the words of the Mantra]. Under the

circumstances, if the Mantra were recited for the purpose of expressing its

meaning, what is it that it would express ? On the other hand, if it is

merely for the purpose of utterance, then its reciting would be possible (as

tending to some transcendental end).

"Similarly, there is the Mantra * Ma md himslh* [' Do not, oh, do not

hurt'] (which is addressed to the altar); as no 'hurting
1

is there, if the

Mantra were intended to convey a meaning, what is it that it would

convey ?
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SUTRA (35).

continued]
"

(e) BECAUSE THEY ARE ADDRESSED
TO INSENSATE THINGS ;

"

Bhasya.

" There is the Mantra ' Osadhe trdyasvainam, etc.* (Taittirlya-Samhitd

1. 2. 1. 1), which contains a request addressed to an insensate object, the Herb

(Osadhi) ; if such Mantras were to help by conveying some meaning, then

they would be preferring a request to the Herb (

* o&adhe
'

)
for protecting

('trdyasva') the animal ('enam'); certainly the Herb, which is insensate,

could never understand the request. There is no such incongruity if the

Mantra is required to help by its mere utterance. Hence Mantras must be

only for the purpose of being uttered (recited).
*' Another example of the same kind is the Mantra ' Shrnota yrdvdnah'

'

Listen, O ye stones!' (Taittlrlya-Samhitd 1. 3. 13. 1)."

SUTRA (36).

[PORVAPAKSA continued]
"

(/) BECAUSE THERE is SELF-CONTRADIC-

TION IN WHAT IS EXPRESSED
;

"

BJidsya.

" In what is expressed by the words, there is contradiction also : For

instance, there is the Mantra '

Aditirdyauh aditirantartksam' (' Ad-iti is

heaven, Aditi is sky' (Jfgveda 1. 89. 10); where the- same Aditi is spoken of

as * heaven ' and as '

sky
'

; and who could comprehend any such idea ? If he

did not comprehend it, what help could the Mantra render by conveying such

an idea ? There is no such incongruity if the Mantra is meant only for

utterance. Hence Mantras must be taken as helping only by being uttered.
" Another example of the same kind (involving self-contradiction) is the

Mantra (a)
' Eko rudro na dvitiyo'vatasthe* (Taittirlya-Samhitd, 1. 8. 6. 1),

and then (6) Asahkhydtd sahasrdni ye rudrd adhibhumydm' (Taittiriya-

Aranyaka 1. 12. 1
; Vdjasaneya-Samhitd 16. 54; Taitti. ISarii. 4. 5. 11. 1) [where

(a) asserts that ' There is but one Rudra, there never was a second '

; where-

as (6) speaks of *
the innumerable thousands of Rudras on the earth'].

SUTRA (37).

[PORVAPAKSA continued]
"

(g) BECAUSE THERE is NO TEACHING OF

THE MEANING AS THERE IS OF THE TEXT (OF THE MANTRAS) ;

"

Bhasya.
" At the time that the Veda is being read, a certain woman named

Purnikd is threshing corn, while the young student is learning the Mantra
that is recited at the threshing of corn during a sacrificial performance ;

now
when the student is learning the text of the Mantra, he is not learning its

meaning; in fact, his sole effort is centred on getting up the verbal text

only ; and as a rule, one learns only that which is of some use ; hence from
the fact that the student learns and practises the reciting alone, we conclude
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that it is the reciting alone of the Mantra which serves a useful purpose.

{Just as at the time of the threshing being done, the threshing-mantra is not

recited for the purpose of conveying the idea of the threshing, so, in the same

manner, at the time that the sacrifice is being performed, the Mantras, even

though they may be expressive of things connected with the sacrifice, are

recited, not for the purpose of conveying any idea of those things, but only

for the purpose of the utterance.]

SUTRA (38).

[PORVAPAKSA continued]
"

(h) BECAUSE (THE MEANING is) UN-

INTELLIGIBLE ;

"

Bhasya.

"
Further, there are some Mantras whose moaning it is impossible to

understand; for instance (a)
* Amyak sd ta indra rstirasme* (l}gveda

1. 169. 3); (6)
'

Srnyeva jarbhari turpharitu' (Rgveda 10. 106.6); (c)
' Indrah

somasya kdnukd '

(Jfgveda 8. 77. 4). Now what meaning could these Mantras

convey ? If they are taken as serving the purpose of mere recital, then

there is nothing incongruous (in their being unintelligible). From this also

we conclude that Mantras are meant only to be recited.

SUTRA (39),

[PuRVAPAKSA concluded]
"

(i) BECAUSE THERE WOULD BE CONNEC-

TION WITH EPHEMERAL THINGS : THE MANTRAS CANNOT BE

REGARDED AS CONVEYING ANY MEANING."

Bhasya.
" If the Mantras wore to convey some meaning, then they would become

connected with ephemeral things. For instance, there are the Mantras
* Kinte krnvanti klkatesu gdvah. . . .a no bhara pramangadasya vedo naichd-

shdkham maghavan randhayd na/i* (J}gveda 3. 53. 14);
' Kikata '

is the name
of a country (which has had a beginning in time);

* Naichdshdkha is the

name uf a city;
'

Pramahgada \ the name of king. If such Mantras were

meant to convey a meaning, then it would follow that this Mantra did not

exist before the king Pramangada.
" From all these reasons detailed in the Sutras beginning with * Tadartha-

shastrat (Sutra 31), it follows that Mantras are not meant to convey any mean-

ing."

SUTRA (40),

[SlDDHANTA] BUT THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE IN THE SIGNIFICATION

OF SENTENCES (IN THE VEDA AND IN COMMON PARLANCE).

Bhasya.

The meaning of words used in the Veda and in common parlance is the

same ; and just as that meaning is meant to be conveyed in common par-

lance, so it should be in the Veda also.
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The Opponent argues as follows: "That is not possible; because in

common parlance, business is actually found to be carried on by means of

the things comprehended as expressed by the words; in the case of the

Vedic sentence, on the other hand, no help can be accorded to the sacrifice by
a conversation carried on by the invisible deities and the insensate sacrificial

implements. If a transcendental effect were assumed, then, that might
follow from the mere recital (of the Mantra, without its conveying any

meaning). The reciting of the Mantra would be done in either case,

whether it be for the purpose of bringing about a transcendental result, or

for the purpose of conveying the meaning ; but (there is this difference that)

if no meaning is conveyed, the Mantra does not become useless ; but if it is

not recited or uttered, then its presence in the Vedic Text itself becomes

useless (futile). Hence the right view is that there is to be recital of the

Mantra, and that only for the purpose of bringing about a transcendental

result. This is what we have explained in the statement of the Purvapaksa,

beginning with the Sutra ' Tadarthashdstrat
'

(Su. 31)."

Our answer to the above is as follows : At sacrifices, there is recital of

Mantras only for the purpose of conveying a meaning. As for the argument
that ' there is no useful purpose served by a conversation between deities and

sacrificial implements', our answer is that in connection with sacrifices,

the purpose served is the indication of the sacrificial details. Why ?

Because until the sacrifice and the sacrificial details have been indicated, no

sacrifice can be performed. Honce for the accomplishment of the sacrifice,

the conveying of the moaning renders a great help to the act (of sacrificing) ;

and this help is understood to be accorded by the Mantra. Thus there is

a useful purpose served ; and when this purpose is actually found to be

served, it is not right to deny it by simply saying that 'the conveying of

the meaning cannot be the purpose served by the Mantra '.

"But", says the Opponent, "if the Mantras help the performance by

conveying a meaning, then such scriptural directions as 'Hold the Abhri

with the four tnantras
' become absolutely meaningless (as shown by us under

Su, 31)."

Let it be meaningless we reply; but we can never deny the perceived

fact that help is actually rendered to the act by conveying a meaning.
" Then, do you mean that some scriptural directions are entirely meaning-

less ?
"

By no means (we reply) ; [what happens is explained in the following

Sutra (41)]

SUTRA (41).

THE REITERATION (OF THE DIRECTION) IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF

QUALIFICATION.

Bhasya.

It has been urged above (Text; p. 55, 1. 26) by the Purvapaksin that
" as there is no word in the direction ' Hold it with the four mantras '

indicating that the mantras are to be used collectively, it cannot be ex-

plained as having been added for the purpose of indicating the collec-

tive use of the mantras." But what we understand the sentence ('Tarn
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cJiaturbhirddatte') to mean is the holding as qualified by the number 'four* .

If this were to be deduced from any single Mantra itself, then this would
mean that the Mantra is not comprehended in its direct meaning.

SUTRA (42).

THERE is PRECLUSION.

Bhasya.

It has been further urged by the Opponent (Text, p. 56, 11. 4-6) that
" in the case of the text *

Imdmagrbhnan rashandmrtasya-ityashvdbhidhd-

nimddatte\ (Taitti. Sam. 5. 1. 2), if the latter sentence (which contains the

direction) were taken as serving the purpose of precluding the reins of the Ass,

then there would be three incongruities [(a) the sentence would lose its own

meaning, (6) it would be assumed to have a totally different meaning, and

(c) it would set aside the holding of the reins of the ass, which is already
understood as indicated by the Mantra itself, which speaks of the holding of

reins in general, which includes the reins of the ass also.]" But in cons-

truing the direction *

Ityashvabhidhanlmadatte\ what is predicated (and

stressed) is not the '

holding
*

(ddatte), but
* the reins of the horse

'

(' ashvdbhidhd-

nim' ; [so that in precluding the holding of the ass's reins, the sentence

would not be relinquishing its own meaning] ; and thus the fact of the

Mantra being used in all kinds of holding (that of the reins of the horse as

well as of the ass and other animals) would be indicated by the indicative

force of the words of the Mantra, while the fact of its being used in the

particular holding of the horse's reins would be got at directly from the words

of the direction (

k

ityashvdbh-idanwnddatte). Then again, Indicative Force can

indicate the use of the Mantra efficiently only with the help of a subsequent
direction declaring such use of the Mantra ; [and such a direction may be

either actually present in the Veda or inferred from the context] ; in the

case in question, no such direction is (either present or) inferred from the

context. " What sort of a direction do you mean ?
" A direction in the

form that * By this mantra, the holding of the reins should be done', which

alone could make the mantra applicable to every kind of holding of the

reins (of the Horso as well as of the Ass and other animals). As regards the

reins of the Horse, on the other hand, we have the direction actually present
in the text itself ('Holds the reins of the Horse'); and so long as this

direct declaration is present, there can be no Inference of the other direction

(relating to the holding of all kinds of reins); so that there is no chance of

the Mantra being used in connection of the reins of the Ass. [Thus the

Preclusion of the ass's reins would not involve the incongruity of the setting

aside of what is already indicated.]

SUTRA (43).

AND IT MAY BE A COMMENDATORY DECLARATION (ARTHAVADA).

Bhasya.

As for the text *

Uruprathd urn prathasva iti puroddsham prathayati
'

(Taitti. Bra. 3. 2. 8. 4) (dealt with by the Purvapaksin under Sii. 31), here

6
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the reiteration is by way of a commendatory declaration, the sense of the

commendation being that *

by enlarging the Cake, one enlarges, renders pros-

perous, the Master of the Sacrifice himself. [That this is the sense is made
clear by a subsequent sentence in the same Mantra-text * Uru te yajnapatih

prathatdm',
' May the Master of the Sacrifice prosper '. (Taitti. Sam. 6. 2. 7). ]

Objection: "The sentence quoted (as indicating the commendation)
is not syntactically supplementary to the mantra in question ; nor is there

any need for tho commendation of what has been directly indicated."

Reply: True; the sentence in question is not an injunction of the

Mantra, nor a commendation of the Mantra ; what is really commended is

the act of enlarging (the cake). As for tho Mantra, its use is indicated by
its own words (* Vrupratha uru prathasva\ which words, addressed to the

Cake, request it to become birge) ; and when it is mentioned in the text under
consideration, it is only by way of being reiterated with a view to commend-
ing the act of enlarging ; the sense of the commendation being that the act

of enlarging is so commendable that it is done with such an excellent Mantra
as Urupratha uru prathasva.' (Taitti. Sam. 4. 1. 2. 1.) "What is the advan-

tage gained by this ?
" The advantage is that k the Master of the Sacrifice

becomes enlarged, prosperous, in regard to progeny and cattle'. "Is this

the reward that actually accrues to the man?" We say, No; we say so

only because how, otherwise, could the passage be commendatory ? [An
act is regarded as ' commended *

only when it is spoken of as bringing a desir-

able result ; it is for this reason that the prosperity of the sacrificer has been
mentioned ; and it does not mean that this prosperity is the result that actu-

ally follows from the act of enlarging the cake with the particular Mantra.]
Objection :

" But when, in reality, there is no enlarging (of the cake),

why do you speak of the Priest enlarging it ?
"

Reply : We deduce this from the words of the Mantra : What the words
of the Mantra mean is that ' with the Mantra, the Adhvaryu Priest tells tho
Cake to become large' ; now when some one tells another to * become large',
he is said to '

enlarge
'

it ; just as when a man asks someone to * do ' a thing,
he is said to * make him do '

it.

SUTRA (44).

THE ASSUMPTION WOULD NOT BE INCONSISTENT.

BTiasya.

It has been argued under Sutra 32 that "inasmuch as the exact
order of words in the Mantras is insisted upon as essential, it follows that
Mantras are not intended to convey any meaning." But the said insistence
on the exact order may be baseless (we do not mind that) ; but we cannot

reject the validity of what is actually perceived, [that is, the patent fact
that the words do actually convey a meaning]. It might be argued that
the insistence on the exact order of the words may be conducive to a
transcendental result. But the '

assumption
'
of such transcendental result

4 would not be inconsistent? with our view also, under which the meaning
as conveyed by the words would bring about prosperity and success.
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SUTRA (45).

AS REGARDS THE DIRECTIONS, THERE SHOULD BE NO OBJECTION

AGAINST THE ACT (OF POINTING OUT THE DUTY) ; AS IT

SERVES TO BRING ABOUT AN ADDITIONAL

QUALIFICATION.

Bhasya.

It has been argued under Sutra 33 that " In tho case of such directions

as *

Proksanirdsddaya
'

[Madhya-Saih. 1-28; Tirtti. Bra. 3. 2. 9,
'

Aynidagniii

mhara\ and the like], it cannot be right to point out (the duty) to one who

already knows it; hence the uttering of such words can serve only a

transcendental purpose." But this is not right. Even though the Priest

might be knowing that such and such an act has to bo done, it is necessary

to remind him of it at the time of the actual performance; as this re-

minding could be done by other means also, the Text lays down the exact

words to be used in the reminding; it is this emphasising of the exact

wording that is done by the Mantra ; and this reminding serves the purpose
of 'adding to the qualifications' (of the Priest; by making him more alert

and efficient).

SUTRA (46).

BEING SIGNIFICANT, THE MANTRA MAY BE AN ARTHAVADA.

Bhasya.

Tho Mantra cited under Sutra 34 is
* Ctiatvari shringa, etc.' (Rgveda

4. 58. 3) ; it is true that the thing spoken of directly by the words here has no

existence; but the words could be taken in an indirect (figurative) sense;

and such figurative expressions aro accepted as correct (justifiable, authori-

tative) ;
while there is no authority (or justification) for the assumption that

a transcendental result follows from tho more recital of the Mantra. Tho

figurative meaning of the words of the Mantra is as follows: (a) Tho
*

Jour horns' stand for tho four Hotr priests who are like horns of the

Sacrifice (personified); (6) the "three feet' stand for the three Savanas

(Morning, Midday and Evening); (c) the 'two heads' stand for the Sac-

rificer and his wife; (d) the 'seven tiands' stand for the metres; (c)

* bound three-fold
' means circumscribed by the three Vedas ; (/) the '

bull
'

(vrsabha) stands for the Sacrifice as bringing about (varsati) desirable

results; (g) 'cries
9

(roraviti) means makes a sound; and (h) the phrase
' the Great Divinity entered the mortals ' means that human beings are entitled

to the performance of sacrifices.

This figurative description (of the Sacrifice) is like such figurative

descriptions as the following
' The river has the Chakravaka birds for

her breasts, the swans for her teeth, reeds for her clothes and mosses for her

hair
'

; where the River is described.

[Under Sutra 35, the Opponent has cited the Mantra (a) 'Oaadhe

trayasva' (Taitti. Sam. 1. 2. 1), and (6)
* Shrnota gravayah* (Taitti. Saih.

1. 3-13)].- (a) The words ' Osadhe \ etc. (

' O Herb, please protect ') addressed

to the sacrificial accessories, which are insensate, are meant to indicate that
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towards the accomplishment of the sacrifice, the accessories are as efficient

as intelligent beings. (6) Similarly the words ' Shrnota grdvdnah
' *

Listen,

O, Ye, Stones') are meant to indicate that 'after this now will follow

the reading of the Morning Hymn, which is so important that even the

insensate stones will listen to it, how much more, the learned Brahmanas '

;

and it is for the conveying of this idea that even though they are in-

sensate, the stones are thus addressed.

SUTRA (47).

THE AVORDS BEING FIGURATIVE, THERE WOULD BE NO INCONGRUITY.

Bhasya.

Under Sutra 30, the Opponent has cited the Mantra '

Aditirdyauh,

etc.' But these words are 'figurative', and hence there is
' no incongruity

9
5

just as we find in the case of such words as *Thou art rny Mother and

thou my Father.' Similarly, in connection with a sacrifice at which there is

a single deity, Rudra is spoken of as * one \ and in connection with that in which

the deity consists of a hundred JKudras, Rudras are spoken of as ' a hundred J

;

so that there is
' no incongruity

p> or self-contradiction involved in any such

texts.

SUTRA (48).

THAT THERE TS NO MENTION OF THE LEARNING (OF THE MEANING OF

MANTRAS) is DUE TO THE FACT THAT IT HAS NO BEARING

(UPON THE ACTUAL PERFORMANCE).

Bhasya.

Under Sutra (37) it has been urged that "at the time that the act (of

threshiny) is going on, and the young student is learning the Mantra that is

recited at the time of corn-threshing at a sacrifice, there is no desire on the

part of the student to convey (by means of the words of the Mantra)
an idea of the threshing that is being done by the woman, Purnika; |in the

same manner at the time that the sacrifice is being performed and a Mantra
is being recited by a Priest, there can be no desire on the part of the Priest

to, convey an idea of the sacrificial details by means of the words of the

Mantra]." Tho reason why the Priest does not wish to convey an idea

of the meaning of the Mantra- that he recites during the performance of the

sacrifice lies in the fact that an indication of the meaning of the Mantra,

having no bearing upon the performance, would be of no use. " But the

teaching and learning of the meaning has not been enjoined, while the

teaching and learning of the verbal text has been enjoined." The reason

for this lies in the fact that the understanding and remembering of the

meaning is easy, and hence there is no teaching or learning of it, while the

learning and remembering of the verbal text is difficult, and hence there

are the teaching and learning of it.
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SUTRA (49).

THE MEANING is THERE; ONLY THERE is IGNORANCE OF IT.

Bhasya.

[Under Sutra 38, the Opponent has urged that there are many Mantras

whose words are entirely meaningless.] The fact is that the Mantras have

a meaning, only it is not grasped, by reason of carelessness, idleness and

some other causes; as a matter of fact, the meaning of every word can

be deduced from its etymology, with the help of commentaries, lexicon

and grammar. For instance, [one of the apparently moaningloss Mantras

cited by the Opponent is
* Jarbharl turpharitu

*

; and here] the words

'jarbharl turpharitu ', having the form of words with dual endings, are

understood to be names of the twin-gods Ashvins; and through this signi-

ficance, the Mantra indicates the hymn to the Ashvins, ending with the

words * Ashvinoh kdmamaprah.'
1

(Kgvoda, 10. 116. 11) Further, all theso

words ' Jarbharl' and the rest can be taken as the names of deities;

and their special significance is determined by their etymology and

common usage. [For these explanations, seo Tantravartika Translation,

pp. 100-101]. Similarly in other cases also.

SUTRA (50).

THE MENTION OF EPHEMERAL THINGS HAS BEEN ALREADY

EXPLAINED.

Bhasya.

It has been already explained under the Sutra,
' There is only a simi-

larity of Sounds '

(Sutra 1. 1. 31).

SUTRA (51).

THE INJUNCTION (OF A MANTRA) BY AN INDICATIVE NAME

SHOWS THAT IT SIGNIFIES THE SAME THING.

Bhasya.

We have the text * One approaches the Agnld's place with the Agneyl
'

(Taitti. Sarh.JS. 1. (3), which enjoins the use of a Mantra named '

Agneyi* ;

it is only when Mantras are significant of some meaning that they are enjoined

by such an indicative name : that is to say, the Mantras are called '

Agneyl
'

because they are capable of signifying the deity Agni, and not because

they contain the word (

agni\

SUTRA (52).

THE MODIFICATION (OF MANTRAS SHOWS THAT THEY ARE

EXPRESSIVE).

Bhasya.

Modification is possible in Mantras only if they are meant to be expres-

sive.
" Where do you find this modification ?

" We have the text *

Napitd
vardhate na matd,

' The Father does not grow, nor the mother', [this is with
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reference to the Mantra * Anvenam mdtd, etc., Taitti Bra. 3. 6. 6. 1] : this

means that beings other than these do grow ; but as a matter of fact, the

Mother and such persons also do '

grow
'

, through the several stages of

childhood, youth and old age ; hence what the text means is that the word

(' mother ') does not *

grow '.
" What would be the growth of the Word ?

"

It would consist in the taking of the Dual and Plural endings. [It

is this growth that is forbidden by the text ;
and such forbidding

has some sense only if the Mantra is taken as conveying some meaning-
says the Tantravdrtika. The Mantra-tent quoted precludes the possibility

of nouns in the singular number being modified into those in the Dual or

the Plural. The sense of the prohibition is that if a certain Mantra

contains the word * enam '

in the singular, as referring to the sacrificial

animal, this singular pronoun should not bo changed into the Plural form

'enan\ in a case where there is a large number of animals.]

SUTRA (53).

THERE ARE ALSO CERTAIN POSITIVE BRAHMANA-TEXTS (WHICH
CLEARLY POINT TO THE EXPRESSIVE CHARACTER

OF MANTRAS.)

Bhdsya.

There are certain ' J?ra^wnd-Texts '

[according to the Tantravdrtika

'vidhi* here is used in the sense of Brdhmand] which refer to Mantras in

such a way as to indicate that they are intended to convey a meaning.
For instance, we find the Brahmana-text * Shatam himdh shatam varadni .

jivydsam ityetadevdha' (Shata-Bra. 2. 3. 4. 21) [which says that * When the

Mantra uses the phrase Shatam himdh in the Mantra '

Ayne yrhapate, etc.,'

(Vajasa samhita 2. 27) what it means is
' Shatam varxdni, a hundred

years
'

;
and in this passage the words occurring in the Mantra are ex-

plained as having a definite meaning].

Thus ends Pdda II of Adhydya /.



ADHYAYA I.

PADA III.

Treating of the Authority of Smrti and Custom.

ADHIKARAISTA (1) : The Authority of Smrtis in general

SUTRA (1).

[PuRVAPAKSA]
" INASMUCH AS DHARMA is BASED UPON THE

VEDA, WHAT is NOT VEDA SHOULD BE DISREGARDED."

[The authority of Injunctions, Arthavadas and Mantras having been dealt

with, what calls for consideration next is the character of such words and express-

ions as are Names, Namadh&ya, of sacrifices. But before taking up this latter, we

take up the case of Smrti and Custom; and the propriety of introducing this

discussion here has been explained in several ways:(l) We can form no idea

of the authority of the Veda until wo have understood it in all its bearings ; and as

it is only with the help of Smrti and Custom that it can be so understood, it is

necessary that the exact nature of these latter should be investigated. (2) Finding

that Smrti and Custom are treated as atithorities iovDharma, we might take excep-

tion to the conclusion arrived at under Sutra 1. 1. 2 to the effect that Veda is the

only authority for Dharma; and in order to guard against this, and to ascertain

how tar Smrti and Custom may be allowed to interfere with Veda, in matters

relating to Dharma, it has to be shown that these are based upon Veda, from

which alone they derive their authority. (3) The subject-matter of Mlmam$a

has been declared to be '

Investigation of the nature of Dharma ', and after

the first authority on Dharma in the shape of the Veda has been dealt with, it

is only right that the nature of its other authorities should be considered. The

consideration of Sm,rti and Custom comes before that of Namadhfya (Names),

which is a part of the Veda, because while the Ndmadheya does not affect the

Smrti, the Smrti does at times help in the comprehension of the Namadh&ya.

Before considering those cases where there is conflict between Veda and Smrti, we

deal with the more general preliminary question -Is Smrti to be regarded as having

any authority in matters relating to Dharma ?
]

Bhasya.

So far we have explained the authoritative character of the whole

Veda. Now we are going to consider cases where we do not find any Vedic

texts and yet there are Smrtis to the effect that '
this act should be perform-

ed in such and such a manner, and for such and such a purpose
'

; the

question to determine in this connection being, whether or not similar

authority attaches to these Smrtis. As examples of such Smrtis we have

(a) 'The Asrakd should be performed', (b) 'The Teacher is to be followed',

(c) 'Tanks should be dug', (d) 'Drinking booths should be set up', (e)

' One should keep a tuft of hair on the head', and so forth.
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[The grounds for doubt regarding the authoritative character of such rules

have been thus set forth in the Tantravartika, Translation, p. 105 Tn as much
as these Smrtis are the work of human authors and are dependent upon their memory,
which cannot be infallible, their authority is not inborn or self-sufficient, like

that of the Veda ; yet on the other hand, they are found to be accepted as

authoritative by an unbroken line of Vedic Scholars from time immemorial ; hence

they cannot be altogether wrong or untrustworthy. Henoe the doubt.]

The Purvapaksa view on this question is as follows :
" Inasmuch as

Dharma Is based upon the Veda, what is not Veda should be disregarded.

That Veda is the only right- means of knowing Dharma has been made clear

under Sutra 1. 1. 2, where it has been declared that * Dharnia is that

which is indicated by means of the Veda as conducive to the highest good
'

;

hence all that has been cited (being not Veda and hence) having no sound

basis, should not be heeded."

[The supporter of Smrti says] Those persons (Smrti-writers) who knew
that such and such an act should be done in this manner, how could they

say that the Act should not be done at all ? (That is, there is no reason for

suspecting the veracity or authority of the Smrti-writers. The Tantra-

vdrtika puts the reasoning in a better form 'If the Smrti-writers knew a

certain action, for instance, the Asfaka, as one that should not be clone,

how could they declare it to be one that shouW be done, and thereby lead

astray the people of the present day ? ']

|
The Purva,palcsi,n continues]

" The answer to this is that the false

or wrong declarations might be made by the writers by reason of the im-

possibility of their having any remembrance (of the acts concerned). As a

matter of fact, no one ever remembers any such thing as has not been appre-
hended or heard by him; and the subject in question (the Astakd offering)

is not mentioned in the Veda and is something super-physical (and henco

not cognisable by any other means of cognition) ; [so that it could not

have been previously known to the Smrti-writers at all;], and no remem-

brance (of the Act) is possible for the Smrti-writers, for the simple reason

that they have not had previous cognition, which is what brings about

Remembrance. Remembrance under the circumstances would be just like

the remembrance that a barren woman might have to the effect that

'such and such act was done by my daughter's son'; if she ever had

such a remembrance, then, knowing as she does that she has had no

daughter, she could never believe that remembrance of the son's act to be

correct.
" The Opponent may say -* Even so, just as in the case of the Veda, we

accept as authoritative the remembrance (or tradition) of these Smrti-writers

by reason of there being an unbroken tradition among them regarding what

is Veda, in the same manner we may accept as authoritative their remem-

brance regarding the matter under consideration (the Astakd and the rest)/
" But this is not possible ; because in the case of the Veda, the compi-

lation being there, the previous Cognition (necessary for remembrance) is not

impossible; in the case of the Astakd and the rest, on the other hand, as

these are imperceptible things, there could be no means of any previous

Cognition of them, and hence it follows that any remembrance regarding these
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must be wrong. Tn fact, this case would resemble the case where a person

born blind says
' I remember this particular colour ', and being asked,

' How
could you have any Cognition of colour ? ', he points to another person blind

from birth, it being asked from where this latter derived his Cognition,

another person blind from birth is pointed out ; so that even though there

is an unbroken line of tradition of persons born blind, no sensible people can

ever regard this remembrance as right Cognition.
" Thus we conclude that a Smrti like those wo have been considering is

not to bo treated with respect, it is to be *

disregarded'"

SUTRA (2).

ISlDDHANTA] BlJT (SMRTl) IS TRUSTWORTHY, AS THERE WOULD
BE INFERENCE (ASSUMPTION, OF THE BASTS IN THE VEDA)

FROM THE FACT OF THE AGENT BEINU THE SAME.

Bhnsya.

The phrase
'

api va' ('but') implies the rejection of the Purvapaksa.

The Smrti, ( Remembrance), is
'

pratnana ',
*

trustworthy
'

; because it is a

kind of Cognition : and how can Cognition be wrong ? It might be argued
that * as there could have been no means available for the previous Cogni-

tion (of such things as Astakd and the like), there could be no previous Cog-
nition of them (on which the Remembrance would be based)." Our answer

is 'Anumanam 9

, ('there would be inference'); i.e. we would infer the

reason for the reliability of the Remembrance. Of course the ground of this

reliability could not be any previous direct apprehension, as (in the very
nature of the things concerned) no direct apprehension is possible; human

beings do not, in their present life, have any direct apprehension of things

like Astaka ; and what may havo been apprehended in a previous life is not

remembered during the present life. But what we could infer (as the ground
for reliability) is the Text (Vedic) itself [which would have provided the

Smrti-writers with the previous Cognition necessary for the Itemetnbrance,

Smrti, which would thus have its basis in that inferred Vedic text] ; this

inference being drawn from the fact (premiss) that * the agent is the same' ;

i.e. the *

agent ', author, of the Smrti is the same as the agent ', performer, of

the acts prescribed in the Veda. Thus it becomes established that in the

case of the Smrti, Remembrance, of men of the three higher castes, there is

actual connection (support, basis) in the Veda.

Says the Opponent
" But people do not find any such Vedic Text as

you would infer (as the basis for Smrti)."

Even if they do not actually find it, they would infer it. It is quite pos-
sible also that the text upon which the Smrti is based was actually known
to the Smrti-writer, but has since been forgotten.

Thus in the case of the 'remembrance' of men of the three higher

castes, the necessary
*

previous cognition* being traceable, and it being

possible that the texts from which that Cognition proceeded have been for-

gotten, the inference of the text becomes justifiable ; consequently
* Smrti

is trustworthy'.
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Then again, we do find in the Veda, texts indicative of the Astakd ; e.g.
4

Yanjanah pratinandanti, etc.' [Pdraskara-Grhya-Sutra 3. 2. 2 ; Apastamha-

Mantrapatha 2. 20. 27.]

[The whole passage reads thus *

Yanjanah pratinandanti ratrindhSmnumiva-

yailm samvatsarasya ya patni sd no astu sumangall astaka yaistu radhase svaha '

;

here Astaka is spoken of as the Divinity of the Night, eulogised as the * Consort of

the Year'; here we have a Vedic text speaking of Aetaka as an object of adora-

tion ; and this is taken as indicative of the desirability of performing the rites of

the Aetaka.]

As regards the other instances of Mmt'ti, rules of conduct quoted above,

(relating to the '

following of the Teacher ',
' the digging of tanks ',

* establish-

ing of drinking booths', and so forth), their authority (reliability, trust-

worthiness) rests in the fact of the apparently useful purposes served by
them ; for instance, (a) if one follows his Teacher, the Teacher becomes

pleased and teaches him with care, and also being satisfied with the pupil,

explains to him the reasonings that go to solve the various difficulties that

present themselves in the course of the study of the texts. This rule of follow-

ing the Teacher derives support also from the Vedic text * Therefore the

inferior always walks behind the superior walking ahead
'

(which speaks of

the Ass following after the Horse, and hence indicates the propriety of the

Superior Person being followed by the Inferior) ; (b) Drinking Booths and
Tanks are philanthropic works, conducive to the benefit of the people, and not

conducive to Dharma (merit only, and hence directly cognisable only through
the Veda) ; as indicatives of such acts, we have the text ' Dhanvanniva prapd
asi' (ftgveda 10. 4. 1) [which indicates the establishing of Drinking Booths],

and '

Sthalayodakam parigrhnanti
'

j
which indicates the digging of water-

reservoirs, Tanks]. (c) As for the keeping of a tuft of hair on the head, this

serves the purpose of indicating the gotra (Clan) to which one belongs; and
as indicative of this wo find the text * Yatra bdndh sampatanti kumdrd vishi-

khd iva
'

(Ifgveda 6. 75. 117. 7) [which cites the case of *

young boys with vari-

ous top-knots' as a simile, and this indicates the practice of keeping tufts

of hair as indicative of gotra\. Thus then, those rules (Smrti) that serve ap-

parently useful purposes are trustworthy on that account, and in the case of

those that pertain to transcendental purposes, we shall infer Vedic texts as

their basis (and on this basis will rest their trustworthy character).

[The Prdbhakara presentation of the Adhikaranas in this Pada is somewhat
different. According to him, the question ot the authority of Smrti or Gustmn,

does not concern us ; the subject-matter of the Adhyaya is the Means of knowing
Dharma, and it having been established that the Veda is the only means of know-

ing Dharma, the whole Adhyaya should deal with the authority of the Veda

only. Thus then, the vieayawakya of the present Adhikarana is the Vedic text that

has been cited above as indicative of the Aftaka :
'

Yanjanah pratinandanti, etc.' ;

and not the Smrti-rule relating to Astaka. This Vedic Text is found to speak of the

Divinity of the Night, and thus becomes connected with the Astaka-Rite laid down
in the Smrti, in which the Night figures as a deity. Now in regard to the trust-

worthy character of this rule regarding the Aetaka, the Purvapaksa view is as

follows: "The Smrti-rule that 'the Astaka should be performed' is found to

accomplish its purpose of enjoining the Rite, only through the help of the Vedic

text quoted ; the Vedic text also, as indicating the Divinity of the Night, must
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have had in view that same Astaka-Rite in which Night figures as a deity, and

which has been enjoined only in the work of a human author; and thus this

Vedic text is found to be dependent upon the work of a human author, which

therefore shakes its inborn self-sufficient authority ; and thereby the authority of

the ontire Veda becomes shaken." -The Siddhanta view is as follows: When we
have found that the persons who wrote down the rule that * the A?taka should be

performed
' must have found a basis for the rule in the Veda itself,~~then the

injunction of the Artaka -must be regarded as emanating from (based upon) the

Veda itself ; so that the text 'Yanjanah, eic.\ also refers to a divinity that figures in

an act enjoined originally in the Veda itself; and thus the mantra-text is not

dependent upon the Smrti-rule at all ; it is based upon the Vedic text upon which

primarily the Smrti-rule is inferred to rest, Rjuvitnala.]



ADHIKABAIJA (2): Shruti (Veda) more authoritative than

Smrti.

SUTRA (3).

WHEN THERE is CONFLICT (BETWEEN VEDA AND SMRTI), THE

SMRTI SHOULD BE DISREGARDED; BECAUSE IT is

ONLY WHEN THERE IS NO SUCH CONFLICT

THAT THERE IS AN ASSUMPTION (OF

VEDTC TEXT IN SUPPORT OF

SMRTI).

Bhfivya.

[The authority of Srnrtit* in general having been established, tho author next

proreerls to point out exceptions,]

The question that arises now is How would it be in cases where there

is a conflict between NmrtJ and Shruti ? For instance (a) The tiwrti rule

that the whole of the Udumbara-Post should be covered is in conflict

with the fihruti-rnfo that ' one should sing a Raman, touching the Post '

[no

touching of the Post is possible when the whole of it is covered with cloth] ;

(b) The Xmr^-rule that * one should remain a Vedic Student for forty-eight

years
'

is in conflict with the rule that * one should instal the Fire when

a son is born to him and his hair is still black'. [If a man is to remain

a student for 48 years, he would not marry before he is 55 or 56 years old,

by which time his hair would cease to be black, and he could not instal

the Fire before marriage] ; (c.) the Smrti -rule that * one should not take food

at the place of one who has purchased Soma (for the Soma-sacrifice)
'

is in conflict with the Shruti-rule that * on the completion of the Aynfofoma

stage (of the Soma-sacrifice) one should dine at the house of the sacrifice!'
1

[at the time mentioned here, the sacrificer will have purchased the tioma\.

[Now the question arises are these Smrti-rules authoritative ?J

The Purvapaksa view is that "
all this Smrti is authoritative, because

the agent is the same (as declared in the preceding Hutra)"

In answer to this, our SiddJianta view is as follows : Inasmuch as the

Smrti lays down something that cannot be done, it must be regarded as

wrong.
" But why can it not be done ?

"
Because the touching of the Post

has been enjoined, therefore it cannot be entirely covered up and yet

touched by the singing priest. For when we understand that the Post is to

be touched by the singing Priest, what is there that would obstruct this

notion of ours ? It would be obstructed by the Smrti laying down the

covering up of the whole Post. [Thus this is a clear case of conflict between

the two].
" The only reason that would make the Smrti wrong would be

the fact of its having no basis in the Veda ; but it could have a Vedic text

for its basis." It could have a Vedic text (assumed by us) for its basis

only if the idea of touching the Post were wrong ; if this idea of touching
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is not wrong, then the idea of covering up, being impossible, must be wrong ;

and just as no direct Apprehension is assumed, merely because (without it)

something is not possible, in the same manner no Vedic text can be assumed

(simply because the 'covering up of the whole post') would be wrong
without such a text. "In that case, how about the Smrti laying down
the covering up of the whole Post ?

"
Well, it is wrong.

* But why should

we assume it to be wrong ?
" Because it conflicts with an idea founded

on the Veda.
' But why cannot we regard the two rules (Smrti and flhruti) as

optional alternatives, like Vrlhi and Yava, or like the two Sdmans* Krhat

and Eathantara ?"

That cannot be ; as option is admitted in only those cases where neither

of the two courses is known to be wrong. [There is some obscurity attaching
to this passage, due mainly to the explanation provided in the Tanlravdr-

tika, where the Karika beginning with ' J'urvoktenaiva mfirgena, etc.? clearly

means that in every case of Option, one of the two alternatives must be re-

garded as wrong ; and according to this the Bhasya should be translated as
* Until one of the two is definitely recognised as wrong there can be no option

'

;

the negative particle
* net

'

in this case is construed along with what follows.

As a matter of fact however, if either of tho alternatives is definitely

recognised to be wrong, then it is rejected altogether, and it is not taken

as an acceptable alternative; it is only when neither of tho alternatives

is definitely recognised as wrong, that both are recognised as equally right.

The only way in which the Bhasya could possibly be explained in

accordance with the Vartika is to take the *

wrongness
'

of one of the

alternatives to mean the partial wrongness which attaches to every alterna-

tive option, involved in the fact that when one accepts the first alternative, it

means the rejection of the other, and this rejection implies that the alterna-

tive so rejected must be taken as wrong at least for that occasion. But from

what follows in the Bftasya, it appears better to take the negative particle
* na ' as separate, and to accept the translation as given above in the body
of the text.] As a matter of fact however, if

' the covering up of the whole

post
'

is right,
* the touching of it

' must be wrong, and if the '

touching
*

is right, then the '

covering up of the whole ' mentioned in the Smrti must
be wrong. But when the other party talks of this being a case of '

Option
'

he admits that the *

touching' is partly right [i.e. it is right in the event of

the performer adopting that alternative] ; this '

Touching
' however has its

source in the Veda; and if tho authority of this Veda is admitted, it

cannot be partial ; as regards the *

covering up of the whole * which

according to the other party, is the second alternative in the option that

also would (according to him) be only partly right [i.o. only in the event

of the performer adopting that alternative] ; and what is only partly right

can never justify the assumption of a Vedic text in support of itself; as

any such assumption would be obstructed by the idea of '

toxiching
'

[which,

as derived directly from the Vedic text, would be absolutely right, and hence

very much more powerful than the 'covering up of the whole' which is

admitted to be only partly right]. Hence unless it is recognised as right,

not wrong, no Vedic text in its support, can be assumed. Nor will it
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be right to hold that the same alternative (of
*

covering the whole ') is wrong
in one case and right in another; because its source (or basis of authority)

would be the same in the one case as in the other ; if then it is not wrong in

one case, it cannot be wrong in the other, as the authority of the Vedic text

(on which the Smrti is based) would be the same in all cases; the Vedic

text cannot be operative in only one case, as a text is always found in the

form of a composition of words: and this cannot be regarded as wrong

reading in one case (and right in another). From all this it follows that

the idea (of covering of the whole post, which is derived from Smrti), in

one case, can have no status other than that of a mistake ; and consequently

on account of its being in conflict (with the direct Vedic text), the idea

of *

covering up the whole post
'

is held to have its source in either wrong

learning or dream or some such other source of wrong cognitions. For so

long as the said conflict is there, thore can be no reason to justify the view

that the idea of '

covering up the whole '

is right. Hence the conclusion

is that, just as (according to the other party also) no Vedic text (in support

of the *

covering up of the whole') can be assumed in one case (i.e. in

the case of the other alternative of
'

touching
'

being adopted by the perfor-

mer), so it cannot be assumed in the other case also ; as the roason [for

not assuming the Vedic text, i.e. the conflict with a direct Vedic text)

remains the same in both cases.

Then again, there being a mutual interdependence, (ihe Smrti regarding

the '

covering up of the whole ' cannot be right), because its significance

would be dependent upon something extraneous to itself. "What is this

mutual interdependence ?
"

If the Smrti-rule (regarding covering up the whole)

is right, then the touching (laid down in the Shruti) is wrong, and if

the Touching is righfc, then the Smrti is wrong; it is in this way that there

is mutual Interdependence. Now as between these two (the Shruti laying

down Touching and the Smrti laying down Covering up the whole), the source

of the Touching is fully recognised (in the Vedic text), while the source

of the Smrti has got to be found (assumed): this is what is meant by
the Smrti-rule having

*
its significance dependent upon something extraneous

to itself. Thus then, the source of the Smrti being yet to be found, its

authority is far from being established
; and if the Smrti is not authoritative,

then the Touching (laid down in the Shruti) cannot be wrong ; and if the

Touching is not wrong, then there can be no reason for assuming a Vedic

text in support of the Smrti-rule, for the simple reason that no validity

(authority, trustworthiness) attaches to this latter.

Says the Opponent
" By this same process of reasoning, in so far

as the notion of Vrlhi being the material for the sacrifice is right, there can

be no room for the Vedic text laying down Yava (as the other optional

alternative) ".

Certainly there would be no room for such a Vedic text, if it did

not exist there already; as a matter of fact however, the Vedic text

prescribing Yava (as an optional alternative) is already there (and has
not got to be assumed) ; and certainly when the text is there already, nothing
can be said against it. In this case both the texts are there ; and the two
are two distinct sentences ; one of these speaks of the Yava only as the
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substance for the sacrifice, and the other speaks of the Vrlhi only as the

substance for it ; and when something is distinctly mentioned by a sentence,

it cannot be put aside. For this reason, in the case of Yava and Vrlhi, it is

only right that Option should be admitted. Similarly in the case of the two

Sama.ns, Brhat and Rathantara.

It is for the reason that it has been declared that Smrti conflicting with

Shruti is not trustworthy.; consequently what has been said in the Smrti

regarding the '

Covering up of the whole Post ' has to bo disregarded.

SUTBA (4).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND MOTIVES.

Bhasya.

(a) Some greedy priests being desirous of having a large piece of cloth,

covered up the whole of the Post at a certain performance ; tliis was what gave
rise to the Smrti-rule (that the whole post should be covered up). (b) Some

greedy Priest took food at the house of the Sacrificer after ho had purchased
the Senna [and this gave riso to the Smrti-rule permitting such eating]. (c)

Some people, with a view to conceal their want of virility, remained Religious

Students for forty-eight years ; and this is what gave rise to the Smrti-rule

permitting such a course. [For this reason also, no authority can attach to

the Smrti which is found to have its source in such motives.
)

This Sutra (4) may also be taken by itself as embodying a separate in-

dependent Adhilcarana, as follows :



ADHIKARA^A (3) : No authority attaches to Smrtis prompted

by worldly motives.

SUTRA 4.

IF WORLDLY MOTIVES ARE DISCERNIBLE THE SMRTI-RTJLES CANNOT

BE REGARDED AS TRUSTWORTHY.

[The foregoing Adhikarana dealt with those Smrti-rules that are in conflict

with Verlic texts : the present Adhikarana deals with those Smrti-rules which

are not in conflict with any Vedic texts, but which are found to be prompted

by greed and other motives.]

Bhasya.

There are such Smrti-rules as (a) 'The cloth used at the Vaisarjana
Homa is to be taken by the Adhvaryu priest ', and (6)

'

They should give

away the cloth covering the Post '. In regard to the authoritative character

of these, the Purvapaksa view is that *

they are authoritative, because

the agent is the same (as declared in Sutra 1. 3. 2)." The fiiddjwnta view how-

ever is that such Smrti-rules cannot be regarded as authoritative ; because

at the root of these there is something totally different (from motives

of Dharma) ; the fact being that some people did such an act through greed,

and this gave rise to the Smrti. This view (rejecting the authority of such

Smrtis) is more reasonable than the assuming of Vedic texts in their

support.

[Kumarila does not accept the view propounded in these two Adhikaranas9

whereby certain /Smr^-rules are held to be absolutely devoid of authority. Ac-

cording to him the form of the Siddhanta as embodied in Sutra (2) should be

as follows ' When there is a conflict between the ideas expressed by the Vedic

text and the Smrti it is the Vodic text that should be regarded as authoritative ',

which means that in cases where the Smrti-texts have expressed in other words

the sense of certain Vedic texts, without quoting the exaot words of these latter,

they make their own authority dependent upon the assumption of those texts whose

sense they are meant to express ; while the Vedic text, which declares what is not in

agreement with what has been declared in the Smrti, is self-sufficient in its author-

ity ; and as such this latter inspires greater confidence, and leads people to adopt
the course laid down in it, in preference to the other course laid down in the

Smrti. But this does not mean that the Smrti has no authority at all. .For a full

discussion, see Tantravartika -Translation, pp. 154-165.- On pp. 165-168 Kumarila

suggests another interpretation of the Adhikaranas, whereby what are declared

to be untrustworthy are, not the Smrtis admittedly based upon the Veda, but those

so-called * Smrtis
' which have been propounded by Bauddhas, Jainas and other

heretical sects.]



ADHIKARANA (4) : What deals with the Act is more authori-

tative than what deals with its accessory.

. SUTRAS (5-6).

[PffRVAPAKSA]
" IF IT BE HELD THAT WHEN THERE IS NO DISTURB-

ANCE OF THE VEDIO TEXT, THE SMRTI-RULE IS NOT INCOM-

PATIBLE WITH THE VEDA, OUR ANSWER is THAT THIS

CANNOT BE RIGHT. BECAUSE THE LIMIT HAS BEEN

FIXED BY THE SCRIPTURES ".

[The case of Smrti texts dealing with acts to be done for accomplishing certain

results desired by man has been dealt with so far ; it has been shown that they are

accepted or disregarded according as they are found to be in agreement or in

conflict with the Veda. We are now going to deal with those Smrti-texts which

bear upon such small acts as are not performed for accomplishing any definite pur-

pose, but only come to be performed on certain occasions during a sacrificial

performance.]

Bhasya.

The flw/^i-rules dealt with here are such as (a)
' An act should be done

after rinsing the mouth', (6) 'An act should be done by one wearing the

Yajnopavlta ', (c)
* One should perform the acts with the right hand' and

such others.

The question that arises in regard to these is Are these Smrti-Tules in

conflict with the Veda and hence should not be followed ? Or, are they not

in conflict with the Veda and therefore should be followed ?

Says the Purvapaksin :

" In this connection if it be held that * Inasmuch as the following of

the rules does not militate against anything declared in the Veda, they are not

in conflict with it
'

(Su. 5), then, our answer to this is that it is not so ; be-

cause if these rules were followed, then they would militate against the

Order (of acts) laid down in the scriptures. How ? Well, if one were to per-

form the mouth-rinsing and other acts (mentioned in the said rules) between

the making of the Veda (a bundle of kusha-grass) and the making of

the Vedi (a four-inch deep altar between two Fires), it would mili-

tate against the Vedic text * One should make the Vedi after making the

Veda
'

[where the order prescribed is that the making of the Veda should be

followed by the making of the Vedi ; and if the rinsing of the mouth were to

be done between the two, then that order would be infringed]. Similarly if

one were to do all the acts with the right hand only (as laid down in the

Smrti-rule) 9 sometimes the performance of the primary act might go beyond
its prescribed time (by reason of the delay due to every act being done with

the right hand only, which must get tired very soon) ;
while by using both

hands, the Primary Act would be completed well within its prescribed time."

7
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SUTRA (7).

[SlDDHANTA] BlJT WHEN NO MOTIVE CAN BE DETECTED, THEY
SHOULD BE RECOONISED AS USEFUL.

Bhasya.

The phrase
*

api vd '

(' but') serves to reject the view stated above.

The right view is that when *Smr^'-texts like those under consideration

are such as are not found to have been prompted by an improper motive,

they must be accepted as authoritative. " But they are found to militate

against the prescribed order of sequence and the prescribed time." Let them

militate against it; that does not vitiate their authority; because the

rinsing of the mouth is an act, while the order of sequence is only a quality of

(accessory to) the act; and an act cannot be omitted for the sake of an

accessory. Further, it is only when the acts are already done that the order of

sequence comes in subsequently ;
so that at the time that the acts appear

there is no order present, with what then will the acts be in conflict ?

[Hence there is nothing against the authority of the Smrti-rule in question.]

Similarly, if with a view to guard against the transgression of time, one

were to cease to act with the right hand only, in this case also consider-

ations of time shoiild not alter the form of the act [i.e. the act to be done by
the right hand should not be done by the left] ; because Time is only a

subsidiary factor in the performance and auxiliary to it
; and hence for the

sake of the Time, the Act should not be disturbed.

Further, acting with the right hand and wearing the sacrificial thread

constitute purity (or cleanliness), and such things are not regarded as inter-

ruptions at all; because purity or cleanliness is a necessary adjunct to

all actions. [And a necessary adjunct cannot be regarded as an inter-

ruption says Ifjuvimald. ]

From all this it follows that the Smrti-rules relating tQ all these acts

Rinsing, Using the Right Hand, Wearing the Sacrificial Thread and the like

are authoritative (trustworthy).

[On this adhikarana also, Kumarila holds an entirely different opinion. His

contention is that none of the Smrti-rules dealt with here are in any way against

any Vedic texts; and as such there need be no separate Adhikarana devoted

to their consideration. According to him therefore, sutras 5 and 6 form part of the

foregoing Adhikarana, and sutra 1 forms a distinct adhikarana by itself. By
this interpretation the sense of sutras (5) and (6) is held to be as follows :- If the

Opponent argues that " a rule emanating even from a heretic should be accepted
as authoritative when it is found that it is not contrary to the Veda, such

rules for instance as that one should be truthful, charitable and so forth ", [su. 5],

then we deny this, because the extent and number of authoritative scriptures
is limited

'

[su. 6] ; the conclusion therefore is that ' Dharma can bring about
its results only when it is understood with the help of those scriptures which
are recognised as having their basis in the Veda. * As for sutra (7), it stands, by itself

embodying the Adhikarana treating of the authoritative character of the Practices

of Good Men; the sense of the sutra being that * those acts which cannot be

ascribed to any worldly motives, and which are yet performed (by good men), must
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be recognised as dharma '

; this would be the Siddhanta as against the Purvapokaa
that " many practices are found to be such as are repugnant to the Veda, conse-

quently no authority should attach to Practices." The meaning of the Siddhanta

is that when, in regard to any particular Practice, we find that it is current among
good men, and we cannot attribute it to greed or any such sordid motive, we
should accept it as authoritative, as Dharma.

There is another interpretation suggested by Kumarila, by which Sutra (5)

is to be taken as part of Adhikarana (4), and sutras (G) and (7) as embodying
the Adhikarana dealing with the Practices of Good Men; under which sutra (6)

embodies the Purvapaksa in the sense that " those practices cannot be regarded as

authoritative in matters relating to Dharma, because the number and extent of

authoritative scriptures is limited to the Veda and its auxiliaries ;

" and the

Siddhanta in answer to this is found in Sutra (7), in the sense already explained in

the preceding paragraph.
There is yet another interpretation suggested by Kumarila, whereby all these

three sutras (5), (6), and (7) are taken as embodying the Siddhanta in answer to

a Ptirvapakpa from without, bearing upon the Practices of Good Men. The sense of

the three sutras, in this case, would be as tollows * That which is taught in

the Veda and the Smrti, if this is not contradicted by the Practices of Good Men, -

such practices can be accepted as authority on Dharma ; but whenever there is the

least thing repugnant to the teachings of the Veda, then, as there would be a conflict

of authorities, the Practices cannot be accepted to have any authority at all.-

See Tantravartika Translation, pp. 173-203.]



ADHIKARAI?A (5) : A word should always be understood in

the sense assigned to it in the scriptures,

SUTRA (8).

[PffRVAPAKSA] "INASMUCH AS NO INCONGRUITY is FOUND IN ANY

OF THEM, THE SEVERAL SIGNIFICATIONS SHOULD BE EQUALLY

(ACCEPTABLE)/'

[It has been established that Veda and Smrti are authoritative means of know-

ing Dharma. Now arises the question of the right comprehension of the meanings

of words occurring in Vedic and Smrti texts.]

Bhasya.

In such texts as (a)
' The cooked offering consists of Yava\ (b) Shoes

of ram/fri-skin', (Taitti. Bra. 1. 7. 9. 4; Maitra. Sam. 4. 46
;

cf. Shata. Bra.

5. 4. 3. 19), (c) 'One collects the Prdjdpatyas on the Vetasa-m&t ', we find

the words (a)
'

yava\
* vardha' and 'vetasa

9

. Now (a) some people use the

word *

yava
'

in the sense of Barley-corn, others in the sense of Long-

pepper; (6) the word ' vardJia
'

is used by some in the sense of the Hog, by
others in the sense of the Black Bird ; (c) some people use the word * vetasa

9

in the sense of the Banjula-creeper, and others in the sense of the Black-

berry. Since the words have both significations, these latter should be re-

garded as options, and we may accept the one or the other as we choose.

[The question being as to which of the two significations is the right one,

the Purvapaksa view is that]
" Since both the meanings are found to be

signified by the word, the acceptance of one or the other is optional (we

may accept whichever we choose)".

SUTRA (9).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THAT WHICH IS BASED ON THE

SCRIPTURES (IS TO BE REGARDED AS MORE AUTHORITATIVE) ;

BECAUSE THE SCRIPTURES ARE THE BASIS OF AUTHO-

RITY. [OR, THAT SENSE IN WHICH THE WORD IS USED

BY PERSONS WHO TAKE THEIR STAND UPON THE

SCRIPTURES IS TO BE ACCEPTED AS THE

MORE AUTHORITATIVE ; BECAUSE

IT IS MORE RELIABLE THAN

ANY OTHER,]

Bhasya.

The particle
* vd

'

(* in reality ') sets aside the Purvapaksa view,

(a) As regards the word 'yava
9

(the explanation of the two -fold usage
lies in the fact that), if the word denotes the Barley-corn, then it can be
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applied (indirectly) to the Long-pepper, by reason of its similarity to Barley ;

and conversely, if it denotes the Long-pepper, it can be applied to the Barley,

by reason of its similarity to the Long-pepper. "What is the similarity
between the two ?

" The similarity between the two consists in the fact

that both Barley and Long-pepper plants grow after previous corn-plants
are over. "What then is the factor that determines which is the right signi-
fication of the term ?

' That signification is the right one which is accepted
by persons who rely upon the scriptures.

* Who are the persons that rely

upon the scriptures ?
'

They that are cultured and learned ; because such

persons are conversant with the unbroken tradition bearing upon words and
the Vedas ; that is the reason why cultured persons are the * basis ', means,
for ascertaining the sense of Vedic and Smrti texts.

In regard to the subject under consideration, following upon the in-

junction that * the Karambha-vessel should be filled with Yam,' the declara-

tion (of the scriptures) is to the effect that the '

Fava-plants flourish merrily
when all other plants are withering', where the Veda shows that the word
Yava" stands for Barley [as the Barley- plant flourishes just before the

spring when all other plants shed their leaves]. And since we find this

indication in the Veda, we conclude that there is a long unbroken tradition

behind the use of the word ' Yava '

in the sense of Barley ; from which it

follows that the word can be applied to the Long-pepper only indirectly

(figuratively) ; henco the conclusion is that the cake is to be made of

Barley-meal.

(6) In regard to the word 'vardha', the Vedic text 'therefore cows run
after the varaha' (Shata. Bra. 4. 4. 3. 19) shows that the word ' varaha*

denotes the Hog, as it is the Hog that cows run after [at a festival held

along with the Dlpdvall].

(c) In regard to the *

vetasa', the Vedic text 'the Vetasa is water-born*
indicates that the word ' vetasa

' stands for the Banjula-creeper, as it is the

Banjula-creeper that grows in water, while the Blackberry-tree grows either

on dry ground or on hill-streams.

[Kuraarila takes exception to the above presentation of the Adhikarana; for

reasons, see Tantravartika, Translation, pp. 207-208. He therefore takes the
Adhikarana as discriminating between the usage of words among Aryas and among
Mlechchhas. The Purvapaksa view is that" In regard to all visible things, the

signification accepted by the Arya and the Mlechchha is equally authoritative

(Su. 8) ;
it is only in regard to superphysical things that the usage of the Arya has

superior authority ; in the case of ordinary things the expressiveness of all words has
to be accepted as equally eternal,- from the mere fact of their being expressive ;

consequently, so long as the word denotes a certain meaning, it does not make any
difference whether the signification is known among Aryas or Mlechchhas." In reply
to this we have the Siddhanta in Su. (9) in the sense that that sense has to be

accepted as more authoritative which is accepted by people who take their stand

upon scriptures i.e. the Aryas.
Kumarila offers another interpretation of the Adhikarana as dealing with the

comparative authority of Smrti and Custom. In cases where a Custom is repug-
nant to a Smrti-text, the Purvapakaa view is that " both are to be regarded at

equally authoritative (Su. 8) ; because both equally derive their authority from the
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Veda ". The Siddhanta in answer to this says that the Smrti is possessed of superior

authority, because it is the Smrti that is based directly on the Veda (Su. 9). In

the case of the Smrti, the corroborative Vedic text is assumed directly from the

fact of its being compiled by people learned in the Veda; whereas in the case

of Custom, we have first to assume a corresponding Smrti-text, and then on the

strength of this assumed Smrti-text, we have to assume the corroborative Vedic

text ; the support of the Veda thus in this case is one step further removed.

There is yet another interpretation of the Adhikarana suggested by Kumarila,

by which it deals with the comparative authority of the sense conveyed by words in

the Veda and that conveyed in common parlance. The word * ashvavala ', for

instance, used in the Veda, denotes reed, while in common parlance, it denotes

horse's hair: the question arising which of these should be accepted as authori-

tative, the Purvapalcsa view is that " both are of equal authority (Su. 8), because

in the matter of the signification of words, the Veda does not in any way differ

from other sources of verbal knowledge ; its superior authority being restricted only
to things pertaining to Dharma ". The Siddhanta in answer to this is that that

signification of words which is based upon the scriptures is decidedly more authori-

tative, because the knowledge of Dharma is obtained by means of the scriptures

alone (Su. 9). A signification accepted and sanctioned by the Veda is irrevocably
fixed and can never be set aside, while that sanctioned by ordinary usage is variable

and liable to change.]



(6) : The usage of words current among
Mlechchhas is also authoritative.

SUTRA (10).

THE MEANING IMPARTED (BY THE MLECHCHHA, TO A WORD) WOULD

BE DULY COMPREHENDED BECAUSE IT IS NOT INCOMPATIBLE

WITH ANY AUTHORITY [OR, IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS

SANCTIONED BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE VEDA,

BECAUSE IT IS NOT INCONGRUOUS].

Bhasya.

[It has been established that that meaning is to be regarded as more

authoritative which is accepted by persons who take their stand upon the

scriptures.] Now in the Veda we meet with certain words which are not

used by the Aryas (who are the people that take their stand on the scrip-

tures) in any sense at all, but are in use among Mlechchhas; such are the

words 'pika
9

,

( nema\ (

sata\ 'tdmarasa* and such others. In regard to

these, there arises the question Are we to deduce their meaning from their

etymology, commentaries and roots with the help of lexicons and grammar ?

Or should we accept that as their meaning in which sense they are used by
the Mlechchhas ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa
" What has been

established as authoritative is the usage of cultured people, not the Smrti

(Remembrance) of uncultured people (like the Mlechchhas). Hence it should

be necessary to assume the meaning through explanations, etymology and

grammar ; and it is only thus that these latter would be of use. Further,

uncultured people are not very careful in regard to words and their meanings,

while the others (i.e. the cultured people) are very careful. From all this

it follows that in the case of the words mentioned, their meaning should be

deduced from the roots from which they are derived."

In answer to this we have the following Siddhdnta The meaning that

is imparted to a word even by uncultured people, even though not known

to the cultured, would be comprehended, and it would not be right to

reject what has been comprehended and which is not incompatible with any

authority. The argument has been urged that " what can be accepted as

authoritative is the usage of cultured people only". But that refers to

such things as are not amenable to sense-perception. The other argument

urged (by the Purvapaksin) is that "it is only cultured people that are

careful regarding the use of words". In answer to that we say that there

are some things in which the Mlechchhas are more careful (and reliable) ; for

instance, in the catching and rearing of birds. The third argument urged is

that "
it is only thus that explanations, etymologies and grammar would be

of use". But these will have their use in regard to those words whose

meaning is not known even to the Mlechchhas (and so we have not even
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that usage to guide us). Further, if we were to deduce the meanings of

words from their etymology, etc., then, there would be no fixity (and

definiteness) regarding the meaning of words, and there would always be

uncertainty. From all this we conclude that (according to the usage of the

Mlechchhas), the word *

pika
' should be taken in the sense of the cuckoo,

the word * nema '

in the sense of half, the word * tarnarasa
'

in the sense of

lotus, the word * sata
'

in the sense of ' wooden vessel, round in shape and

with hundred-holes 9

.



ADHIKARANA (7) : The authority of the Kalpasutras is not

self-sufficient.

SUTRA (11).

[PtfRVAPAKSA] IF IT BE URGED THAT "
[THE KALPAS1JTRAS CON-

STITUTE] THE SCRIPTURE OF RlTUALS ",

Bhasya.

[The case of the Kalpaautras stands on a different basis from that of the Smrtis ;

they contain nothing more than the Vedic Ritualistic Procedure in a systematised

form; there is nothing in their contents beyond what is actually found in the Vedic

texts available. In the Smrtis, as we have found, there are many things which

are not found in the Veda, and for which corroborative Vedic texts have got to be

assumed. With all this however, the Kalpasutras are compilations made by human

authors, and to this extent their authority is open to doubt. KumSrila (Tantra-

vo r^fcaTranslation, p. 224) has explained the term '

Kalpa
'

in this connection as

* treatises that point out the method and procedure of sacrifices in the form of

definite regulations '. These Sutras are the work of Baudhayana, Var&ha,

Mashaka, and others says Kumarila.]

What are treated of here are the Kalpasutras by Mashaka, Hastika,

and Kaundinya. The question is Are these authoritative (in themselves)

or not authoritative ?

On this we have the following Purvapaksa: "Inasmuch as these

Siitras constitute the 'Ritualistic scripture', they must be authoritative,

we assert. These are statements made by truthful persons.
* How is that

known ? 'We know this from the fact that there is perfect agreement

between these statements and those contained in the Vedas. For instance,

the '

cups
' mentioned in these are the same as those mentioned in the Veda ;

the ' bricks
' mentioned in these are the same as those mentioned in the Veda.

From this it follows that the teachers (who compiled the Kalpasutras) were

truthful persons ; and the Shrutl also declares that 4 the word of the Teacher

is authoritative'. It might be argued that k the authoritative character of

these Sutras is not directly perceived (to be inherent in themselves, as is

done in the case of the Veda) '. But this objection would have no force
;
as

the said authoritative character is ascertained by another means of cognition,

in the shape of a verbal assertion. [This assertion being in the form of the

text quoted above regarding *The Teacher's Word* being authoritative, and

also in the form of the text wherein the Kalpas are mentioned along with the

Mantra and the Brdhmana as to be read daily.] Lastly, the Kalpas are

actually treated with the same regard as the Vedic texts. For these reasons,

the Kalpasutras are authoritative (by themselves)."
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SUTRA (12).

[SlDDHANTAj THAT CANNOT BE; BECAUSE THERE IS NO PROPER

COMPOSITION.

Bhasya.

What has been asserted in the Purvapaksa is not possible, because there

is no proper composition ; as a matter of fact, the Kalpasutra is not composed
in the proper manner, there being no accentuation in it (and hence it cannot

be treated on the same footing as the Vedic text).

SUTRA (13).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE ARE NO SUPPLEMENTARY PASSAGES.

Bhasya.

[In the Kalpasutra] we meet with such texts as * He appoints the

Priests ;
the Priests thus appointed perform the sacrifice ; they take their

seat on the sacrificial ground
'

. In all this no mjunctive word is found, because

throughout it is the Present Tense ending that has been used. Nor is there

any valedictory supplementary passage (from which the Injunction could be

deduced). For this reason such a text can have no authority (regarding

Dharma). As for the *

regard' that people have been spoken of (in the

Purvapaksa) as having for the Kalpasutra, that is due to concomitance;

i.e. to the fact that Kalpa-texts are interspersed with Vedic texts. As

regards the Vedic text (quoted by the Purvapaksa, that ' the Teacher's word
is authoritative'), that means nothing; as it is a purely commendatory
statement. " Why should it be treated as a commendatory statement ?

"

Because in the context where this text occurs there is a totally different

Injunction to the effect that ' the cake dedicated to Agni is baked upon eight

pans
'

; and it is in this connection that we have the said text (' The Words
of the Teacher, Acharya, is authoritative

'

), where the term *

dchdrya
'

is meant
to stand for the Veda, in its etymological sense of *

strengthening the intel-

lect
'

[* dchinoti buddhim ']. Or, what the said text means is that ' the word
of the Teacher is authoritative '

through its dependence upon something
'

;

" what is that something ?
"

it is that which is itself rightly recognised as

self-authoritative (i.e. the Veda).
As for the Purvapaksa argument that the Kalpasutras are the work of

truthful persons, our answer is that ttwt is not so, because

SUTRA (14).

THE WORD 'ALL' HAS BEEN USED (IN THE KALPASUTRA), WHILE

THERE IS AT HAND A SCRIPTURAL TEXT (TO THE CONTRARY).

Bhasya.

The words of the Purvapaksin's 'dchdrya',
* Teacher' (the author of

the Kalpasutra) are * The Amdvdsyd (Darsha) sacrifice is to be performed on

all days' ; while there is at hand the scriptural (Vedic text)
* The Paurna*
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masa is to be performed on the Full-moon day and the Amdvasya (Darsha) on

the Moonless Day '. Thus, inasmuch as these authors have made statements

contrary to the Veda, they cannot be * truthful
'

; and hence their work (the

Kalpasutra) cannot be authoritative.

[From Sutras 11 and 12, Kumarila has deduced two additional Adhikaranas :

(1) That the Smrtis and the six subsidiary sciences of the Veda, like the Kalpasutra,
have no authority independent of the Veda ; and (2) that no authority attaches to the

non-Vedic scriptures such as'those of the Bauddha and other heretical sects.]



ADHIKARAI^A (8): Holakadhlkarana The Authoritative

Character of Popular Customs.

SUTRA (15),

]

" INASMUCH AS ALL ASSUMPTION is LIMITED IN

ITS SCOPE, THE AUTHORITY (OF CUSTOMS, BASED UPON THE

ASSUMPTION OF VEDIC TEXTS) MUST BE QUALIFIED BY

THAT LIMITATION".

Bhasya.

[The authority of Usages and Customs having been established in a general

way, the question is raised regarding the extent of the authority of particular

customs Ts this authority local or universal ?]

"The authority of fimrti and Custom is held to depend upon the as-

sumption (of corroborative Vedic texts); the very fact that establishes

their authority also proves that that authority is limited (localised). Hence

such customs as Holdkd and the rest should be practised by
' easterners

'

only ;

the Ahnlnaibuka and the like, by
' southerners

'

; the Udvrsabha-yajna

and the rest by the * Northerners
'

only ; just as the practice regarding the

various numbers of Hair-tufts on the head is local, some people keeping

three, some five."

SUTRA (16).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE DUTY SHOULD BE UNIVERSAL,

AS ALL INJUNCTION HAS THAT (UNIVERSAL) CHARACTER.

Bhasya.

The phrase
*

apl vd ',
' in reality ', serves to set aside the view expressed

above.

Customs like those mentioned should be ' dharma' (Duty) for all;

why ? because all Injunction has that character ; the term * vidhdna
'

'

Injunction' (in the Sutra) stands for that by which the enjoining is done, i.e.

the injunctive word; it is the irijunctive word that is assumed in support of

the Smrti; and the injunctive word cannot denote either the Class

(universal) or the Individual (particular); in fact, there is no one single

word that denotes the universal character common to all persons (per-

formers of actions) which could be assumed (as part of the Vedic text in sup-

port of the Custom). Hence the only reasonable view to take is that the

Injunction applies to all persons. [The Vedic text assumed cannot refer

to any particular Class, like the * Easterner ', etc. ;
or to any individual

person ; nor is there any such universal class-character as would include

all persons ; hence the absence in the assumed Vedic text of such an all-

comprehensive word cannot be rightly urged as a reason for restricting

the authority of the particular Customs. ftjuvimald]. Why so ? Because

all that the basic authority (i.e. the assumed Vedic text) says is that ' such
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and such an act should be done ', and there is no authority for restricting

its application (to any particular persons).

The Purvapakstin has cited the case of the variety in the custom

relating to the number of Hair-tufts on the head. The answer to this is

given in the following Sutra :

SUTRA (17).

RESTRICTION COULD ONLY BE DUE TO DIRECT PERCEPTION.

Bhasya.

In the case of the Hair-tufts, we clearly perceive that the restriction is

due to restrictions of the Gotra. [Persons belonging to one Ootra keeping
three tufts, those belonging to another keeping five, and so on.]

SUTRA (IS).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS NO SUCH INDICATIVE MARK AS WOULD
INCLUDE ALL (THOSE PARTICULAR PERSONS TO WHOM THE

CUSTOM MAY BE SOUGHT TO BE RESTRICTED).

Bhasya.

This Sutra is to be prefaced by a few words. " What are those

words?" (These words are) "Why cannot there be a restriction through
indicative marks, such as we have 1 in such rules as * the white man shall

be the Hot/' priest
'

[where the work of the Hotr priest is restricted to such

men as are while] ?
"

[It is in answer to this question that we have the Sutra

which means as follows :]- There is no such indicative mark as would include

all those who are actually found to follow a particular custom. As for

such characteristics as 'dark, large-bodied, red-eyed' (which have been

mentioned as the indicative marks of persons following the Ahnlnaibuka

rites), we find, as a matter of fact, that all men possessing these marks do
not follow that custom, and also that persons who do not possess these

marks do actually follow it. For this reason there can be no restriction.

As for the instance cited of 'the white Hotr\ that is a clear Vedic text

(and so we have to accept it).

SUTRA (19).

THE NAME ALSO IS DUE TO CONNECTION WITH (RESIDENCE IN) A

COUNTRY.

Bhasya.

Says the Opponent
" Why cannot the restriction be due to the name ?

Those who are named ' Southerners
' would perform the Ahnlnaibuka ; those

who are named * Northerners
' would perform the UdvraabJia-yajna ; those

who are named ' Easterners
5 would perform the Holdkd ; just as in the case

of the Rdjasuya sacrifice, we have the restriction that * the Raja shall

perform the Rdjasuya sacrifice' (where the restriction is due to the name
'

raja % which can apply to the Ksattriya only) ".
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This cannot be ; the names (mentioned) are due to connection with

a particular country [i.e. the name ' Southerner '

applies to the person

connected with, living in the Southern country] ;
but as a matter of fact, we

find that a man who has gone out of the Southern country (and his connec-

tion with that country has ceased) and is residing in the East or in the

North (and hence entitled to the name * Easterner' or 'Northerner') still

continues to perform the Ahnlnaibuka. Similarly, the * Northerners '

though

residing in other countries, still continue to perform the Udvrsabha-yajna ;

and the * Easterners
'

residing in other countries still continue to perform
the Holdkd. In fact, when a man migrates from one country to another, he

does not necessarily follow the customs of the latter. From all this, we
conclude that there can be no restriction (in the authority of the Popular

Customs). As for the case of * the Rdjasuya being performed by the Raja
'

only,
'

rdjd\ Ksattriya, is a definite caste, restricted within well-defined

limits. _
SUTRA (20).

IF THE OPPONENT SHOULD URUE THAT "
[Ir THE NAMES WERE DUE

TO ACTUAL RESIDENCE IN A COUNTRY, THEN] IT COULD NOT BE

APPLIED TO ONE WHO HAS UONE AWAY FROM THAT COUNTRY

TO ANOTHER COUNTRY ", [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS IN

THE NEXT Sutra.]

Bhasya.

If you think that "
if the names were due to actual residence in the

country, then the name could not be applied to one who has gone

to, and is residing in, another country ; as a matter of fact however, we find

that the name * Mathura '

(which according to the Siddhdnta would be a

name for one actually resident in Mathurd) is actually applied to a man who
has no connection with (is not resident in) Mathurd, and is residing in

another country ; from this it follows that the name is not due to residence

in the country
"

; if such is the argument of the Opponent, then our

answer is as follows :

SUTRA (21).

THE NAME WOULD BE DUE TO CONNECTION (RESIDENCE), AS IN

THE CASE OF THE NAME ' Mathura '.

Bhasya.

Even when the name is due to connection with the country, the name
would not be inapplicable to one who has gone out of that country ; because

the name is
* due to connection

'

i.e. due to mere connection, not due to

connection in the past only, or in the present only, or in the future only.
Because we actually find the name ' Mathura '

applied (a) to one who has

started for Mathura (his 'connection' thus being in the future), (6) to one

who is residing in Mathura (his
* connection' being in the present), and

(c) to one who has migrated from Mathura (his 'connection' being in the

past); and it is only when a man has none of these 'connections' with

Mathura that he is not called ' Mathura '.
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From this it is clear that there could be no restriction based upon
name.

SUTRA (22).

[SAYS THE OPPONENT]
"
[THE COUNTRY IN WHICH A CERTAIN

PRACTICE is PREVALENT] MAY BE THE QUALIFICATION OF

THAT CUSTOM ITSELF, JUST AS ' SLOPING '

(WHICH

QUALIFIES THE GROUND)."

Bhdsya.

"Why cannot the country be subsidiary (qualification) to the act or

practice ? For instance, that country where the soil is mostly black is the

one where the Ahnlnaibuka is performed. Just as in the text * One should

perform the Vaishvadeva sacrifice on ground sloping eastward' (Man. Shr.

Su. 1. 7. 1. 5) (where the particular sloping ground qualifies the sacrificial

act)".

SUTRA (23).

BUT THAT {SPECIFICATION) WOULD BE SIMILAR TO THAT BY A

QUALIFICATION OF THE PERFORMER.

Bhasya.

It has been shown above that such indicative qualifications as ' dark-

skinned',
*

red-eyed' and the like as belonging to the performer, are

indefinite, and are not in keeping with the actual state of things;

any indication by the name of a country would be equally indefinite.

Because as a matter of fact, even in the country
k where the soil is dark',

there are many people who do not perform the act (of the Ahriinaibuka),

and conversely men residing in a country with other characteristics (than
the dark soil) actually do perform it. Thus then, there could be no restric-

tion through the name of the country.

As for the *

ground sloping eastward '

, its connection with the Vaishva-

deva sacrifice has been fixed by the Veda itself (hence its case is not analo-

gous to that of the Customs under discussion).

[Sutras 15 and 16 have been taken by Kumarila as also embodying an inde-

pendent Adhikarana, dealing with the authority of such locally-accepted Dharma-
shastras as those of Gautama, Sharikha-Likhita and the like. There arises a doubt

regarding the exact nature of the authority of these, because in actual practice the

work of Gautama and of Gobhila are followed only by SSmavedins, the work of

Vashistha only by Rgvedins, those of Shankha-Likhita only by the Vajasaneyi-

Shukla-Yajurvedins. -The Purvapaksa is that "these works cannot be put in the

same category as the universally recognised Smrtis of Manu and others; their

authority must be limited." The Siddhanla is that on account of the universal

character of the injunctions contained in the works in question, these must be

accepted as applicable to all persons who are capable of acting up to them; as

the said Smrtis themselves do not contain any words that would limit their

operation, the Vedic texts also that would be assumed in support of them would

not contain any such restrictive word ; hence there can be nothing to justify any
restrictions being placed upon the Smrti-worka in question.]



ADHIKARANA (9) : Treating of the Grammatical Smrtis.

SUTRA (24).

f
PURVAPAKSA]

'-INASMUCH AS THERE is NO' INJUNCTION

REGARDING THEIR USE, THERE SHOULD BE NO RESTRIC-

TION IN REUARD TO WORDS." .

[Works dealing with grammar have also been classed under ( Smrtis \

The use and authority of these is now discussed. The Brhatl has raised an

objection against introducing this topic here. It says
* What has the

authoritative or unauthoritative character of the Grammatical rules got to

do with the authority of the Veda, which is the sole subject-matter of the

present adhyayal Even if the corrupt forms of words, as 4

gdvl\ etc.,

were really expressive and eternal, what effect would that have upon
the Vedic Injunction ? The answer that the Brhatl supplies is that if

there were no restrictions regarding the exact form in which a word denotes

a certain thing, then the comprehension of Vedic texts would be vague and

indefinite, and there would be no certainty regarding a certain word being

expressive of a certain thing; and this vagueness and uncertainty would

shake the authority and trustworthy character of the Veda itself. The rules

of Grammar however help us to know in what particular form the word
' horse

'

for instance really denotes the particular thing, horse ; and thus

they help us to obtain a definite idea of the meaning of Vedic Texts.]

Bhdsya.

This Adhikarana is going to deal with the case of such words as '

gauh*

(the grammatically correct Sanskrit word) and *

gavl\ 'grow', 'gopotalikn
9

and other corrupt (Vernacular) forms of tho Sanskrit word.

The question to consider is Are, or are not, the corrupt forms 'gavl;

and the rest rightly expressive of the animal with the dewlap (the cow),

in the same manner as the correct form *

gauh
'

is ? That is, is it only

the one (Sanskrit) word, which has behind its use an unbroken tradition,

that is rightly expressive of the thing and all the rest are mere corrupt forms

of it ? Or are they all equally eternal (in their expressive potency)!?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows: "They are all equally expressive

and eternal. Why ? Because there is actual cognition ; the animal with

the dewlap is cognised through the corrupt words *

gavl
' and the rest ; this

shows that even a hundred years back the expressive relation between

these words and the said animal was there ;
and so on and on backwards

which establishes their beginningless (eternal) character. Nor is there

any originator of this relationship (between the corrupt word and its

meaning), as has been fully established. From all this it follows that all

the words (the original Sanskrit and the corrupt Vernacular) are correct,

people should make use of all of them, because they all serve the purpose
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of expressing the meaning ; and they are to be treated as synonymous in the

same manner as the Sanskrit words ' hasta ',
*

pdni' and ' kara
'

are. In fact

words are used for a definite purpose (that of expressing their meaning), and

not for any transcendental result. Nor is there any injunction regarding

their use. Hence there can be no such restriction as that only one is correct

and the others incorrect".

SUTRA (25).

[SlDDHANTA] BECAUSE ITS UTTERANCE IS DUE TO (HUMAN)

EFFORT, THERE IS POSSIBILITY OF SLIPS.

Bhasya.

It is with a considerable effort that people pronounce words: for in-

stance, (in every act of utterance) the wind rises from the navel, expands
in the chest, undergoes evolutions in the throat, strikes the head, turns

back and spreading over the regions of the mouth, renders manifest the

various sounds. In this (long drawn-out process) there is every possibility of

the utterer making slips ; just as a man falls in the mud, when he thinks

that he. is falling on dry ground ; or he touches a thing twice while he thinks

of touching it only once. The utterance and use of the corrupt words may
have originated from such slips, and they need not necessarily be taken as

having an unbroken tradition behind them.

SUTRA (26).

IT IS NOT REASONABLE TO HAVE SEVERAL WORDS (TO DENOTE
THE SAME THING).

Bhasya.

It is not reasonable to hold that * there are similar words having the

same meaning and all having an unbroken tradition (of usage) behind

them '

. Because this view is held entirely on the strength of the fact that we
find the corrupt words bringing about the cognition of the thing denoted ;

but this cognition can be explained as coming about through the correct

word itself which is brought to the mind by its similarity (to the corrupt
word pronounced); [the word (

gdvl\ e.g. brings to mind the correct word
'

gauh* or '
gdvah' , which brings about the cognition of the thing denoted,

cow.] Thus then, we conclude that among all the words cited, there is only
one (* gauh') which is beginningless (eternal), all the rest are corrupt forms.

In the case of the synonyms
' hastah ',

' karah ',
*

pdnih ', the connection

of every one of them with the thing denoted is beginningless, such being
the teaching of authoritative teachers [according to whom all these words are

grammatically correct; while 'gdvl\
'

goni\ etc., are not grammatically

correct].
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SUTRA (27).

ON THIS POINT, THE TRUTH CAN BE ASCERTAINED ' THROUGH CLOSE

ATTENTION '

[OR,
* THROUGH THE APPLICATION OF CERTAIN

GENERAL PRINCIPLES' ACC. TO Tantravartika].

Bhasya.

"But how are we to ascertain the truth in this matter (as to which

word is correct and which incorrect) ?
"

The Sutra says that this can be ascertained (easily). People desirous of

gaining an end are found to be prone to close attention; (in the case of

persons desirous of retaining the correct form of a word) we find that those

who give close attention keep on repeating (that word), and thus hVbecomes

possible for them to retain it in their memory. It is a fact that we see in our

experience that what is frequently repeated is not lost hold of (forgotten).

Hence that form of the word is to be accepted as * correct
' which is declared

to be * correct
'

by people who have given this close attention to it.

SUTRA (28).

PEOPLE ARE UNABLE (TO PRONOUNCE THE CORRECT WORD; AND
YET THE MEANING IS EXPRESSED) BECAUSE OF THE

SIMILARITY (OF THE CORRUPT TO THE

CORRECT WORD).

Bhasya.

It has been urged by the Purvapaksin that "as a matter of fact, even

from the corrupt words *

gdvl
' and the rest, the meaning is comprehended,

consequently, the relationship of these also to that meaning should be re-

garded as eternal." But the fact of the matter is that when a corrupt word

is uttered, it is a sign of incapacity ; that the man desiring to pronounce the

word *
tgauh\ pronounces it, through some incapacity, as '

gdvl ', and yet the

other person hearing the word thus pronounced realises that this man
wishes to speak of the animal with the dewlap, andjto that end he wishes to

utter the word '

gauh ', but pronounces it as *

gdvl '. Now other people who
have heard the word thus uttered and understood as denoting the animal

with the dewlap, come to use the form '

gdvl
' when they themselves wish

to speak of that animal ; and it is thus that the corrupt words '

gam
' and

the rest come to bring about the cognition of the animal with the dewlap ;

this is rendered possible by the fact that the word *

gdvl
*

is similar to the

correct word '

gauh \
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SUTRA (29).

IN THE CASE OF THE WRONG USE OF AFFIXES, (THE COMPREHENSION

OF THE MEANING OF THE WORD) IS DUE TO THE FACT OF

A PART (OF THE INCORRECT WORD, i.e. THE BASE)

BEING THE SAME (AS THAT OF THE

CORRECT WORD).

Bhdsya.

In those cases also where a word is used with a wrong affix, the compre-
hension of the meaning is due to the same (similarity) ; e.g. when one says
'ashmakaih dgachchhdmi* (instead of '

ashmakebhyah dgachchhdmi" in the

sense of 'I am coming from the Ashmaka country'), the fact of the basic

term ' ashmaka *

being common brings to the mind of the hearer the correct

word 'ashmakebhyah
9

(with the Ablative affix), and then only does he com-

prehend the right meaning (*I am coming from the Ashmaka country*).

Similarly when we come across the corrupt form *

gdvi ', we are reminded of

the correct term *

go
'

, and thence the animal with the dewlap becomes compre-
hended.



(10 A) : The Word in the Veda and the

thing spoken of by it are the same as those in

common parlance.

SUTRA (30).

[(a) SlDDHANTA OF ADHIKARANA A] THE MEANING (AND THE WORD)
MUST BE ONE AND THE SAME, AS THUS ALONE ABE INJUNCTIONS

OF ACTIONS POSSIBLE
;
SPECIALLY BECAUSE THERE IS NO

DIFFERENTIATION (BETWEEN THE TWO).

Bhasya.

Now there arises the question Are the words '

gauh
' and the rest ex-

pressive of the Class or of the Individual ?

(Before this question can be answered) wo have to investigate the qiies-

tion are the words in the Veda the same as those used in common parlance

or different ? Are they denotative of the same things as in common par-

lance or different ones ?

The Purvapaksa on this question is as follows :

" The words in the Veda

are different from those in common parlance, and their meanings also are

different. Why ? Because they are named differently and their forms also

are different. The difference in their naming is apparent in such statements

as * These words and expressions are Vaidika and those others are laukika\

In the Veda we find the statement that *

Agnl killed the VrUrns' (ftgveda

6. 16. 34); and the form of this word *

agni' (as denoting Indra) must be

different from that of the word '

agni
'

as used in common parlance (as denot-

ing Fire). The words being different, the things spoken of (by means of those

words) must also be different. Further, we meet with the statement that
' Uttdnd vai devagavd vafianti' (Apastamba Shrauta-Sutra 11. 7. 6), which

means * the cows that belong to the deities move on their backs '

; and from

this statement it follows that the animals spoken of by the word 'go' (in
'

gavd
'

) are those that walk on their backs ; and thus it is clear that the thing

denoted by the word '

gauh
'

in the Veda is different from that spoken of by
that word in common parlance. Similarly, there is another statement
*

Devebhyo vanaspate havlmsi hiranyaparna pradivaste artham' (Taittirlya-

Brdhmana 3. 6. 11. 2), from which it follows that the thing spoken of in the

Veda by the word '

vanaspati
'

is a. divinity with golden leaves. Again, we
have the statement * Etat vai daivyam madhu yad ghrtam\ where the word
*

ghrta
'

has been used in the sense of Honey. From all these it is clear that

the meanings of words used in the Veda are different (from those of the

same words as used in common parlance)."

The Siddhdnta in answer to the above is as follows :

The words in the Veda are the same as those in common parlance, and

the tilings expressed by them are also the same. Why ? Because thus
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alone are injunctions of actions possible ; it is possible to have an injunc-

tion of action, only when the words are the same and the things denoted by
them are the same. If the two sets of words were different, then their

meanings could not be understood (by ordinary men). Hence the two sets

of words must be the same.
" What you are pointing out is the useful purpose served by the

two being the same'; please point out some reason for regarding them as the

same."

This reason is provided by the next clause in the Sutra 'avibhdgdt',
'
because there is no differentiation between the two

'

; that is, we do not

perceive any difference between the words in the Veda and those in common
parlance ; hence it follows that the words are one and the same. Similarly
we comprehend the same things denoted by the words in the Veda as those

denoted by those in common parlance ; and hence we declare that these

also are not different. As regards the argument that (a) (in the Veda) those

animals are called cows which move on their backs (b) honey is called
'

ghrta
' and (c)

*

vanaspati
'

is the name given to that which has golden

leaves, there are no such statements (in the Veda) as that ' those animals are

to be called go which move on their backs '

; all that the statement says is that
* the cows move on their backs \ If this statement were taken as predi-

cating the '

gotva
'

(the character of cow, of those that move on their backs),

then the clause * movo on the backs
' would be a mere reiteration (a reference

to something already known) ; and yet no such animals are known as * move
on their backs '

; [any reference to those therefore being not possible] it will

thus be necessary to take this *

moving on the back '

as the predicate of the

sentence ; and if that is the predicate, then the ' character of the cow '

could

not be the predicate (of the same sentence) ; as in that case there would be

a syntactical split. Further, if the words of the Veda were different from

those in common parlance, then we could not ever comprehend the mean-

ings of the words * uttdndh
'

(on their backs) and the rest found in the Veda;
so that it would be all the more impossible for us to comprehend the
* character of the cow ', which also is unknown to us (and which forms

the predicate of the Vedic sentence containing the words 'uttdndh', etc.).

Nor is the statement of the * cows moving on their backs '

quite meaning-
less and useless

; because it could be taken as serving the useful purpose of

commendation. These same considerations apply to the case of the other

two statements regarding Honey being spoken of as Ghrta, and the golden-

leafed thing being spoken of as '

Vanaspati '. From all this it follows that

the words and their meanings are the same in the Veda and in common

parlance.

[This same sutra 30 is also taken as embodying the Purvapaksa of the

following Adhikarana 10 B.]



ADHIKARAISTA (10B): Words denote Classes.

SUTRA (30).

[PffRVAPAK$A
"

(a) [WORDS CANNOT DENOTE CLASS], AS IF THEY

DID SO, NO INJUNCTION OF ACTIONS WOULD BE POSSIBLE ;

(6) [NoR CAN WORDS DENOTE BOTH CLASS AND

INDIVIDUAL, BECAUSE] A WORD CAN HAVE ONLY

ONE MEANING
; (c) [As FOR THE NOTION OF

CLASS THAT ARISES FROM THE WORD]
THAT IS DUE TO THE FACT THAT

THE TWO [CLASS AND

INDIVIDUAL) ARE

INSEPARABLE ".

Bhasya.

If (i.e. admitting that) the things denoted by words in common

parlance are the same (as those denoted by them in the Veda), there

arises the further question Is it the Class or the Individual that is denoted

by the word ?

But first of all we have to consider what is
* Class

' and what is

Individual
*

?

Among Substances, Qualities and Actions that factor which is common

to several individuals is the * Class ', and that which possesses certain specific

(uncommon) characteristics is the * Individual '.

"Why then should there be a doubt (regarding the meaning of

words)?"

Because when the word '

gauh
'

(' cow ') is pronounced, there appears the

notion of the Class, and yet it is the Individual that is connected with

actions.

The Purvapaksa on this question is as follows :

" It is the Individual that is denoted by the word Why ? Because if

they did, no injunction of action would be possible; i.e. if words denoted the

Class, there could be no injunction of such actions as killing, washing,

cutting and so forth [as none of these actions could be done to the entire

Class].

It might be argued that "
in cases where the utterance of the word

would otherwise become entirely useless, the word may be taken as denoting
the Individual, but in all other cases it should be taken as denoting the

Class". But it has been already pointed out (as the conclusion of Adhi-

karana 10 A) that it is not right to have the same word denoting several

things.
" * How then does the notion of the Class appear (when a word is pro-

nounced) ?
'

The answer to this is that the Class would be the distinguishing feature
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of the Individual denoted by the word, the idea being that * the animal that

has this Class (Commonalty or generic character) is the cow (gauh) ;

'

Just as

we have the idea that ' the man who has the stick is the stick-er % and yet the

word ' stick-er
' does not denote the stick, so also in the case in question

(though we have the idea that * the animal that has this Class or generic

character is|the cow ', yet the word ' cow ' does not denote the said Class)."

SUTRA (31).

[PURVAPAKSA continued]
" ALSO BECAUSE THERE WOULD BE NO

WORDS EXPRESSIVE OF (QUALITIES AS) SUBSISTING IN

SUBSTANCES."

Bhdsya.

"The term '

dravyashabda
'

(in the sutra) stands for '

dravydshraya-

shabda\ i.e. 'word for, i.o. expressive of that of which substance is the

substratum, i.e. the Quality, [which is what subsists in substances].' If

words denoted the Class, then there would be no word expressive of

qualities, such as we have in the expressions
* six cows are to be given ',

' twelve cows are to be given', 'twenty-four cows are to be given' ; here, (if

the word * cows ' denoted the Class) no connection with such a Class of

the numbers six and the rest would bo possible. From this it follows that

words do not denote the Class."

[The Tantravdrtlka Trans, p. 340 has construed this Sutra somewhat

differently.]

SUTRA (32).

[PURVAPAKSA concluded]
" AND ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND THE

WORD 'ANOTHER' USED."

Bhdsya.

" We meet with such Vedic texts as* If the animal consecrated runs

away, then one should secure another animal of the same colour and of the

same age '.Now, if words denoted the Class, then there could be no ' secur-

ing of another animal ', as the other animal also would belong to the same

Class as the one that has run away [and hence it should bo spoken of as the

same, not as another].
" From all this it follows that Words denote Individuals."

SUTRA (33).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, IT IS THE CLASS (THAT IS DENOTED),

AS IT IS THAT WHICH SERVES THE PURPOSES OF ACTIONS.

Bhdsya.

The particle
' tu ', in reality ', sets aside the aforesaid view.

It is the Class that is denoted by the word. Why ? Because it is that

which serves the purposes of actions. The injunction
'

Shyenactitam chinvita
'

'one should erect the altar like the Shyena' is possible only with reference
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to the class (the commonalty) ; i.e. if the word 'Shyena' denotes the

class. If it denoted an individual shyena bird, then, inasmuch as it would
be impossible for the performer to make or produce any individual bird,

the injunction would be laying down something impossible, and hence it would
be meaningless or futile. Hence the word '

Shyena
' must denote the Class.

[In this context, the term ' akrti
'

could best be rendered as '

configuration
' and

as this also is a factor that is common to all individuals, we would have adopted
it ; but the Tantravartika having declared (Translation, pp. 330 and 331) that < akrti

'

does not stand for the shape, it has been thought advisable to stick to the one
uniform rendering class '.]

Says the Opponent " It would be possible (according to the Injunction

quoted) to perform the erecting of the altar by means of tho individual birds

(killed and collected together) ".

But the sentence does not speak of the Shyena as the instrument; in

fact, the word *

Shyena
'

speaks of what is desired to be brought about ; the

meaning of the injunction being that ' the Shyena should be brought about by
the erecting

'

; and this would give sense only if the word '

shyena
' denoted

the class.

Says the Opponent " In fact in both cases, the accomplishment of the

action is equally impossible. For instance, (a) the class cannot be taken as

denoted by the word
; why ? because if the class were denoted, then no

action would be possible in the case of such injunctions as * one should

.sprinkle water on the Vrihi-corn
9

(cf. Taitti. Bra. 3. 2. 5. 4); [it would be

impossible to sprinkle water on the entire class of the corn] ; (b) the Indi-

vidual also cannot be taken as denoted by the word
; if the word denoted

individuals, no action would be possible, as we find in the case of the

injunction
'

Shyenachitam chinvita', 'one should erect the altar like the

Shyena'. If it be urged that in the ease of the sprinkling of water on the

corn, the Class (directly denoted by the word) indirectly indicates the
individual corns, then in the case of the erecting of the altar also, we
could say that the Individual (directly denoted by the word) indirectly
indicates the Class. Under the circumstances, which of the two views is

more reasonable ?
"

Our answer is that it is more reasonable to take the word as denot-

ing the Class. If the word denoted an Individual, then it could not be used
in reference to another Individual; if it could be used in reference to
another Individual, then it cannot be held to denote an Individual ; be-
cause an Individual is that which is free from alt those characteristics that
are common ; [so that if a word is applicable in common to two things, then
those things cannot be regarded as Individuals, in the real sense of the term].

Says the Opponent " Our answer is that what has been urged does not
vitiate our position : because when the word would be applied to another
Individual, it would apply to it only as free from all common character-

istics".

But if it does apply to another individual even as free from all common
characteristics, then that (application of the one word to the two individuals)
itself would constitute two common characteristics (belonging to the two
individuals).
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"Not so", says the Opponent, "that thing is an Individual which is

the substratum of generic properties as well as of certain specific properties ;

and the word that denotes an Individual is not applied either to the generic

property or to the specific property ; it denotes only the substratum of these

two; and hence there is nothing incongruous in the word being applied to

another Individual ; and yet it does not become a generic property ; [when
the word 'cow' is. applied to one cow, it denotes that particular as the

substratum of the generic character 'cow-ness', as also of the specific pro-

perties of that particular cow ; similarly when it is applied to another cow,

it denotes that second cow as the substratum of the same generic property
*
cowness,' as also of the specific properties of that second cow ; in this way

the denotation of the word varying with each particular cow, the word or

its application cannot constitute a common characteristic.}
"

If the word ' cow '

could be applied to another cow also, [because it is

something free from all common characteristics] then, why is not that same

word ' cow '

applied to an individual horse, which also is something free from
all common characteristics ?

Says the Opponent
" The word would be applied only to such things to

which it has been found to be applied in actual usage, and not to any and

everything ; and as a matter of fact, the word ' cow ' has never been found

to be applied to any individual Horse; for that simple reason the word
* cow '

could not be applied to the Horse ".

If a word is to bo applied to only that thing to which it has been found

to have been actually applied in usage, then the word * cow '

could not be

applied for the first time to the cow (calf) just born, as the word has never

before been found to have been applied to that particular calf. Nor in this

case, would it be possible to have any such comprehensive (or common)
notion as ' this is a cow, and that also is a cow '

; the notion that we would

have would bo * this is a cow or that is a cow*. As a matter of fact, we
have the comprehensive notion (of

' cow ') even with regard to the particular

cow that we have never seen before. From this it follows that it cannot

be accepted that tho application of the word ' cow '

to the Individual is

dependent upon actual usage.

Says the Opponent "In that case, (our explanation would be that) it

is the nature of the potency (of the word) that it is applicable to one indi-

vidual and not to another individual. Just as it is in the nature of things
that Fire is hot and Water is cool, so would it be in the case in question
also."

This will not do, we reply. Certainly a word is never understood to be

applicable to one individual and not to another (without any determining

factor).

"But the 'cow-ness* (the class 'cow') would be the determining factor

(in the case of the word 'cow'); the word 'cow' being applicable to only
that individual wherein 'cow-ness

9

(class 'cow') subsists."

If that is so, then, what would be cognised (as denoted by the word)
would be a qualified Individual (i.e. the Individual qualified by the class

'cow'); and if it is the qttalified Individual that is denoted, then, the quali-

fying factor (class 'cow') should be one that has been already cognised
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before ; because until the qualifying factor has been already cognised, people
can never have any notion of the thing qualified by that factor.

" All right ; the word will denote the Glass as the qualifying factor, and

the Individual as the qualified factor ; there is no such law that the Indi-

vidual cannot be denoted by the word that denotes the Class, or that the

Class cannot be denoted by the word that denotes the Individual ; so that

both could be denoted by both ; which of the two, Class or Individual, is the

primary factor in the connotation, and which the secondary, will depend upon
the intention of the speaker ; if one intends to speak of the Class as the

secondary factor, then he would speak of the Individual as the primary
factor."

This cannot be so ; between the two (Class and Individual) there could

be a relation of primary and secondary only if both were denoted by the

word. But if the Class is really comprehended as denoted by the word, then

we cannot say that ' the Individual also is denoted by the word'. Why ?

Because the Class is permanently related to the Individual ; so that when the

Class, as the one relative, is cognised, the cognition of the other relative

(Individual) would naturally follow. That the Individual is cognised on the

utterance of the word is a fact evident to everyone; but what is not

evident is the distinction as to whether the cognition of the Individual

follows directly from the Word itself, or from the Class (which is first denoted

by the Word). This can be ascertained only by induction (by reasoning
based upon affirmative and negative premises), as follows : (a) Even without

the Word being uttered, if one cognises the Class, he necessarily cognises the

Individual also (affirmative premise) ; (6) even on the word being uttered, if,

by reason of some mental derangement, the man fails to cognise the Class,

then he fails to cognise the Individual also (negative premise) ; [and the

irresistible conclusion from these premises is that it is the Class that is

denoted by the Word, and the cognition of the Individual follows only from

the cognition of the Class.]

"
Well, the meaning of the Word may consist in the Class as qualified

by the Individual"

In that case, if the Class were cognised as qualified by one Individual,

it could not be cognised as qualified by another Individual.

From all this it follows that the Word is the direct cause of the

cognition of the Class, and that the cognition of the Class is the cause of the

cognition of the Individual.
" [We do not deny that the Class is denoted by the word], what we

mean is that it is denoted as the secondary factor (the Individual being
denoted as the primary factor)."

The fact of the Class being the secondary factor does not militate

against our view; all that we mean is that in every case the Class is

denoted; whether it is denoted as the secondary or the primary factor

depends upon the purpose (and intention) of the speaker: if the Class is

spoken of with a view to itself, then the Classes the primary factor; if,

on the other hand, it is spoken of, not with a view to itself, but to some-

thing else, then it is of course the secondary factor. But the Word has got
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nothing to do in this matter (of the Class being the primary or the

secondary factor).

The Opponent takes up another position. "In the case of the word
' dandl '

(' stick-er ',
' the man with the stick ') we find that the word * dandl

'

does not denote the stick, and yet what is comprehended as denoted by the
word is one qualified by the stick'

1

; in the same manner, in the case in

question also, even- though the Class is not denoted by the Word, yet what
would be comprehended as denoted by the Word would be the Individual

qualified by the Class".

This is not well said. It is true that the stick is not denoted by the
word ' dandl '

; but there is no cognition of the dandl, the man with the stick,

until the stick has been cognised; then again, the term ' danda '

('stick')
forms part of the term dandl 9

('the man with the stick'), and it is this
term ' danda ' which has brought about the cognition of the stick ; so that the
statement remains unchallenged that * the qualified is cognised only on the

cognition of the qualifying factor '.But in the case of the word '

go
'

('cow'), there is no part of the word which would be denotative of the
Glass, and another (part or whole) would be denotative of the Individual,
on the strength of which it could bo said that " the class is comprehended
from that part of the word, and the whole word 'go* is not expressive of the
Class". Further, in the case of the word 'dandi', it has been found
that the word 'dandi' ('man with the stick') is never used in the sense
of the stick; in the case in question, on the other hand, it is not that
the word '

go
'

is never used in the sense of the Class. It is with a view
to this that it has been shown above (Text, p. 80, line 21) that the word
'

Shyena
'

denotes the Class only.
Thus then, (a) from affirmative and negative premises, and (6) from

the fact that the word <

shyena
'

is used even when there is no connection
with any individual shyena, it follows that the Word is expressive of the
Class.

In the case of the word ' Vrlhi' (Corn) also, the word is never found
to be used with reference to any individual Vrlhi, without some connection
with the Class ' Vrlhi \

From all this we conclude that the view that the Word denotes the
Class is the most reasonable one.

SUTRA (34).

IF IT IS URGED (a) THAT "NO ACTION WOULD BE POSSIBLE ",

(b) THAT " THERE COULD BE NO INJUNCTION OF 'ANOTHER"',
AND (c) THAT "THERE WOULD BE NO WORDS EXPRESSIVE
OF QUALITIES AS RESIDING IN SUBSTANCE ", [THEN

THE ANSWER IS AS GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING

It has been urged above by the Purvapaksin (a) that " there would
be no action consequent upon the injunction

'

sprinkle water on Vrlhi
' "
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(Sutra 30), (6) that " there would be no word expressive of qualities as

subsisting in substances
" as we find in the texts * Six cows are to be

given, etc.' (Sutra 31), and (c) that " there would be no injunction of
' another ', as we find in the texts,

* another animal of the same colour, etc.*

(Sutra 32) ". All this has got to be answered. [And this is what is going to

be done in the following Sutra].

SUTRA (35).

AS WORDS DENOTE CLASSES [AND THROUGH THESE, ALSO INDIVIDUALS]
THERE WOULD BE NO DISSOCIATION (OF INDIVIDUALS FROM

ACTIONS).

(a) Inasmuch as the Word denotes the Class, the action would pertain
to that Individual which is related to that Class ; for instance, in the case

of the sentence *

sprinkles water on Vrihi
' what is enjoined as to be done

is the sprinkling with water, of a certain substance ; over which sub-

stance ? over that substance which is conducive to the accomplishment
of the sacrifice ; because the sprinkling is for the purpose of bringing about a

transcendental result. The sprinkling could not be enjoined as to be done
over the Class, because no sprinkling of a Class would be possible. So what

happens in this case is that the word * Vrihi\ which is really expressive of

the Class, is used for the purpose of qualifying (indicating) the receptacle
of the action of sprinkling water: and the word will naturally denoto the

Class, and this Class, on. being cognised, would qualify (and indicate)
the receptacle of the action of sprinkling water. Thus there would bo

nothing incongruous in regarding the Word as denoting the Class.

(b) Similarly in the case of the text * Six cows are to be given as the

sacrificial fee ', what it is intended to be declared is the number of that sub-

stance which is to be given as the sacrificial fee, and the word *

cows', as

denoting the Class, serves to qualify (and indicate) that substance.

(c) Lastly, in the case of the injunction of 'another animal', what is

meant to be spoken of as * another '

is the substitute for what has been lost,

and hence the word ' animal ', which denotes the Class, sorves to qualify (and

indicate) by that Class, the said substitute.

Thus it is established that all such words as ' cow ',
' horse

' and
the like are denotative of the Class.

Thus ends Pada Hi the Rmrtipada of Adhydya I.



ADHYAYA I.

PADA IV.

Treating of the Names of Sacrifices.

ADHIKARAIJA (1) : Words like
' Udbhid' are names of

sacrifices.

SUTRA (1).

[PURVAPAKSA] "IT HAS BEEN EXPLAINED THAT THE VEDA SERVES

THE PURPOSE OF ACTIONS ;
THEREFORE THE WHOLE (VEDA)

SHOULD BE TAKEN AS SERVING THAT PURPOSE."

Bhasya.

[It has been established that the Veda is the only means of knowing Dharma ;

that is, the knowledge of what we ought to do can be obtained only from the Vedic

texts. Of Vedic texts, there are several kinds (a) there is one which directly

enjoins the act to be done or forbids the act to be avoided
; (6) there is the decla-

matory (commendatory or condemnatory) declaration, which has been shown to be

useful in helping us to obtain a knowledge of our duty by commending the act

enjoined or condemning the act forbidden, and thereby prompting us to

activity ; (c) then there are the Mantras (Invocations), which have been shown to

serve the purpose of indicating certain details of the act that has been enjoined ;

(d) in addition to these we find in the Veda certain words and phrases the exact

purpose and meaning of which are not so clear as those of the texts dealt with under

the above three heads. For instance, there is the text * Udbhida yajeta
'

; the

meaning of this sentence is not clear; as the exact signification of the term

' Udbhid' is doubtful. The present Pada is going to deal with texts of this latter

kind.]

We meet with such Vedic texts as 'Udbhida yajeta ', 'one should

sacrifice with the Udbhid' (Tdndya-Brdhmana 19. 7. 2);
' Balabhidd yajeta,

9

(Ibid, 19. 7. 1):
'

Abhijitd yajeta\
* Vishvajltd yajeta \ Tn regard to these

there arises the question Are these terms,
' Udbhid ', (' Balabhid\

'

Abhijit ',

and *

Vishvajit') meant to enjoin certain sacrificial accessories ? Or are they

the names of certain sacrifices ?
" Why should such a question arise at all ?

"

Because from the sentence as it stands, both the meanings are deducible ;

from the syntax of the sentence, the term ' Udbhida
'

(

4 with the Udbhid 1

)
is

related to the verb 'Yajeta' (

( should sacrifice'); now this syntactical

connection between the two words may be either appositional, the meaning

being that 'one should sacrifice with the sacrifice named Udbhid ', or

non-appositional, the meaning being that ' one should perform the sacrifice

with the Udbhid as the substance offered'. The sentence thus admitting

of both these constructions, there naturally arises a doubt (as to which is the

correct interpretation).

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows :
"
It has already
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been explained by us that the Veda serves the purpose of actions ; one part of it

consists of Vidhi, Injunction, which makes known things not already

known; e.g.
* Somena yajeta' ('One should sacrifice with theSoma'); (6)

another part of it consists of the Arthavdda, Declamatory Passage, which

eulogises and commends the Injunction ; e.g.
'

Vayu is the eftest deity
'

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 1. 1. 1) ; (c) another part is Mantra, the Invocational

Passage, which indicates (brings to mind) the enjoined thing at the

time of the performance; e.g.
' Varhirdevasadanan ddmi\ ('I am lopping

grass, the seat of the gods' Maitra. Sam. 1. 1. 2. 1), and so forth.

From this it follows that the terms in question
* Udbhid

' and the rest

should serve one of these three purposes. But they cannot be Arthavd-

das, because an Arthavdda always appears as a supplement to something that

has been enjoined. Nor can they be Mantras, as there is no such thing to be

indicated (at the time of performance) as is spoken of in the words under

consideration. The only possible alternative left by elimination thus is

that the words be taken as injunction of accessories', i.e. what is enjoined

(by the word 'UdbhidtT) is that * the sacrifice is to be performed with

Udbhid as an accessory (i.e. substance of offering)' ; and the reasons for the

acceptance of this alternative are (a) that it is in keeping with a well-recog-

nised fact, (b) that the injunction of accessories serves a distinctly useful

purpose, and (c) that it serves to prompt men to the particular course of

action. [It also fulfils the condition of Injunctions, in that it makes known

something not already known, as] the fact of the Udbhid being of use in a

sacrifice is not known among people ; nor has it been declared in the Veda

(anywhere else). Hence the texts in questions must be injunctions of

accessories. An objection may be raised *If the sentence in question

is the injunction of an accessory, then there is no injunction of the action

(of sacrificing) itself (whereat the accessory could be used) ; and so long as the

action itself is not enjoined, any injunction of accessories for that action

would be entirely useless.' Our answer to this is that it is not so; the

injunction of the accessory (by the sentence in question) would be useful,

in so far as it would be enjoining the particular accessory for the Primary

Sacrifice Jyotistoma (which is the archetype of all Soma -sacrifices). If tho

word in question (

4

Udbhid^) were only the name of the sacrifice, then

'Udbhida yajeta* ('should offer the t/dfr/wd-sacrifice
'

) would be synony-
mous with '

Yajeta
'

(' should sacrifice '); [as Udbhid would bo only the name
of the sacrifice] ;

so that the presence of the word ' Udbhidd
'

in the sentence

would make no difference in the activity prompted by the injunction. If,

on the other hand, the word is taken as enjoining an accessory, then through
the addition of this accessory, the words ' Udbhid ' and the like would

be providing additional information and thus serve a distinctly useful

purpose. From all this it follows that all these words are injunctions of

accessories."

In answer to this Purvapaksa we have the following Siddhdnta
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SUTRA (2).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THAT TERM MUST BE A NAME
'

WHICH, AT FIRST, APPEARS AS NEW '

[OR,
' OF THAT

SACRIFICE WHICH BRINGS ABOUT AN AptirVd, A

TRANSCENDENTAL RESULT '], BECAUSE IT CANNOT

BE INJUNCTIVE (OF ANYTHING).

Bhasya.

The phrase
'

api vd' t 'in reality \ rejects the above Purvapaksa.

The term must be a name we declare; because it is only thus that

the term would enjoin something not already enjoined, i.e. a sacrifice

other than the Jyotistoma ; and the Vedic text also would directly mention

a sacrifice. Otherwise, (i.e. if the term were not a name, but an injunction

of accessories), the text speaking of the ' Udbhid ' and other things would

indirectly indicate that act at which the Udbhid is used, the meaning of the

sentence * Udbhidd yajeta' being that 'one should bring about (tho result)

by means of that sacrifice at which the Udbhid is used '

; that * one should

bring about the result by means of the sacrifice
'

is what is meant by the term
* should sacrifice

'

(' Yajeta') ;

*

Ydga,
' ' the sacrifice,' is an instrument ; the

Udbhid also is an instrument, as it is spoken of by means of a word with the

instrumental ending ('Udbhidd'). Thus then, if we construe 'Udbhidd

yajeta
'

as * Udbhidd yagena kurydt
'

, and take the term * Udbhid '

occurring
in the term 'Udbhidd' with the Instrumental ending, as the name of the

sacrifice, Ydga, which is expressed by the term '

Yagena ', which also has the

instrumental ending, then the co-ordination between the two terms (' Ud~

bhidd ' and *

Yagena
'

) becomes quite logical. On the other hand, if the term
* Udbhid' were taken as denoting a substance (to be used at the sacrifice),

then the requisite co-ordination (between
' Udbhidd' and *

Yagena') would

bo possible only by having recourse to possessive indication (in the term
'

Udbhidd', taking it as equivalent to *

Udbhidvatd',
' one that possesses, i.e.

uses, the Udbhid'). And certainly when there is a doubt as to the accept-

ability of direct assertion and indirect indication, it is direct assertion that is

more acceptable. From all this it follows that the term ' Udbhid '

is the

name of a sacrifice.

Says the Opponent
" In that case, the well-known fact of the term

' Udbhid '

denoting a substance would bo ignored and the entirely unknown
fact of the word denoting an action (i.e. sacrifice) would be assumed ".

The answer to this is that the fact of the term ' udbhid '

being the name
of an action is deduced from the force of the Instrumental ending in * Udbhidd '

" How ?
" The Instrumental ending is added to only such noun-bases

as denote an Instrument, and in the sentence in question it is the *

Ydga' ,

Sacrifice, that is the instrument; consequently we infer that the word
' udbhidd % with the instrumental ending, being in the same case as
*

yagena ', the term ' udbhid ' must denote the sacrifice.

Says the Opponent :
" This is not right. It could be as explained only
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if the presence of the Instrumental ending had enabled the term ' udbhid '

to

bring about the notion of (i.e. to denote) the sacrifice; as a matter of

fact, however, no such notion of the sacrifice arises out of the word
' udbhid

'

; hence what has been asserted is not right. It might be argued
that * The Instrumental ending would be inexplicable except on the basis-

of the explanation just provided'. Let it be inexplicable; when, as a

matter of fact, the sacrifice is not understood to be denoted by the term
* udbhid ', this term cannot be regarded as expressive of it (simply for

making the Instrumental ending explicable). For these reasons, the words

in question (' udbhid,
'

etc.)> must be taken as injunctive of accessories. It

might be urged that ' this involves recourse? to indirect indication''. But it is

better to assume an indirect indication than to assume the denotation of

the sacrifice (by a word that does not denote it ). Because recourse to indirect

indication is an ordinary every-day process, while the assuming of an

entirely unknown thing is sheer perversity. Further, if the text * Udbhidd

yajeta
'

enjoins the name, it cannot enjoin the sacrifice ; and if it enjoins the

sacrifice, then it cannot enjoin the? name ; if it enjoins both, then there

is syntactical split."

The answer to this is as follows : The Name is not enjoined by the

text in question ;
what we mean is that the word * udbhida

'

contains a

reference (by name) to the sacrifice. ** But where is that sacrifice enjoined,

(to which reference is made in the term * udbhida ')?" Our answer to this

is that the term ' udbhid ' denotes the act of sacrifice through the force of

its constituents,
' ut

' and the root * bhid ', which together express manifest,

bring about ; so that the particular sacrifice is referred to as * udbhid '

in the

sense that it manifests, brings about, 'cattle' (the declared result of the

sacrifice). Thus it is that this particular sacrifice is named * udbhid '.

Similarly, the Abhijit-s&critice is so called in the sense that it brings

about straight victory. The F/s/w;V-sacrifico is so called in the sense that

it brings about conquest of the world. And so in the case of other naineft

of sacrifices. For these reasons we conclude that all these words are names

of so many sacrifices.

As regards the argument urged by the Purvapaksin to the effect that
" If taken as a name, the word would not lead to any special activity on the

part of the agent, and hence it would be useless", the name also would be

useful, inasmuch as it would serve to connect the sacrifice with particular

accessories and results; [for instance, the sacrifice having been enjoined
in some other text, the text ' udbhida yajeta pashukdmah

'

serves to connect

that sacrifice, here referred to by the name * udbhid \ with the particular

result in the shape of Cattle ; similarly in other cases, the text may serve

the purpose of connecting the sacrifice with a particular accessory in the

shape of substance or deity, etc.].

From all this it becomes established that words like those under dis-

cussion are names of sacrifices.

[Kumarila has not accepted this interpretation of Sutras 1 and 2 as embodying
the single adhikarana that words like * udbhid '

are names of sacrifices. According
to him Sutra (1) contains nothing that cannot be accepted by the Siddhantin,

and therefore it need not be taken as a Purvapaksa sutra. By his interpretation
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Sutra (I) embodies the Adhikarana leading to the conclusion that words like
' udbhid' also are means of knowing Dharma; and Sutra (2) embodies another

adhikarana leading to the conclusion that the said terms are names of sacrifices.

The Purvapafaa of both these Adhikaranas is, in this interpretation, to be supplied
from outside the Sutras.]



ADHIKARAIJA (2): Words like 'Chitra' are names of

sacrifices.

SUTRA (3).

[SlDDHANTA]- THAT WORD WHEREIN THERE WOULD BE AN INJUNCTION

OF AN ACCESSORY DETAIL MUST BE RELATED TO THE PRINCIPAL

FACTOR.

Bhasya.

[The foregoing Adhikarana has dealt with such words as have no commonly

recognised meaning, and whose meaning had, in every case, to be deduced from their

etymology. The present Adhikarana deals with such words as have common well-

recognised meanings of their own.]

The texts to be dealt with here are (a)
'

Chitraya yajeta, pashukdmah
'

(Taittiriya-Samhitd 2. 4. 6. 1), (b)
* Trivrt bahih pavamdnam

'

(Tdndya-Brdh-

manaW. 1. 2), (c)
*

Panchadashdnydjydni* (Tandya-Brahmana, 19. 11. 2],

(d)
*

Saptadasha prsthdni
'

(Tdndya-Brdhmana 19. 1. 2).

The question in regard to these is Are the words (a) 'Chitrd\ (b)

' Pavamdna', (c)
'

Ajya\ and (d)
* Prsthfi" injunctive of accessories, or

names of sacrifices ?

The Purvapaksa on this question is as follows :
" These words must be

taken as injunctive of accessories, (a) because such is their well -recognised

meaning, (b) because it is only in that sorise that they could serve a useful

purpose, and (c) because it is only in that sense that they would lead to

a particular kind of activity. These words are not known as denoting any
acts (sacrifices) ; nor have they any etymological meaning ; they are

ordinary common nouns (denoting classes). For instance, the word * Chitrd

is an adjective, expressing quality; the sentence *

Chitraya yajeta* is a

reference to a sacrifice, and not the injunction of the sacrifice, as the sacri-

fice is one already known ; in fact, what the sentence is meant to express

is the fact of a particular result (acquisition of cattle) following from

certain accessory details in relation to the sacrifice ; and hence it is not neces-

sary for this sentence itself to enjoin the sacrifice. Similarly also in the

case of the sentences ' Panchadashdni djydni
' and *

tfaptadashdni prsthdni '.

Nor is it necessary to have recourse to indirect indication, even when
the words are taken as injunctive of accessories. Hence the words must

be taken as injunctive of accessories."

In answer to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta :

That word in regard to which there is a doubt as to whether it is injunctive

of accessories or a Name wherein would, be enjoined another accessory detail,

must be related to the principal factor, i.e. the action. That is to say,

such a word must be taken as the Name of an action (sacrifice). If it were

taken as injunctive of an accessory, then there would be syntactical split.

For instance, (in the case of the text *

Chitraya yajeta pashukdmah
'

if the

word Chitraya
'

were taken as injunctive of an accessory, the meaning of the
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whole sentence would have to be that) there being a possibility of a
male animal being used, ( 1)

* the animal that is used (2) should be a female
one, (3) with the additional qualification of being of variegated colour, and

(4) from using such an animal at the sacrifice, cattle will follow as

the result'. Certainly no single sentence can enjoin so many things. Thus
then, [it being possible to enjoin only one thing at a timej, if the variegated
colour were enjoined,, it could be enjoined (or predicated) only in reference

to the female animal (which will have to be already enjoined elsewhere,
in order to be able to be referred to here) ; as a matter of fact however, no

female animal could be enjoined either in reference to the Agnisomiya
(animal dedicated to Agni-Soma), or in reference to the desire for cattle ; nor
could this latter be enjoined in reference to the animal dedicated to Agni-
Soma.

Similarly in the case of tho text * PancJiadashani djydni bhavanti ', what
is meant is that the number fifteen pertains to the '

Ajyas '. Now, until the
*

Ajyas
' have been enjoined, they cannot be used in connection with the

Stotra-Chants ; but there is no other text injunctive of the Ajyas ; hence
the text in question (according to the Purvapaksa) would have to enjoin
the Ajyas, and to enjoin also the number fifteen in regard to the Ajyas thus

enjoined; and a connection between these two the *

Ajyas' and the
number fifteen

'

is clearly recognised (in the text under consideration) ; but
the connection of the 'Ajyas' with the Stotra-chant has been hitherto

unknown; so also the connection between the Ajyas and the number

fifteen has been unknown (apart from the text under consideration);
and yet it is impossible for both these connections to be enjoined (and
predicated) by the single sentence ( PancJiadashani djydni bhavantr).On
the other hand, if Ajya

'

is taken as the name (of an act), there is no such

incongruity (of double predication); as in that case the only connection to
be predicated is that with the number (fifteen). Further, the idea that
*

Ajyas are titotra-chants
'

could be obtained from the text under considera-

tion, only by recourse to indirect indication.From all this it follows that
words like *

djya
'

are names of actions (chants) those actions being enjoined
by other texts such as *

Ajyaih stuvate' (' pray with the Ajyas '),
*

Prafhaih
stuvate

'

(' Pray with the Prsthas ').

As regards the Purvapaksa-argument that " no such name of action is

known (as 'djya' or Prstha') ", our answer is that the particular chants
would be named (

djyas\ through the etymological signification of this word
which signifies 'going to the battle' (dji-gamana).

" What would be this

going to battle (in regard to the chants) ? "The explanation is supplied by the

subsequent Arthavdda passage, which declares that * The Ajya-cha,nte are so
called because the deities went to battle after reciting these chants '.Similarly
the 'Prstha chants' are so called because they speak of touching (sparsha),
[the Rathantara-sdma is described as having come out of the water touched
by Vayu]. Similarly also the Bahispavamdna chant is so called because its

mantra-texts are expressive of the Pavamdna, and because it has some con-
nection with the outside (bahih).~A particular sacrifice is named chitrd

'

(lit. multi-coloured), because several kinds of substances are used thereat,
such as curds, honey, milk, clarified butter, fried grains, rice and water'.
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From all this it follows that all such words ( as
* rhitra

'

) are names of

actions.

Question :
" Why cannot the text ' Panchadashdni djydni bhavanti

' be

taken as enjoining the Ajyas qualified by the number Fifteen with reference to

the act of chanting [thereby avoiding a syntactical split] ?
"

Answer : For the simple reason that in the text there is no word ex-

pressive of the qualified Ajyas.

"But there are the two words *

panchadashdni
' and 'djydni', which

together express the Ajyas qualified by the number Fifteen, and it would be

these that the text would enjoin with reference to the /StoJra-ehants."

Both these words cannot be injunctive; only one can be injunctive

(predicative) and the other must be the subject (of the proposition); if both

were predicative, then they could not be related to one another ; if neither

of them were injunctive, then there could be nothing to enjoin (or predicate)

connection with the Stotra-chant. Nor will it be possible to take one of the

two words ('djydni') as the subject in reference to the qualification (num-
ber * fifteen ') and as injunctive (predicative) in reference to the Stotra-chant ;

as such a construction would involve two distinct sentences. Hence the

answer proposed is no answer to the Siddhdnta.



A (3) : Words like
'

Agnihotra
'

are names of

Actions (Tatprakhyanyaya).

SUTRA (4).

[SlDDHANTA] THERE IS ANOTHER TEXT INJUNCTIVE OF THAT

ACCESSORY.

Bhasya.

[Adhikarana (1) has dealt with words whose etymological signification pointed

to the sacrificial accessory only indirectly ;

* udbJiida
'

for instance, had to be taken

by the Purvapaksin as * wlbhidvata
'

before it could be construed as laying down the

offering-material ; and it was this necessity of having recourse to indirect possessive

indication that was found to be the weak point in the Purvapaksa. The present

Adhikarana is going to deal with those words whose direct signification itself points

to a sacrificial accessory and no recourse to indirect indication is necessary.]

We meet with such Vedic texts as (a)
'

Agnihotram juhoti svargakainah

(Taittiriya-tiamhita 1. 6. 9), (b)
'

AqharamagMmyati
'

(Taitti. Sam. 6. 3. 7. 3 ;

Taittiriya-Brdhmana 3. 3. 7). In regard to these there arises the following

question Are the terms 'agnihotra' and 'tightim' injunctive of accessories,

or names of actions ?

On this question wo have the following Purvapaksa :
"
(a) The term

'

agnihotra
'

(taken as a Bahuvrihi compound) signifies
* that in which the

libation is offered to Agni* ; (b) and the phrase
4

dghdramdghdrayati
'

signifies

that 'one pours the AgMra, i.e. & fluid substance ', such as Clarified Butter.

By accepting these significations, we accept the we] I-recognised meanings of

the terms. And with these significations, (a) the term 'agnihotra' is m-

junctive of the accessory (Deity, Agni) of the Darvihoma offering, and (6) the

term *

dghdra
'

is injunctive of the accessory (offering material, a fluid substance)

of the Updmshuydja-offering ; and in this manner, both these terms serve

a distinctly useful purpose and are also conducive to particular forms of

activity (on the part of the performers). Nor does the view that those

terms are injunctive of accessories involve any necessity for having recourse

to indirect indication, as was found necessary in tho case of tho sentence
* udbhidd yajeta

'

[under Adhikarana ( I)] ; because (a) in the case of the term
*

agnihotra ', the injunction of the accessory (Deity) is got at from the com-

pound itself, and (6) in the case of the term 'agh-dra', tho injunction of the

accessory (material) is got at directly (from the accusative ending in
*

dghdram'); just as in the case of the sentence *

dghdram nirvartayati
'

(' pre-

pares the fluid substance
'

). From all this it follows that the two terms are

injunctive of accessories."

Tn answer to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta :

There is another text injunctive of that accessory. (Su.) That is to say, the

two accessories that might be suspected of being enjoined by the two terms

under discussion are such as have been already learnt from other texts.

For instance, (a) the deity, (Agni, for the Darvihoma) is already enjoined in
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tho text '

Yadagnaye etui prajdpataye ctw sdyam juhoti' (cf. Maitra. Sam.

1. 8. 7); and (6) the material (Clarified Butter) for the Aghdra also is

already enjoined in the text *

Chaturgrhltom vd etadabhut tasydghdramd-

ghdryd* (where
'

chaturgrhltam
' stands for Clarified Butter taken up in the

8ruva four times). An Injunction is a real injunction only when it makes

known something not already known; in the present instance, we find

that the two accessories have been already enjoined by other texts;

hence it follows that the words in question cannot be injunctive of these

accessories. On the other hand, it is quite possible for the two terms

to be names of actions: (a)
'

Agnihotra
'

being that act in which the libation

(hotra) is offered to Agni (agnaye), and (6) 'Aghdra' is well-known as signi-

fying the act of pouring a long stream. Thus both the terms are names

of actions. As regards the argument that " the well-known meaning of the

terms is preserved if they are taken as injunctive of materials", this has

been already answered (under sutras 1, 2 and 3).

[In answer to the Siddhdnta argument that Agni having been already

enjoined by another text as the deity of the Darvihoma, there would be a

superfluity if the term '

agnihotra
'

also were taken as injunctive of the same]
the Purvapaksin says that " the injunction of Agni over again as the deity

of Darvihoma would serve the useful purpose of precluding the possibility of

Prajapati being regarded as the deity of that offering."

Our answer to this is that that cannot be; the text in question (' Agni-
hotram juhuydt"

1

)
is capable of enjoining Agni, it is not capable of pre-

cluding Prajapati ; specially as if Prajapati were precluded, then the enjoining

of that Deity (by another text) would be entirely futilo, when Prajapati is

understood (irom a certain text) to be the deity (of a certain offering) ; and

what is so understood cannot be regarded as false (or wrong, which is what

the alleged precluding would mean). Hence what the Purvapaksin says

does not meet our argument at all.

[The Purvapaksin next urges an objection against the tiiddhawta view

regarding the term *

aghdra
'

being the name of an act]
"
(a) The sentence

'

agMrciMuighdrayali' is the injunction of a material; (b) according to the

rule * Yaistu dravyam chiklrsyate, etc.,' (Su. 2. 1. 8), an act which tends to

bring about a material is an Accessory; (c) by the act of Pouring herein

enjoined, the material (AgMra) is brought about ; (cf) being thus poured out,

the said material accomplishes the sacrifice; such being the case, what
is that principal act of which *

Aghdra
' would be the name [the Pouring out

having been found to be only an Auxiliary or Accessory]. ?
"

Answer : This *

dgliarana \ Pouring out, itself is the principal act.

Objection :
" But there is neither a material nor a deity for any such

act (and in connection with every Principal Act, there should be a material

arid a Deity)."

Answer: We say that there are both; from the text *

Tasydghdra-

mdghdryd\ it is clear that Clarified Butter is the material used at the

offering; and tho Deity is indicated by the words of the Mantra Indra

urdhvoddhara itydgharamdghdryate' (cf. Shata. Bra. 1. 5. I. 4; Taitti. Bra.

3. 3. 7. 7
; for Mantra, see Mddh. Sam. 2. 8 and Taittlrlya-Samhita 1. 1. 12) ;

a mantra which speaks of an act, or of the means of accomplishing the act,
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becomes an integral part of that act; and the mantra just quoted is found

capable of speaking of the deity Indra ; so that, if this Indra were a meana
of accomplishing that act (of pouring out ), the said mantra could be used in

that act of Pouring out; and this Indra being the required deity [and
Clarified Butter the required material], the act of Pouring Out is one with a

definite deity and a definite material ; hence it is an act of * sacrifice
'

; and

it is of this sacrifice that '

Aghdra
9

is the name.



ADHIKARANA (4) : Words like
' S h y e n a

'

are names of

Sacrifices : Tadvyapadeshanyaya.

SUTRA (5).

[SIDDHANTA]- THAT ALSO (SHOULD BE TAKEN AS THE NAME OF

AN ACTION) WHICH IS SPOKEN OF (AS SIMILAR TO

SOMETHING WELL-KNOWN).

Bhdsya.

[Adhikarana (1) has dealt with words like
( udbhid \ which are taken in their

etymological sense both in the Purvapaksa and the Siddhanta ; in the case of the

word *

ShySna
'

dealt with in the present Adhikarana, in the Siddhanta view it would

have to be taken in its etymological sense, while in the Pvrvapakea, it is taken in its

ordinary popular sense. Then again, Adhikarana (2) has dealt with those words

which, though being taken directly as injunctive of accessories, give rise, if so

taken, to unnecessary syntactical splits ; while the present Adhikarana takes up the

case of those words whose direct signification points to things that can be used

as materials for offering, etc., and which, when taken in this sense, do not occasion

any syntactical split.]

We meet with such Vedic texts as (a)
' Athaisa shyenenabhicharan

yajeta, (see Sadvimsha-Bra. 3. 8. 1), (6) 'Athaisa sandamshendbhicharan yajeta ',

(c)
* Athaisa gavabhicharan yajeta

' The question that arises in connection

with these is are the words (a)
*

shyena \ (b)
' sandamsha

' awl '

gauh*

injunctive of accessories or names of acts ?

The Purvapaksa, as in the case of the word ' udbhid \ is based upon the

well-known meanings of the words ; the only difference between the two

cases being, that while the word ' udbhid
'

(being derived from a verbal root

and hence) expressive of actions, is capable of indicating the sacrifice, the

words being considered now are nouns expressive
1
, of classes and hence

unable to indicate the sacrifice. The Purvapaksa view is that words like

*

Shyena
'

are injunctive of accessories.

The Siddhanta 9 in answer to this Purvapaksa is as follows : Ttuit also

should be taken as the name of an action which is spoken of as similar to some-

thing well-known ; i.e. that which is spoken of as similar to the well-known,

(a) bird, kite [(b) pincers and (c) cow] is the name of an action ; because in

support of its being a name, we have the direct assertion (of the Shruti text

which speaks of the act as similar to the Kite), while it is only through indi-

rect indication that it could be taken as injunctive of accessories. As for the

argument that " these words are common nouns (expressive of classes)

and cannot indicate the sacrifice ", they can certainly indicate the sacrifice

through the mention of similarity (in Vedic texts) ; for instance, we find

the similarity mentioned in the text 'Just as the kite falls upon and

seizes its prey, in the same manner does one fall upon and seize his enemy

against whom one sacrifices with the Shyena' (Sadvimsha-Bra. 3. 8. 3);
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which shows that through the similarity of the act of '

falling- upon and

seizing *, the term '

shyena
' becomes applicable to the sacrifice ; just as the

term ' lion
' becomes applicable to Devadatta (through the similarity of

such qualities as courage, nobility and so forth). Hence the term
'

shyena
' should be taken as the name of a sacrifice. (6) In regard to the

' sandamsha '

also, there is the similarity expressed in the words * Just as

by means of the piricer one picks up something that cannot be picked

up, etc.
'

; and (c) in regard to the '

go
'

the similarity is
*

just as the cow

preserves, etc.
' Hence the terms k sandamsha ' and *

go
'

also should be

taken as names of sacrifices.



ADHIKARAtfA (5) : Words like
' v a

j
a p e y a

'

are names

of sacrifices.

SUTRA (6).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
" IN THE CASE OF (WHAT APPEARS TO BE) A NAME,

INASMUCH AS THERE IS DIRECT MENTION OF AN ACCESSORY,

IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS AN INJUNCTION (OF THAT AC-

CESSORY) ", IF THIS IS URGED (THEN THE ANSWER

IS AS FOLLOWS IN THE NEXT SUTRA).

Bhasya.

[What is said in this Adhikarana applies to all those cases where words appear
to be names of sacrifices ; hence it is applicable also to the case of ' udbhid

' and

other words already dealt with. And yet the Bhasya has cited in particular the case

of the term '

vajapBya
'

only with a view to discuss and ascertain the exact meaning
of the text *

VajapSyena svarajyakamo yaj&ta ', and also because in regard to this

term and passage, there is available the additional argument set forth under Sutra

7-J

We find the text '

Vdjapeyeua mrajyaka>mo yajeta
'

(see Taitti. Bra. 1. 3-

6. 9). In regard to the term *

vdjapeya\ there arises the question as to its

being injunctive of an accessory or a Name.

Says the Purvapaksin
" If such is the question, then there can be no

question or doubt at all on the point, since it is clearly seen that it is injunc-

tive of an accessory ; as a matter of fact we find an accessory directly men-

tioned [in the word '

vdjapeya ', which means * that at which vdja is peya'*

where the material mja, food-grains, is distinctly mentioned] ;
and when

that accessory is duly recognised, it cannot be said that it is not (ex-

pressed) there. Hence the name *

vdjapeya
' must be taken as injunctive of

an accessory/'

SUTRA (7).

[HlDDHANTA] THAT CANNOT BE
;
AS TWO ACTIONS WOULD BECOME

IDENTICAL.

What has been asserted in the Purvapaksa cannot be right ; as, in that

case, the two acts of Vdjapeya and of Darshapurnamdsa would become

identical : as both would have exactly the same detailed procedure as that

which has been laid down in connection with the Darshapurnamdsa ; and the

result of this would be that the Dlksds and the Upasads would disappear
from the Vdjapeya, in connection with which they have been specially pres-

cribed in such texts as ' In the Vdjapeya there are seventeen Diksds ',
* In

the Vdjapeya, there are seventeen Upasads \

Or, the meaning of the (Sutra may be that if the word *

Vdjapeya
'
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injunctive of an accessory, then the Vdjapeya sacrifice would be identical

with the Jyotistoma sacrifice, thus alone would the presence of the Di-ksas

and the Upasads be possible.

From all this it follows that the term *

Vdjapeya
'

is the name of a sacri-

fice.

[If the word *

VajapBya
'

signified and enjoined a material, the only material it

could signify would be the Vaja which is a preparation of flour, sugar and some other

ingredients ; and the sacrifice at which such a material would be used would become
an Iff?, as at an Isti alone is a food-grain-offering made ; and as the archetype of all

Iftis is the Darshapurnamasa, it would be the procedure of this latter that would be

adopted at the sacrifice at which Vaja would be offered ; whereas as a matter of fact,

the procedure actually followed at the VajapBya sacrifice is that of the Jyotistoma

sacrifice, as is clear from the fact that the Dlkeas and Upasads have been specially

enjoined for the Vajaptya and those Dikpax&nd (Jpasads form part of the procedure
of the Jyotietoma, not of the Darshapurnamasa Tantravartika.]

What we have said so far in answer to the Purvapaksa is only an (infer-

ential) argument against it ; the real Siddhdnta position is as set forth in the

following Sutra.

SUTRA (8).

A SINGLE WORD WOULD HAVE (ITS OWN AS WELL AS) AN EXTRA-

NEOUS SI(UNIFICATION.

Bhasya.

If the word '

vdjapeya
' wore injunctive of an accessory, then the single

word '

yajeta
'

would' have its own as well an an extraneous signification ; and

this would be an incongruity. That is to say, the intrinsic signification of the

text *

(vajapeyena) svdrdjyakdmo yajeta
1

is that it enjoins a sacrifice for the

person desiring
* world-wide sovereignty' [the term '

svdrajya* has this

technical signification attached to it in Aita. Bra. 8. 14] and that being so,

the same word '

yajeta
"

could not have the extraneous signification whereby
it could be only referring to the sacrifice for the purpose of connecting it with

the material '

vajapeya \ the meaning of the sentence, in the latter case,

being
'

by means of the sacrifice at which Vajapeya is used as the material '.

If the words were to have those two (mutually incompatible) significations,

there would be a syntactical split.

Says the Opponent: "In. the text in question, we distinctly perceive

two separate sentences the first sentence consisting of two words is
' svdrd-

jyakdmo yajeta
'

(* one desiring world-wide sovereignty should sacrifice '), and

the second sentence equally distinctly perceptible is
'

yajeta vajapeyena''

(* should sacrifice with the Vdjapeya') [and as there are two distinct sen-

tences, this cannot be regarded as a case of syntactical split]."

This is not so, we reply. If there were two distinct sentences, as first

mentioned, then there would be four words in the sentence, while in reality

we find only three words.
" Our explanation is that the word '

yajeta
' could be construed with both

the words (
*

svdrdjyakdmah
' and *

vajapeyena') separately."

How can the word occurring once only be construed with both the words ?

" That would be possible because the form of the word remains the same
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in both cases ; its form when construed with '

svdrdjyakdmah
'

is precisely the

same as that in which it is construed with '

vajapeyena
'

; and hence it would

be construed with both the words by what is technically known as ' simulta-

neous relationship'."

That cannot be
;

if the exact nature of the act expressed by the word
*

yajeta
'

is not known already, then alone can the word be an injunction of

it (as in '

svdrdjyakdmo yajeta') ; arid if that exact nature is known already,

then the word could be only a reference to that act (as
'

yad yajeta tad vdja-

peylna') ; but it is not possible for tho same act (sacrifice) to be known as well

as not known at one and the same time [and this is what it would be if the

sentence '

vajapeyena svdrdjyakdmo yajeta
' were construed as suggested by

the Purvapaksin],

Says the Opponent
" It has been argued by the Siddhdntin that '

if the

word vajapeyena were injunctive of an accessory, the word yajeta would

contain a mere reference to the sacrifice already enjoined elsewhere'. But if

the word '

yajeta
' contained a mere reference^ which word would be there that

would enjoin the accessory ? [There is no other injunctive verb in the sen-

tence]. Do not say please that the accessory (Material) would be enjoined

by the word '

vajapeyena
'

; because unless there is a verb, there can be no

injunction of something to be done as expressed by a word. The only verb in

the sentence is
*

yajeta
' and it has been declared (by the Siddhdntin) to be

a mere reference (to a previously enjoined sacrifice) ; which word then is

there that would enjoin the act spoken of by that word (' yajeta ') ? Hence

it follows that '

yajeta
'

is an Injunction that goes with ' the man desiring

world-wide sovereignty' (svdrdjyakdmah), as well as with the accessory,

Vdjapeya; and in this manner 'yajeta' could be construed with both the

words."

If there are two independent injunctions (one to the effect that * one

desiring world-wide sovereignty should sacrifice
' and * one should offer the

sacrifice with the material vdjapeya'), then there would be no connection

between the Vdjapeya and the sacrifice performed by the man desiring world-

wide sovereignty ; and according to the explanation suggested by the Purva-

paksin, there would be no separate sentences ; and therefore the sacrifice per-

formed by the man desiring sovereignty could not bo syntactically connected

with the injunction of the accessory ( Vdjapeya).
" But the connection of the sacrifice performed by the man desiring

world-wide sovereignty (with tho injunction of the accessory) would be got at

through the force of the Context (i.e. though the fact of the two injunctions

occurring in the same context)."

That is not right; as all that the syntactical connection (of the sentence
'

vajapeyena yajeta') does is to enjoin the material, vdjapeya, in reference

to the sacrifice only (without any reference to the desire for world-wide

sovereignty).
" All right, let there be connection (of the material, Vdjapeya) with the

sacrifice only."

[But that would not be correct, as] in reality the connection between the

material Vdjapeya and the sacrifice performed by one desiring world-wide

sovereignty is also implied by the two sentences being construed together.
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From all this we conclude that if the term '

vajapeya
'

is the name of a

sacrifice, then we can safely discard both Context and Syntactical Connection.

[i.e. if
*

vajapeya
'

is the name of the sacrifice, then, even without calling in

the aid of Context arid Syntactical Connection, we could have all that we
desire in the shape of the notion that ' The man desiring world-wide

sovereignty should accomplish his purpose by means of the sacrifice named

Vajapeya.} If on the other hand, the term '

vajapeya
'

is taken as injunctive-

of an accessory, then there crop up all those incongruities of Syntactical

split and the rest.

Thus it is established that the term *

vajapeya
'

is the name of a sacri-

ficial act.



ADHIKARAI^A (6) : Words like
6 a g n e y a

'

are not names

of sacrifices.

SUTRA (9).

[SlDDHANTA] THE ACTION AS WELL AS ITS ACCESSORIES SHOULD

BE (TAKEN AS) ENJOINED : AS THEY ABE NOT DIVORCED IN

THE INJUNCTIVE WORD; SPECIALLY IF THEY HAVE

NOT BEEN ALREADY ENJOINED BY ANOTHER

(TEXT).

Bhasya.

[The general character and functions of Names have been discussed so far ; with

the present Sutra begins the consideration of certain exceptions to the general prin-

ciples set forth above.]

We meet with such texts as *

Yaddjneyo'atdkapdlo'mdvdsydydm paurna-

mdsydnchdchyuto bhavati* (Taittlriya-Samhitd 2. 6. 3. 3). In regard to the

term (

dgneya' here, there arises the question Are words like '

dgneya \
4
agntsomlya

' and the rest injunctive of accessories or names of actions ?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is that "
If the word '

ayneya
'

were injunctive of accessories, then it would have to be taken as enjoining

more than one accessory, such as Agni, the Cake and the Eight Pans (which

would not be right) ; hence such words should not bo taken as injunctive of

accessories".

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following SiddMnta : The

action, as also its accessories, should be taken as enjoined (by the word), as

they are not divorced in the injunctive word ; i.e. in tho word *

dgneya ', which

ends with the nominal affix 'dhak\ In fact, what is enjoined is the fact of

the cake baked on eight pans being
*

dgneya
*

; and it becomes *

dgneya
'

only

when it is dedicated and offered to Agni ; and thus in this manner, the act of

offering (sacrifice) also becomes enjoined by the word; when this act of

offering is enjoined, it cannot be enjoined without Agni and the Cake baked on

eight Pans also being enjoined ; because when a relationship is enjoined, it

cannot be said to be '

enjoined
'

unless it enjoins the relatives themselves.

Hence words like
*

dgneya
' must be injunctive of accessories.

As regards the term 'astaka.pala', it is a well-known fact that it is the

cake made up of vrlhi or yzva when baked on eight pans, that becomes
4
astdkapdla

'

; consequently it is to be taken as mentioned here only by way
of reference; because what is spoken of by the word is the well -accomplished

entity,
* cake baked on eight pans', which has been already enjoined in such

texts as 'cooks upon pans' (Taitti.-Saih. 2. 3. 6. 2); whereby they do not

use a cake prepared in any other manner ; so that this interpretation does

not involve any syntactical split.
'

// they have not been already enjoined by another text' (Su.) ; that is to

ay, in a case where the accessories in question have been already enjoined

by another text, the word in question has to be taken as a name, as we have

found in the case of the text *

agnihotranjuhoti* (under Su. 4, above).



ADHIKARAI^A (7) : Words like
'

varhih
'

denote the

common thinqs.

SUTRA (10).

(SlDDHANTAJ INASMUCH AS THE TERMS ' VABHIH
' AND ' AJYA

'

ARE

FOUND TO BE APPLIED EVEN WHEN THERE HAS BEEN NO

CONSECRATION, THEY CANNOT BE TAKEN AS SIGNIFYING

ONLY CONSECRATED THINGS.

Bhasya.

[In connection with Names, we proceed to consider the exact signification ot

the names of certain substances.]

In regard to such names of substances as ' varhih
1

(grass),
*

djya
'

(clari-

fied butter) and 'purodasha* (cake), there arises the question Are these

expressive of consecrated things only ? or of common things ?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows "
They are words ex-

pressive of the consecrated things ;
in all cases, we find people using the term

* varhis
'

in the sense of consecrated grass, not to the unconsecrated common

grass ; similarly they use the term *

djya
'

only in the sense of consecrated

clarified butter ; and they use the term *

puroddsha
'

only in the sense of the

consecrated flour-cake.
* But in some places, the terms are applied to un-

consecrated things also ; e.g. we find people saying The cows have run away

after having eaten varhis (grass) ; similarly they speak of the Ajya as to be

purchased ;
and also of my mother giving me sweets made of Puradasha'.

But all such use is due to similarity (between the consecrated and the

unconsecrated article); just as the term '

yupa' is sometimes applied to

the unplaned log of wood. * But why should this usage be regarded as

secondary or figurative (based upon similarity) ?
'

Because such usage is

found only in a few places [and not in all places ; and it is only uni-

versal usage that counts as direct or primary signification], From all this

it follows that the words in question are expressive of consecrated things

only."

In answer to the above Purvapaksa we have the following tilddhdnta :

Inasmuch as words like
* varhis

'

are found to be applied to the unconsecra-

ted things also, they cannot be taken as expressive of the consecrated things

only.
" It has already been pointed out that such use is only local, and it is

based upon similarity.
" But that is not right ; if it were generally

recognised that the term denotes the consecrated thing only, then alone

could it be said that when the term is applied to the unconsecrated thing,

it is only through similarity. In reality, however, the said fact is not

invariably recognised.
" How so ?

" Because we find certain consecrations

prescribed for things spoken of by such names as ' varhis
' and the like ;

this shows that the consecrations are to come when the words are there

already (to express the things themselves) ; under the circumstances, if the
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words were taken to be applicable only when the consecrations were there,

there would be an objectionable interdependence (consecration depending

upon the use of the word, and the use of the word depending upon the

consecration). Nor is it possible to have any consecrations that have not

been prescribed (by words) ; so that the use of the words by people could not

be based upon such (unproscribed) consecrations. It is for this reason that

people do not apply words like ' varhia
*

to the consecrated things only.

And when we find the words being applied to common (unconsecrated)

things in one place, it is natural that they should denote the same in all

places. Even when we have a number of words expressive of super-physical

things, (like consecration, for instance), it is not possible for us to attribute

to such words significations assumed entirely upon the basis of the Veda,
without paying any heed to the signification of the ordinary words that

precede and follow the aforesaid words (denoting super-physical things) ; for

in reality the only justification for the assuming of a super-physical significa-

tion for those words lies in the fact that, in the absence of such assumption,
the ordinary words (with well-known meanings) occurring in the same
sentence either before or after the words whose meanings are to be assumed
would become meaningless ; and it is not possible to assume what is

not known ; as a matter of fact, the ordinary words that precede and follow

(the words in question) would thus have their use in their being applied to

unconsecrated things. Hence the conclusion is that all such words are

expressive of common (unconsecrated) things.

The purpose served by this discussion is that when we have the direc-

tion that * the pit of the sacrificial post is to be covered over with grass',

it would have to be covered with consecrated grass if the Purvapaksa view

were correct, but with common (unconsecrated) grass, if the Siddhanta is the

correct view.



ADHIKARATJTA (8) : Words like
* Proksam '

are to be taken

in their etymological signification.

SUTRA (11).

INASMUCH AS, TN THE CASE OF SUCH WORDS AS 'PROKSANI',
THE ETYMOLOGICAL SIGNIFICATION IS APPLICABLE [THE

WORD IS TO BE TAKEN AS USED IN ITS

ETYMOLOGICAL SENSE].

Bhasya.

[The foregoing Adhikarana has dealt with the question of certain words being

expressive of common things or of consecrated things, and it was found that they
were expressive of common things, and in both cases the words were used in the

ordinary conventional, not the etymological, sense. The present Adhikarana pro-

ceeds to deal with words that are found to bo taken in their etymological sense.]

We meet with the text '

Proksan'irasddaya
'

(Taittirlya Bra. 3. 2. 9. 14).

Tn regard to the term '

proksani' there arises the question Does it denote

consecrated water or common water ? Or is it to be taken in its etymological

sense (of
'

sprinkling fluid ')?

On this question, the Purvapaksa is as follows " It being understood

that a word can be regarded as expressive of the consecrated thing only if it

is found that it is always applied to the consecrated thing, inasmuch as in

the case of the word 'proksani ', it is found that it is used in the sense of the

unconsecrated thing, it is taken as denoting the common thing ; specially as

in some places we find people making use of Much expressions as ' we are

very much disturbed by the Proksani (water-splashing) ', where the term is

used in the sense of the unconsecrated (common) water. From all this it

follows that the word denotes the common water. [This conclusion is in

accordance with the principle of the foregoing to Adhikarana.]
"

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following fiiddhdnta :

The word is to be taken in its etymological sense ; why ? Because the

etymological signification is applicable ; that is to say, from actual usage we

deduce the fact that the prefix (Pra) 9 the verbal root ('uksa* to sprinkle)

and the affix (active 'lyut'*), that go to constitute the term *

proksani ', is

expressive of the common thing (sprinkling fluid in general) ; but if the word

consisting as it does of the particular Prefix, Root, and Affix, is applied
to water, on account of its connection with the act of sprinkling, then the

universally recognised meaning of the word becomes accepted (and this

entirely on the basis of the etymology of the word). Inasmuch as we find

other sprinkling substances also spoken of as *

proksana\ on the ground of

their connection with the act of sprinkling, it may be concluded that to

water also the term is applied on the same ground of its connection with the

act of sprinkling; so that there is no occasion for assuming any conven-

tional meaning for the word as a whole, (independently of its etymology) :

and the conclusion is that the word is to bo taken in its etymological sense.

10
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The purpose served by the Adhikarana is that the term *

proksana
y

becomes applicable to clarified butter also ; (a) If the term '

proksanl
' were

expressive of the consecrated substance, then the form of the direction would

be, in every case,
*

Proksanlrdsddaya
'

; (b) if it were expressive of the

common water only, then (in the case of clarified butter being used) the form

of the direction would have to be *

ghrtam dsddaya
'

(the denotation of
*

proksani
'

being restricted to water) ; (c) lastly, if the term is to be taken

in its etymological sense, then the form of the direction would be '

pro-

ksanam dsddaya \ [In the case of clarified butter being used, as 'ghrtam''

being a word of the neuter gender, the gender of *

proksana
' would have

to be neuter; in the case of water, the same term would take the form

proksanlh
'

in keeping with the feminine gender of ' apah ', water].



ADHIKARAISJA (9) : The word 'nirmanthya' is to be taken

in its etymological sense.

SUTRA (12).

[SlDDHANTA] So ALSO IN THE CASE OF THE TERM 'NIRMANTHYA'.

Bhasya.

We have the text 'Nirmanthyena istakdh pachanti' ['they bake the

bricks in Nirmanthya (Fire)]
'

[and in regard to the term '

nirmanthya
9 there

arises the question Is it to be taken as expressive of the consecrated Fire ?

or is to be taken in its etymological sense (of fire produced by friction) ? ].

The Purvapaksa on this question is that " in the text quoted, it is clear

that the term '

nirmanthya
' has been used in the sense of the consecrated

fire ; hence the conclusion is that the term *

nirmanthya
'

is expressive of the

consecrated Fire only ".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhdnta : As a matter of

fact, we find the term used in tho sense of unconsecrated fire also, in such

expressions as '

Bring nirmanthya, we shall cook rice
'

(where the word
must stand for the ordinary Fire). From this it becomes established that

like the term 'proksani', the term '

nirmanthya' is to be taken in its ety-

mological sense.

The purpose served by the Adhikarana is that (a) if the word denoted

consecrated fire, then the Bricks would have to be baked in consecrated

fire only; (6) if it denoted Fire in general, then they could be baked in

fire kindled in any way available; (c) if it is to be taken in its etymological

sense, then the bricks have to be baked in fire recently kindled by friction ;

just as when one is spoken of as 'eating with navanita (Butter),' the sense

is that the Butter meant is one that has been freshly prepared (nava, fresh

nita, prepared).



ADHIKARA^A (10): Words like
' Vaishvadeva' are

Names.

SUTRA (13).

[PffRVAPAKSA]
" IN THE CASE OF THE TERM ' VdishvadeVO,

'

THERE IS

OPTION", IF THIS IS URGED [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS IN

THE NEXT SUTRA],

Bhasya.

[The case of the term * vaishvadftva
'

differs from that of all others that have

been dealt with : For instance, (a) if it is taken as laying down the deity, we find

that sense following directly from the word, without recourse to any^ indirect in-

dication, as was found necessary in the case of the term ' udbhida ; (b) it does not

enjoin any accessories and hence causes no syntactical split, as the word ' chitra
'

does; (c) there is no ambiguity in the meaning of the term as pointing to the

Deity, as was found in the case of the word 'agnihotra ';-- (d) the term '

vaish-

vad&va
'

does not point to any particular sacrifice, like the term '

xhyena
'

; (e) there

being no mention of any result in this case, there could be no difficulty in regard to

the construing of the verb '

yajeta ', as we found in the case of the '

VajapSya'].

In connection with the first part of the Chctturmasya sacrifice, we have

the text ' Vaishvadevena yajeta
'

(Maitra. Sam. 1. 10. 8 ; TaittL Bra. 1. 4. 10. 1 ;

Shata. Bra. 5. 2. 4. 1); and in regard to the torm *

valshvadeva\ there

arises the question Does it enjoin an accessory ? or is it the Name of an

action V

On this question wo have the following Purvapaksa "If that is the

question, then no such question can arise, because In the case of the tertu

'vaishvedeva' there in option; that is, the term * vaishvadeva* is

injunctive of an accessory, because we actually find in it the injunction of

the accessory in the shape of the Vishvvdevas as the deity of the Agrieya

and other sacrifices ; and as, for these sacrifices there are other deities in the

shape of Agnl and the rest (already indicated by other sources), these latter,

Agnl and the rest, are regarded as optional alternatives to the Vishvedevas

(i.e. it is open to the performer to make the offerings to Ayni and the rest or

to the Vishvedevas) ; as it is only thus that the well-recognised meaning of

the term woiild be followed, [so that the conclusion is that the term
* vaishvadeva' is injmiciive of an accessory]."

SUTRA (14).

[SlDDHANTA] NOT SO; BECAUSE OF THE CONTEXT [BEING THE SOLE

ATJTHOKITY FOB REGARDING THE WORD AS POINTINU OUT THE

DEITY], WHILE THERE is A DIRECT INJUNCTION [OF
ANOTHER DEITY] ;

AND CERTAINLY THE CONTEXT
CANNOT SET ASIDE THE THING [LAID DOWN

BY DIRECT INJUNCTION].

Bhasya.
What the Purvapakaa has declared is not possible ;

for the sacrifices in

question, Agni and others have been enjoined as Deities by direct Vedic In-
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junction; while the indication of the Vishvedevas could be got at only by

Syntactical Connection, and through that, by Context. [The Tantravartika,

Trans., pp. 425-426, explains this passage as follows : The process of connect-

ing the Vishvedems with any particular sacrificial material would be a

highly complicated one : we shall have to assume a word signifying the con-

nection of the deity Vishvedems with a certain material that will have to be

taken as indirectly indicated by the verb '

yajeta
'

; all that we can say is

(a) that the co-ordination of the term ' vaishvadevena
' with the term *

yagena
'

(as implied in the word 'yajeta
9

) points to the syntactical connection
* By means of the sacrifice which is vaishvadeva, i.e. has Vishvedeva for its

deity, etc., etc.', and (6) that as there can be no sacrifice without a

material, the only material that coiild be connected with the Vishvedevas

would be just that which is indicated by the requirements of the sacrifice.

But the said syntactical connection indicates only the relationship of the

sacrifice with the Deity ; so that the relationship of the tnaterM with the

Deity (Vishvedeva} could be assumed only by means of the exigencies of the

Context, and such an assumption could be only in this form ' when offering

the Ayrie.ya sacrifice, one should offer it as a sacrifice? of which the Vishvc-

devas are tho deity'.] Thus then Vishvedevas as the deity being pointed out

by a means which is not equal in authority (to the Direct Injunction

pointing out Ayni and other deities), the former cannot be accepted as an

optional alternative to these latter ; and this for the simple reason that the

Context can never aside tho thing (i.e. the Deity) that is directly en-

joined. Hence it follows that the term ' vaishvadeva '

is the name of a

sacrifice.

SUTRA (15).

THERE CAN BE NO MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP.

Bhasya.

The Opponent might urge the following :
" The term * vaislwadewi '

directly indicates tho group of sacrifices of which Agni and others are acces-

sories (i.e. Deities), on the ground that the material used at these latter is

the vaishvadevl atniksa (the Amiksa dedicated to the Vishvedevas)."

But if tho term * vaishvadeva '

indicates the group of sacrifices, then it can-

not enjoin the Vishvedevas as the deity ; for how could the word * vaishva-

deva
'

pronounced once only indicate the group of sacrifices and also enjoin

the Vishvedevas as the deity ? Consequently, it is not possible to connect

the term * vaishvadeva
' with the Vishved&vas. Hence tho term must be taken

as a Name, and not as injnnotive of an accessory.

SUTRA (16).

BECAUSE ACCESSORIES ARE SUBSERVIENT TO OTHERS (AND OF

SECONDARY IMPORTANCE).

Bhasya.

Further, accessories are only subservient to other things; hence they
cannot justify the repetition of the principal factor (Act of offering);
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hence (according to the Purvapaksa view, by which the term ' vaishvadeva
*

lays down the common deity for the offering of all materials), the right course

to adopt would be to make a single offering (consisting all the various mate-

rials dmiksa, vdjina and so forth), and we should not repeat the act of offer-

ing in accordance with the number of materials ; there would be no incon-

gruity in this joint offering as the deity for all is one and the same (i.e.

Vishvedeva). The result of this would be that all the thirty libations

(that have been laid down as to be offered) would be offered (as included) in

the single Principal Libation, and thus there would be no completion of the

number *

thirty
'

in regard to the offerings into the Ahavaniya Fire. [This

being the inevitable result of taking the term * vaishvadeva
' as injunctive of

an accessory] it becomes established that the term is the Name of a sacrifice.



ADHTKAKAI^A (11) : In connection with the V a i s h v a -

n a r a ,
the -mention of the number '

eight
'

is only

dmArthavada.

SUTRA (17).

[PfJKVAPAKSAj
"
IT IS ONLY WORDS EXPRESSIVE OF WHAT IS AL-

READY KNOWN THAT CANNOT BE TAKEN AS INJUNCTIONS;

IN THE TEXT IN QUESTION THE CAPACITY TO BE

TAKEN AS AN INJUNCTION IS THERE ".

Bhasya.

[Hitherto we have been considering the question as to certain words being
names of sacrifices or injunctive of accessories. We are now going to consider the

question as to whether or not certain words are injunctive of accessories, without

considering whether or not they are names of sacrifices.]

We meet with the text * Vaishvdnaram dvddasJiakapdlam nirvapet putre

jdte
'

[' On the birth of a son one should offer the Vaishvanara cake baked on

twelve pans'] (Taitti Samhitd 2. 2. 6. 3; also Vdjasa. Sam. 29. 60) ; in

connection with this same offering we find laid down several alternatives re-

garding the number of Pans to be used '

Yadastdkapdlo bhavati gdyatryaivai-

nam brahtwvarchasena pundti
'

[' If the Cake is baked on eight pans, Gdyatri

herself sanctifies him with Brahmic glory '] and so forth. In regard to these

latter, there arises the questionIs the mention of 'eight' and other

numbers injunctive of accessories, or only Arthavdda (commendatory declara-

tion) ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :~
" All these are

injunctive of accessories
; why ? because only those words that are expres-

sive of what is already known i.e. which speak of things already known

cannot be taken as injunctions ; but the sentence in question lias this capacity

that it speaks of things not already enjoined ;~what is that capacity ? it is

the capacity of enjoining things; i.e. it will be able to enjoin something not

already enjoined; otherwise all such texts would be merely Arthavdda,

declamatory, and as such, serving no useful purpose. Nor can the number
*

eight' be taken as already included in the number * twelve' (mentioned in

the first sentence) [and hence not needed to be enjoined again] ; because the

commendation of the *

eight pans
'

is found in a clear direct assertion of the

Veda
(

'

yadastdkapdlo bhavati, etc.'), while the commendation of the * twelve

pans' can be only indirect; and the indirect can be accepted only in the

absence of the direct. From all this it follows that the numbers are injunc-

tive of accessories."
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SUTRA (18).

[SlDDHANTA) IF THE WORDS ENJOINED ACCESSORIES, THESE ACCES-

SORIES, NOT BELONGING TO THE SACRIFICE, WOULD BE

USELESS IN ITS ACTUAL PERFORMANCE; AS THEY

COULD NOT SERVE ANY USEFUL PURPOSE

WITH REGARD TO IT.

Bhasya.

It is not right that the words in question should bo taken as injunctive

of accessories. If they were injunctive of accessories, all they could do would

be to lay down a particular number in regard to the pans on which the cakes

would be baked ; and they could not enjoin anything in regard to the actual

performance of the sacrifice. The connection of the number * twelve ' with

the sacrifice is indicated by the syntactical connection (of the sentence
' Vaishvanaram dvadashalcapdlam* etc.'), while that of the other numbers,
*

eight
' and the rest could, at best, bo indicated only by Context ; conse-

quently these latter could not enter into the sacrificial performance at all.

Further, those other numbers, eight
' and the rest, having become connected

with the Cakes, by direct syntactical connection, would naturally set aside the

indication of the Context, and the indication of the Context being set aside,

the said numbers could not become connected with the Vaitthvdnara sacrifice

(for connection wherewith, the said Context would be the sole authority, and

that has been set aside) ; and not being connected with the sacrifice, they
would be useless ; as no results could follow from their connection with the

Cakes only. On the other hand, if the words are taken as Arthavada, it is

possible for them to be taken as commendatory of the Vaishvanam sacrifice.

Hence they should be taken as Artliavada.

SUTRA (19).

Objection: "!T is NOT POSSIBLE FOR THE NUMBERS ' EIGHT' AND

THE REST TO BE SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE INJUNCTION

(OF THE VAISHVANARA) ".

Bhasya.

This objection has been urged by the Purvapaksin and has to be refuted.

This sutra ends with the more statement of the objection. [* The Injunction

lays down baking on twelve pans ; while the words in question speak of eight

pans only. How then can the latter be supplementary to the former ? And
if it cannot be so supplementary, then it cannot be an Arthavdda com-

mending what has been laid down in the Injunction."]
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SUTRA (20).

[ANSWER] INASMUCH AS [THE SMALLER NUMBER] is NOT

EXCLUDED [FROM THE GREATER NUMBER], IT IS QUITE

POSSIBLE FOR THE WORDS IN QUESTION TO SERVE

THE PURPOSE OF COMMENDING WHAT HAS BEEN

ENJOINED.

Bhasya.

When it is clearly understood that any commending of the

'eight pans', etc., is useless (for the simple reason that these numbers,
*

eight
' and the rest, have not been enjoined, and it is only the commenda-

tion of what has been enjoined that can serve the useful purpose of prompt-

ing men to the enjoined act), then the words in question must be taken as

indirectly eulogising
* the cake baked on twelve pans ', and thereby serving to

commend the Vaishvdnara sacrifice (at which the cake baked on twelve pans
is used); and this indirect eulogising would be done through the fact that the

numbers *

eight
' and the rest are included in,

' not excludedfrom ', the number
* twelve' ; and hence the eulogy of the part (eight} could very well serve as

the eulogy of the whole (twelve) ; just as in praising the wheel, we praise its

parts
* How beautiful are its felly and nave !

' or as in praising the army
we praise its parts

* How beautiful are the elephants, horses, chariots and

infantry in this army !

' Thus it is quite possible for the words in question
to be taken as commendatory declarations.

SUTRA (21).

[OBJECTION]
" IT MIGHT BE THE INSTIGATING MOTIVE ", IF THIS is

URGED, [THEN THE ANSWER is AS GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING

SUTRA.J

Bhasya.

You (Purvapaksln) may argue as follows " The texts in question are

regarded (by the tiiddhdntin) to be Arthavada (commendatory, of the

Vaishvdnara) ;
but why cannot the Brahmic glory and other desirable things

(mentioned in the text in question) serve as the prompting motive for

adopting the other numbers *

eight
' and the rest ? The meaning would be

that if the sacrificer desires Brahmic glory, he should bake the cake on eight

pans, and so on ; the same may be said in regard to the other desirable

results that are mentioned in connection with the other numbers ; [' Vigour
'

resulting from nine,
' Food '

resulting from ten, efficient sense-organs result-

ing from eleven,
' cattle

'

resulting from twelve]. What would be the advan-

tage of taking the texts in this manner ? The advantage would be that the

enjoining of the accessory (number) of the cake would not be useless (as has

been urged by the Siddhantin, under Sutra 18 above), and also there would
be no need to assume the texts to be indirect commendations of the ' cake

baked 011 twelve pans'. Hence the texts should be taken as enjoining things

(the different numbers) for the purpose of the fulfilment of certain desirable

results."
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SUTRA (22).

[ANSWER] THEY CANNOT BE TAKEN AS INSTIGATING MOTIVES
;

AS IN THAT CASE, THEY WOULD BE USELESS; MOTIVES
APPERTAIN TO THE PERFORMER; WHILE WHAT IS

STATED IN THE TEXTS IS ONLY WITH A VIEW
TO EULOGISING THE SACRIFICE.

Bhasya.

If the texts in question were taken as enjoining things for the fulfilment

of certain desirable results, then they should be so many distinct sentences ;

as a matter of fact, however, we find that the whole comprises a single

sentence beginning with the words (a) 'on the birth of a son, one should

offer the Vaishvdnara cake baked on twelve pans', and ending with the

words '
if it is baked on twelve pans, the Jagatl bestows upon him cattle,

if this sacrifice is performed on the birth of a son, that son becomes

sanctified, glorious, partaker of food, endowed with efficient sense-organs and

possessed of cattle' (Tai. Sam. 2. 2. 5. 3); and between these two passages
in the beginning arid in the end, we have the texts speaking of the ' cake

baked on eight pans' and so forth; now if these latter were not syntac-

tically connected with opening and closing passages (quoted above), they
would be so many distinct sentences. Thoii again, all motives such as

becoming sanctified and the like would always appertain to the performer ;

while what is stated in the texts in qiiestion here regarding 'becoming
sanctified

' and the rest is clearly for the purpose of eulogising the

Vaishvanara sacrifice; and the intervening texts speaking of the numbers
'

eight
' and the rest become connected with this same eulogy, as supply-

ing so many reasons for the eulogy ; the sense of the entire passage being
'Because the Gdyatrl sanctifies him with Brahmic glory, therefore he becomes
sanctified ; because the Trivrt bestows upon him vigour, therefore he becomes

vigorous ; because the Viraj bestows upon him food, therefore he becomes

partaker of food ; because the Tristub bestows upon him efficient sense-

organs, therefore he becomes endowed with efficient sense-organs ; because

the Jagatl bestows upon him cattle, therefore he becomes rich in cattle'.

Thus then, we find that, as the texts cannot be taken as enjoining things
for the accomplishment of certain desirable results, if they were not taken

even as Arthavdda (commendatory), they would become entirely useless.

From all this we conclude that ' Brahmio glory
' and the rest cannot be

taken as motives instigating the use of the numbers '

eight
' and the rest.

These numbers, 'eight' and the rest, therefore must be taken as purely

commendatory .



ADHIKARAIJA (12) : The word 'yajamana* serves to eulogise

the grass-bundle.

SUTRA (23).

[SlDDHANTA] (a) THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF PURPOSE.

Bhasya.

[In connection with Arthavadas, declamatory declarations, it is to be noted that

they are helped by figurative descriptions; we now proceed to explain and ex-

emplify the various factors that serve as the basis of these descriptions. Sutras

23-28 enumerate six such bases for Figurative Description.]

We meet with such texts as
*

Yajamdnah prastarah
'

(' The Sacrificer is the

grass-bundle') [Taittinya Samhitd 2.6.5],
'

Yajainana ekakapdlah* ('The
Sacrifieer is the cake baked upon one pan') (Taitti. Bra. 1. 6. 3. 4). In

regard to these there arises the question Is the statement ' The sacrificer

is the grass-bundle' injunctive of accessories or mere Artfwwada ? Similarly

with the other statement' The sacrificer is the cake baked upon one pan.'

On this question, the Purvapaksa is as follows: "The statement is in-

junctive of an accessory. What would be the effect of this ? The effect

would be that in this manner the statement would enjoin something not

already known ; otherwise, if it were taken as an Arthavdda, it would serve

no useful purpose ; and it is more reasonable to have the text serving a useful

purpose. Hence it should be taken as an Injunction ".

Lin answer to this, the Siddhdnta is as follows] : It cannot be so ; if the

text were an Injunction, then (as a result of it) the Sacrificer would have to

1)0 used to serve the purpose that is served by the Grass-bundle, or the Grass-

bundle would be used to serve the purpose that is served by the Sacrificer.

So that the purpose served by the Grass-bundle being that the Juhu or all

the Sruks are kept upon it, this Juhu and Sruks would be kept upon the

Sacrificer (as a result of the said injiinction) ! Under the circumstances, the

Sacrificer would be unable to perform the duties of the Sacrificer, such

duties for instance as are laid down in such texts as ' The Sacrificer and the

Brahman-priest sit down to the south (right) of the rite that is being per-

formed (i.e. the altar) '. Nor is it possible for the Grass-bundle to carry on the

duties of the Sacrificer. Similarly if the Sacrificer were employed to serve

the purpose that the * cake baked on one cake
'

is meant to serve, then, he

would have to be entirely offered as an oblation (as this is what is meant to

be done by the said cake) ; and when the Sacrificer will have been offered

into the fire, all the rest of the Ritual would disappear. Nor again is the

cake baked on one pan capable of performing the duties of the Sacrificer.

For these reasons, the texts in question cannot be taken as Injunctions.

Then again, there is another injunction in regard to the Grass-bundle
' He keeps the Grass-bundle upon the Barkis grass', and also in regard to
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the Cake baked on one Pan ' He makes one entire oblation of the cake

baked on one pan'. For this reason also, the texts cannot be injunctions.

If the texts are taken as Arthavdda, the meaning is that * the Sacrificer is

to be known as the Grass-bundle, arid also as the Cake baked on one pan '.

" But what sort of co-ordination can be recognised between the Sacrificer

and the Grass-bundle or the Cake ? Neither the Grass-bundle nor the Cake

can be the Sacrificer ;
nor can the Sacrificer be the cake baked on one pan

or the First Bundle of grass. How then can a word expressive of one thing

be applied to what is expressed by another word ? And for what purpose
should there be a description of what is already known ?

"

The reply to the above is as follows : It is for the purpose of eulogising,

if that which is already known is mentioned. The implication of the text * the

sacrificer is the grass-bundle
'

is that ' the grass-bundle is to be kept upon
Barhi-8 grass, because it is the Sacrificer (who is the most important

person)
'

; similarly the meaning of the text ' the sacrificer is the cake baked

on one pan and should be offered as a single oblation
'

is that ' Heavon
is the Sacrificial Fire, and the Sacrificor is installed in Heaven in the same

manner as the Cake is placed on the fire.'

" But how can a word expressive of one thing, be applied to a thing ex-

pressed by another word ?
"

It is by way of indirect or figurative description; i.e. such a descrip-

tion is based upon certain qiialities.

"But how can a word not expressive of a quality (such as 'sacrificer',
*

grass-bundle ',
*
fire

'

) denote a quality ?
"

It would do so by denoting its own meaning. All the words that are

used in their secondary or figiirativo sense do not denote that sense after

having entirely abandoned their own meaning ; as in that case there would

be an abandoning of what is well-known and an assuming of what is not

known at all. Further, all such words are not expressive of a number of

qualities; because we meet with figurative description evon with regard to

things wanting in some of the qualities. For instance, the lioness' cub,

struck by disease, and hence not courageous in his behaviour, (and thus

devoid of many leonine qualities), is still called a 'lion'. The word that

denotes a group of things is not used to denote a part of that group ;

if it did so, then this would bo against the law that ' the word Lion is

expressive of that well-recognised factor which is common to all individual

lions.' Nor could the term ' lion
' be applied, by an assumption, to what is

not a lion ; because any such assumption would be impossible.

Question: "If figurative description were based upon the actual mean-

ing of the words, how could there be any restriction as to the extent of

such description ?
"

Answer: The restriction would be due to the actual presence of (at

least part of) that meaning. For instance, when the term 'lion' is

applied to something else (a man for instance), what is understood is that

he is a man of courageous action, and this is due to the recognition of the

fact that courageous action is the quality of the lion (which is denoted by
the word ' lion

'

). Hence it is that when a man thinks of speaking of a

man of courageous action, his intention is fulfilled if he uses the term t lion
'
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for that purpose ; and what happens is that the animal lion, which is denot-

ed by the word ' lion ', on being cognised, brings about the notion of '

courage-

ous action
' which is associated with that animal ; and in this manner, by

denoting its own meaning, the word (* lion') brings about the notion of the

presence of the qualities associated with that moaning.
" Now, in the case of the Sacrificer being spoken as the *

grass-bundle ',

or of the Sacrificer being spoken of as * the cake baked on one pan', what

sort of quality is recognised as present ?
"

The quality recognised is that of 'accomplishment of jmrpose* (Sutra).

Every one accomplishes his own work, if some one else does that man's

work, ho is remembered whenever the other is spoken of ; for instance, in the

case of tho King and the Keeper of the Muster-Roll, the latter does the King's

work, and hence whenever tho King is spoken of, tho said Keeper comes to the

mind as associated with him. In tho same manner, in the case in question,

the Grass-bundle and the Cake baked on one Pan accomplish the Sacrificer' s

purposes, and hence when the Sacrificor is spoken of, they also come to the

mind; and thus it is that they also come to bo denoted by the term
' sacrificer

' But why ? Because by being so denoted they become eu-

logised, and that in reference to the placing on top (in the case of the Grass-

bundle) and being offered as an entire oblation (in the case of tho Cake).

From all this we conclude that words and texts like those under consi-

deration are Arthavddas, not Injunctions.



(13) : Words like
'

agneya" serve to eulogise

the Brahmana and others.

SUTRA (24).

(b) BIRTH (OR ORIGIN).

Bhasya.

We meet with such texts as * The Brahmana is dgneya* (Talttiriya

Bra. 2. 7. 3. 1)
* The Ksattriya is aindra* (Taitti. Sam. 2. 4. 13)

* the Vaishya is vaishvadeva (Tai. Bra. 2. 7. 2. 2). In regard to these, the

question is Are those statements injunctive of accessories or arthavddas ?

The Purvapaksa is that "
they are injunctive of accessories ;

as it is only

thus that they would enjoin something not already known ; otherwise, being

mere Arthavdda, they would be useless."

The Siddhdnta is as follows: They are not injunctions, because the

requisite injunctions are found elsewhere. Therefore they must be arthavdda
;

and the statement is for the purpose of eulogising what has been enjoined

by another text.

Question: "But in what mariner would the words 'agneya* and the

rest be applied to (the Brahmana and the rest) who are not really w/neya,

etc,?"

Answer : They would be applicable by way of figurative description.

"What is the basis of this figurative description*!" The relationship to

Fire.
" How so ?

" The relationship between the Agneya and the Brahmana

is that both have the same origin.
" In what way have they the same

origin ?
"

This is made clear in the following passage
"
Prajapati desired to

create progeny. from out of his mouth, he created the Trvrt ; after that, the

deity Agni, the Odyatri metre, the Ttattiantara Human, the Brahmana among
men, the Goat among animals; thus it is that these are called mukhya

(Principal, literally,
* of the mouth'), as they were created out of the

mouth ; out of His chest and arms He created the Panchadasha ; after that

the deity Indra, the Tri&tup metre, the Brhat tiaman, the Ksattriya among
men, the Sheep among animals; thus it is that these are 'powerful, because

they came about of Power
; out of His thighs and the waist He created the

Saptadasha, and after that the deity Vishvedeva, the Jagati metre, the

Vairupa Sdman, the Vaishya among men, the Cows among animals".

(Taittiriya Samhita 7. 1. 1. 4-5). In view of this statement, (of the origin of

things), if any one out of any of the three groups of things happen to be

spoken of, another one of the same group also comes to the mind.

For these reasons, the texts in question must be taken as ArtJiavdda.



ADHIKARAIJA (14) : Words like
'

y u p a
'

serve the purpose

of eulogising the Sacrificer.

SUTRA (25).

(c) THROUGH SIMILARITY OF SHAPE.

Bhasya.

We meet with such texts as ' The sacrificer is the sacrificial post ',
*

Aditya
is the sacrificial post' (Taittirlya Brdhmana 2. 1. 5. 2). The question is Is

this injunctive of accessories or an Arthavada ?

The Pnrvapaksa is that "
it is injunctive of accessories, as it is only thus

that it serves a useful purpose."

The Siddhanta is as follows It cannot be an injunction, (a) because the

Sacrificer cannot do the work of the Post, nor can the Post do the work of

the Sacrificer; and (6) because we have other Injunctions. Hence the text

must be taken as an arthavdda serving the purpose of eulogising what has

been enjoined. The co-ordination (between the Sacrificer and the Post) is

got at through figurative description
" What is the quality on the basis of

which you have this figurative description ?" It is the similarity of shape

(Sutra)
" what is the similarity of shape ?

"
Tallness and Brightness.

From all this it follows that texts like those under consideration are

Arthavddas.



ADHIKARAI^A (15) : Words like
' A p a s h u

'

(Not-animal)

serve the purpose of eulogising the Cow and other

animals.

SUTRA (26).

(d) PKAISE.

Bhasya.

We meet with such texts as (a)
* Animals other than cows and horses

are not-animals
'

(Taitti. Sarh. 5. 2. 9. 4), (b) 'A sacrifice without Raman
is not-sacrifice

'

(Taitti. Sam. 1. 5. 7. 1), (c)
* That which is without the

Chhandonui is not-Sattra' (Taittlnya tfariihitd 1. 3. 8. 1). In connection

with these, the question arising as to whether these texts are injunctive of

accessories or Arthavadas, the Purvapaksa is that "
they are injunctions,

as it is only thus that they can serve a useful purpose ".

The Siddhanta is as follows: If these wore injunctions, then (a) only

cows and horses would be animals, (b) that alone would be a sacrifice in

which sdnuins are used, (c) and that alone would be Sattra which contained

the Chhandoma ;
and the mention (or injunction or creation) of other

(a) animals, (b) sacrifices and (c) Sattras would be entirely useless; nor

would there be any possibility of there being another Injunction (as there

is). For this reason, the text must be taken as an Arthavdda serving the

purpose of eulogising; that is, (a) it cries down all other animals (by calling

them ' not-animals
'

)
for eulogising the cow and the horse; (6) the Sdma-less

Sacrifices are cried down, for the purpose of eulogising those with Sdtnan ;

(c) the fiattras without the Chluindoma are cried down, for the purpose of

eulogising those with the ChJiandonia, just as we have in the case of such

assertions as *

eating without clarified butter is not-eating', 'dirty clothes

are no-clothes '.



(16) : Figurative Description based upon

large numbers.

SUTRA (27).

(e) LARGE NUMBERS.

Bhdsya.

We find the text *

Srstirupadadhdti
*

('Places the Srsti bricks) [Taittiriya

Samhita 5. 3. 4], In regard to this there being a doubt as to its being in-

junctive of accessories or an Arthavdda, the Purvapaksa is that "
it is

injunctive of accessories, as it is only thus that it will enjoin something not

already known".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhdnta : If the text were an

Injunction, then the meaning would be that ' one should place the bricks

having the Srsti-mantras
'

; but there is no peculiarity mentioned with

regard to the Bricks, as to which are, and which are not, with the Srsti-

'mantras-, so that the Srsti-mantras (i.e. Mantras containing the term

'srsti') would have to be recited in connection with all the bricks; and

under the circumstances, the reciting of those mantras which have no con-

nection with the rite of Brick-placing would be entirely useless. For these

reasons we conclude that the text is to be taken as Descriptive of, or Reference

to, only those of the Mantra-texts which have been enjoined as to be recited

in connection with the Placing of Bricks; and the mention of the term
*

srsti
9

serves the purpose of eulogising the act of erection (sarjana).

Further, if the text were an Injunction, recourse to indirect indication

would be inevitable ; and this indirect indication would be of those mantras

devoid of the term *
srsti

9 which are found in the hymn '

Ekayd stuvate, etc.*

(Taittiriya Samhitd 4. 3. 10). [What is meant is that, though the mantras in

question are spoken of as one collective whole, as in the sentence *

ekaya
stuvate ', yet the distinguishing term '

srsti
'

is found only among a few of

them, such as the Anuvdkyd, etc., and hence if the name ' Srsti' were applied

to all the mantras, it would be abandoning its direct signification and

accepting an indirect one, which is not permissible in an Injunction; and

while indirectly indicating the mantras not containing the term '
srsti \ it

would also denote those that do contain it ; and this would be a very com-

plicated process. If, on the other hand, it is taken as a mere descriptive

eulogy of the Brick-placing, a recourse to indirect indication or figurative

expression would not be considered improper. Tantravdrtika Trans., pp.

455-456].

Objection:
" There may be the same incongruity when the text is

taken as a descriptive reference and recourse is had to indirect indication".

Answer : Recourse to indirect indication would not be improper in the

case of the text being taken as a descriptive reference.

11
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Question:
" But how can the name ' Srati* be applied to mantras not

containing the term * srsti
'

?
"

Answer : It would be applied by reason of the fact of ' a large number of

the mantras concerned containing that term ; as a matter of fact, among the

mantras, there are many that contain that distinguishing term, and only a

very few that do not contain it.





ADHIKAEAI^A (18) : Doubts regarding the meaning of

words and sentences set aside by subsequent

(supplementary) passages.

SUTRA (29).

IN DOUBTFUL CASES, [A DEFINITE CONCLUSION IS ARRIVED AT]

WITH THE HELP OF SUBSEQUENT PASSAGES.

Bhasya.

[In interpreting Injunctions and Declamatory Declarations, sometimes doubts

will arise as to which Declaration, Arthavada, is to be taken with which Injunction

and so on. Hence the Author is going to propound a general principle according

to which these doubtful points could bo settled.]

We have the Injunction
* Aktdh sfarkard upadadhati"

1

(*0ne puts in

wetted pebbles ') [Taittirlya Brdhmana 3. 12. 5. 12], which is followed by the

Arthavada '

Tejo vai yhrtam* (' Clarified Butter is glory itself). Now there

arises the question Are the *

pebbles
'

to be wetted with any one of the fluid

substances, clarified butter, oil and fat ? Or are they to be wetted with

Clarified Butter only ? "Why should such a doubt arise?" Because the

passage opens with the statement speaking of mere wetting in general,

while it ends with the statement speaking of the particular fluid sub-

stance, Clarified Butter. Now, it is agreed that the opening sentence and

the concluding sentence should be taken together as forming one sentence,

to get at the meaning of the entire passage ; but there arises the question as

to whether the general statement in the opening sentence is to be qualified

and restricted in its scope by the concluding particular statement, or the

particular statement in the concluding sentence is to be extended in its

scope by the general statement in the opening sentence. So that the question

remains as between the opening and the concluding statements, which

is to be accepted as the final conclusion ?

The Purvapaksa view on this question is as follows :

**In doubtful cases like the one cited, the general statement in the opening
sentence having given rise to the general conception untrammelled by anything
to the contrary (long before the concluding particular statement comes in),

there is nothing to justify its restriction to any particular conception ; on

the other hand, as regards the concluding statement, before it has come

to the field, the general conception (that the wetting may be done by any

wetting fluid) has been already brought about by the opening general state-

ment; so that the particular statement, regarding the particular wetting

substance being Clarified Butter only, runs counter to the said general

conception already in the field. The only reasonable course to adopt in this

case therefore is to take the term *
clarified butter* in the concluding

sentence in a qualified figurative sense, indicating
'

Clarified Butter
'

as also

all other wetting fluids ; just as in a preceding Adhikaran,a, the term *
srsti

'
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has been taken to include the Mantras containing the term *
srsti

'

as well as

those not containing that term, so the term Clarified Butter '

here stands

for Clarified Butter as also for what is not*Clarified-Bulter."

In answer to the above Purvapaksa regarding doubtful eases, we have

the following Siddhanta :

It is true that the entire passage opens with the general statement ;

but the general statement always stands in need of specification ; [as no

wetting IK possible except with a particular substance], the general statement

in the opening sentence has to be restricted in its scope at the very outset,

and this restriction (to one definite substance) is done by the particular state-

ment in the concluding sentence. "Why so?" Because, as a matter of

fact, there can be no injunction of mere wetting in general ; [when there is

Injunction of wetting, it must be wetting by some one substance] ; so that

the particular statement in the concluding sentence is in no way incom-

patible with the opening statement.
" But how can it be said that the wetting

in general is not enjoined ?
" Because so long as the doubt is there, no word

in the passage can be regarded as having the injunctive force ; so that there

is no injunctive word at all ; specially as the words of the text are ' aktdh

sharkard upadadhdti' ('one puts in wetted pebbles'), where the verb is in.

the Present Tense. Then again, there is no commendatory text directly

eulogising wetting substance In general ; while of the particular wetting subs-

tance, Clarified Butter, we have the eulogy contained in the direct assertion

(
' Clarified Butter is glory itself

'

) ; so that for the particular substance

Clarified Butter, we have the direct commendation, whereas of the substance

in general, the commendation is only indirect; and Direct Assertion is

always more powerful than Indirect Indication ; so that the injunction
deduced from the passage as a whole is that of Clarified Butter.

Similarly in the passage
' One wears clothes; the cloth sacred to

all the gods is silk
'

[where the entire passage is taken as enjoining the

wearing of silk clothes] ; and also in the passage
'

Touching this, one

should sing; all beings live upon this Audumbari* [where the

whole passage is taken as enjoining the touching of the particular object,

Audwnbari].



ADHIKARAIJA (19) : The Indefinite becomes definite by the

capacity of things.

SUTRA (30).

OR, THE DEDUCING OF THE CONCLUSION MAY BE BASED UPON THF,

CAPACITY OF THINGS, BECAUSE THAT (CAPACITY OF THINGS)
FORMS AN INTEGRAL PART (OF WHAT IS ENJOINED IN

THE VEDA).

Hhdsya.

[Another kind of doubtful cases is dealt with here.]

We have such texts as ' Kruvena avadyati* ('Slices with the

small Ladle'),
' Svadhitina avadyati* (' Slices with the Razor'),

' Hastena

avadyati* ('Slices with the hand'). In regard to these, there arises the

question Is every substance liquid, solid and meat, to be sliced with the

Ladle, the Kazor and the Hand ? Or the particular instrument for slicing is

to be selected in accordance with the capacity of each (to do the slicing of

the particular substance concerned) ; i.e. that of liquids, with the Ladle,

that of meat, with the Razor, and that of solids, with the Hand ?

Tho Purvapaksa is that " as the texts lay down no restriction, there

need be no restriction at all (as to which instrument is to be used for slicing

in any particiilar case)."

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following tfiddhnntai The

deducing of the conclusion may be based upon the capacity of things ; that is,

the assumption of a definite conclusion is to be based upon the capacity of

the things concerned. So that, the slicing could be done with the Ladle,

only to that substance of which it could be done with the Ladle
; similarly

by any instrument, the slicing could be done of that substance only which

would be capable of being sliced with that particular instrument. Because

it is a general rule that when a verb denotes an action, the potency or capa-

city (of things) is always helpful (in determining the exact form of the action

denoted). Thus then, in the case in question, there would be restriction

in accordance with the capacity of the things concerned.

Similarly in the case of the text 'Anjalinii saktun pradavye juhoti'i

(cf. Taitth-iya Samhitu 3. 3. 8. 4), the term '

anjali
'

stands for *

joined palms
'

(in general, without restricting it to any particular way of joining the two

palms) ; but it is taken to be restricted by the '

capacity of things
'

to that

way of joining the palms which brings about the shape of a flower-bud (a

hollowed cup); because it is only with the palms joined in this form that

the Homa could be offered: just as when one makes the statement ' Kate

bhunkte Kamsyapatryam bhunkte', the exact meaning determined by the
'

capacity of things
'

is that ' He sits on the mat places the food in the

bell-metal dish, and eats it
'

.

End of Pada IV of Adhyaya I.

End of AdhySya /.



ADHYAYA II.

Differentiation among Actions,

PADA I. (Introductory).

ADHIKARATSTA (1) : Bhavarthadhikarana.

[The Act as leading to the Apurva is expressed by one word ; and this word

is the Verb.]

SUTRA (1).

THOSK 'WORDS DENOTING ACTION' (i.e. VERBS) WHICH

DENOTE BHAVAN! (ACTIVITY), FROM THESE PROCEEDS

THE COGNITION OF THE ACCOMPLISHMENT [OF THE

RESULTANT A p U r V a] ; AS IT IS THIS FACT

THAT IS ENJOINED.

Bhasya.

[The first Adhyaya has described the means of knowing Dhanna.Tlie second

Adhyaya deals with the question as to what are the various acts that are called
* Dlmrma '

; but before this is dealt with, it is necessary to ascertain the means

of finding out whether and how one act is different from another. According to

Kumarila the main subject-matter of the second Adhyaya is the Differentiation

among Actions, and the other matters dealt with are subsidiary to this. According
to Prabhakara, the subject-matter of the Adhyaya is the difference among the texts

injuiictive of the Acts. Among the factors that go to differentiate one act from

another, the most important is the result following from the Acts, in the case

of acts included under the category of ' Dharma ', this result being the Apurva,
or Transcendental Potency. Consequently it becomes necessary first of all to

determine (1) what is this apfirva~and (2) what is the word that denotes it.]

In the first Discourse a full account has been given of the Means of knowing

(Dhanna) ; in course of which the real character of Injunctions, Decla-

matory Passages, Mantras and Smrtis has been determined ; the Injunction
of Accessories and also Names have been examined ; it has also been

explained how doubtful cases are determined with the help of supplementary

passages. All this has to be borne in mind. After this we are now going
to consider what acts are Primary and what Secondary, what acts are

different and what not-different ; this is the subject-matter, and none other,

that is to be dealt with (in the Second Discourse) ;>
and such is the

connection of the discourse (with what has gone before).

In connection with this, six kinds of differentiation among Actions are

going to bo described, as based on (1) Different words (under 2. 2. 1),

(2) Repetition (under 2. 2. 2), (3) Number (under 2. 2. 21), (4) Accessory details
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(under 2. 2. 23 et seq.), (5) Context (under 2. 3. 24), and (6) Name (under
2. 2. 22). We are mentioning here what we are going to explain because

an explanation becomes readily understood when the subject has been

already indicated beforehand ; also tho mind of the learner becomes
concentrated.

Thus then, it is the treatment of the means of distinguishing the

various acts that constitutes this, the second discourse ; whatever else

happens to be dealt with here is only what is introductory to, or connected,
either directly or indirectly, with the said main theme.

[The correlation and sequence of the twelve discourses may be thus summar-
ised: Until the means of knowledge have been duly defined (Discourse I), there

can be no discussion of the meaning of Vedic texts ; and hence also no discussion

regarding any two acts being the same or different (Discourse II) cannot be

introduced ; the discussion of difference or non-difference is essential, as unlil

some actions have been found to be different from others, there can be 110 idea as

to one being the Primary act and the other secondary or subsidiary to it

(Discourse III), nor of the usefulness or otherwise of the acts (Discourse IV),
nor of the order of their performance (Discourse V); it is only when the nature of

an action has been duly understood that there can be any consideration regarding
the person entitled to its performance (Discourse VI), which last question therefore

stands in need of all the foregoing five discourses. Similarly, Discourses Vll XII,

treating as they do of such subjects as the Transference of Detail^ and the like,

presuppose a full knowledge of all the Injunctions regarding all the details uf

actions; thus the latter half of tho Sutras (Discourses VII XII) are dependent

upon what has gone before in the earlier half (Discourses I VI).]

The first point to bo considered is this : Under Discourse I it has been

declared (a) that * Dharma is that which is enjoined by the Injunction as

conducive to tho highest good
*

(Sutra 1. 1. 2), (6) that '

Injunction
'

is the

sentence that denotes an action, (c) that the words constituting a sentence

have distinct meanings. Now the first question (A ) that has to be

considered is Is a different Dharma laid down by each one of the words

composing the Injunctive sentence ? or is a single Dharma laid down by all

the words collectively ?

Now on this question (.4), we have the Purvapaksa (A) that ;'a

different Dharma is laid down by each of the words."

The Siddhdnta (A) in answer to this question is as follows : If the

Transcendental Potency (Apurva) results from one act (laid down by one

word in the sentence), then anything else that may be laid down by any
other word in the sentence should be only auxiliary to the former act (and

not an independent act leading up to a distinct result) ; as in this way
there would be need for the assumption of fewer transcendental potencies.

Hence the conclusion is that there is only one transcendental Potency (re-

sulting from the one act that is denoted by one word in the Injunctive

sentence).

Now if there is only one Transcendental Potency, then then* arises

the question (B) Does this Potency result from (acts denoted by) verbs

(words denoting activity), or from (those denoted by) nouns (words
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denoting substances and qualities) ? (But before we can discuss this ques-

tion), we have to determine what is an action and what are the words

denoting activity ? These words are '

yajati
'

(' sacrifices'),
' daddtl

'

('gives'),
4

juhoti* ('pours libations into the fire') and so forth. " But these words
are expressive of sacrifice, gift and libation-pouring, and they cannot be
*

expressive of activity.
' "

It is not so ; these words are expressive of

sacrifice and the rest, and they are also expressive of activity ; what is under-

stood as expressed by the words is the sacrifice (gift and libation-pour -

ing), as also activity in general, the sense of the injunction in this latter

case being that * one should so act that something may come about (be

accomplished)
'

. Thus it is that these are ' words expressive of activity
'

;

from nouns, on the other hand, we derive notions of substances and qualities.

not of activity ; hence nouns are not ' words expressive of activity.'

The Purvapaksa (B) on this question (B) is that " the Transcendental

Potency results equally (from both kinds of words, %7erbs as well as

Nouns).
"

In answer to this we have the following Siddhanta (B) : Those Verbs

that are expressive of activity bring about the cognition of the accomplishment

of the result, i.e. such verbs as 'yajeta* ('should sacrifice'). Why
so ? Just because they are expressive of activity ; those words that express
the idea that ' one should make something come about ' would be just those

which, when combined with the term 'desirous of heaven', would express
the idea that ' one should make heaven come about '

; thus it is that from

these words is derived the, idea of the '

accomplishment
'

i.e. the bringing

about, the fulfilment,
' of the result

'

; and what these words, as combined

with the (special) acts of sacrifice, gift and libation-pouring, speak of is the

fulfilment of heaven. " How so ?
" Because '

It is this fact that is enjoined \

e.g. by the words expressive of the 'sacrifice' and other acts. The
construction is like this The question being

* By what should the man

seeking Heaven bring about Heaven ?
'

the answer is
' By such acts as

Sacrifice and tho rest
'

; and when what is denoted by a word brings about

such a result (as Heaven for instance), it can do so only though bringing
aboiit an (intervening) transcendental potency, not in any other way; it is

thus that the Apurva, the Transcendental Potency, comes to be comprehen-
ded ; hence the said Transcendental Potency comes to be known through
the word expressive of the act. It is in this sense that we declare that
* words expressive of activity

'

are expressive of the Transcendental

Potency; not that there is any word which is directly expressive of that

Potency. The fact of the matter is that something has to be brought into

existence by the activity denoted by the verb, and tho desire for Heaven has to

be fulfilled by some means ; thus between these two (the Activity and the

Heaven) there is a mutual relationship, like that between a carter who has

lost his horse and another carter who has burnt his cart (i.e. the one

needing the help that the other can give). For instance (in the case of the

sentence * one desiring Heaven should sacrifice
' and such others), the verbs

like ' sacrifice
'

(' yajeta ') stand in need of certain factors, i.e. the meaning
of the term '

yajeta
'

being, as explained before, that ' one should bring about

something', it becomes necessary to know (a) What is to be brought
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about ? (6) By what it is to be brought about ? and (c) How it is to be

brought about ? The statement of the purpose by the term *

avargakdmak
'

('desirous of Heaven 1

) supplies the information as to (a) what is to be

brmtyht about. Such cannot be the explanation of words expressive of

substances and qualities (i.e. Nouns). Thus we conclude that verbs, being

expressive of activity, express the Transcendental Potency.

Objection :
** Why has the Sutra used both the terms ' bhdvdrthdh *

(words denoting activity) and
' karmashabddh '

(verbs, which also denote acts)

[since both appear to be synonymous)?
"

The answer to this is as follows : As a matter of fact, there are certain
* words denoting action' (

* karmashabda '

) which are not *

expressive of

Jihdrand or activity'; e.g. 'shyena\
' chitru* and such others (which are

names of sacrifices, but do not by themselves convey any idea of the agent

undertaking an activity with a view to bringing about a certain result). [The

reading 'shyenaikatrikddayah
'

appears to be defective, though it appears in

the Tantravdrtika also, Text, p. 356 ; from what follows *

shyenachitrddaydh
*

appears to be the correct reading] ; on. the other hand, there arc certain
6 words denoting activity

' which are not *

expressive of action
'

; e.g.
* bhavana\ " bhdva ' and * bhutl

'

(Being).

[The following extracts from the Tantravartika throw some light upon the exact

signification of the terms * karmnshaMa ' and ' bhavashabda '

: Says the Bhasya
' There are certain Karmafthabdax, etc/ Though the proper words to be cited as ex-

amples were *

fiaga \
'

yajana
*

and other nouns denoting the action of sacrificing,

yet the Bharya has cited the words 'xhyBtia ', etc., which become names of actions

only when appearing in sentences as in apposition to words like '

yaga
'

; in fact

they are recognised as KarmcutJiabda because of their denoting certain actions after

and along with the injunction of sacrifice as instrumental in the bringing about of

certain results. The Sham/a continues * There are certain Bhavartha words which

are not Karmashabda *

; -and in this connection, the proper words to cite would be
*

bhavayBt (bring into existence)', 'kuryat' (make or do) and the like; as those are

expressive of the activity of the agent, and not * bhavana,
1 *

bhtiti
'

(Being) which is

the action of the result that is brought about, not of the agent; though one of the

three words cited by the Bhasya
* bhava '

may be taken as signifying an activity

on the part of the Agent by being derived as with the causal affix (in which case
* bhaiw

'

would be equivalent, not to being, but to bringing into existence

Question "why should not the bhavartha words be spoken of as 'fairmashabda*

when, as a matter of fact, every verbal ?'oot is a Kctrtnankabda, expressive of

action?" Ansiver~Au undefined general action, that of Being, is incapable of

being performed ; hence words denoting such general action cannot be spoken of as

Karmashabda ', expressive of action ; and it is only words denoting particular acta

capable of being performed that have been regarded as ' Karmashabda '. Tantra-

vartika, Translation, pp. 492-493, Text. p. 356.]

How is this to be illustrated? There are two texts (a)
*

/S%enena-

bhicliaran yajeta* ('Going to kill, one should sacrifice with the Shyena* i

Sad. Bra. 3. 8. 1), (6)
*

Chitrayd yajeta pashukdmah* (' Desirous of cattle,

one should sacrifice with the Chtira* ; Tai. Sa. 2. 4. 6. 1). In regard to

these, it is doubtful if the construction of (a) is
*

shyenena abhicharan'

{

'

going to kill with the Shyena '), or '

yajeta abkhharan' (' going to kill, one

should sacrifice'), and that of (6) is
*

chitrayd pashukdmah' ('Desirous of
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cattle, with the ChUrd'), or 'pashukdmo yajeta' (* Desirous of cattle, one-

should sacrifice'). It is only when these points are doubtful that there i*

any chance of the enquiry as to whether the words (' shyena
' and '

chitrd')

are to be taken as injunctivo of accessories or as names. (c) Similarly, in

connection with the text *

Darshapurnamdsdbhydm svargakdmo yajeta*

(' Desirous of heaven, one should sacrifice with the Darsha and the Purna-

mdsa'), where the terms ' darsha
1 and 'purnamdsa' denote particular

times, is the construction to be *

darshapurnamdsdbhydm svargakdmah
'

(* Desirous of heaven, through Darsha and Purnamdsa'), or '

svargakdmo-

yajeta' (* Desirous of heaven, one should sacrifice'). In all these three

texts, neither 'Darsha', nor 'Purnamdsa', nor 'Chitrd', nor '

Shyena
9

is

*

expressive of activity
'

; nor have these words any connection with the agent

desiring the particular result, because their case-endings are different from

those found in the words denoting tho agent. From all this it follows that

words expressive of substances and qualities are not expressive of the

Apikrca (Transcendental Potency).

[Tho sense of these arguments is as follows : If the words *

shyena \
'

chitra\
' darsha

1 and '

purnamdsa' were directly related to the

particular results (and as such, were Bhdvashabda, 'words expressive of

activity'), then the yaga (sacrifice) itself would not be instrumental in

the accomplishment of the results ; and then words like
*

shyena
'

could

not be taken as names of sacrifices ; as it is only because of the co-

ordination of the instrumental sacrifice with words like '

shyenena
'

that

these latter come to be regarded as names; not being taken as names,
these words could not be taken as injunctive of accessories. When
however the sacrifice is taken as the instrument of the Bhdvand (bringing

Into existence), then, the word '

shyena
' cannot but be taken as the name

of that sacrifice * na chaisdmarthind sambandhah '

says the Bhdsya ;

this means that the mention of the result has no direct concern

with the word '

chitrayd
' or '

shyenena '.J

SUTRA (2).

[SAYS THE OPPONENT] "As A MATTER OF FACT, 'ACTIVITY* is

DENOTED BY ALL (
WORDS

)

"
J

IF THIS IS URGED

[THEN THE ANSWER is AS TN THE FOLLOWING

Bhasya.

[Says the Opponent] *'If your view is that words expressive of

substances and qualities are mot indicative of the Transcendental Potency

(Apurva), because they are not *

expressive of activity (Bhdva) ', then, we

urge that 'activity is denoted by all words'. For instance, in the

sentence '

Darshapurnamdadbhydm svargakdmo yajeta
9

( Desirous of heaven*

one should sacrifice with the Darsha and Purnamdsa'), the connection

between the terms 'desirous of heaven' and 'with the Darsha and Purnd-

mdsa ' would be asserted by the term should sacrifice
'

; similarly in the
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text '

Shyenendbhicharan yajeta
'

(' Going to kill, one should sacrifice with the

Shyena*), the connection between the terms 'going to kill' and 'with the

shyena
' would be asserted by the term ' should sacrifice

'

; and in the text
*

Chitrayd yajeta pashukdmah' (' Desirous of cattle, one should sacrifice with

the Chitrd'), the connection between the terms 'desirous of cattle' and
* with the chitrd

' would be asserted by the term ' should sacrifice
'

; and

thus all these words (and not only the term 'should sacrifice') are such as

want the help of some other word to complete their sense ; so that all of

them are equally expressive of '

activity
'

; and when all the words are

equally expressive of 'activity', there is nothing to justify the restriction

that the Transcendental Potency is indicated only by
* words expressive of

particular acts', and not by those expressive of substances and qualities.'*

SUTRA (3).

THOSE WORDS ABE NOUNS, ON THE UTTERANCE WHEREOF IN

ACTUAL USAGE, THE FORMS OF THE OBJECTS DENOTED BY

THEM BECOME APPREHENDED : CONSEQUENTLY ANY
NEED FOR OTHERS IS FAR AWAY FROM THEM;

SPECIALLY AS THEY ARE ACCOMPLISHED

\ENTITIES AT THE TIME OF BETNU

USED (AND SPOKEN OF).

Bhasya.

There aro certain words in whose case it so happens that whenever

they are pronounced for the purpose of conveying the idea of what is

denoted by them, what is so denoted becomes apprehended in its true form,

i.e. as being something which, having come into existence, continues to

-exist for some time, and is not, like an act, destroyed as soon as it comes

into existence ; these words are Nouns, and these are ' words expressive of

substances and qualities ', and such are the objects denoted by
* words

expressive of substances and qualities'.

Instead of saying that these are ' words expressive of substances and

qualities ', the Sutra has said that ' these are Nouns \ which means that tho

term * Nouns '

is synonymous (with the term * words expressive of substances

and qualities ').
" How do you know this ?

" We deduce this from the fact

that the affixes taken by the words (expressive of substances and qualities)

are known as ' ndmikl '

(pertaining to Nouns)
" What are these aflixes ?

"

They are those that are found in the terms ' vrksah. ', 'vrksau',
' vrksah

'

(denoting substances), and shuklah',
' shuklau\ ' shuklfih,

'

(denoting

qualities). Thus tho words used in the Sutra are quite right.

Inasmuch as the objects denoted by these nouns are not momentary
(but lasting),

'

any need for others is far away from them,
'

; that is, they
do not stand in need of anything else in the shape of a Primary (to which

they would be subsidiary) ; these have not got to be produced,
' because they

are accomplished entities at the time of being used, and spoken of\ i.e. they
are already in existence at the time that they are used.
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SUTRA (4).

THOSE WORDS, ON THE OTHER HAND, ARE VERBS ON THE UTTER-

ANCE WHEREOF WHAT IS DENOTED BY THEM IS NOT IN

EXISTENCE ;
HENCE IT IS THROUGH THESE THAT IT

(THE TRANSCENDENTAL POTENCY) WOULD
BE COGNISED ;

AS WHAT IS DENOTED

BY THEM IS DEPENDENT (UPON
OTHER FACTORS).

Bhasya.

t Those words on the utterance whereof what is denoted by them is not in

existence', i.e. what is denoted by them does not exist at the time that

they are pronounced,
' are Verbs

'

; i.e. these are ' words denoting

activity (Bhdva)
'

; the Sutra has taught us this by using the other

synonym (* verbs').
" In what way are the terms 'verbs' and * words

denoting activity' synonymous?" That they are so is indicated by
the fact that tho affixes taken by the ' words denoting activity

'

are called

'fikhyatlkV (pertaining to verbs)
" What are these affixes?" They are

those that are found in the terms *pachati\
*

pachatah
'

,

(

pachanti
9

, and so

forth.

For this reason the Transcendental Potency would be cognised through

these words ; because what is denoted by verbs is something to be brought

into existence ;
hence when these verbs are pronounced along with words, the

things denoted by which are accomplished entities, these latter entities are

taken as subserving the purposes of what is to be brought into existence ; as it

is only thus that they would be serving a visible purpose ; because the

coming into existence of what is to be brought into existence for a special

purpose serves a distinctly useful purpose; and it is brought about by what

is already an accomplished entity ; thus does a visible purpose become

served. There would be no such purpose found to be fulfilled if what is to

be brought into existence were taken as subserving the purposes of what ia

already an accomplished entity ; so that in this case an invisible (trans-

cendental purpose) would have to be assumed. From this it follows that

the sacrifice (which is yet to be accomplished) cannot be taken as subserving

the purpose of a substance (which is already an accomplished entity).

Further,
' what is denoted by them is dependent upon other factors

'

;

that is, what is denoted by them is dependent upon the human agent ;

' Bhdvand' (Activity) is so called only when it is related to a human agent;

specially because the term *

bhdvayet
'

(' should bring into existence ') denotes

(through the conjugational affix) the human agent ; it is for this reason that

the sentence ' one desirous of Heaven should sacrifice
r

conveys the idea of

( 1) the human agent, as also (2) the sacrifice, and (3) the relationship (between

them). On the other hand, if we had a sentence in the form *

svargakdmo-

dvavyena
'

(* one desirous of Heaven, by substance ', there being no Verb), it

would convey the idea of (1) the human agent, and (2) the substance, but

not of any relationship (between them).
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Says the Opponent :
" What we mean is that the verb '

yajeta
'

('should sacrifice') would signify the relationship between the hutnan agent

seeking to accomplish a purpose and the substance, in the form ' one

should bring into existence by means of the substance '

; so that the *

bring-

ing into existence
'
of the purpose is understood to be brought about by

means of the substance ; and thus there would be the required
' need for

others' also."

True, it is so understood that * one should bring into existence by
means of the substance' ; but this is understood through Syntactical Connec-

tion ; while the idea that ' one should bring into existence by means of the

sacrifice
'

is understood through Direct Assertion. Further, when the

relationship of the sacrifice is predicated in the form * one should bring into

existence by means of the sacrifice ', at that time, the relationship of the

substance in the form * one should bring into existence by means of the

substance ' could not be predicated. Thon again, if the relationship of the

substance would be predicated, any relationship with the verb '

yajeta
*

(* should sacrifice') also could not be predicated [as one and the same

sentence could not have two predicates] ; it could be possible if the former

(the relationship of the substance) were only referred to ; but in that case,

there would be predication and reference at one and the same time, which is

impossible. Thus, there would be a conflict between Direct Assertion (of the

relationship of Sacrifice) and Syntactical Connection (indicating the relation-

ship of the Substance); and in the case of such conflict, it is Direct

Assertion which is the more powerful ; consequently there can be uo

connection between the human agent seeking to accomplish a purpose and the

substance ; so that, so long as there is no connection between the substance

and ' the person desiring heaven ', it is not possible for the substance to be

conducive to the fulfilment of heaven.

This is the reason that justifies the restriction that the Transcendental

Potency is indicated by
* words denoting activity', and not by 'words

denoting Substances and Qualities'. When therefore the words used

are '

yagena kurydt
9

(* should bring about by sacrifice'), then the word must
bo taken as expressive of the sacrifice, and the connection of the term
*

darshapurnamasdbhydm
'

(

*

by means of Darslia and Purnanwsa '

) would be

obtained only by indirect indication, based upon the fact that the sacrifice is

onjoined as to be performed on the Darsha and Purnamasa days.



ADHIKARA^TA (2) : There is such a thing as Apurva,
Transcendental Potency.

StJTRA (5).

THERE is APURVA, BECAUSE ACTION (is ENJOINED).

Bhasya.

[The foregoing discussion, as to the word that indicates the Transcen-

dental Potency, has presupposed the existence of this Potency itself ; but in-

asmuch as the existence of such a potency is not generally admitted, the

present Adhikarana proceeds to establish its existence. Tantravartika

Trans., p. 497.]

[The Purvapaksa of this Adhikarana is set forth only in the form of the

question]
*' How is it known that there is such a thing as *

Apurva ', Trans-

cendental Potency ?
"

The answer to this, which embodies the Siddhanta, is supplied by the

Sutra There is Apurva, because action is enjoined. The word *ckotland' (in

the Sutra) we explain as Apurva ; hence the meaning of the Sutra is that

there is such a thing as Apurva, because action is enjoined in such

injunctions as * Desirous of Heaven, one should sacrifice.' Otherwise, if

there were no such thing as Apurva such an injunction would be meaning-
less ; as the act of the sacrifice itself is perishable ;

so that if the sacrifice

were to perish without bringing into existence something else, then the cause

having ceased to exist, the result (in the shape of Heaven) could never

come about. From this it follows that the sacrifice does bring into existence

something (some Force or Potency which continues to exist and operate till

such time as the Result is actually brought about). If it be argued that
" on the strength of the declaration of a certain result following from a

certain sacrificer, it may be presumed that the act of sacrifice itself does

not perish (but continues to exist till the appearance of the result)", the

answer is that such a presumption cannot bo right; because of the Act

(sacrifice) itself, we do not perceive any other form (save the one that is

perishable, and hence not able to bring about the final result) ; as a matter

of fact, that alone is called an ' act
' which transposes its substratum from

one place to another; and no such transposition is possible for the Soul

(which alone could be the lasting substratum for the act, if it were to con-

tinue till the appearance of the result), because the Soul is omnipresent

(and as such there can be no change of position for it) ; that the Soul is pre-

sent in all places is indicated by the fact that its functioning (in the shape
of the experiencing of pleasure, pain, etc.,) is found everywhere. [Says

the opponent, who holds that the Soul is no larger than the body encas-

ing it]
" That same fact (of the Soul functioning everywhere) may be a

sign of its going from one place to another". [We have adopted the read-

ing nanu '

for
' na tu

'

; the Tantravartika favours * nanu \ though it provides
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an explanation of the other reading also see Translation, p. 517]. [The
answer to this is that] we perceive no incongruity in the view that the Soul

does not move from place to place [while there are several incongruities in

the view that it does so move, for which see Tantravartika Translation,

p. 518]. Thus then, the only possible alternative is that the act (of sacrifice)

subsists in the material substance (offered), and this substance has perished

(ceased to exist); and when the substratum (in the shape of the substance)

has perished, it is understood that the act (sacrifice) itself has perished. If

it be urged that " the substratum (substance) has not perished", that can-

not be true, as all that is found to be left of the substance (offered at the

sacrifice) is mere ash. It might be argued that " even while the ash is there

the substance is there (in the form of that ash) ", that cannot be right ;
be-

cause what exists must bo perceived, and yet the substance is not perceived (in

the ashes).
" The very fact of the bringing about of the result would be indi-

cative of the presence of the substance (at the time of the appearance of the

result)." In that case, it is necessary for the other party to answer the

objection that there is no perception of the substance. It might be argued
that <k the non-perception might be due to one or the other of the various

reasons of non-perception, such as the subtle character of the substance [or

'being too remote' or 'too near', or * the inefficiency of the perceptive

organ/ , or * absent-mindedness
' enumerated in Sdnkhyakdrikd], If such

is thei view, then it comes to this that something has to be assumed ; and

the question to be considered is is it the Apurva that should be assumed

or some reason for the non-perception of the existing substance ? There is

always some justification for making a general assumption, and none for a

particular one [so that while there may be some justification for the assum-

ing of a general potency in the shape of the Apurva, there can be none for

assuming a reason for the non-perception of overy particular object, as there

will have to be a separate reason for each particular case of non-perception].
-" [In order to avoid these difficulties, we may hold that] the Act continues

to exist without any substratum ". But this assumption also would be open
to the same objections (as those sought to be avoided).

[The translation follows the explanation supplied by the Tantravartika 9

which says
*

Evamandshritakarmakalpandydmapi
'

See Translation, p. 523.

It may also be rendered as follows :

" There will be this justification for

assuming a special reason for the non-perception, of the existing siibstance

that, in the absence of such a substance, there would be no substratum for

the Act." The answer to this is that even this remains open to the same

objections]. (In order to avoid all these difficulties) it might be held that
** we shall assume some such character in the Act whereby it will not carry
its substratum (i.e. the Soul) to another place". This also will be open to

the same objections [such as the incongruity of denying a perceptible fact

and assuming of what is not perceptible says Tantravartika Trans.,

p. 523]. From all this it follows that the act of sacrifice is perishable, and
because it is perishable, therefore there is such a thing as Apurva (brought
into existence by the Act).

" What is the purpose served by this discussion ?
"

It is as follows: If * words denoting Substances and Qualities' also
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were indicative of Apurva, as held by the Purvapaksa then, on substances

and qualities being spoilt, no substitutes could be employed ; this would be

the case if the Purvapaksa view were accepted. If, on the other hand, the

tfiddhanta view were accepted (that Apurva is indicated only by 'words

denoting activity
'

), then, the performance of the Act could be proceeded with

after adopting a substitute for the substance or quality that may have been

spoilt.

[The Purvapaksa argument against the assumption of Apurva is thus stated by
Prabhakara: "The injunction imparted by the injunctive word only urges the

agent to the performance of a certain action, and not towards anything desired

by him ; the action is something ephemeral, and is not present immediately before

the attainment of heaven by the agent ; hence in order to meet these difficulties we
must accept the sacrifice itself to be either everlasting, or bringing about either a

certain faculty in the agent, or the favours of the deity ; and there is no reason for

assuming any such thing as Apurva."
In answer to the above, he continues

At the very outset you commit a mistake in assuming that the injunction

prompts the agent to action ; what the injunction really does is to prompt him
to exertion ; and the particular action denoted by the root is only the object of
that exertion. Thus then, what is denoted by the injunctive sentence is the
k

Niyoga ', decree or mandate ; this * mandate '

urges the man to exertion ; and this

exertion
'

pertains to some sort of action denoted by the verb. The assumption
that the action itself is everlasting is against all evidence ; the Soul also is, by
its very omnipresence, inactive ; hence what brings about the final result cannot

abide in the Soul.'

The above passage from the Brihati is not quite clear ; nor has it been possible
for us to obtain a manuscript of this portion of the commentary, Rijuvimala. But
the whole subject is discussed, from the Prabhakara standpoint, in the Prakarana-

panchika (page 185 et seq.}, from which the following may be gleaned :

There can be no doubt as to the ephemeral character of the sacrifice itself ; it

is borne out by everyday experience. Nor can the sacrifice be held to be laid

down for the purpose of obtaining the favour of the deity ; as there is no evidence

in support of this ; as a matter of fact also, sacrifices are never performed for that

purpose ; the deity is only one to whom the offering is made ; and we could please
a deity by only such acts as could reach it ; then again, it is not possible for any
deity to get at all the offerings made by different men at all times; specially
because no deity is eternal or omnipresent. Nor can we accept the view that

the verb with the injunctive affix expresses an action tending to produce in the

agent, a certain faculty, which is the immediate cause of the final result. This

is the view, favoured by Kumarila, We cannot accept this view, as there is no

proof for the postulating of the appearance of any such faculty in the agent. That
the sacrifice produces such a faculty is not proved either by Perception or by
Inference, or even by Verbal Assertion, there being no Vedic texts pointing to

any such faculty; specially as we find that the action is brought about by the
exertion of the agent; and therefore the causal potency must reside in this

exertion, which exertion therefore should be denoted by the injunctive sentence.

The assumption of the faculty in question might be said to be proved by
presumption, based upon the consideration that the action cannot be the cause
of the final result, without some such faculty lasting during the time intervening
between the completion of the action and the appearance of the result. But what

presumption can justify us in assuming is some faculty or potency in that

12
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itself which i# found to be incapable in the absence of that faculty ; so in the ease in

question, the presumption can only point to some faculty in the action, and not in

the agent ; hence what is brought about by the faculty abiding in the agent cannot

be regarded as produced by the action.

The whole matter of what the Bhatta calls *

Apurva* and the 1'rabhafairn
4 Niyoga\ is thus explained in the Prakaranapanchika (p. 187) :

(1) The second aphorism of Adhyaya I has shown that what the mjunctive
sentence denotes is Karya, something to be brought about. (2) In the beginning of

Adhyaya VI, it has been shown that, of this Karya denoted by the sentence, the

Niyojyai.e. the person prompted to its bringing about is one who is desirous

of acquiring for himself some desirable result in the shape of Heaven and tho

like, this being related to the Karya. (3) In the Badaryadhikarana (LIT. I. 3)

it has been proved that it is the karya that is the direct cause of the production of

that desirable result which is desired by (and as such, qualifies) the prompted

person. (4) In the Devatadhikarana (IX. I. 9) the Rhasya,has shown that this

karya cannot be the net (of sacrificing, for instance); as this act cannot possibly

be the direct cause of the final result; nor could it be held to lead to the result

through the favour of the deity to whom the sacrifice is offered ; nor can it be

regarded as leading to the result through si certain potency in the agent ; and it is

well-known that either tho act itself, or any potency abiding in itself, does not last

long enough to bring about the result. (5) In the Apurvadhikarana (II. 1. 5),

we have the final conclusions led up to by all the above adhikarana. That which

is denoted by the injunctive affix and other factors of the injunction is the karya

inhering in the agent who is prompted by the sentence, and as connected with

whom the karya is indicated ; as this karya is not cognisable by any other means

of knowledge, it has been called '

Apurva ', something new* wot known before. The

connection of this karya with the agent and the action may be thus traced : tho

karya by its very nature is something brought about by kriti, or operation ; and

this operation is none other than the exertion of the agent. In the Bhararth-

adhikarana (II. I. 1) again, it is shown that no such exertion is possible, in-

dependently of some cct denoted by the verbal root. Hence what the injunctive

sentence denotes, in this connection, is the Niyoga or prompting, relating to that

act. This act, thus being the object of that prompting, comes to be spoken of

as the * instrument
'

by which that prompting is accomplished, as shown under

[II. 1. 3. Even though the karya is brought into existence at a time other than

that of the appearance of the final result, yet, inasmuch as it is inseparably related

to the prompted agent, in whom the desire for that result is present, there is

nothing incongruous in regarding that karya as the direct cause of the result . This

karya has been called * Apurva
'

by the Bhasya by reason of its being something n<>w

to all other means of knowledge, save the injunctive sentence ; but the name given
to it by Prabhakara is

*

Niyoga
'

or prompting, by reason of the fact that it acts as

an incentive to the prompted person (Niyojya) and makes him put forth an

exertion towards the accomplishment of the action denoted by the verbal root.

This karya or Niyoga is expressed neither by the verbal root, nor by the injunctive

affix, nor by any other word in the sentence, but it is denoted by the sentence as a

whole ; all other necessary factors being expressed by the several words of the sentence

individually, what the sentence as a whole expresses is this Niyoga (Mandate) as

related to the prompted person expressed by one of the words in the sentence

(i.e. the word signifying the result, the person desiring which is the prompted
person). That the Niyoga is thus expressed by a sentence is also proved by the fact

that the general rule is that, that which is the principal thing made known by
the sentence forms its '

meaning
'

; and there is no doubt that of all the things made
known by the sentence, the Niyoga is the most important ; for even though the
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final result has all the appearance of the most important factor, yet it is the Niyoga

that is really such, because it is the direct and immediate cause of the result, and it

is also the immediate effect of the action performed ; also, because the result

also has to be regarded as subservient to the Niyoga, in view of the fact that

the result .enters as one of the factors necessary for the making up of the full

character of the Niyoga. To explain The Niyoga cannot be a true Niyoga until

there is a Nlyojya, the person to be prompted to exertion, as without exertion there

can be no Niyoga ; then again, without the agent there can be no exertion ; and

lastly, it is only the person desiring the result issuing from the undertaking that

is entitled to its performance ; thus indirectly, through the agent, the result

becomes a necessary factor in the Niyoga ; this relation between the Niyoga and

the result being similar to that between the master and the servant ; without

the servant the master cannot be a true * master ', and yet it is the master that is

the more important person of the two.

The Prakaranapaftchikd raises an interesting question here :

" Granted that the injunctive sentence - * One desiring heaven should perform
the Jyotistoma

'

expresses the Niyoga as proceeding from the action of Jyotiatotna

sacrifice, and as being the direct cause of attaining heaven. But just as the

sacrifice, being an effect, has only an ephemeral existence, and cannot continue till

the appearance of the result, so in the same manner, the Niyoga also, as an effect,

could not but be transient, and as such unable to continue till the appearance of the

result. Thus the very purpose for which the hypothesis of the Niyoga has been put

forward, fails to be accomplished by it. This cuts off the ground entirely from

under the whole fabric, of the Niyoga or Apurva-."

The author fails to answer this objection satisfactorily. All that he says is

that the Nljaga does not bring about the result immediately after it itself comes

into existence, but in its action towards the bringing about of the result, it stands

in need of certain auxiliaries, which are not always available, and until whose

appearance the result cannot appear. This explanation does not meet the difficulty

that 'the Niyoga itself cannot, and does riot, exist at. the time that the result appears.
He has explained in another place that it is through the prompted agent that the

Niyoga, though itself appearing at the present time, brings about the result at a

future time. This, however, is as much as to say that the Ntyoga produces some-

thing in the agent, which latter something brings about the result ; and thus this

much-vaunted theory of the Prabhakara is found to be less acceptable than the

Bhatta view, by which the action (of sacrificing) itself produces a certain faculty in

the agent, which faculty brings about the result at the proper time ; while Prabha-

kara appears to assume a Niyoga intervening between the action and the something
lasting that is produced in the agent, he does not call it *

faculty ', but which comes
to be the same thing. In order to meet the difficulty, Shalikanatha has been forced to

call in the aid of *

destiny
'

; he says that it is only when the Niyoga is aided by destiny
that it brings about the result. This after all, is a very poor explanation to be

offered by the ' Mimamsamsnata '

as he has called the followers of Prabhakara.

Another question arising in this connexion is that, what has been said above

may be all right, so far as those actions are concerned which are laid down to be

performed with a view to a certain result ; but how would it apply to those actions

which are to be performed merely in fulfilment of a duty incumbent upon all per-

sons, without reference to any result, or to those passages that lay down the non-

doiiig of certain acts ? The answer to this is that, in the explanation of Niyoga, the

Prabhakara has brought in the result, not as something desired by th* agent, but

only as something the presence of which makes a person entitled to the performance
of a certain act ; in the case of those actions, then, that are laid down as necessary
duties to be performed throughout life, any person who is endowed with life being
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entitled to the performance of those acts, the character of the agent becomes fully

accomplished ; and this is ail that is needed for the explanation of the Niyoga.

By Rumania's view the Apurva is * a potency in the principal action, or in the

agent, which did not exist prior to the performance of the action, and whose exis-

tence is proved by the authority of the scriptures.' Before the sacrifices laid down
as leading to Heaven are performed, there is in the sacrifices themselves in the first

place, an incapacity to lead any person to heaven, and in the second place, in the

agent, to attain heaven. Both these incapacities are set aside by the performance
of the sacrifice; and this performance also creates a positive potency or force, by
virtue of which heaven is attained ; and to this latter force or capacity we give the

name *

Apurva '. The proof of the existence of such an Apurva lies in Presumption,
based upon the fact that without some such force or potency many Vedic passages

are wholly inexplicable. For instance, there are many passages dealing with the

fact that certain sacrifices lead the sacrifice!' to heaven, the idea being that he

goes to heaven, not indeed immediately on the completion of the sacrifice, but

after death. The question then arises, that as a general rule the effect comes into

existence while its cause is still present, or immediately after the cause has ceased

to exist; but in the case in question, the sacrifice ceases to exist at the present

time, while the attainment of heaven comes ten or twelve or more years later.

This can be explained only by the hypothesis that the sacrifice, on its completion,

produces directly a certain potency or faculty in the agent, which resides in him,

like many other faculties, throughout life, at the end of which it leads him to

heaven. Without some such intervening potency as the connecting link between

the sacrifice and its result the causal relation between these two cannot be ex-

plained. Apurva thus is nothing more than a force set in motion by the per-

formance of the action this force being the direct instrument whereby, sooner or

later, the action accomplishes its result. There is nothing incongruous in this

hypothesis ; as every action is actually found to set going certain forces, either in

some substance, or in persons connected with some substances ; and the force thus

set going accomplishes its result, as soon as it reaches its full development with the

aid of attendant auxiliaries. The whole process is thus briefly stated systematically

in Nyayamalavistara :

(1) "The sentence 'one desiring heaven should perform sacrifices' lays

down the fact that the sacrifice is instrumental in the bringing about

of the attainment of heaven.

(2) Then arises the question how can the sacrifice which ceases to exist at

the moment that it is complete, bring about the result at a much later

time ?

(3) The answer to this is that the sacrifice accomplishes the final result

through the agency of the force called *

Apurva '.

(4) A further question arises how is the Apurva brought into existence ?

(5) The answer is by the performance of the sacrifice.

In all simple sacrifices, there is a single Apurva leading to a single result. But

there are certain elaborate sacrifices which are highly complex, being made up of a

number of subsidiary sacrifices. Such for instance as the Darshapaurnamasa sacri-

fices. In all such sacrifices, there are as a rule four kinds of Apurva :

(1) The Phalapurva-~tha,t which brings about the result directly, and which

is the immediate cause of the result ;

(2) the Samudayapurva ; in the Darshapaurnamasa sacrifices, the three main
sacrifices performed on the Moonless day form one group and the three

performed on the Full Moon day another group ; each of these groups

occurring at different points of time could not have a single apurva ;

hence each group has a distinct Apurva of its own, the two Apurvas
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combining to produce the final Phalapurva ; and each of these distinct

Apurvas is call a samudayapurva ;

<(tt) the Utpattyapurva ; i.e. the three Apurvas following from each of the

three sacrifices forming the Darsha group : these three Apurvas lead to

the Samudayapurva of the * Paurnamasa '

group, which leads to the

final Phalapurva i

(4) the AngapiirvcL; each of these sacrifices of the group is made up of a,

number of minor acts, each of which in its turn, must have a distinct

Apurva of its own ; as otherwise the act could not help in the final

Phalapurva.]



ADHIKARA^A (3): Division of Acts into *

Primary' and

'Secondary*.

SUTRA (6).

THEY (VERBS AND ACTS DENOTED BY THEM) ARK of TWO KINDS

SECONDARY AND PRIMARY.

Bhasya.

[From the foregoing Adhikantna it would appear as if there were an Apiirvn

resulting from every act. In order to remove this misconception, the author now

proceeds to point out the division of Acts into 'secondary' and 'primary', the

idea being that it is only the Primary Act that directly brings about an Apurva,
the Secondary Act only helps the Primary.]

It has been understood that BkavasJwtbda s (Verbs) are expressive of

Acts. As a matter of fact, however, there are several kinds of Verbs, such

as '

yajati
'

(* sacrifices
'

), 'juhoti
'

(' pours the libation
'

),
* cladat i

'

( gives
'

) ;

also several of such other kinds as '

dogdhi* (* milks'), 'pwasfi
'

('pounds'),
'

vildpayati'' (' melts'), and so forth.

With regard to those Verbs, there arises the question Are all these

verbs expressive of a Primary Act ? Or, are some expressive of only a

preparatory (secondary) Act ?

The Purvapaksa on this point is that " inasmuch as all are equally

'bliavartlia'' , verbs expressive of activity, they are all expressive of Primary
Acts".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhanta : Verbs are to be

classed under two heads some are expressive of Primary Acts, others are

expressive of preparatory (secondary) Acts. Even so, all these acts would

be useful; and a useful purpose being thus served by all of them, there

would be no justification for the assuming of an Apurva following from all.

Thus then all verbs are not expressive of Primary Acts.



ADHIKARAI^A (3A) : Definition of the Primary Act*

SUTRA (7).

THOSE ACTS ARE ' PRIMARY ' WHICH ARE NOT MEANT TO BE PRO-

DUCTIVE (OR PREPARATORY) OF MATERIAL SUBSTANCES
;

BECAUSE THE MATERIAL SUBSTANCE IS A

SUBORDINATE FACTOR.

Ehasya.

Says the Opponent
" It is true that according to the conclusion arrived

at in the foregoing Adhikarana, there would be need for assuming fewer

transcendental potencies ; and to that extent, this view is quite reasonable.

But we find no grounds for discrimination as to which Acts lead to Apurva
and which do not ".

The answer to this is that those verbs that denote such acts as are not

meant to be preparatory or productive of a material substance are *

Primary
'

i.e. expressive of Primary Acts, because the material substance is a sub-

ordinate factor ; i.e. the material substance is a secondary factor, being sub-

servient to the accomplishment of the Act, which is what is most desired.



ADHIKAEANA (3B) : Definition of the Secondary (Subsidiary)

Act.

SUTRA (8).

THOSE, ON THE OTHER HAND, THAT ARE MEANT TO BE PRODUCTIVE

(OR PREPARATORY) OF A MATERIAL SUBSTANCE ARE TO BE

REGARDED AS ' SUBSIDIARY
'

;
BECAUSE IN REGARD

TO THESE, THE MATERIAL SUBSTANCE IS THE

DOMINANT FACTOR.

In those cases where the Acts are intended to be productive (or pre-

paratory) of the material substance, the Act should be recognised as subsi-

diary ; why ? because in the case of such an Act, the material substance

would be the dominant factor. In the case of such acts as are expressed

by verbs like
*

yajeta* ('should sacrifice '), it is clear that they are not meant

to be productive of any material substance; hence verbs like these are

expressive of Primary Acts, because in the case of the acts, the material

substance is the subordinate factor. But in the case of acts expressed by
such verbs as 'pinasti

'

(' pounds '), it is clear that they are meant to be pre-

paratory of a material substance; Ihence these verbs are expressive of

subsidiary Acts. This is the ground for differentiation among acts (as to

which are, and whicli are not, productive of the Apurva).

The purpose served by this differentiation is that Vrlhi being the

material at the archetypal sacrifice, and threshing having been laid down as

to be done to the Vrlhl, as, at the ectypal sacrifice, the material to be used

for the cooked offering is the Priyangu corn, if according to the Purva-

paksa view, all acts were equally 'primary', then the *
threshIny of the

Vrlhi' would be a primary act, no portion of which could be left out; so

that even at the sacrifice where Priyangu is the prescribed material, it

would become necessary to do the *

threshing of the Vrihi ', and hence for that

purpose, to bring in the Vrlhi also; while according to the Siddhdnta, the

4

threshing of the Vrlhi
' would be a subsidiary act, meant only to be sancti-

ficatory or preparatory of the particular material Vrlhi ; so that there would

be no need for doing the *

threshing of the Vrlhi', or bringing in the Vrlhi, at

a sacrifice where the prescribed material is Priyangu.



ADHIKAEATSTA (4) : Acts like 'Sammarjana
5

( Washing)
are not 'Primary'.

SUTRA (9).

[PtlRVAPAKSA] "So FAR AS THE ELEMENT OF c DHARMA '

IS CON-

CERNED, EVERY ACT SHOULD BE ' PRIMARY '; BECAUSE OF

NON-ACCOMPLISHMENT (OF ANY MATERIAL SUBSTANCE) ;

AS IN THE CASE OF PBAYA.TA ".

Bhasya.

[The general principles of differentiation of acts into *

Primary
* and * Subsi-

diary
'

having been laid down, the author now proceeds to deal with the case of a

few particular acts.]

We meet with such texts as ' Snischam sammdrstf Aqnlm sammdrsti,

Paridhim sammarsti, Puroddsham paryagnikaroti'. (Taittiriya-Brahmana
3. 3. 1). In regard to these there arises the question Are the two acts that

are spoken of here viz. Washing and Taking rountl the Fire *

primary' or
k

subsidiary
'

?

The Purvapaksa on this question is as follows :

k< The mere act i.e. to

the extent that it does not suffice to fulfill the visible purpose (of bringing

about a material substance) is what we call
'
the element of Dharma

'

; and this

should be a *

primary
'

act
; why ? because of non-accomplishment of any

help ;
i.e. an Act of this kind does not render any help to the material sub-

stance ; it is only when an act of this kind accomplishes a material substance

that it is regarded as '

subsidiary
'

; and as it is only an act of this latter

kind that is
*

subsidiary ', the act under consideration must bo regarded as

*

primaryV

StJTRA (10).

[SlDDHANTA] BlJT THE ACT IN QUESTION SHOULD BE OF THE SAME

CHARACTER AS OTHERS I BECAUSE OF SIMILARITY IN THE

TEXTS.

Bhasya.

The particle
* vd

'

(' but') sets aside the Purvapaksa.

Acts of the kind that are under consideration should be of the same

character as other subsidiary acts, siich as the Threshing of Vrlhi
; why ?

because of the similarity in the texts
;

i.e. in all these texts (speaking of the

acts) we find the same Accusative ending in connection with the terms

denoting material substances ; for instance, just as we have the Accusative

ending in the word 'vrlhln\ in the text * Vnhin avahanti' (T. B. 3. 2. 5. 6)

which enjoins the act of threshing, so have we also in the word 'agnim* in

the injunction
*

Agnim sammdrsti ', and in the word 'purodasham* in the
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injunction
'

PurodasJwmparyaynikaroti \ " Is there any such rule as that the

Accusative ending is to be found only in connection with material substances

mentioned in texts injunctive of subsidiary acts, on the basis of which rule,

you conclude the acts in question to be subsidiary, from the fact that these

also contain the Accusative ending ? "-Certainly not, we reply. What we
mean is that the Accusative ending has been declared to convey the idea of
4 what is most desired by the Agent', that the same Accusative ending is

found in the words in question, hence it follows that what is signified by the

term with that ending is
' what is most desired ', if that is the ' most desired

'

(and as such, the dominant factor), then the Act mentioned in the text must
be a *

subsidiary
'

one. Though it is true that the *

subsidiary character
'

of Acts is not cognisable by such Means of Cognition as Sense-perception
and the like, yet it is cognised by means of * Word '. From all this it

follows that the Acts under question are *

subsidiary'.

SUTRA (11).

[OBJECTION]
" BUT (IN MANY CASES) THERE is INJUNCTION OF THE

MATERIAL SUBSTANCE (AS THE SUBORDINATE FACTOR) ", IF THIS

BE URGKD [THEN THE ANSWER is AS IN THE FOLLOWING

Bhasya.

Says the Opponent" Evidently your view is that inasmuch as the

word has the Accusative ending, the substance (signified by it) must be the

predominant factor. But this is not right, because we find the Accusative

ending also in words which denote the substance as the subordinate factor ;

e.g. in such texts as * fiaktun juhoti
'

(T. S. 3. 3. 8. 4),
* Mdrutam juhoti ',

*

Ekakapdlan juhoti
'

[where the material substances Saktu and the rest are

distinctly subordinate to the action of Hotna ] ".

SUTRA (12).

[ANSWER] NOT so; BECAUSE, IN REALITY [THE ACCUSATIVE

ENDING ALWAYS INDICATES THE PREDOMINANT FACTOR),

AS IS FOUND TO BE THE CASE IN COMMON

PARLANCE; AND IT is ONLY IN SPECIAL CASES

THAT THAT FACTOR MAY BE TAKEN AS SUB-

SERVIENT, ON ACCOUNT OF ITS SUBSERV-

ING THE PURPOSES OF THE ACT.

Bhasya.

As a matter of fact, the Accusative ending never indicates the subor-

dinate factor ; learned people have taught us that (a)
' The Accusative case-

ending signifies the objective
'

(Panini 2. 3. 2), and (6)
' The objective is that

which is most desired by the Agent' (Panini 1. 4. 49). In common

parlance also we do not find the Accusative ending indicating a subordinate

factor. Even in such instances as (a)
' Tanduldn odanam pacha

1

(* Pre-

pare cooked rice of these rice'), what is meant is 'Prepare this rice for the
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purpose of obtaining cooked rice'; so that it is the rice (to be prepared)*

which is stiJl 'what is most desired'; similarly in the sentence '

Balvajan

shikhandakdn kuru' (*Make bundles of straws'), it is the straws themselves

tied up in the form of bundles that are * what is most desired
'

. The significance

of words is determined by common, not Vedic, usage. In common parlance

also when the verb '

juhotl
'

(' offers into the Fire '

)
is used along with a word

with the Accusative ending, it is possible to say that the Accusative ending

indicates * what is most desired '

; for instance, in the sentence ' Tandulan

juhudhi
'

(' Offer the rice into the Fire
'

), the idea intended to be conveyed may
be k Relate the rice to the act of offering into fire' and many such others^

Tt has already been declared that it is riot right to attribute several mean-

ings to a single word.

Thus then, it having been established that the Accusative ending indi-

cates the predominant factor, it would be only in very special cases (where
the said indication of the predominant factor would be impossible) that it

could be assumed to indicate the subservient factor.

Question.
" But in the Veda, how could the subservient factor be indi-

cated by the Accusative ending ?
"

Answer. In fact, wherever the Accusative ending is used, the idea

conveyed to us is always that of the predominant factor ; and when this pre-

dominance has been comprehended, it might be denied only if there were some

stronger authority for such denial. " How ?
"

Well, in the case of the text
* saktun ju,hoti\ the Accusative ending in ' saktun

'

points to the saktu,

Meal, as the predominant factor, by which the meaning of the text would

be that * the act of offering into fire should be made to subserve some pur-

pose for the Meal' ; but in reality it is found that the act of offering cannot

in any way serve any purpose for the Meal ; why ? for the simple reason

that the Meal can have no purpose of its own ; in fact, we do not see, or

hear of, any purpose that the Meal may have. Under the circumstances, if

the Act of offering into Fire were to be taken as subserving some pur-

pose for the Meal, that Act itself would have to be regarded as pur-

poseless (aimless, useless). [Thus in this case, if we insist upon the direct

signification of the Accusative ending as indicating the predominant fac-

tor, we find that a Vedic injunction becomes useless.] And yet as a matter

of fact, the act of offering into Fire is one that actually serves as an in-

direct (remote) aid to the Primary Act of the Jyotis^oma, and as such

must be useful; and this usefulness of the act in question follows from

the fact of the text occurring in. the context of the Jyotistoma; hence it

cannot be said that the Act is useless ; specially it is something needed

by the text laying down the entire method of procedure of the Primary
Act (Jyotistoma). "[What you say regarding the act of offering into Fire

may be said regarding the Meal also") ; the Meal also, being mentioned in

the same context, may have its use (and as such may be treated as the

predominant factor)." Who says that the Meal has no use ; it is certainly
of use ; but it is of use only as tending to the fulfilment of the act of offering

into Fire (for which a material is necessary), and not in any other manner.
" But the Meal also is needed by the text laying down the entire method

of procedure of the Primary Act (Jyotistoma)." Our answer to this is that
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a material substance is not what is needed by the method of procedure;
what the Method of Procedure needs is only a detail of the method ; and it

is the act of offering into Fire, and not the material substance Meal, which is

a detail of the Method. " But when the offering into Fire is done with the

Meal, a transcendental potency would result from the Meal" There is no

authority for this. "The Accusative ending would bo the requisite author-

ity." The Accusative ending does not indicate the fact of the act of offer in <j

Into Fire subserving the purposes of the Meal. " As the Meal itself serves no

useful purpose, the act of offering Into Fire would naturally subserve the pur-

pose of the Meal, as thus would the Meal become related to the act of offer-

ing into Fire ; as it is only when the offering into Fire has been made that the

Meal (offered) becomes related to the act of offering into Fire." If the Meal
is something useless, then it is not possible for the act of offering into Fire to

subserve the purpose of the Meal. The mere declaration of the act sub-

serving the purposes of the Meal would be of no use either to the Agent or

to the Sacrifice ; so that it would still remain useless ; because merely on the

strength of the said declaration, it would not be possible to assume its use to

either (the Agent or the Sacrifice). Under the circumstances, we conclude

that what the word with the Accusative ending ('saktun') does is only to

indicate the connection of the Meal (saktu) with the act of offering into

Fire; and whenever a material substance becomes related to an act, it can

be so related only in a subordinate capacity, because it is an accomplished

entity (and as such must be subservient to the act to be accomplished) ;

and being so subordinate, it should be spoken of by a word with the Instru-

mental ending (' saktubhih juhoti"
1

); that is why it is asserted that in the

text ' saktun juhoti', the Accusative ending has been used in plaee of the

Instrumental.

This is what is meant by the word ' tadarthatvdt
'

(in the Sutra), which

means that, inasmuch as the Meal subserves the purposes of the Act of

-offering into Fire, it cannot be regarded as the predominant factor, even

though it is spoken of by a word with the Accusative ending. It is only

thus that the declaration (* saktun juhoti
9

)
could serve a useful purpose;

and when it is found to serve a useful purpose, it cannot be said to be useless

or aimless.

tt is in this same manner that material substances, like the Cake, be-

come subservient to the sacrifice and thereby serve a useful purpose.

Such being the case, the 'preparation' (sanctification) of the material

substances also comes to serve a useful purpose. If it be urged that **
it

serves no visible purpose ", then the answer is that, in that case it could

be taken as serving an invisible (transcendental) purpose; because \\e find

even in ordinary life that there is invisible 'preparation' (sanctification)

also ; for instance, when men come from other villages, the Fire is carried

round, which is said to be productive of an invisible (transcendental)

beneficial effect ; and there can be no incongruity in what is actually found

in ordinary experience.

The use of this Adhikarana is as follows: (a) In connection with the

Varunapraghasa sacrifices (which have the Dashapurnamasa as their arche-

type) it is laid down that ' The sruks should be made of the Shami-wood, or
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of gold
'

; in the Archetypal Sacrifice, the Apurva is brought about by the
'

.scouring
'

of the Sruks made of several kinds of wood ; hence at the Varuna-

praghdsa, according to the Purvapaksa, Sruks made of several kinds of wood

should have to be brought up for the purpose of *

scouring' (which is the

predominant factor to which the Sruk is subservient, according to the

Purvapaksa) ; while according to the Siddhdnta (by which the scouring is

subservient to the Sruk), only the Sruks made of Shaml-wood or of gold

have to be scoured, (b) Similarly, the Paridhi having been enjoined as to

be made 'with spokes', Paridhis made of Palasha-wood would have to be

made for the purpose of being
* scoured ', according to the Purvapaksa ; while

according to the Siddhdnta only Paridhis with spokes should have to be
' scoured'. (c) Again, in connection with the Avabhrtha, according to the

Purvapaksa , the fire would have to be produced for the purpose of being
' stirred

' while according to the Siddhdnta, the Water only should have to

be ' stirred '. (d) Lastly, we read that at the Sattrmshatsamvatsara sacrifice,

the Savanlya cakes are to be ' made of meat '

; and according to the

Purvapaksa, cakes of flour would have to be got ready for the purpose of

being 'circumambulated by the Fire', while according to the Siddhdnta, the

circumambulating by the Fire
'

should be done to the meat-cakes themselves.

[This explanation of the use of the Adhikarana has not been accepted by
Kumarila, who has supplied a different explanation. See Tantravartika Trans.,

pp. 538-541.]



ADHIKABAI^A (5) : The '

primary
'

character of the S t u t i

and S h a s t r a Hymns.

SUTRA (13).

RVAPAKSA]
" THE 'STOTRA' AND 'SHASTRA' HYMNS ARE SANCTI-

FICATORY IN THEIR CHARACTER, LIKE THE ' YI.TYA
'

HYMNS,
AS THEY ARK INDICATIVE OF DEITIES ".

Rhasya.

[It has been declared under Sutras 7 and 8 that those acts are to be regarded

as *

subsidiary
' which are preparatory or productive of material substances, and

that those that are not so preparatory or productive are *

primary
'

acts, ft is by

way of an exception to this general principle that we have the present Adhikarana.

Stotra
'

is the name given to the hymns consisting of Mantras that are set to

music and sung ; and ' Shastra
'

is the name given to those consisting of Mantra*

that are not set to music or sung.]

We have the texts (a)
'

Pra-uyam shamsati\ (b)
'

Niskevalyam sliath-

sati' [each of these enjoining the reciting of a Shastra-hymn] ; and (c)

*

Ajyaih stuvate\ (d)
' Prsthaih stuvate* [each of which enjoins the reciting

of a Stotra-hymn]. These hymns are descriptive of qualities, and are sung

(as Stotra) or recited (as Shastra); an example of such hymns we have the

Mantra '

Indrasya tu vlrydni pravocham, etc/ (Rgveda 1. 36. 1) [which speaks

of the good qualities of Indra].

Now, with regard to this Mantra descriptive of the good qualities (of

Indra), there arises the question Is this subsidiary (and subordinate) to

the deity, or is it
*

primary
'

in character ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa
" The Stotra and

Shastra hymns are sanctificatory acts ; why ? because they are indicative

of deities; i.e. when the mantras descriptive of certain qualities are recited,

they point to the deity possessing those qualities ; if it were not so, it would

not be descriptive of qualities ; in fact, there is a clear indication of the deity

in this case ;
and through this indication of the Deity, there is a clear aid

imparted to the act of sacrifice (to that deity), which act thus becomes

accomplished. For these reasons, the acts under question should be re-

garded as sanctificatory in their character,
'
like the Ydjya mantras '

; that is,

just as the mantras spoken of in the text '

Ydjyanianvaha-Puronuvakyu-
manvaha' are descriptive of qualities and serve the useful purpose of indi-

cating deities, so also the hymn under discussion".

SUTRA (14).

[SlDDHANTA] BUT IN THAT CASE THE MANTRA WOULD BE TAKEN

AWAY FROM ITS SPHERE BY THE PURPOSE (SERVED BY IT) I

BECAUSE IT WOULD BE SUBSERVIENT TO THE NAME
OF THE DEITY MENTIONED IN IT.

Bhasya.

If the reciting of the Stotra and Shastra hymns were a sanctificatory act,

then it
* would be taken away from Its sphere by the purpose served by It

'

;-
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because it would be subservient to the name of the deity which is men-

tioned in the 'mantra ; i.e. the mantra would be subservient to the purposes

of the Deity; and as, in that case the Deity would be the predominant

factor, the mantra would have to be taken away to that sacrifice where

that Deity would be the recipient of the offering ; and this would go against

the indications of * Order ' and ' Position
'

(whereby the mantra has to be

used at a different sacrifice). For these reasons the view set forth in the

Purvapaksa is open to objection, and as such, should be rejected.
" Which

is the particular mantra (in connection with which the contingency pointed

out would arise) ?
"

It is the mantra f Abhi tvd shura, etc.' (Ma. Sa. 27. 35)

which is called the ' Aindra Pragdtha' (Hymn sacred to Indra) ; this

mantra, though occurring in proximity to (in the context of) the sacrificing

of the Mdhendra Cup (cup dedicated to Mahendra), would have to be taken

away to that sacrifice where Indra (not Mahendra) would be the deity.

SUTRA (15).

[OBJECTION]
" BUT (IN THE INSTANCE CITED) THE WORD WOULD

SERVE THE PURPOSE OF POINTING TO A QUALIFICATION :

.JUST LIKE THE WORD * VASHA
'

('BARREN')".

Bhasya.

[Says the Purvapaksiri]
" We shall not reject the Purvapakm view ; in

fact, we reiterate the view that the reciting of the Stotra and fihastra hymns
is a sanctificatory act, simply because the mantras are indicative of deities.

As regards the argument that " under this view the Aind.ra Pragdtha (mantra

Abhi tvd shura, etc.') would have to be taken away from its sphere', our

answer is that there would be no such contingency ; because even the word
' indra

' would denote the deity Mahendra ; as it is the same deity Indra

who, when qualified by the quality of greatness (mahdn), is called ' Mahendra
'

[and Mahendra would not be a different deity from Indra
\ ; in fact, the term

' indra
9

(as occurring in the compound word * Mahendra'1

) clearly denotes

the particular deity (Indra) 9 and the term *niahat' (as occurring in the same

compound) as clearly denotes the quality of Greatness [so that the name
' mahendra '

only means the Great Indra] ; just as in the case of the terms
'

Rdjd* (King),
'

Maharaja
'

(Great King) and ' Brdhmana\ ' Mahci-

brdhmana* (Great Brahmana). This case would be analogous to that of the

term 'vashd\ 'barren' ; in the text SStf va $sd sarvad,evatyd yatajdvas/id

vdyavydmdlabheta* ('This barren-goat is sacred to all deities one should

kill it as an offering to Vdyu' ; T. S. 3. 4. 3. 2), the term <aja vashd"

('barren-goat') points to the same 'goat' which has been mentioned in

connection with the enjoined sacrifice ; similarly where the qualified deity

(Mahendra , Great Indra) is enjoined, it would be understood as the deity

denoted by the term without the qualifying term (i.e. 'indra'). Thus then,

there would be no '

taking away
*

of the mantra from its sphere (as urged

by the SiddMnlin, under Su. 14)."
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SUTRA (16).

[ANSWER! THAT CANNOT BE; AS IT FORMS AN INTEGRAL PART OF

THE VEDIC TEXT.

Bhaaya.

What has been urged by the Purvapaksin is not possible ; in the case

of the term 'mdhendra-graha' (' the cup dedicated to Mahendra'), that the
'

cup
' meant is

' that of which Indra is the Deity
' could be signified only by

the presence of the nominal affix (in the term
' mdhendra '

) ; but as a matter of

fact, this nominal affix would not be possible if what is denoted by the term
* indra

1

(as occurring in the compound
' mahendra '

) stood in need of being

construed along with the greatness (denoted by the term 'mahat' as occur-

ring in the compound
* mahendra '

) ; [what is meant is that the word ' ma/*en-

dra* cannot be taken in its literal sense of 'great-Indra', as if so taken, it

would be incapable of taking the nominal affix in its compounded form ; as

in the operation of compounds, as also in that of nominal affixes, the capa-

bility of the terms concerned is essential ; if thon the term * mdhendra ' were

explained as 'mahdn indro devatd yasya', "that of which the Great-Indra

is the deity", then this essential 'capability' would be wanting; because

if the chief stress is laid upon the factor of '

greatness
' as needed by

* Ind>ra ',

then the word * indra
' would become *

incapable
'

of taking the nominal

affix, which would have to go with ' mahat *, an impossibility. If, on the

other hand, stress were laid upon the nominal affix, then there would be no

connection with 'greatness
9

. Tantravdrtika Trans., pp. 544-545]. Nor on

the other hand, would it bo possible to have the compound by connecting

the term ' indra
' with 'mahat', if the former stood in need of, and were

taken along with, tho nominal affix. [That is to say, if the word * indra
'
is

first taken along with the nominal affix, it takes the broadened form
' aindra

'

; then as regards the quality of '

greatness
' denoted by the term

'mahat', it- could have no connection with the term 'indra' which occupies

only a secondary position in the term * aindra '

; so that the term ' mahat '

would have to go with 'aindra', not with 'indra', and the resultant form

would bo 'mahaindra' not *

mahendra', and the qualification of 'greatness'

would have no connection with Indra. Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 546].

Thus then, if the term ' indra
'

is taken up with the nominal affix, it can

have no connection with '

greatness ', while if it is taken up with *

greatness'

and compounded with it, it can have no connection with the nominal affix.

[That is, if the functioning of the compound and that of the Nominal Affix

were explained separately, one after the other, then, inasmuch as the

terms would have to be repeated oftentimes, it would involve a syntactical

split. Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 546]. Nor is it possible to have a single

construction including the functioning of the compound as well as that of

the Nominal Affix (as mahdn indro devatd yasya
'

) ; as that would involve the

incongruity that the same Indra would, in one instance, be something not

already predicated and thus connect itself for the sake of its own predi-

cation, with tho nominal affix, and in the other, it would be something
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already predicated and hence only referred to for the purpose of being con-

nected with greatness.

Then again, as a matter of fact, the object Mahendra the Great-Indra

(as the deity to whom the cup is dedicated) is something quite distinct

from Indra, who is the deity to whom the offering is made ; so that both

of them could not be spoken of by means of the word ' mahendra '

uttered

only once.

From all this it follows that the deity Mahendra is not the same as

Indra qualified by greatness; and in the term 'mahendra', the nominal affix

is added to the term * mahendra '

; from this also it follows that the basic

noun (

* mahendra '

) has a distinct connotation of its own as one composite

whole, and its connotation does not consist of the connotation of its compo-
nent parts ('mahdn* and '

Indra'). Thus the conclusion being that Mahen-

dra is a deity distinct from Indra, the Anindra-Pragdtha would have to be

taken away from its sphere (as urged in Sutra 14, above). Consequently
the Purvapaksa view has got to be rejected.

It has been argued that the name * Mahendra ' as applied to Indra

signifies the greatness that accrued to him after his killing Vrttra ; as clearly

declared in the text ' He who killed Vrttra became great' (Ai. Bra. 3. 21).

But if this were so, then it would involve the incongruity of the Veda being

regarded as having a beginning in time [i.e. the argument would imply that

the Vedic text quoted came to be written after Indra had killed Vrttra].

From all this we conclude that Indra is distinct from Mahendra.

SUTRA (17).

ALSO BECAUSE THE TWO NAMES ABE MENTIONED SEPARATELY.

Bhasya.

We find a separate mention of the two names, in the two mantras (a)
'

Bahudiigdhind,rdya devebhyo havlh' (T. B. 3. 2. 38), and (6)
*

Bahudugdhl

mahendrdya devebhyo havlh' (Ma. Sh. S. 1. 1. 3. 29). From this also it

follows that the two are distinct deities ; if they were one and the same,

then these two mantras would have been optional alternatives (which they
are not).

SUTRA (18).

THE MENTION OF THE QUALIFICATION ALSO WOULD BE USELESS.

Bhasya.

When the Injunctive word itself provides the notion that Indra is the

deity of the particular sacrifice, what would be the use of mentioning the

qualification that '

greatness
'

is the quality of Indra [according to the

view that Mahendra is the same as Indra qualified by greatness] ? In fact,

whenever a deity is indicated, it is only for the purpose of showing how the

offering is to be made to that deity ; and the offering is made to the Deity
even when its qualification is mentioned, and it is made to the same deity,

even when the qualification is not mentioned; so that the mention of the

qualification can serve no useful purpose. If it be argued that the idea

13
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conveyed by the mention of the qualification is that " that Indra who is related

to this cup is great ", then, that also cannot be right ; because (apart from

the text in question itself) any connection between the cup and Indra is

entirely unknown ; and hence no qualification could be mentioned in refer-

ence to that which is not known. Further, any connection between the

qualification (and Indra) also being unknown, any characterisation (of

Indra) by means of that qualification is not possible. For this reason also

Mahendra should be a totally different deity from Indra.

SUTRA (19).

8O ALSO THE MENTION OF THE TWO ' YI.JYA
' AND THE ' PtJBO-

BUCH' MANTBAS.

Bhasya.

It is only in accordance with the Siddhdnta view that the distinctive

mention of the two *

Ydjyd-Puronuvdkyd'* mantras becomes justifiable; for

instance, the mantras,
( Endra sdnasim rayim, etc.* (Taittiriya Samhitd

3. 4. 11. 3) constitute the two *

Ydjyd-Puronuvdkyd
' mantras sacred to

Indra', and the mantras ' Mahdn indro ya ojasd, etc.' (tfyveda 5. 8. 9) con-

stitute the *

Ydjyd-Puronuvdkyd
' sacred to Mahendra. If Indra and Mahen-

dra were one and the same, those two sets of mantras would have to be

regarded as optional alternatives ; so that under one alternative course, one

set would be rejected.

[Ashvalayana, Shrauta-sutra 1. 5. 10. 5. 4, states that there are seven rfc

verses included under the name * Puroruch'' ; no such rks are found in the Rgvecla
Samhita. There is a separate Adhyaya called *

Nivid-Kuntapa
' which contains the

Puroruch verses; but these are not in any way connected with the Yajya ; while

the Puroruch verses are to be recited on the occasion of the repetition of what is

known as the *

Pra-uga Shastra '. Hence the commentators have interpreted the

name *

puroruch' as standing for *

puronuvakya '. Kimte : Saddarshanachintanika .]

SUTRA (20).

AS BEGABDS THE TEBM * VASHA '

(BABBEN), WHAT IS EXPBESSED BY

IT ACTUALLY FOBMS PABT OF THE SACRIFICE.

Bhasya.

Ifc has been urged (by the Purvapaksin, under Su. 15) that though the

animal laid down in connection with the enjoined act is the '

barren-goat* ,

yet in actual practice it is the mere (unqualified) goat that is used [so that

there is no distinction made between the *

goat
' and the ' barren goat

'

;

similarly there is no distinction between * Indra ' and '

Mahendra']. That is

only right because in the case of the term * vashd
'

, we perceive that what is

denoted actually does form an integral part of the sacrificial act ; as is clear

from the text *

Chhdgasya vapdyd medasonubruhi
'

(cf . Taittiriya Brahmana
3. 6. 8) ; from which it is clear that the ' vashd

'

(barren-goat) is the

same as the *

chhdga
'

(goat). Thus then, it is clear that if the Stotra and

Shastra are merely sanctificatory, then, the Aindra-Pragdtha has to be
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taken away from its sphere; for this reason they should be regarded as
*

primary '.

SUTRA (21).

[OBJECTION] "[ THERE MAY BE A TAKING AWAY OF THE HYMN]
TO WHERE (MERE INDRA MAY BE THE DEITY) ;

BUT THAT

SHOULD BE SO, IE IT SERVES A USEFUL PURPOSE."

Bhasya.

The particle
* vd

'

('but') sets aside the view expressed above. "In

reality the Stotra and Shastra are sanctificatory acts. As for the taking

away of the Aindra-Pragdtha, let it be carried over to the sacrifice where

Indra is the deity ; [it is only right that it should be so], as it is only right

that what is indicated by the Indicative Power of the words of the text

should set aside what is indicated by Order and Position"

SUTRA (22).

[ANSWER] THIS SHOULD NOT BE so IN THE CASE OF SUCH MANTRAS
AS ARE DIRECTLY LAID DOWN IN THE VEDA.

Bhasya.

As a matter of fact, in the case of many Mantras, we find that, if they
are taken away from their sphere, they serve no useful purpose in the sphere
to which they are carried over, and that if so carried over, they become

entirely useless. Such is the case with the Mantras mentioned in the fol-

lowing texts: (a)
' Ydmydh shamsanti', (b)

'

Shipivistavatim sham$anti'>

(c)
'

Pitrdevatydh shamsati
1

, (d)
'

Agnimdrute \ (e)
'

Kusumbhaka-suktam',

(/)
' Aksasuktam', (g)

' Musikdsuktam* and such others.

[The mantras referred to here are to be recited on the occasion of the third

Soma-Extraction of the Agnistoma sacrifice. They constitute the Agnimanota-shastra

described in the Aitareya Brahmana (3. 35). In the case of the Mantras spoken of as
* yamyah

'

in the text ' Yamyah shamsanti ', it is found that, inasmuch as Yama is

not the deity of the other Cups, if the mantras laid down in that context were to

be taken away from there, they could not point to that deity ; and as in that case

the very injunction of these would become useless, it would be necessary to admit

the fact of their leading to transcendental results.]

SUTRA (23).

[OBJECTION]
" BUT IT is ACTUALLY SEEN ".

Bhasya.

[Says the Opponent]
" What we assert is that all the mantras referred

to have their use (even on being taken away from their own context):

for instance, (a) the Manduka-hymn is of use in connection with the Fire

<which has to be drawn in with the said hymn), (b) the Aksa-hymn is of

use at the Rdjasuya (where the gambling is done with the Aksa, Dice),

(c) the Musikd-hymn is of use at the Ekddashinl [where the Mantra *

Akhuste,

tc.' eulogises a certain spot]; (d) all the mantras have their use at the
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Vachaatoma, as declared in the text 'Sarvd rchah sarvdni yajumai sarvdni

sdmdni vdchastome
'

; (e) similarly the Pdriplava-Akhydna is of use at the

Ashvamedha ; (/) in connection with the Ashvina sacrifice it is said
*

Yasydshvine shasyamdne suryo nodiyddapi sarvd ddshataylranubruydt [i.e.
* in case the sun does not rise when the Ashvina Shastra is being recited all

the %k. verses should be recited by way of expiation
'

Tantravdrtika Trans.,

p. 559]. From all this it is clear that Mantras carried away from their

context do serve distinctly useful purposes. Consequently the reciting of

the Stotra and Shastra hymns should be regarded as sanctificatory in

character".

SUTRA (24).

[ANSWER] IN REALITY HOWEVER, ON ACCOUNT OF THE ACTUAL
PRESENCE (OF THE GENITIVE, LOCATIVE AND OTHER

ENDINGS) IN THE VEDA, THE ' STOTRA ' AND THE
' SHASTRA '

APPEARING IN THEIR OWN CONTEXT
SHOULD LAY DOWN THE COMING ABOUT

OF THE TRANSCENDENTAL POTENCY

[AND HENCE SHOULD BE RE-

GARDED AS * PRIMARY '

IN

THEIR CHARACTER].

Bhasya.

In reality the reciting of the '

stotra
' and ' shastra

' must be regarded as

'primary' acts; why? because of ' the presence in the Veda, etc.' In the

Vedic texts we find the presence of the Locative ending ; for instance^
' Kavatlsu stuvate ',

*

Shipivistavatisii stuvate
'

(cf. Taitti. Sam. 7. 5. 5. 2) ;

here the presence of the Locative ending (in 'kavatisu* or '

shipistavatlsu
'

)

would be justifiable only if the mantra were taken as purely eulogistic, and

as such subsisting in the letters composing the Mantra ;
on the other hand,

if it were indicative of the Deity, then the Kavatls (Sama. S. 1. 169) should

have been spoken of as the instrument (by means of the Instrumental ending) r

and not with the Locative ending.

There is another *

presence in the Veda', of such texts as '

Pra-ugam
sh&msati',

*

Niskevalyam shamsati
'

; which shows that the mantras spoken of

are to be used for the purpose of praising ; and words descriptive of qualities

used for the purpose of praising would bring about a transcendental result;

and as such the reciting of these should be regarded as *

primary
'

.

There is yet another
'

presence in the Veda ', of the Genitive case-ending ;

e.g. in the text *

Indrasya tu virydni pravocham, etc.' (Taitti. Bra. 2. 5. 4. 1).

Here the name of the deity (Indra) has been mentioned for the purpose
of connecting him with the eulogy contained in the mantra; if it were

meant to serve the purpose of indicating the Deity (of a sacrifice), then the

word would have taken the Nominative ending ; as in that case, the sense

intended to be conveyed would be that of the basic noun by itself (in-

dependently of all relationship to other things).
" But even a word with the

Nominative ending could denote something for the sake of the deity (and not
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the deity itself) ; as we find in the case of the text ' Indro ydto-vasitasya

rdjd, etc.' (ftgvec'a, 1. 32. 15)." Not so, we reply; because such words also

would serve the purpose of praising, by virtue of their syntactical position
in the sentence. " But the indicative power of the words would be more

powerful than their syntactical connection." True; but what we assert

would also be pointed to by the indicative power of the words, this '

power
'

consisting in the capacity of the word to supply the requirements of the

eulogistic sentence which is wanting in certain respects.
" Even so, when

both the conclusions are pointed to by the indicative power of words, how
could the truth be determined ?

" From the supplementary passages, it is

clear that the word is not expressive of the Deity. If the word were intend-

ed to be expressive of the Deity, then the sentence conveying the sense of

praise would remain defective and purposeless. From all this it follows

that the sentence conveying the sense of praise serves the purpose of bring-

ing about a transcendental result, and consequently the reciting of the Stolra

and Shatitra hymns is a '

primary
'

act.

Further, the words ' stauti* and ' shamsati* are directly expressive of

good qualities, and it is only through indirect indication that they could

point to deities. Therefore [as this latter view involves recourse to indirect

indication], the hymns should be taken as laying down the coming about
of the transcendental potency Apurva

'

[and as such should be regarded
as *

primary' in thoir character].

SUTRA (25).

ALSO BECAUSE THE DISTINCTNESS IS IMPLIED BY THE WORDS
(OF THE VEDA).

Bhasya.

As a matter of fact, distinctness is implied by the words of the Veda;
for instance, we have the Vedic text speaking of ' the Agnistoma sacrifice as

accompanied by twelve Stotra and Shastra hymns
'

; if those hymns were
not distinct, their number could never be Twelve ; as the act of reciting or

singing of the stotras and shastras would be one only. If, on the other hand,
distinctness is admitted, then the number ' twelve ' becomes secured.

[If each of the hymns were not meant to be distinct, and if all of them
were taken as equally serving the one purpose of indicating the deity for the

sacrifice, then, there would be no point in mentioning the number 'twelve'.

If, in order to justify the mention of this number 'twelve', each word of

the hymns were taken as indicating a distinct deity, then the number
of such deities would be innumerable, not only 'twelve'. On the other

hand, if the reciting of the Hymns is a 'primary' act, then the reciting
of each hymn would bring about a distinct Apurva ; and if the number of

these Apurvas is 'twelve', the number of the Hymns also should be
'twelve', as each action leading to a definite result is counted as 'one.'
And as regards the question as to what act can lead to an Apurva, the Veda
is our sole authority; and according to the Veda, from the point that
the reciting commences to the point where it halts, it is to be regarded as
one act ; and from the point of the re-starting of the reciting to the point of
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the next halt, it would be the second act ; and so on, in the case in question,
the number of these recitings is twelve, as leading to twelve Apurvas. In

this case there is no justification for taking each single verse as a distinct

act, by which the number of acts would become more than ' twelve ',

Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 562].

SUTRA (26).

THEN AGAIN, THE MENTION OF IT (AGAIN) WOULD BE USELESS.

Bhasya.

In connection with the Agnistut, we have the text *

Agneyd vat grahd
bhavanti' ; and then again, we have the further text *

Agneylsu shamsanti,

dgneyisu stuvanti*. Now this latter text lays down the reciting of the

Stotra and Shastra in connection with certain things connected with Agni
(Agneyl)] the reciting herein laid down would be useless (superfluous),
if the reciting were a sanctificatory act (and indicated only deities). For
this reason also the recitings should be regarded as *

primary
'

acts.

SUTRA (27.)

THE THING ITSELF is BECOGNISED TO BE DIFFERENT.

Bhasya.

In the Veda we find the text * Sambaddhe vai stotrashastre va
'

; now
this *

sambandha,' connection, relationship, between the *
stolra

' and ' shastra
'

is possible only if the *
stotra

'

is something different from the * shastra
'

; and
the '

stotra
' can be something different from the *

shastra
'

only if each of

them is indicative of an Apurva', otherwise (if both signified the single

deity, Indra), the '
slotra

' would be the same thing as the *
shastra '.

SUTRA (28).

THERE is SIGNIFICATION ALSO, AS IN THE CASE OF OTHER

(PRIMARY) ACTS.

Bhasya.

In the texts in question,
'

Pra-ugamshariisati*,
*

Niskevalyam shamsati',
there is signification (of a primary act), by the Accusative ending (in
'

pra-ugam
' and '

niskevalyam ').

SUTRA (29).

THERE is FULFILMENT OF RESULTS ALSO (MENTIONED).

Bhasya.

We find in the Veda also the mention* of the fulfilment of results,

(proceeding from the act of reciting the
'
stotra

' and * shastra
'

hymns) ; e.g. in
such mantras as '

Stutasya stutamasi* (T. S. 3. 2. 7. 1).
' Indravanto mane-

mahi, bhakslmahi prajamiaam sa me satydshlryajnasya bhuyat* (Taittirlya
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Samhitd 1. 6. 4. 2), we find a reference to the results that follow from the

reciting of the Stotra hymns, not to those following from the Deity. For

this reason also the recitings of the Stotra and the Shastra are *

primary
'

acts.

Elsewhere in the Sutra under Discourse X (Pada iv, Sutra 49) we
have dealt with the purpose served by this Adhikarana, where it has been

shown that the deities .of the Cups being distinct, the Agent is entitled to the

performance (of the act of reciting) only when the reciting of the Stotra and

the Sliastra is a *

primary
'

act.

[Kumftrila (Tantravartika -Trans., pp. 547-556) has taken exception to the

above exposition of the Adhikarana. His contention is that ' Indra ' and * Mah&n~
dra' are names of the same deity (p. 552), as in the compound * MahGndra', the two

terms * mahat '

arid * indra ' do not, as the Bhasya says, function simultaneously ;

and by the gradual functioning of these two terms what the term 'mahSndra'

denotes is Indra qualified by greatness. Thus the main position of the Pvrvapaksa

being sound, it is necessary to have recourse to another line of argumentation for the

effective refutation of that Purvapakea. This line of argumentation, representing

Rumania's Siddhanta, may be thus summed up : As a matter of fact, the Deity
enters into the sacrifice, not in his material form, but only in its verbal form, the

form in which he is mentioned in the Vedic Injunction; hence, inasmuch as, in the

particular act in question, the deity has been mentioned in the injunction in the

form of ' MahZndra', the deity for this act must be MahSndm, not simply Indra,

even if the two are names of the same Deity. In this sense, and to this extent,

MahSndra and Indra are to be regarded as distinct deities.]



ADHIKARANA (6) : Mantras are not injunctive.

SUTRA (30).

] "THE INJUNCTION AND THE MANTEA MUST HAVE

THE SAME PURPORT, AS IT IS THE SAME WORD THAT OCCURS

IN BOTH."

Bhcisya.

[It has been held above, in Adhikarana (I) that Verbs serve to enjoin action and

Apurva ;
and we have dealt with the division of acts into '

Primary
' and * Subsi-

diary '. We now revert to the original subject, and proceed to consider if all verbs

occurring in the Veda in the injunctive passages, etc., and in Mantra texts are in*

junctive ;
as the purpose of the Discourse is only to differentiate among such actions

as are enjoined by Vedic texts.]

There is the text ' Na td nashanti na dabhdti taskaro ndsdm d mitro

vyathira dadharsati. Devdmshcha ydbhiryajate daddM cha jyog ittdbhih sa cha

te gopatih saha
'

(Taittirlya Brdhmana 2. 4. 6. 11) : The terms to be considered

in the present A dhikarana are *

yajate
' and * daddti

'

contained in this mantra ;

and the question that arises is are the verbs (like 'yajate' and *

daddti')

occurring in the mantra injunctive in the same way as those occurring in

Brahmana-texts ?

The Purvapaksn on this question is as follows :
" The verb, occurring in

the Brahmana- injunction arid in the mantra, should have one and the same

meaning,
* as it is the same word that occurs in both

'

;
and under the circum-

stances, it is not possible that the same word occurring in the Brdhmana

should be injunctive, while occurring in the Mantra it should be unable to

enjoin things. Hence the Mantra also should be regarded as injunctive,"

SUTRA (31).

[SlDDHANTAl IN REALITY, INASMUCH AS THE MANTRA FUNCTIONS

ONLY DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF AN ACT, IT SHOULD BE

EXPRESSIVE OF MERE ASSERTION.

Bhasya.

The phrase 'api w' ('in reality') serves to set aside the Purvapaksa

view. Words like those quoted 'should be expressive of mere assertion
9

,

because *
the Mantra functions only during the performance of an act

'

; that

is, it is only while the sacrifice is being performed that the mantra (quoted

above) is able to function; and this function is to * assert' speak of, not

to enjoin the acts of Ooddna (giving of the cow) and Ooydga (cow-sacrifice) ;

why so ? because both these acts are already enjoined elsewhere, (a) the

giving of the cow in course of the injunction of the Sacrificial Fee (which in-

cludes the Cow) and the cow-sacrifice at the Anubandhyd Isti.
" But the
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act as enjoined in the Mantra would be different from those enjoined else-

where". That is not possible ; because even though the word (the name of

the act) be repeated several times, the idea conveyed by it is always one and

the same. If the mantra were taken as expressing commendation (like Artha-

vdda), then it would be superfluous, as the Sacrifice has already been en.

joined by an injunction aided by another commendatory text (Arthavada).

For these reasons the verb occurring in Mantras quoted above cannot be

injunctive.

[Rumania has taken exception to the above exposition of the Adhikarana, on

grounds for which see Tantravartika -Trans., pp. 566-567. According to him, there is

no necessity for introducing any mantra in this discussion ; and the Adhikarana is to be

expounded as follows : Verbs have been declared to be injunctive of acts, and acts

have been divided into *

primary
' and '

subsidiary
'

; the question that arises now
isAre these, (1) the enjoining of the primary act, and (2) the enjoining of the

subsidiary act the only functions of the verb ? Or is there any other also ? The

Purvapaksa view is that there is no third function. The Siddhanta view is that in

addition to the aforesaid function, there is yet another function of the verb, that

of simple assertion, which function takes place where the injunctive function is pre-

cluded by the presence of another injunctive word.]

[Prabhakara's exposition of this Adhikarana is thus summed up in the Brhatt

From the very nature of Mantras it is clear that they cannot be taken as Injunc-

tioTis, being, as they are, entirely devoid of any kind of injunctive word; also

because all Mantras are found to be construable, either by direct syntactical connec-

tion or by indirect implication, with other passages, which are injunctive. So if

the Mantras themselves were to enjoin another action, there would be two actions

enjoined by what is practically only
* one sentence '. Nor are the Mantras found to

contain any commendation or condemnation ; so they cannot be taken as Artfiavada ;

with all this however, Mantras cannot be regarded as absolutely meaningless or

useless ; forming an integral part of the Veda, they must serve some useful purpose,

they must have some meaning, expressing something that is needful in the acts

prescribed by the injunctive passages.]



ADHIKAKAISTA (7) : Definition of
( MantraS

SUTRA (32).

THE NAME 'MANTRA' is APPLIED TO THOSE TEXTS THAT ARE

EXPRESSIVE OF THE SAID (ASSERTION, OF THINGS

CONNECTED WITH PRESCRIBED ACTS).

Bhasya.

It has been established that the verbs occurring in mantras are no

injunctive. Now it is explained what a * mantra
'

is.

Without knowing what a * mantra
'

is, how could the verb contained

therein be discussed ? So, in reality, the present Adhikarana should have

gone before the foregoing one.

The question to be considered in the present Adhikarana is What is a

' mantra
'

?

The answer to this is given in the Sutra The name ' mantra
'

is applied to

those texts that are expressive of the said *

assertion '. That is to say, it is in

regard to those texts which express the ' assertion
'

(spoken of in Su. 31), that

learned men use the term ' mantras ', in such statements as ' we are reading

the mantras ',
' we are teaching the mantras ',

' these are mantras
9 and so forth.

This definition is only illustrative
;
as there are certain texts which are

not expressive of any assertion and are yet called * mantra ', e.g. the

text '

Vasantaya kapinjaldn dlabhate
9

(' Kills Kapinjala birds for Vasanta
9

V. S. 24. 20).

It is not possible to indicate each mantra individually scattered here and

there ; hence some sort of a general definition has been provided. As there

is the saying* Even sages can never come to the end of the enumeration of

things individually ; but wise men come to the end of things by means of

definitions'. [The term '

prstMkotam
'

is thus explained in the Tantravartika,

p. 570 : Without a definition, the teacher would have to indicate the mantras

one by one, and this would be as painful a process as the curvings of the back

undergone when several objects around one have to be looked at in different

directions.]

The following are examples of Mantras of various kinds: (a) Those

ending in 'asi
9

, e.g.
'

Medhosi, etc.
9

; (6) those ending in *tvd
9

, e.g.
' Ise

tvorje, etc.
9

(Vdjasa. Samhitd 1. 1) ; (c) benedictory, e.g.
'

Ayurdd asi, etc.*

(T. S. 1. 6. 6); (d) Eulogistic, e.g.
'

Agnirmurdhd, etc.' (Taittinya Samhitd

4. 4. 4. 1) ; (e) expressive of number, e.g.
* Eko mama, etc.

9

(Sh. Br. 1. 5. 5. 12 ;

(/) incoherent talk, e.g.
' Aksl te indra pingale duleriva

'

; (g) bewailing,

e.g.
( Ambe ambike, etc.

9

(Vdjasa. Samhitd 23. 18); (h) directory, e.g.

4

Agnldagnm vihara, etc.
9

(Taittiriya Samhita 6. 3. 2); (i) searching, e.g.
* Kosi katamosi* (V. S. 7. 29); (j) questioning, e.g.

* Prchchhdmi tvd, etc.
9

(V. S. 13. 61); (&) descriptive, e.g.
*

lyam vedih, etc.
9

(V. S. 23. 62) ; (I)

elliptical extension, e.g.
'

Achchhidretpa pavitrena, etc.
9

(Taittinya Samhitd
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1. 1. 5. 1); (m) performance, e.g.
*

Traisvaryam chdtusvaryam, etc.'; (n)

capability, i.e. power of expression. All this (division of mantras) has been

indicated by the Vrttikdra by means of examples.
All this also is merely illustrative (not exhaustive) ; there are several

mantras which have the word *asi' in the middle (not at the end); e.g.
'

Idyashchdsi vandyashcha vdjin
'

( V. S. 29. 3) ; also some having
' tva

'

in the

middle, e.g.
*

Tattvdydmi, etc.* Further in the Brdhmanas also we find the

(a) Benedictory texts ; e.g.
*

So*kdmayata prajdh srjeya, etc.
'

; (6) Eulogistic

texts also are found in the Brdhmanas-, e.g.
*

Vdyurvai ksepisthddevatd
'

[Taittirlya Samhitd 2. 1. 1. 1); (c) incoherent talk, e.g.
' Na chaitadvidmo

brdhmand vd smo 'brdhmdndh smo vd' (Mait. S. 1. 4. 11); (d) bewailing,

e.g. 'Ye mdmadhuksanta te mdm pratyamunchanta
'

; (e) directory, e.g.
* Amutah somamdhara '

; (/) searching, e.g.
* Iha vd sa iha vd, etc.

'

; (g)

questioning, e.g. 'Veda karnavatlm surmim, etc.' ; (h) answer, e.g.
* Vidmo

vd, etc.'
; (i) Elliptical extension, e.g.

*

Hrdasydgrvadyate atha jihvdyd atJia

vaksasi, etc.'', (j) performance, e.g.
*

TraisvaryancJidtusvaryancha
'

; (k)

capability, e.g.
'

Sruvendvadyati dravesu, etc.' [So that the description

supplied by the Vrttikdra is neither inclusive of all Mantras, nor exclusive

of all non-mantras],

There is no necessity for stating the purpose served by propounding a

definition, as it is well-known ; in fact the knowledge of things obtained by
means of a definition is much easier. On this point there is the following

saying
* There is no necessity to point out any purpose in the case of

(a) objections, (6) exceptions, (c) a prima facie statement, (d) providing
a definition, and (e) after-thought

'

; and the reason for this lies in the fact

that (a) in the case of objections, it is necessary to answer them, for the

sake of the conclusion arrived at in the preceding Adhikarana; (b) in the

case of exceptions, an explanation serves the purposes of the general rule to

which the exceptions have been pointed out ; (c) in the case of a prima facie

statement, there is always the desire to state the final conclusion ; and

(e) in the case of an after-thought, an explanation serves the purposes of the

Adhikarana that has gone before.

In the Veda itself we find the word * Mantra ' whose significance we
have been discussing, e.g. in the text ' Ahe budhniya mantram me gopdya

yamrsayastrayividd viduh rchah sdmdni yajumsi.' (Taittirlya Brdhmana
1. 2. 1. 26.)



ADHIKARAI^A (8) : What is a Brahmana ?

SUTRA (33).

TO THE REST (OF THE VEDA) THE NAME ' BftAHMANA '

(IS

APPLIED).

Bhasya.

[The Veda has been defined as consisting of * Mantras and Brdhmanas';

the Mantra has been defined; the Brahmana is defined in the present

Adhikarana.]
" What is the definition of the Brahmana ?

"

6 Mantra ' and ' Brahmana '

constitute the Veda ;
of these the Mantra

having been defined, it follows naturally that all the rest of the Veda is

Brahmana ; so that it is not necessary to provide a definition of the Brahmana ;

from the definition of Mantra itself it follows that those parts of the Veda

which do not possess the character indicated as differentiating Mantras are

* Brahmana '

; thus it is by the simple process of elimination that we come to

know what Brahmana is.

For the benefit of students however, the Vrltikdra has supplied the

following details regarding the characteristic features of the Brahmana :

( 1) One abounding in the particle
'
iti

'

; (2) one containing the phrase
' so

they say'; (3) anecdotal; (4) stating a reason '

Shurpena juhoti tena

hyannam kriyate* (Shata. Brahmana 2. 5. 2. 23); (5) Explanatory,
' Tad

dadhno dadhltvam* (Taittiriya Rath. 2. 5. 3. 4); (6) Deprecatory,
*

Upavltd

vd etasydgnayah
'

; (7) Eulogistic,
*

Vdyurvai ksepisthd devatd* (Taittiriya

Samhitd 2. 1, 1); (8) Doubtful,
'

Hotavyam gdrhapatye na hotavyam' ; (9)

Injunctive,
'

Yajamdnasammitd audumbarl bhavati
'

(cf. T. S. 6. 2. 10. 3) ;

(10) Something done by another,
' Mdsdneva mahyam pachati* ; (11) An-

cient history,
' Ulmukairhasma purve samdjagmuh

'

; (12) Assumption of

transposition,
* Ydvatoshvdn pratigrhnlyat, etc.' On this there is the

following saying
* There are ten forms of Brahmana (1) Statement of

reason, (2) Explanatory, (3) Deprecatory, (4) Eulogistic, (5) Doubtful, (6)

Injunctive, (7) Act of others, (8) Ancient history, (9) Assumption of trans-

position, and (10) Analogical; in all Vedas this is the definite characteris-

tic feature of the Vidhi\

This also is only illustrative (not exhaustive) ;
because among Mantras

also, there are (a) some abounding in the particle
*
iti ', e.g.

'
Iti vd iti me

manah f etc.
'

(Ifgveda 10. 119. 1) ; (b) some containing the phrase 'so they

say', e.g.
*

Bhagam bhaksltydha
'

(R. V. 7. 41. 2), (c) anecdotal, e.g.
'

Ugro
ha bhujyam, etc.' {Taittiriya Aranyaka 1. 10. 2) :-(d) stating a reason,

e.g
* Indavo mdmushanti hi, etc.* (R. V. 1. 2. 4) ; (e) explanatory, e.g.

*

Tasmdddponusthand, etc.
'

(Taittiriya Samhitd 5. 6. 1. 3) ; deprecatory,

e.g.
'

Moghamannam blndate aprachetdh, etc.
'

(Rgveda 8. 6. 23) ; eulogistic,

e.g.
*

Agnirmudhd, etc' (Taittiriya Samhitd 4. 4. 4) ; doubtful, e.g.
* Adhah
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avlddsldupari sviddstt, etc.
9

(Rgveda 10. 129. 5) ; injunctive, e.g.
*

Pryfiyadin-

nddhamdndya, etc.' (Rgveda 10. 117.15); done by another, e.g.
' Sahasra-

mayutddadat, etc.* (R. V. 8. 21. 18); ancient history, e.g.
*

Yajnena

yajnamayajanta devdh, etc.
9

(Rgveda 10. 90. 16).



ADHIKARAI?A (9) : Modifications in Mantras are not

SUTRA (34).

THE CHARACTER OF 'MANTRA' DOBS NOT BELONG TO THOSE

WORDS THAT DO NOT FORM PART OF THE TEXT OF THE

VEDA; AS THE AFORESAID DISTINCTION is APPLI-

CABLE ONLY TO THE TEXTS THAT ACTUALLY

FORM PART OF THE TEXT OF THE VEDA.

Bhasya.

[(a) Tho Mantra '

Agnaye tvd justam nirvapdmi', which is laid down as

one to be employed in connection with an offering to Agni, is modified into

4

Suryaya tvd, etc.', when the offering is made to Surya ; this is an instance

of *

Cha', Modification proper. (6) When the names of the presiding ftsis of

the family of a particular sacrificer are recounted, along with a certain

Mantra, it is an instance of
* Pravara'. (c) When, along with a Mantra, the

names of the particular sacrificer, and his son and other descendants are

recounted, it is an instance of *

Ndmadheya
'

Tantravdrtika Trans , p%

573]. In regard to these *

Oha',
' Pravara* and 'Namadheya', there

arises the question Are these to be regarded as * Mantra
'

?

The Purvapaksa view is that,
" inasmuch as they are assertive in their

character (mentioning things in connection with the sacrifice), they are to

be regarded as * Mantra
'

".

In answer to this, the Siddhdnta view is that those words that do not

form part of the Vedic text are not to be regarded as '

Mantra', even

though they be *

assertive
'

in their character ; because the fact of certain

words being
*

assertive
'

is not a ground for regarding them as * Mantra '

;

the only ground for it is the usage of learned men
;
so that those words

which the learned do not call 'Mantra' cannot be regarded as 'Mantra'.

As regards the three kinds of words in question Uha and the rest they

are not found to form part of the text of the Veda ; hence they cannot be

regarded as ' Mantra '.

The purpose served by this discussion is that, if there is some mistake in

the utterance of these words, it is not necessary to perform that expiatory

rite which has been laid down in connection with mistakes in the pronounc-

ing of Mantras.

[Kumarila has a supplementary Adhlkarana, the conclusion of which is

that the character of ' Mantra '

is denied to just those words that have been

discussed, i.e. the modifications and the names recounted along with the

Mantra ; so far as the unmodified parts of the Mantra, or the Mantras along

with which the names are recounted, are concerned, the * Mantric '

charac-

ter of those is not affected.]



ADHIKARA^A ( 10) : What is
' Rk '

?

SUTRA (35).

OF THESE (MANTRAS), THOSE ABE CALLED -RK' WHEREIN THERE is

DIVISION INTO 'FEET' (QUARTERS), ON THE BASIS OF THE

MEANING.

Bhasya.

[Though the definition of the several kinds of Mantra does not form the subject-

matter of the present Discourse, yet the Sutra treats of it, because a consideration of

it is connected with the subject of Mantras, whose character has been discussed in

connection with the division of acts into *

primary
' and *

subsidiary '. Tantravartika

Trans., p. 578.]

We find the term ' rk
'

used in the Veda ; e.g. in the text,
' Ahe budhniya

mantram me gopdya yamrsayastraylvidd viduh rcho yajumsi sdmdni'. (Tail-

tirlya Brdhmana 1. 2. 1. 26.)

The question is-" What is the definition of ' $k
'

?
"

The answer is Of the mantras, those are called
'

J}k
'
where there is division

into 'feet', on the basis of the meaning. That is, that mantra is called ' rk'

where there is division into * feet
'

; e.g.
*

Agnimile, etc.' (Ifgveda 1. 1. 1). It is

only in regard to mantras like these that learned men use the term 'rk', in

such statements as * we are reading Rks' 9

* we are teaching Rks\ * these

are lfks\

If the fact of the division into * feet
'

being on the basis of the meaning
were emphasised, then the definition would cease to apply to those ftks

where the said division is on the basis of the metre; as in the Rk *

Agnlh

purvebhirrsibhih, etc.' (R. V. 1. 1. 2). The phrase
* on the basis of meaning

'

is to be taken, not as meant to exclude the cases of division on the basis of

metre and other things, but only as an illustrative reference. This should

be clearly understood ; as otherwise, if the phrase in question were taken

as meant to exclude the cases of division on the basis of metre and other

things, then there would be syntactical split. Hence the definition of

* ftk
'

is to be taken simply as * that wherein there is division into feet'.



ADHIKARA^A (11) : What is Sdman '

?

SUTRA (36).

THE NAME 'SiMAN' IS APPLIED TO THE MUSIC.

Bhasya.

" What is the definition of the Sdtnan ?
"

The particular music (to which a Mantra is set) is called * Sdman' ; it is

only when a mantra-text is set to music and so sung, that the learned use

with regard to it the term * Sdman '

, in such statements as * we are studying

the Sdman', 'we are teaching the Sdman ', 'these are Sdman '. And in

this matter, the teaching of the learned is our sole authority. [See

Mimamsa-Sutra VII ii 1 to 21; also IX ii 3 to 13 and 29, 30, 31, 46.]

Just as, in the case of the expression
' curd is sour ', the term

' sour '

stands

only for the peculiar taste of the curd, and in the expression
* molasses

are sweet', the term 'sweet' stands only for the peculiar taste of the

molasses, similarly, when the term 'Sdman' is applied to mantras set to

music, it should be understood that the name stands for the music to which

the mantra has been sot, and it is applied to the Mantra itself only because

of its connection with that music.



ADHIKARANA (12) : What is
'

Yajiis' ?

SUTRA (37).

THE NAME 'YAJUS' IS APPLIED TO THE REST (OF THE MANTRAS).

Bhasya.

*' What is the definition of the Yajus ?
"

It is not necessary to propound a definition of Yajus ; as by the process

of elimination the nature of the '

Yajus
' would be understood from the de-

finitions of * Rk * and * Sdman '

; i.e. that which is not set to music, and

where there is no division into *feet', is
'

Yajus \ which is a mixed sort

of text.

14



ADHIKARAI^A (13): Nigadas are included under '

Yajus \

SUTRA (38).

l
-" THE NlGADA SHOULD BE TAKEN AS THE

FOURTH KIND (OF MANTRA), BECAUSE OF ITS PECULIAR

CHARACTER."

Bhasya.

[Nigadas are texts containing addresses by one Priest to another.]

The question that arises now is Is the Nigada the same as *

Yajus
'

?

or is it something different from Yajus ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows "
Nigadas are not '

Yajus
'

; why ?

because of their peculiar character-, the peculiar character is described in

the text ' the l}k is recited loudly, the 8aman is sung loudly, the Yajus is

recited softly, the Nigada is recited loudly.' If the Nigada were *

Yajus \

then * loudness
' would not have been its peculiar character ;

as a matter

of fact however, 'we do find this to be its peculiar character (in contradistinc-

tion to the * softness
'

of the Yajus). Hence the Nigada must be a fourth

kind of mantra.

SUTRA (39).

[PtfRVAPAKfjA concluded]
" ALSO BECAUSE OF THE (DISTINCT) NAME."

Bhasya.

" We also find the names used as distinct :
' These are Yajus, not

Nigadas', 'These are Nigadas, not Yajus \ From this also it follows that

Nigadas form a distinct class of ' Mantra'."

SUTRA (40),

[SIDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THEY SHOULD BE REGARDED AS " YAJUS "

BECAUSE THEY HAVE THE SAME FORM AS THAT.

Bhasya.

The Nigadas are Yajus ; why ? because they have the same form as that .

the form of the Nigada is that same mixed-text which we found in Yajus 9

and the character of being different from $k and Sdman is also common to

the Yajus and the Nigada.

SUTRA (41).

THE PECULIAR CHARACTER IS DUE TO THE FACT THAT IT HAS TO BE

ADDRESSED (TO OTHERS).

Bhasya.

On account of being addressed to others, i.e. on account of being capable
of being addressed to, and understood by, others. In fact some Yajus texts
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are found to have the power of being addressed to, and understood by, others ;

[and it is on the basis of this capacity that those particular texts are given

distinct name of '

Nigada '].

SUTRA (42).

ALSO BECAUSE OF A DISTINCT PURPOSE (SERVED BY IT).

Bhasya.

There is a distinctly useful purpose served by the Nigadas being addressed

to, and understood by, other persons; if they were pronounced softly

(they could not be heard by others, and) they could not convey any idea to

the other persons; it is for this reason that * the peculiar character
7

(of

being recited loudly) conies to serve a useful purpose. Thus then, those

Yajus-mantras are Nigadas which are recited loudly. How so ? Because

the prefix
* ni

'

(in the term '

nigada
'

), signifies excellence ; just as, when the

red colour of a thing is specially excellent, it is said to be * nitardm rakta
'

(very red), and the root 'gad' (in the term 'nigada'), denoting utterance,

signifies the act of reciting ;
and the excellence of this act of reciting consists

in its being done loudly.

Objection.
" But it has been specially declared in the Vedic text that

being recited softly is the quality of the Yajus-mantra [so that what is recited

loudly cannot be Yajus]."

Answer, We say, no. That is said to be the *

quality
'

of a thing

which helps that thing in its functioning. In the case in question, when the

Yajus-mantras are recited for the purpose of conveying an idea to other per-

sons, being recited softly could not help them in that function ; in fact, it

would hinder that function (by making the words inaudible) ; hence in the

case of these Mantras, the quality is
* loudness

'

, which helps the purpose of

being addressed to, and understood by, other persons. The ' soft
'

reciting

would be for other texts ; i.e. there are other Yajus-mantras which are not

meant to be addressed to others, and the character of * softness
' would

pertain to the reciting of these mantras.

SUTRA (43).

THE (DIFFERENT) NAME is FOR THE PURPOSE OF INDICATING THE

PARTICULAR QUALIFICATION.

Bhdsya.

As regards the different name (which has been urged as an argument in

. favour of the Purvapaksa, under Su. 39), that can be explained also

when the Nigada and the Yajus are one and the same, on the basis of the
"

particular qualification
'

; just as we have in such expressions as ' Feed the

Brahmanas here and the Wandering Mendicants there* (where, though the

Mendicants also are Brahmanas, yet they are named differently on account

of special qualifications). In the same manner, when the name *

Nigada' is

used, it is in reference to the Yajus-mantras themselves, as qualified by
* loudness'.
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SfJTRA (44).

[OBJECTION] "THE NAME 'NIGADA' WOULD BE APPLICABLE TO

ALL (Mantras)
"

IF THIS is URGED [THEN THE ANSWER
IS AS GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING SffTRA].

Bhasya.
" If the name *

nigada
'

is applicable to all that is recited loudly, then

the J$k-mantra also becomes liable to be called *

nigada '."

SUTRA (45).

NOT so: AS THEY ARE DISTINCTLY NAMED *RK'.

Bhasya.

Rk-rnantras are not called 'Nigada'' ; because in the text '

Aydjyd vai

nigaddh rchaiva yajanti ', we find the two (I}k and Nigada) mentioned separate-

ly, on the basis of a distinct difference between them. " But the separate

naming is only an indication, you have to give a reason." The reason lies

in the fact that the root 'gad' (in the term 'nigada') denotes such speech

as is not divided into (metric) feet ; it is for this reason that only such speech
as is not divided into (metric) feet is called *

gadya \ * Prose '

[so that Nigada
is Prose, while Rk is Verse, and tho name *

nigada
'

therefore cannot apply
to



ADHIKARAI^A (14): Principle of Syntactical Unit 'One

Sentence '.

SUTRA (46).

SO LONG AS A SINGLE 'PURPOSE TS SERVED* BY A NUMBER
OF WORDS, WHICH ON BEING SEPARATED, ARE FOUND

TO BE WANTING ('INCAPABLE OF EFFECTING THE

PURPOSE'), THEY FORM 'ONE SENTENCE*

(ONE YAJUS-MANTRA).

Bhasya.

[In connection with Mantras, there arises the question as to what is

there to determine that a certain mantra begins with such and such a word

and ends with such and such. In the case of tfk and Sdman, the verse

itself may form the determining factor, arid it may not be difficult to deter-

mine the exact extent of the mantra ; but it is not so easy in the case of

Yajm-mantras, where the determining factor of the metre is not available.]

In regard to the Yo/ws-mantras, which are of mixed character, there

arises the question. How is it to be known that so far it is one Yajus ?

The answer is that that group of words should be regarded as
' one

Yajus
'

which is employed in the act of sacrifice.

"But how far does that group of words extend which is used at a

sacrifice ?"

|
The Purvapaksa view is that in view of the fact that even single words

express an idea, even incomplete and defective sentences should be treated

as 'one sentence'.]

[The Siddhdnta is as follows :

It extends to that extent up to which the words serve the purpose of

indicating things helpful to the act of sacrifice ; to that extent it is
' one

sentence
'

called *

vdkya
'

or * declaration
'

,

*

judgment,'
'

proposition
'

,

because it is what is declared. It is in this sense that we have the assertion

of the Sutra to the effect that * So long as a single purpose is served by a

number of words, they form one sentence'. Because this is the condition that

makes a number of words ' one sentence ', therefore it comes to this that a

group of words serving a single purpose forms one sentence, but only if

any one of these words, on being disjoined from the rest, become
'

wanting
*

(defective).

" What is the example of (such
* one sentence ')

?
"

We have an example in the shape of the Yajus-mantra
'

Devasya tvd

savituh prasave, etc.* (Taittirlya Samhita 1. 1. 4. 2) [where the words express
a single idea and are so syntactically connected that if any word is taken

out, it becomes meaningless].
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Objection.
" But in the .text quoted, each individual word denotes a

single idea
"
[and as such each word should be treated as a * sentence '].

True (each word denotes an idea) ; but it does not fulfil the second

condition that ' on being disjoined, it becomes wanting or defective
'

[as

no such disjoining is possible in the case of any single word],
" But in any case the mantra-text quoted cannot be said to express a

single idea, as there are several ideas expressed by the several words (of the

text) ; and apart from what is expressed by the component words, there is

no single idea expressed by the sentence as a composite whole as has been

explained above. It might be argued that difference (among the things

denoted by the several words), or correction (of the things denoted by the

several words), constitutes the idea expressed by the sentence as a composite
whole. But even so, this idea so expressed could not be one only ;

as the

number of * differences
' and *

correlationships
' would be more than one (

as

there are more words than one)."

The assertion in the Sutra is to be explained and justified as referring to

the fulfilling of a single purpose. For instance, the mantra l

Devasya tvd, etc.'

serves the p\irpose of indicating the act of *

nirvapa* (offering); and the

group of words in the mantra may be regarded as expressing this particular

fact, and hence as forming
* one sentence.'

" In the text quoted there are several sentences the first is
*

Devasya
tvd savituh prasave nirvapdmi\ and the second is

'

Ashvinorbdhubhydmntrva-

pdmi\ and so on, there are several other sentences."

If the word '

nirvapdmi* is to be supplied as an ellip'tical extension (in

the manner shown by the opponent), then certainly there are several

sentences; but in reality there is no such elliptical extension [i.e. the verb

is not to be supplied to each group of words] ; for if the act denoted by the

verb 'nirvapdmi* were a subordinate factor, then it would have to be taken

as distinct with each of the primary acts. Then again, the action of

Nirvdpa (offering) is not denoted by what is expressed by the words '

Devasya

tva, etc.' ; so that if the implemental accessories were the predominant factors,

then the mantra-text would have to be taken as serving only a transcen-

dental purpose. On the other hand, if the Nlrvdpa itself is taken as the

predominant factor, then the mantra-text serves the perceptible purpose of

indicating that act of Nlrvdpa; and this act would then be indicated as

qiialified by all the adjectives contained in the entire Mantra-text under

consideration ; in this way there would be no incongruity at all. How one

word is qualified by another word has been already explained under Sutra
*

Tadbhutdndm, etc.' (1.1. 25). Thus then, the whole of the Mantra-text forms

a single sentence [speaking of the Nlrvdpa as qualified by a number of

qualifications].

Question :
" Why has the Sutra laid down both the conditions (a) that

it should serve a single purpose, and (6) that on being disjoined, it be

wanting ?
"

Answer: There may be a sentence which may serve a single purpose,
but which is not 'wanting' on being disjoined; e.g. the text *

Bhago vdm

viWiajatu aryamd vdm vibhajatu* serves the single purpose of expressing
*
vibhdga *.

" But the vibhdga qualified by Bhaga is distinct from the vibhdga
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qualified by Aryamd [so that the whole text does not express a single idea]."

Not so, we reply; because what is intended to be spoken of here is

Vibhdga in general, not particular vibhdgas; as it is only by expressing

vibhdga in general that it serves a perceptible purpose, which it could not do
if it expressed particular vibhdgas. And though the text serves the said

single purpose, yet it is not found to be '

wanting
' on being disjoined [each

of the two parts (1)
' Bhago vdm vibhajatu* and (2) 'Aryamd vdrn vibha-

jatu"
1

being syntactically complete in itself]; so that on being disjoined,

there are two distinct sentences, and each of them is treated as an

optional alternative [and the whole is not taken as a single sentence] [and
this result is due to both the conditions laid down in the Sutra not being

fulfilled]. Similarly in the case of the Mantra-text '

Syonan te sadanam

krnomi ghrtasya dhdrayd susevam kalpaydnii tasmin siddmrte prat it 1stha

vrihindm medhah sumanasyamdnah' (Taittirlya Brdhmana 3. 7. 5. 2-3), the

parts on being disjoined become syntactically 'wanting* (and hence the

second condition of ' one sentence
'

is fulfilled), but there are two purposes
served and expressed by the text the preparing of the seat (expressed by the

first part of the text '

syonam. . . .kalpaydmi'
1

) and the depositing of the cake

(expressed by the second part
' Tasmin sida, etc.'} [so that the first condition

of * one sentence
'

is not fulfilled] ; consequently the Mantra text is taken and

used as two distinct sentences, the first part being used in the preparation

of the seat arid the second in the depositing of the cake.

Thus then we find that the words of the Sutra are well chosen and no

objection can be taken to it.

[There is a difference among the Bhattas themselves regarding the exact mean-

ing of the term ' artha
'

in the compound
* arthaikatvat

*

in the Sutra. Partha-

sarathi Mishra takes it in the sense of purpose : according to which all the words?

phrases and clauses that serve a single purpose of indicating details connected

with an act, for instance, are to be treated as * one sentence '. Someshvara Bhatta

in the Nyayasuddha, on the other hand, takes the word artha' in the sense of idea;

so that any group of words that expresses one complete idea or judgment is to be

treated as * one sentence '. The difference in reality comes to this that while, by the

former view, the definition of * one sentence
'

is applicable to Vedic sentences only,--

by the latter, it becomes applicable to all kinds of sentences, Yedic as well as

secular.- According to Prabhakara,
* artha

9 here means the 'reminding or indi-

cating of what is to be done '

; and this is more in keeping with Parthasarathi than

with Someshvara. As an Anvitabhidhanavadin, Prabhakara could not very well

accept the words to have any meaning apart from the other words ; it is for this

reason that he says that the word ' artha
' must mean prayojana, purpose ; as the

purpose is the most important factor and all the words in the sentence must be

related to that important factor. Brihati MSS., p. 51].



ADHIKARAI^A (15) : Principle of Syntactical split
6
Distinct Sentences \

SUTRA (47).

WHEN THE SENTENCES ARE EQUALLY INDEPENDENT (OF ONE ANOTHER)
THEY SHOULD BE TREATED AS SYNTACTICALLY DISTINCT

(DISTINCT SENTENCES).

Bhasya.

[This is the antithesis to the principle formulated in the foregoing

Adhikarana].

In regard to such mantra-texts as (a)
' Ise tvd urje tvd,' ( Vdjasaneya

fiamhitd 1. 1), and (6)
'

Ayuryajnena kalpatdm prdno yajnena kalpatdm"

(Taitti. Sarh. 1. 7. 9. 1) there arises the question Are such sentences to be

treated as * one sentence
'

or * several distinct sentences
'

?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :

"
Every such text is to be treated as

' one sentence
'

; for the utterance of the words * Ise tvd
'

is not found to fulfil

any perceptible purpose ; nor is that of the words 4

urje tvd
'

; [hence as not

serving distinct purposes, each of these two groups of words cannot but be

treated as ' one sentence '] ; on the other hand, on the strength of the text

itself the implication is that they serve only transcendental purposes ; and

so far as transcendental purposes are concerned, it is more reasonable to

assume a single transcendental purpose to be served by both sets of words,

than to assume a distinct purpose for each set; such an assumption would

be much simpler. Hence the whole should be regarded as * one sentence'."

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhdnta ' When the

sentences are equally Independent, they should be treated as syntactically distinct
'

(Sutra). That is in cases where each set of words is independent of does

not stand in need of, the other, they should be regarded as distinct

sentences. For instance, in the case of the text * Ise tvd urje tvd ', we find

that the words * Ise tvd
'

serve one purpose (being used in the chopping of the

tree-branch) and the words *

urje tvd' , a totally different purpose (being used

in the planing of the lopped branch). [Hence the two sets of words must be

treated as two distinct sentences].

Objection: "It has just been said by us that neither set of words

serves any perceptible purpose."

Though no such purpose is cognisable by sense-perception and other

such means of cognition, yet it is learnt from the Veda, where we find such

injunctions as * With the words Ise tvd one cuts off the branch ; with the

words urje tvd one planes it'. (Vide Shatapatha Brdhmana 1, 1. 6. 6; 1. 7.

1.2; 4.3.1.7.)

Similarly in the case of the mantra *

Ayuryajnena kalpatdm, prdno yajne-

na kalpatam \ we find that the kalpana, bringing about, of
' Ayu\ Long

Life (which is the purpose served by the first set of words 'dyuryajnena

kalpatdm
'

) is distinct from the kalpana, bringing about, of Prdna, vitality
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{which is the purpose served by the second set of words ' Prdno yajnena

kalpatdm
1

).

Objection. "All that is desired to be fulfilled here is the kalpana,

bringing about, in general, and not particular kalpanas, and hence no

differentiation is proper ; just as it has been pointed out (by the Siddhantin

himself) in connection with the words *

Agnaye justam nirvapdmi\ that only

nirvdpa in general is meant, and not its specifications as mentioned in the

words 'Savituhprasave ashvinorbdhubhydm pusno hastdbhydm\ and no differen-

tiation of the Nirvdpa is meant [see Bhasya on Sutra 46, Text, p. 132].

Exactly in the same manner, in the case in question what is meant is the

single kalpana in general, which should not be differentiated on the basis of

such specifications as those of 'dyu* and '

prdna\"
Answer Tn connection with this mantra, we find the injunction

4
Klrptih vdchayati" ('Pronounces the Klrpti-mantras'), where the Klrpti-

tnantras (which is the name given to the Mantra-text in question) are spoken
of in the plural ; so that when the text is recited, there should be a reciting

of many mantras* one of them being in the form ' Ayur yajnena kalpatdm ',

where we have the '

klrpti' of Ayu, which would be one Mantra, the next

mantra being
* Prdno yajnena kalpatdm

' where we have the '

klrpti
'

of

Prdna ; and so on, with the other parts of the text which speak of the '

klrpti
'

of several other things. Thus the making up of so many distinct mantras to

be recited would be the distinctly perceptible purpose served by each set of

words; and as each set of words would be serving a distinct purpose,

and various distinct purposes would be served, each sot should be regarded

as a distinct sentence.

Objection. "As in the case of '

Bhago vam vlWiajatu^ etc.', the FSidrffMn-

tin has taken all the various sets of words as speaking of the single act of

vibhdga in general (see Kliasya under Sutra 4(>, bottom of p. 132 Text), in

the same manner we may take the various sets of words as speaking of the

single act of '

klrpti
'

in general."

Reply: That is not possible. In the case of the Vibhdga, the vibhdga in

general was something perceptible, while in the present case the Klrpti is not

perceptible.

Further, we have the distinct injunction
' Recites the Klrpti-mantras

(plural)' ; and in the iirst set of words '

Ayur-yaj'nena kalpatdm' we have a

clear enunciation of the '.Klrpti' of Ayu, and similarly in the second set of

words,
' Prdno yajnena kalpatdm

' we have an equally clear enunciation

of the Klt-pti of Prdna. Prom all this it follows that these are distinct

sentences.

[To the principle enunciated in this Adhikarana we have a corollary to the

effect that, when different parts of a mantra are found by their implication to be

meant for serving distinct purposes, each such part should be regarded as a

distinct sentence. For instance, in the mantra' Syonante sadanarikrinomi

tasmin slda (Taitti. Brahmana, 3. 7. 5. 2; Manava Shrauta Sutra 1. 2. tf. 19) we

find that the first part, by its meaning, is intended to be employed in the act of

preparing the ' seat
'

for the cake, while the last part, in the same manner, for that

of actually keeping the cake upon that ' seat
'

; hence the passage is regarded as

containing two distinct mantras. This has been called '

Syntactical split due to

difference in use '

(see Brihati MSS., p. 796).]



ADHIKARAIJA (16): Principle of Elliptical Extension

Anusanga.

SUTEA (48).

ELLIPTICAL EXTENSION SHOULD COMPLETE THE SENTENCES;

AS IT IS EQUALLY APPLICABLE TO ALL.

Bhasya.

[The consideration of the extent of Mantra-texts continues.]

We have the text * Yd te ague aydshayd-tanurvarsisthd gahvaresthd

ugram vacho apdhadhit tvesam vacho apdbadhit svdkd ; yd te agne rajdshayd

yd te agne hardshayd' (Taittinya Samhitd 1. 2. 112). In connection with

this, there arises the question Is the connection of the portion of the text

beginning with * Tanurvarsisthd
'

to be extended to each of the two clauses

at the end ('yd te agne rajdsh&yd' and 'yd te agne hardshayd)' ? Or are

these two incomplete sentences to be completed by the adding of ordinary

secular words ?

The Purvapaksa view on this question is that " the sentence *

yd te agne

rajdsfiaya
'

is not to bo completed by adding to it the words beginning with
* tanurvarsisthd

'

; as these words arc not found in the text appearing after

the said incomplete sentence."

In answer to this we have the following Slddhdnta ; The sentence is to

be completed by means of the elliptical extension of the wo/rds
'

tanurvarsis-

thd, etc.
'

; as these vords are as coristruable with the clause *

yd te agne raja-

shayd
'

and *

yd te agne hardshayd
'

as with *

yd te agne aydshayd
'

.

"But with the clause 'yd te agne hardshayd' the connection of the

words '

tanurvarsistM, etc.
'

is interrupted (by the intervention of the clause
'

yd te agne rajdshayd
'

).

"

Not so ; because there is nothing intervening between the words * tanur-

varsisthd, etc.
9 and the two clauses ('yd te agne rajdshayd' and 'yd te agne

hardshayd
'

) taken as one composite whole ; i.e. the composite whole consist-

ing of the clause '

yd te agne rajdshayd
'

(and the clause '

yd te agne hardshayd
'

).

But, inasmuch as no useful purpose would be served by connecting the

supplementary clause ('tanurvarsistha, etc.') with the composite whole (con-

sisting of both the clauses 'yd te agne rajdshayd' and 'yd te agne hard-

shayd'), the said supplementary clause is construed with each of the

component clauses ; and as there is nothing to choose as to which one of the

component clauses the supplementary clause is to be construed with, the

elliptical extension (of the supplementary clause) is to apply to all the

incomplete clauses.

[The sense of this somewhat obscure passage has been thus elucidated

in the Tantravdrtika Trans., pp. 602-603. The author of the Bhasya holds

that, inasmuch as the factor in question,
'

Tanurvarsiathd, etc.' is read

between the first and second mantras, it is not expressed to which of these
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two it is more intimately connected ; hence it must be taken as equally re-

lated to both of them. Then he raises the question of its connection with the

third mantra, from which the supplementary clause is one step further

removed ; and in order to meet the difficulty of the intervention, what the

Bhasya does is to take the second and third mantras together as forming
a single composite whole; and this removes the difficulty due to the

intervention of the second mantra between the supplementary clause and

the third mantra. Then, there arises the difficulty that in that case the

supplementary clause would complete the composite whole formed by the

two mantras, and not each of them separately. This difficulty is met by the

declaration that, inasmuch as the composite whole is incapable of being
used at a sacrifice, the supplementary clause must be construed with each

part of it ; and hence it is concluded that both the clauses being equally in-

capable of being completed in any other way, the whole of the supplementary
clause is to be construed with each one of the incomplete clauses.]

Says the Opponent
"'
[In the case cited above the last two clauses were

incomplete and hence there was need and justification for connecting the

supplementary words '

Tanurvarsisthd, etc.
9 with them] How will it be in

the case of the following text where the sets of words are complete in

themselves and yet there is a supplementary set of words capable of being
construed with the former sets :

*

Chitpatlslvd pundtu vdkpatistvd pundtu

devasya tvci savitd pundtu achchhidrena pavitrena vasoh suryasya rashmi-

bhih* (Taitti. Sam. 1. 2. 1. 2). Here each of the three clauses, each of which

ends with the term 'pundtu*, is complete in itself and does not stand in

need of any additional words (for the completion of its syntactical con-

nection).
' But the words beginning .with achchhidrena would require some

words to complete the sentence'. True, those words do require some

words ; but this requirement would be met by connecting these words with

only one of the three sets of sentences ending with *

pundtu \ and there

would be no need for them to be connected with the other two sets. Because

one set of words requires another only when the former, without the latter,

remains meaningless ; and the meaning of the set of words beginning with
' achchhidrena

' becomes completed by its being connected with one sentence

out of the three ending with 'pundtu', and as thus it no longer remains

meaningless, it would not require to be connected with the other two sen-

tences. As for these two sentences, each of them is complete in itself,

and hence does not require to be connected with the set of words beginning
with ' achchhidrena '. It might be argued that it is true that the require-

ments of the set of words beginning with 4 achchhidrena
' would be met by

being connected with only one of the three sentences, but there is nothing
to indicate the one particular sentence out of the three with which it might
be connected, in preference to the other two, with which latter it may not be

connected; and under the circumstances, it would be best to connect it

with all the three sentences. But this is not possible ; there is a peculiar
circumstance (which connects the words with only one of the three sen-

tences), in the shape of the fact that the words follow immediately after

one of the three sentences (i.e. the sentence '

Devasya tvd savitd pundtu \
with which the words"may be connected (in preference to the other two
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sentences). So that the set of words beginning with ' achchhidrena
' should

be construed with the sentence immediately preceding it, and the ellip-

tical extension should not extend to all the three sentences."

The answer to the above is as follows : Tt cannot be as urged above.

In fact, the word that is found to immediately precede the set of words

beginning with ' achchhidrena '

is the word '

pundtu
'

;
this word '

pundtu
'

itself is preceded by every one of the three clauses *

chitpatistvd \
'

vakpati-

stvd
j and 'devasya tvd savitd' ; the term 'punatu' also is one and the same

only repeated again and again ; hence we conclude that wherever the word
*
pundtu

'
is found used, there the set of words beginning with ' achchhidrena

'

should also be used, as it is syntactically connected with the word '

pundtu
'

;

now the word 'pundtu
9

having become connected with '

achchhidrena,

etc.' the clauses 'chitpatistvd',
'

vdkpatistvd
' and 'devasya tvd savitd' re-

main '

wanting' (incomplete) without the word '

pundtu
'

; and they require
this word 'pundtu'' for their completion; this word has become connected

with the words ' achchhidrena 9 etc.
9

; from all this it follows that each of

these clauses has to be completed (and has its requirements met) by
the connection of the word *

punatu
'

along with the elliptical extension (in

the shape of the words 'achchhidrena, etc.'). Thus it follows that the words
*

achchhidrena, etc.' are '

equally applicable to all
' the three sentences, and hence

all these sentences have to be completed by the extension of those words.



ADHIKARAJSTA (17) : 'Gases where Elliptical Extension is not

permissible.

SUTRA (49).

THERE SHOULD BE NO ELLIPTICAL EXTENSION WHERE THERE is

INTERVENTION (OF UNCONNECTED WORDS).

Bhdsya.

[This Adhikarana is brought in by way of a counter-instance to the functioning
of mere Proximity in the matter of Anwabga, Elliptical Extension- Tantravartika

Trans., p. 607.]

There is the text *

(a) Sante vdryurvdtena yachchfia1,dm, (b) Sam yaja-

trairangdni i (c) Sam yajnapatirashisd'* (Taitti. Sam. 1. 3. 8. 1). Here the

(singular)
*

gachchhatam
'

as occurring in (a)
' Sante vdyurgachcMiatdm

'

can-

not be construed with (c)
* Sam yajnapatirdshisd\ because the connection

between these two is interrupted by the sentence (b)
' Ram yajatrairangdni*

(which cannot be construed with '

gachchhatdm
'

of the preceding sentence,

as the plural noun 'angdni* would need the plural verb '

gachchhantdm ') ;

that is, the supplementary word *

gachchlwttdm
'

to be connected with the

last sentence, which stands in need of that word, is interrupted by the words
' Sath yajatrairaiigdni

'

; and unless the said word '

gachchtiatdm
' has become

connected with these intervening words, it could not, by reason of this

interruption, become connected with the last sentence (ending with
* dshisd ').

For this want of connection thus there is a special reason, in the shape of the

said intervention ; and so long as this special reason is there, it is not possible

for the supplementary word (* gachchhatam) to betake itself to the third

sentence. For these reasons, the intervening sentence which needs a plural

verb, as also the sentence whose connection with the verb in the first sen-

tence is interrupted by the intervening sentence, have to be completed only

by the adding of secular words.

End of Pdda i (Introductory) of Discourse II.



DISCOURSE II.

PADA II.

GROUNDS OF DIFFERENTIATION AMONU ACTS.

ADHIKABANA (1) : Difference in the Apurva of Subsidiary

Acts : Difference among Acts based upon the difference

of words signifying the Acts.

SUTRA (1).

WHERE THERE is A DIFFERENT WORD, THERE is A DIFFERENT

ACT; BECAUSE OF ITS SPECIAL EQUIPMENT.

Bhdsya.

[In the foregoing Pada which is Introductory to the Second Discourse, we have

dealt with all matters connected, directly or indirectly, with the subject-matter of

the Discourse Differentiation of Acts. And now, first of all we lake up the

differentiation of acts through difference in the words expressive of the acts.

Tantravartika Trans., p. 610.]

There is the Jyotistoma sacrifice, in connection with which we have the

texts (a)
* Somena yajeta\ (b)

' Ddksindni juhoti\* and (c)
'

Hiranyamutre-

ydya daddti* (Shata. Bra, 4, 3. 4-21) which speak of the three acts of (a)
*
sacrifice', (6)

*

offering of libations into fire', and (c) 'giving'. Now, in

regard to these acts, there arises the question Do these accomplish their

result collectively or severally ? There is this doubt because instruments

in general are found to accomplish their results collectively as well as

severally ; for instance, when we find the mortar standing upon three stone-

pieces, we have a case of the act of supporting being done collectively by the

three stone-pieces ; in the case of pegs in the wall, on the other hand, we

find each of them severally serving the purpose of supporting the hanging
noose (on which articles of food, etc., are hung). Thus it is that there

arises the doubt as to whether the acts of sacrificing, offering libations into

fire and giving accomplish the result collectively or severally.

The Purvapaksa on this question is as follows: "These acts operate

-collectively ; why ? because of things with transcendental potency we
should assume as few as possible. Why so ? Because, when a thing is

neither seen nor heard, it is understood that it does not exist ; but only if

its non-existence does not involve the inconsistency of a fact that has been

perceived or heard of. In case, there is such inconsistency, it would be

right to assume the existence of the thing which had been understood to be

non-existent ; as on being thus assumed, it serves the useful purpose (of ren-

dering consistent and explaining the perceived fact). In case however, this

* No one knows of any such material substance as * dakpinani
'

; hence this word
has to be taken, not as denoting something to be offered into the Fire, but as the

name of the Homa. (Tantravartika Trans., p. 620.)
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special circumstance (of the inconsistency of a perceived fact) is not duly

recognised, then there can be no assumption of anything at all. In the case

in question however, we do recognise a special circumstance, viz. that the

several acts bring about a single Apurva ; hence it is that what is desired to

be performed is the whole set of the three acts; and when we come to

assume a transcendental potency arising from the performance, it is far

more reasonable to assume a single potency arising out of the entire set than

one potency from each one of the acts. It will not be right to argue that

(the acts being enjoined severally) there is no set of acts as a whole enjoined

by the Veda. Because the set as a whole is enjoined by the injunction of the

several components themselves. Thus it follows that what is meant to be

performed is the entire set of the three acts.

"
Or, in the word '

yajeta
'

(' should sacrifice '), there are two factors ; of

which the first factor denotes the sacrifice and the second factor denotes the
* blmvana^ ,

*

bringing about'; similarly in the word '

dadati\ the first

factor denotes the giving and the second factor reiterates the same *

bringing

about 5

; so also in the word '

juhoti\ the first factor denotes the offering

into fire and the second factor reiterates the same '

bringing about '. Thus

then, the three acts of sacrificing, offering of libation into fire and giving are

enjoined by the Veda as the means to the single
*

bringing about' (of the

desired result) ;
so that what is recognised is the peculiar (qualified) Bring-

ing About of the Transcendental Potency by means of the three acts of sacri-

ficing, offering into Fire and giving. It is for this reason that it is asserted

that the acts accomplish a single Transcendental Potency (Apurva) collec-

tively.
"
Or, it may be that the term '

yajeta
'

( should sacrifice') itself denotes

the act of giving, which same giving is mentioned again in the terms '

juhoti"*

('offers into Fire') and * daddti* ('gives') for the purpose of connecting the

act (of giving) with the various accessory details.

" From all this it follows that there is a single Transcendental Potency

(Apurva, brought about by the three Acts collectively)."

In answer to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhanta :

There is a distinct Transcendental Potency with each individual word

(denoting an action). This is what is meant by the Sutra * Where there is a

different word, there is a different act, because of its special equipment '. As a

matter of fact, the word '

yajeta
'

(' should sacrifice ') lays down the propriety

of performing the act of
'

sacrificing ', not the act of '

offering into Fire
' which

is spoken of by means of the second word t

juhoti ', or the act of *

giving
' which

is spoken of by means of the third word *

daddti', simply because all these

are ' different words'. The fact that the three acts form one composite
whole is indicated only by the circumstance that they are spoken of by
means of sentences which are construed together on the basis of a supposed
directive sentence (which recapitulates all the subsidiaries as pertaining to a

single Primary) ; while the fact that each of the components is a distinct

entity is indicated directly by the Vedic text itself. That is to say, that the

act of '
sacrifice

' mentioned by the word '

yajeta
'

is to be taken along with

the 'giving' and the *

offering into Fire' is indicated only by the syntactical

connection based upon the proximity of the words speaking of these latter to
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the word speaking of the sacrifice ; while the act of '
sacrifice

'

mentioned by
the word 'yajeta* expresses by direct denotation, the single act of 'sacrifice',

not the acts of '

offering into Fire
' and '

giving
'

; and Direct Denotation

(Shruti) is more authoritative than Syntactical Connection ( Vakya). Thus the

composite whole (composed of the three acts) is not what is denoted direct-

ly by the words of the text ; so that if any such whole had to be assumed,

it could be assumed only on the basis of the syntactical connection due to

all the (three) sentences in the context being construed together. The

word ' dadati* ('gives') is entirely distinct from the word 'yajati' ('sacri-

fices'), so that, even though the second part of these words ('yajati',

'juhoti* and 'dadati'), which connotes the 'bringing about', is common to

all, yet the first part of each of them is distinct from the rest; hence one

composite (formed of the two parts) must be a word different from the

other composite (formed of the two parts) ; and what is denoted by one com-

posite must clearly be different from that denoted by the other composite.

For example, what the word 'dadydt* ('should give ') signifies is that 'one

should bring about by the act of giving ', where what is understood as the

means of the '

bringing about '

is the single act of giving, which does not

stand in need of the help of the two acts of sacrificing and offering into Fire,

Similarly, the word '

juhoti* (' offers into fire') signifies the '

bringing about'

as accomplished by the act of offering into Fire, which does not stand in need

of the help of the other two acts of giving and sacrifice. Thus all that

we learn from the word (' daddti') is that ' the Bringing About is accomplished

by the act of giving only' ; also what we learn from the word 'juhoti* is

that * the Bringing About is accomplished by the act of offering into Fire

only
'

; and there is nothing by which the notion that * the bringing about is

accomplished by the act of giving only
' could be set aside.

Thus then, we find that the act of giving; having become '

equipped
'

with all its special auxiliaries, does not stand in need of being equipped or

connected with the other acts of sacrifice and offering into Fire; and the

conclusion therefore is that the three sentences are distinct, and there is a

distinct Transcendental potency related to each of the three verbs.

It is not possible for the ' sacrifice
' or the offering into Fire

'

to be

taken as a reference to the act of giving ; as that would lead to the incon-

gruity that the acts of sacrifice and offering into Fire are not meant to be

performed. Nor can the 'giving' be regarded as a reference to the other

two acts ; because the purpose served by the '

giving
'
is the bringing about

of the proprietory right of another person (the recipient of the gift, in the

article given away), while the purpose served by the other two acts is mere

surrendering (of what belongs to the Agent).
The purpose served by the present discussion is that according to the

Purvapaksa there would be a single Transcendental Potency resulting from

all the three acts taken as one composite whole, [so that there would be no
relation of *

primary
' and '

subsidiary
'

among the three acts] ; while accord-

ing to the Siddhdnta the Transcendental Potency results from the act of

sacrifice alone and the other two acts are subsidiary to that act.



ADHIKARATSTA (2) : Difference among Acts spoken of by the

same word often repeated : Different Apurvas from the

Samit, Tanunapat, etc. all of which are '

sacrifices'*.

SUTRA (2).

THE REPETITION OF ONE AND THE SAME WORD ALSO SHOULD [INDI-

CATE DIFFERENCE AMONG ACTS] ; BECAUSE, IF THERE WERE NO

DIFFERENCE, THE REPETITION WOULD BE USELESS.

Bhdsya.

[The foregoing Adhikarana has treated of a case where the difference among
acts was based upon the difference among the words expressive of those acts. This

would give rise to the notion that the acts would be the same where they are ex-

pressed by the same words ; i.e. when the same word is repeated several times, it

stands for the same act. It is this notion on which the Purvapak&a of the present

Adhikarana is based; which is finally rejected in favour of the Siddhanta, that when

the same word is repeated several times, it stands for so many several acts.]

We have such texts as ' Samidho yajati Tanunapdtam yajati, etc. [7-

do yajatl Varhir yajati Svdhakdram yajati'] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 1. 1-2),

where the same verb *

yajati
'

is repeated five times. The question is Does

this word so repeated indicate a single Transcendental Potency (resulting

from the acts collectively) ? Or is there a distinct Transcendental Potency
from each repetition of the Act ?

The Purvapaksa view on this question is as follows: "It has been

declared (in the foregoing Adhikarana) that the acts are different when the

words expressing them are different ; in the present case it is the same word

repeated again and again ;
hence in the present case there must be a single

Transcendental Potency
'

If different potencies were not indicated, then

the repetition would be useless '. True
;
the repetition would serve no iise-

ful purpose ;
but even though repeated several times, a word cannot have

different meanings ;
in fact, what is understood from it at the first time of its

utterance is exactly the same that is understood from it at the hundredth

time. Hence it follows that even though the word 'yajatl' has been

repeated five times, it stands for a (single Act and a) single Transcendental

Potency (resulting from that act). Nor does this make the repetition entirely

useless ; as it serves the purpose of enjoining the several deities Tanunapat
and the rest. Hence it is only a single Transcendental Potency that follows

in the case in question."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhdnta : The repetition

of one and the same word also would indicate difference among the acts ; be-

cause if the mere single act were enjoined, and '

if there were no difference,

then the repetition would be useless
1

. "It has already been explained that

the same word cannot enjoin different things". Our answer to this is that

even the very first sentence 'Samidho yajati
1

is only reiterative (not
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injunctive) ; the fact of the matter is that the act of sacrifice has already been

enjoined by the (Primary) Injunction
' One should offer the DarsJia-piirna-

masa sacrifices' ; now, it is not possible for deities for this sacrifice to be

enjoined (by the sentences in question,
* SanMho yajati, etc.

1

); because

the doity for that sacrifice has already been got at from the direct in-

junction (contained in the text '

Ayneyo'stakapdlah', where Agni is enjoined
as the Deity) ; while, if the deity were to be indicated by the sentences in

question, it could be done either through Syntactical Connection or through
Context ; and under the circumstances, it would not be right to regard the

two deities (one, the directly enjoined one, and the other got at through

Syntactical Connection or Context) as optional alternatives. And yet the

connection between the act of sacrifice and the deities (Samit and the rest),

Vhich is clearly enjoined (by tho sentences * Samid-ho yajati' , etc.) could not

be effected unless the act of sacrifice were performed ; so that if the sacrifice

were not performed, tho injunction (of the deity) would be useless; on the

other hand, if the sacrifice is performed, then the said connection (with

the deities) can be effected. It is necessary therefore to repeat the act of

sacrifice (for the purpose of connecting it with the several deities mentioned,

tiamit, Tanunapdt and the rest) ; and with each such repetition there is a

distinct Transcendental Result. Then again, the result that is brought
about by the connection of the sacrifice with Samit cannot bo the same
that has brought about its connection with Tanunapdt; because they are

quite distinct ; hence also they cannot be regarded as optional alternatives.

The purpose .served by this discussion is that according to the Purva-

paksa, there is a single performance, while according to the Siddhdnta, the

performance has to be repeated over and over again.



ADHIKARAI^A (3) : The Aghara, etc. are subservient to the

Agneya, etc. Exceptions to the last two Adhikaranas.

SUTRA (3).

THE CONTEXT CERTAINLY POINTS TO THE PAURNAMASI, AS THE

DETAILS (OF ANY OTHER) ARE NOT MENTIONED.

Bhdsya.

[The- form of this Sutra has led some people to think that we have here a dis-

cussion of the primary and subsidiary character of certain acts, and hence to raise

the objection that it is irrelevant in the present Adhyaya. But in reality, as the

Tantravartika (Trans., p. 634) rightly points out, the present discussion had to be

introduced as dealing with the exceptions to the principles of differentiation

deduced from the last two discussions, and not dealing with the question of the

primary or subsidiary character of certain acts ;
this latter question comes in only

incidentally.]

We have tho text (A)
*

Yaddgneyo'stdkapalo'* mdvdsydydm paurna-

mdsydnchdchyuto bhavati* (Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 3. 3)
'

Tdvabriitdmagnisomavdj*

yasyalva tan Updmshu paurnamdsydm yajanniti
' *

Tdbhydmetamagnlsotni-

yamekddaskakapdkvn paurnamdse prdyachcJiat' (cf. Shata. Bra. 1. 6. 2. 14)
'

Aindrandadhyamdvdsydydm aindram payo' mdvdsydydm' (Taitti. Sam. 2. 5.

4. 1); and then (B)
*

AgMramdghdrayati
'

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 5. 11. 6) ;

'

Ajya-

bhdgau yajati Svistakrte satnavadyati Patnlsamyajdm yajati Samistaya-

jurjuhotl' (Shata. Bra. 1. 9. 2. 25); further (C)
' Ya evamvidvdn paurna-

mdslm yajate ya evamvidvdnamdvdsydm yajate' (Taitti. Sarii. 1. 6, 9. 1-2).

In regard to those, there arises the question (1) Are all the acts here

spoken of equally
*

primary
'

? Or those beginning with Agneya and ending

with Payas (i.e. all those spoken of in the set of sentences A) are *

primary
'

and those beginning with Aghdra (spoken of in B) direct auxiliaries, and

hence '

subsidiary
'

to the aforesaid ? There also arises the further question

(2) Are the two sentences ' Ya evamvidvdn, etc.
'

(C) conjointly only refer-

onces to the original acts (spoken of in the preceding sentences) ? Or are

the two sentences ' Ya evamvidvdn paurnamdsim yajate
'

and ' Ya evam-

vidvdndmdsydm yajate' injunctive of two entirely different acts, and the

preceding sentences are injunctive of details regarding those two acts ?

[The issues involved in these questions have been thus clearly stated in the

Tantravartika (Trans., pp. 634-635) If the two sentences ' Ya evamvidvan paurna-

maslm yajati
' and ' Ya evamvidvanamavasyatn yajats

'

lay down two distinct inde-

pendent acts, then all the various sacrifices mentioned in the other sentences viz :

Agneya, etc. and Aghara, etc. would be all distinct acts, all of equal importance ;

while, if the two sentences contained only a reference to tho six acts that have been

mentioned in the first set of sentences (A), then those alone would be '

primary
*

acts as being connected with the prescribed times of Amavasya and Paurnamaw ;

and the two names * Darsha ' and * Puranamasa '

would, in this case, be taken as

the names of these six acts, which alone would therefore be directly connected with
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the resultant Apurva ; and in that case the other set of acts, Agliara and the rest,

mentioned in the second set of sentences (B), become 'subsidiary' to the aforesaid

'acts.]

On the said question, we have the PurvapaJcsa that "because of 'the

words being different
' and because of there being

* a repetition of the same

words*, all the acts spoken of in the texts are distinct acts, all equally
'

primary'.
"

In answer to this PurvapaJcsa we have the following Siddhdnta: The

context certainly points to the
' PaurnamasV

; that is, the two sentences (C)

mentioning the words '

amavasya* and *

paurnamasl' are only references to

the original acts, Agneya and the rest ; why ? because the details of any

other are not mentioned ; the sentence * Ya evamvidvdn paurnamdsim, etc.*

(' One who knowing this offers the sacrifice named Paurnamdsl, etc.') speaks
of all the said sacrifices ; nor do we know what is the form (details) of the

particular (distinct) sacrifice named ' Paurnamasl '

; so that if this wore a dis-

tinct sacrifice by itself we would know nothing about it. It is for this reason

that we assert that if the two sentences (C) were injunctive of distinct

sacrifices, then they would be entirely useless ; on the other hand, if these

two sentences were only references to the actions prescribed in the first set

of sentences, then the meaning of the two sentences comes to be that the

sacrifices that have been mentioned in the preceding sentences in close

proximity to these two sentences are related to (are to be performed at)

the two points of time Amdvdsyd and Paurnamasl; and thus the form

(details) of the sacrifices thus referred to being well known, the two sentences

come to serve the distinctly useful purpose (of pointing out the time of their

performance).
" How can a word with the singular ending ('paurnamdsim'')

speak of (refer to; several sacrifices (the six sacrifices mentioned in the first

set of sentences)?" To such an objection, if raised, our answer would be

that the word with the singular ending would be taken as a collective

noun ; i.e. the sacrifices originally mentioned have their details laid down,

and there is a collective group composed of these sacrifices, which collective

group is what is referred to by the word with the singular ending (

(

paurna-

mdsim'); so that there is nothing incongruous in the singular ending (in

the word referring to the group of sacrifices) ; because there are many such

words with the singular ending as refer to several things taken collectively,

such words, for instance, as 'company', 'forest', 'tribe', 'assembly'.

When the two sentences in question are taken as referring to the group com-

posed of Agneya and the other acts, then these same acts come to be

spoken of by means of the word '

Darsha-Paurnamasa,
' and thus it is that

they become connected with the result (spoken of in the sentence * Darsha-

paurnamdsdbhydm svargdkdmo yajeta
'

).

Such being the case, the Aghdra and other acts spoken of (in the second

set of sentences B) in close proximity Ito the other acts (Agneya, etc. which

are connected with the result, Heaven) come to be regarded as direct auxili-

aries (to those acts).
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StJTRA (4).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND A PECULIAR FEATURE IN ALL; IF THEY

WERE) ALL EQUALLY 'PRIMARY*, THAT FEATURE COULD NOT
APPEAR IN THEM.

Bhdsya.

If all the acts were equally 'primary', then the Praydjas could not be

found in the ectypal sacrifices (of which the Darsha-paurnamdsa are the

Archetype) ; but they are actually found in them ; as is clear from the text

that ' Krsnala is to be used at each Prayaja
'

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 3. 2. 3) (when this

Prayaja is performed in connection with the ectypal sacrifices). This (pre-

sence of the Praydjas in the ectypal sacrifices) could not be possible if the

Prayaja , were not subsidiary to the Agneya and the rest. For this reason

also all the acts cannot be regarded as equally
'

primary.
'

[If the sacrifices mentioned in the two sentences * Ya eoamvidvan, etc.' were dis-

tinct from, all the others spoken of in the connected texts, then Aghara and the

other acts would be equally
*

primary
'

; and hence, in accordance with the

principle enunciated under vutra 8. 1. 20, the Prayajas also, like the Agn&ya and the

rest, would form part of tho instrumental factor ; and as such they would no longer

be able to form part of the Procedure of the ectypal sacrifices, the instrumental

factor of whose *

Bringing About '

is already prescribed elsewhere ; under the

circumstances, the ectypal sacrifices could no longer take the Prayajas into

themselves ; but as a matter of fact, the Prayajaa are actually taken up by the

ectypal sacrifices; as is clearly indicated by the fact that we have a text laying

down Krsnala as the material to be used at the Prayaja when performed in connection

with the ectypal sacrifice*. Consequently, in. order to establish the fact of the

Prayaja being subsidiary to the Agneya, etc. we must take the two sentences

(<
Ya evamvidvan, etc. ')

as only referring to the sacrifices already spoken of in the pre-

ceding sentences. Tantravartika, Trans., pp. 057-658].

SUTRA (5).

[OBJECTION]
l< BUT THE REQUISITE ACCESSORY DETAILS (OF THE

TWO SACRIFICES ENJOINED BY THE TWO SENTENCES * YA

EVAMVIDVAN, ETC.') ARE ACTUALLY LAID DOWN
DIRECTLY IN THE VEDIC TEXTS."

Bhdsya.

" It is not true that tho texts containing the mention of Paurnamdsl

and Atndvdsyd are expressive of the two groups of sacrifices; in fact, they

are clearly injunctive of two distinct sacrifices. Being thus taken, the

words would not have to be taken in an indirect figurative sense (as stand-

ing for the two groups of acts mentioned in other sentences). 'But the

form (details) of the two sacrifices is not mentioned '. This form we would

find out from another text such as *

Paurnamdsydrndgneyo'stdlcapdlo
bfiavali

' from which it is clear that ' the sacrifice named Paurnamdsi

(which is enjoined by the sentence ' Ya evamvidvdn, ec.')has this form that

Agni is the deity and Cake is the material offered*. Thus it is that the
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sentences speaking of the Agneya and the rest are to be taken as laying

down the accessory details (of the two distinct acts, Paurnamdsl and

Amavusya, which are enjoined by the two sentences ' Ya evamvidvan, etc.
9

) ".

SIJTRA (6).

[ANSWER] IN REALITY, THE TEXTS (' YADAGNSYAH, ETC/) SHOULD BB

REGARDED AS INJUNCTIONS; AS (OTHERWISE) SEVERAL ACCES-

SORY DETAILS WOULD BE PRESCRIBED SIMULTANEOUSLY;

[WHICH WOULD NOT BE RIGHT] ; FOR, IF SEVERAL ACCES-

SORIES WERE PRESCRIBED IN CONNECTION WITH A

SACRIFICE ALREADY ENJOINED, THEN, INAS-

MUCH AS THE ACCESSORY DETAILS ARE FOR

THE SAKE OF SACRIFICES ONLY, IT

WOULD BE NECESSARY TO HAVE THE

INJUNCTION (OF A SACRIFICE)

IN CONNECTION WITH

EACH ONE OF THE

ACCESSORIES CON-

CERNED.

Bhdsya.

In reality the sentences speaking of the Agneya and other acts should

be regarded as injunctions of actions ; why ? as otherwise several accessory

details would be prescribed simultaneously ; that is to say, what you mean is

that all the texts (' Yadagneyah, etc.') are syntactically connected and they

prescribe several accessories (Agni 9 etc. as deities and the Cake, etc. as

materials) (in connection with the sacrifices enjoined in the sentence ' Ya

evamvidvan, etc.
9

). But it is not possible for several accessories to be pres-

cribed by one sentence in connection with a sacrifice that has been enjoined

by another sentence, specially when there is no connection between the two

sentences. "Why?" Well, if, in the case in question, the connection in-

tended is that * the Astdkapdla (the Cake baked upon eight pans) is the

material used at the Paurnamdsl sacrifice', then whence shall we get the

idea that ' there is such a thing in existence as the Astdkapdla (Cake)
'

;

and under the circumstances (if there is no such thing in existence), what
'

astdkapdla
' would be connected with the Paurnamdsl sacrifice ? In the

text speaking of the Astdkapdla (' Yadagneyo'stdkapdlo bhavati
9

) we find the

verb ' bhavati
9

, which means that * when the Astakapdla Cake is there, it is

*

dgneya
'

; if then the '

astdkapala
'

is taken out of its connection with
* bhavati

9

[and connected with the Paurnamdsl sacrifice enjoined in another

sentence), then it could not be open to any such connection as that ' the

Astakapdla is Agneya*'. If, on the other hand, the intended connection be

that 'the Agneya is present at the ' Paurnamasl sacrifice', then, in that

case, there would be no connection between the Agneya and the Astakapdla

Cake. If, (in order to avoid these difficulties) it be held that what is en-

joined is that ' the Astdkapdla Cake used at the Paurnamdsl sacrifice should
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be Agneya ', then, it becomes necessary to point out the sentence that has

enjoined the use of the Aatdkapdla Cake at the Paurnamdsi sacrifice. If (to

avoid this difficulty) it be held that that what is enjoined is that 'the

Agneya used at the Paurnamdsi sacrifice should be Aatdkapdla', then, also,

there is the same difficulty [i.e. what is the sentence that has enjoined the use

of the Agneya at the Paurnamdsi sacrifice ?] If it be held that " the Paurna-

mdsi is connected with both (Agneya and Asfdkapdla)" then there would
be no connection between the material (Astdkapdla Cake) and the Deity

(Agni, mentioned by the term 'dgneya'). If it be explained that "what
are connected with the Paurnamdsi sacrifice are the material and the Deity
as related to each, other", then the meaning would be that ' That Astdkapdla
Cake which is Agneya is to be used at the Paurnamdsi sacrifice', and in

that case, inasmuch as there is no such thing known as 'the Astdkapdla
Cake which is Agneya

*

[as no Cake can be '

dgneya
'

unless and tintil it has

been offered to Agni, so that until the sacrifice itself has been performed,
there can be no such thing as 'the Astdkapdla Cake which is Agneya''J, this

explanation also would be improper. If it be held that " what is enjoined
in connection with the Paurnamdsi sacrifice is the Cake that has been dedicated

by some one to Agni (and not actually offered)
"

in that case, as the Deity of

the Paurnamdsi itself would remain unmentioned [the term '

agneya* denot-

ing only the deity to whom the cake has only been dedicated by some one,

and not the one to whom it is to be offered at the Paurnamdsi sacrifice], the

form of the Paurnamdsi would remain incomplete.

[The Tantravdrtlka Trans., p. 663 does not favour this explanation
of the phrase

' Kenachit sankalpilah
9

It says some people take this

phrase as meaning
' dedicated to Agni by another sacrificer

'

; but this is

not correct ; because the using of what has been dedicated by another

sacrificer would be tantamount to stealing the material got ready by
another person. The phrase has therefore to bo taken as ' what has

been prescribed by some other text
'

the deity Agni being one that is

prescribed, for instance, by the text that speaks of ' one desiring a bright

complexion'.]

If some one were to say that "
Agni would be the deity at the

Paurnamdsi sacrifice", then, he should be told that ' there can be no mutual

relationship'' (Su. 1. 4. 15); i.e. the term *

dgneya
1 cannot contain preference

(to the deity to whom the cako has been dedicated by some one) and also

an injunction (of the deity for the Paurnamdsi sacrifice).
" We shall then

assume a deity (for the Paurnamdsi sacrifice) ". That cannot be; as unless

there is an actual Injunction of the Deity, there can be no Deity ; the term

'deity' is a relative one; and while Agni is the 'deity' of the Astdkapdla

Cake, it is not a deity of the Ajya (Butter). It is necessary therefore that

the connection between 'Agneya
9 and the Astdkapdla Cake should be

actually enjoined ; and that in regard to which such a connection would be

enjoined would be an act of sacrifice (as the cake cannot be dgneya, until it

is actually offered in sacrifice to Agni) ; and the result of this would be that*

if the sentence laying down the said connection between the Cake and

Agneya were taken as laying down an accessory for the Paurnamdsl9 what
would be laid down as sxich an accessory for the Paurnamdsi would be this
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other sacrifice, and not a material or a deity, and one sacrifice cannot

constitute the form of another ; so that in this case, as the form of the

Paurnamdsi remains unmentioned, the two sentences containing the terms
* Paurnamdsi

' and '

Amdvdsyd
' could not be taken as enjoining two distinct

Acts.

It has been argued (Text Bottom of p. 141) (against the Siddhdnta) that
" the terms * Paurnamdsi ' and ' Amdvdsyd

' can refer to the sacrifices spoken
of in the first set of sentences, only through indirect indication, not

directly". But this does not affect our position; under the circumstances,

what is assumed even indirectly would be quite right ; for instance, wo have

such expressions as '

agnail tisthati*
( avate tisthati', where (the direct

meaning of the words being found to be impossible, as no one can stand

in the fire or in the well), it is taken to mean indirectly that ' one stands

near the fire ',
* one stands near the well

'

; so that indirect indication is

what is accepted in ordinary usage also (and there is nothing incongruous

in it).

SUTRA (7).

THE MENTION ALSO OF THESE IS LIKE THAT.

Bhasya.

We have the text *

Ugrdni ha vd etani havwhsi amavtisyaycitn sanibh-

rlyante dgneyam prathamam aindre uttare', which speaks of the two

sets of offerings collectively : ( 1) the Agneya (Cake), and (2) the A hidra (Milk

and Curd). Now if (as held by the Purvapaksin) the Agneya and the rest,

were to be regarded as accessories at this same single sacrifice, the

Amavasyd, then the two sets of materials spoken of (Agneya Cake, and

Aindra 71Y ilk and Curd) would be optional alternatives, and in that

case there would be no point in mentioning an order of sequence in the

getting together of these materials, which is mentioned in the sentence
'

dgneyam prathamam aindre uttare
'

; as there can be no order of sequence
between two optional alternatives. [And further, according to the Purva-

paksa, over and above the three one, Agneya and two Aindra, there

would be a fourth also, in connection with the distinct sacrifice enjoined by
the sentence ' Ya evariividvan, etc.* so that we should have the plural form
* uttardni

' and not the dual form * uttare
' found in the text quoted.

Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 665.]

SUTRA (8).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhdsya.

We find a text also indicative of the same viz. :
' Chaturdasha paurna-

mdsydm dhutayo huyante, trayodasha amdvdsydydm' ('There are fourteen

libations offered at the Paurnamdsi and thirteen at the Amavasyd'). [If

the sentences * Ya evamvidvdn, etc.' enjoined two distinct sacrifices, then the

number of libations would be more than Fourteen and Thirteen
; if the
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sentences *

Yadagneyo, etc.* were injxinctive of accessories then the libations

would be less than Fourteen and Thirteen ; and both of these views would be

incompatible with the numbers Fourteen and Thirteen mentioned in the text

just quoted. In fact the said numbers are possible only when there are

.three principal libations at the Paurnamdsi and two principal libations at the

Amdvdsyd . Tantravdrtika . ]



ADHiKARAisfA (4) : The Upamshuyaja is a distinct

sacrifice : Counter-instance to the foregoing

Adhikarana.

SUTRA (9).

[PtJKVAPAKSA]. "THE UPAMSHUYAJA SHOULD BE LIKE THE

PAURNAMASI.
"

Bhdsya.

[The next three Adhikaranas treat of cases where a reference to a com-

posite whole is not possible, as it is in the case of the Darsha-PaurnamdsaJ\

We have the text * Jdmi vd etad yajnasya kriyate yadanvanchau

puroddshau Upamshuydjamantara yajati', ['It is a Jdmi, flaw in the sac-

rifice, that the two cakes are in close proximity ;
in between the two, there-

fore, one should perform the Upamshuyaja
'

cf. T.S. 2. 6. 6. 4] ;
this is

followed by another text *

Visnurupdmshu yastavyo^ jdmilvaya, Prajd-

palirupdmshu yastamjo
'

jdmitvdya, Agnisomdvupdmshu yastavydvaja -

mitvdya
'

[' Visnu should be sacrificed to for the removal of the flaw of

Jdmi; Prajapati should be sacrificed to for the removal of the flaw of

Jdmi ; Agni-Soma should be sacrificed to for the removal of the flaw of

Jdmi'], Now in regard to these two sets of texts, there arises the question

Does the sentence * One should perform the Upamshuyaja
'

contain a

reference to the batch of the three sacrifices mentioned in the second set

of sentences as having Visnu, Prajapati and Agni-Soma as accessories ? or

the injunction of a distinct sacrifice ?

The Purvapaksa on this question is as follows :

"The Upamshuyaja also is capable of being treated like the Paurna-

mdsi [i.e. as a mere reference to the batch of three sacrifices] ; why ? be-

cause it is spoken of by its name only. It is only a sacrifice equipped with

all its accessory details that is spoken of by the particular name
'

Updmshu-

ydja
'

; but in the sentence where it is so spoken of, we do not find any
mention of any accessories in the shape of material and Deity; in the

second set of sentences however we find a number of sacrifices mentioned of

which *

Updmshu* is mentioned as a qualification [which makes the name
*

Upamshuyaja
'

applicable to them] ;--from all of which it follows that the

name *

Upamshuyaja
'

applies to the batch of these latter sacrifices.
' But

what is enjoined in the sentence Upamshuyajamantard yajati is an entirely

different sacrifice with updmshu as its qualification, and with a definite

form of its own '. In fact, words like those we find in this sentence are not

capable of signifying a sacrifice with updmshu as its qualification ;
the only

term that could signify such a sacrifice is the term '

Updmshuydga
'

; as the

change of f

ja* into '

ga
' would be necessary according to Panini 7. 3-52 ;

the term *

Upamshuyaja' (with ja) is, in fact, grammatically incorrect.

Hence there is no distinct sacrifice with a definite form (spoken of in the
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sentence '

Updmahuydjamantard yajati''). It may be that this sentence

speaks of sacrifice in general with a particular name (' Updmshuydja'); but

even so, we could not have any idea of a distinct sacrifice, inasmuch as its

material or deity is not mentioned. * In that case, the name Updmshuyaja
would not be able to signify the batch of the sacrifices spoken of in the

second set of sentences'. The term *

Updmshuyaja' may be so incapable,
but the word '

yajati
'

in the sentence would be expressive of those sacri-

fices ; and under the circumstances, there would be nothing objectionable in

regarding the word '

Updmshuyaja
'

also as a reference to those sacrifices.'
'

SUTRA (10).

[SlDDHANTA] IN FACT, THE SENTENCE MUST BE AN INJUNCTION,
AS THERE ARE NO OTHER SACRIFICES MENTIONED IN THE

CONTEXT.

Bhasya.

The sentence '

Updmshuydjam yajati
'

should be taken as speaking of a

distinct sacrifice ; why ? because there are no other sacrifices mentioned

in the context 9

, and when there are no other sacrifices mentioned in the

context, the batch of which would the sentence in question refer to ?
" We

have just pointed out that there are the sacrifices with Visnu, Prajapati

and Agni-Soma as deities which are spoken of in the context." Certain-

ly there are no such sacrifices ; the sentences you speak of *

Visnurupdmshu

yastavyah' and the rest, arc not injunctions, they arc only Arthavddas

(commendatory declarations). "How so ?" Because in the same context

wo have another injunction, in the form of the sentence '

Updmshuydja-
mantard yajati ', which enjoins a sacrifice; in the circumstances, if the

other sentences were also treated as Injunctions, there would bo a

syntactical split (there being several injunctions in a set of texts which

practically form
' one sentence'). Then again, what those sentences express

is the connection of the sacrifice with Visnu and other deities, not an

Injunction.
" In the case of the sentence '

Updmshuyajamantard yajati
'

also, what is expressed is the connection of the * interval
'

(

' antardla
'

, as the

time)". True; but in this sentence the sacrifice itself is enjoined as con-

nected with the qualifications
'

upatfahu* (the 'interval' and the rest).

And as the whole set of the sentences forms a single 'sentence', more than

one thing could not be enjoined by it.
" How so ?

" The whole set of sen-

tences, beginning with ' Jdmi vd etat yajnasya kriyate* and ending with the

term '

ajdmitvdya ', form * one sentence
'

; in the middle of this one (com-

pound) sentence, we have the sentences speaking of Visnu, Prajapati and

Agni-Soma ; so that what is connected with these cannot be treated as a

separate sentence ; hence it follows that these sentences '

Visnurupdmshu

yastavyah
'

and the rest, are not injunctions ; they are only commendatory
declarations. "What is the meaning Jof this commendatory declaration ?

"

It is in this way it has been^ declared that if the two cake-offerings to

Agni and to Agni-Sow,a are made without any interval between them, it

involves the flaw of ' Jdmi\ with a view to remedy this flaw, it has been
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enjoined that * the Updmshuydja should be performed in the interval' ; but

in what manner would the flaw be remedied by this ? When the Uparkshu-

ydja is performed, we know that in that performance, offerings are made

to Visnu, to Prajdpati or A gni-Soma ; and as all this offering would

come in between the two cake -offerings, it implies the cessation of the

flaw of ' Jdmi }

; and it is this cessation of the flaw of
( Jdmi '

that is meant

to be declared in the commendatory declaration; and to this end, the

connection with Visnu and other deities (which has been already enjoined

by the injunction of the Updrhshu-Ydja) is reiterated in the declaration.

There is no use for the mention of the term ' anlard
'

(' in between '
in the

sentence '

UpdMshuydjatnantard yajati) except that the sacrifice is enjoined

(as to be performed in between the two cake-offerings).
" How is it to be known that offerings have to be made to Visnu and

the other deities, when, as you say, the sentences *

Vismirupdmshu

yastavyah, etc.' speak of Visnu and the other deities who may or may not

be those to whom offerings have to be made, simply for the purpose of

eulogising the Updmshuydja ?
"

'To this some people make the reply that the offerings (to Visnu and

others) are already recognised as enjoined ; how ? by injunctive texts in

other roscensional texts.

But even though the offerings be not already recognised as enjoined,

yet on the basis of the common character of s

Upamshu* (silence), the

mention of Prajapati as well as of Visnu would be a reference to what has

already been enjoined (in the sentence '

Updmshuydjamantard yajati');

that is to say, Visnu and Prajapati are possessed of the common character

of ' silence
'

(' updihsliu ') ;
it is for this reason that at a sacrificial perform-

ance whatever is done in honour of Prajapati is done in silence ; so that

by describing those facts and by the injunction of indicative Mantras,

Visnu also (who lias the character of silence), even though not already

recognised as enjoined, would be referred to as if already so recognised. As

regards the third deity, Agni-Soina, the text enjoining that deity is as

follows : 'Htdvabruydtdm ayni-somdvdjyasyaiva tdvupdmshu paurnamasydm
yajan'.

From all this it follows that the sacrifice (spoken of in the sentence
4

Updmshuydjamantard yajati') is an entirely distinct one.

SUTRA (11).

FROM THE MENTION OF THE QUALIFICATION (WE RECOGNISE THE

PARTICULAR SACRIFICE).

Bhdsya.

It has been urged (by the Purvapaksln) that it is not known which

sacrifice it is that is called '

Uparhshuydja*. Our answer to this is that the

sacrifice so called is that one of which the qualification (silence, Updmshu)
has been mentioned in the sentence * Updmshu paurnamasydm yajan

'

(which, mentioning the Paurnamasl as the day of the sacrifice qualified by
the qualification of updthshu, indicates that sacrifice to be one that is
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performed on the Paurnamasi). Hence the objection has no force against
the Siddhdnta.

SUTRA (12).

ALSO BECAUSE [THE UPAMSHUYAJA SACRIFICE HAS BEEN] SPOKEN OF

'AS IF IT WEBE '

[THE PBINCIPAL LIMB OF THE SACRIFICE].

Bhasya.

When a sacrifice is spoken of ' as if it were * a principal act, it strengthens
the notion that it is a principal act ; just as when a person's name is written
' as if ho were ' the most important person, it gives rise to the notion that

he is actually the most important person. [The Upamshuyaja has been

spoken of as *

Hrdayamupamshuyajah*, where it is spoken of as the Heart,

i.e. as if it were the most important part of the sacrifice, which also

indicates that it is a distinct sacrifice] and hence it cannot be a collective

name [of the batch of throe sacrifices mentioned in the second set of

sentences].



ADHIKARAIJTA (5) :
[' Aghara

' and '

Agnihotra
*

are distinct

independent acts: Second exception to Adhikarana (3)].

SUTRA (13).

[PfmvAPAKSA]
" THE ' AGHARA ' AND c AGNIHOTRA '

(AKE NOT

INDEPENDENT ACTS), AS THEY HAVE NO FORM (ACCESSORY

DETAILS) OF THEIR OWN."

Bhasya.

(A) Thero is the text '

Agharamaghdrayati
9

(T.S. 2. 5. 11. 6), and then

the texts
'

ftrdhmmagkarayati, Santatam dghdrayati
9

, (Taitti. Sam. 2, 5.

11. 7), Jfjumaghdrayall
'

(Ibid.), and so on. (B) Similarly, there is the text
* A gnihotram juhoti ', and then the texts * Dadhnd juhoti ',

*

Payasa juholl
9

and so on. Now there arises the question : (A) Are the Aghdras enjoined

by the sentences '

ftrdhvanwgMrayali' 9 etc., and these same are collectively

referred to in the sentence (

Agharamaghdrayati
'

? Or is this latter sentence

injunctive of a distinct and independent Aghara ? (B) Similarly, are the

Homas enjoined by the sentences ' Dadhna juhoti
9

, etc,, and these same are

collectively referred to in the sentence 'Aynihotram juhoti
'

? Or is this latter

sentence injunctive of a distinct and independent Homo, ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa
" The two sen-

tences (' Agharamaghdrayati
9 and *

Agnihotramjuhoti ') are not injunctive of

independent acts;- why ? because '

they have no form of their own' ;
i.e. the

acts spoken of in these two sentences have no forms other than those of the
'

Aghara
9 and * Homa '

spoken of in the other two sets of sentences,^-on the

basis of which different forms the acts could be regarded as different from

those. Hence it follows that they contain mere references to the acts

already enjoined by the other sentences in the context."

SUTRA (14).

[PURVAPAKSA (continued)] "ALSO BECAUSE OF THE APPLICATION OF

THE NAMES."

Bhasya.

" The names also are applied, in such expressions as '

Agnihotram ndma

homam juhoti ',
'

Agharasanjnakam karma karoti
9

, where the two acts of

Homa and Aghara are predicated as qualified by the names '

Agnihotra
' and

'

Aghara
9

;
and it is not known which particular act is called '

Aghara ',

and which is called 'Agnihotra
9

. 'But it is well known that Aghara is tho

act of Pouring, and Homa is the act of offering into fire
9

. If what are

enjoined in the sentences is the act of Pouring in general and the act of

offering into fire in general, then these two acts being already known, their

mention in the sentences in question could only be by way of reference. If
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on the other hand, the two names (' Aghara
' and '

Agnihotra') are not meant
to be applied in thoir literal (etymological) sense, even then the two acts

of Aghara and Homa could not be regarded as mentioned only in their

general forms, because a name is always applicable to a particular individual

(not a general) entity; and yet wo perceive no particular features. For

these reasons, the two sentences in question (

'

Aghdrmdghdrayati
' and

'Agnihotram juhoti
9

) could not be regarded as injunctions of a distinct Aghdra
and a distinct Homa. Further, how could an action (Henna) be spoken of

by means of a word expressive of the means of accomplishment (' Agni-

hotram')? In fact that means of accomplishment which is 'the most
desired

'

is spoken of by means of a word with tho Accusative ending, and the

action is spoken of by means of a word with a conjugational ending. In

case the two sentences arc taken as mere references (collectively to the acts

enjoined in the other sentences), the actions taken collectively as one

composite whole woiild be something different from each of the component
actions ; and this composite whole could be treated as ' the most desired

'

means of accomplishment (and hence capable of being spoken of by a word

with the Accusative ending).

SUTRA (15).

[POBVAPAKSA (concluded)]
" ALSO BECAUSE IT is NOT BELATED TO

THE CONTEXT."

Bhdsya.

" There is no material or Deity in the context which could bo connected

with the Aghdra (as a distinct sacrifice), and which could impart a form to

that sacrifice. For this reason also the terms '

dghdra
' and *

agnihotra
' must

be treated as standing for the sacrifices taken collectively.*'

SUTRA (16).

[SlDDHANTA] IN BEAUTY, THEY ABE INJUNCTIONS
; BECAUSE THE

WOBDS SIGNIFY ACTUAL PEBFOBMANCE ;
AND THE BEPETITION

OF THE WOBDS IN CLOSE PBOXIMITY IS FOB THE

PUBPOSE OF INDICATING THE ACCESSOBY

DETAILS.

Bhdsya.

It is not right that the two terms 'Aghara' and 'Agnihotra' should be

treated as words standing for the sacrifices already enjoined taken collec-

tively ; they should be treated as Injunctions. Why ? Because the words

signify actual performance ; i.e. the words *

dghdrayati
'

(in the sentence
*

dghdramdghdrayati
'

) and 'juhoti
'

(in the sentence '

agnihotram juhoti
'

) mean

that the acts of Aghdra (Pouring) and Homa (Offering into Fire) are to be

performed ; hence we conclude that two distinct acts are enjoined (by the

sentences in question). The terms 'dgfidra' and 'agnihotra
9

are well-known

to be expressive, respectively, of the two actions in general, of Pouring and

Offering into Fire ; and they are not words whose meanings are not known ;
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the two sacrifices (of Aghdra and Agnihotra) will thus have their forms duly
determined, and enjoined in those forms.

It has been argued above that " the sacrifices are really enjoined in*

the sentences, 'UrdhvamagJidrayati',
* Dadhnd juhoti

9 and the rest, which*

sacrifices are only referred to in the two sentences '

Aghdramdghdrayati
' and

'

Agnihotram juhoti
'

". But in reality, it is not so ; the sentences * Crdhva-

mdghdrayati
' and ' Dadhnd juholi

' and the rest are not capable of enjoining
the acts of Aghdra and Agnihotra ; becaiise the sentences do not convey the

notions that ' the dghdra should be performed
' and that ' the Agnihotra

should be performed
'

; what the sentence '

CrdhvamdgJidrayati
'

signifies is

that * the connection between urdhvata (uprightness), and dghdra should be

brought about', and what the sentence 'Dadhnd juholi' signifies is that
* the connection between the Dadhi and the Homa should be brought
about '

; thus then, the sacrifices of Aghdra and Agnihotra not being such

as are already enjoined by the other sentences, the two sentences in

question cannot be regarded as mere references to something already

enjoined. "When, as you say, tho sentence '

Urdhvamdghdrayati
'

enjoins

the connection of the AgJidra with fjrdhvata> 9 and the sentence 'Dadhnd

juhoti' enjoins the connection between tho Homa and the Dadhi' the

Aghdra and the Homa would naturally come in." Not so; because tho

connection (of the Aghara with the ffrdhvatd, or of the Homa with the

Dadhi) could be possible only when the injunction of tho acts (Aghdra and

Homa) is already thero ; hence the acts of Aghdra and Homa cannot bo

regarded as coming in by mere implication. It follows from this that these

are distinct acts by themselves.

Says the Opponent
" As a matter of fact, what the terms '

dgJidrayati*

and '

juhoti
'

directly signify is the operation on (performance of) the Aghdra
and the Homa, not the connection of the fjrdhvatd and the Dadhi."

True ; the said connection is not directly signified ; but the signification

of the operation would be assumed ' in proximity
'

(to the Injunction),
'

for

the purpose of Indicating the accessory details (qualifications)'
" But the Shruti (a Direct Assertion) could not signify the operation of

a thing other than what is mentioned by itself."

This is quite true ; but it could very well signify the operation of some-

thing spoken of by itself; and this something would be qualified by the

qualifying word ; and there would thus be a recognition of the qualified

tiling.
" That may be ; the qualifying word might qualify the thing spoken of

by the sentence ; but the operation in question is not recognised as sub-

sisting in Ithe qualification. [That is, so long as the qualification is not

directly laid down, the Agent could not engage himself in it ; so that, even

if he would perform the particular sacrifice without taking notice of the

qualification, he would feel that he had done his duty. Tantravdrtika

Trans., p. 690.]"

What would happen, even if it were so ? Even though the qualification

would be inoperative, the meaning of the word would be definitely known.
" In this case, what would be the purpose served by the proximity

of the qualifying word ?
"
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It may not serve any purpose at all.

" How can (a word of) the Veda be useless ?
"

In cases where it serves a purpose, it cannot be useless; but when it

does not serve a useful purpose, what else could be said (except that it is

useless) ? [It is the opponent's reasoning that makes the word useless, by
making the qualifying word inoperative ; according to our reasoning it does

serve a distinctly useful purpose ;
so that it cannot be useless. Tantra-

vdrtika Trans., p. 691.]

"In that case, the necessary qualification could be obtained through

Syntactical Connection ; it is only when there is Direct Assertion (by the

words) that no assumption can be made on the basis of Syntactical Connec-

tion. [That is, even though the injunction of the qualified operation is a

direct one, yet, in the way you put it, it would come to rest upon

Syntactical Connection. Tantravdrlika Trans., p. 691.]"

That is true ; but the said assumption could be made when the

meaning of the Direct Assertion would not be intended to be conveyed.
* k Why should there be no intention to convey the idea in the present

case ?
"

Because the word speaking of the qualification is not a wrong reading,

and because the act spoken of by the text itself is one that has been

already enjoined by another text.

Tims it becomes established that the repetition (of the mention of

Homa) in such texts as ' Dadhnd juholi
'

serves the purpose of indicating the

qualifying (accessory) details; that is, the use of the term 'juhoti' is a

reference (to the Homa enjoined elsewhere) for the purpose of connecting
that Homa with qualifying accessory details (like Dadhi).

"If the term 'juhoti
9

(contained in the sentence ' Dadhnd juhoti') is

a reference, then by what is the accessory detail enjoined ?
"

Please do not say that we hold it to be enjoined by the term ' dadhi '.

[What is meant is that in the term 'juhoti* as appearing in the sentence
' Dadhnd juhoti ', the conjugational affix serves the purpose of enjoining the

material, Dadh ?, mentioned by the word ' dadhnd '

, and it is only the verbal

root that contains the reference to the Homa enjoined elsewhere ; so that

there is no difficulty about the injunction of the accessory detail, Dadhi.

Tantravartika Trans., pp. 691-692].
" But we have just explained that the operation of the accessory

(qualifying) detail is understood to be got at through Syntactical Connec-

tion."

True, that is so
; but unless the thing has been actually enjoined, how can

it be understood (through anything) ? In fact, if an unenjoined thing were

to be cognised, there could be no means of right cognition by which that

cognition could be brought about ; and in the absence of such a means
of right cognition, the cognition could only be regarded as an illusion.

Under the circumstances, the term 'juhoti* (in the sentence 'Dadhnd

jiihotl'), as also the term *

dghdrayati* (in the sentence *

Urdhvamdghdrayati')
must be injunctive (of the accessory detail).

" What is it then that signifies the reference (to the sacrifice enjoined

elsewhere) ?
"

16
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This reference is signified by the verbal root (in 'juhoti
9 and '

aghdra-

yati').

"If these terms ('juhoti' and '

dghdrayati
9

) are injuncMve, then, inas-

much as what they express (i.e. the acts of Homa and Aghdra) has been

already enjoined (by the sentences '

Agnihotram juholi
' and '

Aghdram-

dghdrayati' according to the Siddhdnta), why should they be repeated ?
"

The words are repeated for the purpose of enjoining what is expressed

by the whole sentence-; so that there is nothing incongruous.

From all this it follows that the two sentences (' Agnihotram juhoti
' and

*
AghdramdgMrayati') are injunctions of distinct and independent acts.

It has been argued (by the opponent) that there are no materials or

Deity mentioned in connection with any such distinct act as '

Aghdra \

But what is the need for any such material and Deity being mentioned,

when the form of the act (sacrifice) is already fully recognised on the basis of

the name signifying what is well-known ? Further, [it is not true that no

material and Deity are mentioned in connection with the Aghdra sacrifice]

we actually find tho Butter (Ajya) mentioned as the material for this

sacrifice, in the text *

CJiaturgrhUam vd etadabhut tasydghdranidgJulryd ', and

its Deity Indra is indicated by the mantra laid down in the following text

' Indra urdhvodhvaro dlvi sprshatu mahato yajiio yajnapate Indravdn svdhd

itydghdramdghdrayatl
'

(Cf. Taitti, Sam. 1. 1. 12. 1); the sacrifice can be
' indravdn* (as mentioned in this mantra) only if it has Indra for its deity;

so that if this mentions the deity for the Aghdra sacrifice, then this sacrifice

becomes duly complete in all its details.

For those reasons it becomes established that the two sentences in

question aro injunctive of two distinct and independent acts, and do not

speak of tho two groups of sacrifices (enjoined in the other sentences).

[The subject-matter of this Adhikarana (5) cannot bo regarded as already

included in the foregoing Adhikaraqa, (4) ; because acts of Aghara and Homa as

spoken of in the sentences,
t

Vrdhvamagharayati'
> and Dadhna-juhoti ', are precise-

ly in the same form in which they are presented by the two sentences *

Agharamd-

gharayati* and *

Agnihotram juhoti
1

; while in the preceding Adhikarana, the word

speaking of the sacrifice in one sentence was '

upafashuyaja
' and in tho other

4
yastavyah

'

; further, in the previous Adhikarana, the injunction of the deity

Vismu in the sentence *

Visnurupamshu yastauyah
'

completely over-shadows the

notice of the '

Bringing about '

of the Sacrifice ; while there is no over-shadowing in

the present Adhikarana ; in the present Adhikarana the several sentences aro not

capable of being construed as ' one sentence ', as in the preceding Adhikarana
;

lastly, the sentences in the present Adhikarana are not regarded by either party to

be purely commendatory declarations, as those of the preceding Adhikarana

have been regarded by the Siddhantin.]



[ADHIKARAISTA (6):~-The
' Pashu 5

and the
' Soma' are

distinct and independent Acts.]

(SOTRA 17).

AS THERE IS MENTION OF THE MATERIAL, (THE SENTENCES

MUST BE) INJUNCTIONS OF THE ' PASHU ' AND ' SOMA '

SACRIFICES; BECAUSE THE MENTION OF THE MERE

MATERIAL IN THE CONTEXT WOULD BE USELESS,

SPECIALLY AS THE WORDS COULD NOT SERVE

THE PURPOSE OF LAYING DOWN NECESSARY

DETAILS.

Bhasya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we find the text (A)
' Yo dlksito

ya'lagnlsomiyam pashumdlabhate
'

(' The initiated sacrificer kills the animal

dedicated io'Ayni'Sotna',) (Taitti. Sam. 6. 1. 11. 6) and then it goes on,
*

Hrdayasydyre'vadyati, atha jihvdyd, atha vaksasah' ('He cuts out the heart

first, then the neck, then the chest') (Taitti. Sam. 6. 3. 10. 4) ; similarly

there is the text (B)
' Somena yajeta

'

(' Sacrifices with Soma ') ; then it goes

on,
* Aindravdyavam yrhndli, tnaitravarunam yrhnfiii, ashvinam grhndti' and

so on (' He takes up the cup dedicated to Indra-vdyu, then the one dedi-

cated to Mitra-Varuna, then the one dedicated to the Ashvins').

In regard to these two sets of texts, there arises the question (A) Is

the word 'dlabhale
1

(' kills') only a reference to the group of acts expressed

by the word '

avadyati' ? Or is it mjunctive of a distinct and independent

act ? (B) Similarly, is the word 'yajeta' only a reference to the group of

acts expressed by the word '

yrhndti
'

? Or is it injunctivo of a distinct and

independent act ?

On this question, we have the following Piirvapaksa
" Both these words are references to the two group of acts ; why ?

Because the two acts that may be thought of as being enjoined by these two

words are already made known (enjoined) by the two words 'avadyati* and
*

grhndti
'

;
and what has been already made known cannot be enjoined

again. The term '

pashu* (' animal') [in the text (A)] is a reference to the

* heart' and other limbs (mentioned in the sentences (

Hrdayasyyrevadyati ',

etc.); and the term ' Soma' [in the text (B)] is a reference to the

Soma-juice (in the
'

cups ', mentioned in the sentence '

Aindravdyavam grhna-

ti, etc.') Consequently, the root *

yaj ',
* to sacrifice ', in the sentence ' Somena

yajeta' (B) is a reference, made for the purpose of connecting the 'sacrifice
1

with the result (Heaven) by such sentences as *

Yajeta svaryakdmah' ('one

desiring heaven should sacrifice'); and similarly the root 'aldbha', 'to

kill', is a reference, made for the purpose of connecting the 'killing' with

the deity Ayni-Soma.
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Further, that the several *

holdings' (of the cups, spoken of in the sen-

tences ' A indravdyavam yrhndti\ etc.) form one group of acts is clearly

shown by the text *

Dashaitdnadhvanjuh prdtahsavane grahdn grJmdti* ('At

the morning extraction, the Adhvaryu holds these ten clips'); the order of

sequence also among these 'holdings' is shown by the texts * Ashvino

dashamo fjrhjate\ and *

Trllyo hut/ate '.

" Then again, if the two distinct and independent acts were enjoined

(by the two verbs ' dlabliate' and '

yajeta'), then, in that case, the terms
*

aindravdyavam ', 'maitrdvarttnatn* and 'dshvinam* could only be taken as

injunctive of deities ; and the several deities, being thus enjoined in relation

to a single sacrifice, would have to be regarded as so many optional alter-

natives; just as in the case of the text ' Khddire badhndti, pdldshe badhndti,

rohitake badhndti ',[tho throe woods, Khadira, Paldsha, and Rohita, having been

enjoined in relation to the single act of Tyiny, have been regarded as three

optional alternatives). [f those deities were so many optional alternatives,

then the mention of the order of sequence among them, (as shown in the

texts t Ashvino dashamo grhyatv, etc.'), as also the mention of them as forming
one group (as in the text '

Dashaitanadhvaryuh pratahsavane yrahan yrhndti'),

would have no sense. On the other hand, if the root '2/o/i* (to sacrifice, in

the text ' Sornena yajeta', were treated as speaking of the group of acts (of

holding the cup dedicated to Indra-Vdyu, and that dedicated to Mitra-

Varuna, and that dedicated to the Ashvins ), then all this would be quite

applicable. From all this it follows that the terms * dlabhate
' and '

yajate
'

must be taken as speaking of the two groups of acts.
"

On this Purvapaksa, we have the following Slddhdnta The two texts-

are injunctions of the two distinct sacrifices,
' Pashu ' and ' Soma '

; why ?

The term * soma
'

is known to be expressive of the milky-creeper, not of the

juice (as held by the Purvapaksln) ; and the word * Hotna ' denotes

the Class, not the Individual. Similarly the term '

pashu
^

is used by

people as expressing a particular object with horns, tail, hair, four feet,

and this also denotes the Class. Now, there are no sacrifices enjoined

in the context at which any such class of Material (not any individual)

is to be used ; and it is only if there were such sacrifices that they could

be referred to as groups by the words * Pashu ' and ' Soma '.

" The Heart and other limbs are parts of the Pashu (Animal) ; and it is

these limbs that would be referred to by the term 'patthu', for the purpose
of connecting them with the deity Agni-Soma.

"

That cannot be ; all that the sentence means is that the ' Pashu

becomes dedicated to Agni-Soma *, not that * the Heart \and other limbs are

Pashu \ If the term 'pashu
9 be taken in its ordinary sense of the animal,

then the word retains its primary significance ; if, on the other hand, it is

taken in the sense of the Heart and other limbs, then the word becomes

secondary (indirect) in its significance of the parts of the animal's body.

Similarly, the term ' soma '
could be a reference only if it were taken in the

secondary (indirect) sense of the juice of Soma. From all this, it follows that

the texts in question are injunctions of distinct acts, and not mere refer*

ences.

It might be argued that ** the text ' Somena yajeta
'

may be taken as
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enjoining the Soma-creeper in relation to the sacrifices to Indra-Vdyu and

other deities (which sacrifices are enjoined in the other sentences ' Aindra-

vdyavam grhndti
'

, etc. )

"
.

Our answer to this is that this cannot be ; because the creeper could be

recognised as related to the deities Indra-Vayu only through Syntactical

Connection; while it is by Direct Assertion that the juice is recognised as

related to Indra-Vdyu. Under the circumstances, if the term * Soma* (in

the text * Somena yajeta
'

) were expressive of a material, then, even though

the other sacrifices, A indravdyava and the rest, would be there as mentioned

in the Context, it (the word ' soma ') would be incapable of either enjoin-

ing, or referring to, a material for those sacrifices [as the material for these is

already directly asserted to be the Soma-juice} ; so that the word woxild be

entirely useless.

From all this it follows that the texts in question enjoin distinct acts,

and they do not refer to the sacrifices mentioned in the Context.

SUTRA (18).

SIGNIFYINC4 PREPARATORY ACTS, THE SENTENCES CANNOT BE

INJUNCTIVE.

Bhasya.

The Siddhanta view as propounded just now has been that, oven though
there are other sacrifices enjoined in the contexts (by the sentences
'

Hrdayasydgrevadyati, etc. ', and by the sentences *

Aindravdyavam grhndti,

etc.'), yet these are not the sacrifices that are referred to collectively by the

words ' Paehu ' and * Soma '. The position taken up in the present Sutra is

that there are no other sacrifices enjoined in the contexts. Why ? Because
*

signifying preparatory acts, the sentences cannot be injunctive
'

; that is, the

sentences '

Aindravdyavam, etc.
1 and the rest do not enjoin sacrifices at all;

the act of '

graJtana ',
'

taking \ip
'

(spoken of by the word '

grhndti ', in the

sentence 'Aindravdyavam grtinali'), stands for mere preparation, which

serves a visible purpose (of getting the 'cup' ready); after this 'prepara-
tion ', the mention of the deity (Indra-Vayu) would be for a transcendental

purpose; so that what the sentence '

Aindravdyavam grhndti' means is that
* the cup is prepared and dedicated to Indra-Vayu

'

; and as this ' dedica-

tion
' would not be possible without the act of sacrifice, this act of sacrifice

would be assumed (on the basis of the '

apparent inconsistency
'

of the
4
dedication'); [such is the roundabout manner in which the sentence

'

Aindravdyavam grhndti
'

coxild be taken as indicating the act of sacrifice] ;

this act of sacrifice, however, at which the said ' dedication
' could be made,

is already directly enjoined in the other sentence (* 8om,ena yajeta'); hence

there could be no justification for taking the sentences '

Aindravdyavam
grhndti

' and the rest as injunctive of a sacrifice. Thus then, there being
no other sacrifices enjoined in the context, the root '

yaji
'

(in the word
'

yajeta
'
in the sentence ' Somena yajeta ') cannot be taken as referring to

any group of sacrifices.

Similarly with the root 'dlabh' (in the verb 'dlabheta* in the sentence
4
Agnlsomlyam pashumdlabheta ').
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SUTRA (19).

BECAUSE OF THE DIVERSITY OF DEITIES, THERE SHOULD BE REPETITION

OF THE ACT (OF SACRIFICE) ; AS THE MENTION OF THE DIVERSE

MATERIALS WOULD BE OTHERWISE MEANINGLESS, THERE

SHOULD BE MULTIPLICITY (OF THE ACT OF
' CRAHANA ',

' HOLDING '), SPECIALLY

BECAUSE THE ACT (OF GRAHANA)
IS SUBSERVIENT TO THE

MATERIAL.

Bhasya.
The discussion that we had so far in regard to tho ( Pashu* sacrifice

shall bo resumed under Discourse X. It is in connection with the ' Sown '

sacrifice alone that wo continue the discussion now.
It has been argued by the Purvapaksin that in regard to the acts of

grahana (Holding), there are texts mentioning an * order of sequence
'

among them (e.g.
< Ashvino dashnmo grhyate

9

), as also those speaking of

them as a '

group
'

(e.g.
'

Dashaitdnadhvaryuh prdtahsavane grahdn grhnati') ;

how are these two facts to be accounted for ?

As regard;-: this argument, the fact of the matter is that when Indra-

Vayu and the other deities are spoken of (in the sentences '

Aindravayaram
grJmfiti

9

etc.), it is not meant that ' a sacrifice is to be offered to Indra-Vayu
'

or * a sacrifice is to be offered to Mitra-Varuna '. If such were the direct

meaning of the sentences, then alone could these deities be assumed to be

the deities of sacrifices ; and in that case tho sense of the injunction
contained in the sentence would be that the sacrifice is to be accomplished
with the Deity alone (without any material, etc.) [which is absurd]. On the

other hand, if the deities are taken as enjoined in connection with the

preparatory act of *

grahana' (Holding), with a view to some transcendental

result, then the 'dedication' to Indra-Vdyu would be something distinct

from the ' dedication' to Mitra-Varuna ; and this ' dedication
* in each case

would bring about a transcendental result distinct from the transcendental

result brought about by the said Holding itself. So on with the other

Holdings also. And thus it is that tho several Holdings are spoken of

collectively as a group (on the ground that the several transcendental

results brought about by them go together to help the final transcendental

result of the Soma sacrifice).

[Next as regards the ' order of sequence '] the quantity of Soma-creeper
to be used at this sacrifice is

' ten handfuls', all of which is kept in several

definite-sized vessels opening upwards and six inches (one Prddesha) in

height, and pounded and mixed with water in several definite-sized jars ; all

this Soma prepared in this fashion could not be ' held '
in the hand (in Cups,

except by a small quantity being taken up and kept in each Cup). [Hence
these '

holdings
' must be many and distinct.] Even if it were possible to

'hold' all this (by a single act of Holding), the right course would be to
' hold '

it by parts, as otherwise, the performance would run counter to the

directive text of the performance whereby the several enjoined deities have
to be treated as optional alternatives; for, if the whole of the Soina were
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* held' once only, then what is dedicated to Indra-Vayu would be the same

that is dedicated to Mtira-Varuna; and this would be absurd. Hence, in

view of the ' dedication
'

(to each deity) being distinct, the Soma meant for

each separate deity must be kept separately ; and this could not be done by
a single act of Holding. Further, unless there is a sacrifice to be offered to a

Deity, there can be no * dedication
'

of a material to deities ; hence it follows

that sacrifices should 'be offered to all those deities to whom the material

has been 'dedicated'; and when these sacrifices are offered to these

deities, thereby becomes accomplished the sacrifice that has been directly

enjoined in the text '

Jyotistomena yajeta % which thus needs no other

deities. This Sonia-sacrifice (Jyotistoma) has been enjoined as to be per-

formed with the entire * handful' (of Soma-creepers) ;
and this is possible

only if the act of *

Holding
'

is repeated ; it is only then that it becomes

complete in all its details. It is for this reason that the sacrifice has to be

repeated ; as unless it is repeated, it cannot become fully equipped with all

the deities (mentioned) and the whole (handjid) of the Soma. And when the

action is repeated, it is only natural that there should be an order of

sequence among the several acts and they should be spoken of collectively as

forming a group (called tho ' Sonut '

or '

Jyotistoma ') ;
so that the mention

of these in the texts is only natural.

SUTRA (20).

THE PBEPABATOBY ACT CANNOT BE DIVEBSE
;
BECAUSE THE MATEBIAL,

WHICH SUBSEBVES THE PUBPOSES OF SOMETHING ELSE, OCCUPIES

ONLY A SECONDABY POSITION.

Bhasya.

It has been argued by the Purvapaksin that " in the case of the texts
' KMdire badhndli\

' Pdldshe badhndti\ and * Rohitake badhndti', the three

woods, Khadira, Paldsha and Rohita, are treated as optional alternatives in the

preparatory act of the '

Tying
'

; and similarly in the case in question the

several deities (Indra-Vdyu, Mitra-Varuna, Ashvins) could be treated as

optional alternatives." But this cannot bo right, because in the case cited,

the Khadira and other woods are found to be directly enjoined for the

purpose of accomplishing the *

preparation
'

; hence in the case in question

also, if the several deities of the 'Holding' Indra-Vdyu and the rest, had

been directly enjoined for the purpose of accomplishing the sacrifice, then

alone could option be admitted. As a matter of fact, however, they are not

found to be directly enjoined for the purpose of accomplishing the sacrifice ;

hence they have to be taken together (as forming one group).

[There is some difference in the interpretation of the Sutras in this Adhi-

karana, as to which embodies the Purvapaksa and which the Siddhanta; for

which see Tantravartika Trans., p. 709.]

[The purpose served by the Adhikarana is that, at the Ectypal Sacrifices of

which the Jyotistoma is the Archetype, the details have to be performed in relation

to a single cup, and that too only once, according to the Purvapaksa; while

according to the Siddhanta, all the details have to be performed exactly as at the

Archetypal Sacrifice.]



ADHIKABAISJA (7) : Actions differentiated by N umber.

SUTRA (21).

INASMUCH AS IT is BASED UPON SBPARATENESS, NUMBER SHOULD

BE A DIFFERENTIATOR AMONG ACTIONS.

Bhdsya.

[Differentiation among acts on the basis of different words and on the basis of

the Repetition of the same word having been disposed of, along with exceptions

we now proceed to discuss the differentiation of actions by Number.]

The Vdjapeya sacrifice has been enjoined in the sentence *

Vdjape-ijena

svdrdjyakdmo yajeta
'

; at this sacrifice there are seventeen animals conse-

crated to Prajapati, as mentioned in the text '

Saptadasha prdjdpatydn

pashunalabhate, saptadasho vai prajapatih prajdpaterdptyai shydwdstupard

ekarupa bhavantl, evameva hi prajapatih samrddhyai '. (Taitti. Bra. 1. 3. 4. 3.)

Now, in regard to this, there arises the question Does this passage

speak of seventeen distinct acts ? Or of only one act at which the seventeen

animals come in as an accessory detail ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa
" There is only

one action ; why ? because, when the question arises as to whether the

seventeen animals are dedicated to Prajapati, is it for the accomplishing of

a single sacrifice or several sacrifices ? the most reasonable view to take is

that they are dedicated for the purpose of accomplishing a single act.

When a man dedicates seventeen animals, he dedicates one animal also ;

when one animal has been dedicated (and the act of sacrifice accomplished

through that dedication), the dedication of all the seventeen animals be-

comes accomplished (as part of that same first sacrifice) ; wherefore then

should there be any assumption of the second and subsequent sacrifices ? In

this way there would be need of assuming a fewer transcendental results (as

following from the single sacrifice, than the large number that it would be

necessary to assume if there were seventeen sacrifices). From all this it

follows that a single act of sacrifice is accomplished by means of the secenteen

animals."

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhdnta There should

be difference among actions due to number, because the number seventeen is

based upon the separateness of the actions ; that is, there is
'

separateness
'

among the animals only when there are several actions, not if there is a

single action. Why ? The Injunction lays it down that the sacrifice in

question is to be accomplished by means of eleven offerings (made out of

the eleven pieces cut out of the body of the dedicated animal) ; all these

offerings are got out of the body of a single animal; under the circum-

stances, the killing of the other sixteen animals (beginning with the second)

could not be for the purpose of obtaining the pieces to be offered;

so that the animals that would be killed after the killing of the first animal

would be killed only for the purpose of bringing about a transcendental

result ; and in that case, as the bodies of these other animals would not be

actually offered to Prajapati, they would not be 'prajdpatya
'

(' dedicated to
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Prajapati'); and this would be incompatible with the fact that the Vedic

text speaks of them as
'

prajapatya* . Thus then, it would be impossible

for the number seventeen which is based upon the separateness of so many
distinct things, to rest in a single animal (offered at a single sacrifice);

on the other hand, if there are several sacrifices, there would be need for

several sets of cuttings for offering; so that for the seventeen sacrifices, it

would bo necessary to get together seventeen animals; and it is only thus

that the mention of the number ' seventeen ' would be reconciled. For all

these reasons, the number of sacrifices (mentioned in the text in question)

must be seventeen.

Objection
" Even when there is a single sacrifice, the sacrificing could

be done by means of the seventeen sets of cuttings (out of the bodies of the

seventeen animals), on the basis of the direct declaration (contained in the

text)".

Reply That cannot be ; what is directly assorted is the number of the

animals killed, not the number of sets of cuttings ; and what are the means

of accomplishing the sacrifice are the cuttings as the sacrificial material,

not the class *

animal'; as what this class * animal ' has done at the arche-

typal sacrifice (Jyotisfoma) is that it helped the primary act by equalitying

the individual animal out of which the cuttings were obtained; so that at

the ectypal sacrifice also what it will do is to help the primary act by qualify-

ing the individual animal out of which the cuttings would be obtained.

Now, what the number 'seventeen' applies to is the Animal, not the sets of

cuttings', so that for the purpose of obtaining one set of cuttings, it becomes

necessary to kill one animal ; and in this way the number ' seventeen
'

could not be applicable to the cuttings. This would be the only explanation

possible. H then the animals had been spoken of a >s
* seventeen' in

reference to their horns, or their complexions, or their shapes, such as wfrite

black, red, then any one of these alone would be taken up (for killing, for

the purpose of obtaining the cuttings) ;- or, if it were in reference to such

division as that into * the hornless ',
( the two-horned ' and * the one-horned ',

then also any one of these alone would be taken up. In the text under

consideration, however, we find that all the animals are spoken of as *

black,

hornless and of one shape' (' shycimdstupara ekarupah') ; and the killing of

all the seventeen animals of this same kind (for the purpose of obtaining the

cuttings out of the bodies of all the seventeen) would be possible (and

necessary) only when there are several (i.e. seventeen) sacrifices, and not

when there is a single sacrifice (at which a single set of cuttings would be

used, for which the body of only one animal would be required).

From all this it follows that there are seventeen sacrifices.

The purpose served by this Adhikarana is that, according to the

Purvapaksa, if a single animal were lost or found defective, tho act (of killing)

performed over the entire batch of animals would have to be repeated, each

one of whom would be killed after the other, the whole act in this case

being conducive to a transcendental result ; while according to the

Siddhanta, it is only one animal over which the act would have to be repeat-

ed ; because when the seventeen sacrifices are distinct, one would not need

the animal used at the other sacrifice.



ADHIKARATVTA (8) : Actions differentiated by Name.

SUTRA (22).

THE NAME ALSO (DIFFERENTIATES ACTIONS), AS IT OCCURS IN THE

ORIGINATIVE INJUNCTIONS.

Bhasya.

In regard to the text * Athaisa jyotirathaisa vishvajyotirathaisa sarva-

jyotih,
1

there arises the question Is it the single sacrifice Jyotistoma that i

referred to here by the (three) names (1. Jyotih, 2. Vishvajyotih, and

3. Sarvajyotih) for the purpose of enjoining, in connection with it, such

accessories as * the gift of a thousand
' and so forth ? Or do these names

lay down three distinct actions, the details regarding which are going to be

mentioned later on ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :
" The text in ques-

tion should be taken as laying down the accessories of the principal sacrifice

spoken of in the context (i.e. the Jyotistoma) ; as it is only thus that the

connection of the context is maintained.* But all these accessories would

be taken, on the strength of Syntactical Connection, as enjoined in connection

with the sacrifices named Jyotih, Vlshvajyotik, and Sarvajyotih'. That does

not affect our position ; because all these names denote the Jyotistoma sacrifice

itself. That is, (a) the term 'Jyotih' mentions the initial term in the com-

pound 'Jyotistoma' ; as regards the terms (6)
*

Vishvajyotih
9

and (c) 'Sarva-

jyotih ', what is meant is that all (' sarva
' and * vishva ') 'jyotis \ Trlvrt and

the rest, which are spoken of in the supplementary texts, belong to this

Jyotistoma sacrifice, and on that account, the Jyotistoma is called * Vishva-

jyotih' and 4

Sarvajyotih
9

(i.e.
*

having all the Jyotis'). [Thus then, all the

three names stand for the Jyotistoma sacrifice itself]."

In answer to this PurvapaJcsa we have the following Siddhdnta: The

three names, Jyotih, Vishvajyotih and Sarvajyotih are differentiators of

actions, because these are found mentioned in the originative injunction ;

and they do not merely repeat the names of sacrifices mentioned before;

hence the sentence * Athaisa jyotih' should be taken as injunctive of a new

distinct act (not already enjoined). If it were a mere reference (to the

Jyotistoma), it would not be conducive to any distinct activity, and as such

would be useless (superfluous). Further, if the reference were regarded as

being for the purpose of laying down the further accessory detail (of the

(jift of a thousand), in regard to the sacrifice of the Context (i.e. Jyotistoma),

then there would be an option (between the accessory details previously

laid down and those laid down through the said reference) ; which would

mean that one of the two accessories would be rejected at the performance

where the other would be employed [and the rejection of what has been

enjoined is most improper], Further, the terms 'Jyotih',
'

Vishvajyotih
9

and '

Sarvajyotih' do not denote the Jyotistoma; in fact they stand for

a totally distinct set of sacrifices. Merely because one part of the name
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is common to the two acts, it does not follow that one subserves the purposes
of the other ; for instance, the term ' shdla

'

denoting House,-^ihQ term * maid '

also could not be regarded as denoting the House, simply on the ground of

the similarity of the syllable
' Id

' which is present in both the terms,
' shald

'

and * maid '.

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin) that "the term *

Jyotih'

(which is one of the terms in question) mentions the initial term in the

compound *

Jyotistoma '." But (if,
*

jyotih' stood for the Jyotistoma), the

sentence * Athaisa jyotih
' could be construed with the term *

Jyotistoma
'

(con-

tained in a totally different sentence) only indirectly on the strength of the

Context ; this would set aside the natural and direct syntactical connection

of the sentence with the term '

Jyotih
'

; and this would be most unreason-

able, as Syntactical Connection is more powerful than Context.

It might be urged that "the term 'Jyotih' might apply to a distinct

sacrifice, through its etymological sense of illuminating or effulgence, but

the other two terms '

Vishvajyotih* and '

Sarvajyolih* , which are connotative

of all (or entirely), must stand for the Trivrt and other Jyotis (which are

present in their entirety in the Jyotistoma sacrifice)."

That cannot be, we reply ; because the term 'Jyotih' is not known to be

connotative of the Trivrt and the rest ; so that by arguing as he has done the

Opponent goes against well-recognised usage. It has been urged that

"the fact of the term 'Jyotih' signifying the Trivrt is indicated by the

supplementary texts." But that in a sentence a certain term is used in

the sense of something spoken of in the same sentence is understood on the

basis of a means of cognition other than Verbal ;
so that where there is no

such other means of cognition, indicative of the fact, the term cannot be

taken as used in that sense. For instance, in the case of the sentence
' almho devadattah' ('Devadatta is a lion'), that the term ' simha* ('lion')

stands for Devadatta is indicated by a means of cognition other than this

sentence itself ; but this other means of cognition is not available in the case

of the sentence ' simJiamdlabheta
'

('one should kill the lion) [hence in this

case the term * sitnha
'

is not taken as standing for Devadatta]. From all this

it follows that the terms *

Vishvdjyotih* and '

Sarvajyotih* do not denote

the Jyotistoma ; and if the Jyotistoma is not spoken of by means of these

words, all the three terms must be taken as standing for entirely different

sacrifices.



ADHIKARATJTA (9): Actions differentiated by difference of

deities.

SUTRA (23).

WHEN A WORD DENOTING A MATERIAL is BELATED (TO A WORD DE-

NOTING A DEITY) OTHER THAN THE ONE THAT HAS GONE BEFORE

[IT BECOMES A DIFFERENTIATOR OF ACTIONS], BECAUSE THE

TWO SENTENCES ARE EQUAL.

BMsya.

In connection with the Vaishvadeva section of the Chuturmdsya sacrifice,

we have the text (a)
*

Tapte payasi dadhydnayati sd vaishvadem dmiksd\

(b) Bdjibhyo bdjinam* [' When cnrd is put into hot milk, the milk turns into

(1) curdled solids called 'dmiksd, which is offered to the Vishvedevas, and

(2) the liquid, skimmed milk, which is offered to the Bdjins '] [cf. Maitra.

Sam. 1. 10. 1]

In regard to this, there arises the qiiestion Does the second sentence

(b) lay down a fresh material, Bajina, curd-water, for the act which has been

enjoined in tho first sentence (a) as having the din-Head, curdled pieces, for its

material ? Or the act with the curd-water for its material is distinct from

that with tho curdled pieces ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :
" The second sen-

tence (b) lays down a fresh material for the sacrifice enjoined in the first

sentence (a), Why? Because *bdja\ like *amiksa\ standing for food, the

term '

bdjin* (the basis of 'bdjibhyah') stands for the Vishvedevas; so that

the second sentence refers by the word '

bdjibhyah
'

to the Vishvedevas,

and enjoins, with reference to those deities, a fresh material in tho shape of

the Bajina, curd-water ; so that both the materials, diniksti, curdled pieces,

and Bajina, curd-water are to be offered to the same deity, Vishvedevas,

Thus the Bajina, curd-water, is enjoined in connection with the same act

that has been laid down in the preceding sentence. Just as, the act of the

Agnihotra having boon enjoined in the first sentence, the subsequent sen-

tences,
' Dadhnd juhotl

' and '

Payasd juhoti* (cf. Tai. Bra. 2. 1. 5. 4), lay

down fresh materials for that same act."

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta : When
a word denoting a material is related to a word denoting a deity other than the

one that luis gone before, it should enjoin a distinct act ; because, in that case,

the two sentences are equal ; i.e. both are equally injunctive of distinct and

independent acts.

" But in the texts quoted, where is there a word denoting a deity other

than the one that has gone before, when, as just pointed out by us, the term

'Bajina' refers to (and stands for) the Vishvedevas themselves ?"

Our answer to this is as follows According to the explanation suggested,

it would come to this that the deific character of the Vishvedevas is indi-
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cated in one case (the first sentence), by Direct Assertion, and in the other

(the second sentence) by Syntactical Connection ; i.e. it is by
* direct asser-

tion
' when it is expressed by the nominal affix (as in the term * vaishvadevi '),

and it is by
'

syntactical connection
' when it is expressed by the Dative

ending (as in the term *

bajibhyah*) ; when the deific character is indicated

by Direct Assertion, the Vishvedevas are syntactically construed withAmlksd

(curdled pieces), and when the deific character is indicated by the Dative

ending, it is syntactically construed with Bdjina (curd -water) ; further, in the

former case the deific character is indicated by Direct Assertion, and the

connection of the particular material (curdled pieces) is indicated by

Syntactical Connection, while in the latter case, both are indicated by

Syntactical Connection. Thus then, in regard to the deific character, there

is conflict between Direct Assertion and Syntactical Connection ; and

in cases of such conflict, Direct Assertion is more powerful than Syntac-
tical Connection. All this leads to the conclusion that the first sentence,

which speaks of the Amiksd, clearly establishes the fact of the Vishvedevas

being the Deity, and that this is not done by the second sentence, which

speaks of the Bdjina ; from which it follows that this latter material Bdjina
is related to some word expressive of the Deity, other than the one men-

tioned in the preceding sentence ; which proves that the act mentioned in

the second sentence is distinct from that mentioned in the first sentence.

SUTRA (24).

WHEN, HOWEVER, THE WORD MENTIONING THE ACT is NOT ACCOMPANIED

BY A WORD DENOTING A MATERIAL, THE ACCESSORY MENTIONED

IN THE SECOND SENTENCE SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PER-

TAINING TO THAT SAME ACT.

Bhdsya.

[It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin) that " Just as the act having
been enjoined in the sentence *

Agnihotram juhoti\ the subsequent sentences,
6 Dadhnd juhoti* and *

Payasd juhotl\ are injunctive of materials for that

same act, so also in the present case the act being mentioned in the first

sentence, the second sentence will be injunctive of a material for that same

act] ". Our answer to this is that it is only right that in the case

cited (of Agnihotra), the subsequent sentences should be taken as injunctive

of materials for the same act ; as in that case the act mentioned in the first

sentence is not connected with any material not mentioned in the Context,

while the material mentioned in the second sentence is connected with the

Sacrifice mentioned in the context (by the first sentence). Hence the two

cases are not analogous.

Or, this Sutra (24) may be taken as a separate Adhikarana by itself, as

follows.
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* ADHIKABAIJA (10) : Exception to Adhikarana (9) .

SUTRA (24).

WHEN HOWEVER THE WORD MENTIONING THE ACT is NOT ACCOMPANIED

BY A WORD DENOTING A MATERIAL, THE ACCESSORY MENTIONED

IN THE SECOND SENTENCE SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PERTAINING

TO THAT SAME ACT.

Bhdsya.

Purvapaksa
" Such sentences as * Dadhnd juhoti ',

'

Payasd juhoti
' and

the like are to be taken as enjoining distinct acts ; as otherwise they would

have to be taken as laying down so many optional materials (for the same

act)."

Siddhdnta It is clear from the words of the texts that there is a single

act of the Agnihotra, and not different acts; and it is in regard to the

same act that the sentences in question lay down diverse materials ; among
which an option has to be admitted, as clearly justified by the texts them-

selves.

[The Tantramrtika does not take this as a separate Adhikarana. \



ADHIKARAIJA (11): The mention of certain materials serves

the useful purpose even in connection with the same Act

of indicating different results.

SUTRA (25),

[PURVAPAKSA]
" BECAUSE OF THE MENTION OF A (DISTINCT) RESULT,

THERE WOULD BE A (DISTINCT) ACT (LAID DOWN BY THE SENTENCE) ;

SPECIALLY AS A RESULT IS ALWAYS CONNECTED WITH A

DEFINITE ACTION".

Bhasya.

[Two conclusions have been previously arrived at: (1) If the originative In-

junction of a sacrifice mention no accessory detail, the accessory mentioned in a

supplementary sentence becomes connected with that sacrifice;- and (2) if the

originative Injunction of a sacrifice mention an accessory, any other accessory

mentioned in the same context must be connected with some other sacrifice. There

are cases however where the originative Injunction mentions no accessory detail,

while the supplementary sentence mentions, not one, but several kinds of accessory

details; and it is one of these cases that is going to be considered now. Taw/ra-

vartikaTi'&ns , p. 752.]

With reference to the Agnihoira (which is enjoined by the simple In-

junction
'

Aynihotram juhoti'), we have the texts *

Dadhmndriyaktimaftya

juhuyat
'

[' If one is desirous of acquiring sense-efficiency, one should pour

into fire libations of Dadhi'], and so forth. (Tai. Bra. 2. 1. 5. 0.)

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the offering of the

libations of Dadhi an offering different from the offering made at the Agni-

hotra ? Or is the result (sense-efficiency) meant to follow from the material

Dadhi (offered at the Agnlhotra itself) ?

The Purvapaksa on this question is as follows :

" The offering (Homa) in question is distinct (from the offering made at

the Agnihoira); why? because a distinct result is mentioned ; that is to

say, we find a distinct result mentioned, and a result can follow only from an

act.
' When you lay down the general proposition that ' a result can follow

only from an act', do you refer to such visible (ordinary) results following

from acts as grains from Agricultural Operations [and from that infer the

same in the case of the act of offerings] ?
' Our answer to this is No

; what

we have asserted does not follow from the analogy of visible results (such as

grains, etc.). Because if what is seen were to be the sole basis of our

knowledge of results from acts, then, such results are seen only in the case of

acts like Agricultural Operations, not in the case of acts like offering into

fire [so that there could be no cognition of any results following from these

latter]. If it be meant that * the result having been seen to follow in the

case of the Agricultural Operations, it would be concluded that similar
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results follow from other things also', in that case, a result would be likely

to follow from a material substance also. If it be meant that ' what is

asserted is that a result follows from every act that is similar to Agri-

cultural Operations and what is similar to Agricultural Operations is the

offering into fire, because it is an act (like the said operations), and not the

material substance, which is not similar to Agricultural Operations', then

our answer is that the offering into fire also is not similar to Agricultural

Operations, because the offering into fire is accomplished by means of such

things as the Mantra, the Deity and other accessories, while Agricultural

Operations are carried on by means of such things as the plough and other

implements ; and further, the offering into fire is of the nature of giving, while

Agricultural Operations are of the nature of tilling (the ground). 'But we
base our assertion on Home sort of similarity (not absolute analogy) '. Well,

some sort of similarity (to Agricultural Operations) there is in a material

substance also, which latter, like the operations, is an entity and is ephemeral
and so on. ' But seeing that there is another thing (the offering into fire for

instance) which bears a greater degree of similarity (to Agricultural Opera-

tions) than that borne by the material substance, we assert that the material

substance is not similar (to the operations) '. In that case, there are other

acts with visible results which bear a greater degree of similarity to Agri-

cultural Operations than that borne by the offering into fire [because this

offering leads to invisible results, while the other acts, like Agricultural

Operations, lead to visible results], and hence the offering into fire also

should be regarded as not similar to Agricultural Operations. Nor is there

any such well-established law as that whatever is seen in one thing should

be regarded as present, even though not actually seen to be so, in every

thing that is similar to the former thing. As a matter of fact, when a certain

thing has been found to be a cause, in connection with a well-known object,

(i.e. with that which is cited as the Instance in connection with the

Inference), if that same thing happen to be cognised as the cause in con-

nection with what is going to be proved, then, in that case, that thing proves
this conclusion; and if it is not cognised as the cause in connection with

this latter, then, it cannot prove that conclusion, even though it be similar

to the said Instance. Consequently even when a thing is similar to the In-

stance, it has to be examined whether or not it proves the desired con-

clusion.
" '

[The reasoning may be put thus] Whatever is an act is always
found to lead to a result, the offering into fire also is an act, hence this

offering also must lead to a result*. [If this reasoning be right] then, on the

cessation of the Act, the material substances and their various combinations

are found to bring about a result in the shape of another substance, and
from this the material substances also might be regarded as leading to

a result.

"
Further, no invisible (transcendental) result is found to follow from

the Agricultural Operations, and as the act of offering into fire is similar to

the Agricultural Operations, that offering also could not bring about an in-

visible (transcendental) result. Or, on the ground of its similarity to the

Agricultural Operations, the act of offering also might bring about results in
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the shape of grains (which are the result brought about by Agricultural

Operations), and not any such result as sense-efficiency.
" Thus then the conclusion is that in matters like those we are consi-

dering, it is not true that what is not seen is proved by what is seen.

" How then is it that a result can follow only from an act (as asserted

by the Purvapaksin, Text, p. 158, line 16) ?
'

" Our answer is that the fact that a result follows is known only from

words (of the Veda) ; hence a result can be held to follow only from that from

which it is declared, by the word, to follow ; that the result follows from

the act of offering into fire we learn from Direct Assertion (of the Vedic

text), while the fact that it follows from the material Dadhi is learnt from

the Syntactical Connection (of the term ' Dadhnd' in the sentence * Dadhnd

indriyakdmasya juhuydt'); and Direct Assertion is always stronger than

Syntactical Connection. Hence we conclude that the result (sense-efficiency)

follows from the act of offering into fire, which alone is the reasonable view,

and the other view, that it follows from the material, Dadhi, is unreason-

able.
" Then again, the Dadhi is incapable of doing both, bringing about the

result (sense-efficiency) and accomplishing the act of Offering into Fire.

*It might be like the washing of the blanket (with the Feet) this

washing does both, it cleanses the blanket and also removes dust from

the feet.' We do riot say that one thing has not the capacity to serve two

purposes ; what we do say is that a single sentence cannot express the two

ideas (1) that the Dadhi is accessory to the accomplishment of the Result

and (2) that the Dadhi is accessory to the accomplishment of the act of

Offering Into Fire; that is, if the sentence declares that * the result is to be

brought about by means of the Dadhi ', then it cannot declare that * the act

of Offering into Fire is to be accomplished by means of Dadhi '

; or if it

declares that the act of Offering into Fire is to be brought about by means of

Dadhi \ then it cannot declare that 'the result is to be brought about

by moans of Dadhi '

; if it were to declare both, then there would be two

sentences a syntactical split ; while as a matter of fact, we find a single

sentence. From all this the conclusion is that the result does not follow

from the accessory, Dadhi, and that the Offering into the Fire of Dadhi is an act

distinct from the Offering into Fire that is done in the Agnihotra."

SUTRA (26).

[SlDDHANTAj BUT INASMUCH AS THE TWO SENTENCES ABE NOT
EXACTLY ALIKE, IT (THE SECOND SENTENCE) SHOULD BE

TAKEN AS LAYING DOWN AN ACCESSORY FOB THE

SACRIFICE (MENTIONED IN THE FIRST SENTENCE).

Bhdsya.

The particle 'tu\ ' but ', sets aside the Purvapaksa. What the second

sentence ('Dadhnd indriyakdmasya juhuydt') does is, not to lay down a

distinct act, but only to declare that a certain result follows from the use of

a certain material. Why ? Because the two sentences are * not alike
'

;

17
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tliat is, in the sentence '

Agnihotram juhujdt svargakdmah\ we have a result,

Heaven, mentioned along with an act (Offering into Fire), the meaning of

the sentence being
* one desiring Heaven should bring it about by means of

the act of Offering into Fire '

; while in the sentence * Dadhnd indriya-

Jcdmasya juhuyat\ we have a result mentioned along with a material; this

latter sentence does not convey the idea that * the act of Offering into Fire is

to be done for the purpose of bringing about efficient sense-organs
'

; tho

idea that it does convey is that * the act of Offering into Fire should be done

with Dadhi, when it is done for one desiring sense-efficiency
'

; so that

what it lays down is the connection of the act of Offering into Fire with the

Dadhi, for the purpose of bringing about sense-efficiency; it does not lay

down the performance of the act of Offering into Fire itself ; the sense being

that *
if a man is desirous of efficient sense-organs, he should perform the

act of Offering into Fire with Dadhi 1

.

Question. "Which is the term in the text that signifies the effort

(activity) of the Agent ?
"

Answer. The word 'juhuydt* is that term.
" It is by Direct Assertion that this word 'juhuydt' signifies the Agent's

activity as connected with the act of Offering into Fire, while it is by

Syntactical Connection that it signifies its connection with Dadhi ; and

Syntactical Connection cannot set aside Direct Assertion. Nor will it be right

to say that there would be no incongruity in the sentence signifying both

the connections simultaneously ; as that would involve a syntactical split."

Our answer to this is as follows : Those who accept your view would

set aside the entire Direct Assertion ; while in our view, what would be set

aside would be only what is denoted by the verbal root in tho word '

juhu-

ydt
'

: in your own view on the other hand, the entire word ' dadhnd ' would

be set aside, and yet this word has been used by persons who never commit

a mistake ; nor is it a mad man's song : as has been explained under Sutra

1. 2. 8 'The convention of long-established tradition is equally present'.

For this reason it is not right to take the result as mentioned in connection

with a distinct act. The other interpretation, on the other hand, whereby
the result is taken as mentioned in connection with the material, dadhi,

does not render the text incongruous in any way. Because the verb
*

juhuyat* is actually used for the laying down of the connection between

the 'dadhi' arid the 'desire for sense-efficiency '.

Objection.
" Even though all this may be signified, yet it is not mere

activity (doing in general) that is understood ;
in fact, no purpose would be

served by the signification of mere activity ; what is understood must be

something connected with the act of Offering into Fire ; so that the incon-

gruity pointed out still remains.
"

Not so, we reply ; for what is understood as connected with the act of

offering into Fire is also activity (doing), with only this difference that it is

activity connected with the act of offering into Fire ; this however is not

incompatible with the fact that the word denotes activity ; tho sense of the

whole sentence being that 'if a man is desirous of sense-efficiency, his

activity in connection with the act of Offering into the Fire should be connected

with Dadhi \
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" Even so, the same incongruity remains, that the result is spoken of as

along with the act of Offering into Fire.
"

Our answer is that the force of the word "
juhuydt

'

is such that it

signifies the activity qualified by (connected with) the act of Offering into Fire ;

but in this the act of Offering into Fire is not enjoined as the means of

accomplishing (any result) ; in fact, the Activity as something to be accom-

plished is connoted by the sentence as the substratum for (the operation of)

the Dadhi. It is for this reason that the Vrttikdra has declared as follows
* The material as resting in the act of Offering into Fire would accomplish the

result; just as the king's officer performs the king's work as subsisting on

the king.'

Thus it is that the result follows from the Dadhi ; and the sense of the

sentence is that ' the man desirous of sense-efficiency should bring about

that efficiency by means of Dadhi 9

.

" But in what way is this to be done ?
"

In tiie manner of the entire procedure of the Agnihotra.
" How do you get at this ?

"

(a) Dadhi as a means of accomplishing the result stands in need of the

indication of the manner and method in which this is to be done, (6) the

method that is in close proximity to the mention of the Dadhi is that

detailed in the procedure of the Agnihotra, (c) the sentence contains the

term denoting the act of Offering into Fire (i.e. the root ' hu ' with the sign

of the Injunctive) ; yet this same word is not injunctive, being, as it is, only a

reference to the same act of Offering into Fire (as enjoined in another toxt).

It cannot be said that there is no other word injunctive of the act of

Offering into Fire, From all this it follows that what is mentioned in tho

sentence * Dadhna indriyakamasya juhuydt
'

is not a distinct act ; hence the

Result follows from the (uso of the) Dadhi (at the act of Offering into Fire

which is enjoined by the sentence *

Agnihotram juhoti').

Or (the other explanation is that) as special significance is meant to be

attached to the term ' Dadhi \ the connection between Dadhi and the act of

Offering into Fire is enjoined by the sentence ('Dadhna, etc.'); hence tho

Result would follow from the Dadhi as connected with the act of Offering into

Fire.



(12): The Varavanllya, etc. are distinct acts:

Exception to the foregoing Adhikarana.

SUTRA (27).

WHERE THE SENTENCES ARE ALIKE, (THE MENTION OF THE RESULT)

MUST BE CONNECTED WITH A DISTINCT ACTION.

Bhdsya.

We have the text (a^
'

Trivrdagnistut agnistomah, tasya vdyavyasu

ekavimshamagnistoma sama krtvd brahmavarchasakdmo yajeta ', [and in conti-

nuation of this Agnistut sacrifice, we have the sentence *

Vdravantiya niagni-

stoma sama kdryam ", which prescribes an accessory in the shape of the Vdra-

vantiya] ;
then comes the text (6)

'

Etasyaiva revatlm vdravantlyamagni-

stoma sama krtvd pashukdmo hyetena yajeta'. [The difference between (a)

and (b) is that while the result mentioned in the former is Brahmavarchasa,

Brahrnic glory, that spoken of in the latter is pastiu, Cattle].

[Agnistoma or Jyotwtoma is the Archetype of all Soraa-sacrifices ; one of the

minor Soma-sacrifices is the one-clay sacrifice called
*

Aqnietut ', which is also

called '

tiivrt\ 'trifold', because the Trivrt-stoma hymn is sung at it; being of

the nature of the Agniftoma, which is one of the seven stages of the Agnistoma

sacrifice, it is also called by the name '

agnlptoma
'

. During the performance of

the Archetype itself, at the third extraction, they sing the Yajftayajniya Saman,

which Saman, by reason of the Agnistoma sacrifice being completed thereby, is

also called the * A gnistoma Saman '

; this Saman being sung in connection with

the Agnlyl IJk-verses beginning with the words '

Yajnayajna va agnayah '. But at

the Ectype, i.e. the Agniftut, if the Agent is desirous of Brahmic glory, the Agm$~
toma-saman is sung in connection with the Vayavl Kk-verses, this Saman having

twenty-one stomas, as at the Archetypal sacrifice. This is what is laid down in

the first sentence (a). If, however, the Agent desires to obtain Cattle, instead of

Brahmic glory, the Saman to be sung is the Varavanttya, and that is sung in con-

nection with the R&vati-verses, beginning with * Revatlrnah '. This is what is laid

down in the second sentence (6).]

In regard to these sentences (a) and (6), there arises the question

Does the second sentence speak of the cattle as the result following from the

special accessory, Vdravantiya, appearing in connection with the same act

of the Agniatut*Agnistoma that has been enjoined in the first sentence, and

hence the words * etena yajeta
'

of the second sentence is only a reference (to

the same act of sacrifice which has been spoken of by the same words in the

first sentence) ? Or do the words * etena yajeta
'

in the second sentence lay

down a distinct and independent sacrifice ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa: "The second

sentence does not lay down a distinct sacrifice ;
it only mentions a particular

result following from a particular accessory (used at the same sacrifice

that has been laid down in the first sentence), Why ? The plirase
* etena

yajeta
'

(as occurring in the second sentence) only mentions what is already
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known, and not anything not already known ; and for that reason, it cannot

be a new Injunction, What the second sentence declares is that *
if the

Agent desires Cattle, he should perform the sacrifice, adopting the Vdravan-

tlya Sdman \ and it does not mean that ' one should perform the sacrifice

by doing what? by adopting the Vdravantlya-sdman\ Then again, the

phrase
*

etasyaiva
'

(in the second sentence, which phrase means * of this

same '

) clearly shows that what follows is not a different sacrifice. From
all this we conclude that all that the second sentence declares is that a

particular result (Cattle) follows from the use of a particular accessory

(Vdravantlya).
"

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta :

In a case where distinct sentences like those under consideration are

alike, the mention of the result must be connected with a distinct action. What
the second sentence says is

'

Etasyaiva revatlsu vdravantlyam krtvd
*

(' At tliis,

having adopted the Varavantlya on the Revati verses '

) ; as a matter of

fact however, 'at this' at the sacrifice mentioned in the first sentence,

there are no Revati verses on which the Vdravantlya could be adopted. So

that if the second sentence were to be taken as referring to the same act as

that mentioned in the first sentence, it would have to mean that * the Revati

verses are to be used, and in connection with these, the Vdravantlya

Sdman has to be sung
'

; and this would involve a syntactical split

[and make the term *

etasya
'

wholly redundant says the Tantravdrtika

Trans., p. 7841-

The Purvapaksin may suggest the following interpretation "What the

second sentence means is this '

Having brought into the sacrifice, the Revati

verses and having sung the Vdravantlya on them, one should perform that

sacrifice
'

; so that that part of the sentence which speaks of the perform-
ance of the sacrifice is only a reference to the sacrifice laid down in the

first sentence [and the part speaking of the introduction of the Revati verses

and the singing of the Vdravantlya on them is an injunction of these

(new) accessories]."

But in that case, [the Vdravantlya-sdman being connected with both

sets of verses], it could not be regarded as the Agnistoma sdman.
" But even so, the Vdravantlya would come in for accomplishing that

purpose which (in the former sacrifice) is served by the Agnwfoma-Sdman

[so that the name *

Agnistoma-sdman'* would still continue to be applic-

able]."

In that case, the term 'etasya' would lose its significance (be wholly

redundant); and if significance were to be attached to both (i.e. the

Vdravantlya and the pronoun
'

etasya
*

), then there would be syntactical

split.

From all this it follows that what is spoken of in the second sentence is

an act distinct from the sacrifice mentioned in the first sentence.

Question.
' ' Even when the second sentence is taken as speaking of a

distinct act, how is the syntactical connection avoided ?
"

Answer. The meaning of the sentence is that * One desirous of cattle

should perform the sacrifice after singing the Vdravantlya-Sdman over the

Revatl-verses
'

; and what is here enjoined is a new sacrifice along with all
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these qualifications ; so that the sentence '

expresses a single idea
*

(and serves

a single purpose), and it is also such that, 'on being separated, the words

are found to be wanting
'

; and thus (all the conditions of * one sentence
'

laid down in 2. 1. 46 being fulfilled), syntactical unity is maintained.
" As a matter of fact, even under this construction, the sentence

conveys two distinct ideas (1)
* The new sacrifice should be performed

' and

(2)
' the new Saman, Varavantlya, should be sung over the Revatl-versesV
It is not so, we reply. What is enjoined is the sacrifice which has for

its accessory the Revati-verses over which the Varavantlya Saman lias been

sung, not the singing of the Varavantlya; the singing of the Varavantlya

over the Revati-verses would be done as a matter of course (when the said

qualified sacrifice is performed), and certainly it is something that is

capable of being done.

Objection.
" In this way, the connection of the Revatl verses with

the Varavantlya would not be something enjoined ; so that it would bo

possible to have other Sfimans sung over those verses, and it would be

possible also to sing the Varavantlya over other versos."

This does not affect our case. The term '

ifc/'iiw.

'

('having done') in the

sentence denotes the said connection as duly accomplished for the purpose
of the sacrifice ; so that the said connection becomes understood ; tho term

'krlva',
'

having done 9

, is capable of signifying both, the accomplishment as

well as the connection of the past time; just as in the sentence 'shonatnd-

naya ', where both the horse and the red colour are enjoined (by the single word
'

shona') for one who is to 'bring in' the horso, and yet this causes no

syntactical split, similarly would it be in the case in question also.
" Even so, however, there are several things that come to be spoken of

in the sentence viz: (1) the Revati-verses, (2) the Varavantlya-Stiman, (3)

the connection between (1) and (2), (4) the sacrifice, and (5) the desire for

cattle."

This does not affect our position. Several things are spoken of, but

what is enjoined is only one, the qualified sacrifice.
" As a matter of fact, tho Revati-verses also are enjoined, as also the

Varavantlya Saman. If these wore not enjoined, then the sacrifice could

not be enjoined as qualified by these two; because it is not possible to

enjoin the qualified without enjoining the qualification. Thus then, there

being several objects of injunction, there is no 'singleness of idea* (convey-
ed by the sentence in question) [and hence the sentence cannot be regarded
as a syntactical unit.]

"

The answer to this is as follows: The term ' artha* (in the definition

of ' one sentence
' under Sutra 2. 1. 40) stands for purpose* and the definition

of 'one sentence' thus comes to be that 'when a number of words accom-

plish a single purpose, they constitute one sentence (a syntactical unit)'.

Now, in the sentence in question the purpose accomplished is not more than

one ; i.e. there >are not several words injunctive of several desired things ;

the term '

revatlsu\ for instance, is not injunctive of the Revati-verses only ;

if we take the two terms ' revatlsu vdravantlyam', together, then also, the

term *

vdravantlya\ taking the Accusative ending, does not signify the

desired connection (between the Revatl verses and the Varavantlya
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tid?nan) ; as the meaning of the noun remains the same, the term

krtvd
'

also, signifying only doing or bringing about, does not tend to indicate

connection only; of the two words 'revatisu'-' varawntlyam', so far as

the term *

varavantiya ', which appears with the Accusative ending, in

concerned, it does not signify the intended connection ; as it signifies

nothing more than what is denoted by the basic noun itself; then, as

regards the word t:
krtvct\ the root 'kr* does not tend to signify mere

connection ; what it signifies is the connection that subserves the purposes

of something else (the sacrifice) ; the sacrifice (denoted by the root in

'

yajeta
'

)
as qualified by this connection, however, does not subserve the

purposes of any other thing. Thus then, all these things, expressed by the

words of the sentence in question, serve only one single purpose ; and

hence the whole forms 'one sentence' (a syntactical unit). On the other

hand, if the result spoken of in the sentence (cattle) were taken as following

from the use of the particular accessory, the ideas expressed by the sentence

woiild be (a) that * the Vdravantiya-fidnian is to be for the purpose that is

served by the Agnistoma-Saman ', and (6) that ' the name of this is

Agnistoma-Sdtnan'' , and this would involve a clear syntactical split.

Says the Opponent
" What is enjoined by the sentence is the sacrifice

qualified by the several qualifications, Revati and the rest, as subsidiary to

the Agnistut sacrifice (mentioned in the first sentence). [The meaning is

that '

Having sung the Varavantiya over the Revati verses, one should

perform this sacrifice as subsidiary to the previously-mentioned Agnistut
'

;

the advantages attendant upon this interpretation would be (1) that there

would be no rejection of what is indicated by the context, and (2) that the

use of the word '

eta,sya
' would serve the useful purpose of pointing to that

Agnistut sacrifice which is mentioned in the Context. Tantravdrtlka

Trans., p. 788.]
"

Even so, the connection of the term '

pashukamah
'

(' desirous of cattle ')

would bring about syntactical split. [The explanation suggested makes this

term '

pashukdmah
'

entirely irrelevant; if, to avoid this, it is taken in and
included in the construction, then there comes about a syntactical split;

because a single sentence cannot, at one and the same time, enjoin a sacrifice

and also a result. Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 788.]
" The construction may be presented as follows ' one desiring cattle

should perform the sacrifice by means of the Varavantiya sung over the

Revati verses '. [Thus the syntactical split would be avoided.]
"

This is not possible ; for (if the sacrifice laid down in this second

sentence thus explained were the same as the Agnisfut sacrifice laid down in

the first sentence, then) inasmuch as the first sentence has laid down the

Agnistotna-Sdman, in connection with that sacrifice, as sung over the

Vdyavi verses, if, in accordance with the second sentence, the same

Agnistoma-Sdman were sung over the Revati verses, that would cause a flaw

in the sacrifice, due to its being deprived of the previously-mentioned basis

for (he Sdman (in the shape of the Vdyavi verses).
" But it has just been said by you that it is possible for the Varavantiya

to be sung over the Revati verses [and this is all that our explanation

involves]."
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It is certainly possible, if there is an injunction to that effect; unless

there is a declaration to that effect, the Revati verses do not become taken

in merely by the taking up of the Varavantiya.
" There would be an injunction to that effect in the form * One

desiring cattle should accomplish the Varavantiya on the Revati verses, and

then he should offer the sacrifice,' this *

sacrifice
'

being a reference to the

sacrifice mentioned in the first sentence."

In case there is an injunction of connecting the Varavantiya with the

Revatl verses, this itself becomes a distinct act ;
and the injunction cannot

in that case be taken as that of an accessory of the Agnistut mentioned in

the first sentence.

"The clause ' then he should offer the sacrifice
1

being a reference to the

Agnistut sacrifice, it would be manifest that between the two (i.e. the

Agnistut sacrifice mentioned in the first sentence, and the connection

mentioned in the second sentence) there is a relationship which makes the

latter a subsidiary to the former."

That is not possible; if the said connection (between the Varavantiya

and the Revati) were merely subsidiary to the sacrifice (Agnistut), then it

could have no connection with the * desire for cattle' ; for if both the con-

nections were meant to be predicated, then there would be syntactical split.

"But the connection with the sacrifice would be only by way of

reference, and the fact of this connection being subsidiary to the sacrifice

would be indicated by the Context."

This also is not possible; as Syntactical Connection is more powerful
than Context.

For these reasons what is mentioned in the second sentence must be a

distinct act, this being either the singing of the Varavantiya over the Revati

verses as qualified by (i.e. in connection with) a sacrifice, or a sacrifice qualified

by the said singing of the Varavantiya over the Revati verses. As regards

the connection between this * sacrifice
' and the * desire for cattle ', we find its

injunction in the form of the affix appearing at the end of the root '

yaji
'

(in
'

yajeta'*), while we find nothing in the sentence that could be directly

injunctive of the connection between the Revati and the Varavantiya.

Hence it becomes established that the second sentence enjoins, for the

person desiring cattle, the sacrifice as qualified by all the qualifications

mentioned in the sentence.

"If this qiialified sacrifice is what is enjoined, then, how does this

Varavantiya sung over the Revati verses become Agnistoma-Sdman (as

mentioned in the second sentence itself) ?
"

On the strength of the declaration itself, it would be so, because of its

serving the same purpose as the Agnistoma-Sdman. What is there that

cannot be done by a direct declaration (of the Veda) ? In fact no burden is

too heavy for a direct declaration.

As regards the argument that the pronoun
'

etasya* (in the second

sentence) [is a clear reference to the sacrifice mentioned in the first sentence,

to which therefore the second sentence should be taken as a reference], our

answer is that a sentence is always dependent upon what is immediately

before or after it; so that there would be no incongruity in the word
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'etasya' ('this') being taken in the indirect (figurative sense) of * etad-

dharmakasya' (' that which has this character') [and the Vdravantiya
Saman sung over the Revatl verses is certainly something that has the same

character as the Agnistoma-Sdman].
From this it follows that the second sentence should be taken, not as

mentioning a result following from the use of a certain accessory, but as

laying down a distinct sacrifice with such characteristics as those mentioned

in the sentence. Thus it becomes established that where the sentences are

alike, the result is connected with a distinct action.



ADHIKARATSTA (13) : The ' Saubhara' and the 'Nidhana'

both lead to the same Result : Exception to the foregoing

Adhikarana.

SUTRA (28).

[PDRVAPAKSA]. "BECAUSE OF THE MENTION OF THE HUMAN AGENT,

THERE MUST BE A RESULT IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SSAUBHARA' AND ALSO ONE IN CONNECTION WITH

THE ' NlDHANA.'
"

Bhasya.

We have the text (a)
' Yo vrstikdmo yo'nnddyakdmo yah svargakdmah

sa mibharena stuvlta, sarve vai kdmdh saubhare
'

[Tandya. M.B. 8. 8. 18, 20]

(* One who desires rain, one who desires food, one who desires Heaven should

sing the Saubhara Sdman, as all desires are centred in the Saublwra') ; follow-

ing on this we have the sentence, (b)
' Hlsiti vrstikdmdya nldhanam kurydt,

uryityannddyakdmdya, u Hi svaryakmnaya* [Tan. M.B. 8. 8. 19] ('For one

desiring rain, the syllable his should be used as the Nidhana, for one desiring

food, the syllable urk and for one desiring Heaven, the syllable ?7').

[' Saubttara
'

is the name of a particular tiama-cliant, and * Nidhana
'

is the

last of the five or seven parts of a Sdma-chant
;
the syllables

* his ',
' urk

' and
* ?V are somo of those that are used as Nidhanas in various Sdma-cJuinls.]

In connection with these texts the question to be considered is Is

SaubJiara the means of obtaining rain, and the Nidhana 'his' another

means of obtaining rain ? Or the SaubJiara alone is the means of

obtaining rain, and the syllable
* his

9

is to be used as the Nidhana of the

SaubJiara when this latter is employed as the means of obtaining rain ?

Similarly when the fianbhara is employed as the means of obtaining food,

the syllable 'nrk
9

is to be used as its Nidhana, and when the ftaubhara is

employed as the means of obtaining Heaven, the syllable
' u '

is used as its

Nidhana ? The same consideration applies to all these three cases. [In

connection with these two sets of texts, we proceed to consider the following

question Does the tfaubham mentioned in the first sentence bring about

its result by itself, independently of the Nidhanas 'his' and the rest men-

tioned in the second sentence, which latter bring about distinct results of

their own, apart from that brought about by the SaubJiara ? Or the

Nidhanas, * His ' and the rest, have been laid down as the instruments

which, when used in connection with the same aforesaid ftaubhara, help this

latter in bringing about its results ? Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 793.]-
* k How can the sentence convey the idea that there is a distinct result

following from the Nidhana ? And in what manner does the text serve the

purpose of restricting the particular Nidhana to be used (with the Saubhara,

for the purpose of bringing about a particular result) ?
"
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If the second sentence is construed as meaning that * the Nidhana His

is to be used for the man desiring rain' (Hisiti vrstikamdya kuryat'), then

it means that a distinct result follows from the particular Nidhana. On the

other hand, if the construction is
' Hwiti nidhanam kurydt',

' the syllable

IIis is to be used as the Nidhana', then the text serves the purpose of

restricting the particular Nidhana to bo used (in connection with the Sau-

bhara) ; and in this latter case, the term '

vrstikamdya
'

(in the second sen-

tence) is treated as a qualification of the Saubhara, and it has no connection

with the Nidhana * His '.

[Though the question here propounded has 110 bearing on the subject-matter of

the Adhyaya, which is Difference among Actions, yet it has been introduced here as

connected with that subject ; or it may be that, like Difference among actions, Differ-

ence among the Eesults of actions also forms the subject-matter of the Adhyaya.

Further, the question here propounded affects the actual performance of the action

concerned : At the time that the Saubhara has been commenced for one who
desires Rain, (a) would the last two nidhanas 'urk* and *u' be used at the time

along with the His, for the purpose of obtaining the other two results (food and

Heaven), and (6) a difference is to be made between the two desires of rain, one

to be fulfilled by the Saubhara and the other to be fulfilled by the Nidhana '

His',

as would have to be made if a distinct result 'follows from the Nidhana separate
from similar results spoken of in the first sentence as following from the Saubhara

itself ? (c) Or does the second sentence only serve the purpose of restricting the

particular Nidhana for the same Saubhara as leading to the result mentioned, so

that when ono commences tho Saubhara for the purpose of obtaining rain he should

use tho nidhana *l?f.?' only, the rain mentioned in the second sentence, in this case

being the same as that mentioned in the first sentence ? From the way that the

Bhasya has explained it, the question becomes a verbal one Are the terms 'hi? ',

'?7r' and 'i7' connected directly with the terms 'desiring rain', 'desiring food'

and '

desiring Heaven ', or with the term ' nidhana '

only ? Tantravartika Trans-

lation, pp. 793-704.]

On tho question as propounded above, we have tho following Purva-

palcsa :
" In connection with the ' S a u b h a r a ' and the 'Nidhana 9

, there

is a distinct result ; why ? because of the mention of the human agent ; i.e. we
find the human effort mentioned in the second sentence by means of the term
'

kurydt* ('should use'). If the connection intended were that between

'desire for rain' and the nidhana '//?', then alone would such mention of

human effort have any sense; not if the connection intended were that

between the Saubhara and that Nidliana ; as in the latter case, the idea that

'the Saubhara should be sung along with all its accompaniments (in the

shape of NidJiana,, etc.)' would be already obtained from the injunctive text

itself, which lays down the singing of the Saubhara-Sdman. Thus, from the

mention of human effort by the term <lcuryat\ we conclude that that view

of the question is the correct one under which the ' human effort
' mentioned

is fruitful ; and as a matter of fact, it is fruitful only if a distinct result

follows the Nidhana. Hence the conclusion is that there is ono result follow-

ing from the Saubhara itself, and a second result follows separately from the

Nidhana.

"
Or, the ' mention of the human agent

'

spoken of in the Sutra may be that

which appears in tho term 'vratikdmaya', ('for one desiring Heaven') ; it is
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the man desiring rain who is spoken of by the term ' vrstikdma '

, and this

mention of the human agent in the Shruti text is capable of serving the

purpose of urging the man to the particular activity, only under the Purva-

paksa view (that a distinct result follows from the Nidhana); under the

other view, on the other hand, the term * vrstikama ', which denotes the

human agent, will have to be taken in the figurative sense, as indicating the

Saubhara; and this would involve a recourse to indirect (figurative) Indi-

cation. And as between Direct Assertion and Indirect Indication, it is

Direct Assertion, not Indirect Indication, that is logical. Hence we conclude

that a second result follows from the Nidhana ; and in this way there would

be a larger volume of the result, in the shape of rain [one supply of rain

coming from the Saubhara and a second supply from the Nidhana] ; so that

a distinct result must be regarded as following from the Nidhana."

SUTRA (29).

[SlDDHANTA] BUT INASMUCH AS ALL THE RESULTS MENTIONED IN THE

SECOND SENTENCE ARE THE SAME AS THOSE MENTIONED IN THE

FIRST SENTENCE, THE MENTION OF THE RESULT SHOULD

APPERTAIN TO THE SAUBHARA ; AND THE REPETITION

OF THE WORDS SERVES THE PURPOSE OF RES-

TRICTING THE NIDHANAS.

Bhdsya.

The particle
* vd ',

* but ', sets aside the Purvapaksa. The view that has

been set forth above, that a separate result follows from the Nidhana, is not

right. The second sentence is not to be construed as '

vrstikdmdya hlsiti

kuryaV ('one should use the Nidhana His for one desiring rain'), but as
4
hlsiti nidhanam saubharasya* ('His is the nidhana for the Saubhara

'

). If

the * his
' were connected with the term '

desiring rain ', we could not get the

idea that * the Nidhana should be used '

(

' nidhanam kuryat
'

) ;
so that the

Nidhana ' His ' would not be used at all. If the His * were connected with

both (* desiring heaven' and 'should be used'), then there would be a syn-

tactical split ; which would imply that the term ' nidhana ' has been wrongly

put in the text ; but it has been already pointed that texts like those we are

dealing with cannot be held to be '

wrong '. Hence the ' His ' cannot

be connected with the term *

desiring rain
'

; so that the result spoken of can-

not be regarded as a separate one following from the Nidhana by itself.

" How do you avoid the syntactical split by connecting His with the

Nidhana ?
"

Our answer is as follows : For the purpose of obtaining rain we have

the Saubhara already (enjoined in the first sentence) ; that there should be

a Nidhana to the Saubhara is also well known ; so that all that is enjoined,

in this case, by the second sentence, is that ' His is the particular Nidhana

to be used in connection with the Saubhara (when it is sung for the purpose
of obtaining rain)

'

; and in this there is no syntactical split. From this it

follows that the second sentence serves to restrict the particular Nidhana to

be used (in a particular case).
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Similarly in the case of the other two Nidhanaa uric and u (spoken
of in the second sentence). Inasmuch as the Saubhara as a whole is capable
of bringing about all the results in the shape of Food, Rain and Heaven, it

is possible to differentiate the Saubhara in particular cases by means of

words expressive of these results [and this is what is done in the second

sentence].
" But why should this differentiation be done ?

"

The repetition (involved in this differentiation) serves the purpose of

restricting, i.e. of specifying the particular Nidhana to be used in a

particular case, for the purpose of obtaining a particular result.

[Kumarila has criticised the abpve presentation of the Adhikarana and has

proposed a different presentation, though the Siddhanta remains practically the

same viz., that ' the previous sentence having spoken of certain results as

following from the Saubhara a* a whole, what the second sentence does is to

restrict the particular Nidhanas of the Saubhara with reference to each one of the

results mentioned before, so that the mention of the results in the second sentence

is only a reference to that in the first sentence'. See Tantravartika Trans.,

pp. 796-802.

Kumarila also adds a supplementary Adhikarana leading to the conclusion

that * the Saubhara Saman to be employed for the purpose of obtaining rain and

the other results must belong to that particular Vedic Recension in which the

Saman appears with those Nidhanas. See Tantravartika Trans., p. 803.]

End of Pada ii of Discourse II.



DISCOURSE II.

PADA III.

ADHIKAEAIJA (1) : The Grab a grata is subsidiary

to the Jyotistom a, and not a distinct Act.

SUTRA (1).

[PlTRVAPAK$A]
" IN REALITY AN ACCESSORY, MENTIONED IN CONNEC-

TION WITH A SACRIFICE, SHOULD MAKE IT A DISTINCT ACT *, BECAUSE

THE CONNECTION IS WITH THE ENTIRE SACRIFICE."

Bhdsya.

The Jyotistoma is a sacrifice, enjoined in the text (a)
'

Jyotistomena

svargakdmo yajeta* ('One desiring Heaven should offer the Jyotistoma

Sacrifice '). In reference to that same sacrifice, we find the text (b)
* Yadi

rathantarasdmd somah sydt aindravayavdgrdn grahdn grhniydt ; yadi brhatsdmd,

shukrdgrdn ; Yadi jagatsdmd, dgrayanagran* ('If the Soma is one at which

the Rathantara-Sdman is sung, then the cups to be offered first should be

those dedicated to Indra-Vdyu; if it is one at which the Brhat-Sdman is

sung, then the cups dedicated to Shukra ; if it is one at which the Jagat-

Sdman is sung, then the cups dedicated to Agrayana
9

).

In regard to these, there arises the question Is the first offering of the

particular cups (grahagratd) enjoined as part of the Jyotistoma ? Or as

part of the two distinct acts named * Rathantarasdmd ' and ' Brhatsdmd '

?

If the names ' Rathantarasama
' and ' Brhatsdmd '

stand for the Jyotis-

toma, then the accessory detail in the shapo of the First-offering of the Cups
should appertain to that same sacrifice ; if the two names do not stand for

the Jyotistoma, then it should appertain to other acts.

The idea that presents itself first of all is that the particular accessory

detail appertains to the Jyotistoma, becaiise the Context is of this sacrifice.

As against this, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" Gunastu kratusamyogdt, etc. In reality, an accessory mentioned, etc.

(Sutra). The particle <tu\ 'in reality', sets aside the first idea. It is not

true that the accessory detail appertains to the Jyotistoma ; why ? because

mentioned in connection with a sacrifice.
' To what then does it appertain ?

'

It appertains to a distinct act.
' But words like Rathantarasdmd and

Brhatsdmd are always expressive of the Jyotistoma '. Certainly not, we say ;

the names could be taken as standing for the Jyotistoma, if the connection

(of the particular Sdman, Eathantara) were not with the entire sacrifice ; the

connection, however, is with the entire sacrifice [hence the name cannot

stand for the Jyotistoma].
* How do you know that the connection is with

the entire sacrifice ?
'

Well, how do you know that it is not with the entire

sacrifice ?
' If the presence of the Rathantara or the Brhat were the sole

reason for the adopting of a particular First-offering, then the connection
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could not be with the entire sacrifice ; that is to say, if the First-offering is

that of the cup dedicated to Indra-Vdyu, by reason of the Sdman sung being

Rathantara, or if the First-offering is that of the cup dedicated to Shukra

by reason of the Sdman sung being Brhat, then [as the connection of the

particular Sdman would not be with the entire sacrifice], the two sentences

in question (Yadi rathantarasdmd, etc.) should be taken as laying down
accessories for the Jyotistoma'. But, if the presence of the Rathantara

Sdman, or the presence of the Brhat Sdman, were not tho sole reason (for the

adopting of any particular First-offering), then the connection would be with

the entire sacrifice [and in that case, the accessory in question cannot be

taken as appertaining to the Jyotistoma'].
" Now, what is the meaning of the term ' rathantarasdmd '

(as occurring
in the sentence * Yadi rathantarasdmd somah sydt, etc.

9

) ? Its meaning is
'

if

the Rathantara Sdman forms the distinguishing feature of the Act'. 'How do

you get at this meaning ?
' We get at it from the implications of the com-

pound. As a matter of fact, there is compounding of only such terms as have

the requisite capacity, and this capacity is there when there is the relation-

ship of qualification and qualified (between the terms), and one thing is

called the '

qualification
'

of another when it is peculiar to this latter (when
alone it can serve to qualify or differentiate it). So that, in the case in

question, the meaning of the sentence comes to be this ' If Rathantara is

the only Sdman sung and no other, or if the Brhat is the only Sdman sung, and

no other (then, the First-offering is to be of the Indra-Vayu Cup, or the

Shukra Cup)'; at the Jyotistoma sacrifice, however, there are m&ny Sdmans

sung, such as the Odyatra and the rest (and not the Rathantara only, or the

Brhat only) ; for this reason the two words 'Rathantarasdmd and 'Brhatsdmd'

cannot stand for the Jyotistoma. So that, even though through Context, the

second set of sentences would appear to be laying down accessories for the

Jyotistoma, yet, this implication of the Context is set aside by the more
authoritative indication of Syntactical Connection, which connects the acces-

sories with the Rathantarasama and the Brhatsdma (which are acts entirely

distinct from Jyotistoma).
" 'But', says the Opponent, 'just as the Jyotistoma cannot be

called Rathantarasdmd, so also there is no such act as could be called

Rathdntarasdmd (by reason of the Rathantara being the only Sdman sung
at it) '. On the strength of the sentence in question Yadi rathantara-

sdmd somah sydt itself, we shall assume a distinct act at which Rathantara

would bo the only Sdman sung. This sentence does not contain an InJune -

tive word (which could be taken as enjoining the said distinct act).' Our
answer is that there is such a word, in 'sydt'. 'This word sydt cannot

enjoin anything, for the simple reason that it is accompanied by the

conditional yadi (if, which is incompatible with an Injunction) ; and words

so accompanied by if are found to be expressive of conditions for the exist-

ing state of things, and never to be injunctive '. Our answer to this is as

follows : The whole sentence containing the conditional '

yadi
'

(' if)
' Yadi

rathantarasdmd somah sydt
'

contains the subordinate sentence ' rathantara-

sdmd somah sydt
'

; and the meaning of this subordinate sentence must be

different from that of the whole sentence with the conditional '

yadi
'

; so
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that, while the sentence with the conditional '
yadi

'

may not be able to

enjoin an act, the subordinate sentence could certainly enjoin it. Further,

the mere mention of the presence of the Rathantara-Sdman or the Brhat-

Sdman as conditions for certain things, even though actually found in the

text, could not serve any useful purpose ; from which it follows that the

connection of the conditional 'yadi' ('if') is not meant to be significant;

and when no significance attaches to this conditional 'yadi', then the

sentence practically contains only two terms,
' rathantarasdma-somah sydt

'

(' there should be Soma with the Rathantarasdma '

), and as such it would be

perfectly able to enjoin the sacrifice at which Rathantara is the sdman sung, the

term 'yadi' ('if') being superfluous (no significance attaching to it).

"Or, (even retaining the word 'if'), the word 'rocheta' ('one so

wishes') maybe supplied after 'yadi' ('if'). For instance, we have such

expressions as ' one should eat Sdstika grain with milk ; if he eats Shdli, he

should mix curd with it', where the latter sentence, though containing 'if,

is taken as enjoining the eating of Shdli ; in the same manner in the case in

question, the act would be taken as enjoined by the sentence '

yadi rathan-

tarasdmd somah sydt aindravdyavdgrdn grahdn grhnlydt' (even though it

contains the conditional '

yadi
'

).

' In what way does the expression quoted

enjoin the eating of Shdli
'

? We get at the injunction by transposing the

phrases and construing the sentence as '
if one desires to mix curd with his

food, he should eat Shdli'. '

[You construe the sentence as Yadi dadhyupa-

sinchanamichchhet]. But in the sentence you have quoted (* Yadi shdlin

bhunjita tat dadhyupasinchet), the conditional Lin-ending appears with the

root sinctia (to mix), riot with the root ichchha (as you put it in your

explanation)'. The fact of the matter is that, appearing along with the

root sincfia, the Lin-ending indicates the sense of desire ; so that we take

that ending in the sense of having a desire. Thus then, in the case in

question also, the sentence ' Yadi rathantarasdmd somah sydt aindravdyavd-

grdn graJtdn grhniydt
'

is to be construed as *
if one desires to make the First-

offering of the Jndra-Vdyu Cups, he should perform the sacrifice where

Rathantara is the only Sdman sung'. 'If the sentence is construed thus,

then what is got at is mere desire, not the injunction of a particular First-

offering'. Just as in the ordinary expression quoted above, when we con-

strue it to mean '
if one desires to mix curd with his food, he should eat

Shdli ', the mention of the mixing of curd as construed with the '

eating of

Shdli' provides the injunction that ' one should eat Shdli mixed with curd ',

so in the case in question also, the mention of the particular First-offering

(Aindravdyava for instance) when construed along with the performance of

the act where Rathantara is sung, provides the injunction of the sacrifice

where Rathantara is sung as qualified by that particular First-offering.

"Or again, the injunctive affix Lin may be taken as laying down a

cause and effect ; the meaning being that ' the Rathantara-sdmd Soma (the

sacrifice at which Rathantara is sung) should be made the cause of the First -

offering being made of the Indra-Vdyu Cup '.

"Thus the conclusion is that, as the connection mentioned is with the

entire sacrifice, the accessory should make it a distinct act ; it is only thus that

the said connection with the entire sacrifice would serve a useful purpose.
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"
Further, in every case, what goes before is the cause, and what comes

later is the effect ; why so ? because the effect can come into existence

only when the cause is already there, not when the cause is not there ; and
what is yet to come is not in existence ; in the case in question, the Rathan-

tarasdmd (the act at which Rathdntara is the only sdman sung) is yet to come ;

how then could it be the cause (or condition) of the particular First-offering

[as would be the me'aning of the sentence if taken in any way other than

the one just suggested by us] ?

"
Lastly, there is no doubt regarding the Jagatsdmd [which is mentioned

in the last of the three sentences quoted as (6)] being a distinct act by
itself (apart from the Jyotistoma) ; and from the analogy of this, the other

two acts mentioned in the other two sentences (Rathantarasdmd and Brhat-

sdmd) should also be taken as distinct acts.

" From all this it follows that the sentences in question should not b

taken as laying down accessories for the Jyotistoma.
99

SUTRA (2).

[SlDDHANTA] BlTT THE SAME SACRIFICE HAVING DIVERSE CHARAC-

TERISTICS, EACH OF THESE COULD BE SPOKEN OF FOR A
DEFINITE PURPOSE, THE SACRIFICE ITSELF BEING ONE

ONLY, THE SECOND SENTENCE BEING SUBORDINATE

(TO THE FIRST).

Bhdsya.

The particle
f lu

9

9

*
but*, serves to reject the view just set forth. What

has been said that a distinct sacrifice is mentioned in the sentence in

question is not right.
" What then is the right view ?

" The right view is

that the particular First-offering appertains to the Jyotistoma itself ; why ?

Because of the force of the Context. But we have already pointed out

that " on the strength of Syntactical Connection, the First-offering should be

taken as appertaining to the distinct sacrifices, called Rathantara-sdmd and

Brliatsdmd [and Syntactical Connection is stronger than Context]" This

argument has been already refuted by the assertion that it is the Jyotis-

toma itself which is called * Rathantarasdmd ' and ' Brhatsdmd *.
" But this

view has been refuted, in its turn, by the fact that several Sdmans are sung
at the Jyotistoma, which therefore could not be characterised as having the

Rathantarasdma or as Jiaving the Brhatsdma." Our answer to this is that

the said characterisation should be possible, on the ground that the Rathan-

tara and the Brhat are two Sdmans between whom there is option at the

Jyotistoma itself; so that of the Jyotistoma there can be one performance
where the Rathantara is not sung at all, and there may be also a performance
where the Rathantara is sung ; and in this latter case, the Rathantara, being

peculiar to the performance, could serve to characterise the Jyotistoma.

Thus then it is the Jyotistoma itself which is called * Rathantarasdmd ' and
* Brhatsdmd '

.

The Purvapaksin has argued that " the cause should come first, then

the effect.'* But there is no such hard and fast rule ; as a matter of fact,

18
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something yet to come also serves as a cause ; for instance, the rain that is

expected to come becomes the cause (instigation) of such acts as tilling the

fields and building of houses. Further, what has been said may be true of

visible causes and effects ; what however we are considering is a cause

mentioned in a verbal text; and what is so mentioned has to be taken

just as it is mentioned. Then again the .Lm-affix in the word *

syat
'

also

can refer to all the three points of time, past, present and future. So that

what is yet to come may also serve as a cause.

Another argument put forward by the Purvapalcsin is that " the Jagat-

sdma being accepted by all parties to be a distinct act, the Bathantarasama

also, being similar to it, should be regarded as a distinct act." But the

Jagatsama is accepted to be a distinct act, because it cannot be regarded as

anything else ; while in the case of the Rathantarasdmd and the Brhatsamd,

they are found capable of being taken as names of the Jyotistoma itself ; and

hence these cannot be regarded as distinct acts (other than the Jyotistoma].



ADHIKARAI^A (2) : The Avesti is a distinct sacrifice.

SUTRA (3).

IN REGARD TO THE AvESTI, WHAT IS ASSERTED IS THE INJUNCTION

OF THE SACRIFICE ITSELF; BECAUSE OF THE CONNECTION OF THE

(PREVIOUSLY ENJOINED RAJASUYA) SACRIFICE (WITH THE

KSATTRIYA ONLY).

Bhdsya.

There is the Rdjasuya sacrifice enjoined in the text '

Raja rdjasuyena

svdrdjyakdmo yajeta
'

[*
The Raja desiring self-sovereignty should perform

the Rdjasuya sacrifice '] ; in the same context is mentioned the sacrifice

named * Avesti
'

in the text,
'

Ayrieyo'stakapdlo hiranyam daksina,
'

[' The

cake dedicated to Agni is to be baked on eight pans ; Gold is the sacrificial fee ']

and so forth; in reference to this latter, we meet with the further injunc-

tion * Yadi brdhmano yajeta bdrhaspatyam madhye nidhdya dhutimdhutim

hulvd'bhighd-rayet ; yadi rdjanya aindram; yadi vaishyo vaishvadevam'

[*If the Brahmana is sacrificing, the Cooked Rice for Brhaspati is to be

placed in the middle, clarified butter poured over it after every oblation ; if

the Ksattriya, the cake for Indra ; if the Vaishya, the Cooked Rice for the

Vishvedevas'].

In regard to these latter texts there arises the question Do they

speak of the Brdhmana, the Ksattriya and the Vaishya with a view to laying

down the conditions under which the details mentioned in the sentence

(Bdrhaspatya, Aindra and Vaishvadeva) are to be adopted at the Rdjasuya,

to the performance of which the Brahmana, the Ksattriya and the Vaishya

are all entitled ? Or is the Avesti a distinct sacrifice prescribed for the

Brahmana, the Ksattriya and the Vaishya ?

On what grounds could the text be taken as laying down the said

conditions ? And on what grounds could it be taken as laying down a distinct

sacrifice ?

If the term 'rdjd* (as occurring in the first injunction of the Rdjasuya)

could be made, somehow or other, applicable to the Brahmana and the

Vaishya, then the sentences in question would be taken as laying down the

conditions ; if, on the other hand, the term '

raja
'

applies to the Ksattriya

only, then the sentences in question would be taken as injunctive of distinct

sacrifices (for the Brahmana and the rest).

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The sentences lay down conditions under which the details mentioned

are to be adopted ; and for this purpose we put forward the following expla-

nation: The term 'raja* is to be taken in its etymological sense; i.e.

'one whose function is rdjya, kingship or ruling
'

is the Raja (Ruler).
' What is the function of the Ruler ?

' The people of Arydvarta (North

India) use the word '

raja
'

in the sense of one who protects the country and
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the city (and relieves them of all criminals adds the TantravdrtiTca

Trans., p. 818); the learned also explain the term 6

rdjya',
*

kingship' as

the functions of the king ; hence we think that one who performs the functions

of the king is the Raja, King. For instance, if people did not know any man
of the name of *

Udamegha ', and yet knew his son by the name '

Audameghi
*

(which etyrnologically is equivalent to ' the son of Udamegha'), then they

would be in a position to assume that * the father of Audameghi is Uda-

megha
'

; in the same manner, if people do not know the meaning of the

term l

rdjan\ and yet they know that rdjya is the name of the functions of

the Rdjd, they assume that * the person connected with (performing) Rdjya

(kingly functions) is Rdjd\
"
Objection.

* But the people of the Andhra country apply the term
*

rdjd
'

to every Ksattriya, even if he does not perform the functions of pro-

tecting the country and the city.*

" Answer. We do not say that people do not use the term in that

sense; what we mean is that the connotation of the term 'rdjan* being

based upon certain definite functions (viz. the functions of rdjya, kingship),

the term may also be used on the basis of those functions ; and in fact,

people actually apply the term *

rdjan
' even to a non-Ksattriya who

performs the said functions (of the king). Thus then, such use of the term

(in the sense of any one, Ksattriya or non-Ksattriya, who performs the func-

tions of the king) being possible [and hence the Brahmana, the Ksattriya

and the Vaishya being all equally entitled to the performance of the Baja-

suya sacrifice] the sentence in question should be taken as laying down

certain details in connection with the same Rdjasuya sacrifice itself, as is

indicated by the Context and also by the presence of the term '

yadi* ('if %

with which the sentence starts, which indicates the fact that what follows

is an adjunct to the sentence that has gone before) ; and it should not be

taken as laying down a totally different act for the Brahmana and the

Vaishya.
t( Or (we may put the case as follows) : That usage which is limited to

a few people, and is not current among all persons, should be rejected as

unreliable (wrong) if it is in conflict with such usage as is current among all

men ; in fact people accept only such usage as is current among all men.

Then again, such ordinary usages as are not rejected by anyone are always
more reliable than those that are rejected ; for instance, the usage current

among the people of Arydvarta who are learned in the matter of words and

their meanings, who make use of words and also perform actions, is always
better than that of the Mlechchhas and that of persons residing in the lands of

the low people (antya-janapada). [And the use of the term 'rdjan* in the

sense of King in general, anyone who performs the king's functions, is current

among all men; while it is the Andhras alone who restrict it to persons

belonging to the Ksattriya caste, irrespective of the fact of the man performing
or not performing the functions of the king.]

"From all this we conclude (a) that the term 'rdjan' is to be taken in

its etymological sense (of anyone who performs the functions of the king),

(6) that the mention in the second sentence of the Brahmana and the

others is for the purpose of laying down the conditions (under which certain
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details have to be employed), (c) that the second sentence lays down these

details in connection with the same Rajasuya sacrifice (which has been

enjoined in the sentence 'Raja rdjasuyena svdrdjyakdmo, etc.') and (d) that

the sentence does not lay down a distinct sacrifice.
"

In answer to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhanta

In regard to the Avesti what is asserted, in reference to the Brdhmana and

the rest is the injunction of the sacrifice, i.e. it serves to enjoin the

Avesti-sacrifice for the Brahmana, etc. ; why ? because the Brdhmana and

the Vaishya have not been mentioned in the Context at all.
" How do you

say that these have not been mentioned ?
" Because the Rajasuya sacrifice

(which is the sacrifice enjoined in the Context) has been enjoined for the

Ksattriya only, by the sentence *

Raja rdjasuyena yajeta\
" But it has been pointed out that the term '

rdjd
'

(used in this injunc-

tion) is to be taken in its etymological sense (so as to include men of all the

three castes who perform the functions of the king)"
This is not right ; as the word *

rdjd
'

really denotes the particular caste

(Ksattriya).
" It has been explained above that it is not right to take the sentence

(beginning with *

yadi') as laying down a distinct sacrifice, because (a) the

term *

rdjan
'

denotes both (the Ksattriya as well as the non-Ksattriya, per-

forming the functions of the king), (b) because the sentence opens with the

term *

yadi* (' if '), and (c) because of the indications of the Context."

Our answer to this is as follows: We do not accept the statement that

the term '

rdjan
' denotes both ; why ? If the term *

rdjan
'

signifies

the caste (Ksattriya), then the term 'rdjya' would stand for the function

of protecting the country, this being the function of the Ksattriya caste ; so

that there would be no incompatibility with the usage of the people of the

Arydvarta (under which usage the Rajd is one who performs the function of

protecting the people). If, on the other hand, the term '

rdjya
' were

eternally connected with (i.e. if its connotation always consisted in) the

function of protecting, then one who performs that function would be spoken
of by the term 'rdjan', and this term, in this sense, would apply to the

Ksattriya-caste ; and this would be quite compatible with the usage of the

Andhras. Thus on the strength of usage, it has to be admitted that both

the terms *

rdjan
' and *

rdjya
' need not be eternally connected with the

connotations respectively of ' the Ksattriya caste
' and ' the kingly function

*

[i.e. only one of the two terms need be taken as so eternally connected with

its connotation, and the other term will have its connotation determined by
that connotation].

[The two words 'raja and 'rdjya' could not have their connotations wholly in-

dependent of one another ; the fact is that when one of them has its connotation

fixed by convention, that of the other follows from it. That is to say, when
the word '

raja
' has been known, by convention, as signifying the Ksattriya caste,

then the connotation of the term *

rajya ', explained as ' the function of the

Rajd
' comes to be based upon that of the term *

raja
'

; and so long as this is

possible, it is not right to assume an independent connotative potency for this

latter word; as even without such an independent connotative potency, there

would be nothing incompatible with the usage of the people of Aryavarta, who

apply the term 'rajya* to the 'kingly function of protecting the people'. If,
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conversely, it be held that the term '

rajya
'

itself has its connotation of the * func-

tion of protecting the people' fixed by convention, before that of the term *

raja
'
is

known, then too, the term '

raja
'

would, as based on the term *

rajya ', come to be

applied to the performer of that function, and it would not be necessary to assume

an independent connotative potency in the word *

raja
'

; and as such there would

be nothing incongruous in the usage of the Dravidas (wrongly attributed by the

Bhasya, to the Andhras) who apply the word '

raja
'

to any and every Kfattriya

who is capable of performing the function of protecting the people. Tantravartika

Trans., pp. 824-835,]
" How then is it to be decided (which is the word that has an in-

dependent eternal connotative potency) ?
"

The decisive fact is that the term '

rajya
' denotes the function of

protecting, which function belongs to the person belonging to the caste

4

Rdjan" (Ksattriya). Writers on grammar have laid down the affix *

syan
'

(which we find in the term *

rajya ') as denoting
* the function of the person

spoken of, i.e. the '

Raja
'

[see Panini, 5. 1. 124] ; and they do not counte-

nance the expounding of the term '

raja
' as * the performer of the functions

of rajya
'

[' rdjyasya kdrtd raja '], which would involve either the deletion of

the syllable *2/a' (present in the term '

rajya'), or the transformation of the

basic noun (* rajya ') itself (into the form *

raja ').

" As a matter of fact, any one who performs the function of protecting the

country is spoken of by the people by the name Rdjd [and not only one

belonging to the Ksattriya caste.]
"

Our answer to this is as follows : It is on the basis of the etymology of

the word that people apply the name so ; the term *

rajya
'

is well known
as signifying the function of protecting ; and as we have explained above,

this signification of the function of protecting by the term '

rajya
'

is based

upon its being derived from the term '

rdjan
'

(the term being etymologically

explained as '

rdjnah karma rdjyam') ; so that it is the term 'rdjan' (and its

connotation) which is the basis of the above-mentioned recognised significa-

tion (of the term '

rajya') ; so that the use of the term '

rajya
'

is dependent

upon its derivation from the term '

rdjan
'

(and its connotation of the

function of protecting the country) ; and as for the application of the name
'

rdjd
'

to the Brahmana and other non-Ksattriyas, this is a figurative use of

the term based upon the presence, in these non-Ksattriyas, of *

rajya
9

(i.e.

the function of protecting the people), which rests primarily with the

Ksattriya caste alone. That this usage should be regarded as only secondary
or figurative is shown by the fact that grammarians do not countenance the

explanation of the term *

rdjd
*

as one who performs the functions of

kingship. [The word '

rajya
'
is explained by its connection with the Rdjd,

and then the presence of this rajya (kingly functions) in the Brahmana, etc.

makes the term '

rdjd
'

indirectly applicable to these latter castes also ; but

it is so applicable only indirectly, figuratively ; and a figurative use of the

word cannot affect the Siddhdnta that the term i

rdjd
'

stands for the

Ksattriya caste. It must be admitted therefore that the term *

rdjd
'

is

applied to the Brahmana and other non-Ksattriyas only in consideration of

the fact of these latter being the proxy of the Ksattriya in the performance
of the latter

5

s legitimate function of protecting the people. Tantravartika

Trans., p. 826.]
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It has been argued above that "
through inference we get at the notion

that the Raja is so called because he is the performer of the kingly functions

(rdjya), just as we get at the notion that Udamegha is the father of Auda-

meghi."

Our answer to this is as follows: Actual usage is more authoritative

than inference; that 'the Raja is the performer of Rdjya' we get at

through inference, but- in actual usage we find people using the word '

raja
'

in the sense of the Ksattriya caste. Then again, the etymology also of the

term '

rdjd
'

as *

rdjyasya kartd
'

(performer of kingly functions) can be got

at through inference, while the etymology of the term '

rdjya
' as '

rdjnah

karma '

(king's function) is actually laid down in the grammatical scriptures.

People who would base the etymology upon inference would, on the strength

of that inference, have to infer the grammatical scripture (countenancing that

etymology), while those who depend directly upon the scripture actually see

the grammatical rule itself. Thus under the circumstances, the direct

scripture would be distinctly more authoritative.

Objection
" As a matter of fact, people apply the name '

rdjan
*

to any
one who performs rdjya (functions of the king) ; they do not apply the term
6

rdjya
'

to the function performed by the rdjd (king) ; from which it

follows that the use of the term '

rdjan
'

is dependent upon the connection

of rdjya (kingly functions), and that the use of the term '

rdjya
'

is not

dependent upon the connection of Raja"
We do not say that we regard the connection of the Rdjd as the basis

of the use of the term '

rdjya
'

; what we hold is that the use of the term
*

rdjya
'

is based upon the grammatical scriptures ; and scripture is always
more authoritative than usage, as usage could only be made a ground for

the inference of a scripture [and a directly perceived scripture is more

authoritative than an inferred one].

Then again, the premise that * the use of the term rdjd is dependent

upon the connection of Rdjya (kingly functions)
'

is not true ; as it has

been asserted above that the Andhras apply the name '

rdjd
' even to a

person who is not performing the function of protecting the country.

The premise that " the use of the term is dependent upon the connec-

tion of the Rdjd" is also not true; as every function of the king such as

locomotion or winking, for instance -is not called Rdjya."
We would be open to this taunt if we said that the use of the term is

dependent upon usage ; but what we say is that the basis for the use of

the term lies in the grammatical scripture; so that we regard all those

functions to be '

rdjya
' which belong to a person of the Ksattriya (rdjan)

caste, i.e. every act that is marked out as pertaining specifically to the

Ksattriya caste.

As for the argument that " the Andhras also do regard a person as
*

rdjd
' on the basis of his connection with rdjya [i.e. they also do not deny

some sort of connection between the name *

rdjd
' and the performing of the

rdjya] ", this has already been refuted by the argument that usage is

weaker than (grammatical) scripture.

Lastly, as regards the argument that in the matter of usage, the usage
of the inhabitants of Arydvarta is more reliable than that of others, our
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answer is that in the matter of the usage of words, all usage is equally

authoritative, as has been already explained (under the Smrtipdda, 1. 3. 9

and 1. 3. 10).

From all this it follows that the use of the term '

rdjdn
'

is based upon
the caste (Ksattriya) ; and hence, on account of the connection of the pre-

viously enjoined sacrifice of the Rdjasuya with the Ksattriya only, the sentence

that speaks of the Avesti must be an injunction of an independent sacrifice

(for non-Ksattriyas).



ADHIKAEAIJA (3): The '

Adhana', Fire-laying, is enjoined

as an independent act.

SUTRA (4).

THE FIRE-LAYING (SHOULD BE TAKEN TO BE ENJOINED AS AN

INDEPENDENT ACT); BECAUSE IT DOES NOT FORM AN IN-

TEGRAL PART OF ALL (SACRIFICES).

Bhdsya.

We have the text 'Vasante brdhmano'gninddadhita, grisme rdjanyah,

sharadi vaishyah* ['The Brahmana should lay the Fires during spring, the

Ksattriya during summer, the Vaishya during autumn']. (Taitti. Bra. 1. 1.

2. 6-7.)

In regard to this there arises the question Does the mention of the

Brdhmana and other castes serve the purpose of laying down the conditions

(for the selection of a particular season, as the time for the act of Fire-

laying which itself has already been enjoined elsewhere) the meaning being

that *

if the Brdhmana does the Fire-laying, he should do it during the spring,

if the Ksattriya does it, he should do it in the summer, if the Vaishya

does it, he should do it in the autumn'? Or does the sentence actually en-

join the act of Fire-laying itself for the Brahmana and others ?

Question : On what grounds could the sentence be taken as laying down

conditions ? and on what grounds could it be taken as an injunction of

Fire-laying ?

Answer : If the two words ' brdhmanah ' and ' vasante
'

are construed as

syntactically connected, then the mention of the Brdhmana must be taken

as laying down a condition. If, on the other hand, the word ' brdhmanah '

is construed as correlated with (

ddadhita\ then the sentence must be an

injunction of Fire-laying for the Brahmana. So also in regard to the

Ksattriya and the Vaishya.

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The sentence in question serves the purpose of laying down conditions

(for the choice of the seasons) ; why ? because the words of the text are

similar to conditional phrases.
* In what way are the words similar to

conditional phrases [when we have no such conditional terms as if and the

like] ? '- The various castes, Brdhmana and the rest, have been mentioned

along with the various seasons, spring and the rest ; and it is this fact (of the

caste and the season being related as the condition and the conditioned),

which, not otherwise known, is made known by the sentence in question.

[That is to say, the injunctive potency of the sentence having been used up
in laying down the relationship between the caste and the season, it could not

serve to enjoin the act of Fire-laying itself ; so that they could be taken only

as laying down the conditions that would be indicated by the aforesaid

relationship between the caste and the season. Tantravdrtika Trans.,
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p. 834]. *But the Brahmana and the rest are mentioned along with the

verb to lay also (ddadhita) [so that the sentence could be taken as enjoining

the act of Fire-laying qualified by the spring, for the Brdhmana, and so forth.

Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 824].' True; they are so mentioned together;

but the relationship of the Brahmana and other castes with the act of

Fire-laying is not unknown ; [i.e. the fact that Fire-laying should be done by
the Brahmana and others being already known from other sources, it

could not form the object of an injunction contained in the sentence

under consideration].
* From what source is it already known as enjoined ?

'

It is known from the Vedic texts speaking of certain desirable results.

' What are those Vedic texts speaking of certain desirable results ?
'

They are,

*

Agnihotram juhuydt svargakdmah
'

,

'

DarsJiapurnamdsdbhydm svargakdmo

yajetct
' and so forth. ' In what way is the act of Fire-laying got at as

enjoined by these texts ?
'

By implication ; that is to say, what the texts

mean is that 'one should act in such a manner as to accomplish the

Agnihotra', 'one should act in such a manner as to accomplish the

Darshapurnamdsa
'

; now as a matter of fact, none of these acts can be

accomplished without the fires Gdrhapatya, Ahavanlya, Anvdhdrya-pachana
and the rest ; there are declarations also to this effect ; such as ' When one

offers a libation into the Ahavanlya Fire, his desired object becomes

accomplished' (Tai. Bra. 1. 1. 10. 5-6); thus by implication it becomes

known that the Ahavaniya and other Fires should be brought about,

and these Fires cannot be brought about except by the act of Fire-laying ;

hence it follows that this act of Fire-laying also should be performed.
' By

whom is this act to be done ?
'

By the person who entertains the desires

spoken of in the texts ; and these texts are applicable in common to all the

castes, Brdhmana and the rest. It is thus that the connection of all these

castes with the act of Fire-laying is already known (as enjoined). Further,

if the Brahmana and other castes were construed as related to both (the act

of Fire-laying and the spring and other seasons), then there would be

syntactical split ; as in that case the object enjoined (and predicated) would

not be one only. From all this we conclude that the texts in question lay

down the conditions (for the choice of the seasons).
"

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta : The

Fire-laying should be taken to be enjoined as an independent action, because it

does not form an integral part of all sacrifices (Su.); i.e. the sentences in

question should be regarded as injunctive of Fire-laying ; why ? because

from among the several means of knowledge available in the shape of

Direct Assertion, Indication, Syntactical Connection, Context, Position and

Name, there is not one which indicates that the act of Fire-laying is an

integral part of all sacrifices ; what forms part of all sacrifices is the Fire,

and the Fire-laying comes in only with the Fire. "What if it is so ?" If

it is so, then it is the Fires not the Fire-laying that come in as enjoined

by the Vedic texts speaking of desirable results. " But the Fire-laying is the

means of getting the Fires." Our answer to this is that Fire-laying is not

the only means of getting the Fires; just as for the obtaining of other

substances there are many such means as Purchase and the like, so there are

for the obtaining of the Fires also ; and it is not necessary to obtain it by
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producing (it in the manner laid down in connection with the Fire-laying

rite). So that while in one case the Fire-laying would come in for the

obtaining of Fire, in another case it would not come in (when Fire would be

obtained by other means). In that case where the Fire-laying does not come

in (for the obtaining of Fire), the performance of the Fire-laying by the

Brahmana and others would come in (by virtue of the sentences in

question): so that when the meaning of the sentence * Brdhmano9

gnlnddad-

hlta
9

is that 'the Brahmana should lay the Fires for his own purposes',

then alone, not otherwise do the Ahavanlya and other Fires come to be

laid for the purposes of the Agent himself ; and under the circumstances, it

would follow that the Agnihotra and other rites should not be performed
with the help of any such Fire as is produced artificially or obtained by

begging; and it is concluded that it is only the non-artificial (natural) Fire

that helps in the performance? of the said rites.
" But how is it known that

the act of Fire-laying is for the purposes of the Agent himself ?
"

It is so

understood from the fact that the Atmanepada ending in the verb
* adadhlta* clearly indicates the fact of the result of the action (of Adhana,

Fire-laying) accruing to the Agent. If the sentence containing this word
' adadhita ' were not there, and we depended entirely upon the Vedic texts

speaking of desirable results, the result of the act of Fire-laying would not

necessarily accrue to the Agent who had performed this act ; [in that case the

injunction of the Fire-laying would have to be inferred from the said Vedic

texts, and as such an injunction would not necessarily contain the Atmane-

pada ending which could indicate the fact of the result accruing to the

Agent only].

Further, as a matter of fact, so long as we have Vedic texts in the shape
of the sentences in question directly laying down the Fire-laying, those

Vedic texts which only speak of certain desirable results cannot justify the

assumption of any other text laying down the same act ; in fact any such

assumed texts would only be repetitions of the texts that directly lay down
the Fire-laying.

If there had been no such Vedic texts injunctive of Fire-laying* then, in

that case, if the Vedic texts speaking of certain desirable results did not

imply the injunction of the Fire-laying, they would declare the Agnihotra
and other rites to bo incapable of being performed (as these cannot be

performed without the properly laid fires, and ex hypothesi, there wotild be

no such fires as there would be no Fire-laying) ; for this reason therefore it

would be necessary for the Vedic texts speaking of desirable results to imply
the injunction of the Fire-laying. When, however, we have Vedic texts

(like those in question) directly laying down the Fire-laying, those Vedic texts

that speak of desirable results, coming after the said texts (directly laying
down Fire-laying), would naturally be taken as applying to those persons for

whom the Fire-laying has been already laid down [specially when the texts

speaking of desirable results following from sacrifices such as '

Agnihotram

juhuyat svargakdmah ', lay down such acts as can be performed by those only
who have done the FireJaying in the proper manner].

[With a view to setting aside all the arguments that the Siddhdntin has

put forward in support of the contention that the sentences in question have
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to be taken as injunctive of the act of Fire-laying, as apart from those sen-

tences in question, there would be no Fire-laying, and without properly laid

Fires, there would be no sacrificial acts performed, the Purvapaksin puts

forward the following arguments]" As a matter of fact we have a direct

Injunction of the act of Fire-laying (apart from the sentences in question),

in the shape of the text-' $vam sapatnam bhrdtrvyam avarti satiate ya evam-

vidvdn agnimddhatte
'

; and when the act of Fire-laying has been enjoined by
this text, the sentences in question (* Vasante, etc.' ) speaking of the Hmhmana
and others should be taken as laying down the conditions (for the choosing of

particular seasons for that act). It might be argued that 'the text just

quoted contains only a reiteration (not the injunction) of the act of Fire-lay-

ing, for the purpose of laying down the details of the performance '. But that

cannot be so, we reply ; as this sentence is entirely distinct from the sentence

that lays down the details of performance; the meaning of the sentence
*

agnimddhatte' (* lays the Fires') is quite different from the meaning of the

sentence 'Apa upasrjati', etc. ('Heats water', etc.) (which lays down the

details of the performance of that Fire-laying). It is only when two sen-

tences express a single idea (or serve a single purpose) that they are regarded

as 'one sentence* ; in the case in question as the ideas they express (or the)

purposes they serve) are totally distinct, the sentences also must be taken

as distinct."

Our reply to this argument is as follows : When the text in question
' Vasante brdhmano'gninddadhita

'

is there (as injunctive of Fire-laying), any

other text reiterating the same cannot be taken as injunctive (of that act).

As for the heating of water, this is actually enjoined (in the sentence Apa

upasrjall')\ so that this being the only thing enjoined, there are not two

purposes [served by the two sentences (a)
' evam sapatnam .... Cidhatte

' and

(b)
'

apa upasrjati '] .

"It is this sentence' Ya evam, etc.' which is really injunctive of the

act of Fire-laying, and it is the sentence ' Vasante brdhmano, etc.' which con-

tains its reiteration for the purpose of laying down the details (in the shape

of the Season, etc.).**

That cannot be, we reply. In fact the text containing the mention of

the Brdhmana, etc. i.e. the text * Vasante brdhmano, etc.
1 comes first, and

the other, coming later, must be only a reiteration ; why so ? because the

former does the enjoining directly by the word '

ddadhlta,' where we find the

injunctive
< Lin' affix actually present ; while all that the other sentence says

is that * the act of Fire-laying is praiseworthy (as destructive of the enemy)
'

;

and this '

praiseworthiness
'
of the act of Fire-laying we readily admit. Thus

what we assert is that the text injunctive of Fire-laying is the sentence

* Pasante brdhmano'gninddadhita
'

;
and this view of ours is not shaken by

the declaration of praiseworthineas in the other sentence; as it is quite

reasonable to assert that one sentence praises what has been enjoined by

another. Our view would be shaken only if it were held that the other sen-

tence' Ya evam, etc.' is injunctive of the act of Fire-laying.Why ?

Because in that case this sentence would contain an injunction of something

not already known ; and as a mere eulogistic declaration could not speak of

anything not already known, the implication of this would be that the
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injunctive affix *lin' (in the word ' ddadhita 1

as contained in the sentence
' Vasante brdhmano, etc.') does not enjoin anything not already known; and

this would be incompatible with the very nature of the word whose sole func-

tion is the enjoining of something not already known ! On the other hand,

if the act is enjoined by the injunctive affix <Zw', there would be nothing

incompatible in the other sentence praising that act ; because it is always

possible for one sentence to praise what has been enjoined by another.

Lastly, when the injunctive does the enjoining, it is by Direct Assertion,

while the praise is got at only through the sentence (Syntactical Connection)

(' Ya evam, etc.') [on the strength of which, this injunction of Fire-laying

could only be inferred] ; and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than

Syntactical Connection.

Says the Opponent
" The other text * Brdhmano'griinddadhita

'

also is

a sentence (just like the text * Ya evam, etc') [so that in your case also, it is

only through Syntactical Connection that the injunction contained in the word
1 ddadhita

'

is connected with the rest of the sentence].'*

Our answer to this is as follows In the case of the sentence * Vasante

brdhmatw, etc.', when it enjoins the Fire-laying, it enjoins something directly

expressed by the same word [i.e. the ddhdna, Fire-laying, is expressed

by the word * ddadhita
' which also does the enjoining], in relation to the

Brdhmana and others ; while the other sentence * Ya evamvidvdn .... sahate
'

the Praise is not expressed by the same word as the act that it praises

[the act praised is expressed by the word *ddhatte\ while the Praise is

expressed by the other words in the sentence] .

Objection
"
According to your view, the single sentence would contain

the injunction of several accessory details (the Fire-laying, the Brahmana

performer, and spring as the time)."

That does not touch our position ; it has already been explained that in

the ease of a sentence which is not primarily injunctive of accessory details,

it is possible to have several details laid down, under the Sutra. * The

action as well as its accessories should be taken as enjoined, as they are not

divorced in the injunctive word, specially when they have not been

enjoined by another text.' (1. 4. 9.)

From all this it becomes established that the sentence mentioning the

Brdhmana, etc. is injunctive of the act of Fire- laying, and the other sentence

only reiterates the act of Fire-laying for the purpose of introducing the

details of the performance of that act.

It has been argued above that the injunction of several accessories by a

single sentence would involve a syntactical split. But there would be a

syntactical split only if the sentence were taken as enjoining (1) the

Fire-laying as qualified by one accessory (the Brahmana performer) and (2)

the Fire-laying as qualified by the other accessory (the spring-time) ; as a

matter of fact, the sentence (according to us) would enjoin the single act of

Fire-laying as qualified by the two qualifications (Performing Agent and Time
of Performance) ; so that there would be no syntactical split.

It becomes established by all this that the sentences in question are

injunctive of the act of Fire-laying to be done by the Brahmana and other

castes.



ADHIKARA^A (4) : The '

Daksayana
'

and the rest are

Accessories, not distinct Acts.

SUTRA (5).

[PtJRVAPAKSA] "THE TEXTS RELATING TO THE ' AYANAS ' SHOULD

BE REGARDED AS INJUNCTIONS OF DISTINCT ACTS
; (a) BECAUSE

PARTICULAR NAMES ARE ATTACHED TO THEM."

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darsha-purnamdsa, we find the text *

Ddksdya-

nayajnena yajeta prajdkdmah, sdkamprasthdpyena yajeta pashukdmah,

sankramayajnena yajetdnnddyakdmah' ['One desirous of offspring should

perform the jPttfcs%ana-sacrifice ; one desirous of cattle should perform the

Sdkamprasthdpya-s&CYi&ce ;
one desirous of food should perform the Saiikra*

ma-sacrifice' ] (See Taitti-Sam. 2. 5. 4. 3).

In regard to this, there arises the question Do these sentences speak of

particular results following from the adoption of particular accessories at the

Darsha-purnamasa sacrifice ? Or are the acts mentioned distinct and

independent sacrifices ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa : "They are dis-

tinct sacrifices ; why ? because particular names are attached to them.

Though the Context and the use of the same root 'yaji* (to sacrifice)

indicate that it is the same sacrifice that has been previously enjoined, yet,

inasmuch as that sacrifice does not bear the names mentioned in the sen-

tences in question, it follows that these sentences lay down distinct

sacrifices."

SUTRA (6).

[PuRVAPAKA continued]
"

(b) ALSO BECAUSE NO ACCESSORY is

MENTIONED, THE SENTENCE MUST BE TAKEN AS THE

INJUNCTION OF AN ACT."

Bhdsya.

" We do not find in the sentence the mention of any accessory which

could be regarded as enjoined by it ; under the circumstances, if the sentence

does not enjoin a distinct act, it is useless. Further, if an accessory had

been mentioned in the sentence, then we could understand that there is

some connection between the sacrifice and that Accessory ; and in that case

the employment of this Accessory could be taken as enjoined by the sen-

tence; as a matter of fact, however, no Accessory is mentioned in the sen-

tence, which mentions the sacrifice only ; so that it is this sacrifice alone

which could be taken as enjoined by the sentence/*
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SUTRA (7).

concluded]
"

(c) ALSO BECAUSE THE SENTENCE is

COMPLETE WITH THE MENTION OF THE RESULT."

Bhdsya.

"For the following reason also the sentence should be taken as en-

joining a distinct act How ? Because the sentence is complete with the men-

tion of the result
*

Prajdkdmo yajeta
'

(' Desiring offspring one should perform
the sacrifice'); where the sacrifice is laid down as the means of obtaining

offspring ; and if it is so laid down, it must be a distinct act."

SUTRA (8).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE ACT SPOKEN OF IN THE SENTENCE

SHOULD BE A MODIFICATION (OF THE PREVIOUSLY-MENTIONED

SACRIFICE) ; BECAUSE OF THE CONTEXT.

Bhdsya.

The actions like the Ddksdyana and others mentioned in the sentence

should be regarded as falling within the purview of the Darsha-purnamdsa
itself ; as it is only this view that would be in keeping with the Context.

SUTRA (9).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE (OF THE SAME).

Bhdsya.

The above view is supported also by indicative texts, such as * Trim-

shatam varsdni darsha-purnamdsdbhydm yajeta ; yadi ddksdyanaydjl syat atho

api panchadashaiva varsdni yajeta , atra hi eva sd sampadyate ; dve hi paurna-

mdsyau yajeta dve amdvdsye 9 atra hi eva khalu sd sampad bhavati.' ['One
should perform the Darsliapurnamdsa for thirty years ; if he is a performer

of the Ddksdyana he should perform it for fifteen years only ; even thus

does it become accomplished ; as the Ddksdyana contains two Paurnamdsa

and two Darsha sacrifices ; thus is accomplishment attained in fifteen years
'

].

There would be some purpose in accomplishing the '

thirty
'

in the manner

indicated, only if the Ddksdyana were the same as the Darshapurnamdsa ; then

alone would there be some possibility of the said accomplishment. For this

reason also the act spoken of in the sentence in question cannot be regarded
as distinct. [This completion of the thirty years' course of the Darshajiurna-

mdsa by the performance of the Ddksdyana for fifteen years distinctly in-

dicates the non-difference of the Ddksdyana from the Darshapurnamdsa.
Such completion could not be possible if the two were entirely different.

The text cannot be taken to mean that the course of the Darshapurnamdsa it-

self is reduced to one of fifteen years in the case of the performer being one

who has performed the Ddksdyana sacrifice. Because the course of one

sacrifice could not be reduced by the performance of a totally different

sacrifice. Nor would there be any justification, in this case, for the explana-

tion that the fact of two Darshas and two Paurnamdsas are performed in course
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of the Daksdyana serves to reduce the course from thirty to fifteen years

Tantravdrtlka Trans., p. 842.]

SUTRA (10).

THE NAME ATTACHED TO THE ACT (' DAKSAYANA ') IS DUE TO THE
PECULIARITY OF THE ACCESSORY DETAIL.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued (under Sutra 5) that "the acts should be distinct,

because particular nam.es are attached to them" ; but the act spoken of by
the name *

daksdyana
' would be treated as a distinct act only if the name

could not, in any way, be made to be applicable to the Darshapurnamdsa ;

as a matter of fact, however, the name is capable of being applied to this

latter, on the basis of the presence, in that sacrifice, of 'dvrtti
9

, Repetition

as an accessory detail ; the term '

ayana
'

(in the name *

ddksdyana') connotes

repetition, and ' ddksa* is that which pertains to Dakaa; hence the term
*

daksdyana
' denotes the repetition of that which pertains to Daksa. " But

who is 'Daksa' ?" The man (sacrificer or priest) who is quick and expert

[so expert that he completes the thirty-years' course of the Darsha-Purna-

mdsa in fifteen years only ; and as this is done by repeating the Darsha and

the Purnamdsa ; the term *

daksdyana
' stands for the repeated performance of

the Darshapurnamdsa by the expert sacrificer and priests ; and as such the

name is applicable to the Darshapurnamdsa sacrifice itself.]

Similarly with the name *

sdkamprasthdpya
'

; it is based upon the

presence of an accessory detail [in the shape of the '

sdkam-prasthdna ', i.e. the

material whose '

prasthdna*', proceeding (to the place of Horna), is done
' sdkam\ along with, the smaller vessels, without slicing off the sdnndyyd] at

the Darshapurnamdsa itself.

Similarly in the case of the other names also.

Thus then, in so far as the names (

*

daksdyana
* and the rest) are

capable of connoting the presence of certain accessory detailsat the Darsha-

purnamdsa itself, why should the sacrifice, which is cognised as that same,

be regarded as a different one ? Why too should it be repugnant to the

Context if the terms are taken as standing for the Darshapurnamdsa itself ?

StJTRA (11).

THERE is NOTHING PECULIAR IN THE COMPLETION (OF THE SENTENCE

WITH THE MENTION OF THE RESULT).

Bhdsya.

As regards the argument urged (in Su. 7) that "the sentence is quite

complete with the mention of the result, hence it enjoins a distinct sacrifice

for one who is desirous of offspring and other results ", our answer is that

it is not so ; as there is nothing peculiar in the completion of the sentence with

the mention of the result ; that is to say, on this point (of being complete
with the mention of the result), the sentence under discussion does not

differ from several other sentences which have been accepted, beyond doubt,
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to be injunctive of results following from certain accessory details, such

sentences, for instance, as * If one is desirous of acquiring sense-efficiency,

one should make the offering of curd* (of. Tai. Bra. 2. 1. 5. 6) -which have,

on that account, been definitely recognised as mentioning results following
from the accessories concerned ; because in the sentence in question, also,

what is spoken of is the result (offspring) following from the adoption of

the accessory detail (in the shape of the Repetition denoted by the name
*

Ddksdyana').

Objection
" Why cannot the sentence be construed to mean that * one

should perform the sacrifice for one desirous of offspring
'

[this sacrifice being

quite distinct from the Darshapurnamdsa] ?
"

Answer In that case, how could the Repeated Sacrifice (which is what
is connoted by the name *

ddksdyana
'

) be performed for the man desiring

offspring ? What the name '

repeated sacrifice
'

indicates as to be per-
formed is the repetition of the same sacrifice, not a distinct sacrifice.

From all this we conclude that what the sentence in question mentions

is the result following from the adoption of a certain accessory, and it does

not enjoin a distinct sacrifice.

Similarly with the Sdkamprasthdpya sacrifice and the Sankrama sacrifice.

19



ADHIKAEAIJA (5) : Sacrifices spoken of along with distinct

Materials and Deities are distinct.

SUTRA (12).

[PffRVAPAKA A] "IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS A PREPARATORY

RlTE, NOT OCCURRING IN THE CONTEXT OF ANY SACRIFICE ;

SPECIALLY AS THERE IS NO CONNOTING OF AN ACT."

Bhdsya.

Without reference to any particular sacrifice, we find the texts (a)

*

Vdyavyam shvetamdlabheta bhutikdmah* ['One desiring prosperity should

touch the white (goat) dedicated to Vdyu'] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 1. 1. 1), (b)

*

Sauryam charum nlrvapet brahmavarchasakdmah [' One desiring Brahmic

glory should offer the cooked rice dedicated to Surya'] (Taitti. Sam.

2. 3. 2. 3); and in connection with the Darsha-purnamdsa, we find the

texts (a) 'Isdmdlabheta' ['One should touch the cart-pole'], and (b)

* Ckaturo mustir-nirvapati
1

[*He offers four handfuls']. [Wherein also we

find the two acts of Touching and Offering, but enjoined in connection with

the Cart-pole and the Four Handfuls respectively.]

In regard to (a) and (6) above, there arises the question (.4) Does the

mention of the dlambha (Touching) enjoin an accessory detail (viz. the shveta

dedicated to Vdyu) in connection with the Touching that is done at the

primary sacrifice, Darsha-purnamdsa itself (in connection with the

cart-pole), and the mention of the nirvdpa (Offering) enjoins an accessory

detail (viz. dedication to Surya) in connection with the Offering done at the

Darsha-purnamdsa itself (in connection with the Four Handfuls) ? Or is

each of these two acts meant to be distinct and independent ? (B) In

case, these declarations are independent of the Primary Sacrifice (and

they lay down distinct acts) are the two acts precisely and merely those

that are mentioned in the texts (i.e. mere Touching and mere Offering) ?

Or are they meant to be accompanied by the act of sacrificing in both cases ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa (A) "The two

texts are injunctive of accessory details in reference to the Touching and

Offering done at the Primary Sacrifice of the Darsha-purnamdsa ; why ?

because they contain no word denoting the act of sacrifice ;
i.e. in the texts

there is no word injunctive of any act.
' But there are the words dlabheta

(which denotes the act of touching) and nirvapet (which denotes the act of

offering).' These words are not injunctive; that word alone is injunctive

which speaks of what is not already known; while what is expressed by
these two words, viz. that ' the Touching should be done ' and * the

Offering should be done' is not anything that is not already known.

For this reason, these words should be regarded as only reiterative (of some-

thing already enjoined elsewhere).
* But why should they reiterate it ?

'

The reiteration is done for the purpose (a) of enjoining the 'shveta' in
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reference to the Touching and (6) of enjoining the ' Cooked Rice 9

in reference

to the Offering. From this it follows that the Touching and the Offering
mentioned in the texts are not distinct from those forming part of the

primary (Darsha-purnamdsa) ; and that the texts only enjoin accessory
details in connection with those acts as occurring in the Primary Sacrifice

itself."

SUTRA (13).

[PtfRVAPAKSA B]
" THE ACTS SHOULD BE REGARDED (AS DISTINCT

AND) AS CONSISTING IN JUST WHAT IS EXPRESSLY MENTIONED
IN THE TEXT

;
AS EVERY ACT IS BASED UPON THE

DIRECT VEDIC TEXT."

Bhdsya.

[In reply to the above Purvapaksa (A) we have the arguments set forth

here, which go to support the view that the acts are distinct and independent ;

so far what is set forth in the present Sutra 13 would be in keeping with

the Siddhdnta ; but it goes on to add that these acts are just those mention-

ed in the texts i.e. mere Touching and mere Offering without any
connection with the act of sacrificing. As this is not in keeping with the

Siddhdnta view, this Sutra is taken as embodying the second Purvapaksa (B).]

"It is not correct to say that the texts in question only lay down

accessory details in connection with the Touching and Offering done at the

Primary Sacrifice ; in fact, they enjoin a distinct Touching and a distinct

Offering. If the Touching and the Offering were enjoined (by the sentence

in question), then these acts could not be those that have been enjoined in

connection with the Primary Sacrifice. If they were not enjoined (by the

second sentence), then, these acts would be the same as those enjoined in

connection with the Primary Sacrifice, and they would have to be taken as

only indicated in the sentence in question, as the acts of Touching and

Offering that have to be done; and having indicated those acts, the

Shveta and the Cooked Rice would have to be taken as enjoined in reference

to those acts so indicated; and they would be thus enjoined for the person
*

desiring prosperity
' and the person

*

desiring Brahmic glory
'

; so that two

factors the accessory Shveta and the Prosperity as the result, or the accessory

Cooked Rice and Brahmic glory as the Result would have to be taken as

enjoined by the sentences in question ; and this would involve a syntactical

split. Or, (there would be another difficulty) the only word in these

sentences, which could be injunctive would be taken up by the indicating ; so

that, there being no injunctive word left, even a single factor could not be

enjoined.
* The same word may do the indicating (the act of Touching

already enjoined) and also enjoining (of the Shveta).* No such joint enjoin-

ing and indicating is possible.
' In the same term (dlabheta) what is denoted

by the verbal root would be a reiteration, or reference to, the Touching

already known and what is denoted by the affix would be the injunction (of

the accessory), the meaning of the sentence being that the act of Touching

already known should have the Shveta for its accessory (i.e. it should be done to

the Shveta).' Even so, the indication (or reference) would not (necessarily)
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be that of the Touching enjoined in connection with the Primary Sacrifice ;

as the act of Touching is known also as done in ordinary life (and not

necessarily as that which is done at the Daraha-purnamdsa). If it were the

connotation of the * Lin' affix that were reiterated (or referred to), then this

reiteration could be that of the accessory connected with the Primary
Sacrifice ; as this accessory is one that has to be brought up at the perform-

ance, and not one that exists in the ordinary world. Thus it is not possible

for the sentences to be taken as mere reiteration of the Touching or

Offering enjoined in connection with the Primary Sacrifice. For these

reasons we conclude that the acts should be performed as distinct, and just in

that form in which they are expressly mentioned in the text i.e. mere
*

Touching
9

, or mere '

Offering' as every act is based upon the direct Vedic

text ; every religious act is only such as is mentioned in the Vedic text ; as

has been made clear under Sutra 1. 1. 2. Thus it follows that the sentences

in question lay down distinct acts of Touching and Offering (without any
connection with any sacrifice)."

SUTRA (14).

[SlDDHANTA] IN FACT, IT IS THE ACT OF ' SACRIFICE
' THAT SHOULD

BE TAKEN AS ENJOINED ; AS THE CONNECTION OF THE

MATERIAL, THE RESULT AND THE PARTAKER

(IS EXPRESSED IN THE SENTENCE), AND
THESE ARE RELATED TO AN ACT.

Bhdsya.

It has been asserted by the Purvapaksin (B) that the two sentences in

question are not injunctive of accessories for the acts (of Touching and

Offering) enjoined in connection with the Primary
" Sacrifice." This we

accept. But the other assertion that "
they enjoin mere touching, or mere

Offering (independently of any act of sacrifice)", we repudiate; because

what are enjoined are these acts accompanied by the act of
(

sacrifice \

Why ? Because of the connection of the Material, the Result and the Par-

taker ; i.e. on account of the sentences expressing the connection between

the Material and the Deity (Partaker of the Material offered) ; what is

actually enjoined in the sentences is the connection between the Material

and the Deity, for the person desiring prosperity and for the person desiring

Brahmic glory. How so ? The sentence does not say simply that * one

shall touch the shveta
'

; if this were all that was meant, then the connection

expressed would be that between the Shveta and the Touching ; but what
is actually said is that ' one should touch the Vdyavya shveta

'

; so that

what is enjoined is the connection between the Shveta and Vdyavya ; just as

in the sentence ' Weave the cloth
' what is enjoined is the connection between

the cloth and the weaving', and in the sentence ' Weave a long piece of cloth ',

what is enjoined is the length of the woven cloth as is made clear by the

presence of the word '

long
'

; in the same manner, in the case in question,
because the sentences contain the words '

Vdyavya
' and '

Saurya
'

(which
mean 'dedicated to Vayu' and * dedicated to Surya'), it follows that what
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is enjoined by the sentences is the connection between the Material (Shveta

or Cooked Rice) and the Deity (Vayu or Surya). If this were not so, then

the implication would be that the presence of the names of the deities is a

wrong reading of the texts.

Objection
" But even so, there would be syntactical split ; as the mean-

ing of the sentence would be * one should make the Shveta vdyavya (dedi-

cated to Vayu} and he should touch it'."

Not so, we reply ; it would not be too great a burden for the injunctive

word 'dlabheta' ('should touch') to signify the agent's activity in regard to

the connecting of the Material and the Deity, as qualified by the further

idea that it should be touched ; it is by Direct Assertion itself that the Agent's

activity as thus qualified is declared, it is only the connection between the

Material and the Deity that is expressed by Syntactical Connection ; so that

(in this interpretation) there is no need for two sentences (and Syntactical

Connections) [so that there is no possibility of any syntactical split]. [To
take an instance from ordinary usage] In the case of the sentence ' Yoke
the red horse', when it is taken as enjoining an accessory, and two acces-

sories are taken as enjoined, then there is need for two sentences; when
however all that is said is

*

Bring the Red', there is injunction of two acces-

sories even by the sentence itself taken as enjoining an accessory, as the

qualified sentence (animal) is spoken of by Direct Assertion itself; on

this account this burden is not too great for the single sentence. It is

exactly the same in the case in question also. The sentence in question,

under this interpretation, would be 'expressing a single idea' (or 'serving a

single purpose'), as what would be expressed by it is the connection or

relationship as qualified by several words ; furthermore, if the words of the

sentence are separated from one another, they become 'wanting' (incom-

plete) ; so that both the conditions of ' one sentence
'

are fulfilled.

Without a sacrifice, however, it is not possible for a material to be
' dedicated '

to a Deity ; so that this connection (of the sacrifice) also has to

come in. From all this it follows that what are enjoined are the two acts of

Touching and Offering accompanied by the act oj
*

sacrifice '.

SUTRA (15).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVE TEXTS.

Bhdsya.

The view above set forth is supported by indicative texts : In reference

to the injunction
* Somdraudram charunnirvapet

'

(' one should offer

cooked rice dedicated to Soma-Rudra\) (Taitti. Sam. 2. 2. 10. 1), we have

the sentence ' Parishrte ydjayet
'

(' The sacrifice should be performed after

the rice has been properly cooked') (Taitti. Sam. 2. 2. 10.2), where we have

the injunction of proper cooking ; and here we find the act of '

Offering
'

mentioned in the first sentence * Somaraudram, etc.* referred to in the

second sentence by means of the root '

ydji* (* to sacrifice') as contained

in the word '

ydjayet
'

; and this would be justifiable only if, in the sentences

in question the two acts were taken to be enjoined as accompanied by
the act of '

sacrifice
'

[and on that analogy the '

offering
'

spoken of in
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' Somaritdram ', etc., also were taken as accompanied by the act of * sacrifice '].

If, on the other hand, the sentences were taken as laying down an

accessory in connection with the Primary Sacrifice (as in Purvapaksa A)

or as laying down just what is expressed by the words (as in Purvapaksa

B) then it could not be possible to speak of (refer to) the act of * Offer-

ing
'

by means of the word '

ydjayet \ From this we conclude that the

acts enjoined by the sentences in question are as accompanied by the act

of
*

sacrifice \

[In the preceding Adhikarana we considered the question as to the sentence

being an Injunction or a mere Reiteration of, or Reference to, a previously-enjoined

act : while in the present Adhikarana we have dealt with a case where the In-

junctive character being admitted, the question discussed is as to the nature of

the act Qnjoined.Tantravartika. Trans., p. 851. ]



ADHIKARAI^A (6) : The '

Touching
'

of the Calf is a

Preparatory Act.

SUTRA (16).

IN A DOUBTFUL CASE [THE CORRECT CONCLUSION IS DERIVED]

FROM THE PERCEPTION OF SIMILARITY.

BMsya.

[A preliminary objection is raised] "What is the illustrative text

here ? We do not find it mentioned here in the Sutra, as we did in the case

of the Sutra * Avestau yajnasamyogat, etc/ (2. 3. 3) [where the text men-

tioning the Avlsti is clearly indicated] ; nor does the Sutra declare what is

meant to be proved, as is done in Su, 2. 3. 5 [where what is meant to be

proved is clearly stated as that the Ddksdyana is a distinct act '] ; all that

the present Sutra does is to mention *

the perception of similarity in a doubtful

case
'

as a reason ; and we do not know for what (conclusion) this is a reason.

The subject-matter of the context (of the Sutras) is
* action accompanied by

a sacrifice
'

(spoken of in the Siddhdnta-Sutra, 2. 3. 14, of the foregoing Adhi-

karana) ;
but we do not find anything that could connect the present Sutra

with that act ;
so that this Sutra appears to convey no meaning, and as

such is useless."

Answer It is necessary to explain what is the proposition meant to be

established here and what is the ' doubt
*

referred to in the Sutra. In fact,

we know the Proposition and the Doubt from the words of the Vrttikdra :

This revered Teacher has cited the text *

Vatsamdlabheta, vatsanikdntd hi

pashavah' ['One should touch the calf; animals are very fond of their

calves '] ; (see Taitti. Sam. 2. 1. 4. 8) and has propounded, in connection with

this text, the Doubt Does the root * dlabh
'

(to touch, occurring in the word
'

dlabheta ') signify the act of Touching as accompanied by the act of sacri-

fice
'

? Or does it signify mere '

Touching
*

? The text cited here is most

suitable, and so also is the question propounded.

In connection with this question, the same Teacher has set forth the

Purvapaksa that " the root does signify the Touching as accompanied by the

act of
'

sacrifice.
' "

The present Sutra provides a counter-instance (exception) to what has

gone before in the foregoing Adhikarana. Though, in reality, there is not

much useful purpose served by the propounding of the present Purvapaksa

(and its refutation), yet as there are varying degrees of intelligence among
men, there may be some people of dull intellect who might be led to draw
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conclusions from premises based on mere analogy ; such for instance, on the

basis of the fact that a man stung by a mildly poisonous scorpion does not

die, one might conclude that ' in no case of scorpion-bite should any care-

ful medication be resorted to' [similarly, as in the foregoing Adhikarana,

so in the present instance also, the word in question must be taken as signi-

fying the Touching accompanied by the act of 'sacrifice'], and such con-

clusions have to be set aside (shown to be wrong). It is for the purpose of

setting aside such a conclusion that the Teacher has propounded as the

present Purvapaksa the view that some people might hold, that " in the

foregoing Adhikarana it was found that the Touching spoken of in connection

with an animate object was accompanied by the act of *

sacrifice,' and in

the present case also we find that the Touching is spoken of in connection

with an animate object, hence this also should be taken as accompanied by
the act of ' sacrifice.' Or (the Purvapaksa may be stated in the form that)
" in the foregoing adhikarana we found the root ' to touch '

signifying Touching

accompanied by the act of
'

sacrifice," and it is that same which is referred

to or reiterated in the text cited here, for the purpose of laying down the
' calf (as the animal to be touched, in place of the shveta in. connection with

which we had the touching in the foregoing adhikarana). The advantage in

stating the Purvapaksa in this latter form is that no fresh result has to be

assumed [in connection with the present adhikarana, as the connection with

the result mentioned in the foregoing adhikarana viz: Prosperity con-

tinues to be maintained in the present adhikarana also.]
"

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhanta : In a

doubtful case, like the one just propounded, what is enjoined is mere

Touching as a preparatory act ; why so ? because of the perception of

similarity. That is, there are other sanctificatory or preparatory acts

described, along with which is mentioned the act in question also ; and

definite conclusions are actually derived from similarity also ; for instance,

what is written down as if it were the ' foremost thing
'

is actually recognised
as the ' foremost thing '.

" The perception of similarity is a mere indicative ;

how can it establish any conclusion ?
" Our answer is that this is just what

has got to be explained in the present Adhikarana, how a conclusion can

be established on the basis of the perception of similarity.
" But how can

the perception of similarity act as a valid reason (leading to a conclu-

sion) ?
"

It can do so, when the conclusion concerned is a reasonable one.
" What is the reasonableness of the conclusion in the present instance ?

"

The fact that makes the conclusion reasonable is that, in the text we are

dealing with, there is not (as there was in the text dealt with under the

foregoing Adhikarana) any expression speaking of the connection of a deity ;

which shows that the act spoken of cannot be of the nature of a sacrifice

(in which the connection of a deity is essential); and the fact that shows

the reasonableness of the conclusion is that the act in question serves a

visible purpose, the touching of the calf will make the cow yield more
milk. Thus the conclusion being one that is found to be reasonable, the
*

perception of similarity' becomes indicative (confirmatory) of it. Hence
the conclusion is that the text speaks of mere Touching and that as a

preparatory act.
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SUTRA (17).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF CONNECTION WITH THE

COMMENDATORY DECLARATION.

Bhdsya.

In continuation of the sentence speaking of the act of *

touching
'

the

calf, we find the commendatory declaration that ' animals are very fond of

their calves
'

; the sense of the two sentences being that * Because animals

are very fond of their calves, therefore the calf should be touched.' Now all

this declaration would have some sense only if the Touching were done for

the purpose of making the cow yield more milk ; if the Touching were meant
to be done for the purpose of killing (for being offered in sacrifice), then

there could be no connection with the commendatory declaration. [The fact

of animals being fond of their calves could never be a reason for killing the

calf]. For this reason also it becomes established that what is spoken of is

mere Touching, arid that as a preparatory act.



ADHIKARAIJTA (7) : The Boiled Nlvara Rice is for the

purpose of being deposited.

SUTRA (18).

AS CONNECTED WITH THE WORD DENOTING AN ACTION, THE

THING SHOULD BE TAKEN AS BEING FOR THE PURPOSE

OF THAT ACTION; SPECIALLY AS SUCH is THE

SENSE OF THE DIRECT ASSERTION.

Bhdsya.

[The Adhikarana before the last has dealt with the two acts of Touching and

Offering ; the foregoing Adhikarana has dealt with a counter-instance to that

Adhikarana, in relation to the act of Touching; in the present Adhikarana

we have the counter-instance to it, in relation to the act of Preparing, The present

case cannot be covered by one just dealt with, as here we find some sort of a

connection with a deity in the shape of Brhaspati, while there was no Deity

concerned in the foregoing Adhikarana.]

In connection with ^Lgfm-sacrifice, there is the text * Naivdrashcharu-

rbhavati
'

[* the cooked rice is of Nlvara corn '] ; and following upon this is

the text *

Yadenancharumupadadhdti' [' He deposits this cooked rice'].

In regard to this, there arises the question. Is the cooked rice for the

purpose of being used at the sacrifice, and is it only what is left over after

the sacrifice that is to be deposited ? Or is the cooked rice got ready only

for being deposited ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The Cooked Rice is for being offered at the sacrifice ; the well-known

use for cooked rice is that of being offered at sacrifices, not of being

deposited. It might be argued that *

though the well-known use of cooked

rice is that of being offered at sacrifices, yet, as the sentence contains no

word signifying a deity, nor any word expressive of the act of sacrifice, it

follows that the cooked rice spoken of in the text in question cannot be for

the purpose of being offered at a sacrifice'. Our answer to this is that

towards the end of the text quoted we find the sentence '

Brhaspatervd et-

adannam yannivdrdh' ['The Nivdra-corn is the food of Brhaspati ']; this

mention of the deity could be construed along with the sentence in

question ; so that the two sentences together would convey the idea that
' the Nlvara of which Brhaspati is the Deity should be deposited

'

; and

this would mean that the cooked Nivara-rice is meant for the purpose of

being offered at the sacrifice (to Brhaspati)"
In answer to this, we have the following Siddhdnta :

As connected with the word denoting an action, i.e. the word 'upa*

dadhdti ',
'

deposits
'

-the thing should be taken as being for the purpose of

that action, i.e. for the purpose of being deposited. The connection of the
' cooked rice

'

with the action of being
*

deposited
'

is direct, perceptible ;
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while its connection with the sentence speaking of the Deity (Brhaspati) is

indirect, only inferable ; since the assertion in the form * he deposits the

cooked rice
'

is direct and actually present in the Veda, while the

assertion in the form * he deposits that of which Brhaapati is the Deity
'
is

only inferable (from the connection between the text * he deposits the

cooked rice
' and the subsequent sentence * Nivdra is the food of Brhas-

pati'). From this it follows that the whole of the cooked rice is to be
4

deposited
'

; and out of it so *

deposited ', a small quantity could be used

at a sacrifice; but that would be using the thing on an occasion (and for a

purpose) other than the one that is directly laid down in the Vedic text.

As for the sentence * the Nivdra corn belongs to Brhaspati ', it is purely

commendatory.
It has been argued above that the fact of Cooked Rice being meant for

sacrifices is well-known. But such generally recognised notions are always
set aside by direct assertions of the Veda.

Thus it becomes established that the Cooked Rice is for the purpose of

being
*

deposited
'

.



ADHIKARAIJTA (8): The '
Tvastra-Patriivata' has the

*

Paryagnikarana
'

for its Accessory.

SUTRA (19).

INASMUCH AS THE ACTION is THE SAME AS THE PREVIOUS

ONE, THE QUALIFICATION IS OF THE PJLTNIVATA.

Bhdsya.

Following upon the injunction of the Pdtnlvata appertaining to Tvastr

(Katfia. Sam. 30. 1) is the text* Paryagnikrtam pdtnlvatam ntsrjanti
'

['They let off the Patmvata animal over which the Encircling of Fire

has been performed']. In regard to this there arises the question Does
the sentence lay down the letting off of the same Pdtnlvata which has

been enjoined before as appertaining to Tvastr, but along with Paryagni-
karana as the accessory ? Or does it lay down the letting off of a Pdtnlvata

which is totally different from what has been previously enjoined as ap-

pertaining to Tva$tr ?

If the sentence is construed by connecting the word *

paryagn ikrtam
'

with the word *

utsrjanti
'

[i.e. if the letting off of that over which Paryagni-
karana has been performed be predicated of the Pdtnlvata] then, the meaning
would be that the letting off is to be of the same Pdtnlvata which has been

previously enjoined as appertaining to Tvastr (but as qualified in the stated

manner); while if the word '

pdtnlvatam' is connected with the word
'

utsrjanti\ then the letting off of. the Pdtnlvata laid down would be distinct

from the previous Pdtnlvata enjoined as related to Tvastr.

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" An entirely distinct act is laid down in the sentence
; why ? how

could the term '

pdtnlvata
'

(in the second sentence) be taken as referring to

the Pdtnlvata as qualified by two qualifications (1) of being the previously-

enjoined one, appertaining to Tvastr and (2) of being accompanied by
Paryagnikarana ? [As such a construction would involve a syntactical

split]. Further, if what is enjoined were the offering of what appertains to

Tvastr, then the qualification
'

paryagnikrtam
'

could not form part of the

Injunction. It is for this reason that we assert that what is enjoined by the

sentence in question is that what has been made Paryagnikrta has to be
made Pdtnlvata (i.e. offered to Patnlvat), and this constitutes an act of

sacrifice."

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta -.What
is enjoined is not a distinct act, it is the ' avachchheda ', qualification, of the

previously-enjoined action, which is referred to in the sentence by means of

the word utsrjanti
9

(Met off'). "What would be the advantage in this

interpretation ? "Firstly, it will not be necessary to assume the mention
of the act of 'sacrifice' (which is not actually spoken of in the sentence in

question) \ secondly, the term 'utsrjanti* directly laying down the act of
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letting off would not be set aside by the indications of Syntactical Connec-

tion ; on the other hand, if the act enjoined were a distinct one, and what

was enjoined by the injunctive term *

utarjanti
'
in the sentence were the fact

of being made Pdtnivata, then the verbal root in '

utsrjanti
' would have to

be taken only as reiterating and referring to the act of letting off which would
be already got at by implication. Further, the fact that the previously-

enjoined act along with the Paryagnikamna is to be made Pdtnivata, being

already known, could not be the object of an Injunction. For all these

reasons the sentence in question should be taken as laying down the

qualification of the previously-enjoined Act.

It has been argued that "
if the offering of the Tvdstra (what apper-

tains to Tvaatr) were taken as enjoined, then the qualification
*

Paryagni-
krtam* could not form part of the Injunction." This however does not

affect our position ; because no significance attaching to the word '

pdtni-

vatam\ this Pdtnivata would not be qualified by any qualification; hence

what the term '

pdtnlvata
'

standing by itself does is to indirectly reiterate

and refer to that Pdtnivata which appertains to Tvastr, which is characterised

by the two qualifications ; so that there would be no incongruity at all.

Thus it is established that what is laid down is the qualification of

the act already previously enjoined.



ADHIKARAISTA (9) :

'

Adabhya
'

and 6 Amshu 5

are names of

the act of
'

Holding \

SUTRA (20).

WHEN THE NAME APPEARS ALONE BY ITSELF, WITHOUT ANY MATERIAL.,

IT SHOULD BE SUBSIDIARY TO THE PRIMARY SACRIFICE.

Bhdsya.

Without reference to any particular sacrifice, we find the texts * Eaa

vai havisd haviryajate yo'ddbhyam grhitvd somdya yajate* ['He offers the

real material at sacrifice who, holding the Adabhya, sacrifices to Soma'],

and ' Para vd etasydyuh prdna eti yo'mshum grhndti
'

[' If one holds the

Amshu, his life reaches its highest span'.] (Taitti. Sarh. 3. 3. 4. 1.)

In regard to these there arises the question Do these sentences speak

of distinct sacrifices at which the said Cup-Holdings (grahana) come in ? Or

do they lay down the Cup-Holdings in connection with the Jyotistoma

sacrifice itself ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The sentence

should be taken as speaking of an entirely different sacrifice
; why ?

because of the presence of a new name
(' Adabhya

^

or Amshu 9

). In course

of the primary sacrifice (of the Jyotistoma) there is no such sacrifice bearing

the name (' Adabhya', or 'Amshu'); nor is there any Holding whose repeti-

tion could be made the object of injunction by the sentence in question.

Consequently the sacrifice mentioned in the sentence must be a totally

different one. 4 But we do not find any material or Deity mentioned (of this

new sacrifice) ? It does not matter if no material or Deity is mentioned :

so long as there is the word 'sacrifice' 'yajate* itself. Hence what tho

sentences mean is (a) that
' one should perform the sacrifice named Adabhya

'

and (b) that ' one should perform the sacrifice named AmshuV
Against this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta, : When what

we find is the mere name, without any mention of the material or the Deity,

the sentence should be taken as laying down the repetition of particular Cup-

Holdings at the Jyotistoma sacrifice itself (at which there are numerous Cup-

Holdings). "Why so ?
"

Because in reality the name mentioned (Adabhya

or Amshu) is that of a Cup that is held, not of a sacrifice ; as is clear from the fact

that it is connected with the Holding directly, while with the sacrifice, it is

connected only indirectly. As regards the term *

Amshu', there is absolutely

no doubt as to its being the name of a Cup that is held ; the mere difference of

Cup-Holding does not make the sacrifice different. Nor do we find any mate-

rial or Deity mentioned, on the basis whereof the sentence could be taken as

speaking of the Holding accompanied by the act of Sacrifice.

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin) that "the term 'yajate'

('sacrifices*) itself is found in the sentence, and this is injunctive of the

sacrifice".
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But even so, no distinct and independent sacrifice could be enjoined by
the said word ; as it really stands for a sacrifice that has already been enjoined

(by another sentence), and the sentence in question does not speak of any-

thing which could distinguish the sacrifice here spoken of from that already

enjoined elsewhere. From this it follows that it is the previously-enjoined

sacrifice of the Jyotistoma itself which is spoken of by means of the root
'

yaji ',
* to sacrifice

'

(as occurring in the word *

yajate
'
in the sentence in ques-

tion), and what are enjoined, by the terms ' amshu ' and *

adabhya
'

are fresh

repetitions of the Cup-Holdings at that same sacrifice (of the Jyotistoma).



ADHIKAEAIJA (10) : The '

Agnichayana'' Collecting of

Fire' is a Preparatory Act.

SUTRA (21).

[PURVAPAKSA] "THE TERM ' AGNI
'

SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD TO

DENOTE A SACRIFICE, BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF

INDICATIVES."

Bhdsya.

There is
'

Agni
'

enjoined in the sentence ' Ya evamvidvdn agnim

chinute' ('He who, knowing this, collects the Agni'), and this injunction

followed by the sentences '

AtMto'gnimagnistomenaivdnuyajati, tamukthena,

tamatirdtrena, tarn sodashind, etc. etc.' (Cf. Taitti. Saih. 5. 5. 2. 1.)

[In- connection with the term '

agni
'

as found in the injunction
'

Agnim
chinute '] there arises the question Does this term *

agni
'

denote a

sacrifice, different from the Jyotistoma and other sacrifices, which is enjoined

by the verb * chinute
'

? Or does it denote a material, and the sentence

enjoins an accessory (in the shape of that material) for the Jyotistoma and

other sacrifices ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The word '

agni
'

denotes a sacrifice ; why ? because there are

indicatives present ; we find an indicative that points to that conclusion, in

the shape of such expressions as 'agnVs stotra\ 'agni's shastra\ 'the six

upasads of the Agni
'

; all of which goes to show that the term '

agni
'

denotes

that of which the *
stotra *, the ' shastra

' and the '

upasads
' form part ; and

all these form part of the sacrifice ; hence the term '

agni
'

should be taken

as denoting a sacrifice.
' A mere indicative does not prove anything, please

point out an Injunction '. Our answer to this is that, there is the second

sentence (quoted above)
'

Athato'gnimagnistomenaivdnuyajati \ which

means that ' one performs the sacrifice
'

; and it is this sacrifice which is

specified as
'

Agni
'

; from which it follows that this sacrifice is named
'

Agni '. It is only when the *

Agni
'

is a sacrifice that the preposition
' anu *

becomes a complement of the root *yaf (in the word 'anuyajati'). From

all this it follows that the word should be understood to denote of a sacrifice."

SUTRA (22).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, IT IS THB SUBSTANCE THAT IS SPOKEN OF

BY THE WORD ;
BECAUSE THE INJUNCTION IS FOR THAT PURPOSE.

In realityy it is the substance that is spoken of by the word 4

agni\
" Which is that substance ?

"
It isrike burning substance, Fire, that is spoken

of; in fact, this is the well-known meaning of the word *agni\ The verb
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* chinute* ('collects') is injunctive of the act of collecting, and it cannot

denote the act of sacrifice. By collecting the Fire, one '

prepares
'

it, that is,

places it on the altar ; the preposition
* anu '

will denote sequence ; the

meaning being that ' one performs the Agnis^oma sacrifice after the comple-
tion of the act of collecting the Fire'.

SUTRA (23).

ON ACCOUNT OF THE FACT OF THE CONNECTION OF AGNI WITH ALL

SACRIFICES, ANY SACRIFICE MAY BE NAMED ' AGNI '

;
BUT THAT

NAME WOULD ONLY SERVE TO LAY DOWN THE DETAILS

OF THE SACRIFICE.

Bhdsya*

It has been argued by the PurvapaTcsin that by reason of there being

indicatives, the term '

agni* should be regarded as denoting a sacrifice.

But this would be so only in so far as those sentences are concerned where

these indicatives occur, not in all cases. The name *

Agni', however, can be

applicable to sacrifices only indirectly (figuratively), on the basis of all

sacrifices being connected with the Fire on the Altar. Consequently all those

words that appear to be denoting a sacrifice would serve the purpose of laying

down the details of the sacrifice.

20



ADHIKARAIJA (11): Sacrifices like the
'

Monthly Agnihotra
9

are distinct and independent.

SUTRA (24).

WHEN THE CONTEXT is DIFFERENT, THE PURPOSE MUST BE

DIFFERENT.

Bhdsya.

[We have finished the consideration of the Differentiation ot Actions by their

accessories; and we have also dealt with all side-issues as to what sort of

accessory is that mentioned in a subsequent sentence which, not being applicable to

the Action mentioned in the previous sentence, makes that mentioned in the subse-

quent sentence different from it ; and what sort is that which is applicable
fo the

previously-mentioned action, and as such does not point to a different Action.

The other five means of differentiation of actions having thus been dealt with we

now proceed the cases of differentiation by Context. -Tantravartika Trans., p. 871.]

In connection with the Kundapdyindmayana, we find the sentences

'

Mdsamagnihotram juhoti, mdsam darshapurnamdsdbhydm yajate
'

and so

forth. ['He offers the Agnihotra-obl&tion for a month', 'He performs the

Darshapurnamdsa for a month'.]

In regard to this, there arises the question Is this time ' month '

enjoined here for the original (compulsory) Agnihotra, and the original

Darshapurnamdsa sacrifices ? Or do the sentences enjoin acts distinct from

the original Agnihotra and the original Darshapurnamdsa ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The sentences lay down the time for the original acts (of Agnihotra

and Darshapurnamdsa). Why so ? Because the term actually used,
4 mdsam '

(' for a month '), has clearly the form of the injunction of time. ' In

what way has it the form of the injunction of time ?
' The sentence speaks of

*

(a) performing the Agnihotra, (b)for a month '

; now of these two that ' the

Agnihotra should be performed
'

is already known (as enjoined by the ordinary

Injunction of the Agnihotra); it is only the other factor, that of its being

performed
' for a month ', that is not already known from any other source.

Under the circumstances, the two terms 'agnihotra' and '

darshapurna-

tndsa* (speaking as they do, of what is already known from other sources)

could not stand for any other acts; consequently, the sentence must be

taken as the injunction of the time (which is the only factor not already
known from other sources).

* But this would set aside (and be contrary to)

the indication of the Context [whereby the sentence should be the injunction
of acts connected with the Kundapdylndmayana, which the ordinary Agni-
hotra and Darshapurnamdsa are not.]' Well, let the indications of the

Context be set aside we do not mind it; Syntactical Connection is more
authoritative than Context (and the view set forth above is what is got at

through Syntactical Connection)."
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In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhanta : When a

sentence is found in a different Context, it can speak of only that act

to which the Context appertains.
" But we clearly find the sentence to be

injunctive of an accessory (Time) for the Agnihotra and the Darahapurna-
masa" Not so, we reply. "Why?" Because the sentence in question
occurs after the phrase

*

Upasadbhishcharitva ', and there are no *

Upasads
'

in the Agnihotra or "in the Darshapnrnamdsa ; hence it is not possible for

the sentence to be taken as enjoining the * month '

in connection with these

sacrifices. "The Upasads also may be taken as enjoined in connection with

the Agnihotra and the Darshapurnamdsa [by the whole sentence '

Upasad-
bhishcJiaritvfi indsamagnihotram juhoti, mdsam darshapurnamdsdbhydm

tjajate'.~\" In that case, the sentence being (according to the Purvapalcsa)

injunctive of accessories (for the Agnihotra, etc.), would be enjoining several

accessories [e.g. (1) the Upasads, (2) the sequence to the Upasads, and

(3) the month] ; and this would involve a syntactical split. In accordance

with the Siddh'mla, however, no significance would attach to the term
'

agnihotra ', which therefore would not qualify the act enjoined, and hence

there would be no syntactical split.

[The Tantravartika (Trans., pp. 873-879) does not accept this presentation of

tho Siddhanta, against which it makes the following observations :

Such is the Siddhanta as represented by the Bhaeyn. But there is something to

be said against this. If the two Agnihotras are taken as distinct, only because of

the fact of there being otherwise a syntactical split, then the present instance too

becomes one of Differentiation of Actions by means of syntactical split (already dealt

with above), and not by that of context (which is what is really meant to be shown

here). Or, again, the actions would be different on account of the impossibility of

the manifold accessories mentioned in the sentence in question belonging to the

original Agnihotra ; and thus the necessary differentiation being done by Accessories,

there would be no room for the functioning of the Difference of Context (towards

that differentiation). Because even if the sentence in question had occurred in the

same Context as that of the original Agnihotra, then too, it could not but have been

taken as mentioning a distinct Action, because of the fact of the necessary details

herein mentioned being inapplicable to the original Agnihotra. And further, even

though the reason shown in the Bhanja might, with difficulty, establish the

difference between the two Agnihotras, yet it could do nothing with regard to the

other sentence in question, wherein the Monthly Darsha-Purnamaaa are not

mentioned as preceded by the Upasads. That is to say, the sentence * Masam

darshapurnamasabhyam
'

lays down only the connection of the sacrifice with the

month : and as such there being no syntactical split, there would be nothing to show

that the Darshapvrnamasa herein mentioned is different from that mentioned

before. Thus then, the explanation of the Siddhanta, as given in the Bhasya being

found to be untenable, we must explain it in the following manner :

When the accessory, though mentioned in a separate context, is laid down in

the manner of an independent injunction, i.e. forms the predicate of the sen-

tence, then it can be relegated to the previous action (and should not make any
difference in it) ; when, however, the accessory is mentioned only as an Udd&shya

(not an object of injunction, but an accomplished thing, forming the subject of the

sentence), then the action with reference to which it appears must be taken as

different from the previous Action. In the case in question, we perceive a jcliffor-

eiice between the two Agnihotras, not because of their being mentioned in separate
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contexts, but because of the fact of all connection with the previom Context haviny been

cut off. That is to say, when no idea of the original Agnihotra is present in the

mind at the time that the sentence in question is met with, then the action

mentioned in this latter cannot but be recognised as different from the previous

Agnihotra. And as for the difference of contexts, even though it is present, it does

not serve any useful purpose with regard to the differentiation ; as we shall show

under Sfltra II iii 25. Thus then, in the case in question, the Month could not be

taken as enjoined with reference to the Agnihotra mentioned at a great distance (in

a previous sentence). Because it is not possible for any person to bring about

the Month to-day for the sake of any Homa ; and as the Month can never bo

the object of an Injunction, and must always retain the character of the

anupadeya, it must be admitted that it is the Homa. that is laid down with

reference to the Month ; and as the injunctive potency of this sentence is not in any

way set aside by the former originative Injunction ot the Agnihotra, the Action

which has been taken as being enjoined with reference to the Month, comes to be

primarily brought up by the sentence in question. As there can be no originative

Injunction of that which has already been once enjoined, we conclude the Action

laid down in the sentence in question to be distinct from that laid down in the

previous sentence.

If, oven when the contexts are different, the former action were mentioned by
a word expressive of an unaccomplished entity, or the Bhavana meant to be ex-

pressed were connected with that unaccomplished entity, then, in that case, it

would be concluded that the. second sentence simply brings forward the Action

mentioned in the former sentence, with a view to laying it down with reference to a

particular residt, and in this case, there may be non-difference between the Actions.

As for instance, in the case of the sentences '

Atiratrashchaturvirnshah,~Prayaniya-

mahah chatvarah, Abhiplavah eadahah',
*

Prsh\hyah eadahah 1

, etc. etc., and also in

the sentence '

Varuna-praghasesvavabhrtham yanti.' When, on the other hand,

we find that the injunctiveness occurs in a distinct Context, is connected with

distinct results, etc., partakes of the character of the originative Injunction and is

not sot aside by the more authoritative originative injunctiveness of any previous

word which is far removed from it, then, if such an injunctiveness happens to

point to a difference between the actions concerned, we cannot but admit such a

difference.

It should be noted that the author of the Bhasya also has mentioned the

Time, which is
*

anupadSya'', as the ground of differentiation; though he has

referred to this Time by means of the sentence' upasadbhishcharitva' (and hence

there is in reality not much discrepancy in the Bhasya either. ]



ADHIKARANA (12) : Sacrifices like the 'Agneya' are distinct

acts performed with a view to distinct results.

SUTRA (25).

THE RESULT ALSO (is A MEANS OF DIFFERENTIATION), WHEN
MENTIONED APART FROM ACTIONS.

Bhdsya,

[All the six Means of Differentiation have been dealt with. We now proceed

to show another way in which the Difference of Context operates towards differen-

tiation ; and it is not a seventh means of differentiation that is taken up now. This

other way consists in the mention of something which is
'

anupadeya\ i.e. which

cannot be brought about by human effort, and as such cannot be the object of an

Injunction; among such things are Place, Time, Occasion, Result, Object to be

prepared. From among these, the case of Time has been dealt with under the fore-

going Adhikarana ;
where the Place and Occasion also have been shown (by the Far-

tika). We now proceed to deal in the present Adhikarana with the Result (and also

in the Vartika, with the Object to be prepared).]

Without reference to any particular sacrifice, we find the texts (a) 'Agne-

yamastdkapdkim nirvapet rukkdmah
'

[* Desiring effulgence, one should prepare

a cake baked on eight pans and dedicate it to Agni'], (cf. Taitti. Sam.

2. 2. 3. 3), (byA gnlsomlyamekddashakapdlam riirvaplt brahmavarchasakdmah
'

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 3. 3. 3), [Desiring Brahmic glory, one should prepare the

cake baked on eleven pans and dedicate it to Agni-Soma'], (c)
*

Aindrdgna-

mekddashakapdlam nirvapet prajdkdmah' ['Desiring offspring, one should

prepare a cake baked on eleven pans and dedicate it to Indra-Agni ']

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 2. 1. 1).

In regard to these, there arises the question Do these texts lay down
the particular results (effulgence, Brahmic glory and offspring) in connection

with the original Agneya (Agnlsomlya and Aindrdgna) sacrifices ? Or do

they lay down entirely different sacrifices ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :
" The sentences

lay down particular results in connection with the original sacrifices ; why ?

because in the Agneya and other sacrifices mentioned in these texts we

recognise the well-known Agneya and other sacrifices (already enjoined else-

where) ; hence their mention in the sentences in question must be taken as

a mere reference to those same sacrifices, for the purpose of laying down
their connection with the particular results."

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta:

The Result also is a means of differentiation, when it is mentioned apart from
actions. That is to say, if the sentence in question were a mere reference

(to a previously enjoined sacrifice), then it could not lay down the result; as

in that case, there would be no injunctive word in the sentence ; and it is

clear that what is not enjoined cannot be the means of bringing about any
such result as *

effulgence '. In fact, if the particular result, effulgence, were
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all that is enjoined, then, as every result must be evanescent, there could

be no connection between such a result and the Ayneya and other sacrifices

which are not evanescent (eternal). Similarly with the other results (Brahmic
glory and Offspring).

Prom all this it follows that the sentences in question lay down sacrifices

different from the original Agneya and other sacrifices.



ADHIKARANA (13) : The Avesli brings about its result in

the shape of food.

SUTRA (26).

WHEN THERE is PROXIMITY, THERE is NO SEPARATENESS : HENCE

THE REPEATED MENTION SERVES THE PURPOSE OF

POINTING OUT ANOTHER RESULT.

Bhd$ya.

[The present Adhikarana is introduced by way of a counter-instance to all the

foregoing Adhikaranas based upon non-proximity. The Result mentioned in tho

present Sutra stands for all Anupadtyas Place, Time, Occasion, etc. Tantravartika

Trans., p. 883.]

There is the Avesti sacrifice spoken of in the text- *

Agneyo'stdkapdlah

puroddsho bhavati* ['The cake baked upon eight pans becomes dedicated to

Agni']; and in reference to this Avesti, we have the sentence '

Etayd

annddyakdmarn ydjayet* ['One should make one perform this (Avesti), if he

is desirous of acquiring food'].

In regard to this second sentence, there arises the question Is the

action spoken of in the sentence different from the Avesti ? or is it the Avesti

itself ?

On this question, the Purvapaksa is that it must be taken to be a

distinct action, on the grounds set forth in support of the Siddhdnta of the

foregoing Adhikarana .

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta: As

there is proximity, the sentence should be regarded as the repeated mention

of the Avesti itself, for the 'purpose of pointing out another result ; and it is

not a distinct act that is mentioned. Why ? Because there is no separate-

ness ; that is to say, the pronoun
'

etayd
'

(

* this
'

) cannot stand for any action

other than the Avesti ; as the pronoun
* this

' must always stand for what is

in close proximity to it. Hence the sentence should be taken as enjoining

the same Avesti for one who desires to obtain food.

"What is the practical use of the present Adhikarana ?
"

If the action spoken of is the same as the Avesti, then the materials used

would be the Agneya and other cakes (enjoined in connection with the

Avesti) ;
while if it is a different sacrifice, then some other material would

have to be used.



ADHIKAEAIJTA (14) : The repeated mention of the 'Agrieya,'*

is for the purpose of commendation.

SUTRA (27).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
" FOR REASONS STATED, THE AGNEYA SHOULD BE

UNDERSTOOD AS TO BE REPEATED."

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darsha-purnamasa, there is the Injunction (of

the Agneya) in the text ( Agneyo'stdkapdlo'mdvdsydydm paurnamdsyanchd-

chyuto bhavati
'

; then comes the text '

Agneyo'stdkapdlo'mdvdsydydm

bhavati*.

In regard to this, there arises the question [Do these two texts mean

that] the Agneya is to be performed twice ? Or only once ?

On this question we have the Purvapaksa that "For reasons stated, the

Agneya should be understood as to be repeated; (the reason being that)
'

[the

repetition of the same word should also indicate difference among acts,]

because, if there were no difference, the repetition would be useless' (Sutra

2. 2. 2)."

SUTRA (28).

[SlDDHANTA] THE ACTION BEING FOUND TO BE UNDIFFERENTIATED,

THERE SHOULD BE NO REPETITION OF THE SAME ACT SIMPLY

BECAUSE IT IS MENTIONED TWICE.

Bhdsya.

That the Agneya should be performed twice is not the right view.

Why ? Because there is no word (in the text) signifying such repetition,

"The word 'dgneya* itself, being repeated, should lay down the second

performance.'' Not so, we reply; the repetition of the word cannot convey
the idea that what is expressed by it should be repeated ; because when some-

thing is expressed by the word when pronounced first, it will remain the

same thing even though the word be repeated a hundred times, it will be

no other. " If the word mentioned the same thing that has been mentioned

before, without any difference, then it would be useless." Let it be useless ;

oven so, it cannot signify anything else ; in fact, it may be reasonable to

regard the repetition as useless, but it can never be reasonable to take it as

signifying something different (from what it has signified before). From this

we conclude that the Agneya is not to be performed twice.
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SUTRA (29).

OR, THE REPETITION MAY BE TAKEN AS SERVING A DIFFERENT

PURPOSE.

Bhdsya.

Or, we need not regard the repetition as useless ; what we mean is that

it may be taken as Serving the purpose of commendation.

Objection
" What would be the purpose served by this commendation ?

When the Agneya has already been enjoined by a previous text, which is

already accompanied by a commendatory declaration, for the purpose of

enjoining of what would the Veda put forward another commendatory state-

ment ? It has already been pointed out under Sutra 1. 2. 1 that * Inasmuch

as the Veda is meant to serve the purpose of enjoining actions, what does

not serve that purpose is useless
'

; so that, if there is a mere assertion, which

does not serve the purpose of enjoining anything, it has to be regarded as

useless. Because whether the same fact is reasserted or not, it remains just

the same ; just as whether a Deity is mentioned or not mentioned, it accom-

plishes the purposes of an accessory. [The sense of this last clause is not

quite clear. The Tantravartika Trans., p. 889, has the following interesting

note * We do not quite understand what this means ; though on looking

into it closely, it seems that it recalls what has gone before under the

Mahendrddhikarana, Su. 2. 1. 18. The sense thus is that, though greatness

(Mahattva) does not form an integral part of the Deity Mahendra, yet,

inasmuch as in one case mere Indra (without the epithet mahdn) fulfils the

functions of the Deity, the epithet mahdn would be useless in an Arthavdda

that would refer to the Injunction; exactly so in the case in question an

independent commendation, standing by itself, would be altogether meaning-

less.']"

Answer The repetition serves a different purpose ; it serves the purpose
of enjoining, not the Agneya, but, the Aindrdgna ; the meaning being

* The

Agneya offering of the cake baked on eight pans performed on the Amavasya
day is all right, but it is not quite perfect when the offering is made to

Agni alone, it becomes quite perfect when it is offered to Agni accompanied

by Indra, hence the offering should be made to Indra-Agni\

[We have found in this Pada that there are six means of differentiating

Actions. The Tantravartika (Trans., pp. 885-886) has the following note In another

commentary (perhaps, by Bhavadasa) only four such means have been mentioned

(1) Different words, (2) Different names, (3) Different Accessories and (4) Different

Results. He has included 'Repetition' and 'Number* under 'Different Words',
and 'Different Context 'under 'Different Results'. But this is open to objection.

(For details of discussion see Tantravartika. )]

End of Pdda Hi of Discourse II.



DISCOURSE II.

PADA IV.

ADHIKARA^A (1) : Treating of the Life-long Agnihotra.

SUTRA (1).

[PURVAPAKSA]
" THE LIFE-LONG REPETITION is A PROPERTY

OF THE ACTION, BECAUSE OF THE CONTEXT".

Bhdsya.

In the Bahvrcha-Brdhmana we find the text *

Ydvajjivam agnihotram

juhoti* ['One performs the Agnihotra as long as he lives'],
'

Ydvajjwaw

darshapurnamdsdbhyam yajeta
'

[' One should perform the DarsJiapurnamdsa

as long as he lives'],

In regard to this there arises the question Is the Life-long Repetition

enjoined here a property of the act ? Is the life-long-ness enjoined as a

property of the act, meaning that there is to be a repetition of it throughout

one's life ? Or is the life-long-ness enjoined as a property of the Agent, i.e.

a necessary duty for him ? Does the sentence lay down the life-long-ness as

a property of the Act, the sense being that the Act is to be repeated as long

as the man lives ? Or does it lay down the life-long-ness as a property of the

Agent, the sense being that the act forms his necessary duty ?

Question
" In what case would the life-long-ness be a property of the

Act and in what case would it be a property of the Agent ?
"

Ansiver In case the term *

juhoti
'

(' performs ') in the first sentence is

a mere reference to the act of performing the Homa (enjoined elsewhere), and

the life-long-ness is the object of injunction by the sentence, the Repetu
tion would be a property of the Act ; on the other hand, if it is otherwise [i.e.

if the life -long-ness is a mere reference or reiteration, and the act of perform-

ing the Homa is the object of the Injunction], then what is enjoined is a

necessary duty for the Agent.

[The exact significance of this Adhikarantt in general, and of the Question in

particular will be clear from the following extract from the Tantravartika

Trans., pp. 890-891.

Objection : "Whether a word expresses the property of an action or that ot the

Agent, is a question connected with the subject-matter of the Third Adhyaya;
and hence its introduction here seems to be wholly irrelevant." To this some peo-

ple make the following reply : The treatment of the subject-matter of the Second

Adhyaya itself having been finished, and the Third Adhyaya also being near

at handjt there is nothing very incongruous in the introduction, at this stage,

of a subject connected with the latter. But this explanation is scarcely right.

Because we have still got to consider the question of the difference or non -difference

of Actions as mentioned in the various texts of the same Veda (and as such all the

subjects of the Second Adhyaya have not yet been exhausted). We must therefore

explain the relevancy of the Adhikarana in the following manner : Just as the
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causes of difference operate towards the differentiation of the forms of Actions,,

so also do they operate towards that of their performances. Hence with regard to

the Agnihotra, etc., qualified as they are by the mention of 'life-long', there arises-

a question as to whether each of its daily performances is a distinct action in itself,

or all the daily performances go to form a single Action meant to bring about

a particular desirable end, and the time for whose performance is the whole

of one's life ? If then, the time whole of one's life were laid clown as a property
of the action, then the mere offering of the Morning and Kvening libations

in accordance with the injunctions "he should offer the morning libation with

the mantra '

Suryo jyotih , etc.',
" and "he should offer the evening libation with the-

mantra '

AgnirjyotiJi, etc/" would not be enough to complete the Agnihotra,

till the specified time *

life-long
'

expires ; and hence a performance of the-

Agnihotra would come to be made up of many daily repetitions; just as the

performance of the Jyotietoma is made up of the repetition of the same process

with regard to each of the many Orahas. If, on the other hand,
'

living
' be taken

as the occasion (or cause), with reference to which the sentence lays down the

Action, then, inasmuch as the occasion would last till the performer lasts, the

Action would como to be enjoined without reference to any desirable result ; and

such a neglect of the performance being sinful, it would be necessary for the

Man to perform it as long as he lives, cither for the fulfilment of his own duty,
or for the avoiding of the sin incurred by the non-performance of a necessary

duty; and honce in this case, the sentence would lay down a necessary duty
for the man. And in this case the occasion of the Agnihotra performance would be

Morning and Evening together with the life of the agent ; arid hence as this occasion

would present itself every day, the Action would bo complete every day also ; and

the complete performance of the Agnihotra would be repeated each day; the

performance of each day forming a distinct Action by itself (independently of

the other days' performance). For these reasons we must conclude that the

Bhasya has put the question in the form that it has, simply with a view to the dis-

tinctness or otherwise of the performance ; as it is this that comes to be the upshot
of the question put by the Bhasya.J

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

[" The repetition is a property of the Action; why? because of the

Context. That is to say, the significance of the Context is maintained only if

wo accept the interpretation that the roots ' hu* (in the first sentence)

and *

yaj
'

(in tho second sentence) are mere references to the actions

(enjoined elsewhere), and *

Yavajjivam
'

(' life-long ') is what is enjoined;

so that there is repetition (and all the repetitions go to form the complete

Act, of the Agnihotra or the Darshapurnamasa). When this is the explana-

tion, then alone tho glorification of the sacrifices, as contained in the

sentence,
*

Imperishable is tho sacrifice called Agnihotra, as also that called

Darshapurnamasa ', would be applicable to the sacrifices, on the basis of the

common factor of long time (implied by 'life-long' and 'imperishable').

For this reason there is to be repetition [and all the daily repetitions

constitute a single performance of the one act of Agnihotra, and '

life-long
*

is a qualification of this one act says Tantravartika Trans., p. 891."]
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SUTRA (2).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE PROPERTY IS OF THE AGENT
;

BECAUSE OF THE DIRECT SIGNIFICATION OF THE TEXT.

Bhdsya.

What we assert is that the sentence should not be taken as laying

down the life-long character of the whole act (of Agnihotra or Darskaparna-

mdsa) as consisting of the repetitions of the performance, and that what

the sentence lays down is the necessary duty for the Agent qualified by the

property
'

life-long' [i.e. the duty to be performed by the Agent as long as he

lives.] Why so ? Because of the direct signification of the text; that is, it is

only thus that the sense of the text would be what is directly signified by it ;

any other sense would involve recourse to indirect (figurative) interpretation.
" How so ?

"
If the meaning were taken to be that ' one should perform

the act during all the time that one is alive'. then such performance of the

Agnihotra during the whole life-time could not be accomplished except by

repeating the Agnihotra which is really completed every evening ;
nor

could such performance of the Darshapurnamdsa during the whole life-time

be accomplished without repeating the acts of Darsha and Purnamdsa
which are completed on every Amdvdsyd and Purnamdsl respectively. It

might be argued that " what is clone during a part of the life-time may be

regarded as done during the life-time." But that is not so ;
as such a fact

could only be got at by implication, it could not be enjoined by the word ;

that is, what the sentence means is that * the act is to be completed during
the time that is measured by the life-time of the performer ', and it is this

that may imply the idea that * there should be many repetitions of the act

of Agnihotra
'

; such repetition, which would be declared as to be done, is not

directly signified by either of the two verbs '

juhoti
' and '

yajati
'

; it is got

at only by indirect Indication, the words * one should perform the Homa as

long as he lives' being taken as indirectly indicating (through the context)

the idea that 'the action should be repeated as long as he lives'; and

Direct Assertion is stronger than Indirect Indication.

On the other hand, if the sentence is construed in such a manner as to

take the phrase *as long as one lives' as a mere reference (to what is

already known), and the verbs 'juhoti* and '

yajati
'

as injunctive of the

acts (Agnihotra and Darshapurnamdsa), then, in that case, these two

words *

juhoti
' and '

yajati
'

retain their direct significations, and the phrase
' as long as one lives

'

also would, in this case, stand for the '

being alive
'

of

the Agent, which is what is directly expressed by it, and not for repetition,

which it can only indicate indirectly. Thus then, what is enjoined by the

text is the act (of Agnihotra or Darshapurnamdsa) as contingent upon the
*

being alive' of the man; the sense being that * the Homa should be

performed if the man is living
'

; so what the performance of the Act is

contingent upon is the *

being alive
'

of the agent, and not the time (of his

life) ; and thus the act being contingent upon a constant factor, it is

spoken of as a constant (necessary) duty ; hence what is enjoined is a

property of the Agent, in the shape of a necessary duty.
[In the Siddhanta the term *

yavajjlvam
'

directly denotes the living, being
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alive, of the Agent as the condition essential for the performance of the act ; and
the word 'juhoti

'

also directly denotes the action of Homa done in the Agnihotra.

In the Puruapakea, on the other hand, the '

being alive
'

of the agent is made to

indicate the time of his living, and the word *

juholi
'

is made to indicate repetition.

In this case therefore it becomes necessary to reject the direct connotation of the

words (' yavajjivam
' and '

juhoti '), and accept the indirect indication of Time and

Repetition; so that the Injunction, instead of being based upon Direct Signification ,

becomes based upon Indirect Indication. Tantravartika Trans., p. 893.]

SUTRA (3).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVES ; IF THE PROPERTY BELONGED
TO THE ACTION, IT WOULD FILL UP THE WHOLE OF IT AND

THE REST WOULD BE MEANINGLESS.

Bhdsya.

The following text is indicative of the Siddhdnta view '

Apt ha vd esa

svargdllokdchhidyate yo darxhapurnamdsaydji paurnamdslmamdvdsydm vd

atipdtayet
'

[' That performer of the Darshapurnamdsa becomes deprived of

heaven who transgresses the Amdvdsyd and the Paurndmdsl days '] (cf, Taitti.

Sarh. 2. 2. 5. 4).
" How is this indicative of the Siddhdnta view ?

"
If the

property belonged to the Act, then the Sacrifice once begun would be com-

pleted only after the lapse of the whole life-time of the man
;
so that in that

case, there would be no such *

transgressing
'

of the time of the sacrifice as is

mentioned in the sentence just quoted ; so that all the rest of the sentence

where expiatory rites are laid down for such transgression would be mean-

ingless.

SUTRA (4).

[THERE is ALSO A TEXT WHICH] SPEAKS OF THE COMPLETION

[OF THE ACT|; IF THERE is TIME LEFT (AFTER THAT

COMPLETION), THE ACTS MUST BE DISTINCT.

Bhdsya.

We find the completion of the act spoken of in such texts as * Darsha -

purnamdsdbhydm istvd somena yajeta* [* Having performed the Darsha-

purnamdsa, one should perform the Soma sacrifice '1 ; if, after the Darsha-

purnamdsa has been completed, there is time left for the performance of the

#owa-sacrifice (as is mentioned in the sentence quoted), then it is clear that

the two sacrifices, Darsha and Purnamdsa, do not require the man's whole

life-time for their completion. If on the other hand,
'

being alive
'

is the

condition for the performance of the sacrifice, then it becomes possible for

the acts (Darshapurnamdsa and the Soma) to be distinct acts (and to be

performed as such) ; so that the meaning of the sentence would bo that

* after having completed the Darshapurnamdsa sacrifices, one should perform

the Soma sacrifice.'

Further, there is the text *

Ahitdgnirvd esa yo'gnihotram juhoti na

darshapurnamdsau yajeta yd dhutibhdjo devatdstd anudhydyinih karoti
'

[ If a

man who has established the fire performs the Agnihotra, but omits to

perform the Darshapurnamdsa, he makes these Deities who are entitled to
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the offerings pine for them '] ; here we find the text speaking of the deities as
'

pining for the offerings
'

; and this mention of the '

pining
'

is justifiable

only if the offering that is not made is one that is compulsory (not

voluntary) ; if an offering is not compulsory, then it is not possible for the

deities to *

pine
'

for it ; the offering can be regarded as compulsory only in

accordance with the view that the sacrifice is enjoined as a necessary duty,

not under the view that it is voluntary. If therefore the property in

question (life-long) belonged to the Action, the Aynihotra as well as the

Darshapurnamdsa would become voluntary acts. Hence the only correct

view is that the act spoken of is a necessary duty.

Lastly, there is the toxt '

Jardmaryam vd etat satram yadagnihotrarii

darshapurnarndaancha, jarayd ha vd etdbhydm nirmuchyati* ['The Agnihotra

and the Darstmpurnamdsa are imperishable, one becomes freed from the

responsibility of performing those only by old age or by death '] ; this

declaration of one becoming absolved only through old age or death is

compatible only with the view that the act is compulsory ; if the acts were

voluntary (not compulsory), then the man could escape from thoir per-

formance by simply not performing them.

SUTRA (5).

THEN AC JAIN, IF THE ACTS WERE NOT COMPULSORY, IT COULD NOT

BE SO (AS DESCRIBED IN THE TEXTS).

Bhdsya.

The term * tu
'

connotes cumulation ;
the sense is that for the following

reason also we feel that the sentence lays down the property of the Agent
and enjoins a compulsory duty. If the sentence in question were taken as

enjoining an accessory (i.e. time) for the acts already enjoined elsewhere,

there would be only one Agnihotra offering, and that also would not bo

compulsory ; as no other action which is mentioned as connected with a

definite result fas the Agnihotra is mentioned in its original injunction
*

Agnihotram juhuydt svargakdmah '] is ever regarded as compulsory ; and if

the acts were taken as not compulsory (voluntary), that would be repugnant
to what is stated in the text 'Jardmaryam vd etat satram yadagnihotram

darshapurnamdsancha, jarayd vd etdbhydm nirmuchyate mrtyund cha.
9

"Why should it be repugnant 'to this text?" The declaration that
* one can escape from the performance of these acts only by old age or

death '

is justifiable only if the acts are compulsory ; if they were voluntary,

then one could escape from their performance by simply not performing
them.

SUTRA (6).

THEN AGAIN, THERE is INCONGRUITY ALSO, AS BEFORE.

Bhdsya.

For the following reason we conclude that the sentence does not lay
down the repetition of the previously-enjoined sacrifice, or an accessory

relating to it. Why ? Because there is incongruity ; the '

incongruity
'
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would be that the Saurya and other sacrifices also which are modifications

of the archetypal Darshapurnamdsa would have to be repeated as long as

one lived ; and this would be a conclusion not vouchsafed by any text at

all. From this also it follows that the sentence lays down a compulsory

duty. This same compulsory character of the sacrifices is borne out by its

glorification also (such as contained in the text *

Jaramaryam, etc.').

SUTRA (7).

INASMUCH AS THE PROPERTY BELONGS TO THE AGENT, WHAT is

SPOKEN OF AS THE TIME SHOULD BK THE CONDITION (ON

WHICH THE PERFORMANCE OF THE ACT WOULD
BE CONTINGENT).

BJidsya.

If the sentence is taken as laying down a property of the Agent, and

also the compulsory character of the act, then '

being alive
' would be the

condition, i.e. the performance of the act would be enjoined as contingent

upon the agent
'

being alive
'

; and in that case, tho act would be complete
with each (daily) performance of it ; and this would be in keeping with the

mention of completion (spoken of in Su. 4).

From all this it follows that what is enjoined is the property of the

Agent and also the compulsory character of the Act.



ADHIKAEAISTA (2) : // an act is mentioned in several

recensional texts, it should be regarded as one

and the same.

SUTRA (8).

[P0RVAPAKSA]
" IF AN ACT IS MENTIONED IN DIFFERENT RECEN-

SIONAL TEXTS, IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS DIFFERENT, BECAUSE

OF DIFFERENCES (1) IN NAME, (2) IN FORM, AND

(3) IN PARTICULAR DETAILS
;
AND BECAUSE

OF (4) REPETITION, (5) DEPRECATION,

(6) INCAPACITY, (7) DECLARATION

OF COMPLETION, (8) EXPIA-

TORY RITES AND (9) PER-

CEPTION OF DISTINCT

PURPOSES ".

Bhdsya.

[The present Adhikarana is taken up with a view to show that there are no

grounds for the differentiation of actions except those already described. To this

end certain other likely grounds of differentiation are put forward and rejected;

and in course of this discussion it will be found that every one of these suggested

grounds of differentiation is included in one or other of those already described

above Tantravartika Trans., p. 902],

The texts to be dealt with here are all the various Recensions of the Veda

such as Kdthaka, Kdlapaka, Paippalddaka and so forth. In this connec-

tion there arises the question If any one Act, such as the Agnihotra, has

been mentioned in one Recensional Text, and it is again mentioned in

another Recensional Text, is this latter act different from the former ?

Or not different from it ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :

"It should be taken as a different act. Why ? (1) Because there is

difference in name : one is called * Kdthaka ' and the other,
'

Kdlapaka
'

;

and this difference in the names makes the actions different. 'But these

are names of texts (not of acts)\ True; but what we mean is that these

are names of acts also
; inasmuch as they are found to be applied to, and

spoken of, by means of words with the same case-endings as the acts

[when, e.g. people speak of ' Kdthakam agnihotram ',
'

Kdldpakan agni-

hotram* and so forth], (2) Because there is difference in form-, e.g. in one

Recensional Text, the Agnisomiya cake is spoken of as * baked upon
eleven pans', while in another the same is spoken of as * baked upon
twelve pans

'

; and when the -forms are different, how can the acts be not

different? (3) Because there is difference in particular details ; people

belonging to the Taittiriya Recension eat on the ground while they are

studying the texts dealing with the ' Kdriri
'

sacrifice ; those belonging to
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other Recensions do not do so ; similarly, while studying the *

Acjni
'

Section, some people fetch jarfulls of water for the Teacher, while others do

not do so ; similarly while studying the * Ashvamedha '

Section, some

people fetch grass for the horse, while others do not do so ; while there are

yet others who perform other details. Thus in the case of persons belonging
to one Recension, a sacrifice like the Ashvamedha requires at their hands help
in the shape of grass for the horse and such other things, while in the ease

of persons belonging to other Recensions, the sacrifice does not require

that help; now if the Ashvamedhas mentioned in the two texts were one

and the same, how could it require these from one person and not from

another ? How too could it require any other help ? Hence it follows that

the Ashvamedha mentioned in one text is different from that mentioned in the

other. (4) Because (of the incongruity) of repetition; if the act mentioned in

all Recensional Texts were one and the same, then the act having been

already mentioned in one text, its mention in another text would be a

needless repetition. This undesirable contingency does not arise if the act

is different; for this reason also the act must be different. (5) Because

there are deprecatory declarations ; persons belonging to some Recenstonal

Texts deprecate the offering of Homa before sunrise (at the Aynihotra) in

the following terms ' Prdtah prdtaranrtante vadantl purodayajjuhvati

ye'gnihotram, divdlcirtyam adivd kirlayantah suryo jyotirna tadd jyotiresdm
'

[' Those who, at the Agnihotra, offer the Homa before sunrise utter an

untruth morning after morning, when they say not by day what should

be said by day : Surya is not the light for them at the time '] ; while

in the following terms some people deprecate the offering of Homa after

sunrise ' Yathd atithaye pradrutdya annamuhareyuh tddrk tat yadi udite

juhvati
'

[' If people make the offering of Homa after sunrise it is like

bringing up food for the guest after he has departed' Shankha. Bra.

2. 9; Tai. Bra. 2. 1. 2. 12]; all this would be incongruous if the act

mentioned in the several recensional texts were one and the same; not

so, if it were different ; for this reason also the act is different. (6)

Because of incapacity ; people would never be able to carry out all the

details that may have been laid down in all the Recensional Texts in

which the particular act may have been mentioned [and it would be

necessary to do this if it were the same act mentioned in all the texts] ; so

that in many cases it might be declared that something is being done

which has not been laid down anywhere; on the other hand, if the act

were different, then it would be quite possible to gather all the information

bearing upon its details (from the particular Recension where it occurs) ; for

this reason also the act should be regarded as different. (7) Because of the

declaration of completion ; there is a declaration of completion even when
there is no completion ; for instance, some people say

' our fire is complete
'

at a certain point, while others declare it to be complete at another point ;

this would not be possible if it were the same act ; because at any one

point, one and the same act could not be both complete and incomplete ;

such distinction is proper if the actions are different. For this reason also

the Actions must be different. (8) Because expiatory rites have been laid

down ; some texts lay down an expiatory rite to be performed for the

21
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neglect of the Homa before sunrise ; others lay down an expiatory rite to be

performed for the neglect of Homa after sunrise, as also at its prolongation

(by reason of the Homa before sunrise having been neglected before sunrise

and hence performed after sunrise, thereby prolonging the time of the

Homa after sunrise). If the acts were the same, there could not be two

kinds of '

prolongation
'

; if, on the other hand, the acts are distinct, the

pre-sunrise Homa becomes *

prolonged
'

if done after sunrise, as in that

case the other (the pre-sunrise) Homa also has to be done after sunrise.

For this reason also the Acts must be different. (9) Also because there is

perception of distinct purposes; for instance, (a) in one text we find the

text * Yadi purd didiksdndh. . . .atha yadi didiksdnah\ which means

(according to the Tantravdrtika) that '
if the sacrificerhappens to be previously

initiated, he should employ the Atirdtra of the Brhatsdma, as the Rathantara-

Sdma will have been already employed at the previous initiation, while if

he does not happen to have been previously initiated, he should employ the

Raihantara
'

; according to this passage, there would be a possibility of the

sacrificers at the Dvddashdha being found to be such as have previously

performed the sacrifice (of the Jyotistoma), as also such as have not so

performed the sacrifice ; and this could be possible only if the Act were

different ; it could not be possible if the act were one and the same. Why
so ? Because in the Tdndaka we read that ' the Jyotistoma is the very

first of (Soma) sacrifices, and if anyone performs another (Soma) sacrifice

without having performed the Jyoiistoma, there would be falling into a pit,

or he would die
'

(Tandya-Bra. 16. 1. 2) ;
and this necessity of the pre-

vious performance of the Jyotistoma would be applicable to all cases (if

the Act were one and the same) ; and it would not be possible to have

any uninitiated sacrificer at the Dvddashdha (as every one would, according

to the Tdndya text, have already performed the Jyotistoma). For this

reason also the Act must be different. [The first text speaks of the pos-

sibility of the performer at the Dvddashdha being one who has under-

gone a previous initiation, as also of his being one who has not under-

gone it ; according to the second, Tdndya, text the Jyotistoma is the

sacrifice that should be performed first ; according to which the per-

former of the Dvddashdha or any other sacrifice must always be one who has

previously performed the Jyotistoma ; so that it would never be possible to

have a sacrificer of the Dvddashdha to be one who has not performed the

Jyotisfoma ; now if the Jyotistoma spoken of in connection with the first

text were the same as the Jyotistoma spoken of in the second text, then there

should not be any such uncertainty regarding previous initiation as has

been mentioned in the first text ; for if the Jyotistoma mentioned in all the

texts are one and the same, then, according to the second text, in the case

of all recensional texts, and in all cases, the first (Soma) sacrifice to be

performed would always be the Jyotistoma, at which the sacrificer will have

been already initiated ; so that the contingency of his being uninitiated at

the performance of the Dvddashdha would be impossible ; as it would not be

possible for the sacrificer of any other (Soma) sacrifice not to have already

performed the Jyotistoma and undergone the initiation in connection with it.

Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 906.]
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(6) Another text indicative of the same conclusion from a similar

reason, we have in the following
' Yat paksasammitdm vedisammityd

minoti
'

(Maitra-Sam. 3. 4. 8), which mentions the two methods of measuring
the fikddashini (a set of eleven sacrificial posts) by the ' Paksa' (Axle) and

by the ' Vedi* (Altar), and deprecating and rejecting the former, favours

the latter; this would be possible only if the Act were different; for if

the act were one and the same, then it would not be possible to do the

measuring, in one case, by the ' Vedi '

at all. Why so ? Because the

readers of one Recension declare that ' the interstices of the Sacrificial

Posts should be of the measure of the aksa (axle) of the chariot
'

(Tai. Sam.

6. 6. 4. 1), according to which, at all performances of the act, the measur-

ing would have to be done by the ' axle' (as herein declared); and there

would be no possibility of any measuring being done either by the ' axle
'

or by the 'altar', so that no favouring or accepting of the measuring

by the 'altar* would be possible. For this reason also the act must bo

different (so that at one the measuring would bo done by the * axle
' and

at another by the '

altar
'

)
.

(c) Another text indicative of the same conclusion is the following :

According to some recensions, wo find it declared in connection with the

Jyotistoma that ' there is to be an excess of only two vorses in the chant

over and above tho Viraj', while according to other recensions 'there is

an excess of three over and above the Virdj
'

; there would thus be an

incongruity if the act of Jyotistoma spoken of in the two texts were one and

the same; on the other hand, if they are two different acts, then, at one

Jyotistoma there would be ' two ' and at another ' three '

; for this reason

also the Act must be different.

(d) Further, in connection with the Sdrasvata sacrifice, we road that
' tho Pitroddshins sit down [v. 1. fast,

'

upavasanti '] while ths Sdnndyyins hold

the calves
'

; of these the Sdnndyyins are those who have performed pre-

viously the (Soma) sacrifice, and the Puroddshins are those who have not per-

formed it; now the presence of both of these at the Sdrasvata would be

possible only if the Sdrasvata sacrifice mentioned in the different recensional

texts were different; for if the Sdrasvata were one and the same, then

(according to the Tdndya text quoted above) the Jyotistoma will have been

performed before in all cases (by all the persons concerned in the perform-
ance of the Sdrasvata or any other Soma sacrifice) ; so that there would be

no possibility of any such priests being present at the Sdrasvata as have not

performed a previous Soma sacrifice (i.e. Puroddshins).

(e) Then again, in one recension we meet with the text *

Upahavyah-
niruktah, agnistomo yajno rathantarasdmd, ashvah shydvo daksind

'

(Tandya-
Bra. 18. 3)', while in another we read,

*

Upahavyah aniruktah, ukthyo yajno
brhatsdtnd, ashvah shveto rukmalaldto daksind' (which is entirely at variance

with the former sentence) ; if the act ( Upahavya) spoken of in these texts

were one and the same, then the specification of the two sdmans, Brhat and

Rathantara, would be superfluous ; for, according to one or the other of these

two texts, the act would be accompanied either by the Brhat-Sdman or the

Rathantara-Sdman, and the presence of those Sdmans would come in at tho

Upahavya (even without their being mentioned in tho texts quoted) as
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forming part of its archetype; on the other hand, if the two Upahavyas
are different acts, then the one at which Brhat-saman is used would be

totally different from that at which the Raihantara-saman is used ; hence

the specification of these in the two texts is quite right and proper.

From all this it follows that the act mentioned in one recensional text

is different from the same mentioned in another recensional text."

SUTRA (9).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE ACT IS ONE ONLY, BECAUSE OF

THERE BEING NO DIFFERENCE IN (1) CONNECTION, (2) FORM,

(3) INJUNCTION, AND (4) NAME.

Bhdsya.

The view that " the act mentioned in one recensioiiai text is different

from the same mentioned in another recensional text
"

is not right ; because

as a matter of fact, the act mentioned in all recensioiiai and Brahmana texts

is one and the same; (1) because there is no difference in the connection of

the purpose ; i.e. we actually recognise the act to be the same and laid down
with a view to the same purpose; (2) the/orm of the act also as consist-

ing in the Material and the Deity is the same; (3) the injunction of

human activity also is found to be exactly the same; and (4) there is no

difference in the name. Hence the conclusion that the act mentioned in all

the recensional and other texts is one and the same.

SUTRA (10).

[ANSWER TO ARGUMENT (1) OF THE PURVAPAKSA] THERE
COULD BE NO DIFFERENCE BASED UPON NAME ; AS THE

NAMES BELONG TO THE VEDAS [ACC. TO READING
' CHODANABHIDHANATVAT '] OR, THE NAMES DO

NOT APPLY TO THE INJUNCTIONS OF ACTS

[ACC. TO READING ' ACHODANABHIDHA-

NATVAT '].

Bhdsya.

It has boon argued above [(1) under Sutra 8] that " the difference of

the Act is based upon the difference of tho names (' Kdthaka \ '

Kdldpaka*
and so forth]", this has boon answered (in the Bhasya uiidor tho same

Sutra) by the argument that tho names are those of texts (not acts) ;

this answer has been met (by the Purvapaksin, under tho same Sutra) by
the argument that "the names are actually found to be applied to acts

also ".

Now the answer (given in the present Sutra) to this argument of the

Purvapaksin is as follows : The argument propounded does not affect our

position ; because as a matter of fact, it is by reason of its connection with

the text that the act is called ' Kdthaka '

(or Kdlapaka
'

etc.), and it is not

that it is by reason of its connection with the act that the text is called
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* Kdthaka' (or 'Kdldpaka
9

etc.). "How is this got at?" As a matter of

fact, what we find is that when an act is connected with the text called
*
Kdthaka', it comes to be spoken of as 'Kdthaka'. " What even if this is

so?" When the Act is called 'Kdthaka' or '

Kdldpaka' because it is

connected with the text Kdthaka or the text Kdldpaka, then it is possible

for one and the same act to be called '

Kdthaka', by reason of its connection

with the text Kdthaka, and also to be called *

Kdldpaka
'

by reason of its

connection with the text Kdldpaka [so that the application of these names

cannot prove that the Act must be different].

SUTRA (11).

ALL ACTS WOULD BECOME ONE ACT [IF THE ACTS WERE REGARDED

AS DIFFERENT ON THE GROUND OF THE DIFFERENT

NAMES 'KATHAKA' ETC.].

Bhasya.

If the act mentioned in the Kdthaka recension were to be regarded

as different from the same act mentioned in the Kdldpaka recension, on the

ground of these different names ' Kdthaka ' and *

Kdldpaka
'

being applied

to the act, then all those acts would have to be regarded as one and

the same to which any sach single name would be applicable; i.e., all

the acts that are called 'Kdthaka' (by reason of their being spoken of

in the Kdthaka recension) would have to be regarded as one and the same ;

so that the Agnihotra, the Darshapurnamdsa and the Jyolistoma, to which

the single name ' Kdthaka ' would be applicable (on the ground of their

being spokon of in that text) would have to bo regarded as one and the

same act, on the ground of the one name being applicable to them all.

In reality, however, all these acts are never regarded as one and the same.

For this reason also, the act (mentioned in one text) must be treated as

one and the samo as that act (mentioned in another text).

SUTRA (12).

FURTHER, THE NAME is ONE THAT HAS BEEN COINED.

Bhasya.

Further, the name ('Kdthaka
9

, as applied to the act) could only be one

that has been coined in modern times, one that did not exist from before,

but was applied to the particular recension only since the time of the

Teacher of the name of Katha who proved himself to be an expert in tho

teaching of that particular recension. (See under Sutra 1. 1. 30.) Under
the circumstances (if the application of the name were to make the act

different, then) it would come to this that the act was not different before

(the appearance of that Teacher and the consequent coining of the name
* Kdthaka '), but it is different now ; which is absurd !
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SUTRA (13).

[ANSWER TO ARGUMENT (2) UNDER SUTRA 8] EVEN THOUGH
THE ACT BE ONE AND THE SAME, IT MAY HAVE

DIVERSE FORMS.

Bhdsya.

Even when the act is one and the same, there may be diversity in its

form, if there are texts to that effect. But, if there is such difference in the

form according to express texts, that does not lead us to regard the act as

different when they are not actually recognised as different.

SUTRA (14).

[ANSWER TO ARGUMENT (3) UNDER SUTRA 8] THE INJUNCTION

REGARDING DETAILS PERTAINS TO THE LEARNING

OF THE TEXTS.

Bhdsya.

As regards the argument that " there is difference in the particular

details", these different details have been set forth with reference to the

mastering of particular texts, and not with reference to the performance of

the act. " How do you know this ?" This is clear from the fact that in

support of the diversity of details of the Rite, there is neither Direct Asser-

tion (nor Indicative mark, nor Syntactical Connection, rior Context, nor

Position, nor Name) ; and that it is only found with reference to the study
of the texts, and not to the performance of the rituals.

SUTRA (15).

[SAYS THE OPPONENT)
" THE REPEATED MENTION WILL BE AS IN

THE CASE OF ' AGNEYA '."

In argument (4) under Su. 8, the Purvapaksin has declared the contin-

gency of needless repetition as a ground for holding the Act to be different ;

the sense of this argument is that " in the case of the repeated mention of

the Agneya in connection of the Amdvdsyd sacrifice (dealt with under Sii.

2. 3. 27-29), the view that the act (Agneya) should be repeated has been

rejected on the ground that it would involve needless repetition of the same

act; on the same ground, that it would involve needless repetition, in the

present case also, the view that '
it is the same act' should be rejected".

Now this argument of the Purvapaksin has got to be answered. The

present Sutra is to be taken as reiterating the Purvapaksa argument.
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SUTRA (16).

[ANSWER] IN FACT, HOWEVER, THERE is NO REPETITION,

AS THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE IN THE METHOD OF

DECLARATION.

Bhdsya.

As a matter of fact, there is no repetition at all ; it is the same subject

of Agnihotra that is spoken of again and again by several persons; and

when several persons speak of the same subject, it is not a case of *

Repeti-

tion
9

. If it were so in the case of several Vedic texts, it would be so in the

case of the same subject being spoken of several times in the same Vedic

text also. From all this it is clear that there are not several acts in the

case in question, but only one act.

[StTTRA (16A)

BECAUSE OF THE NON-INHERENCE OF TEXTS.

Tantravartika This Sntra has escaped the notice of the author of the Bhasya ;

what it means is that the texts of several Recensions cannot be retained in the

memory of a single person.]

SUTRA (17).

ALL THAT IS NEEDED IS NOT PRESENT (iN EVERY RECENSION).

Bhdsya*

The term applied to the Vedic Recensions is
' Shakha* (Branch); this

name is applicable to particular recensional texts only on the ground that

all that is needed is not present (mentioned) in each of them ; so that the

Homas (offerings mentioned in the several texts) are like so many
* branches

'

,
hence called * Shdkhd '

; so that there are so many parts of the

Veda, as there are branches of the tree.
" Wherein does the similarity to

Branches lie ?
" The branches are of different shapes and different posi-

tions, and no one branch contains all the flowers and fruits of the tree
;

similarly in the case in question also, there is no recensional text of the Veda

which mentions all the accessories of sacrifices ; thus the name * Shakha '

is

applicable on the basis of this non-presence of all that is needed.

For this reason also the Act is one and the same.

SUTRA (18).

WHAT is TAUGHT (IN ANY ONE TEXT) is NOT FOR ANY ONE

(CLASS OF BRAHMANAS) ONLY.

Bhdsya.

The Agnihotra mentioned in the Kathaka text has not been enjoined for

any one (class of) persons : as it has been enjoined for the followers of the

Taittinya text also ; as nowhere is any particular person mentioned. The

particular details also of the Agnihotra which are enjoined in any one text
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are meant for all kinds of Agnihotra. So that the Agnihotra of the follower

of the Kdthaka text is also for the follower of the Taittirlya text ; as there is

no word or expression that would connect it with any particular class of

persons only. Hence the conclusion is that all the recensional texts

combine to lay down the single act of Agnihotra complete in all its details.

SUTRA (19).

THERE is DECLARATION or COMPLETION.

Bhdsya .

People are found to make such declarations as ' our Agni is completed at

this point ', as we find in the following passage
* The Agni of those belong-

ing to the Maitrayanl Recension is completed at the Anvarohas but our

Agni is not completed at those '. Now if the '

Agni
'

of the speaker were

different from that of the Maitrayanls, how could they say
* our Agni

is not completed here '

? The only reasonable view is that the act is one and

the same, so that the Anvarohas form part of the same act as performed by
the speakers.

SUTRA. (20).

[ANSWER TO PT!RVAPAKSA ARGUMENTS (5), (6) AND (7) UNDER
StiTRA 8] EVEN IF THE ACT is ONE AND THE SAME (5)

' THE DEPRECATORY DECLARATIONS,
'

(6)
' THE

INCAPACITY,
' AND (7)

' THE DECLARATION OF

COMPLETION ' ARE Q(JITE EXPLICABLE.

BMsya.

(5) A 'deprecatory declaration' is made, not for the purpose of decry-

ing what is deprecated, but for the pxirpose of glorifying its contrary; so

that the deprecation does not necessarily imply the negativing of what is

deprecated ; what it implies is the affirming of its contrary. So that when
a text deprecates that time of the Agnihotra which has been enjoined by
another text, all that is meant is that the two points of time are optional

alternatives ; and thus there is no incompatibility between the two texts.

(6) As regards people who suffer from 'incapacity', they may not be

able to carry out the entire body of details that are found enjoined in

even one recensional text ; on the other hand, for those who have the

requisite capacity, they may be able to carry out, not only the details laid

down in their own text, but also those laid down in all the texts. This dis-

crepancy regarding capacity therefore is not incompatible with the view

that the Act is one and the same.

(7) Lastly, as regards the 'mention of completion', people make use of

the expression 'it is finished' (complete) in regard to an Act, only after

some part of it has been done; e.g., at the Jyotistoma, after the operations
of the Adhvaryu have been finished, people speak of the Jyotiptoma itself as

having been 'finished' (complete).
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SUTRA (21).

AS FOB THE MENTION OF THE OCCASION FOB EXPIATOBY RlTES ;

Bhdsya.

It has been argued by the Purvapaksa [argument (8) under Sutra 5]

that expiation has to be performed in connection with the Post-sunrise

Honia, as also in connection with the Pre-sunrise Homa, and that this would
be incompatible if the act of Homa were one and the same; and this

incompatibility ceases if the act is regarded as different. Now this

argument has got to be refuted. This Sutra is meant to recall the

Purvapaksa argument (8).

SUTRA (22).

[THE ANSWEB is] IN BEALITY IT (THE EXPIATOBY BITE)

WOULD ALWAYS BE DETEBMINED BY THE METHOD
WITH WHICH THE PEBFOBMANCE STABTED.

Bhdsya.

The term ' vd\ 'in reality', rejects the opponent's view just set forth.

The argument brought forward by the Purvapaksa has no force against
us. If the performance of the Agnihotra starts with the determination to

oft'er the Homa after sunrise, then the performance becomes defective if the

Homa is offered otherwise (i.e. before sunrise) ; and this makes the agent
liable to the Expiatory Rite. This method would be quite compatible even

with the view that the Act is one and the same.

SUTRA (23).

INASMUCH AS COMPLETION PBESUPPOSES A BEGINNING, IT WOULD BE

BECOGNISED IN ACCOBDANCE WITH WHAT ONE MIGHT KNOW.

Bhdsya.

The term *

completion
'

is used only in connection with what has had a

beginning; i.e. it is only what has been begun that is completed; so that

when we have the notion that our *

Agni
' has been completed, what we

mean is that ' the act that had been begun is completed '.

[Or, the Sutra might mean that, inasmuch as all verbal usage is dependent

upon its previous acceptance by people, we could conclude that the *

completion
J

spoken of is like what we actually find to be. As for this practice, we find that even

when the action has not been completed, as soon as the details mentioned in one

recension are completed, the Professors of that Recension declare * our sacrifice

ends here ', and hence there is no incompatibility between this declaration and our

view Tantravartika, p. 917.]
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SUTRA (24).

[ANSWER TO ARGUMENT (9a) UNDER Sff. 8] THE INDICATIVE TEXT is

EQUALLY APPLICABLE (TO BOTH VIEWS) ;
BECAUSE WHAT IS

STATED (REGARDING THE JYOTLSTOMA BEING THE VERY

FIRST SACRIFICE TO BE PERFORMED) APPERTAINS TO

ALL (RECENSIONAL TEXTS) ; NOR DOES THE

TEXT ENJOIN A (JYOTLSTOMA) SACRIFICE ;

CONSEQUENTLY THERE WOULD BE AN

INCONGRUITY IN THE PERFORMANCE

OF THE DVADASHAHA SACRIFICE.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued (9) that "the text *

yadi purd didiksdndh, etc.,'

indicates the possibility of the sacrifices at the Dvddashdha being performed

by such men as have previously performed the first sacrifice (Jyotistoma), as

also by such as have not performed it, and this would be possible only if the

act were different, not if the act mentioned in alt the Recensional Texts were

one and the same ". This, however, does not affect our position ; because if

the previously initiated Agent may perform the Dvddashdha, then the pre-

viously uninitiated Agent may also do it. [That is all that the indicative text

indicates]. As regards the Sdmaveda (Tdndya text quoted by the

Opponent), it doos not contain an injunction of a different Jyotistoma (in

regard to which it might lay down the character of being the first to be

performed). "What, if it is so ?
" The Jyotistoma could be referred to (for

the purpose of laying down the said character of being first) only in a passage
where it has been enjoined. So that even under the view that the Act

is different (as mentioned in different recenstonal texts), all Jyotistoma

sacrifices would have to be regarded as having the character of being the

first to bo performed ; and hence even under the Purvapaksa view that the

Act is different, the incongruity in the shape of the presence of uninitiated

sacrificers at the performance of the Dvadashdha would have to be admitted

[so that on this point, both the views, the Purvapaksa and the Siddhdnta t

stand on the same footing] ; consequently it does not affect the validity of

the Siddhdnta at all.
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SUTRA (25).

[ANSWER TO ARGUMENT (9b) UNDER StJ. 8] INASMUCH AS THE
e MEASURING ' HAS NOT BEEN ENJOINED IN REGARD TO THE SUB-

STANCE, THERE CAN BE NO CHOOSING FROM AMONG THE SEV-

ERAL METHODS (OF MEASURING) ;
ONE OR THE OTHER

MIGHT -BE CHOSEN FOR ADOPTION IN THE VARIOUS

CASES, ON THE GROUND OF (BOTH THE METH-

ODS) BEING MENTIONED
;

FOR THIS REA-

SON THE TEXT SPEAKING OF THE TWO
METHODS SHOULD BE REGARDED AS

THE MERE STATEMENT OF A STAN-

DING FACT (THAT THERE ARE

THESE TWO METHODS

POSSIBLE).

Bhdaya.

Inasmuch as the measuring of the substance has not been enjoined in

regard to the Agni
'

sacrifice, the rule spoken of cannot be adopted in regard

to the measuring of the Ekadashini (at the *

Agni
'

sacrifice). As a matter

of fact, when the Ekadashini itself is not enjoined in regard to the '

Agni ',

how could there be any measuring of it either '

by the Axle '

or '

by the

Altar
'

? As a matter of fact, both those methods (of measuring) are spoken
of for the entirely different purpose of leading up to the injunction of the

Ekddashinl, the meaning of the entire context being
*
if the Hkddashinl

were of the size of the Axle, there would be such and such an incongruity,

while there would be no such incongruity if it were of the size of the Altar,

who is to put an end to this doubtful state of things ? [the answer is] that
' to a single Post, eleven animals should be tied up

'

[this last clause embodying
the injunction of what has been called the Ekadashini, to which the state-

ment of the two methods of measuring is supplementary]. Now, in connec-

tion with the Vdchastoma and other acts, as the declaration of the two

methods of measuring would be a mere statement of a standing fact, at

the Yupaikddashini, the interstices in the Posts should have to be of the size

of the * axle (aksa) of the chariot' ; and again, because of the said declara-

tion (of the two methods) being a mere statement of a standing fact, even

though there be no actual measuring, either '

by the Axle
'

or 'by the

Altar \ the said statement could be explained as serving the purpose of

leading up to the injunction of the Ekadashini ; so that there is no

incongruity at all.

[The Sutra may also be taken as follows : If the measuring by the Altar were

not laid down with regard to a substance, then there would be no restriction in

regard to the measuring by the Axle and such other things, all of which would be

equally implied ; and this absence of restriction would be repugnant to the direct

assertion of 'measuring by the axle of the chariot '.In the case in question ,

however, it is not so ; hence there is no incongruity. Tantravartika Trans.
,.

p. 918.]
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SUTRA (26).

[ANSWER TO PORVAPAK.^A ARGUMENT (9c) OF SO. 8] INASMUCH

AS THERE IS INJUNCTION AS WELL AS PROHIBITION, THERE

WOULD BE AN * EXCESS '

IN ONE CASE.

Bhdsya.

The Sodashl has been enjoined in the sentence ' Atirdtre grhndti sodashi-

nam '

;
it has also been prohibited in the sentence * Ndtirdtre grhndti sodashi-

nam\ Thus in one case, there would be an excess of two, and in another of

three, verses over a Virdj. The difference, being thus explained, does not

affect the Siddhdnta view.

Question
" Why should there be an excess of two or three verses ?

"

Answer (a) There is the three-fold Bahlspavamdna stotra, which makes 9

verses; (b) there are the fifteen-iold Ajyas, whose number being four, these

make 60 verses; (c) the number of verses in the Midday Pavamdna is 15
;

these 15, with the original 9 [under (a)], make 24, which, with the 60 [under

(b)] make 84; (d) there are 4 Prsthas of 17, making up 68, and 17 of the

Arbhava Pavamdna; thus these being 5 times 17, the number comes to

be 85; these 85 with the previous 84, make up 169 ; (e) there are 21

vorses in the Yajnd-yajniya-stotra, which, along with the said 109, make up
190 verses; so say the Brdhmana- texts.

In reference to the Agnistoma only, it has been declared that *a com-

plete Virdj consists of a group of ten verses'. [So far as the Atirdtra is

concerned, the number of verses in tho Stotras is as follows : ]

B (a) There are the three (additional) rounds of stotras for the Ukthya,

of 21 verses each, making up the number 63; (b) the (additional) stotra (for

the) ttodashi has 21 verses; with these 21 we get (63 + 21= ) 84 (additional)

verses, (c) There are three rounds of stotras of 15 verses at the night

Extractions, each round containing 4 such stotras ; these make up (3 x 4 x 15= )

180 verses, which give us complete Virdjas. (d) There is also the three-fold

Rathantara, the Panchasdman 9 which contains 9 verses. Thus a group of 9

is added to 84 [under B (a) and (6), excluding the 180 verses of the night-

extractions, under B (c), because they make up complete Virdjas'] (and that

gives 93, i.e. 9x104-3). Thus three verses are left over in these stotras

after making up Virdjas. When the tfodashi cup is not held (and the

corresponding stotra not used), we have 21 verses less ; and in this case

we have 2 verses left over in the chants after making up complete Virdjas.

[63, as under B (a) + 9, as under B (d)= 72= 7 x 10 -f 2], [Consequently there

is hardly any difference between the Atirdtra with the Sodashm and the

Atirdtra without the Sodashin*]
Thus it is found that the indicative text quoted is quite compatible

with the Siddhdnta view that the Act is one and the same.

[The principal varieties of tho Jyotistoma are Agnistoma-Ukthya, Sodashin

and Atiratra. (A) In the first three there are three paryayas or rounds of the

Extraction of Soma all in day time, and in the last there are in addition 3

extractions at night. In the Agnistoma, 5 stotras are used in the morning-
extraction, 5 in the midday-extraction and only 2 in the evening. In the Ukthya,
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the evening extraction has also 5 stotras. The total is 15. In the Sodashin, there

is an additional stotra corresponding to the additional Sodashi graha. In the iiight-

extractions of the Atiratra, there are 4x3= 12 stotras; and in the day-time the

$odashin cup and stotra may or may not be used. Now a stotra is a Sarna-chant

based on some verses which are sung with repetition in various groupings. Each

constituent verse of a stotra is called a stotriya. Now the total number of stotrlyas

in the Aynistoma is 190 which is a complete dividend of 10, which is the number of

syllables in a pada of the Viraj metre. And as Viraj stands for completion,

Agnistoma is thus complete. In the nocturnal rounds, the Atiratra has got 180

stotrlyas, i.e. 18 complete Virajas, in this peculiar Brahmana-computation ; and in

its Day-rounds, 93 stotrlyas with the Sodashin and 82 without ; consequently only
3 or 2 are left over after dividing by 10 (the number of a Viraj line). There

is thus the difference of only one (1) and Shabara claims that that is no difference.
SfcP

Consequently there is 3W3*T.J

SUTRA (27).

[ANSWER TO PURVAPAKSA ARGUMENT (9d) UNDER SO. 8] IN

CONNECTION WITH THE ' SARASVATA ', THERE BEING AN

INCONGRUITY, THE SENTENCE SHOULD BE TAKEN

WITH A CONDITIONAL ' WHEN '.

Bhdxya.

It has been argued [under (9d)] that "
it is possible for both '

Sdnnayyins
'

and 'Puroddshins' to be present at the Sdrasvata, etc etc." [Our answer

to this is that] as a matter of fact, all Some -sacrifices are preceded by the

performance of the Jyotistoma, so that (under both views) there would be an

incongruity (in the presence of those who have not performed a previous
sacrifice i.e. the Puroddshins, along with those who have not performed
such a sacrifice, at the same Sdrasvata) ; hence (for both the Siddhdntin

and the Purvapaksin) it is necessary to add the conditional *

yadd
'

(' when ')

to the sentence (quoted by the Purvapaksin), which has to be explained as
* when the Sdnnayyins also are in the position of Puroddshins [as they are at

the PaurnamasI], they should sit down (or keep fast), etc. etc.' [The different

sacrificers are thus found to be mentioned only with a view to indicating the

different time of the performance, and not for laying down the difference in

the character of the sacrificer, says the Tantravdrtika. The sense of the

argument is that the names ' Purodashin ' and *

Sannayyin
'

are not meant
to be taken in the technical sense of those who have not performed a pre-

vious sacrifice, and those who have performed a previous sacrifice, but only
as indicatives of time, the performers at the Paurnamdsi performance

being called 'Puroddshins', as Puroddsha is the material used at the

Paurnamdsa sacrifice, and the performers at the Amdvdsyd performance

being called *

Sdnnayyins ', because Sdnndyya (curd-milk) is the material

used at the Amdvdsyd (Darsha) sacrifice. Thus it is that the same per-

formers who were called *

Sdnnayyins
'

in connection with the Darsha

sacrifice come to be called ' Puroddshins '

in connection with the Paurnamdsa

sacrifice, irrespective of the fact of their having performed, or not performed,
a previous Jyotistoma sacrifice.]
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SUTRA (28).

As REGARDS THE ARGUMENT THAT " AT THE * UPAHAVYA ', THE TWO
SiMANS WOULD COME IN BY TRANSFERENCE (FROM THE

ARCHE-TYPE) ",

Bhasya.

It has been argued by the opponent [under (9e)] that " at the Upahavya,

the Brhat-Sdman and the Rathantara-Sdman would come in from its Arche-

type itself, in the event of the Upahavya being one and the same ; so that in

that case, a separate injunction of the Sdman would be entirely superfluous ".

This argument has got to be refuted. The present Sutra is only for the

purpose of recalling the previous argument (of the Purvapakain).

SUTRA (29).

[THE ANSWER is THAT] IN REALITY, THE REPETITION SERVES THE

PURPOSE OF POINTING OUT FURTHER DETAILS.

Bhasya.

The sentence quoted serves the purpose of pointing out further details,

the construction being
'
if Rathantara is the Sdman sung, then the sacri-

ficial fee should consist of the white horse, if Brhat is the Sdman sung, the

sacrificial fee should consist of the Horse with golden forehead.

SUTRA (30).

THE VEDA ALSO POINTS TO THE SAME IDEA (OF THE ACT BEING

ONE AND THE SAME).

Bhasya.

If the Act mentioned in all Recensions were not one and the same,

then, how could the act be enjoined in one Recension and its details laid

down in another ? For instance, (a) the Maitrdyanl Recension does not

mention the Samid and other Prayajas, and yet it speaks of its details in the

sentence *

Ijttavo vai praydjdh samanlya hotavydh* [Mai. Sam. 1. 4. 12; see

Shata. Bra, 1. 5. 31]. (b) Similarly, in certain Recensions the mantra for

picking up the stone, beginning with the words ' Kutarurasi' [Mai. Sam.
1. 1. 6], is not mentioned, and yet even in those Recensions we find the

assertion *

KiikkutosUyashmdnamupddatte, Kutarurasetl vd. From all this

we conclude that it is one and the same act (spoken of in the several

Recensions).
SUTRA (31).

[OBJECTION]
"
BUT, THERE BEING DISTINCT ORDERS OF PROCEDURE

LAID DOWN IN EACH RECENSION, THE INJUNCTION IN

EACH SHOULD BE TAKEN AS DISTINCT."

Bhasya.
" If a man follows up the Injunctions laid down in Recensions other

than his own, he must surely act against what is enjoined in his own
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Recension; for this reason, the act mentioned in the other Recensions

should be taken as different."

SUTRA (32).

[ANSWER] As THERE is NO CONNECTION WITH ANY INCOMPATIBLE

PROCESS, THE ACT IS TAKEN AS ONE AND THE SAME
;

HENCE ALL THE INJUNCTIONS BEARING UPON
THAT ACT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS

AFFORDING INFORMATION

ABOUT THAT SAME

ACT.

Bhdsya.

Our answer to the objection is as follows: If we take the Act men-

tioned in all Recensions as one and the same, there is no connection with any
incompatible process ; as a matter of fact, there can be no conflict between

Order and Syntactical Connection; as Order is the weaker and Syntactical

Connection is the stronger of the two
;

and that all that is laid down in the

various Recensions has to be taken together and acted up to (in the

performance) is what is indicated by Syntactical Connection [while the Order

of procedure is a matter of Order, which is weaker than Syntactical Connec-

tion].

From all this it becomes established that one and the same Act is laid

down in all Recensional and all Brahmana texts.

End of Pdda iv of Discourse II.

End of Discourse II.



DISCOURSE III.

AUXILIARIES.

PADA I.

ADHIKARAI^A (1) : Declaring the Subject-matter of the

Discourse.

SUTRA (1).

Now THERE (FOLLOWS) AN ACCOUNT OF AUXILIARIES.

BMsya.

[For a different explanation of the term ' shesalaksana
'

see Tantravartika

Trans., pp. 921-923, where it is shown that the term may be taken as standing for

all the rest of the Sutras, i.e. Discourses III-XII, all of which deal with matters

auxiliary to Dharma, and as such are included under the term '

sh$8alakmna\]

[Immediately after the treatment of the subject of the Differentiation of Acts,

it becomes necessary to treat of the 'auxiliary character', because the due con-

sideration of all other questions of Motive, etc., dealt with under Discourse IV et,

seq. is dependent upon the question of 'auxiliary character'. Tantravartika

Trans., p. 924.]

The account of * Different Acts ' has been finished
; next we shall deal

with the account of the *

Auxiliary
'

[where we shall deal with the following

questions] What is an 6

auxiliary
'

? For what reason is something an
*

auxiliary
'

? In. what way is it used ? It will be pointed out that * Direct

Assertion* and others are the means by which the use of the Auxiliary is

determined ; the relative strength of these means will be discussed ; and also

other matters relating to and arising out of these subjects.



ADHTKARAIJA (2) : [Definition of
'

Auxiliary '].

SUTRA (2).

THE AUXILIARY is AN * AUXILIARY' BECAUSE IT SERVES THE
PURPOSES OF ANOTHER.

Bhdsya.

In this Sutra we have the definition of the Auxiliary, and also the state-

ment of the grounds on which it is an *

auxiliary
'

; both these are pointed
out here. The definition is that * that which helps another is called auxil-

iary
'

;
for instance, when people help others, they say,

* in this matter we
are auxiliaries

'

.

Objection
" In some cases, even the Principal Factor also helps another ;

e.g. though the Teacher is the Principal person at the institution, yet he

helps his pupils by imparting intellectual and moral instruction."

Answer It is true that the Principal Factor sometime* helps others ; but

we call that thing
'

Auxiliary
' which exists entirely for helping others ;

such for instance as the ' born slave
' who is purchased for the sole purpose

of working for the master, and the ox is purchased only for the purpose of

carrying loads for the master.

"But the master also, when making provision for the born slave, would

(by that act be helping him and thus) become subservient (auxiliary) to

him. [So that even the born slave cannot be said to exist entirely for

helping others.]
"

It is not so, we reply ; because even when making provision for the

slave, the master subserves his own purpose ; the help accrues to the slave

only because the master's own interests are inseparably bound up with the

well-being of the slave. Similarly in the case of making provision for the

Ox. So what wo call an '

auxiliary
'

is that which always and absolutely

exists for another.

Objection
" What is it that has already been dealt with before, under

the Sutra 2. 1. 8, where it has been stated that ' those that are meant to be

productive of a material substance are to be regarded as subsidiary
'

?

[That is to say, under the Sutra quoted, the subsidiary character having
been already explained, why should the same matter be taken up again ?]

"

Answer Under that Sutra, what was shown was that those verbs

which spoke of acts bringing about visible results cannot be regarded as

serving any transcendental purpose ; while under the present Sutra we have

the definition of all kinds of Auxiliaries.

22



ADHIKARA^A (3): [Enumerating Auxiliaries.}

SUTRA (3).

"[THE 'AUXILIARY CHARACTER' BELONGS] TO SUBSTANCES,

PROPERTIES AND PREPARATIONS", SAYS BADARI.

BMsya.

The teacher Badari has opined that the term '

auxiliary
'

can be applied

only to Substances, Properties and Preparations, not to Sacrifices, Results

and Agents. (a) The Substance serves the purposes of the Act ; if the Act is

to be done for a purpose, it must be accomplished by means of a substance ;

no Act can be accomplished without a substance; therefore for the ac-

complishment of the Act, a substance haw to be found out
; thus Substance

serves the purposes of the Act. (6) The Property serves the purpose of

distinguishing the particular substance that has been enjoined; there is

need for such distinguishing of it, as it is only a particular qualified sub-

stance that can be the means of accomplishing an act
; thus the Property

also helps the Act though the substance, and this
* serves the purposes

'

of

the Act. (c) The Preparation is that on the accomplishment of which a

certain thing becomes fit for some purpose; this also
' serves a useful

purpose
5

in the accomplishment of an Act ;
so that this also

* serves the

purposes of another'. Thus it is that Substances, Properties and Prepara-

tions are ' auxiliaries
' inasmuch as they serve the purposes of another.

Sacrifices, Results and Agents are not auxiliaries. The Sacrifice is to be

performed by the Agent, and when that has been performed, there is

nothing else to be done by him. The purpose of the Agent is the perform-

ance of the sacrifice itself, as for the other things, substance and the rest,

they serve the purposes of the sacrifice and are *

auxiliary
'

thereto
; the

sasrifice itself is not performed for accomplishing anything (to which it

could be 'auxiliary'); as the Result also is not brought about by the

sacrifice, the fact being that when the sacrifice is performed, the Result

comes by itself ;
from the Veda also all that we know is that * the Result

comes about when the sacrifice is performed ', and there are no words to the

effect that 'the Result is brought about by the Sacrifice'. Thus the

Sacrifice is not *

auxiliary
'

to anything. As regards the Result, that also is

not enjoined in reference to the Agent ;
all that the text of the Veda says

is
' one who desires Heaven should perform the sacrifice

'

; it says nothing as

to whether the Heaven is for the Agent himself or for someone else;

the term used in the text is
*

svargakamah\
* desirous of heaven'; and

one becomes * desirous of heaven
'

merely by having a desire for Heaven ;

hence Heaven (the Result) is not understood to be '

auxiliary* to the

Agent; hence the Result also cannot be an 'auxiliary'. If then, neither

the Result nor the Sacrifice is enjoined as an '

auxiliary ', in regard to what

could the Agent be the *

Principal
'

? He is however clearly
*

auxiliary
'
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to the Act (Sacrifice), because he is a * substance' (not because he is the

'Agent').

For these reasons, Badari has opined that the auxiliary character belongs

to Substances, Properties and Preparations only.

SOTRA (4).

ACTIONS AS ALSO (ABE 'AUXILIARY'), BECAUSE THEY SERVE THE

PURPOSE OF THE RESULT, SAYS JAIMTNI.

Bhdsya.

The Teacher Jaimini however has held that Actions also are auxiliaries
;

he did not, like Badari, hold that the auxiliary character is restricted to the

three aforesaid things only. What Jaimini saw was that the Sacrifice is

enjoined, not as something to be accomplished (in itself), but as a means of

accomplishing the Result, for one who desires that Result ; it is only when

thus taken that what is directly enjoined in the texts becomes followed ; and

there can be no doubt as to the Injunction serving a useful purpose. This

same idea is going to be further supported by the Sutras themselves, under

Discourse VI ; all that is done here is that the idea that ' actions serve to

accomplish Results
'

being accepted as established (under Discourse VI), it

is shown that the Action is
*

auxiliary
'

(to the Result). Thus it is clear that

there can be no such restriction as that '

Substances, Properties and

Preparations only are auxiliaries', the Sacrifice also being 'auxiliary'

to the Result.

SUTRA (5).

THE RESULT ALSO (is AN 'AUXILIARY'), AS IT is FOR THE

PURPOSE OF THE AGENT.

Bkdsya.

The Result also is declared with reference to the Agent ; the meaning
of the Injunction is that ' the sacrifice is to be performed by a person
who desires that Heaven may become his', and not that 'the Heaven
should obtain itself ; that such is the meaning is clear from the use of the

Atmanepada ending (in the injunctive word 'yajeta
9

, 'should sacrifice'),

which ending is used only when the Result of the act is meant to accrue to

the Agent ;
so that the sacrifice is performed in order that the Agent may

experience (enjoy) the Result. Thus the conclusion is that the Result is

asserted as following from the Sacrifice for the sake of the Agent, and not

merely for its own accomplishment, Thus the Result also is an '

auxiliary '.

SUTRA (6).

THE AGENT ALSO (is AN 'AUXILIARY'), AS HE is FOR THE

PURPOSE OF THE ACTION.

Bkdsya.

The Agent also is found to be mentioned as an auxiliary to such acts as

the measuring of the Udumbara Post (which has to be of the height of the
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Agent). Thus there can be no such restriction as that Substances, Properties

and Preparations alone can be ' auxiliaries '.

On the subject-matter of this Adhikarana, the revered Vrttikdra has

come to the following conclusion: In relation to the Sacrifice, it is only

Substances, Properties and Preparations whose 'auxiliary character* is

absolute [these alone are such as are always
'

auxiliary
'

to the Sacrifice] ; the

'auxiliary character* of the others (Actions, Results and Agents) is only

relative [they are both Principal and Auxiliary] ; for instance, the Sacrifice

(Action) is 'Principal' in relation to the Substance, but 'auxiliary* to the

Result ; the Result is
'

Principal
'
in relation to the Sacrifice, but '

auxiliary
'

to the Agent ; and the Agent is
'

Principal
'

in relation to the Result, but
'

auxiliary
'

to acts like the Measuring of the Udumbara Post. Thus then, the

Restriction of the auxiliary character to Substances, Properties and Prepara-

tions (as held by Badari) is quite right, as in relation to the Sacrifice,

Substances, Properties and Preparations are always 'auxiliary*.



ADHIKARAIJA (4) : Preparatory Acts like
'

Nirvapana
'

are

applicable to definite things, according to the useful

purpose served by it.

SUTRA (7).

THEY ARE CONNECTED WITH A DEFINITE PURPOSE.

Bhdsya.

[The
'

auxiliary character
'

having been defined, we now proceed to consider the

manner in which the auxiliaries are employed in actual practice. The present

Adhikarana deals with the employment of Preparations, followed by that of Sub-

stances, Objects or Implements in Adhikarana 5, and of Properties in Adhikarana 7.]

There are the two sacrifices of the Darsha-Purnamdsa enjoined in the

text '

Darshapurnamdsdbhydm svargakdmo yajeta
'

; and in connection

with these the following accessory details are found mentioned (a) Nirva-

pana (Pouring out), Proksana (water-sprinkling), and Avahanana (threshing)

and so forth, in relation to grains; (b) Utpavana (clarifying), Vildpana

(melting), Grahana (holding) and Asddana (placing) and so forth, in relation to

Butter; (c) Shdkhdharana (Fetching of Twigs), Oavdm-prasthdpana (Fetching
of the Cows), Gavdm-prasndvana (making the cows yield milk) and so on, in

relation to the Sdnndyya (Curd-milk). [All these details are of the nature of
'

Preparation ', Samskdra.]
In regard to these there arises the question are all these details to be

performed in connection with all the three kinds of substances Grains,

Butter, and Curd-milk ? Or are they to be performed only where they may
serve a useful purpose ?

Objection to the question ;
" As a matter of fact, the preparatory details

referred to are always found mentioned along with definite substances e.g.

the text ' Vrlhlnavahanti
'

(speaks of the Threshing as to be done to the

Vrlhi Corn),
* Tanduldn pinasti

'

(speaks of the Pounding as to be done to the

Husked Grains). So that there can be no room for any such doubt as finds

place in the Question [as none of the Preparatory Details is ever found men-

tioned except in connection with a definite substance.]
"

The answer to this is that it is true that they are found to be spoken of

as connected with definite substances ; but the fact of the matter is that while

the details like Threshing are spoken of by Direct Assertion (through such

words as 'avahanti'), their connection with the substances like Vrlhi is

indicated only by Syntactical Connection (of the verb
* avahanti

' with the word
* vrlhin

9

); [so that the general applicability to all substances of the Thresh-

ing is more authoritative than its special application to the Vrlhi corn only.]

Thus there is room for the doubt expressed in the Question.

On this question, the view that appears to be most reasonable is that
'

they are connected with a definite purpose
'

;

' artha
'

stands for prayojana,

purpose ; that is, the preparatory acts are to be performed only where, on

being performed, they serve a useful purpose; such acts, for instance, as

Prathana (spreading out) can serve no useful purpose in connection with
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Butter and Curd-milk; and hence they are not to be done to those sub-

stances ; similarly acts like Utpavana (clarifying) are not to be done to

Grains or Curd-milk ; and acts like Fetching the Twigs are not to be done

to Butter and Grains "But we actually find it directly declared that *
all

are to be done to all
'

". We do not yet know whether they are so declared

or not; in fact, this is exactly what we have got to consider. But even if

they were so declared, they should not be done where they serve no useful

purpose.

[As against this preliminary statement of the Siddhanta, we have tho

following Purvapaksa.]

SUTRA (8).

[PtJRVAPAKSA] "WHAT IS ENJOINED SHOULD PERTAIN TO ALL

THINGS, BECAUSE IT IS EQUALLY CONNECTED WITH ALL,

AND BECAUSE THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE OF

CONTEXT ".

" What wo have to say in answer to tho above statement is as follows :

If an act were one recognised as to be done, only on the basis of an implica-
tion (e.g. the employing of unhusked rice being laid down, it implies the

doing of the act of threshing for the husking), then such an act would

naturally be performed only in cases where it could serve a useful purpose.
The preparatory rites under consideration, however, are such as are al]

directly enjoined ; so that it is not that those should be performed only
where they serve a visible purpose ; where then ? wherever they are

enjoined ; and the acts in question are recognised to be such as are enjoined
in all cases. How so ? Because it is equally connected with all, and because

there is no difference of Context; that is to say, (a) all things Butter,

Grains and Curd-milk are equally connected with, or related to, the

Apurva (Transcendental Result of the main Act), in the relation of cause

and effect; i.e. in all these cases, wherever the acts are done, they are

recognised as done for the bringing about of the Transcendental Result;

(6) secondly, the Context also is the same, being enjoined in which, therefore,

the details become recognised as enjoined for all the substances. From
these two reasons it follows that all the acts in question are to be done to

all the substances. As for the argument that all the acts do not serve useful

purposes in connection with all substances, our answer is that, on the

strength of the injunction itself, they have to be regarded as serving useful

purposes with all substances; this *

purpose
'

may be of an invisible (trans-

cendental) character."

SUTRA (9).

[SlDDHANTA] WHERE THERE IS NO USEFUL PURPOSE (TO BE SERVED),
THERE SHOULD BE NO ACTION.

Bhdsya.

It is not right that all the acts should be done to all the substances ;

in fact, acts do not deserve to be performed in cases where they do not

serve any useful purpose, as we have already explained.
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Says tho Opponent
" But on the strength of their Injunction itself,

they should be taken as serving a useful purpose in all cases.'*

Certainly not, we reply. [For reasons detailed in the following Sutra.]

SUTRA (10).

AS A MATTER OF FACT, THE RESULT ALWAYS APPEARS ALONG WITH

THE OPERATION ;
IF THERE WERE NO (VISIBLE) RESULT, THEN

ALONE COULD THIS ABSENCE (OF RESULTS) JUSTIFY AN

ASSUMPTION ON THE BASIS OF WHAT IS

EXPRESSED BY THE WORDS.

Bhdsya.

In fact, there is no such Injunction as would justify the performance of

all the acts with all the substances; nor do we perceive any useful purpose

(served by all in all cases) by Sense-perception or by any other means of

cognition. As for Presumption, that also would bo necessarily operative (in

justifying tho assuming of purpose) only in a case where there is a distinct

Injunction in actual words, in no other case; that is to say, when as a

matter of fact, we know that such acts as Prathana (Spreading out), when

performed ovor Butter and Curd-milk, servo no visible purpose, we
could be justified in presuming an invisible purpose, only if, without such a

presumption, the injunction of those acts in that particular context were

found to bo unjustifiable (meaningless) ; as a matter of fact, those acts

have to be enjoined in connection with Grains, in connection with which

visible results in the form of unhusking and the like are found to appear

along with the operation of threshing and the like ; there is need too

for this unhusking, as without it, the Cake could not be prepared. Such

being the case, tho injunction of the act in question in the Context is found

to serve a useful purpose. Thus then, when the injunction of the Act is

found useful in connection with Grains, there can bo no ground for pre-

suming an invisible Result (as resulting from the performance of the act

in question over Butter and Curd-milk). Hence no such invisible result

can be presumed. If in the case of the threshing done to the Vrlhi, no such

visible result as the preparation of the Rice (by unhusking) were found to

appoar, then, in the absence of such a result, we might take the purpose
served to consist in what is spoken of by the words of the text, irrespectively

of any visible Result ; so that an invisible result might bo taken as following

from the act (of Threshing) as done to tho Butter and the Curd-milk [solely

on the basis of the fact that these substances also are mentioned in the same

Context]. From all this it follows that acts like Prathana (Spreading out) are

not to bo done over all the substances. Similarly with acts like Clarifying and

those liko Fetching the Twigs. Thus it becomes established that it is not

right that all the acts are to be done to all the substances ; and that acts

like Prathana (Spreading out) should not be done to Butter and Curd-milk,

they are to be done to Herbs only ; acts like sprinkling should be done

to Butter only, nor to Grains or to Curd-milk ; and acts like Fetching the

Twigs should be done to the Curd-milk, not to Butter or to Grains.



ADHIKARAISTA (5) : Implements like
'

Sphya
'

have their

employment restricted in accordance with their

connections.

SUTRA (11).

ON ACCOUNT OF ITS CONNECTION WITH THE ORIGINATIVE TEXT, THE

IMPLEMENT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS ENJOINED FOR THE PURPOSE

OF THAT (WHICH IS MENTIONED IN THAT TEXT).

BTidsya.

There are the Darshapurnamdsa sacrifices, in connection with which we

rea(j '(1-2) Sphyashcha, Kapdlani cha, (3-4) Agnihotrahavani cha, Shur-

pancha, (5-6) Krsnajinancha, Shamyd cha, (7-8) Ulukhalancha, Musa-

lancha, (9-10) Drsachcha, Upald chaetdni vai dasha yajndyudhani* [where

Sphya and the rest are laid down as the Hen sacrificial implements']

(Taitti. Sam. 1. 6. 8. 3).

In regard to these there arises the question Are these implements

enjoined here for the doing of everything that can be done with them ? Or

for doing that only in connection with which they are mentioned ?

On this we have the following Purvapaksa: "They are enjoined here

for the doing of anything and everything that can be done with them ;

why f because it is only thus that the injunctions serve a useful purpose ;

otherwise they would be mere references serving no useful purpose, Further,

the circumstance that ' there is no difference of Context '

applies equally to

all things. Lastly, the fact that they are called 'sacrificial implements'
shows that they are all equally connected with the 'sacrifice'. From all

this it follows that all the implements are to be used in all cases."

Against this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta: 'On

account of its connection with the originative text, the Implement should be

taken as enjoined for the purpose of that which is mentioned in that text
'

;

i.e. when an act is spoken of in the originative text, as connected with an

Implement, that act should be done with that Implement; e.g. the origin-

ative text being (1)
'

Sphyena uddhanti* (Digs up with the Sphya), where

the indication of Syntactical Connection is that the Sphya is to be used for

doing the Digging, it follows that the Digging is not to be done by any
other implement save the Sphya. If this view is accepted, then, the using
of the Sphya having heen enjoined in this same text, its mention in the

sentence 'Sphyashcha Kapdlani cha t etc.' would be a mere reference to it

for the purpose of asserting that ' these are the ten sacrificial implements.'
In this way the mention of each one of the implements would be a reference

to it as enjoined in the originative text laying down the action to be

done with it; these originative texts being (2)
'

Kapdlesu shrapayati*

('Bakes on the pans*), (3)
'

Agnihotrahavanyd havlmsi nirvapati* ('Pours the
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grains with the Agnihotrahavani* ), (4)
*

Shurpena vivinakti* ('Separates

the husks with the winnowing basket '), (5)
'

Krsndjinamadhastdt ulukhalasyd-

vastrndti* ('Spreads the antelope-skin under the mortar'), (6)
'

Shamydydm
draadupadadhdti* ('Places the lower pounding stone on the Shamyd
stick'), (7-8) 'Ulukhalamusaldbhydm avahanti* ('Husks the grains with

mortar thestle'), (9-10)
'

Draadupaldbhydm pinasti* ('Pounds with the two

stones'). It is only through Context that all the Implements would

be indicated as to be used for all the acts, while through Syntactical Con-

nection the use of each becomes restricted to the act along with which it is

mentioned in the originative text. As for the term '

Yajndyudha* (' Sacri-

ficial Implements'), which may be taken as laying down the use of the

implements by means of this common term, the indication of this also

would be set aside (by what is indicated by the particular originative texts) ;

because a particular injunction by a general statement is only indirect, while

a particular injunction by a particular statement is direct. From all this it

becomes established that each of the Implements is to be used only for that

particular act with which it is connected in the originative text.



ADHIKARAISTA (6): Properties like 'Redness' are restricted?

not mixed up.

SUTRA (12).

WHEN THE SUBSTANCE AND THE PROPERTY SERVE THE SAME PUR-

POSE, THEY HAVE THE SAME FUNCTION
;
ANT) HENCE THERE

SHOULD BE RESTRICTION.

Bhdaya.

With reference to the Purchase (of Soma) at the Jyotistoma, we have the

text *

Arunayd pingdksyd ekahdyanyd somam knndti' (cf. Taitti. Sam. 6. 1.

6. 7) [' One purchases Soma with a tawny-eyed and one-year-old (cow), which

is red', where '

arunayd', 'red', stands for the property, and the other two

terms stand for the substance, animal. There are other texts such as

'

Ajayd knndti' ('Purchases it with the she-goat'),
' Vasasn krindti'

('Purchased with the cloth '), and so forth].

In regard to this, there arises the following question : Does the property

of Redness go with the entire context (qualifying all that is mentioned in

the Context) ? Or does it go with the one-year-old cow only, and that too

in connection with the act of Purchasing only ?

Objection to the question
" Why should there be any such doubt when

the connection of
' redness

'

with the '

purchase
'

is clearly expressed by the

words '

arunayd knndti
'

?
"

Answer All that the word expresses is that the unsubstantial (shapeless)

property of Redness is the instrument of the act (of Purchase), this fact

being expressed by the third case-ending in the term *

arunayd
'

expressing

instrumentality, and yet no unsubstantial object can ever bo the means of

accomplishing an act; hence it would seem to us that the property of

Redness has no connection with the act of Purchasing; and yet it is not

likely that an authoritative text would assert what is impossible ;
there may

be all this supposition in our mind. With the notion that some sort of

connection might be possible (between the Redness and the Purchasing], there

arises a desire to search out some way of making the text yield some sort

of a valid cognition ; while pondering over this, if we can find some

capacity (in the Redness) to be connected with the act (of Purchasing), then,

on the basis of the two words being syntactically connected, we shall apply

the Redness to the act of Purchasing only; if, on the other hand, even

though looking out with all due care, we cannot find any way of making a

connection between the two possible, then, we shall admit a syntactical split

and connect the Redness with the entire Context. For these reasons, the

question that has been raised is deserving of full consideration.

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The property of Redness is connected with the entire Context; why ?

because it is equally connected with the whole (all that is mentioned in the
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Context) and because there is no difference of Context [the same reasons that

have been put forward by the Purvapaksa under Sti. 8].
'

Syntactical Con-

nection being more authoritative than Context, the Redness should be con-

nected with the act of Purchasing only'. Such is not understood to be the

sense of the text; not even a hundred texts could lay down what cannot

be done ;
if one were to say

'

Burning should be done with Water and

wetting should t>e done with Fire', could he ever be regarded as making
a reasonable statement ? In fact, no unsubstantial thing can ever be the

means of accomplishing an act. It is for this reason that no connection

between the words *

arunayd
' and * krmdti '

being possible, the two cannot

be taken as syntactically connected."

Objection (to the above Purvapaksa-reaBomng) The word 'arunayd'

('red') does not denote property, it denotes the substance; how?
because it is in the Feminine Gender ; it is only particular substances (objects)

that are either Feminine or Masculine or Neuter; and the Feminine end-

ing is appended to that noun-base which denotes a female substance ; and it

is a Feminine ending that we find in the term *

arunayd
'

(red) ;
hence we

conclude that this term denotes a substance.

Answer (given by the Purvapaksin)" This is not right ; when a certain

substance is characterised by the property of redness, then alone it becomes

capable of being spoken of as 'aruna' (red) ; if that same substance were

characterised by a property other than redness, it could not be spoken of as
' aruna '

; thus then, while the term ' aruna '

is inseparable from the

property of redness, it is not so inseparable from the substance; hence it

follows that it is the property that is denoted by the term ' aruna \ Thus
the fact of the term denoting a property is perceived directly, while the

fact of its denoting a substance could only be got at through Inference

in the form' Because the noun-base in the word arunaya has taken the

Feminine ending, therefore it must denote a substance '

; Direct Perception
is always more authoritative than Inference; for this reason the term
'

arunayd
' must be taken as denoting the property.

' How then is the

presence of tho Feminine ending to be accounted for ?
' Words denoting

properties also take the Feminine Gender ; for instance, just as we have the

expression (a)
' aruna buddhih' or (6) (v.l.)

' karund buddhih' [where the

substance, Buddhi is spoken of as having the property of redness, and the

word ' aruna ', which denotes the property, is in the Feminine Gender, (b)

or in the other reading, the substance, Buddhi, is spoken of as having the

property of compassion, and the word ' karund '

denoting that property takes

the feminine ending], in the same manner we may account for the

Feminine Gender of the word ' aruna '

(in
'

arunaya ', in the sentence under

consideration). And if the word denotes a property, then it cannot be

connected with the act of Purchasing. Consequently, we must have re-

course to syntactical split and connect the term with the entire Con-

text."

Says the Objector (to the Purvapaksin) If the Redness is not connected

with the act of Purchasing, it can be connected with the other term in

the same sentence, 'ekahdyanyd* ('one-year-old'), so that there would be

no syntactical split.
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The Purvapaksin answers " That cannot be ; what the term ' aruna '

denotes is the Property only, not the Property and the Substance both, while

the term '

ekahdyanl
' denotes the substance only, not the substance along

with a property; under the circumstances, how could we recognise any
connection between the two in the absence of the Genitive ending ?

"

The Opponent to the Purvapaksin says Even in the absence of the

Genitive ending, we can regard the two terms (* arunayd
' and '

ekahdyanyd ')

as co-extensive (in apposition), by reason of both having the same case-

ending; just as we do in the case of the expression
' nllam utpalam\

The Purvapaksin replies
" This is not possible ; in fact, by its very

form (and nature) the term * aruna ' denotes a property, while its co-

extensiveness with the term *

ekahdyanl
'

(one-year-old) can only be

assumed through a Syntactical Connection based upon the fact of the two
words ('arunayd' and 'ekahdyanyd') having the same case-ending, and
also upon the proximity of the term *

ekahdyanl
'

; and Syntactical Connec-

tion cannot be more authoritative than Indicative Power ; hence what has

been just said is not right."

The Opponent of the Purvapaksin urges the following argument :

When it is found that a word, if taken merely as denoting a property, is in-

capable of being connected with any other word, then, in order to guard

against the word being uninstructive and hence useless, it is taken as

denoting a substance; and under these circumstances, it comes to be syn-

tactically connected with some other term (like
*

ekahdyanl') which is in close

proximity to it, and has also the same case-ending as the word itself, and

hence co-extensive with it. It is in this same way that we have such

expressions as
' nllam utpalam\ The case with the word *

arunayd
'

is exactly
like this ; if it is taken in its own sense (as denoting property), it becomes

dissociated from the sentence and ceases to have any sense at all even in

the entire Context. Why so ? For the same reason that it cannot be

connected with the act of purchasing, namely, the reason that what is itself

unsubstantial cannot be the means of accomplishing an act ; nor can it be

connected with substances conducive to the accomplishment of the act;

because a word which denotes a mere property cannot signify a substance ;

and this same will be the reason why the word cannot have any connec-

tion with the Context ; because if it were connected with the Context at all,

then it could be so either by being connected with the act (spoken of in the

Context), or with the substances conducive to the fulfilment of those acts;

and both these connections have been shown to be impossible. For all

these reasons, in order to save it from becoming meaningless, we must take

the term ' aruna '

as connected with the term *

ekahdyanl
' which is in close

proximity to it ; and there need be no syntactical split.
" It is not so ", replies the Purvapaksin ;

" the term ' aruna.
' cannot be

taken as qualifying the ekahdyanl ; why ? because the term * aruna '

appears along with the third case-ending, and through the force of this

third case-ending, it can only be taken as qualifying an act; as agents

(kdrakas denoted by the case-endings) are connected with acts, not with

substances. Thus then, through the direct signification of the third case-

ending, the word should be taken as qualifying an ac, and on the strength
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of Syntactical Connection, it should be taken as qualifying the substance,

ekahdyani ; and Direct Signification is more authoritative than Syntactical

Connection. Hence the word ('arunayd') cannot be connected with the

ekahdyarii"
The Purvapaksin* s Opponent The property not being capable of being

connected with the act, no significance can attach to the case-ending (in
*

arunayd'); it is .for this reason that the connection of the property with

the ekahdyani is admitted (even though it is not directly signified).

The Purvapaksin answers " This also is not possible ; if the idea is

that, inasmuch as no significance attaches to the case-ending, the word
*
arunayd \ though denoting a property, should be taken as denoting a

substance, then, in that case (the case-ending having no significance), the

noun-base would be all that would be significant, and in that case the right

ending would be the Nominative one (ace. to Panini's Sutra *

Prdtipadikdrtha

. . . .mdtre prathamd'); specially as a word with the third case-ending

(Instrumental) could not express the connection (desired by the Opponent).
The mere fact that something is not otherwise possible cannot justify the

assumption of such a meaning (of a word) as is impossible ; for instance, in

the case of the assertion ' the boy is standing in the fire ', the mere fact of

the standing being impossible in the fire does not justify the assumption that

the word * fire
' means horse or ox, all that is admitted is that the word

* fire
'

signifies near the fire. Similarly in the case in question, inasmuch as

the word which is without the first case-ending cannot be taken in the sense

of the noun-base pure and simple. From all this it follows that the word
*

arunayd
'

might well be regarded as meaningless ; it can never be taken to

have any connection with the *

ekahdyani '.

Says the Purvapaksin' s Opponent We do not say that the term
* arund '

signifies no active agent ; for it clearly does signify an active agent
characterised by the quality of Redness. What happens is that at one

time it is one thing that is meant to be predicated, while at another

time it is something else ; that is to say, the connotation of a word

consisting of a predominant and a subordinate factor, at one time it may
be the subordinate factor that is meant to be predicated, and the pre-

dominant factor is merely referred to ; for instance, the term ' dandi '

(' man
with the stick ') is known as having a connotation in which thedanda (stick)

forms the subordinate, and the man, the predominant, factor ; and yet,

when the man is already known and it is intended only to state that tho

stick forms his accessory (in this case, the subordinate factor, the stick,

is what is predicated and enjoined); as we find in the injunction
' Dandi

praisdnanvdha
'

(* the man repeats the directions with stick in his hand ') ;

so also in the case of the sentence * Lohitosnisd rtvijah pracharanti
'

(' the

red-turbaned priests operate') [where, the Priests and their operating

being already known from other sources, what is predicated or enjoined is

the subordinate factor of their wearing red-turbans]. Similarly in the case in

question (in the word '

arunayd
'

) even though the property of Redness is

the subordinate factor, and the active agent is the predominant factor, yet

the word may be taken as predicating the property of Redness as belonging

to the active agent, which latter is only referred to (for the purpose of
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the said predication). In this way, the connection of the word '

arunaya
'

with the ekahayani becomes possible ; and there is no syntactical split.

The Purvapaksin answers " There is not much in this argument. In

this case the term '

ekahayani
' has been used for the purpose of expressing

the connected relationship between the ekahayani (animal) and the act of

Purchasing ; how then can it be ever connected with the word '

arunaya
'

?

Though we have already urged this point, yet it is being reiterated again

and again,"

The Purvapaksin' s Opponent asks When the word 'ekahayani'' has

been used along with the act of Purcliasing, just as much as along with the

property of Redness, why should we accept its connection with the Pur-

chasing and not with the Redness ?

The Purvapaksin answers "The reason for this acceptance lies in the

authority of the word ; that is to say, the case-ending attached to tho term
6

ekahayani
*

signifies its connection with the act (of purchasing), while there

is no such ending expressive of its connection with the property (of Redness)."

Opponent What is it that ia expressive of connection with the Act ?

and what is it that is expressive of the Property ?

Purvapaksin
" When the relation of the action meant to bo spoken of

is that with an active agent (kdraka), then we have the second (Accusative)

and other caso-endiugs ; whereas when tho active agent is not meant to bo

spoken of, and all that is meant to be spoken of as relation in general, then

we have the sixth (Genitive) case-ending. In tho case in question we do not

find the sixth case-ending at all ; what we do find is the third (Instrumental)

case-ending ; that is why we admit the connection of '

ekahayani
' with the

verb to purchase, not with the word * aruna '

(which signifies property of

Redness)."

The Opponent retorts How then do we have the connection that we
have in the expression

' nllam utpalam
'

?

The Purvapaksin answers "There certainly is a connection in that

case ; but it is got at, not through Direct Signification, but, through Syntac-

tical Connection ; in proximity to the term *

utpala
'

there is the term ' nlla ',

which (being an adjective) needs tho other term, and hence becoming

syntactically connected with that other term ('utpala'), it is taken as so

connected by indicating a particular Utpala, its function in this consisting

of that process of Indication in which the word does not entirely surrender

its own connotation [i.e. the term ' nllam '

denotes the blue colour, but when
connected with the word '

utpala ', it comes to indicate the blue-coloured

ulpala, and thus in the sentence ' rillam utpalam
' we have the statement of

the equation
* the blue lotus is a lotus ']."

The Opponent In the case in question also, there may be connection

between the Redness and the Ekahayani, through Syntactical Connection.

Purvapaksin "That cannot be, we reply. Direct Signification is

stronger than Syntactical Connection; and Direct Signification asserts the

connection of the Ekahayani with the act (of Purchasing) ,and not with the

property (of Redness)"

The Opponent" If connection with the Act can be admitted on the basis
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of Direct Signification, then connection with the Property may also be acU

mitted on the basis of Syntactical Connection."

Purvapaksin
" That cannot be done ; when one thing is spoken of as re-

lated to some other thing, no other thing, even though in close proximity to

it, can become related to it. For instance, in the expression
*

Bhdryd rdjnah

puruso deuadattasya ', if the term *

rdjnah
' be taken as used for the purpose of

qualifying the '

bhdryd ', then it cannot be connected with the term '

purusa
'

.

In the same manner, in the case in question, when the term '

ekahdyanl
'

has been used for the purpose of qualifying the act (of Purchasing), it cannot

be connected with the term ' arundV
Says the Opponent It is true that, so long as there is no actual need

(for one word to be connected with another), mere proximity cannot be a

reason (for connecting them) ;
in fact, in every case, it is only when the

meaning of the word alone by itself is found to be incompatible, and is on

that account rejected, that there is justification for taking it as part of the

meaning of the sentence in which it occurs (i.e. as connected with some
other word or words of the sentence) ; this is not justifiable under any
circumstances other than the said one: and the reason for this lies in the

fact that the connotation of the word by itself is of a generic character (as

the word always denotes the Universal, the Class), while the meaning of

the sentence is of a particular character ; i.e. the meaning of the sentence

is that which restricts to particulars the Universals denoted by the compo-
nent words. This is what has been explained under Su. 1. 1. 25 ' Tadbhutd-

ndm kriy~irthena samdmndyo'rthasya tannimittatvdt.' It may be that the

meanings of words are perceived directly, while the meaning of the sentence

is inferred ; but so long as the word remains confined to its own denotation,

it does not teach anything ; that is why it has to be syntactically connected

with another word, not for any other reason. So that in the case in

question, even though the term '

ekahdyanl ', having all its needs fulfilled by

being connected with the act of Purchasing, does not stand in need of the

connection of any other word, yet the term ' arund '

is such that, unless it

be connected with another word, it remains meaningless, and hence it

becomes syntactically connected with the term '

ekahdyanl '.

Purvapaksin
" It has been already pointed out that the term ' ekahd-

yanl
9

is meant to be connected with the act (of Purchasing), not with the

property denoted by
' arund V

Opponent What we say is that, with a view to save the term ' arund '

from becoming meaningless we have to take the term '

ekahdyanl
'

to be con-

nected with both (the act of Purchasing, as well as the property of Redness).

In fact, what is done for the sake of one thing may well be done for the sake

of another; for instance, canals are dug for irrigating paddy, and yet water

from them is used also for drinking and washing; similarly, in the case in

question, the term s

ekahdyanl \ used for the sake of being connected with

the act of Purchasing, may be connected with the term ' arund '

also ; there

would be nothing wrong in that.

Purvapaksin
" It is not so ; though it may be that, in order to guard

against the contingency of making the term 'arund' meaningless, it is

connected with the 'ekahdyanl', yet, in this way, it could be connected
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with the entire Context ; because this term ' arund ' could not be qualified

(restricted) by the words * somam krlndti* (' purchases Soma'); because

these words are not used as a qualifying clause; in fact they enjoin an

Apurva (something not already known).'*

Opponent Even though enjoined, this Apurva might become connected

with something else, just as the term *

ekahayanl
9
is connected. How so ?

A word is always used for a definite purpose ; hence it should be taken as

serving all that purpose for which it is used ; and so long as such a word is

present in the mind, and is found to be in need of some connection, it can

become connected with another word, which also may be present in the

mind,

Pfirvapaksin
" It is not so ; that word alone is connected with another

which becomes meaningless unless so connected, not any other word.

Why so ? Because when the word becomes so connected, its universal

connotation becomes restricted to particulars; so that direct signification

(of the Universal) suffers at the hands of syntactical connection (indicating

the Particular). (As regards the term * arund '), even when it is not connected

with the act of Purchasing, it does not become meaningless; as it can be

connected with the several ekahayanl-animals mentioned in the Context."

Opponent It has been already pointed out that it is not possible for

the term * arund
'

to be connected with the Context.

Purvapaksin
" It is not impossible. The fact of the matter is that in

any particular sentence, when a certain factor is enjoined by it, that same

factor cannot be connected with any other factor ; because of difference in

the form of expression; the expression that is used for enjoining a thing is

different from that used for connecting it with a property; further, that

which is enjoined is made known as something not already known ; while

what is meant to be connected with a property is only referred to as some-

thing already known. Now if a certain thing is spoken of only once, it

could not be known as well as not known; so that if the 'ekahayanl* has

been enjoined in regard to the Purchasing, it could be so only as something
not already known ; while if it were connected with the property signified by
the term * arund ', it could be so only as something already known. There

would be no such incongruities if the sentence w ere split up (one connecting
the ekahayanl with Purchasing, and another connecting the ekahayanl with

Redness) ;
in the Context itself there are several acts and substances spoken

of by means of other sentences ; and it is with them that what is enjoined in

the latter of the two sentences (into which the first sentence has been split

up) becomes connected ; so that while it would be enjoined in one sentence,

it would be referred to (for being connected with the other factors) in a differ-

ent sense ; in which case there would be no incongruity.
" From all this it follows that the Redness is connected with the entire

Context, because it is equally connected with all and because there is no differ*

ence of Context ".

In answer to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta

When the Substance and the Property serve the same purpose, they have the

same function, and hence there should be restriction (Su.) that is to say,
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in a case where the Substance and the Property are spoken of as serving the

same purpose, these two the Substance and the Property should be taken

as restricted to one and the same thing ; why ? because they have the same

function ; i.e. because the function of both is the same ; i.e. in the case in

question, the only function spoken of as belonging to the Substance (Ekalid-

yanl) and the Property (Redness) is that they should be connected with the

act of Purchasing. How do you get at this idea ? This is got at by taking
the whole as * one sentence '.

" How are they taken as * one sentence
'

?
"

The words '

arunayd pingdksyd ekahdyanyd
>

[*with the red, tawny-

eyed, one-year-old
'

] do not convey any idea at all
; as both the speaker and

the person spoken to still need some other word to comprehend the

meaning ; when however the words * Somam krindti
'

[
* he purchases the

Soma* J are added, then the idea conveyed becomes completed ; as with this

addition both the speaker and the person spoken to find all that they need.

Objection "In case the Substance and the Property serve the same

purpose and have the same function, why cannot there be option [the two

being treated as optional alternatives] ?"

Reply This cannot be right ;
as (in the first place) the argument, that

' the two things concerned fulfil the conditions of optional alternatives

because of what has been declared (under Sutra 12. 3. 10) regarding
'

things

serving the same purpose being optional alternatives
'

", has no force against
us. Why ? Because that alone is an effective objection which establishes

the objector's own thesis and goes against that of his opponent; your

objection (that the two should be treated as optional alternatives) does not

go against our view, our view being that Redness is connected with

Purchasing, (Secondly) there can be no option in this case, as the purposes
served are diverse.

" But it has just been asserted that the purpose served is one and the

same ; so that what you assert now involves a self-contradiction. Then

again, it has been explained (by the Purvapaksin, above) that the Property,

being unsubstantial, cannot be connected with the Act ; while what is said

now is that the Substance and the Property serve the same purpose of

accomplishing the Purchase, which is contrary to that statement."

Our answer to the above is that there is no self-contradiction; nor

is there any chance of the two being regarded as optional alternatives. It

is true that the purpose served by both is one and the same; but there is

a difference in the efficiency of the two ; the Substance helps the Act directly,

while the Property helps the Act only indirectly, by qualifying and speci-

fying the substances that help the Act.
" In that case the Property does not help in the accomplishment of the

Act at all; all that it does is to specify that (Substance) which accomplishes
the Act."

It is not so ; in the accomplishing of the Act, the efficiency of the

Property lies in this that it specifies what does accomplish that Act ; in fact

the Act stands in need of the specification of the means of its accomplish-
ment ; the Property serves to specify that means of accomplishment as its

distinguishing mark; in the absence of such a mark, there could be no

specification as to which one of the many possible things is the means of

23
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accomplishing the particular Act ; and in that case we could not determine

how to accomplish the Act. It is in this way that Property becomes

the means of accomplishing the Act.

Under these circumstances, the two (Substance and Property) cannot be

regarded as optional alternatives. To take an example, as between the Locus

(Adhikarana) on the one hand and the Nominative and other Agents on the

other, the Locus contains (supports) the Nominative and other Agents,
until these latter are so supported, they cannot accomplish the act ; similarly

the Nominative Agent brings together the Instrumental and other Agents ;

and until these latter are so brought together, they cannot accomplish
their respective functions. [So that though there are so many agencies
at work in the accomplishing of an act, all these agencies cannot be regarded
as optional alternatives.] In fact, it is a case of option only where a second

instrument is prescribed for the imparting of that very aid which can be

imparted by an instrument already known ; e.g. in the case of the sentences
*

Vrihibhiryajate' and '

Yavairyajeta\ where both the vrlhi and the yava
accord precisely the same help to ;the action by supplying the material for

the Rice.
" Then it comes to this that the ekahdyani is enjoined (as a means

to the Purchasing), and the property of Redness is a qualification of the

ekahdyani ; and this explanation will involve the same incongruity of a

syntactical split."

We do not say that the term * arund '

is connected with the term
*

ekahdyani
'

; what we say is that it is connected with the verb ' to pur-

chase', the meaning of the sentence being that 'the act of purchasing
should be accomplished by means of the Property of Redness '

; now,

according to this, the Agent has to make an effort by which the Purchasing
could be accomplished by the Property of Redness ; -but the Property
cannot accomplish the act except by serving as a qualification for the

Instrument whereby the act is directly accomplished; so that it follows as

a matter of course that the Property becomes a qualification of that Instru-

ment (in the present case, the Ekahdyani). For instance, when it is said

that * one should cook in a pot V where the Pot is mentioned as a means of

accomplishing the cooking, it is employed in holding (containing, the article

to be cooked) ; similarly in the case in question also. Thus there is no

possibility of a syntactical split.
" Even so there would be syntactical split. How ? In the text under

consideration, there are several sentences, each complete in itself ; just as in

the case of the sentence ' Devadatta Yajnadatta Visnumitrdh bhojyantdm*

[
* Devadatta, Yajnadatta and Visnumitra should be fed '], where the act of

'

feeding
'

is meant to be complete in itself with reference to each of the three

persons, so also in the case of the sentence '

Yasya pita pitdmahah somam na

pibet, etc.' [' One whose father and grandfather have not drunk the Soma
should perform the Vrdlyapashuydga'] [where the condition of * the non-

driiiking of Soma '

pertains to the Father and the Grandfather, each by him-

self] ; similarly in the case in question, there would be two sentences, each

complete in itself
*

arunaya krindti
' and '

ekahdyanyd krlndti
'

[ and thus

there would be a syntactical split].''
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This argument is not subversive of our main thesis ; for, even so, the

redness is connected with the purchasing only, and not with the entire

Context.

"True, the argument does not vitiate your main thesis; but (by your

interpretation) it would be possible to have the purchase effected by an

Ekahayani which is not red, as also by a red animal which is not ekahdyani ;

and this militates against your thesis that there is
* restriction regarding the

Substance and the Property* (Sutra 12).
"

In that case, we shall assert that there is no syntactical split (involved

in our explanation). How so ? Because what are enjoined are the

Substance (Animal) and the Redness in reference to the Purchasing, and not

the Purchasing in reference to these two (Substance and Redness) ; and

the Principal does not vary with each accessory; it is only the accessory

that varies with each Principal. We have several instances where a sentence

dealing with a large number of factors is taken as one complete unit dealing

with all the factors taken collectively ; e.g. the sentence *

Gargdh shatam

dandyantdm'' (* The Oargas should be fined a hundred '

; where, though each

member of the Garga community is meant to be fined, yet the sentence

is taken as one complete unit dealing with them all in the aggregate), and

the sentence '

Abhisatya hutva bhaksayanti
'

[ where, though there are two

distinct actions, of extracting the juice and pouring the libation, yet the two

together are taken collectively as forming the antecedent of the action of

eating}. Similarly in the case in question what is enjoined is the Pur-

chasing as qualified by the two qualifying factors (of Redness and one-year-

oldness) taken collectively [ and thus there is no syntactical split],
" As a matter of fact, in each of the instances cited, the act enjoined is

found to be such as is complete in regard to each of the individuals

concerned; how then is it concluded that the sentence is one complete
unit as dealing with all the individuals taken collectively, and not with each

of them severally ? [The Fine, for instance, serves to absolve the person

fined, and hence it has to be repeated with each person of the Garga com-

munity; and the eating has to be preceded by each of the two acts men-

tioned as its antecedents.]"

Our answer to this is as follows : In the case in question, the Substance

(Animal) and the Redness are found to be connected with the act

(Purchasing), and not connected with each other; the Purchasing also is

found to be qualified by both, the Animal and the Redness collectively, not

one by one; under the circumstances, if this sentence were taken as

predicating the animal and the redness, then the Purchasing would be un-

doubtedly connected with each of the two factors severally ; if, on the

other hand, the animal as well as the redness be taken as enjoined with a

view to enjoining the act of Purchasing, then this Purchasing would be as

qualified by the one-year-oU animal as by the property of Redness ; so that

the connection of both would have to be admitted. Further, what is meant
to be brought about in this case is the Purchase, not the Animal and the

Redness ; as it is through this Purchase that the Soma, which is required as

the material for the Jyotistoma sacrifice, is secured. As for the Animal

and the Redness they would be desired to be brought about only if they
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served the purposes of the Purchase, not otherwise. From all this we

conclude that what is enjoined is the Purchase, and this Purchase is

qualified, not by each of the two factors severally [but by both collectively],

so that the sentence is a complete unit as dealing with both collectively.

Such being the case, it follows that, with the exception of the one-year-old

Animal, there is no other means of effecting the Purchase, and that with

the exception of Redness, there is nothing else to specify the means of

effecting the Purchase, so that this * restriction
* becomes duly established.

** What we have to urge against this is as follows : If the Property

(Redness) simply becomes connected with that by which the Purchase is

effected, then, even on the split of the sentence, the Redness itself would

remain a means of effecting the Purchase ; so that it would not be necessary

for this Redness to enter into the Animal as its qualification; under the

circumstances, why is so much effort being made to treat the sentence as

one composite whole ?
"

Our answer to this is as follows : If the sentence is split up, then one

Purchase becomes recognised as effected by means of the One-year-old

Animal, and another Purchase becomes recognised as effected by means

of the Redness ; and the Redness does not become predicated in reference to

the same Purchase that is effected by means of the One-year-old Animal;
so that, if there is another Purchase effected by means of Redness, then, by

implication, there should be something else also as a means of effecting the

Purchase [as the mere property of Redness, by itself, cannot effect any

thing] / and the property of Redness would, in that case, qualify this some-

thing else and become connected with it. If, on the other hand, the whole

sentence is taken as one composite whole, then all this becomes avoided.

Thus the only right conclusion is that * when the Substance and the Pro-

perty serve the same purpose, they have the same function, and hence there

should be restriction
9

(Su.).



ADHIKAEAIJA (7) : The Cleansing should be done to all the

Grahas (Gups) : No significance attaches to the Number.

SUTRA (13).

[PUBVAPAKSA]
"
IT IS QUALIFIED BY SINGLENESS, BECAUSE

SINGLENESS IS DIRECTLY MENTIONED."

Bhdsya.

[The general question of the employment of Accessories having been dealt

with, we now proceed to consider the details regarding special cases.]

(a) There is the Jyotistoma sacrifice laid down in the text * Ya evam-

vidvdn somena yajate, etc.' (Taitti. Sam. 3, 2. 2. 3.) ; in connection with this

sacrifice we read *

Dashdpavitrena graham sammdrsti '. (6) Similarly, in

connection with the Agnihotra, we read '

Agnestrndni apachinoti\ (c) Last-

ly, in connection with the Darsha-purnamdsa, we read ' Puroddsham par-

yagni karoti* (Shata. Bra. 1, 2. 2. 13).

In connection with all these, there arises the question Are the

(a) cleansing, (b) the removing of straws, and (c) the taking round of the Fire to

be done in connection with (a) only one Cup, (6) only one Fire, and (c) only one

Cake, or with (a) all Cups, (6) all Fires, and (c) all Cakes ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :
" It should be

understood to be done to (a) one Cup, (b) one Fire, and (c) one Cake.

Why ? Because of this being directly mentioned ; that is to say, every one of

these things has been mentioned by a word with the singular ending ; it is

only one thing that is found to be mentioned in these texts ; and in regard

to Acts for which the Word (Vedic text) is our sole means of knowledge, we

must accept as authoritative whatever the Word says ; e.g. when the Word

says
' Pashum dlabheta ', what is sacrificed is a single animal and that a male

one (as such is the signification of the word 'pashum' which is in the

singular number and masculine gender). Similarly in the case in question,

(a) one Cup is to be cleaned, (6) straws have to be removed from one Fire,

and (c) Fire has to be taken round one Cake."

SUTRA (14).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE ACT IS TO BE DONE TO ALL,

BECAUSE OF THE DISTINGUISHING FEATURE
;
THE

DISTINGUISHING FEATURE IS PRESENT

EQUALLY IN ALL.

Bhdsya.

It is not right that the acts should be done to only one of the individual

Cups (and Fires and Cakes) ;
in reality, (a) all the Cups should be cleansed,
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(6) straws should be removed from all the Fires, and (c) all Fire should be

taken round one Cake. Why ? Because the cleansing has been enjoined in

connection with the substance characterised by the generic character
'

Cup
' as its distinguishing feature, and this distinguishing feature is equally

present in all the individual cups ; so that it cannot be understood which

one vessel should be cleansed, and which should not be cleansed ; so that

inasmuch as we find the cleansing laid down in connection with the Cup in

general, and as we do not find anything pointing to any particular Cup, it

follows that the act is to be done to all the Cups. Similarly with the Fires

and the Cakes.
" But we find the singular number, which shall specify (the particular

Cup to be washed).
5 '

That cannot be ; because what the singularity (denoted by the singular

number in the word 'graham
9

, 'cup') may do is to affirm the singularity

with regard to the Cup (i.e. may denote the one Cup) it cannot deny (i.e.

exclude) the second and other Cups ; as the singular number only affirms

singularity, it does not deny (exclude) the second and the rest ; so that

the second and the rest not being excluded, why should not the cleansing and

other acts, which have been enjoined by means of words expressive of the

Cup and other things in general be done to all the individuals ?

The following argument may be urged here against our view : "When
the singular number is used in reference to only one possible object (as in

the text under consideration), what else could it do except excluding in

regard to the second and the rest ; i.e. if the singular number did not exclude

the second and other objects, it would be entirely superfluous ; as a matter

of fact, it is quite capable of excluding the second and other objects

just as the sentence * Ashvdbhidhdmmddatte '

(' He holds the reins of the

horse') excludes the reins of the Ass, so should there be exclusion in the

present case also."

Our answer to this is that this cannot be ; in the case cited, the connec-

tion between the Mantra and the Reins is laid down by *Imamagrbhnan

rashanamrtasya-ityashvdbhidhdnimddatte (Tai. Sam. 5. 1. 2. 1 where the

connection between the Mantra and the Reins in general is expressed by the

text of the Mantra itself
* Imdmagrbhnan rashandmrtasya

'

; that the

reins meant are to be of the Horse is not expressed by the Mantra (but

by the additional sentence *

ityashvdbhidhdnimddatte
'

) ; and as for the

act of Holding itself, it is indicated by the words of the Mantra itself;

so that in this case it is only right that there should be exclusion of the

Mantra (from being used in the holding of the reins of the Ass). [The
Tantravdrtika Trans., pp. 1007-1010 takes objection to this reasoning.]

In the case in question, on the other hand, the Singular Number that

we find used in connection with the object (Cup), even though present,

cannot serve the purpose of exclusion, as it is itself not enjoined. For

example, if one were to say, with reference to cooked rice * Whoever eats

this rice, be it a dog or a cat, should be prevented', if what is laid

down as the condition (for prevention), is the eating of the rice, and not

the connection (presence) of dog or cat, then the crow also, when coming
to eat the rice, should be prevented; because, even though the Dog and
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the Cat are specially mentioned, the presence of these has not been laid

down as the condition (for preventing). Similarly, in the case in question,
as the connection of singleness has not been enjoined, even though this

singleness is mentioned, all the cups become connected (with the cleansing).

In fact, there is no word injunctive of the connection between the Object
and Singleness. "But there is the word ' sammdrsti' (' cleanses') ". This

word 'cleanses* does not lay down the connection between the Object and

Singleness.
" What then does it lay down ?

"
It lays down the connection

between the Object and the Cleansing ; it is only when this is so that the text

lays down what it directly expresses; otherwise it would be taken, on the

basis of Syntactical Connection, as laying down what is expressed not by itself

but by other words; and /Syntactical Connection can function only when
Direct Assertion is not there, never when the Direct Assertion is there.

Thus it is that, not being enjoined as qualifying anything, the Singleness
cannot serve the purpose of excluding the second and other cups ; and
under the circumstances, if the Cleansing were done to the second and other

cups, it would not bo anything not-enjoined, or forbidden ; because the

Cleansing is actually predicated as much of the one as of the second and other

cups.

Then again, there is the following difficulty also (in the Purvapaksa

view) : The Singleness (if enjoined) could not be restricted in regard to the

Cleansing of the object ; because the Cleansing cannot be the qualification of that

object in regard to which the Singleness would be restricted ; as the Cleansing
is what is enjoined in this same sentence; it is not something enjoined

elsewhere and only referred to (mentioned) here as the qualification of the

object; nor is it possible for the same thing to be enjoined and at the

same time to be mentioned (referred to) as a qualification. A thing can

specify (or qualify) another only when it is something of which the connec-

tions are well known already ; but things like those in question, which

are cognisable only by means of Vedic texts, cannot have their connections

already known. As a matter of fact, however, the Cleansing is actually

enjoined ; hence it cannot serve as a qualification ; and if it is not a

qualification, the Singleness cannot be regarded as restricted to the object.
" We shall say then that the Singleness is asserted in regard to the

Washing.
"

Even so, there would be only two possible alternatives either (a) the

Singleness or (b) the Cleansing is the primary (predominant factor)* As a

matter of fact, however, both these alternatives are impossible, (a) Because

the Cleansing cannot be done to the Singleness [and this would be the

meaning if the Singleness is the predominant and Cleansing the subordinate

factor ] ; nor does the Cleansing, when done to the Object, bring any benefit to

the Singleness ; nor is there any need for any benefit to bo brought to the

Singleness; because (under the alternative proposed) the Singleness is not

spoken of as the subordinate factor. (b) "Well, we may regard the single-

ness as subordinate to the cleansing (the second alternative)." That also

is not possible.
" Why ?

" Because it is unsubstantial (formless), and as

such it cannot accomplish the Cleansing. Though there may be other

formless things which accomplish actions by qualifying the means by which
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those actions are accomplished, yet it cannot be so in the present case of

Singleness; because in the present case, it is not the Cup that is enjoined

for the Cleansing; in fact, it is the Cleansing that is enjoined for the Cup
and the Cleansing is something that serves a distinctly useful purpose ; and

we have not got to assume a use for the Cleansing. If the Cup rendered

any help to the Cleansing, then the Singleness, as helping (qualifying) that

helper (Cup), could be taken to help the Cleansing also ; but as a matter of

fact, this is not so. For these reasons, there can be no connection between

the Singleness and the Cleansing.
" The Cup, even though the predominant factor, does accomplish the

Cleansing ; so that by qualifying this act of Cleansing, as also the means of

accomplishing this act, it would render help to it; just as the details of the

Pranita-water performed over the curd and milk brought up for sacrificial

purposes, help the cooking (of the rice), or the details of the Sacrificial

Post performed over the Paridhi brought vjp for the purposes of the

Encircling, help in the tying (of the animal to the Paridhi). Thus then,

what has been said is no answer (to the Pwrm^atez-argument). [That

is to say, in the first place, the capacity to accomplish the Cleansing

belongs to the Cup, and hence it would bo through this that the Singleness

would help the Cleansing; and even though the Cup is the predominant

factor, yet it would become the property of a subordinate object by

becoming qualified by a property (e.g. Singleness) that is subordinate to

the Action. It is not necessary that an accessory must rest upon an

accessory ; all that is necessary is that it should rest upon something that

helps the Action and thereby helps its accomplishment. Tantravdrtika

Trans., p. 1013,]
"

Our answer to the above is as follows : We do not say x^hat they
do not help that which is not conducive to the accomplishment of the

Action ; what we do say is that when the Cup, which is the predominant

factor, is mentioned as a qualification, then the Singleness has no connection

either with the Cup, or with the Cleansing. Why ? Whenever anything
is put forward as a qualification, there is certainly an agreement between

the two; but such a thing is not laid down as something to be known.
" Why then is it put forward at all ?

" It is put forward with a view to

something else being enjoined for it ; as for instance, in the case in question,

the Cup is qualified (by Singleness), and the Cleansing is enjoined for it. In

addition to this, if the connection with Singleness were another factor

enjoined in regard to the Cup or the Cleansing, then there would be a split

of the sentence, as there would be two connections predicated. It might be

argued that " the cup having been qualified, what is enjoined in regard

to it is connection with Singleness, not connection with Cleansing". But in

that case it will have to be admitted that the presence, in the text, of the

word 'cleansing* would have to be regarded as a mis-reading; which,

in fact, it is not. Hence the conclusion is that neither of the two (the

Cup or the Cleansing) has any connection with Singleness. Thus it is

that Singleness renders no help either to the Cup or the Cleansing ; and it

has to be taken as only re/erred to. From all this it follows that Singleness

is not intended to do anything at all, and that the Cleansing should be
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done to all the Gups.
" Why so ?

" Because it is equally connected with all

and because there is no difference of Context.

Objection "If no significance is meant to be attached to Singleness,

then why is the Singular Number used ? When several things were meant to

be spoken of, the Plural Number should have been used."

Our answer to this is as follows: We are not discussing here whether
the Singular Number should be used or should not be used ; what wo are

discussing is when the Singular Number has been used, what should it be

understood to mean ? Should it be taken to mean that the Cleansing should

be done to one (Cup) or to all ? And it has been established that it

should be done to all. Then again, the signifying of the number is not

the sole function of a case-ending ; what then ? it also signifies an active

agency; so that, when it is not meant to signify the Singleness (Number), its

presence would serve the purpose of signifying the active agency ; so that it

would not be entirely superfluous.

Lastly, in the word 'graham', the Cup is denoted by the noun-base

(the term '

graha'), and Singleness is denoted by the case-ending (in
*

graham').
" What if it is so ?

" From this it follows that it is by Direct

Assertion that the case-ending speaks of its connotation as subsisting in what
is denoted by the noun-base. " Even so, why should that (Singleness,

denoted by the case-ending) not be connected with Cleansing ?
"

If it were

connected with, it could be so only through Syntactical Connection ; and when
a thing has become connected with one thing, by Direct Assertion, it cannot
be separated from it an<J connected with another, through Syntactical Connec-

tion. Thus then, when the Cleansing is not connected with Singleness, there

is nothing lost if it is not done as qualified by singleness. Nor is the

Cleansing qualified by Singleness ; it is enjoined only for the Cup ; why then

should it not be done to the second or the third Cup ?

SUTRA (15).

THAT WHICH is ENJOINED (OR PREDICATED) is FOR THE
SAKE OF SOMETHING ELSE

;
HENCE IT SHOULD BE

TAKEN EXACTLY AS MENTIONED IN THE TEXT.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued by the Purvapaksin above (towards the end of the

Bhdsya on Su. 13) that "as in the case of the sentence ' Pashumalabheta' , what
is sacrificed is only one animal, and that also a male one, so should it be in

the case in question also". The two cases however are not analogous;
(a) There is this difference that in the present case the cleansing is for the

Cup, while in the other case, the animal is for the sacrifice.
" What, if it is

so ?
" When anything qualifies that which is for the sacrifice, then it renders

help to the sacrifice ; as the sacrifice cannot be performed by means of any-
thing which is not qualified (or specified) ; in the case in question, on the
other hand, the cleansing is not to be done by the cup as qualified (or specified)

by anything, which latter thing would qualify the cup and render help to the

cleansing. (b) Then again, in the case of the Animal, its singleness has been
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enjoined in reference to the sacrifice. " It has been asserted that it is by

Direct Assertion that the case-ending expresses its connotation as subsisting in

what is denoted by the noun-base (Bha. Text, p. 229, line 1); while it is

through Syntactical Connection that the singleness could be enjoined in regard
to the sacrifice; and Direct Assertion is stronger than Syntactical Connec-

tion; all this has been asserted (by the Siddhdntin himself)." -True; in a

case where the directly-expressed connection is meant to be expressed, it is

as has been asserted ; but in a case where such a connection is not meant to be

expressed, what is learnt through Syntactical Connection cannot be rejected.

It is for this reason that only one animal is sacrificed, that too a male. In

tho case in question, the singleness of the cup does not render any help to

the cleansing, and hence it cannot qualify the cup. Hence it follows that

no significance attaches to this singleness.



ADHIKARANA (8) : There is no '

cleansing
'

of the
' Chamasa-

CMps
'

: Exception to the foregoing Adhikarana.

SUTRA (16).

[PURVAPAKSA] "BECAUSE THEY ARE OF THE NATURE OF A

PURIFICATORY (PREPARATORY) ACT, THE ACCESSORY

DETAILS (LIKE
'

CLEANSING') SHOULD NOT BE

RESTRICTED IN THEIR APPLICATION".

Bhdsya.

There is the Jyotistoma sacrifice, in connection with which we read
*

Dashdpavitrena graham sammdrsti* ; we have understood (from the fore-

going Adhikarana) that all the cups (yrahas) are to be cleansed. Now there

arises the question -Are the Chamasas (Soma-cups) also to be washed or

not?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksai
"
Chamasa-cups

and all similar vessels are to be cleansed. Why ? Because they are all equally

connected and because there is no difference of Context. Just as the Graha-Cups

are connected with a transcendental result, so are the Chamasa-cups also ;

and just as the Graha-Cups are mentioned in the Context, so are the

Chamasa-cups also. Hence the Cleansing is to be done to all.

Objection 'What are specially named are the Graha-Cups, and these

would exclude the Chamasa-cups.'

"AnswerThe mention of the graha-cup may be taken as merely

illustrative, standing for all Soma- cups ; so that all those cups are to be

cleansed which are of this nature that if the Soma-juice were not kept in

them, there would be fear of its being thrown out. [Read
*

yasmin-

nagrhyarndnah', not kept; as printed, the passage may be rendered as 'if

the Soma-juice were kept in them there would be an idea that it is meant to

be poured out']. For example, when it is said 'dining time has arrived,

wash the dishes', all those vessels are washed which are likely to be used

at dinner, and the ' dish
'

is taken as mentioned only by way of illustra-

tion ; similarly should it be in the case in question also."

Says the Purvapaksin's Opponent In the world of ordinary experience,

all activity is determined by some purpose or need ; so that whatever thing

may be there which, on being cleansed, would serve a useful purpose, all

that should be cleansed; in the case of the Veda however, all action is

determined by the words of the text, and in the case in question, the words

of the text speak of the cleansing of the graha-cup; and so long as the

adopting of the directly-expressed meaning of the words is possible, why
should the term *

graha
'

be taken in an indirect figurative sense (of all kinds

of cups) ?

Purvapaksin "Our answer to this is as follows: What the word

'sammdrsti' ('cleanses') can enjoin by direct signification is the agent's
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activity towards the act of cleansing, while the connection with the graha-

cups can be indicated only through Syntactical Connection ; and Direct

Assertion is always more authoritative than Syntactical Connection. It is

in this sense that connection with the graha-cup has been described as

indirectly indicated, and not as directly asserted. From all this it follows

that every cup that is capable of the purification should be cleansed; and

such accessory details as cleansing are not to be restricted to the graha-

cups only."

SUTRA (17).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE RESTRICTION, AS THE

PARTICULAR OBJECT IS MENTIONED DIRECTLY, AND THE SCRIP-

TURAL WORD IS THE SOLE AUTHORITY IN THESE MATTERS.

Bhdsya.

In reality, the cleansing should be restricted to the Graha-Cups only, it

could not apply to the Chamasa-cups. Why ? Because the particular object

is mentioned directly ; the Graha-Cup is directly mentioned in the text ;

therefore it could not be left out (from being cleansed) ; for if it were left out,

the direct Vedic text would be disobeyed ; and it would follow that according

to you, the presence of the word 'graham' in the text is a mistaken

reading; this would not be right. Hence the conclusion is that the text

specifies the Graha-vessel by means of the term 'graham* and then enjoins

the connection of the cleansing; but unless it enjoined the cleansing itself,

the text could not enjoin the connection of the cleansing ; hence the text must

enjoin the cleansing itself. This would not involve any disobeying of the

Veda. Why ? Because by means of the verb * sammdrsti 9

(' cleanses '), the

Vedic text can enjoin the agent's activity towards the act of cleansing, and

it makes no difference whether the cleansing itself is brought about or it is

only connected with something else; so that there would be nothing

repugnant to the Vedic text if the Graha-Cup were connected (with the

cleansing) ; and hence it is only right that the cleansing should be restricted

to the Graha-Cups only.

Objection
*' Inasmuch as the connection of the transcendental result

is equally present, and as there is no difference of Context the cleansing

should be applicable to the Chamasa-cups also, and its injunction should not

be restricted to the Graha-Cups only; as we have already explained
above."

Answer The Injunction (of the Chamctsa-cups) could be possible only
after all the objects mentioned in the text have been syntactically connected

into a single sentence, not until this syntactical connection has been

made ; now such a syntactical connection with all the objects could only
be inferred from the indications of the Context ; while that of the Graha-Cups
is directly perceived; hence the Injunction cannot apply to the entire

Context.

In the case of the connection between the cup and singleness (dealt with

in the previous Adhikarana) it was found impossible for the text to enjoin

that connection without abandoning what is directly expressed by it. So
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that the case of the present Adhikarana is not analogous to the case of the

injunction of the singleness of the cup.

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin) that " Just as in the case of

the expression
' wash the dishes \ the term ' dishes '

is taken to be indirectly

indicative (of all those things that may be required at dinner-time), so in the

present case also (the term '

graham
' should be taken to be indicative of

all cups)." This argument has already been refuted by the assertion that

in the world of ordinary experience all activity is determined by some pur-

pose or need, while in the case of the Veda, it is determined entirely by
the words of the text.



ADHIKAEANA (9) : The measure of
'
seventeen cubits

'

appertains to the Sacrificial Post used at the

'

Pashu-sacrifice '.

SUTRA (18).

BEINU OF NO USE IN THE PRIMARY, IT SHOULD APPERTAIN

TO ITS SUBSIDIARIES.

Rhdsya.

In connection with the Vdjapeya sacrifice we read *

Saptadashdratnlr-

vdjapeyasya yupah
'

[' The Sacrificial Post of the Vajapeya is seventeen

cubits in height']. In regard to this there arises the question Does the

measure, of
' seventeen cubits

'

appertain to the upright vessel at the Vaja-

peya sacrifice, or to the Sacrificial Post at the Pashu-sacrifice ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" It appertains to the upright vessel. Why ? Because at the Vajapeya

sacrifice, there is no Sacrificial Post at all ;
so that the measure can

appertain only to that vessel used at the Vajapeya which resembles the

Sacrificial Post; there is the vessel named *

shodashi\ used at the

Vajapeya, which resembles the Sacrificial Post in being
' made of Khadira-

wood* and in being upright; if therefore the measure appertain to this

vessel, then the term *

Vajapeya
'

retains its direct connotation ; otherwise (in

the other alternative), the term *

vdjapeya
' would have to be taken in its

indirect sense, indicating the Pashu-sacrifice, which is a subsidiary of the

Vdjapeya-sacrifice.
' In your view also, the term sacrificial post has to be

taken in the indirect sense, indicating the Upright Vessel,
' Our answer to this

is that in either case we cannot entirely avoid recourse to indirect indication ;

in our view however there is this advantage that the connection of the

Vajapeya, which forms the subject-matter of the Context, is retained ; hence

the measure should appertain to the Upright Vessel (which is used at the

Vajapeya itself)."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhdnta Being of no

use in the Primary, -it should appertain to its subsidiaries (Su.). The term
'

vdjapeya
'

signifies a particular form of Soma-sacrifice ; this sacrifice by
itself has no use for the Sacrificial Post ; there is however a subsidiary of

the Vdjapeya-sacrifice, which is called the Pashu-sacrifice, whereat there

is need for the Post, for the tying up of the animal. Under these circum-

stances, if the measure of
' seventeen cubits

' were taken as enjoined for the
* Post at the Vdjapeya itself \ then, as there is no such Post, the Injunc-

tion would be meaningless. In order therefore to save it from becoming

meaningless, it should bo taken as appertaining to the Post at the Pashu-

sacriftce. The name * Post '

could be applied to the Upright Vessel only

figuratively (indirectly).
" But in the other view also, the name *

vdjapeya
'
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could be applied to the Pashu-sacrifice only indirectly." Not so, we reply.

In our view, the term '

vajapeya
' stands for the Vdjapeya-sacrifice itself ;

only it will specify (qualify) the Post used at the Pashu-sacrifice', because

this Post is of use to its subsidiary, the Pashu-sacrifice ; and when one thing

helps the subsidiary of another, it becomes related to this latter by direct

relationship ; and this relationship does not cease simply because it is

interrupted (by tjbe intervention of the said subsidiary). For instance, in

tho case of * Devadatta's grandson ', their relationship is interrupted by the

intervention of the * son ', and yet the grandson is related to Devadatta by
direct relationship. Thus then it is our view of the case that should be

ac-cepted ; as it does not involve the necessity of having recourse to ' indirect

indication
*

in the case of any word at all.



ADHIKAEAI^A (10) : Acts like
' Abhikramana

'

(Stepping

Forward) are subsidiary to the 'Prayajas' only.

SUTRA (19).

[PfiRVAPAKA] "AS REGARDS AN ACCESSORY PERTAINING TO THE

PERFORMER, INASMUCH AS IT DOES NOT FORM AN INTEGRAL

PART OF THE ACTION, THERE WOULD BE A SYNTACTICAL

SPLIT [IF IT WERE CONNECTED WITH ANY

PARTICULAR ACTION]/'

Bhdsya.

[Subsidiaries in the shape of purely Purificatory Acts, Substances and

Accessories have been dealt with ; we now proceed to consider those cases where an

action, mentioned as related to another action, comes to be regarded as a purifica-

tory act.TantravartikaTY&m^ p. 1031.]

In the passage relating to the Prayajas which form part of the Darsha-

purnamasa sacrifices, we read ' Abhikramam juhotyabhijityai
'

(Taitti.

Sam. 2. 6. 1. 4). In connection with this sentence, there arises the question

Does this act of ' abhikramana
'

(Stepping Forward) find place in the

Prayajas only ? or in the (acts dealt with in the) entire Context ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" As regards an accessory pertaining to the Performer, what we say is

that there would be a syntactical split, because one act does not form an

integral part of another action. That is to say, the act of Stepping Forward is

something unsubstantial (formless) ; hence it cannot help in the accomplish-

ing of the act of * Homa '

(spoken of by the second term in the sentence,
*

jtihoti
'

) ;
and hence it cannot be syntactically connected with it. From

which it follows that the said act of Stepping Forward should find place in the

entire Context,
* because of its being equally connected with all and because

there is no difference of context' (Su. 8)."

Objection against the Purvapaksa
* For the same reason that has been

propounded (against the act of Stepping Forward appertaining to the act of

Homa), the act in question could not find place in any other act mentioned

in the Context.'

Answer (from the Purvapaksin) "In the case of other acts, the act in

question would be connected with the Performers."

Opponent
' In the case of the Prayajas also, the said act is connected

with the Performers.'

Purvapaksin
" That is not so ; what the term 'juhoti

'

is able to enjoin

is only that activity of the Agent which tends towards the offering of

Homa ;
it cannot enjoin the connection between that Agent and the act of

Stepping Forward"

Opponent
* In the case of the other acts of the Context also, there could
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be no injunction of the connection of the Agent with the act of Stepping
Forward,'

Purvapakain "That does not affect our position; in the case of the

other acts, as they are all spoken of in the same Context, they are all

recognised as subsidiaries (to the main Act) ; so that the text laying down
the entire procedure would naturally include the injunction of the act of

Stepping Forward also, which will thus find place in the entire Context."

SfJTRA (20).

[SlDDHANTA] NOT BEING COMPLETED WITH WHAT PRECEDES IT,

THE ACT IN QUESTION REMAINS INCOMPLETE; IT SHOULD
THEREFORE BE SYNTACTICALLY CONNECTED

(WITH THE PRAYAJAS).

Bhd$ya.

It is not right to say that the act of Stepping Forward finds place in the

entire Context ; in fact, it can find place only in the Praydjas ; why T

because it is syntactically connected with these; because the sentence

speaking of the act of Stepping Forward
' Abhikrdmanjuhoti

' not complet-
ed with what precedes it, remains incomplete. And as Syntactical Connec-

tion (which connects the act with the Praydjas only) is more authoritative

than Context (which connects it with the entire Context), the Act of Stepping

Forward should find place in the Praydjas only.

Objection
" But it has been pointed out that the act of Stepping

Forward, being unsubstantial (formless) is unable to help the accomplishment
of the Homa."

Answer It is true that by itself, the Stepping Forward is unable to help

in the Homa ; but it can help in its accomplishment when connected with

the Performer. How so ? By Stepping Forward, the Performer comes close

to the Ahavanlya Fire ;
and the Homa can be done in both ways from a

distance the Performer may extend his hand and pour the libation, or

Stepping Forward, he may draw closer to the 'fire (and pour the libation

without having to extend his hand). Thus it follows that the act of

Stepping Forward helps the Homa; and hence it should find place in the

Praydjas only.

24



(11) : The '

Upavlta
'

forms part of the

entire
'

Dv/rsha-purnamasa*',
in whose context it is

mentioned. [Exception to the preceding

Adhikarana.]

SUTRA (21).

IN A DOUBTFUL CASE, THERE BEING AN INTERRUPTION, THE

SENTENCE SHOULD BE SPLIT UP.

Bhd$ya.

[The fact of one Act appertaining to another having been established, we now

proceed to consider the question as to whether such appertaining is determined by
the intermediate or the prime Context. Tantravartika Trans., p. 1034.]

(a) In the seventh and eighth Anuvdkas relating to the Darsha-purna-

m&ea, we find the Sdmidheni verses mentioned ; (6) in the ninth, the Nivids ;

(c) iu the tenth, the mention of those Samidhenis that are to be recited

with a view to particular results, to the effect that *
if one desires such and

such a result, one should recite so many Sdmidheni verses', *if he desires

another result, he should recite so many
' and so forth ; in the eleventh, the

Yajnopavlta (sacrificial clothing) is mentioned :
*

Upavyayate devafaksma-

m&va tat kurute* ['when one wears the Upavlta, he wears the sign of the

gods'](Taitti. Sam. 2. 5. 11. 1).

Now, in regard to this, there arises the question Is the Upavlta to be

worn only while one is reciting the Sdmidhenls ? or should it be worn while

one is performing all the various acts that have been laid down in the

Context ?

Question
" Why should such a question arise at all ?

"

Answer The question arises because it is not already perceived whether

the Upavlta is mentioned in course of the (intermediate) context of the

Sdmidhenls, or after the close of the context of the Sdmidtienis.

Question
" But as a matter of fact, the entire Context is of the Darsha-

purnamdsa, and it is only in the context of the other acts (constituting the

Darshapurnamdsa) that the Sdmidhlnls are mentioned [so that there can be

no * context of the Samidhenis ']."

Answer It is true that the Samidhenis are mentioned in the Context of

something else (the Darsha-purnamdsa) ; yet of the Sdmidhenls themselves,

there is a distinct intermediate Context. The assertion * Sdmidhenlranu*

brftydt* (* should recite the Sdmidheni verses ') remains incomplete (wanting

something to complete it), and it is on account of this incompleteness that

what is mentioned in proximity to the assertion becomes recognised as

pertaining to the said assertion*

Question
" Even so, how can the context of the Sdmidhems be said to

cease?"
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Answer It ceases because of the interruption caused by the mention of

the Nivida (in the ninth anuvdka t which comes between the seventh and

eighth anuvdkas dealing with the Sdmidhenls, and the tenth anuvdka

mentioning the Sdmidhenl).

Question
" If that is so, then why should there arise the idea that the

context of the Sdmidhenls continues (even after the said interruption) ?
"

Answer As a matter of fact, even after the texts dealing with the

Nivids (ninth anuvdka), we find mentioned the details connected with the

Sdmidhenls themselves, relating to the recitation of those done with the

desire for certain results (in the tenth anuvdka) ; and it is after this latter

section that (in the eleventh anuvdka) the Upavlta is mentioned ; so that the

treatment of the Sdmidhenls continues all through up to the Upavlta ; this is

what gives rise to the idea that the Context of the Sdmidhenls does not

cease (with the mention of the Nivids) ; so that it is the Nivids that appear
in the midst of the context of the Sdmidhenls and do not intercept it ; just

as the presence of the Twelve Upasads which belong to the Ahlna sacrifices

appear in the midst of the context of the Jyotistoma and yet do not interrupt

this latter. Thus it is that there arises the question (dealt with in the

present Adhikarana).

On this question then, we have the following Purvapaksa: "The

Upavlta has been mentioned before the context of the Sdmidhenls has

ceased, How so ? Because the mention of the Upavlta follows immediately
after the texts speaking of that recitation of the Sdmidhenls which is done

with a desire for certain results ; so that the Upavlta is spoken of while the

Sdmidhenls are sfcili in our mind. It is only a particular manner of wearing
the cloth by the performer that is called *

Upavlta
*

; and there arises a

question as to the act at the time of doing which the Performer is to wear

the cloth in that manner ; and the texts speaking of the Upavlta become

syntactically connected with the text speaking of the Sdmidhenls which is

not far from the former texts and which latter are still in our mind ; and thus

it is that we conclude that the word '

Upavyayate
'

(' wears the Upavlta ') lays

down the Upavlta as to bo worn at the time of the reciting of the Sdmidhenl

verses."

In answer to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta :

In regard to the question at issue, the conclusion cannot be as asserted by
you. The conclusion on this question is that '

the sentence should be split up
'

(Su.). Why? 'Because there is interruption* (Su.); that is, at one end

there is the sentence, complete in all its details, speaking of the Sdmidhenl,

and at the other end there is the sentence speaking of the Upavlta9 and

in between these two intervenes the text laying down the Nivids, which has

no connection with the Samidhenl verses. In a case where, even on the

completion of a sentence speaking of a certain thing, another subject

connected with the same thing is introduced, the context of that thing is

not discontinued, and that thing does present itself to the mind when any-

thing related to it is mentioned. On the other hand, in a case where, on the

completion of a sentence, another subject is introduced which is not connect-

ed with it in any way, then (the continuity of the Context having been

broken up) the thing spoken of in the first sentence does not come to the
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mind. What is not present in the mind cannot be syntactically connected ;

the meaning of a sentence is completed only when there is connection

between two things present in the mind, not when only one of them is present
in the mind. In fact this (being present in the mind) is the purpose served by
the juxtaposition of two sentences (meant to be syntactically connected) ; and

the meaning of a sentence may be sought to be completed with the help of a

thing cognised immediately after that sentence, only with a view to bring
about a complex cognition taking in both the things concerned. As a matter

of fact, there is no cognition of a thing spoken of immediately after the

sentence, if it is spoken of by means of a word which is not connected with

it. Thus there can be no syntactical connection between one sentence and
another when there is an interruption between the two.

" It may be possible to recall the previously-cognised thing to the mind,

by means of contemplation and other means, and then to connect it with

what comes after the interruption."

The meaning of the sentence in such a case could not be regarded as

countenanced by the Veda ; as it would have its source in human intelligence.

In fact, if the meaning of a sentence were evolved by obtaining an idea of a

previous object by means of contemplation, it wouldibe like the meaning of a
sentence formed by taking the verb from one chapter and the noun from

another. Thus then we conclude that it is not possible to treat as * one

sentence
'

a passage the two parts of which are interrupted by something

totally unconnected with them; consequently there can be no syntactical

connection between the Upavlta and the Sdmidhenl verses.

"As a matter of fact, the Upavlta is spoken of in close proximity to

those optional Sdmidhenis (recited for special purposes), which have

been spoken of and cognised immediately before (the mention of the

Upavlta) ; and in this manner it would become connected with the Sdmi-

dhenl verses."

Our answer is that this cannot be ; the context of the Sdmidhenis is

past and gone, having been interrupted by the texts of the Nivids ; as for

the subsequently-mentioned Sdmidhenl-options recited for special pur

poses, though these may be connected through syntactical connection

(with the Upavlta), yet the context (of the Sdmidhenl) does not continue ;

because the mere mention of an alternative does not make the Samidhenl-

verses the subject-matter of the Context; because they are not spoken of

as to be * recited *, all that is said is that they should be connected with

certain numbers, but that also through syntactical connection, not through
Context. Thus then, the Sdmidhenl verses not continuing to be the subject-

matter of the Context, if there is an accessory detail which cannot be

syntactically connected with the Sdmidhenl verses, then that detail can

have no connection with them.

From all this it follows as the established conclusion that the performer
should wear the Upavlta during the performance of all that is mentioned in

the entire context (of the Daraha-Purqamasa) (and not in connection with

the Sdmidhenis only).



(12) : Vessels like the 'Varana' and the

4 Vaikankata
'

appertain to all Sacrifices : (Exception

to Adhikarana (9).)

SUTRA (22).

INASMUCH AS ALL SUBSIDIARIES ABE SUBSERVIENT TO SOMETHING

ELSE, AND ARE EQUAL IN THAT RESPECT,THERE CAN BE NO

CONNECTION AMONG THEMSELVES.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Fire-laying Rite, Vdrana and Vaikankata vessels

are found mentioned, some of which are for the purposes of the floma*

offering, while others are not for the purposes of the Homa-qffering,

in the following text: * Tasmdt vdrano vai yajndvacharah sydt, na tvetena

juhuydt; vaikankato yajndvacharah sydt, juhuyddetena*. As a matter of

fact, however, these Vdrana and Vaikankata vessels have no connection with

the Fire-laying Rite ; why ? because they are spoken of in the text as

'yajndvacharah which means that these vessels belong to the sacrifice ; and

the Fire-laying Rite is not a *

sacrifice', as there is no injunction of '
sacri-

ficing
'

in connection with it ; so that this Syntactical Connection sets aside

the indications of the Context (by which latter the vessels would be con-

nected with the Fire-laying Rite). Thus then (it being clear that they

belong, not to the Fire-laying Rite, but to some sacrificial performance), there

arises the question Do these vessels find a place in the Pavamdna sacrifices

only ? Or in all sacrifices, the Darshapurnamdsa and the rest.

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The vessels are to be used in connection of the offering-materials of

the Pavamdna sacrifices. Why ? It has been declared (in a previous

adhikarana) that a factor which is found to be inapplicable to the Principal

is assumed to appertain to the Subsidiary ; then, inasmuch as the Pavamdna

offerings are mentioned in the context of the Fire-laying Rite, those offerings

must be subsidiary to the Fire-laying Rite ; hence the vessels in question (not

being connectible with the Fire-laying Rite) should be connected with the

Pavamdna offerings (which are subsidiary to that Rite)."

In answer to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta :

All subsidiaries, the Pavamdna offerings and also the Fire-laying Rite (which

also is a subsidiary), being equal, there can be no connection among themselves.

That is, just as the Fire-laying is subsidiary to the Fire, as tending to

sanctify it, so also are the Pavamdna offerings subsidiary to the Fire ;

how then could there be any mutual connection between these ? As for

the argument that,
" the Pavamdna offerings are mentioned in the context

of the Fire-laying Rite," though they are so mentioned, yet the Context

becomes set aside by Syntactical Connection, which makes these offerings

belong to the Fire.
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" Which is the sentence (which, through Syntactical Connection, con-

nects the Pavamdna offerings with the Fire) ?
"

That sentence is "
Yaddhavanlye juhoti tena so'sydbhlatah prlto bhavati"

[wherein the Ahavanlya Fire is clearly spoken of as the most predominant
factor, to which other factors would be subsidiary.]

" But in this sentence the Ahavanlya Fire is spoken of as the substra-

tum of the sacrifice [that into which the Pavamdna offerings are offered], and

hence subsidiary to it."

True, the Ahavanlya Fire is the substratum (of the offerings) ; and yet

the sacrifice in question (i.e., the Pavamdna-Isti) is one that is performed
for the sake of the Ahavanlya Fire ; as it is this Fire which serves a useful

purpose, while the Pavamdna offerings serve no useful purpose.
" In what way are these such as serve no useful purpose ?

"

They are so regarded because no result is spoken of (as following from

them).
" But the result may be assumed."

True, the result might be assumed: but this result can only be the

sanctiflcation of the Fire, not Heaven ; for, if Heaven were assumed to be the

result, two unseen factors would have to be assumed viz : ( 1 )
the Heaven

following from the Homa, and (2) the transcendental sanctification of the

Homa by the Ahavanlya Fire.

From all this it follows that the Pavamdna-offerings are for the purpose
of the Fire, and hence they can have no connection with the Fire-laying

Kite ; consequently, what is spoken of in connection with the Fire-laying

Rite cannot belong to the Pavamdrm-offerings, it belongs to all the sacri-

fices, Darshapurnamdsa and the rest, which are the e

Principal
'
for which the

Fire-laying Kite is 'subsidiary.'



(13) : The '

Vartraghnl
' and the other

* Ann-

vakyas
'

are subsidiary to the
'

Ajyabhagas
'

: The

Vartraghm-Nyaya .

SUTRA (23).

BECAUSE THE CONNECTION OF THE TWO MANTRAS (WITH THE PRIMARY

ACT) SERVES NO USEFUL PURPOSE [THEREFORE THEY CANNOT

APPERTAIN TO THE PRIMARY.]

Bhdsya.

[We now proceed to consider those cases in which Mantras are employed in

accordance with the order in which they happen to be mentioned.]

In connection with the Darsha-purnamdsa, we read *

Vartraghnl

paurnamdsydm anuchylie, vrdhanvati amdvdsydydm
'

[The two mantras named
'

vdrtraghnl
'

as referring to the killing of Vrttra t and the two called * vrdhan-

vati ', as referring to increase, are given in the chapter on the mantras for the

Hotr-priest.] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 5. 2. 5) Tn regard to this there arises the

question are the two Anuvdkyd mantras (the Vartraghnl and the Vrdhan*

ratl) to be used at the Primary Sacrifice ? Or only in connection with the

two Ajyabhagas ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :

"
They should be

used at the Primary Sacrifice ; why ? because they are found to be spoken
of along with the * Paurnamdsl ' and the '

Amdvdsyd
'

; and it is these two,

the Paurnamdsl and the Amdvdsyd, and not the Ajyabhdgas that con-

stitute the Primary Sacrifice. Hence on the basis of direct Syntactical Con-

nection, the two Mantras should be used at the Primary Sacrifice (of the

Darsha-purnamdsa)"

Tn answer to this Purvapaksa we have the following Siddhdnta :

The two Anuvdkyd mantras together serve no useful purpose at the

Primary Sacrifice. That the Anuvdkyds are to have the character of ' Vdrtra-

ghnl
' and of * Vrdhanvati

'

is laid down in connection with that act where

there are two Anuvdkyds to be used ; at the Primary Sacrifice, however, there

is only one Anuvdkyd ; under the circumstances, if the sentence in question

were taken as laying down *

duality
'

in regard to that Anuvakyji, then

there would be a syntactical split. On the other hand, two Anuvdkyds the

Agneyl and the Sauml are already known as belonging to the two Ajya-

blidgas ; hence, if the sentence in question were taken as laying down the

character of '

Vartraghnl
' and of

*

Vrdhanvati
'

in connection with the

Ajyabhdgas, then it would be laying down only this one factor (and not

the duality also) ; and this it could easily do.

" Even if we take the sentence as laying down a detail pertaining to

the Primary Sacrifice, there would be two Anuvdkyds at the two primary
sacrifices (the Darsha and the Purnamdsa), one pertaining to the Agneya
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and the other to the Agnlsomlya [so that there need be no difficulty re-

garding the injunction of the 'duality' and the consequent syntactical

split.]
1 '

Answer Of the two Vdrtrdghnl Anuvdkyde, one is Agneyi and the other

Saumi; similarly of the two Vrdhanvatl Anuvdkyds also. Now it is the

Agneyi one only not the Saumi which, if enjoined, could be connected

with the Amdvdsyd sacrifice ; as Soma is not a deity at the Amdvdsyd. At
the Paurnamdsd sacrifice also, the Anuvdkyd (connected with Soma, i.e., the

Saumi) could be used only in connection with the offering to Agni-Soma ;

but the Anuvdkyd which is connected with only one deity (Soma) could not

serve any useful purpose at an act which concerns two deities (Agni and

Soma).

Question
" But both the Anuvdkyds (Agneyi and Saumi) would be con-

nected with the offering to Agni-Soma."
Answer As a matter of fact, a single sacrifice can have no use for two

Anuvdkyds; the Anuvdkyd has been enjoined as 'upddeya* (something to

be secured or used); and hence the singular number (in the word *

puronu-

vdkydm
'

in the injunction
'

Puronuvdkydmanvdha
f

occurring in connection

with Paurnamdsl sacrifice) must be regarded as significant; so that at the

Paurnamdsi sacrifice also there could not be two Anuvdkyds.
From all this it follows that the two Anuvdkyds should be used in

connection with the two Ajyabhdgas.



ADHIKABAIJA (14): Acts like
' Mustlkamna* appertain

to the entire Context; [Exception to the preceding

Adhikarana].

SIJTRA (24).

THE IMMEDIATE SEQUENCE IS NOT AUTHORITATIVELY EXPRESSIVE.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we read (.4)
'

Musfikaroti, vachwn

yachhhati, dlksitamdvedayati
'

[* Closes the fist, keeps silence, has himself

referred to as the initiated person'], and elsewhere (in connection with the

Darsha-Purnamdsa) (B)
' Hastau avanenakti, ulapdrdjim strndti

'

[' Washes

the hands, spreads the grass-bundle'].

9 In connection with this, there arises the question (A) Do fist-closing

and silence-keeping appertain only to the act of Addressing the sacrificer ?

or to the entire Context ? Similarly, (B) Is the hand-washing for the

purpose of spreading the grass ? Or for doing all the acts spoken of in the

Context ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The washing of the Hands is for the purpose of purifying the hands ; and

the keeping of silence is for the purpose of sanctifying or preparing the per-

son engaged in the performance who (being thus prepared by silence) becomes

attentive when getting himself referred to as the 'initiated', and is also

enabled to carry on the many details When the question arises as to

the acts that are aided by such purification and preparation, on seeking

for information on this point, we are supplied with it by
* immediate

sequence'; and this 'immediate sequence' [i.e. the fact of their being

spoken of in immediate sequence to each other] makes it clear that the

keeping of silence and the closing of the fist help, and appertain to, the

Reference to the Initiated, and the Washing of the Hand helps and appertains
to the spreading of the grass."

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta : The

acts in question are related to all the acts spoken of in the Context.

"Why?" Because the sentences are distinct. "How are the sentences

distinct?" The two sentences are distinct because they convey two

distinct ideas. As it is, the verb *

dvldayatl
'

(' addresses ') does not express

the idea of 'for referring to the initiated
'

[and it will have to be taken in this

sense, if the Purvapaksa view is accepted]; nor does the verb f strndti
9

('spreads') express the idea of <far spreading' [and this is what it is made

to; do in the Purvapaksa] ; as a matter of fact, the spreading is enjoined, as

also the washing of hands ; -similarly fist-closing and silence are enjoined,
as also is Referring. So that (ace. to Su. 22 above) there can be no

mutual connection among these [i.e. between spreading and hand-washing,
or between Addressing and Fist-closing or Silence]. Further, whenever a
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sentence is incomplete (wanting in certain factors), mere ' immediate

sequence' cannot be the ground for syntactically connecting it with any.

thing. From all this it follows that the details of the kind of those under

consideration must appertain to the entire Context.

SUTRA (25).

ALSO BECAUSE THE SENTENCES ABE COMPLETE IN THEMSELVES.

Bhd$ya.

As a matter of fact, every one of the sentences is complete with its own

words; all the sentences quoted are equally complete. So that each pair

of sentences convey two distinct ideas, and when they are separated, each

is complete in itself; and thus (both the conditions of ' different sentence
*

being fulfilled, ace. to Su. 2. 1. 46-47), the sentences must be regarded as

distinct.

Thus then, being equally connected with the entire context, and there

being no difference of Context, the details in question should find place in

the entire Context.



(15) : The ' Ghaturdhakarana
'

(Quartering)

appertains to the 'Zgneya* Cake only.

SUTRA (26).

[PtfRVAPAKSA] "THE SUBSIDIARY, CONNECTED WITH THE AUXILIARY

DETAIL, SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD TO BE COMMON TO ALL
;

SPECIALLY AS THERE IS NO MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP

AMONG THEM."

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darsha-purnamdsa, we read *

Agneyam chatur-

dha karoti. (" Quarters the Agneya ").' In regard to this, there arises the ques-

tion Is this Quartering to be done to all the cakes Agneya, Agnisomiya,

Aindragna ? Or to the Agneya only ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa
" The subsidiary

--in the shape of the Quartering connected with the auxiliary detail in the

shape of the Deity, Agni, in the word '

dgneya
'

should be understood to

be common, i.e. to be done also to the Agnlsomlya and the Aindragna

(not to the Agneya only). Why so ? -Because those two (Agnlsomlya and

Aindragna) also are 'dgneya ', in the sense that Agni is their deity ; because

that which has for its deity Agni, as well as another (Soma or Indra) is also
'

Agneya
'

; for instance,
* the mother of Dittha and Davittha *

is
' the

mother of Davittha '

also ; similarly in the case in question also (* that which

has Agni and Indra, or Agni and Soma, for its deity
'
is also * that which has

Agni for its deity ').

If there were no relationship between the Agneya Cake and the Agni

aomiya Cake, then the Quartering might have been restricted to the Agnlya

only ; as a matter of fact, there is mutual relationship between them ;

hence there should be no restriction. Just as, though the text states that
* the Prdshitra is sliced out after severing the head of the Agneya Cake', yet

the Prdshitra is actually sliced off from all the cakes, similarly the Quarter-

ing also [though spoken of as to be done to the Agneya only, should be done

to all the cake*]."

SUTRA (27).

(SlDDHlNTAj IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE RESTRICTION
;
BECAUSE

THERE IS CONNECTION WITH THE OBJECT; ALSO BECAUSE THE

INDICATIVE POWER IS CONNECTED ONLY WITH WHAT IS

' CAPABLE
'

;
AS FOR THE MENTION OF THE ACCESSORY,

IT COULD SERVE THE PURPOSE OF INDICATING

[BOTH, ONLY IF THERE WERE NO CAKE

DEDICATED TO ONE ONLY.J

Bhd$ya.

The particle
i vd\ ('in reality') sets aside the Purvapakaa. The Quar-

tering should be restricted to the Agneya only ; it cannot be common to all.
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Why ?
' because there is connection with the object

'

; i.e. it is only what is

dedicated to one deity (i.e. the Agneya only) which is really related to the
*

object', i.e. to the deity
'

Agni' ; what is dedicated to two deities the

Aindrdgna or the Agnisomlya is not so related to Agni. Why so ? In the

case of the cake related to two deities (Soma and Agnit for instance), its

dedication is done in terms containing the names of both the deities ;
and

of this cake Agni is the deity only as accompanied by Soma, not indepen-

dently by itself; that of which the deity is Agni along with Soma, cannot

have the nominal affix (expressing the deific character) added (to the term
4

agni')\ because only 'capable
5 terms take that affix, and what needs

the help of another cannot be '

capable
'

; hence that word with the

nominal affix which indicates the cake of which the deity is Agni by itself

can never signify that which is dedicated to two deities. From all this it

follows that the Quartering should be done to that alone which has been

dedicated to Agni alone by itself ; because the nominal affix which signifies

the deific character can be connected only through
'

capability
'

, and not

where the terms concerned have no such '

capability
'

.

It has been argued by the Purvapaksin that " the Quartering should be

done to all the cakes, just as the slicing of the Prdshitra is done out of all."

But in the case of the Prdshitra it is only right that it should be so ; as

there is nothing (in the sentence quoted) to show that the slicing of the

Prdshitra is to be done out of the Agneya.
'* How then do you construe the

sentence '

Agneyasm mastakam vibhajya prdshitramavadyati
'

[which clearly

speaks of the slicing being done out of the Agneya] ?
" The text quoted

contains two sentences : ( 1)
* Prdshitram avadyati

'

(slices out the ' Prdshitra ')

and (2)
*

dgneyasya mastakam vibhajya
'

(' after breaking the head of the

Agneya
'

) ; so that what is understood to be expressed by this is that the

Prdshitra is sliced out of the head of the Agneya9 that much is certain ; but

as regards the other cakes, it is uncertain (and indefinite) as to whether the

slicing is to be done out of the head or from some other part of it. [Hence
there is no similarity between this case and the case dealt with in the Adhi-

karana says the Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 1051].

If there had been no cake dedicated to only one deity (Agni), then

even that dedicated to two deities could have been admitted to be intended,

with a view to save the sentence from becoming useless.

[This passage explains the last clause of the sutra * Laksandrthd guna-

shrutih
'

; the sense of this is that if there were no cake dedicated to Agni
alone, then the word 'agni' could be taken as indicating both Agni and

Soma ; and the mention of the accessory
'

Agni
'

would, in that case, serve the

purpose of indicating both. As a matter of fact, however, there is a cake

dedicated to Agni alone ; hence the term '

agni
' cannot be taken as standing

for Agni and Soma ; hence the quartering should be done to the Agneya
only. Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 1052.]

As regards the expression 'pittha's mother', what has been urged is

only right ; because the motherhood is not such as extends over both ; the lady
is called ' Dittha's mother' simply because Dittha has been born of her, and
no other condition is needed (for applying the name to her) ; the relation*

ship of * mother '
therefore resting in the lady entirely, it is only right that
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she should be spoken of as 'Dittha's mother'. [In the case of the

aomlya cake, on the other hand, the deifio character does not rest in Agni
alone by itself, it rests in Agni along with Soma ; hence this cake cannot be

called *agneya\]

End of Pdda (i) of Discourse III.



DISCOURSE III.

PADA II.

ADHIKARA^A (1): The Mantras speaking of 'Lopping
9

are

to be employed in what is directly expressed by them.

SftTRA (1).

THE SUBSIDIARY CHARACTER OF MANTRAS IS BASED UPON THEIR

CAPACITY TO EXPRESS A CERTAIN MEANING; THEREFORE

THEY SHOULD BE EMPLOYED IN CONNECTION WITH

THEIR ORIGINAL (PRIMARY) MEANING; SPECIAL-

LY AS IT IS WITH THAT MEANING THAT

THEIR CONNECTION IS ETERNAL

(AND INSEPARABLE).

[Other kinds of Accessories having been dealt with, we now proceed to deal with

Mantras, which are employed in accordance with the indicative potency (lihga) of

the component words. This *

potency
'

of the mantras points sometimes to what is

directly expressed by the words, and sometimes to what is only indirectly implied

by them ; the former being regarded as the '

primary meaning
' and the latter the

'secondary meaning'. Hence in regard to the actual use of a mantra, there arises a

doubt as to whether it should be used in accordance with its primary or its secondary

meaning. The actual discussion of this topic is prefaced in the Bhasya by a

discussion regarding the possibility of the two kinds of meaning.]

The texts to be dealt with under this Adhikarana are all the Mantras;

the one taken as typical is the mantra * Varhirdevasadanam ddmi '

(

' I am

lopping the grass which is the seat of the gods
'

).

The question in regard to Mantras is are they to be employed in

connection with what is expressed by them primarily ? or also in connection

with what is indicated by them only secondarily ?

Question "What is the primary and what the secondary meaning ?
"

Answer What is understood directly from the words (of the Mantra) is

its prior or primary meaning; it is called 'mukhya' (primary) because it is

like mukha (face, the most important part of the body). On the other hand,

that which is deduced from the primary meaning, through some sort of rela-

tionship, is the posterior or secondary meaning, called 'jaghanya
'

(posterior)

because it comes later (second), and hence is like the thigh (jaghana, which

lies very much lower down ); it is also called '

gauna* (secondary) because

it is connected with a '

guna\ property (of the primary meaning).

Objection
"
If such be the explanation of the primary meaning, then

all meanings are primary ; as every meaning is understood from the words ;

for example, the meaning of the word *agni\ as applied to the Fire in the
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sentence '

agnih jvalati* ('Fire burns'), is 'understood from the word*

exactly in the same manner as the meaning of the same word '

agni' as

applied to the Boy, in the sentence '

Agnirmdr^avakah' ('The Boy is Agni').

[So that there is no difference in the character of these two meanings, which

are the stock-examples of the Primary and the Secondary meanings,] It

might be added that ' That meaning which is understood from the word

itself independently of qualifying adjuncts is the Primary meaning ;
while

that which is derived from the word as accompanied by qualifying adjuncts
is the Secondary meaning'. This also will not be right; when the verbal

form of a word is expressive of a meaning, that form of the word remains

the same, whether it is accompanied or not accompanied by qualifying ad-

juncts ; and so long as the cause (the expressive verbal form) is there, it is not

possible for the effect (the expression of the meaning) not to be there.

' What if it is so ?
'

If it is so, then, it cannot be asserted that * the second-

ary meaning is not expressed when the qualifying adjuncts are not there,

and it is expressed when the adjuncts are there'. Nor can it be said that

in the latter case what is expressed and understood is the meaning of the

group (consisting of the main word and its adjuncts). Because the distinc-

tion among the meanings of words always depends upon affirmation and nega-
tion [i.e. if a meaning is expressed when a word is there, and is not expressed
when it is not there, then that meaning is attributed to that word],

* But in

the case in question (of the word and its adjuncts), what is understood is the

meaning of a sentence (not of &word)S This also is not possible ; because there

is no *

meaning of the sentence '

apart from the meanings of the words as corre-

lated together. Thus then, you must accept the following conclusion The
term '

agni
'
is expressive of the Fire, and the same term '

agni
'

is expressive

of the Boy ; and hence there is no difference between the '

primary
' and the

*

secondary
'

meanings of a word. It might be explained that * that mean-

ing which is well known is primary, while that which is only a little known
is the secondary meaning'. This also will not be acceptable; 'being well

known '

is nothing more than being cognised, and as regards cognition, there

is no difference between the two meanings. It might be added that ' that

is the Primary meaning in which sense the word is used in most cases, while

that is the secondary meaning in which it is used in only a few cases'. This

also is not right ; even when used in a few cases, the word could not express

that meaning unless it had the capacity to do so; so that that meaning
also is understood ' from the words ', and as such must be regarded as the

primary meaning."
Answer There is a difference: as a matter of fact, the Boy is not

understood from the word 'Agni*. "How do you know that?" It has

been explained above that it is not right to attribute several meanings to

one word.

Question
" Why then can it not be the other way (the Fire being the

secondary and the Boy the primary meaning) ?
"

Answer We find people comprehending Fire from the word '

Agni\
without paying any heed to, or having any idea of, the Boy\ but no one

even comprehends the Boy from the word *agni\ except through the

notion of Fire. "Why is it so?" As a matter of fact, the word 'fire'
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is always applied to things that resemble Fire; that is why we find the

word ceasing to apply to a thing that has ceased to resemble Fire;

what therefore makes the word (

agni* applicable to other things is the

similarity to Fire ; and until we have the notion of Fire itself, there cannot be

any notion of similarity to it; from this it follows that what the word

'agni' is expressive of is the Fire, not the Boy; that is why its primary
connotation consists of the Fire, not the Boy.

Similarly the word * varhih ' has its primary connotation in grass, not in

what resembles grass.

Thus then, there being two kinds of meanings of words, it is only right

that there should be a consideration of the question as to whether a

certain word is to be taken in its primary or secondary signification.

On this question as relating to Mantras, we have the following Purva-

paksa :*' The Mantra may be used in its primary as well as in its secondary
sense. Why ? Because both the meanings are equally capable of being

expressed; for instance, both grass and the thing resembling grass are

capable of being signified by the term * Varhih' (' grass'), the only differ-

ence being that the grass is signified directly, while the thing resembling grass

is signified indirectly, through the grass. So that where the term ' varhih '

is

used as expressing something that helps in the Darshapurnamdsa sacrifices,

every one of those things should be understood by it that are capable of

being signified by that term ; as there is no ground for picking and choosing

among them. Further, if this view is accepted, then it is no longer necessary

to transfer, from the Darshapurnamdsa sacrifice, all those mantras, that are

addressed to Pusan [the transfer which has been considered necessary on

the ground of there being no such deity as Pusan at the Darshapurnamdsa] i

this transference becomes unnecessary as the term '

pusan
'

by indirect

indication, stands for Agni, which is a deity at the Darshapurnamdsa [and

ex-hypothesis, what is indirectly indicated by the Mantras is as acceptable as

what is directly expressed]."

In answer to the above, we have the following Siddhdnta: The
Mantra is to be used in its primary9 not in its secondary, sense. Why ?

Because both are not equally capable of being expressed. When a mantra is

mentioned in a certain context, it is in its primary (direct) sense that it

comes to be connected with the rest of the context ; so that the idea cornea

to be that ' one should accomplish by this Mantra whatever one is capable
of accomplishing by it

'

; it is found that the mantra is capable of helping
the act by expressing its meaning (and thereby indicating certain accessory
details in connection with that act) ; it is however not capable of expressing

what is only its indirect or secondary meaning; hence it follows that it

cannot be used in this secondary sense.

Objection
" The secondary meaning can be comprehended through the

primary meaning".
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True; but its purpose having been fulfilled by the expressing of the

Primary meaning, there is no justification for its being used in its secondary
sense. When it is used in its primary sense, its uselessness or meaningless -

ness becomes set aside ; and when the uselessness has been set aside, there

is no more reason for admitting the secondary meaning ; specially because

the word cannot indicate its secondary meaning without having previously

expressed its primary meaning. Thus, there being no justification for it, the

mantra cannot be used in its secondary sense.

Further, for the signification of the secondary meaning, which is based

upon the capacity of the word, there are various means (or methods) : and
*

capacity' is only a part of the word, as has been declared under Sutra

1. 4. 30, where it is said that * the deducing of the conclusion may be based

upon the capacity of things, because the capacity of things forms an

integral part of things '. Under the circumstances, if the mantra were always
used in accordance with its secondary meaning, then every other means
would have to be rejected and there would be no authority for this.

" The fact of the mantra occurring in the Veda would be the requisite

authority."

This fact has no power to set aside the other means.
" This same objection would apply to the case of the mantra being used

according to its primary meaning."
Not so, we reply. If the mantra were not used even according to its

primary meaning, then it would not help the Principal (Sacrifice) at all; and

in that case, the very presence of the mantra in the Vedic text would

be meaningless. Thus there is a difference between the Primary and

Secondary meanings.

Further, the man who employs the mantra in its secondary sense,

should be asked. For what purpose do you admit the signification of the

Primary meaning at all ? If he says that " I do so, as otherwise, there could

be no cognition of the secondary meaning," then the answer to him should

be that there are other means also of getting at the secondary meaning.

Being thus pressed, he might say
" The cognition of the Primary meaning

also is one of those means." The Siddhdntin should say in reply In that

case, the mantra cannot be always used in its secondary sense ; because in a

case where the Primary meaning is admitted for the purpose of getting

at the secondary meaning, it would come to this that the mantra

would be used according to its primary meaning (which would have come in

first). What is wanted to be known for practical purposes is, not the

expressive mantra t but the expressed meaning; so that if (in any case) there

were need for what is sought to be got at indirectly from the words of the

mantra (as its secondary meaning), that could be got at through some

other means (some other sentence), and recourse need not be had to the

mantra in question itself. If, on the other hand, there were need to get at

some meaning from the mantra, then, that need would be fulfilled by the

signification of the primary meaning itself, and in that case there would

be all the less reason for using the Mantra in its secondary sense. Thus it is

established that, as between the Primary and the Secondary meaning,
it is through the Primary meaning only that the Mantra should be used.

25
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SUTRA (2).

BEING SANCTIFICATORY IN CHARACTER, IT SHOULD NOT BE

USED IN CONNECTION WITH WHAT IS NOT ENJOINED.

Bhd$ya.

It has been argued by the Purvapaksin that "
[ if we accept the

secondary meaning of mantras] there would be no need for transferring

the mantras addressed to Pusan (from the Darshapurnamasa, on the ground
that Pusan is not a deity at this sacrifice)

'

; our answer to this is that, it

is only right that there should be this transference of the Mantra in question ;

the mantra is sanctificatory in character ; and as such would be absolutely

useless if the object to be sanctified were not there ; consequently it is only

right that it should be transferred to a place where it may serve a useful

purpose ; and there could be nothing objectionable in this.



ADHIKARAIJA (2) : Mantras indicative oflndra are to be

used in approaching the
'

Garhapatya
'

Fire [Exception

to the foregoing Adhikarana].

SUTRA (3).

THE 'AlNDRl' MANTRA SHOULD NOT BE USED ACCORDING TO ITS

PRIMARY SIGNIFICATION, BECAUSE THERE IS THE DISTINCT

DECLARATION.

Bhdsya.

[This is an exception of the general law propounded in the preceding

Adhikarana, that * Mantras should be used according to their primary meaning.']

In connection with the *

Agni\ we read * Niveshanah sangamano
vasundm ityaindryd gdrhapatyamupatisthate

'

['With the Alndrl mantra

Niveshanah sangamano vasundm one worships the Odrhapatya Fire'].

(Maitra. Sam. 3. 2. 4).

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the worshipping to be

done of Indra or of the Odrhapatya Fire ?

Objection
" Why should there be any such doubt, when there is the

clear declaration to the effect that * one should worship the Odrhapatya.
'

Answer When the worshipping is done with a certain mantra text, it is

not mere worshipping that is meant to be done, but a * sanctification
'

by means of words expressive of glorification; now as a matter of fact,

the Aindrl-Mantra (i.e. a mantra descriptive of Indra) could not, in any

way, be expressive (and eulogistic) of Fire (Odrhapatya) ; so that there

might be a suspicion that the sentence '

Gdrhapatyamupatisthate
'

does not

lay down the approaching (or worshipping) of the Odrhapatya Fire, but

the worshipping (of some other deity) in the Odrhapatya Fire ; and yet

there is no word in the sentence either with the Instrumental or the

Locative ending which could express this latter idea. Hence a discussion

becomes necessary for the purpose of getting at the right solution of the

difficulty.

On the said question then, we have the following Purvapaksa
"
Through the force (of the words), it is the worshipping of Indra that is to

be done with the Mantra; specially as the worshipping of the Odrhapatya
Fire is something that cannot be done with it.

* How then is the Accusa-

tive ending (in
*

gdrhapatyam
'

)
to be explained ?

' The Accusative ending
is not meant to signify what is the most desired ; it is meant to signify mere

connection ; or through the connection, the term *

gdrhapatya
'

would qualify

the act of worshipping; the sense of the injunction being that 'the

worshipping qualified by the Garhapatya Fire should be done to Indra
'

;

and the Odrhapatya Fire would thus serve the purpose of specifying the

place for that act (of worshipping Indra) which forms the primary significa-

tion of the Mantras. "
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In answer to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta :

The ' Aindrl mantra ' should not be used according to this primary significa-

tion, because there is the distinct declaration. (Su.). It is not right that

the approaching should be done to Indra ; in fact the Aindrl mantra should

not be used according to its primary signification. Why so ? Because

of the force of the * distinct declaration', i.e. the declaration in the shape
of the words *

Aindryd gdrhapatyamupatisthate
'

[* with the Aindrl mantra

one approaches the Qdrhapatya Fire '

] ; where the Accusative ending points

to the Qdrhapatya Fire as the predominant factor. [As regards the

objections urged against this interpretation] what is there that a direct

Vedic declaration cannot do ? In fact there is no burden too heavy for a

direct Vedic declaration. Hence it follows that the worshipping to be done

is of the Gdrhapatya Fire.

SUTRA (4).

EVEN THOUGH THE CONNECTION (BETWEEN WORDS AND
THEIR MEANINGS) is NOT CREATED BY VERBAL

DECLARATIONS, YET THERE WOULD BE INDICATION

OF FlRE BY REASON OF COMMON
PROPERTIES.

Bhdsya.

Objection
" It has been pointed out above that it is not possible for

the worshipping of the Qdrhapatya Fire to be done with the Aindrl mantra.
"

It could be done on the strength of the direct declaration (
'

gdrhapatyam

upatisthate').
" Even a hundred direct declarations could not make this possible ; in

fact, by making the declaration that ' Fire is denoted by the term indra
'

one would be stultifying himself ; as such a declaration would be like such

absurd declarations as ' one should sprinkle with Fire,
' ' one should light

with water '. Then again, the connection between the word and its mean-

ing is not created by scriptural texts ; in fact that connection is something
eternal and is only learnt from ordinary usage ; as has been explained under

Sutra 1. 1. 5.
' The relationship of the word with its meaning is eternal'.

It might be argued that * sometimes the connection between a word is

actually created by verbal declarations, as is found in the case of such

artificial names as Devadatta, Yajnadatta and the like*. There may be some
case where a verbal declaration lays down the conneotion (between a word
and its meaning) ; but the sentence under consideration is not one laying

down any such connection as that 'the term Indra is the name of the

Qdrhapatya Fire.' Under the circumstances, how could the word * indra \
whose meaning is well known, be taken to signify that the Qdrhapatya Fire

should be worshipped ; it is not possible for a word expressive of one thing
to signify another. What can any direct declaration do in this matter ?

"

Our answer to this is as follows : Even though the connection is not

created by verbal declarations, yet there would be indication of Fire by reason of

common properties (Su.) That is to say, even though the sentence under
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consideration has not the efficiency to lay down the connection between

a word and its meaning, yet it is possible to have the Garhapatya Fire

spoken of by means of the term ' indra
'

; how ? by reason of common

properties ; that is, the said indication (of Fire by the word ' indra *) would be

indirect', there are such indirect indications based upon the presence of

common properties; for instance, in such expressions as 'The Boy is Fire',
' Devadatta is a lion

'

; similarly, the term ' indra ' could be applied to the

Qdrhapatya Eire, which is not the God Indra (which is what is directly

signified by the term * indra ') ; but there is a point of resemblance between the

Fire and the god Indra,-in the fact that the Garhapatya Fire helps in the

accomplishment of the sacrifice, just as the god Indra does ; or the point of

resemblance may be that the term * indra
'

is derived from the root ' indi
'

(to be supreme), and the Garhapatya Fire also is supreme in regard to its

own functions. Thus then, that (god) which is directly denoted by the term
* indra

' would indicate the Garhapatya Fire through similarity, or though the

common property of being supreme ; so that there would be no incongruity
at all.



ADHIKABA^A (3): Mantras expressive of 'calling*

should be used in Calling.

SUTRA (5).

[PURVAPAKSA] "So ALSO IN THE CASE OF THE ' CALLINGV
IF THIS BE URGED [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS IN THE

NEXT SUTRA].

Bhdsya.

[We have dealt with the general rule that Mantras are to be used in accordance

with their primary meaning, and also with an exception to this rule. We now

proceed to consider which special cases come under the general rule and which

under the exception. ]

There are the Darsha-purnamdsa sacrifices, in connection with which we

read ' Haviskrt ehi iti triravaghnan dhvayati
' In regard to this there

arises the question Is the mantra ('Haviskrt ehi') enjoined in connection

with the striking ? or does the striking indicate the time (for the Calling) ?

Question
" In what way can the mantra be taken as enjoined in

connection with the striking ? And in what way can the striking indicate the

time ?"

Answer If the sentence is construed as * Haviskrt ehi-iti trih avaghnan

dhvayati\ then the mantra should be taken as enjoined in connection with

the striking [the meaning of the sentence being
* while striking with the

mantra Preparer of offering-materials, cornel he calls*]; while if the

construction is
* Trih avaghnan dhvayati haviskrt ehiti\ then the time (of

calling) would be indicated (by the striking) [the meaning of the sentence

being 'while striking, he calls Preparer of offering-materials, come ! '.]

On the question here propounded, we have the following Purvapaksa
" So also in the case of Catting (Su.) ; i.e. just as the Aind,ri mantra is enjoin-

ed in regard to the Gdrhapatya (as decided in the foregoing Adhikarana), so

here also, the mantra is enjoined in regard to the striking. If this is done,

then the Direct Assertion of the Veda becomes followed ; while if the other

construction were adopted, then it would be necessary to have recourse to

indirect indication, and in that case the connection would be between the

mantra and the time of striking, not between the mantra and the striking ; so

that the mention of 'calling* (' dhvayati
9

)
would become a mere reference;

that the man should do the '

calling
*

having been learnt from other sources,

the present text would mean that ' He who repeats the mantra Haviskrt ehi

-does the calling
'

; and under this interpretation, the mantra would have to

be taken as indicating the striking, through some property [thus involving

recourse to indirect indication]. Prom this it follows that the Mantra should

not be used in calling.
"
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SUTRA (6).

[SlDDHANTA] IT IS NOT SO
;
IT IS THE INJUNCTION OF TIME, [THE

*

STRIKING '] HAVINU BEEN ALBEADY ENJOINED (ELSEWHEBE).

Bhdsya.

It is not right to take the sentence as laying down the Mantra in regard to

the striking.
" What then is the right view to take ?" The right view is

that it should be taken as laying down the time. "Why ?" The sentence
' trih dhvayati

'

lays down the threefoldness of the calling : if this same sen-

tence were taken as laying down the mantra also, then, by reason of the

sentence containing the injunction of more than one accessory detail, there

would be a syntactical split. Hence the construction should not be as
' Haviskrt ehi iti avaghnan, etc.

'

[' while striking with the mantra Haviskrt, etc.

he calls'], it should be as '

avaghnan dhvayati
9

[' while striking he calls

with the mantra '].

Objection "In this construction also, the sentence would contain the

injunction of the Mantra, and also of the Time, so that there would be the

same incongruity (of syntactical split)."

Answer Not so ;
as a matter of fact, the Preparer of the Offering-mate-

rials has to be called at the time of the striking, because her presence is

needed at the time ; so that in the sentence in question the connection of

the calling is only referred to (not enjoined), and all that is enjoined is the

threefold repetition [so that there is no syntactical split involved],

As for the argument that " the proposed interpretation involves the in-

congruity, that the word has to be taken as indirectly indicating the Time

(which recourse to indirect indication cannot be right) ," our answer is that

there is nothing wrong in this ; because, in the first place, indirect indication

is after all only an ordinary (secular) process [so that there is nothing

inherently wrong in it] ; and secondly, the Mantra, from its very form,

is recognised as to be used for the calling (and as such needs no injunction) ;

so that the sentence in question contains only a reference to the Mantra ;

as for the striking, that also is known to be already enjoined by another

sentence [e.g
' Vrlhin avahanti',

* strikes the corn for threshing']; so that

in the sentence in question, the mention of this striking can very well

be taken as indicating the time. From all this it follows that the Mantra is

to be used in the calling.

StJTRA (7).

BECAUSE THE PBOPEBTY is NON-EXISTENT.

Bhdsya.

This sutra has to be explained after supplying a few preliminary
words (presenting the following argument from the Purvapaksin) "Why
cannot the name ' haviskrt

' be taken as signifying the act of striking itself ?

As a matter of fact, the striking (of the corn, in the process of threshing)

does tend to the preparing of the offering material, and as such it can be called

'haviskrt' (Preparer of the offering material). What would be gained by
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this ? The advantage would be that the mantra '

Haviskrt, etc.' in that case,

by its very form, would be recognised as to be used at the striking ; so that

all that would be left to be enjoined by the sentence in question would be

the threefold repetition; and thus there would be no syntactical split.'*

The answer to this is given in the Sutra Because the property is non-exis-

tent ; the indirect indication of the act of striking (by the term ' haviskrt-

cannot be possible. As a matter of fact, the act of striking cannot understand

that it is being
' called

'

; so that any
*

calling
'

of it would serve only an invi-

sible (transcendental) purpose ; while in the case of the sacrificeds wife (who,

according to the Siddhdnta, is the Haviskrt, Preparer of the offering mate-

rials), the 'calling* serves a visible purpose (the lady coming up actually

helps in the performance). For this wreason also, the Mantra is not to be

used in connection with the striking.

SUTRA (8).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS AN INDICATIVE TEXT.

Bhdsya.

There is an indicative text also (pointing to the same conclusion)
*

Vdgvai haviskrt vdchameva &tat dhvayati* (Of. Shatapatha. Bra. 1. 1. 4. 11).

[Where Vdk, speech, is spoken of as the 'Haviskrt']; as a matter of fact,

there is no similarity between speech and the act of striking (which latter,

according to the opponent is the Haviskrt) ; while between speech and the

sacrifice's wife, there is a distinct similarity, the wife is a female, and the

word * Vdk' (speech) also is of the Feminine Gender; the act of striking, on

the other hand, is neither Feminine, nor Masculine, nor Neuter. "For

striking also there is a word in the Feminine Gender in the shape of the

word '

Kriyd' (act)." Our answer to this is that the word expressive of the

act of striking is not always necessarily of the Feminine Gender ; there is the

word *

avaghdta* (which means striking), which is in the Masculine Gender;
there is also the word 'Karma 9

(act), which is in the Neuter Gender.

Further, the similarity of the wife to the Vdk is in her own form (the lady
herself being a female), while that of the act of striking, is though a foreign

element in the shape of the word expressive of that act. For all these rea-

sons, the Gender is more compatible if the wife (and not the striking) is

regarded as the ' Haviskrt
'

.

SUTKA (9).

LASTLY, IF THE SENTENCE WERE TAKEN AS LAYING DOWN THE

MANTRA IN CONNECTION WITH THE *

STRIKING', IT WOULD
BE REPUGNANT (TO OTHER INJUNCTIONS).

Bhdya.

If the Mantra in question were taken to be enjoined as to be used in

connection with striking, it would be repugnant to other injunctions ; such

ad (a)
*

Apahatam raksa ityavahanti', (b)
'

Apahatd ydtudhana ityavahanti',

[Where other mantras are distinctly enjoined as to be used in connection with
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striking]. Now these injunctions would be disobeyed in the event of the

mantra * Haviskrt ehi
'

being used in connection with the striking. For this

reason also, the striking should be taken as indicating the time (of the Call*

ing), and the Mantra also should be taken as to be used in connection

with the Calling.



ADHIKABAIJA (4) : The Mantras speaking of acts like the

6

Agniviharana
'

should be used in connection

with those same acts.

SUTRA (10).

SO ALSO WITH 'RISING* AND 'GIVING VENT*.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read (a)
* Uttisthan anvdha-agnl-

dagnln viMra
'

;
and also ' Vratam krnuta iti vdcham visrjati* (Taitti. Sam.

6. 1. 4. 4).

In regard to these texts, there arises the question Are the two mantras-

enjoined here in connection with the two acts of (a) rising o,nd (6) giving rent

to speech ? Or are these acts mentioned only as indicating the time (for the

repeating of the Mantras) ?

The present Sutra applies to the present case the principle arrived at i^i

the foregoing Adhikarana; so that the Purvapaksa of the previous Adhi-

karana should be the Purvapaksa here, and the Siddhdnta arrived at there

should be accepted as the Siddhdnta here also.

According to the Purvapaksa then, the meaning of the two sentences

would be (a)
* While rising with the mantra, Agnldagnln vihara he

says ', and (b)
' He gives vent to speech with the mantra, Vratam krnuta '.

According to the Siddhdnta on the other hand, inasmuch as the acts of

rising and giving vent do not possess the qualifications mentioned in the

mantras, the meaning of the two sentences should be (a)
' While rising, he

repeats the mantra Agnldagnln vihara', and (6)
' While repeating the mantra

Vratam krnuta, he gives vent to speech'.

The Purvapaksa interpretation is supported by Syntactical Connection,

while the Siddhdnta view is supported by Indicative Power [and Indicative

Power is always more authoritative than Syntactical Connection].

(a) Even if the mantra *

Agnidagnin vihara
'

were somehow capable of

expressing the act of rising, on the basis of the fact that Fire becomes bright-

ened by the act of rising and it is the Fire that is
* carried over', [so that

the term '

agnld
'

in the mantra, literally meaning agniridhyate anena, would

signify the act of rising], and (6) even if the mantra ' Vratam krnuta
1 were

somehow capable of expressing the act of giving vent to speech, the repeat-

ing of the mantra could serve a transcendental purpose only ; hence the two

mantras cannot be regarded as meant to be repeated in connection with the

acts of rising and giving vent respectively. [What is meant is that, inas-

much as Rising and Giving Vent do not possess the qualifications spoken
of in the mantras, these latter could not be used in connection with those

acts. Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 1069.]

If the mantras were taken as to be used in connection with the acts of
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Rising and Giving Vent, this would set aside another Mantra which has

been enjoined viz. the mantra ' Yah pashundm rsabho vachah, etc.
*

Lastly, if the mantras were enjoined in connection with the acts of Rising
and Giving Vent, then they could serve a transcendental purpose only ; on the

other hand, if they were used as directions (addressed to the priests concern-

ed), they would serve a visible purpose.
For these reasons, in this case, the right course would be to have

recourse to indirect indication [and take the mantras as to be addressed

to the priests at* the time of '

rising
' and '

giving vent to speech '].



ADHIKARAISTA (5) : The ' Suktavaka
'

Mantra is to be

used in the
'

Prastara-praharana',
'

Throwing-in

of the Grass-bundle
'

.

SUTRA (11).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
" IN THE StJKTAVAKA-MANTRA THERE IS INJUNCTION

OF TIME, AS IT IS SUBSERVIENT TO THE PURPOSES

OF SOMETHING ELSE.''

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darsha-purnamdsa we read * Suktavakena pras-

taram praharati
1

[the mantra beginning with * Idam dydvdprithivl bhadra-

mabhut' (Tai. Bra. 3. 4. 10. 1) is called ' Suktavaka '; a handful of kusha-

grass is called 'prastara* ; its 'praharana* consists in its being thrown into

the Fire].

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the Suktavaka enjoined

in reference to the Throwlng-in of the grass-bundle ? or do we have here

an indication of the time ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The sentence

should be taken as indicating the time ; why ? because the Suktavaka

is for the purpose of pointing out the Deity, and as such cannot have any
connection with the Throwing-in of the Grass-bundle, and the grass-bundle

is for the purpose of being used as a receptacle for the Sruks (ladles) ; [so

that this also can have no connection with the Suktavaka ; and thus the

two being independent of one another, neither of them could be treated as

an auxiliary to the other.]
"

SUTRA (12).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE SENTENCE SHOULD BE TAKEN AS AN

INJUNCTION (OF THE MANTRA IN REFERENCE TO THE THROWING-

IN) ;
BECAUSE THE NAME ' YAJYA

'

COULD NOT BE APPLIED TO

THE MANTRA HAPHAZARDLY (WITHOUT REASON).

Bhdsya.

The sentence should be taken as an injunction of the mantra (Suktavaka)

in reference to the Throwing4n of the grass-bundle ; it is only when this is done

that the meaning comes to be what is actually declared through Direct

Assertion, by the Instrumental ending in the word 'Suktavakena'-, if the

sentence were taken in any other sense, it would involve indirect indication,

the meaning being that 'one should throw-in the grass-bundle at the

time indicated by the Suktavaka\ Further, it is only when the sentence is

taken, as enjoining the mantra in reference to the Throwing-in of the grass-

bundle that the name '

Yajyd
' becomes applicable to the Suktavaka ;
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for the Suktavdka can be '

Ydjyd' (a sacrificial auxiliary) only if it is to be

used in connection with an offering, and in the case in question the grass-

bundle is an offering (that is thrown into the fire with the Suktavdka -

mantra).

SUTRA (13).

AS FOB THE POINTING OUT OF THE DEITIES, THE MANTRA SERVES

THAT PURPOSE ALSO, BY REASON OF THE CONNECTION OF THOSE

DEITIES (WITH THE ACT OF 'OFFERING*).

Bhdsya.

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin) that the Suktavdka is capable
of pointing to the deity, not of being used in connection with the "

Throwing-
in of the grass-bundle ". Our answer to this is as follows : It is not impossible
for the mantra pointing to a deity to be used in connection with the

Throwing-in ; the Throwing-in is a form of sacrifice, and the Deity of that

sacrifice is pointed out by the mantra ; so that the connection between

the two is clear. As a matter of fact, we find that the actual words of

the mantra *

Agniridam havirajusatdvlvrdhata'' , (Taitti. Bra. 3. 5. 10. 2;

Shata. Bra. 1. 9. 1. 9) mention the deity Agni-, then come the words ' dshd-

ste'yam yajamdnah
'

(Taitti. Bra. 3. 5. 10. 4 ; Shata. Bra. 1. 3. 1. 12), which go on

to mention the several things that the sacrificer hopes for, and then concludes
*

yadanena havisd dshdste tadasya sydt* (Shata. Bra. 1. 9. 1. 16) ; these words

point to the grass-bundle as the offering-material and Agni and the rest as the

particular deities of the offering: thus (by virtue of this connection between

the deities and the grass-bundle) the throwing-in (of the Bundle) becomes

an act of sacrifice; and hence it is quite possible for the grass-bundle

to be * thrown-in
'

(i.e. offered in sacrifice) with the Sukta-vdka-mantra, if

the act of '

throwing-in
'

is a sacrifice and of this sacrifice Agni and the

rest are the deities. Thus even when the Suktavdka is connected with

the act of Throwing-in, it is quite possible for it to serve the purposes of the

Deity. If there were only the words *

agniridam havirajusatdvlvrdhata ',

and the other words 'dshdste 'yam yajamdnah
9

, etc. were not there, then

the sentence would have ended with the declaration that *

Agni and the

other deities are to be sacrificed to', without any other desired factor; as,

however, there are the other words also
' dshdste 'yam yajamdnah ', etc. the

full meaning of the sentence comes to be that '

Agni and other deities are

sacrificed to with Cake and other substances, and that whatever else the

sacrificer desires, he would obtain by means of the grass-bundle (thrown-

in).*

* The sense of this is that, even before the words 'S&ktavak&na prastaram

praharati', it is found that a portion of the Suktavaka-mantra itself is capable

of connecting it with the offering in question. Though the indicative power
of the mantra is equally applicable to all kinds of offering-materials, yet, on

the strength of the Direct Assertion in question, the words *yadanBna havisa, etc.'

must be taken as referring to the grass-bundle. Or it may be that from the

very beginning, the word 'idam* refers to the grass-bundle} for the simple reason
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Objection," Even though all these words are there, the sentence should

bo taken as ending in the pointing out of the Deities, the meaning being

that '

Agni and the other deities have been sacrificed to with Cake and

other things, and from this same act the Sacrificer would obtain whatever

else he may desire, in the shape of longevity and the like
1

."

Answer. If the mantra is connected both ways (with the act of Throw-

ing-in and with the pointing out of the deity), it should be used in connec-

tion with the act of Throwing-in, and this would not interfere with the indi-

cative power of the mantra (pointing out the deity), and it would also be

compatible with the indications of Syntactical Connection.

Or, we may take the words *

Agniridam havirajusata
'

as referring to the

grass-bundle itself as the * havih
'

(offering-material) ; so that the pronoun
* idam\ which refers to the factor in close proximity to it, becomes quite

compatible.

SUTRA (14).

" THE ACTION IS OF THE NATURE OF ' DISPOSAL '

[HENCE THE MANTRA

COULD NOT BE AN AUXILIARY TO IT],
"

IF THIS BE

URGED, [THEN THE ANSWER is THAT] LIKE THE
1 SVISTAKRT

'

OFFERING, IT COULD BE THE

SANOTIFICATION OF BOTH.

[This sutra has been taken as two separate Sutras in the Tantravartika where it

is remarked that this splitting up of the Sutra into two has been indicated by all

old teachers.]

Bhdsya.

The following argument might be urged (by the Opponent) "The

grass-bundle having been used for the depositing of the Sruks, the act of

throwing it in would be of the nature of *

disposal
'

[and hence neither the

mantra nor the deities could be auxiliary to it]."

The answer to this is that it would be like the Svistakrt ; that is to say,

in the case of the Svistakrt, it is found that out of the Cake that has been

used at the (Darshapurnamdsa) sacrifice, the Svistakrt-offering is made,
on the strength of the injunction to that effect ; and this Svistakrt

offering is of the nature of a 'sacrifice', as well as of the nature of the
'

disposal
*
of the Cake-remnant ; similarly in the case in question, by the

offering of the
*

grass-bundle ', there would be a '

disposal
'

of the bundle that

has been used, as well as an act of '
sacrifice

J would be accomplished. So

that there is nothing incongruous in the Siddhdnta view. In fact, when a

substance is
'

disposed of ', then also there is a '

giving away
'

(offering) ;

so that it follows that the substance is directly 'disposed of', and at the

same time an act of ' sacrifice
'

is accomplished, on the strength of the dis-

tinct injunction (' Prastaram praharati'). Thus then, we conclude that the

that the other materials Cake and the rest are not there at the time. Thus
there can be nothing incongruous in the Suktavaka being used in connection with

the Throwing-in of the grass-bundle. Tantravartika Trans., pp. 1075-1076,
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Suktavdka is the mantra to be used in connection with the act of ' Throw-

ing-in'.

[KumSrila suggests two other interpretations of the Sutra for which see

TantravartikaTr&ns., pp. 1076-1077.]



ADHIKARAI?A (6) : The Suktavaka-mantras are to

be used in accordance with their significations.

SUTRA (15).

[PfiRVAPAKA]
" THE ENTIRE SET OF S0KTAVAKA-MANTRAS IS TO

BE USED AT BOTH THE SACRIFICES
;
BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN

. ENJOINED AS ONE COMPOSITE WHOLE."

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darshapurnamdsa 9 we read ' Suktavdkena

prastaram praharati* ['With the suktavdka, he throws-in the grass-bundle '].

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the entire Suktavdka to be

used at the Paurnamdsl sacrifice', and the entire one again at the Amd*

vdsyd sacrifice ? Or, are parts of it to be extracted and used according

to the signification of each mantra (composing the Suktavdka) ?

On this, we have the Purvapaksa stated in the Sutra " The entire set is

to be used at both the sacrifices ; why so ? because it is the entire body
of the particular mantras that is named ' suktavdka

'

; so that if even a

single word were omitted, it would cease to be * suktavdka ', and the act of

Throwing-in done in that case would not have been done * with the suktavdka '.

Hence the entire Suktavdka should be taken as to be used at both the

sacrifices,"

SUTRA (16).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE MANTRAS SHOULD BE USED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR SIGNIFICATION ; BECAUSE THEY ARE

SANCTIFICATORY OF WHAT IS AN AUXILIARY.

Bhdsya.

Those mantra-texts that indicate the deities of the Paurnamdsl sacrifice

should be used at the Paurnamdsl sacrifice, not at the Amdvdsyd
sacrifice ; similarly, those that indicate the deities of the Amdvdsyd sacrifice

should be used at the Amdvdsyd sacrifice, not at the Paurnamdsl sacrifice
;

It has been explained (under 3. 2. 2) that Mantras help in the

sacrifice only by 'sanctifying* something that is auxiliary to that

sacrifice not in any other way ; hence mantras should be used only at that

sacrifice to which they render such a help. Consequently it is not right

that the entire set of 'suktavdka
9

mantras should be used at the

Paurnamdsl sacrifice, or that the entire set should be used at the Amdvdsyd
sacrifice.
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StJTRA (17).

IF IT BE URGED THAT " ON THE STRENGTH OF THE INJUNCTION

[THE WHOLE SHOULD BE USED AT BOTH]" [THEN THE

AN.SWER IS AS IN THE FOLLOWING S0TRA].

Bhdsya.

There is the following argument of the Purvapakain "There is the

injunction in the form that * one throws-in the grass-bundle with the

Suktavdka '

; and even if a single word were omitted in the mantras, the

Throwing-in would not be done 'with the Suktavdka 1

, as what has been

enjoined is the use of the entire set of the Suktavaka." The answer to this

is given in the following Sutra :

StJTRA (18).

THE TERM ' ENTIRE '

IS IN REFERENCE TO BOTH (SACRIFICES) TAKEN

TOGETHER
;
AS THE CONTEXT (OF BOTH) IS THE SAME.

Bhdsya.

The term 'entire' (when used in the expression
* the entire Suktavdka

should be used
'

) must be taken in reference to what is done at the

Paurnamdsl and the Amdvdsyd taken together, because the context

belongs to both these sacrifices; so that when the Suktavdka is used at

both together, in parts (one part at the Paurnamdsl and another at

the Amdvdsyd) -the entire Suktavdka becomes used.

Objection (to this presentation of the Siddhdnta)
" This explanation is

not right; factors dependent upon something else (and hence incomplete in

themselves) cannot have any connection with the procedure (of a sacrifice) ;

in fact, it is not the Procedure that is declared (in the Vedic texts) as to be

qualified by those factors; it is those factors themselves that are taken as

qualified by the Procedure. Why so ? Because Actions are not enjoined in

reference to the Procedure; they are enjoined in reference to the Result;

the Procedure itself is enjoined in reference to the Actions. Now, as

the entire Procedure is equally circumstanced (in reference to the Actions

composing the Darshapurnatndsa), it cannot be understood which part of

the Procedure is enjoined in reference to which particular Action, and is not

enjoined in reference to which other. Thus then, (a) because all (the

mantras of the Suktavdka) have been laid down as helping the action,

(b) because the entire Procedure is equally circumstanced in relation to the

action, (c) because there is the direct declaration ('with the Suktavdka,

he throws-in the grass-bundle'), (d) because the indication of the Con-

text is equally applicable to all, the entire Context belongs to each of

the actions concerned, as taken independently by itself, not as along
with the other action. Consequently, it follows that the entire Suktavdka

has been enjoined in reference to each of the actions (composing the

20
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Darshapurnamdsa) ; so that even if the two primary actions (the Paurnaniasl

sacrifice and the Amdvdsyd sacrifice) are separated, it is the Suktavaka

in its entirety that has to be used at each of them. Hence even those

words (of the Suktavaka-mantra texts) that have no bearing upon either

of those sacrifices have got to be used, and (though having no direct visible

bearing upon the action) they would serve some sort of a transcendental

purpose : all this is on the strength of the injunction that ' one should throw-

in the grass-bundle with the Suktavdka-mantra '

; certainly no burden

can be too heavy for a Vedic Injunction. In fact, even those words

may, through some quality or the other, serve the purpose of indicating

the deities (pertaining to the sacrifice concerned),"

In regard to this last assertion, what we have to say is that it is

not right. It has already been explained (under 3. 2. 1), that Mantras have

to be used according to their direct meaning, not according to their

indirect meaning. Being meant, as they are, to be sanctifiratory, they

may have to be moved away from their Context, but they cannot be

taken as making any indications indirectly (through the presence of some

quality).
" What answer have you got to the arguments that have been set

forth in support of the view that the entire Suktavaka should be used

ah each of the two sacrifices ?
"

Our answer is as follows : The entire Suktavaka is not one sentence ;

it consists, in fact, of many sentences ; of these, those sentences that speak
of the principal deities appear in the middle, while of those other words

that are such as are applicable in common to several sentences, some

appear before and some after the aforesaid sentences (speaking of the

principal deities). For instance, sentences speaking of the principal deities

are the following (a)
'

Agniridam havirajusatdvlvrdhata maho jydyokrta

(Taitti. Bra. 3. 5. 10. 2), (6)
'

Aynlsomdvidam havirajusetdmavlvrdhetdm
'

;

now the common words preceding each of these mantras are * Id-am dyava-

prtthivi, etc.', and those coming after each are *

asyamrdhet, etc.' Now every
oue of these sentences is entitled to be called * Suktavaka ', because it con-

tains a good-declaration (sukta-vachana) [in that it indicates deities]; and

nothing useful is spoken of by all the sentences taken as one composite whole.

Hence this composite whole cannot be regarded as * Suktavaka 9

. Nor is any
such composite whole directly helpful in the sacrifice. As for the singular
number used, in such expressions as * Suktavdko rartate ', it is due to

the fact that all the Suktavdkas form a single class or group, which is one

only ; hence the injunction thafc ' one should throw-in the grass-bundle with

the Suktavaka ' would be strictly obeyed if the grass-bundle were thrown-in

with any one of the said several Suktavakas. Thus it is that there is no

Suktavaka consisting of a composite whole (made up of the several sen-

tences). Under the circumstances, if those words which speak of the deities

of the Amdvdsyd sacrifice are not used at the Paurnamdsi sacrifice, the

Suktavaka itself does not become rejected by that omission ; as in this

case what happens is that what is indicated by the Context is set aside

by what is indicated by the Indicative power (of the Mantras) : and it is only

right that this should be so.
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From all this it follows that the Suktavdka should be split up and then

used at the Paurnamdsl sacrifice and at the Amavasya sacrifice.

[Kumarila is not satisfied with this presentation of the Slddhdnta ; he

has suggested another and a simpler exposition ; for which see Tantravartika

Trans., pp. 1083-1085.]



ADHIKARAIJA (7): The Kamya
'

yajya-anuvakyas
'

are to be

used only at those sacrifices that are declared to be

conducive to the fulfilment of definite desirable

results.

SUTRA (19).

ON ACCOUNT OF 'INDICATIVE POWER',
' ORDER OF SEQUENCE* AND

'NAME', THE INJUNCTION IN QUESTION SHOULD BE TAKEN

AS RELATED TO THE SACRIFICES DECLARED TO BE

CONDUCIVE TO DESIRABLE RESULTS.

Bhasya.

There is a section of the Veda wherein the Kamya Ydjyd-Anuvdkyds

consisting of the verses *

Indrdgnl rochand divah\ etc. (Mai. Sam. 4. 10. 4)
*

Pravarsanibhyah, etc.' (Mai. Sam. 4. 10. 4)
'

Indrdgninavatim purah, etc.'

(Mai. Sam. 4. 10. 5)
'

Shlathadvrttram, etc.' (Mai. Sarh. 4. 10. 5, also

Katha. Sam. 4. 15), and so forth appear in a certain order. Then we

have certain Kdmya sacrifices also (mentioned in a definite order), such as

(a)
'

Aindrdgnamekddashakapalam nirvapet yasya sajdtd viydyuh', (b)
' Ain-

dragnamekadashakapalam nirvapet bhrdtrvyavdn\ (c)
'

Agnaye vaishvdnardya

dvddashakapdlam nirvapet rukkdmah 1

, (d) 'Agnaye vaishvdnardya dvddasha-

kapdlam nirvapet sapatnamabhidrosyan\ and so forth.

Now, in connection with the said Ydjyd-Anuvdkyds, there arises the

question Is the couplet of Ydjydnuvakyds connected with the name of the

deity Indra-Agni to be used in connection with all those sacrifices that are

offered to that deity Indra-Agni ? Or only at the one particular sacrifice to

Indra-Agni which has been enjoined in the sentence just quoted (a)?

Similarly with the Ydjyd-Anuvdkyds connected with the deity Vaishvdnara.

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The Ydjyd-Anuvdkyds are to be used at every one of those sacrifices

that are connected with the deities, Indra-Agni, Vaishvdnara, Agni-Soma or

Jdtaveddsa. Why so ? Because of the indicative potency of the Mantras

concerned. * But the Order of Sequence and the Name would restrict the

Ydjyd-Anuvdkyds to sacrifices to particular deities'. True; but even so,

Indicative Power would always reject the indications of Order and Name."

Against this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta : On account

of * Indicative Power', 'Order of Sequence' and 'Name', the Ydjyd-

Anuvdkyds in question should be used in connection with those same Kdmya
sacrifices which are mentioned in the texts quoted ; the ' indicative power

'

and the ' order' of the) Ydjyd-Anuvdkyds are the same as those of the said

sacrifices; from which it follows that they are auxiliaries to these same

sacrifices.

" But it has been pointed out that Indicative Power is more authorita-
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tive (than Order and the rest; and the Indicative Power of the mantras

connects them with all the sacrifices, not only with the Kdmya ones)."

That is true; but in the case in question what is more authoritative

is the Name; except through the 'indication of the 'Name', the Man-
tras cannot be held to apply to the Kdmya sacrifices, and not to the

sacrifices mentioned elsewhere. Why ? Except through the names

(' Ydjyd
' and *

Anuvdkyd'), we cannot recognise even the fact of the mantras

being Ydjyd-Anuvdkyd ; (so that it being still unknown what the verses

are for), how could the Ydjyd-Anuvdkyd become connected with other

sacrifices? The Name (' Ydjyd-Anuvdkyd') itself indicates that it is only

the Kdmya mantras and not all verses that can be recognised as
'

Ydjyd-Anuvdkyd\ If no heed is paid to the Name, then the Mantras

are not Ydjyd-Anuvdkyd ; if heed is paid to the Name, then the Mantras

must be only the Kdmya ones ; inasmuch as the section in which the mantras

appear is called the '

Ydjydnuvdkyd-Kdnda\
Question "Why does the Sutra speak of both (1) Indicative Power

and Order, and also (2) Name ?
"

[" The fact of the mantras being connected

with the Kdmya sacrifices is proved by Indicative Power helped by Order ;

or the very Name only is enough to prove the same conclusion. Why then

should both have been put forward ? Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 1087] ".

Answer There are such sacrifices as the (a) the Pdthikrteya, and (&) the

Vrdtapatlya ; and at these, there is room for the use of two sets of mantras

(1) the Sdmidheni verses and (2) the Ydjydnuvdkyd verses. If the Sutra

had put forward only
* Indicative Power and Order'; then it would be

possible for the Ydjydnuvdkyd verses to be used in place of the Sdmidheni

verses, as such use would be pointed out by the Indicative Power of the

mantras. [This anomaly is avoided by mentioning
* Name '

also, which

restricts the Ydjydnuvdkyd -mantras to their own sphere.]

Question "Why then should 'Indicative Power' and 'Order' be

mentioned [when the necessary conclusion is established by Name only] ?
"

Answer [If Indicative Power and Order had not been added, and

reliance were placed upon Name only, then] in that case, all the verses

would be used for the purposes of the Ydjyd-Anuvdkyd, and none would be

used for the purposes of the Sdmidheni. If, however, the purposes of the

Ydjyd-Anuvdkyd are accomplished through Name, and also through Indi-

cative Power and Order, then the use of the mantras with the Sdmidhcnis

t comes possible. For instance, after the place (in the order of sequence)

of the Agni'Vdrunl sacrifice has been passed over, and that of the Somd-

raudri sacrifices has not yet come up, there come in certain verses called

* Manoh rchah\ which, in connection with the Sdmidheni verses, are called

*

Dhdyyd
'

; and two such Dhdyyd verses come to be assumed in this

manner.

Thus it is necessary that the Sutra should mention both (Indicative

Power and Order and Name).

[There would have been no need for mentioning all the three, if the mantras

speaking of the deities of the sacrifices were exactly the same in number as the

sacrifices themselves ; as a matter of fact, however, we find that, in the order of the

sacrifice which has a deity other than Agni, and which has a Yajya-Anuvakyain
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keeping with itself,- there are certain mantras actually pertaining to Agni; if

these were to be used according to the Name only, then they would come to be

used in connection with the functions of the YfijyH (in connection with deities other

th\n Agni). Such use of the mantras is not possible ; (1) because there is difference

in the Indicative Power (of the verses indicating deities other than Agni), and (2)

because the application of the mantras pertaining to Agni would be set aside by
the other mantra* which are indicative of those same other deities. Thus then, if

the use of the mantras rested upon Name only, then the mantras pertaining to

Agni would not be usod at all. If, however, we admit the force of Indicative Power

and Order also in controlling the use of the mantras, then, after the Name
(* yajya ') will have ceased functioning, after having pointed out the fact of the

mantras being connected with a sacrifice,
'

yoga \ the precise use of the

mantras will be determined by their Indicative Power and Order ; and in this

manner, the mantras pertaining to Agni would come to be used as * Samidh&nl '

mantras. The Bhnpya shows a case where this actually happens : Between the

Yajyanuvakytis related to the Agni- Varunl sacrifices and those related to the

Somarawdvl sacrifices, -we find the Manu-verses ; and yet these latter are used as
'

Dhayya
'

verses of thie SamidhenT ; [and this is possible only because we depend

upon all the three Indicative Power, Order and Name, and not upon Name
only], If we did not admit the Order, and had only Indicative Power and Name,
then there would be the anomaly that the firAt mantra pertaining to Indra would

bo used at the second sacrifice, which is to tndra-Agni ; when however Order steps

in, the first mantra becomes connected with the First sacrifice, the second with the

second and so forth ; because as the order becomes operative before the Name,
it controls the Indicative Power also ; so that there is no chance for the connecting
of the mantras with any sacrifices not in keeping with the Order of Sequence.
Tantravartika Trans., pp. 1088-1089.]



ADHIKARANA (8): At the 'Upasthana* of the Agmdhra,
the mantras to be used must be those appearing in the

same Context.

SUTRA (20).

[P#RVAPAKA]
" WHEN MANTRAS ARE ENJOINED IN A CERTAIN CONNEC-

TION, THAT INJUNCTION SHOULD INCLUDE THOSE THAT DO NOT

APPEAR IN THE SAME CONTEXT ;
BECAUSE ALL ARE

ENJOINED (AS AUXILIARY TO THE SACRIFICE)/*

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read '

Agneyya agnldhramu-

patisthate (cf. Taitti. Sam. 3. 1. 6. 1 ), Aindryd sadah, Vaisnavyd havirdhdnam*

(Tai. Sam. 3. 1. 6. 1) [With the Agneyi verse, one approaches the Agmdhra,
with the Aindrl verse, the Assembly-room, with the Vaisnavl verse, the

Havirdhana']. In regard to this, there arises the question, Is the

approaching to be done with only those mantras indicative of the said deities

that are found in the same Context ? or are the mantras indicative of the

deities to be culled from the whole ten mandalas of the fygveda (' Dashatayl')

for being used at the Approaching ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa: "When in a

certain connection (context), a mantra is enjoined, through its Indicative

Power, it should be culled out of the Ten Mandalas ; as the mantras in the

Ten Mandalas are capable of being called by such names as *

dgneyi
' and the

rest (anyone of which names cannot be confined to the one particular mantra

appearing in the same context as the action in question) ; the particular one

appearing in the same context is one that has been already used elsewhere in

connection with another action [i.e. the main Jyotistoma sacrifice itself], and

as such cannot be enjoined in connection with the action in question [i.e. the

act of Upasthdna] ; because, for mantras like those under consideration, it is

not right that what has been enjoined once should be enjoined again.
* Mantras like what ?

' What we mean is that when a mantra has been once

enjoined in a qualified form, it cannot be enjoined again, in its unqualified

(general) form, through its Indicative Power. [For instance, if a certain

Mantra speaking of Agni viz.
*

Agnirmurdhd, etc.' has been enjoined speci-

fically in its own special form, it cannot be enjoined again under the general

name of '

Agneyi
*

; and yet this is exactly what would happen if, in the

sentence f

Agneyya agmdhram wpatiathaffi'* , the term 'agneyl* were restric-

ted to the one mantra in the Context],
* Why so ?

'

Because if the Indi-

cative Power (through which it is meant to be enjoined) is taken as mention-

ed by way of specifying the Mantra, then it could be specified only in the

qualified form, the sense being that ' the act in question (upasthdna) is to

be done with such mantras as contain words indicative of the deity (Agni)
'

;

and in this case, the Mantra cannot be taken as enjoined [as the potency of
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the injunctive word is taken up by the said specification]. On the other

hand, if the Indicative Power is taken as enjoining the Mantra, then the

sense of the injunction would be * one does such and such an act by means

of the mantra possessed of such and such Indicative Power '

; and in this

latter case there would be no specification of any particular mantra [and

hence any Agneyl mantra might be taken up]. It is for this reason that

when a mantra has been enjoined once in this manner, it is not right that

there should bo another injunction of it of the kind in question. From this

it follows that all the mantras in the Ten Mandalas which are found to have

the Indicative Power in question should be culled out for use."

Objection (against the Purvapaksa) Through the force of the Context,

the most reasonable course would be to adopt those same mantras that are

found in the same context.

Purvapaksins answer "This cannot be; as Indicative Power is more

authoritative than Context." \Tantravdrtika -Trans., p. 1092 notes that

henceforward, in the present connection; the term '

linga\ 'indicative

power' is to be taken in the sense ' Direct Assertion' or Text, which is liter-

ally connected with the particular deity ?]

Says the Purvapaksiri* s Opponent Indicative Power would set aside

the Context only if there were conflict between the two ; in the case in

question, there is no such conflict ; because if we accept the indication of

the context and adopt the one particular (Agneyl) Mantra in the context

which contains the requisite indicative words also (containing, as it does,

words expressive of the deity, Agni) 9 we do not, in any way reject the indi-

cations of the Indicative Power; if we adopted some such Mantra in the

Context as did not contain the indicative word, then alone would \\ e have

gone against Indicative Power: but by doing what we do (i.e. by adopting
that mantra in the context which does contain the requisite Indicative

words) wo are following both, the Context as well as the Indicative Power.

The Purvapaksin answers ** It is not as you put it. What Indicative

Power indicates is that the act in question may be done by any mantra in

the Ten Mandalas (which possesses the Indicative words) ; so that all such

Mantras contained in the Ten Mandalas can be spoken of as *

dgneyi
'

;

now this notion provided by Indicative Power is certainly rejected as wrong,

if you follow the Context; that is, if you follow the Context (and thereby

adopt only one Mantra as 'dgneyi'), you certainly reject the said indica-

tion by Indicative Power as wrong; if you do not accept the Context (and

apply the name '

dgneyi
'

to all the Mantras in the Ten Mandalas contain-

ing the indicative words), then the notion derived from Indicative Power re-

mains correct ;
thus there is a clear conflict (between Context and Indicative

Power) ; and when there is a conflict, the Context must be regarded as the

weaker of the two."

Says the Purvapaksin' s Opponent All that should be done in course of

the action of Upasthana is that the condition of the presence of the indica-

tive words should be adhered to; and it is not necessary that we should

necessarily admit any mantra contained in the Ten Mandalas ; now if the

mantra appearing in the Context is adopted, the said condition becomes

entirely fulfilled. On the other hand, if we adopt any mantra contained in
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the Ten Mandates, we set aside the particular mantra appearing in the Context,

without any such conflict (as would justify this exclusion). Nor is there any
conflict between the Context and Indicative Power ; because the Context points

out the individual (agntyi) mantra, while Indicative Power indicates the

(Agneyi) in general ; and the individual is different from the Universal (or

General). From all this it follows that the mantra adopted should be one

that contains the indicative words and that appears in the Context.

The Purvapaksin^a answer " It is true that by adopting the mantra

appearing in the context, the indication of Context is not infringed, and also

that the indication of Indicative Power becomes honoured ; but all the same

the fact remains that a certain notion derived from Indicative Power that
'

any mantra in the Ten Mandalas, which contains the indicative word

may be used ' comes to be regarded as wrong."

Purvapaksin' s Opponent As a matter of fact, no individual (agneyl)

verse is denoted by the term ('dgneyl'); why then should the said general

notion be taken as rejected if a certain individual (agneyl verse) is not

adopted. [The general notion is that '

Agneyl Mantras should be used '

; this

gcmeral notion is not contravened if we adopt one particular Agneyi Mantra

and not adopt any other.]

The Purvapaksin answers " We do not yet quite know whether what

pertains to the case in question is, or is not, the generic diameter of contain-

ing the indicative word. What is clear is that the term (' dgneyi) denotes

the deity by means of the Nominal Affix, by virtue of which the Deity

(so denoted) serves to indicate the particular Mantra; what helps in the

sacrifice is any individual mantra, not the class * Mantra '

; class also there is

none other (in the case in question) than the deity; and it is this Deity that

indicates that which helps in the sacrifice. It is, however, not known that the

individual mantra to be used is this one, and not that other ; and so long

as the individual mantra is not recognised as the one to be used, all those

mantras should be admitted which contain the indicative word ; so that

the mantras in the Ten Mandalas would come to be recognised as to be

used ; such being the case, it would be very wrong to reject these through
considerations of the Context (and use only that mantra which appears in

the Context). Even so, it is not only those appearing in the Ten Mandates

that are to be used, but that also may be used which appears in the

Context."

The Opponent argues It has been said above that the mantra that

t ~nears in the context has been enjoined elsewhere for some other purpose,
and hence it could not be enjoined for any other purpose.

The Purvapaksin answers " It is not necessary that the same mantra

alone should be used for this other purpose; in fact that same, as also

others which resemble it in having the indicative words, may be used ;

and thus there would be no incongruity."
The Opponent There would be this incongruity that both, Indicative

Power and Context, would not be followed.

Purvapaksin
"
True, they would not be followed ; but the Context does

not deserve to be followed, for the simple reason that what it indicates is

contrary to what is indicated by the Indicative Power. Then again, it is
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not necessary that either the Indicative Power or the Context should be

followed ;
in fact, though it is true that the activity of the agent tends to-

wards what is indicated by these, yet it is only when this is recognised as

something fruitful that the agent betakes himself to that activity [and not

merely because the action has been indicated by Indicative Power or by
Context or by both]."

Question What if this be so ?

Purvapaksin
" The effect of this is that the Indicative Power is not

followed in any case ; so that there would be no activity towards anything
else that may be indicated by that Power.

" From all this it follows that the mantras in the Ten Mandalas should

be admitted."

SUTRA (21).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, ONLY THAT MENTIONED IN THE

CONTEXT (ARE TO BE ADMITTED) ;
BECAUSE OF THE

CONTEXT AND OF REASONS.

Ehdsya.

t That mentioned in the context* i.e. the mantra that which is spoken of

in the Context of the Jyotistoma should be admitted ; why ? because of

the Context and of reasons; i.e. the said mantra is what is indicated by the

Context, and it is only right that the indication of the Context should be

accepted. Why so ? It would not be right to take the sentence in question
as laying down merely the fact of the mantra having some sort of a func-

tion to perform in connection with the Jyotistoma : because this general

connection of the mantra with that sacrifice is already known from other

sources [i.e. by the direct enunciation of the mantras to be used at the

Jyotistoma sacrifice says the Tantravdrtika] ; the sentence may, however, be

taken as laying down the particular purpose to be served by the mantra in

connection with the sacrifice, because as yet, the fact of the mantra serving

that particular purpose is not known ; [so that what the sentence means is

that at the Upasthdna only those dgneyl mantras are to be used that are

connected with the Jyotistoma says the Tantravartika]. Such being the

case, if the indications of the Context were entirely ignored, and the sen-

tence were taken as laying down any (Agneyl) mantra contained in the Ten

Mandalas, there would be a syntactical split ; as in that case the sentence

would have to be construed as * one should do the Upasthdna of the Agnl-

dhra, and that with a mantra containing such and such indicative words'.

SUTRA (22).

THE INJUNCTION WOULD BE PURPOSELESS, AS THERE WOULD BE

NO CONNECTION WITH ANYTHING FRUITFUL
;
BECAUSE THE

c UPASTHANA *

is NOT FRUITFUL.

Bhdya.

Says the Purvapaksin-*-" On the strength of the indication of the Context,

any Agneyl mantra may be taken as helpful to the Jyotistoma"'.
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If the sentence in question is taken as asserting the connection between-

the act of Upasthdna and the Jyotistoma sacrifice, then the sentence might
be taken as laying down the act of Upasthdna in connection with the Jyotis-

loma
; and in that case, on the strength of the Context, it might be possible

to take the two factors [(a)
' should do the Upasthana,' (6) and * that with

dgneyl mantras'] as syntactically connected and forming 'one sentence'.

When, however, the sentence is taken as asserting the connection of the

mantra with all -kinds of Upasthdna (not only that connected with the

Jyotistoma), then all that we get out of it is the mantra only, without

any reference to the Context (which bears upon the Jyotistoma only);

nor can the Context serve the purpose of specifying (the particular

Upasthdna at which the Mantra should be used). In fact, if it did do both

these (i.e. if the sentence laid down the use of the mantra and also specified

the particular Upasthdna at which it should be used), then there would be

syntactical split.

There is no such incongruity in our view ; as, according to that view,

that mantra either the one indicating Agni or the one indicating Indra

which is already known as functioning (in general) at the Jyotistoma comes

to be enjoined in connection with the particular function of the Upasth&na
which is done at the Jyotistoma sacrifice, and all the rest of the sentence

is a mere reference (to what is already known from other sources). Thu&

there would be no incongruity at all.

Or, the three sentences [(a)
'

Agneyyd agmdhramupatisthate, (6) aindryd

sadah, (c) vaisnavyd havirdhdnam'] may be taken as laying down merely
the connection of the Agnldhra, the Sadah and the Havirdhdna, the verb
*

upatisthate
'

being a mere reference ; the meaning of the sentence thus is

' with this (dgneyl) mantra [which is already known] one approaches the

Agnldhra '.

From all this it follows that only those mantras containing the indi-

cative word are to be used which are found in the Context.

SUTRA (23).

ALSO, BECAUSE ALL THE MANTRAS ARE SUCH AS HAVE BEEN ENJOINED.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued that the mantras in the Context are such as have

been already enjoined in connection with another action [i.e. with the main

Jyotistoma sacrifice]. Our answer to this is that this argument has been

already answered.

Then again, there are no mantras that have not been already enjoined

(in connection with some action or the other) ; all mantras are such as have

been enjoined in the Vdchastoma and in the Ashvina shastra before the sun

rises. So that on this point of being already enjoined in connection with

another action, the mantra in the Context does not differ from any other.

Hence in the case in question the mantra admitted must be that appearing
in the Context.



ADHIKARANA (9) : [The
c

Bhaksa-mantras
'

are to be used at

the act of
'

Holding
'

and the rest, in accordance with the

indications of the words of the mantras.]

SUTRA (24).

" THROUGH 'INDICATIVE POWER' AND 'NAME', THE

ENTIRE ANUVAKA SHOULD BE TAKEN AS BEING FOR THE

PURPOSE OF THE 'EATING*/'

Bhasya.

We find the following Bhaksamantra * Bhakhsehi md visha dirghdyut-

vdya shantanutvdya rdyasposdya varchase suprajdstvdya ; ehi vaso purovaso

priyo me hrdosyashvinostvd bdhubhydm saghydsam ; nrchaksasantvd diva

#oma suchaksd avakhyesam ; hinva me gdtrd harivo gandn me md vititrsah,

shivo me saptarsin upatisthasva md me* van ndbhimatigdh ; mandrdbhibhutih

keturyajndndm vdg jusdnd somasya trpyatu ; vasumadganasya rudramadga-

nasya ddityamadganasya soma deva te matividah prdtahsavanasya madhyandi-

nasya savanasya trtlyasavanasya gdyatrachchhandasah trstupchhandaso

'ynihuta indrapltasya nartishamsapltasya pitrpltasya madhumata upahuta-

syopafyuto bhaksaydmi, etc. etc.'' (Taitti. Sam. 3. 2. 5. 1-3).

(The Bhasya has quoted the entire amivaka with a view to show which word in

it is capable of what use, -questions relating to which will be discussed in the next

four Adhikarwias. As a matter of fact, there are several portions of this Anuvaka

e.g. 'Qayatrachchhandaft, etc.\ as also '

Indrapita, etc.' -are such as are used

separately according to their several significations. TantravartikaTTBxiB., p. 1102.]

In connection with this Bhaksdnuvdka, there arises the question Is

the whole of this anuvdka to be used in connection with the '

eating
'

?

or may some part of it be used elsewhere also ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa: "Through
4 Indicative Power 1 and ( Name\ the entire Anuvdka should be taken as being

for the purpose of the
'

eating
1

(su.) ; i.e. the entire Anuvdka should be used

in connection with eating. Why ? Because the term *

bhaksayami
'

('I eat',

occurring in the mantra) is clearly one that should be used in connection

with eating, as the only thing that it can denote is eating, nothing else ; as

for the other words in the text, they are such as are expressive of quali-

fications (or concomitants) of the act of Eating, and, as such, are used

wherever the term *

blmksaydmi
'

is used. [The Anuvdka begins with the

term 'bhakse* and also ends with 'bhaksaydmi', both denoting the act of

Eating only ; this also implies that all the words between these two terms

form one composite whole, to be used in connection with eating.]
"

Objection (against the Purvapaksa) (A) As a matter of fact, that

portion of the Anuvdka which begins with * ehi vaso
' and ends with *

saghyd-

sam ' must be taken as to be used in connection with the act of Holding ; as
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all the words included herein are such as require each other for the comple-

tion of the sentence and are expressive of a single idea (and serving a single

purpose) ; so that it must be syntactically distinct from the sentence speak-

ing of Eating. (B) Similarly, the portion beginning with the word 'nrchak-

sasam ' and ending with '

avakhyesam ', is expressive of the act of Looking

into. (C) So also, the portion beginning with the words * Hinva me gdtrd

harivah ' and ending with * md me '

vdnndbhimatigdh
'

is expressive of the

act of Proper Digesting. Thus then, as there are several ideas expressed by
the several portions of the Anuvdka, they should be taken as so many
distinct sentences. How then can it be said that the whole of it is a single

sentence, to be used in connection with the act of Eating ?

Purvapaksin* s answer" It has already been asserted that all the vari-

ous things expressed by the different portions of the Anuvdka are only

concomitants of the act of Eating".

Objection Even so, there would be different sentences; as it is not

possible for anything to be spoken of simultaneously along with its con-

comitants.

Purvapaksin "We do not mean that the concomitants are expressed

independently; what we mean is that what is expressed by the sentence is

the single factor (of eating) as qualified and accompanied by its several con-

comitants in the shape of Holding, Looking into and so forth."

ObjectionIt cannot be right to take the words expressive of the

concomitants as not intended to be significant of their meanings, and yet

as signifying the concomitants of the eating ;
such an idea could be derived

only from indirect indication ; and as between Direct Assertion arid Indirect

Indication, it is the former that should be accepted. Hence the whole Anu-

vdka cannot be treated as a single sentence.

Purvapaksin "Our answer to this is as follows: Though the act of

Holding arid several other factors are found to be signified by the words of

the mantra, yet all these factors are riot such as are equally meant to be

spoken of (or emphasised) ; it is the act of Eating only that is meant to be

spoken of (and emphasised); hence it is only this act of Eating that is

*

directly asserted', the concomitants are not *

directly asserted'; nor is

any useful purpose to be served by a cognition of these concomitants ; and
that group of words is to be treated as * one sentence

' which is found to

serve one single purpose ; thus it is that the whole of the A nuvdka is to be

treated as ' one sentence
'

serving the single purpose of speaking of the act

of Eating along with its concomitants ; and for that reason, the whole is to

be used in connection with the act of Eating."
" Further, there is the name * Bhaksdnuvdka ' which is applicable to the

whole Anuvdka, not Jo any portion of it. [This also shows that the entire

Anuvdka is to be used in connection with the act of eating.]
"

Objection (against the Purvapaksa) Name is a thing of secular origin,

how can it restrict the use of anything that forms part of the Veda ?

Purvapaksin "Though the Name is something of secular origin, yet
its application to the Anuvdka has had no beginning in time".

What if it is so ?
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"This is what follows. The name speaks of (signifies) the entire Anu-

vaka along with the Eating, and such signification is possible only when

there is a definite connection between the two factors spoken of together ;

for instance, when we find the * cooker ' and * the chopper
'

spoken of to-

gether, we at once infer that there is some connection between the two."

Objection In matters like what we are discussing, the relation of

subserviency cannot be a matter for Inference, it can be learnt only from

an Injunction, not from any other source ; and certainly Name can never

be injunctive.

Purvapaksin "Our answer to this is that what the Name does is to

bring to our mind the two factors related, and the injunction will be done

by the directive sentence laying down the procedure of the action. From
all this it follows that the entire Anuvaka is to be used in connection with

the act of Eating".

SUTRA (25).

(SlDPHANTA] ON ACCOUNT OF THE FORM (WORDS OF THE MANTRAS),

AND ON ACCOUNT OF INJUNCTION, PORTIONS OF THE ANUVAKA
SHOULD BE EXTRACTED (FOR SEPARATE USE); SPECIALLY

BECAUSE THE ACTIONS (AT WHICH THE EXTRACTS

ARE TO BE USED) ARE ACTUALLY

ENJOINED.

Ehdsyn.

It is not right that the entire Anuvaka should be used in connection

with Eating. -(a) In fact, on account of the 'form' (words) of the sentence

speaking of the act of Holding i.e. the sentence beginning with f ehi* and

ending with *

saghydsam
' should be used in connection with the act of

Holding; (6) the sentence beginning with ' nrchaksasam ' and ending with
'

avakhylsam
' should be used in connection with the act of Looking into ;

" why so ?
"

Because, if used in this way, the sentences are used according
to their primary meaning ; if taken in any other way, they would be used

according to a secondary meaning ; and it is more reasonable to accept the

Primary than the Secondary meaning.

Objection "It has been pointed out that no useful purpose can be

served by the pointing out of the concomitants."

Answer What the sentences speak of are not * concomitants '

; in fact

each of these Holding, Looking into and the rest are independent acts,

^ach spoken of by an independent sentence by itself.

" How is it so ?
"

(They are to be taken as independent acts) because there is a useful

purpose served by the cognition of these acts as spoken of by the sentences ;

in fact, all these acts are such as have been enjoined, some by direct inde-

pendent injunctions, and some by implication ; as such all these have got
to be indicated (by mantras) ; and it is this indication of the acts that is

done by the sentences in question. The 'form* or nature of these also

consists in this capacity to indicate things.
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Thus, inasmuch as the various sentences (in the Anuvaka) serve

different purposes (and have different meanings), they are not regarded as
* one sentence '

.

Objection "The 'form' of the sentences is also such as makes them

supplementary to the sentence speaking of the act of Eating ."

Answer True: that is their 'form'; but these acts (spoken of b
ty

these sentences) are not to be taken as concomitants (qualifications) of that

act of Eating.

"Why so?"

Because, if so taken, they would have to be regarded as serving some

transcendental purpose; and in that case, whether spoken or not spoken
of (by means of a mantra recited at the time), they would serve that

purpose all the same. [So that there would be no necessity for speak-

ing of them by means of a mantra.] In the other case, the sentences would

serve the purpose of indicating the acts of Holding and the rest, and thus

serve a visible purpose.

From all this we conclude that on account of their form and injunction,

some portions of the mantra should be extracted (and used in connection with

different acts).



ADHIKARAIJA (10) : [That portion of the
' Bhaksanuvaka

'

which begins with the word ' mandrabhibhutih
'

and

ends with the word '

bhaksayami
'

forms a

single
*
shastra

'

(mantra)].

SUTRA (26).

INASMUCH AS A CONCOMITANT (QUALIFICATION) is SPOKEN OF, THE

PASSAGE BEGINNING WITH *' MANDKA ' SHOULD BE TREATED AS

ONE MANTR4
;
SPECIALLY BECAUSE THE TWO SENTENCES

(OF WHICH THIS PASSAGE IS COMPOSED) JOINTLY

EXPRESS A SINGLE IDEA.

Bhd$ya.

In the Bhaksanuvaka (the whole of which has been quoted as the

Visayavdkya of the preceding Adhikarana), we read the passage
( Mandra -

bhibhutih keturyajndndm ,vdgjuadnd somasya trpyatu, Vasumadganasya
soma deva te mitividah prdtahsavanasya gdyatrachchhandaso [gnihuta indra-

pitasya madhumata upahutasyopahuto bhaksaydmi
9

(Taitti. Sam.. 3. 2. 5. 1-2).

In regard to this passage, there arises the question In this passage, are

there two mantras one beginning with ' mandra
'

and ending with *

trpyatu \

and the other beginning with *

vasumadganasya
'

? Or, is the whole passage

beginning with * mandra ' and ending with *

bhaksaydmi
'

a single mantra ?

On this question, the Purvapakm view is that " there are two man-

tras; two distinct things are spoken of by the two sentences 'trpti* (satis-

faction, spoken of in the first sentence) is one thing, while 'bhaksana'

(eating, spoken of in the second sentence) is an entirely different thing;

thus their meanings being different, the sentences should be taken as two

distinct sentences; this would be in accordance with what has been just

stated in the foregoing sutra * on account of the form and the injunction,

the portions should be extracted, etc, etc,'
"

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhdnta Inasmuch as a

concomitant (qualification) is spoken of, the passage beginning with 'mandra'

should be treated as one mantra; the 'trpti
9

,

'

satisfaction*, is spoken of in

the first sentence as a concomitant (qualification) of the eating (spoken of in

the second sentence), the meaning being that 'the vdk (assertion) of

bhaksaydmi (eating) shall satisfy'.

Objection "The term used in the original text is *trypatu' (with the

Imperative termination) which is different from the term *tarp$yati\ where

we have the Future Termination
;

if we connect the two verbs *

bhaksaydmi
'

and *

tarpsyati\ then we get at a logical connection between the two actions

of eating and satisfying, the idea conveyed being that *

eating shall

satisfy
'

; with the word '

trypatu
* on the other hand, the word *

btiaksaydmi
'
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can have no connection ; as the expression
'

bhaksaydmi trpyatu
'

gives no
sense.*'

Answer The termination in the word '

trpyatu
' cannot be regarded as

expressing the sense of the imperative; it should be taken as expressing
either a request or the idea of the present time. But whether we construe the

words as '

bhaksaydmi vdk larpsyati* (' the assertion of eating shall satisfy'),

or as 'bhaksaydmi vdchastarptum kdlah* (the assertion of eating is the

time for being satisfied'), in either case the 'satisfaction' shall be the

concomitant (qualification) of the eating ; so that the two sentences together

expressing a single idea, they should be taken as forming
' one sentence

' and

hence treated as one mantra.

Objection "In reality the two sentences are totally distinct, inde-

pendent of one another; and they are made inter-dependent by force."

Answer Even if the two sentences served two distinct purposes, were

independent of one another, and conveyed two distinct ideas, it would be

the indication of the eating that would be found to serve a perceptible pur-

pose, not that of the satisfying ; so that on this ground also, the two sen-

tences would really serve a single purpose ; how much more so then is it

when one act (that of satisfying) is distinctly recognised as being a con-

comitant (qualification) of the other (i.e. eating) ?

From all this it follows that, inasmuch as a concomitant (qualification)

is spoken of, the passage beginning with 'mandra* should be treated as one

mantra.



ADHIKAEAIJA (11): [The words of the
'

Bhaksanuvaka\

beginning with '

indrapUasya ', are to be used in

connection with all
'

eatings
'

with necessary

modifications.]

Preliminary Adhikarana.

SUTRA (27).

[PRELIMINARY P(TRVAPAKA] -WHEN ALL ARE ENJOINED IN THE SAME

SENTENCE, THE EATING OF THE OFFERINGS * NOT MADE TO

INDRA
'

SHOULD BE DONE WITHOUT MANTRAS
;

BECAUSE THE * INDICATIVE POWER '

(OF THE

MANTRA) POINTS TO PARTICULAR

* EATINGS '.

Bhdsya.

The mantra dealt with in the foregoing adhikarana forms the basis of

the present adhikarana also. At the sacrifices with which the Bhaksdnuvdka

is concerned, there are several offerings made to Indra, as also several not

made to Indra (but to other deities). In regard to these, there arises the

question Is the mantra in question to be used in connection with the eating

of both kinds of offerings those to Indra as well as those not to Indra ? Or

is it to be used in connection with the eating of the offerings to Indra

only, while that of the offerings not to Indra is to be done without mantras ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa "The eating of

the offerings not made to Indra is to be done without mantras. Why ?

Because all the offerings have been enjoined in the same sentence ;
now from

among these offerings, that which is not made to Indra cannot be taken as

spoken of by the mantra beginning with '

indrapUasya
'

[which clearly

speaks of that only which has been * drunk by
'

(offered to)
' Indra ']. Nor is

there any modification of mantras possible in the case of those mentioned in

the Context (of a primary act, and every eating is a primary act) ;

because unless there is a distinct declaration to the effect, the mantra cannot

be taken as expressing any meaning other than the one indicated by its

words."

[As against this Purvapaksa we have the following preliminary

Siddhdnta.}-
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StJTRA (28).

[PRELIMINARY SIDDHANTA] IN REALITY, OFFERINGS SHOULD BE

MADE WITH MANTRAS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DEITY

(TO WHOM THE OFFERING HAS BEEN MADE) ; BECAUSE

THERE IS A TEXT INDICATING THE FACT OF THE

OFFERINGS TO THE OTHER DEITIES HAVING

THE OFFERING TO INDRA FOR THEIR

ARCHETYPE.

Bhdsya.

In fact, the offerings have to be made with mantras modified in accord-

ance with the deity to whom the offerings are made. * Why so ?
' Because

the Dhruva-chamasas (which are offered to Indra) are the Archetypes (of the

other offerings under consideration).
* What are Dhruva-chamasas ?

'

It is

the name of those offerings of Soma that are made in the beginning of the

Savanas (pressings) at the Shukrdmanthi Prachdra (Shukra and Manthi Fore-

offering); these are all related to Indra; of these, the act of offering is

the Archetype and the others, its ectypes. 'How do you know this?'

Because there is a text indicating the fact of the offering to Indra being the

Archetype.
* How is this indicated ?

' This is indicated by the fact that

the Vedic text shows modification in the Bhaksamantra in the case of the

Sodashin (Sixteenth Cup) in the Atiratra Soma-sacrifice with the word

anustupchandasah (in the place of gayatrachchandasah, etc. of the Bhaksaman-

tra in the Agnis^oma ceremony, mentioned above).
' What is the indication

here?* The term * namati 1

indicates modification. * But this (that one

modifies the Bhaksamantra) would be a Direct Assertion (not Indication).'

Not so; because the text quoted does not directly assert the term * namati\
all that it does is to mention the term * namati ' and the term '

anustup-

chhandasah\ and hence ifc is indicated that the Bhaksamantra is to be

modified. Now such a modification is possible only in the ectypal acts ;

whence it follows that these other offerings under consideration are all

ectypes; and consequently even at the offerings not made to Indra, the

mantra to be used must be that whose use is indicated by its having been

used at the Archetype (of those offerings), but with necessary modi-

fications.

Objection 'In support of the view that these other offerings are

ectypes, you have pointed to Indication; please mention some reasons.'

Answer It is the Soma to be offered to Indra that is 'held' and 'mea-

sured '

; hence it is in the cups dedicated to Indra that there is Soma, and

there is no Soma in the cups not dedicated to Indra ; so that all the details

meant to be performed in connection with Soma are to be performed in con-

nection with the cups dedicated to Indra, while the other cups (which are

not dedicated to Indra) have no details performed in connection with them,
and are (to that extent) defective (incomplete). *How do you know that it

is the Soma to be offered to Indra that is held and measured ?
' This we learn

from the words of the mantra* Indrdya tvd vasumatae
'

(Vaja. Sam. 6. 32) ;

mantras like this speak of only that Soma which is to be offered to Indra t none
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other ; hence there can be Soma only in the cups dedicated to Indra ; and the

details relating to Soma are performed only in connection with the cups

dedicated to Indra, all the other offerings remain incomplete, and hence

these latter borrow those details. This is the reason for our conclusion

(which had been supported by the Indicative Power of the mantras).

From all this it follows that the offerings not made to Indra9 are to be made

with mantras modified in accordance with the deity to whom the offerings

are made.

The discussion rests unsettled at this point (with the statement of the

preliminary Siddhdnta) ; and at this stage (before it is resumed, the arguments

answered, and the final Siddhdnta stated under Sutra 43 below), we shall proceed

with the consideration of certain other matters (related to the question of

mantras to be used in connection with the eating of remnants of offerings made

to the various deities).

[The position of the Purvapaksa-Siddhanta, from this Adhikarana onwards is

somewhat obscure : the question dealt with in Adhikarana 1 1 has been Is the

Mantra to be used in the eating of the remnants of the Indra-offerings only, and

that of all the other offerings is to be done without Mantras or is the Mantra to be

used in connection with all, the only difference being that while with the Indra-

offerings, the Mantra is to be as in the original form, while in the others, the

names of the deities have to be modified ? The first alternative represents the

Purvapaksa that the Indra-offerings alone are to be done with the Mantra as in

the original form and the others are to be done without Mantras. The Siddhanta

(preliminary and hypothetical) is that all the eatings are to be done with Mantra 9

but at the Indra-offerings the Mantra shall be used in the original form and at the

others with modifications of names of deities. This, however, is not the final

Siddhanta. For the present the matter is left here in its
(

aparyavasita\ 'un-

settled', non-final stage. Adhikaranas 12 to 16, embodied in Sutras 29-37, deal

with other questions relating to Mantras to be used at the eatings> with or without

modifications, in accordance with the Preliminary Siddhanta set forth in Sutra 28.

The main thread of the discussion on the subject of Adhikarana 11, is resumed

In Adhikarana 17, Sutra 38, and carried on in three Adhikaranas 17 to 19, Sutras

38-42, wherein the alternative of using no Mantras at certain eatings is discussed.

Then at the end of the Padaf the final Siddhanta is stated in Adhikarana 20, Sutra

43, which represents the final upshot of all the discussions relating to the use of

mantras at the eatings of the remnants of offerings.

The position is briefly and clearly stated in Tantrarvartika Trans., p. 1110,

where, in the introduction to Adhikarana 12, we read 'While the foregoing

Adhikarana (11) still rests in the '

Purvapaksa
'

[the preliminary Siddhanta stated

under Sutra 25 being so called, in view of, and in relation to, the final Siddhanta

stated in Sutra 42, at the end of the Facto], and the Siddhanta is not finally stated

and established till the end of the Fades, we take for granted, for the time being,

the propriety of having modifications (in accordance with the said preliminary

Siddhanta in Sutra 28), and then proceed to consider under what circumstances,

the modifications, if allowable, would be possible.}



(12) : ['Indra' should be mentioned

in the mantra used in connection with the

'

PunarabhyunnUa-Soma' i.e. 'the

Soma brought up again.']

SUTRA (29).

IN CONNECTION WITH THE ' SOMA BROUGHT UP AGAIN ',

ALL THE DEITIES SHOULD BE MENTIONED,

BECAUSE THERE ARE REMNANTS

OF BOTH (OFFERINGS).

Bhdsya.

[The preliminary Siddhanta of the preceding Adhikaravia has been that at the

mating of the remnants of offerings instead of the term ' Indra' in the mantra * Indra-

pltasya, etc.,' we should mention the name of the deity to whom the offering

in question has been made. We now proceed to consider what names are to be in-

troduced and under what circumstances.]

There are certain *

Soma-offerings brought up again
5

, connected with

the beginning of the Savanas at the Shukrdmanthi Prackdra ;
in connection

with these what happens is that as soon as the Hotr-priest has pronounced

the * Vasatkdra
' and also after the ' Anuvasatkdra

'

[See the T.V. There are 4

oblations after the Vasatkdra and 4 after the Anuvasatkdra], four libations

are (twice) offered with the four ladles of * Middlemost Persons [i.e. the

Brahman, the Hotr, the Udgdtr and the Yajamdna]' ;
then single libations

are offered with the ffotraka ladles (i.e. the ladles belonging to the assis-

tants of the Hotr Maitrdvaruna, Brdhmandcchamsin, Potr, Nestr, Acchdvdka,

and Agnidhra) , on the utterance of the * Vasaikdra
'

; [at all these offerings

the deity is Indra] ; after this, Soma is again brought up in the ladles con-

taining the remnants of the previous offerings. In connection with this
' Soma

brought up again', the Adhvaryu-priest issues the following directions 'Let

the Chamastidhvaryus offer libations from the ladles of the Middlemost Per-

sons on the pronouncement of ' Vasat* and '

Anuvasat', let the Chamasddh-

varyus offer single libations from the ladles of the Hotrakas and return after

having filled the Shukra cup*. Now in the course of this, the Hotrakas

offer sacrifices to several deities as follows : (a) the Maitrdvaruna makes the

offering to Mitra-Varuna, with the Mantra * Mitram vayam havdmahe, etc,*

(Rgveda, 1. 23. 4), (6) the Brdhrwndchchhamsl makes the offering to Indra,

with the Mantra * Indra tvd vrsabham vayam, etc.' (Rgveda, 3. 40. 1), (c) the

Potr makes the offering to the Maruts, with the Mantra * Maruto yasya hi

ksaye, etc.\ (Rgveda, 1. 86. 1), (d) the Nestr makes the offering to Tvastr and

the Patnls\ with the Mantra *

Ague patnlr ihdvaha, etc.' (Rgveda, 1. 22.

9), (e) the Agnidhra makes the offering to Agni, with the Mantra ' Uksdn-

ndya vashdnndya, etc.' (Rgveda, 8. 43. 1 1). Out of these cups (all of which had

been previously dedicated to Indra), the offering to Indra is made at the first
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pronouncement of the ' Vasat\ then after pouring more Soma-juice into

the same ladles the offerings to Mitra- Varuna and other deities are made ;

thus the ladles come to contain the remnants of all these offerings, those

to Indra as well as those to Mitra- Varuna and other deities. [So that when

the remnant of the Mitra- Varuna and other offerings come to be eaten, the

ladle contains the remnant, not only of the offerings to those deities, but

also that\>f the offerings previously made to Indra.]

In regard to these arises the following question In'the Mantra recited

in connection with the Eating of this Remnant [viz. the Bhaksamantra,

ending with the words *

indrapitasya, etc.'] are all the deities, the previous-

ly worshipped Indra as well as Mitra- Varuna and the rest, to be named (as in

*

Indrapitasya ') ? Or is Indra not to be mentioned ? [That is, is the Man-
tra used to be in the form * Indra-Mitrd- Varunapitasya

'

or * Mitrdvaruna-

pitasya
'

?]

The apparent conclusion is that in connection with the remnants of offer-

ings out of the ' Soma brought up again', all the deities are to be mentioned

[i.e. the form used should be *

Indra-mitrdvarunapitasya]. Why so ?

Because there are remnants of both; i.e. each of the Cups contains the

remnant of two offerings; what has been offered to the Deity (Indra) at

the Archetypal Sacrifice, the remnant of that offering is said to be 'pita ',

6 drunk \ by that Deity [hence it is that the remnant of the offering made

to Indra is called '

indrapita
'

in the Mantra] ; the same should be held to

be true in the case in question also [that is, the remnant of the offerings

to Indra, Mitra-Varuna and other deities should be spoken of as '

pita' 9

*

drunk', by all these; so that the term '

indrapitasya
' should be modified

into *

indra-mitrdvaruna-pitasya']. Thus it follows that along with each of

the cups, two deities should be spoken of.

SUTRA (30).

[PURVAPAKSA]
" INASMUCH AS THERE HAS BEEN REMOVAL (OF THE

REMNANT OF THE PREVIOUS OFFERING), THERE SHOULD BE NO

MENTION OF THE PREVIOUS DEITY*'.

Bhdsya.

"We think that the remnant of the offering made to the initial deity

was 'removed* set aside [when fresh Soma was poured into the ladle].

Why so ? Because the Soma contained in the ladle (after the pouring
in of the fresh supply) is all dedicated (by the Ydjyd mantra) to Mitra-

Varuna etc. How is that? The answer is as follows: The offerings (out
of the freshly poured Soma) are made to Mitra-Varuna etc. (and not to

Indra also); and in a case where Devadatta eats the remnant of the

food eaten by the Teacher and makes over the remnant of what he has

eaten to another person, Purnaka, this latter, Purnaka, when refer-

ring to it, mentions Devadatta saying 'I am eating the leavings of

Devadatta ', and he does not say <I am eating the Teacher's leavings '.

In the same manner, in the case in question, the deity of the previous

offering is not to be mentioned."
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StJTRA (31).

[SlDDHANTA] INASMUCH AS THEBE IS NO ACTUAL TAKING UP (OF THE

BEMNANT OF THE PBEVIOUS OFFEBING, BY THE LATTEB DEITY),

THEBE SHOULD BE NO SETTING ASIDE (OF THE PBEVIOUS

DEITY).

[The right reading of the Sutra is Agrahariad va anapayah.]

Bhdsya.

It is not right to say that Indra should not be mentioned ; because the

remnant is clearly seen to be of the offering made to that deity also. " But

that offering has been removed." Our answer to that is that it is not

removed ; because what actually happens is that the performer fills from

the Abhidrona-jar the ladles out of which a single set of libations has been

offered; and the presence of the remnant of that offering is what distin-

guishes the ladles when the fresh supply of Soma is brought up to it ; so

that it is the Soma contained in this ladle that can be said to be '

brought

up', or to be that in regard to which the directions are given (by the

Adhvaryu, to the Priests). As regards the argument that "the remnant of

the previous offering has been dedicated (along with the fresh supply)

to the other deities to whom the later offerings are going to be made (so

that after this later offering has been made, there would be no remnant of

the previous offering,)
" our answer is as follows : It is true that the Soma

is dedicated to these other deities ; but it is not stated whether this much
or that much is dedicated ; hence that alone is really regarded as * dedicated '

which is taken up for being actually poured into the fire. Nor is the

connection of the substance with a particular deity established at the time

of the * dedication
*

[it being established only by the actual offering] ; so that

what is dedicated is not necessarily what is connected with a deity.

From all this it follows that (even on the pouring in of the fresh supply),

the remnant of Indra's offering is present, and is actually seen, in the ladle ;

so that all the deities (Indra as well as Mitra- Varuna) should be mentioned

in the mantra.

This Adhikarana is only a hypothetical discussion (which has proceed-
ed on the basis of the hypothetical Siddhdnta of Adhikarana 11); hence it is

not necessary to explain the purpose served by it ; specially as the purpose
served by this Adhikarana (as also by the following Adhikaranas) is the

same as that served by the foregoing Adhikarana.



ADHIKARAJSJA (13) : [At the eating of the Remnant of

the
'

Patnlvata
'

offerings, Indra and the other deities

are not to be included] [First counter-instance

to the foregoing Adhikarana].

SUTRA (32).

[PtfRVAPAKSA] -" IN THE CASE OF THE ' PATNIVATA
'

OFFERING,

IT SHOULD BE AS IN THE PREVIOUS CASE."

Bhdsya.

There is the 'Pdtnivata offering-cup 'laid down in 'the text 'With

the Updmshupdtra he takes up the Pdtnivata offering out of the Agrayana

vessel
'

;
in the Agrayana vessel there are collected the remnants of those

offerings that have been made to deities in couples ; and it is out of this that

the Pdtnivata offering is taken out. After this Pdtnivata offering has been

actually made, when its remnant comes to be eaten, there arises the ques-

tion Should Indra and the other deities also be mentioned or not ?

The Purvapaksa view is that they should all be mentioned
;
as the

Remnant in question is as much the remnant of the offerings to these other

deities as of that of the one deity to whom the final offering is made

[according to the Siddhdnta of the foregoing Adhikarana].

SUTRA (33).

[SlDDHANTA] INASMUCH AS THERE IS ACTUAL TAKING UP (OF THE

REMNANT OF THE PREVIOUS OFFERING, BY THE LATER DEITY),

(THE CONNECTION OF THE PREVIOUS DEITY) SHOULD

BE SET ASIDE.

Bhdsya.

In the present case, the remnant of the previous offering is set aside ;

hence this case is not similar to that dealt with in the foregoing Adhikarana,

In the preceding Adhikarana, the Soma is mentioned as an indication of the

particular vessel, not as something to be taken up ; while, in the present case,

the words are * he takes it out of the Agrayana ', whereby the Soma contained

in the vessel becomes pointed out as something to be offered as a libation for

the deity to whom the sacrifice is going to be offered.

Objection
" As a matter of fact, the Agrayana vessel contains both

kinds of Soma the Agrayana as well as the non-dgrayana (Sampdta) ; so that

out of these that alone is the Pdtnivata Soma which is taken out of the

Agrayana-portion, while! that which is taken out of the Sampdta (the non-

dgrayana portion decanted from the remnant of the previous dvi-devatya

oups) should not be the Patriivata"
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Answer The Agrayana vessel is the source (from which the Pdtmvata

offering is taken out) ; hence all the Soma that comes out of that vessel

be the Soma itself dgrayana or non-dgrayana should be meant for Patnl-

vat ; for the simple reason that all this has been taken out of the Agrayana
vessel (which is the only condition laid down by the Injunction).

Objection
" But some part of the Soma thus taken out would have come

out of the non-agmyana-portion also."

Answer That does not affect our position ; the mere fact of the Soma

having come out of the Agrayana cannot justify its being described as * drunk
'

by the previous deities. At the archetypal sacrifice that remnant alone is

spoken of as 'indrapita* (' Drunk by Indra') which formed part of the

Soma-juice that was intended for Indra ; and in the present case also, that

remnant alone should be spoken of as * drunk by the previous deities
' which

formed part of the Soma-juice intended for those deities.

Objection,
" In the present case also, the Soma-juice in question is that

which formed part of what was intended for the previous deities."

Not so, we reply. In the case of libations poured into the fire, we do

not perceive any
*

parts *.

Opponent
" At the archetypal sacrifice also, no part can be perceived

of what has been offered into the fire."

Answer At the archetypal sacrifice, what is perceived is the part of

that composite whole offered to the previous deity which is made up of por-

tions out of which libations have been offered, as well as of those out of

which no libations have been offered.

Opponent
" In the present case also, there was a composite whole con-

sisting of what was offered to the previous deities, and it is of this whole

that the Pdtnwata offering forms part."
Not so, we reply. It is true that there was ' a composite whole consist-

ing of what was offered to the previous deities
'

; but at the time of the

offering in question the part of that whole has become offered to another

deity (Patnlvat), and hence the said composite whole has ceased to be relat-

ed to the previous deities.

Objection
" The part in question having been a part of what has been

* drunk '

by the previous deities, it would still continue, on the basis of that

previous connection, to be regarded as part of the same."

Answer In connection with the archetypal sacrifice, the part was

not spoken of as such, on the basis- of any previous connection; hence in

the case in question also, it should not be so described on that basis.

Then again, at the archetypal sacrifice, what had been offered to

Indra was spoken of as * drunk by Indra
9

, and its connection with

Indra had not ceased (when it came to be offered to the latter deity); in

the present case, however, the connection of the previous deities has ceased

(before it is offered to Patnlvat) ; consequently, these previous deities should

not be mentioned.



ADHIKARAJSTA (14) : ['Tvastr' should not be mentioned at

the eating of the remnant of the
* Patnwata

'

offering.

Second counter-instance to Adhi, 12.]

SUTRA (34).

[PffRVAPAKSA]
"
TVA?TR SHOULD BE MENTIONED, BECAUSE

OF THE DRINKING."

Bhdsya.

There is the Pdtnlvata Soma (Soma offered to Patnlvat) ; in connection

with which there is the mantra '

AgnaP ipatnlva^h sajurdevena tvastrd somam

piba: (Taitti. Sam. 1. 4. 27. 1)

In regard to this there arises the question Should Tvastr be mentioned

or not (in the mantra used at the eating of the Pdtnlvata remnant) ?

On this, the Purvapaksa view is as follows: " Tvastr must be men-

tioned. Why ?- Because of the drinking ; as a matter of fact we find

'

drinking
' mentioned in the text (as done by Tvastr)

'

Sajurdevena tvastrd

somam piba
'

; from which it is clear that the offering is made to

Patnlvat accompanied by Tvastr; and what is offered to a person accom-

panied by another is regarded as offered to both ; for instance, when it is

said that *a hundred should be given to Devadatta accompanied by

Yajnadatta', the * hundred* is given to both. Consequently, the Soma-

remnant in question is
' tvdstra' (related to Tvastr) (as well as '

pdtnivata') ;

hence Tvastr must be mentioned in the mantra ; because, like Indra, he also

'drinks' the Soma.'

SUTRA (35).

[SlDDHANTA] BECAUSE OF INEQUALITY, SUCH SHOULD NOT BE

THE CASE.

Bhdsya.

The view expressed above is not right. As a matter of fact, the Vedic

Word is our sole authority ; what the Word says that alone we regard as

authoritative. In the case in question, what the Word (of the Text) declares

is the actual '

drinking
'

by Agni-Patnlvat only, and of Tvastr, it declares

the mere fact of his association (with Agni-Patnlvat) ;
under the circum-

stances, the actual *

drinking by Tvastr can only be inferred from the fact

that the said 'association' is not established without the drinking [and

Inference is not as authoritative as the Vedic word].

"But the actual drinking by (or v.l., 'offering to') Tvastr is distinctly

enjoined."

True, it is enjoined, but only through the words of the mantra, not by a

direct Injunction ; all that the direct Injunction says is that ' one holds the-
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Pdtnwata '

; in ordinary life, an act whether enjoined or unenjoined is

performed whenever a need is perceived for it ; but there ordinary practice

is the determining factor ; but texts like those under consideration do not

establish any connection between the Soma and the deity Tvastr.



ADHIKARAI^A (15) : At the eating of the Remnant of the

6 Patnlvata
'

offering there should be no mention of the

'

Thirty
9

. Third counter-instance to Adhi. (12).

SUTRA (36).

So ALSO THE *

THIRTY', -AS THESE HAVE BEEN MENTIONED FOR

ANOTHER PURPOSE.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the same Patnlvata offering, there is another mantra
-' Aibhih agne saratham ydhyarvdk ndndratham vd vibhavo hyashvdh, patnl-

vatastrimshatastrlmshcha devdnanmvadhamdvaha mddayasva
'

(Rgveda,

3. 6. 9).

In regard to this there arises the question Should, or should not, men-

tion be made of the Thirty-three Deities (in the mantra used at the eating

of the remnant of the Patnlvata offering) ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :

" The Thirty-three

Deities must be mentioned. Why ? Because the Soma is actually offered

to the Thirty-three Deities, with the following mantra '

Agnimagnldadhlch-

chhati dydhyagnervdchlnam trayastrimshatd devaih saha samdnam rathamadh-

isthdya ndndrathairvd vibhavanti hi te
'

shvdh tadidamanusvadhamdvaha trayas-

trimshatam patnlvato devdndgamaya tarpaya cha
'

; from this we understand

that when the Agnid Priest approaches Agni (Patnivat), it is for the satisfac-

tion of the Thirty-three Deities; the Soma spoken of here must be taken as

related to that Deity which appears to be the predominant factor in the

mantra; hence it is that we hold that the Thirty-three Deities should be

mentioned: ' But in the Injunction itself, the deity spoken of is Agni-

Patnivat' True; in the Injunction the only deity spoken of is Agni-Patm-

vat, but the connection of othei deities is not denied. What if it is so ?

What follows from this is that the Thirty-three Deities indicated by the words

of the mantra are recognised to be not incompatible with the Injunction

^(which while enjoining the one deity, Agni-Patnlvat, does not shut out the

possibility of other deities)."

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta The

Thirty-three Deities should not be mentioned. In the mantra quoted, Agni
is not spoken of either as the inviter, or as the server, or as the satisfier [of

others] ; nor is there any purpose served by sacrifices offered to the Thirty-

three Deities. "What then is the deity to whom the sacrifice is to be offered?
"

It is Patnivat (Agni).
" How is that ?

"
Because it is Patnivat (Agni) that

is enjoined by the words ' one takes up the Pdtnwata'." But then there is

mention of the Thirty-three Deities who are indicated by the words of the

mantra." The answer to this is that these are mentioned in the mantra for a

-different purpose.
" How so ?

"
Until the Soma has been actually offered,
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it does not belong to Agni, and what belongs to one cannot be offered to-

another ; hence any such assertion as that '

you please give this to the

Thirty-three Deities '

[which is the sense attributed to the mantra by the

Purvapaksin] would be most incongruous. In fact, even such an assertion

would imply that the offering is made to Agni.
" How so ?

"
It is only

when one owns a thing that he gives it to another ; hence if the mantra

speaks of Agni giving theSoma to the Thirty-three Deities, it implies that
* you

(Agni) are the owner of it '.
" But what Agni is requested to do is to intoxi-

cate (render happy,
*

mddayasva
'

), not to give." The answer to this is that

deities are never ' intoxicated
'

; hence if the mantra spoke of intoxication,

such mention could be only for some transcendental purpose ; on the other

hand, if the words are taken as speaking of giving', it would do so by indirect

indication, and serve a visible purpose ; and Indirect Indication, being
based upon a reliable source of knowledge, is more reasonable than the

assumption of a transcendental purpose.
" Even if giving be taken as in-

directly indicated, it is Agni who is mentioned as the agent doing the act of

giving." Such mention of A gni as the agent could only serve a transcendental

purpose. For these reasons the only right interpretation of the sentence

(in the mantra) is to take it as indicating the ownership of Agni (over the

Soma). Then again, the fact remains that the Soma is enjoined as to be

offered to Patnlvat (Agni), in the sentence * one takes up the Pdtnivata\

"But it has already been pointed out that this Injunction does not pre-

clude the deity indicated by the words of the mantra." The answer to this

is that it has been already explained that there is no deity indicated by the

words of the mantra. Then again, in reality, the connection of other deities

is precluded by the Injunction, by implication (if not directly) ; when the

fact of Patnivat being the deity is expressed by the nominal affix in the term
'

pdtriivata\ this deific character of Patnivat is not understood as being de-

pendent upon anything else ; so that the only deity in the case is Patnivat

pure and simple. In fact, the mantra has to be explained on the basis of

this Injunction (regarding the Pdtnivata Soma) ; hence the only way in which

the mantra can be explained is as we have explained it.

The deity Patnivat (spoken of above) is Agni, as is clearly indicated by
the expression

*

agne patnivan
' where the two appear in apposition to each

other. From all this it follows that the deity to be mentioned is Agni only,,

not the Thirty-three Deities.



ADHIKARAIJTA (16) : At the eating of Remnants, there

should be no mention of the deity of the 'Anuvasatkara
'

Fourth counter-instance to Adhi. (12).

SUTRA (37).

LIKE THE PERFORMER, THE ' VASATKARA '

ALSO [should not be

mentioned].

Bhdsya.

The deity of the Anuvasatlcdra is spoken of in the mantra *

Somasydgre

vlhityanuvasatkaroti* (Aita, Bra. 3. 5). In regard to this there arises the

question Should, or should not, this deity be mentioned (in the mantra

used at the eating of Remnants) ?

On this question the Purvapaksa view is that " the deity in question

should be mentioned ; because in this case we do not find as we did in the

foregoing Adhikarana anything to indicate that the deity has been spoken
of for some other purpose ; hence it must be mentioned."

As against this we have the following Siddhdnta The deity of the

Anuvasatkdra should not be mentioned, like the Performer ; the Performer
of the acts is not mentioned in the mantra, in which no such expressions

are used as *

Hotrpltasya
'

or *

Adhvaryu-pitasya
'

(where the performing

priest, Hotr or Adhvaryu, might be spoken of in the mantra recited at

the time of the eating of Remnants) ; similarly the deity of the Anuvasat-

kdra also should not be mentioned ; special ly because this deity has not been

mentioned at the Archetypal Sacrifice ;
and at the ectype only that should

be done what has been done at the Archetype. Hence we conclude that the

deity in question should not be mentioned.



ADHIKARAIJA (17) : Remnants of offerings other than those

to Indra should be eaten without mantras.

[This and the next two adhikaranas are purely hypothetical, since they only

traverse the Preliminary Hypothetical Siddhanta, left incomplete at the end of

Adhikarana (11); these three Adhikaranas may be taken as setting forth the view

which has been spoken of in Adhikarana (11) as the second possible alternative

(Purvapakfa).]

SUTRA (38).

AS THE SOMA BELONGS EQUALLY TO ALL [THERE CAN BE NO

DISTINCTION OF ' ARCHETYPE
' AND ' ECTYPE

' AMONG

THE SEVERAL OFFERINGS]) [AS FOR THE MENTION

OF THE OTHER METRE] THAT IS MEANT ONLY TO

PRECLUDE THE PREVIOUS METRE.

Bhdsya.

Now follows the answer to what had been set forth (under Adhi-

karana 11) as a preliminary (hypothetical) Siddhanta. It has been asserted

(as the conclusion of adhi.ll) that the eating of remnants should be done

with mantras duly modified (according to the names of the deities to whom
the offering may be made) ; this, however, is not right ; because the right

course is that the eating should be done without mantras. Why ? The

answer is because of all being equally enjoined, there is no relation of

*

archetype
'

and *

ecfcype
'

(among the several offerings). Why so ? Because

the Context pertains equally to all.

Then as regards the argument urged (under Su. 28) on the basis of a

text indicating (the fact of the offering to Indra being the Archetype], that

text only serves the purpose of precluding the previous metre. That is to

say, on the analogy of the third Savana, it is understood that the metre

to be used should be the Jagatl ;
in order to set aside this notion we have

the said text mentioning the '

anustup* metre as the one to be employed
with the Bhaksa-mantra.

As regards the argument based upon 'namati* (see under Su. 28),

that is not incompatible with the view that all the offerings are equally

important.

Then as regards the argument that '

it is the offering to Indra that is

held and measured' (see under Su. 28), the fact of the matter is that the

sacrifices offered to Indra and the sacrifices not offered to Indra are not distinct

sacrifices ; they are so many repetitions of the same sacrifice ; all the sacri-

ficial accessories also do not belong to these repetitions ; in fact they belong to

the sacrifice itself. Hence the whole lot of them the Soma, as well as the

details regarding the Soma should be taken as enjoined in connection with

the sacrifice. As regards the cup for Indra being
* held and measured ', as a

distinct mantra is specifically laid down for Indra, the *

holding
'

in connec-
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tion with that deity has to be indicated by the words of the mantra itself ;

while that in connection with the other deities is to be remembered by
means of contemplation and other means.

From all this it follows that the eating of the remnant of the offerings-

not made to Indra should be done without Mantras.



ADHKARAIJA (18) : The eating of the remnant of the

offering made to Indra-Agni is to be done without

Mantras.

SUTRA (39).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
" IN THE CASE OF THE OFFERING TO INDRA-AGNI,

MANTRAS SHOULD BE USED
; BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF

INDICATIVES".

Bhafya.

As in the foregoing adhikarana, so here also, the discussion starts on

the basis of the Preliminary Siddhdnta (set forth under Adhi. 11).

An offering of Soma to Indra-Agni is laid down in the text * One holds

the Aindrdgna cup (cf. Taitti. Sam. 6. 5. 4* 1).

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the eating of the remnant

of this offering to be done with Mantras ? Or without Mantras ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa "The mantra

should be used in the case of the offering to Indra-Agni; because Indra

is certainly the deity of the offering of which Indra-Agni (jointly) constitute

the deity; so that that offering is capable of being spoken of as * indra-

plta"
1

(* drunk by Indra'); for that of which a part has been * drunk* by
Indra is certainly 'indrapita* ('drunk by Indra'); because when the Soma-

juice was offered to, and drunk by, Indra-Agni (jointly), a part of it was

certainly
* drunk by Indra'. Hence it follows that the eating of the

remnant of the offering in question should be done with the mantra ".

SUTRA (40).

[SIDDH4NTA] IN FACT, THE MANTRA SHOULD BE USED IN THE CASE OF

THE OFFERING TO A SINGLE DEITY
|
BECAUSE * INDRA-AGNI

'

IS A

DEITY DISTINCT FROM ' INDRA ', JUST AS IN THE CASE

OF THE ' QUARTERING
'

(OF THE * AGN&YA '

CAKE).

Bhdsya.

It is not any part of the offering that is
* drunk' by Indra

;
even if

a part of it were * drank '

by Indra, it would not become * drunk by Indra
'

;

in fact, the phrase
* drunk by him '

is a figurative expression [as there is

no actual drinking or eating of the offerings by the deities] ;
what is really

meant is that it has been * dedicated to Indra', i.e.
' that of which Indra is

the deity'.

Then again, just as any factor which is incomplete without something else

[as for example, any one member of a couple] can have no connection with

what is connoted by a Nominal affix, so also compounding like *

indrapita-

28
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sya* ('drunk by Indra') is not possible with any factor which is incomplete
without something else ; [i.e. no such form as *

dgneya
'

is possible, when the

deity is agni with some other deity, not Agni by itself, in the same

manner, the compound
'

indrapltasya
'

is not possible when the '

drinking
'

is

done by Indra along with some other deity.] This has been made clear under
*

Vyavasthd vd, etc.' , Sutra 3. 1. 27.

Objection "If this is so, then this matter has been already settled

under that adhikarana (3. 1. 27); why should it be discussed here over

again ?
"

Answer What has been discussed there is already an established fact.

Question "Then why is it discussed again and urged that there is

no connection (in a compound) with the name of a deity which is incom-

plete without something else ?
"

Answer In the present discussion, the Purvapaksa does not consist of

the proposition that "there is connection with a deity" (i.e. 'each one of

the two shoxild be regarded as the deity
'

) it consists of the proposition that

there is connection with drinking [i.e. each of the two deities is the * drinker '] ;

and the Siddhdnta consists in the proposition that ' in a case where the

drinking is done by two deities, either one of them singly cannot be regarded as

the deity [and hence in that case the mantra *

Indrapltasya, etc.* cannot be

used]. Thus the present adhikarana is not a repetition of what has gone
before (under Sutra 3. 1. 27).

[The difference is thus explained by Kutnarila - In the present case what

the Purvapaksin holds is that the distinguishing character expressed by the term
'

indrapUasya
'

is not the deific character, but the character of being the drinker,

subsisting in the Receiver of the Gift, and that it is present in each of the two

deities (
Indra and Agni) ; while the Siddhuntin answers that the actual character

of * drinker
' cannot belong to the deities, hence what the term *

indrapltasya
'

indicates is the fact of Indra being the deity (and
' Indra' is not the deity of what

is offered to Indra-Agni) Tantravartika Trans., p. 1126.]



ADKIKARANA (19): The mantra beginning with '

gayatra-

chchhandasah
'

is to be used in connection with the

eating of the remnant of the Soma-offerings at

which several metres are used.

SUTRA (41).

[PftRVAPAKSA] "THE METRE IS LIKE THE DEITY."

Bhdsya.

In the Bhaksamantra we are discussing, there occurs the term '

gayatra*

chchhandasah* (Tai. Sam. 3. 2. 5. 2). In regard to this, there arises the ques-

tion Is this section of the mantra to be used at the eating of the remnant

of only that Soma-offering at which a single metre (Gdyatri) is used ? Or

is it to be used at the eating of the remnant of that also at which several

metres are used ?

The Purvapaksa on this question is that '
the mantra is like the Deity

'

;

that is, just as the mantra (containing the term '

indrapltasya') is not to be

used in a case where the Deity is Indra along with another Deity (as decided

in the foregoing adhikarana), so also the mantra (containing the term
'

gayatrachchhandasah'* )
should not be used in a case where several metres

have been used; for here also tho compound
'

gdyatrachchhandasah
' could

not apply to a case where the * chhandah* (metre) was the '

gdyatra* along

with soma other metre"'.

SUTRA (42).

[SIDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE MANTRA SHOULD BE USED

IN ALL CASES
|
BECAUSE THERE IS NO CASE

WHERE A SINGLE METRE IS USED.

Bhdsya.

In reality, the mantra should be used in the case of all offerings. Why
so? Because there is no case where a single metre is used; i.e. there is no

Soma-offering at which a single metre is used, of which the association of

another metre could be a qualification. Consequently, the mantra in

question should be used in connection with the Soma-offering at which

several metres are used.



[Next follows the final Siddhanta on the whole question

discussed under Sutras 27 to 42, Adhikaranas

11 to 19].

SUTRA (43).

[FINAL SIDDHANTA ON THE WHOLE QUESTION] AS HELD BY

AlTISHAYANA, ONE AND THE SAME MANTRA SHOULD BE

USED AT THE EATING OF THE REMNANTS OF ALL

OFFERINGS
;

BECAUSE WHAT THE MANTRA

CONTAINING THE TERM ' INDRAPlTASYA
'

REFERS TO IS THE SAVANA
'

[
NOT THE '

SOMA'], THE

TERM 'PlTA* BEING

FIGURATIVE.

Bhasya.

It has been asserted above (under Adhikarana 17) that the eating of

remnants of offerings not made to Indra should be done without mantras.

This is not right. In fact, all the eatings should be done with mantras;

and the mantra should be used just as it stands in the text (without any

modifications). As a matter of fact, the term *

indrapita
'

refers, not to the

Soma, but to the Savana, as is clear from the fact that the term
1

indrapitasya* is in the same case (genitive) as the term *

prutahsavanasya* .

" But we have the genitive ending in *

somasya
'

also ". True, the genitive

ending is there; but that does not make the two (indrapita and soma)

appositional. Because the Soma (that remains) is not drunk by Indra ;
nor

is it given to Indra ; what has been drunk was something else ; and this

something else has ceased to exist; and what has ceased to exist is not

pointed out by the pronoun 'this
1

, which refers to something that is

present. All these objections are not applicable to the case of the Havana ;

the Savana is
'

indrapita
'

in the sense that the drinking has been done by
Indra during that Savana; in this sense that offering also which has not

been made to Indra becomes included under the Savana named *

indrapita ',

and as such can be taken as spoken of by the mantra (containing the

term '

indrapltasya'). When it can be so taken, and it is enjoined as equally

applicable to all, why should the mantra not be used in all cases ? It is in

the figurative (indirect) sense that what is not 'drunk by Indra
5 comes to

be spoken of as ' drunk by Indra'.

Such is the opinion of the revered Teacher Aitishayana ;
such also is

our own view. The Teacher has been named, only with a view to show

that the view was originally propounded by him.

End of Pdda ii of Adhydya III.



DISCOURSE III

PADA III.

ADHIKARAI?A (1): Properties like
' Loudness' appertain to

the entire Veda, not to the form of the Mantra.

SUTRA (1).

(PftRVAPAKSA] "BECAUSE OF THE DlBBCT ASSEBTION, THE WOBDS

SHOULD BE TAKEN AS STANDING FOB THE TYPES ".

Bhasya.

[Having dealt with the use of Mantras according to the indication of their

words, we now proceed to deal with their use, in accordance with Syntactical

Connection.]

In connection with the Jyotistoma we read * Uchchair-rchd kriyate,

uchchaih sdmnd, updmshu yajusd
'

(Maitra. Sam. 3. 6 5).

In regard to this, there arises the question Do the words (

( rk\
6 adman' and 'yajus') as found in this text stand for the types '$&'

(Verse),
' Sdman' (Music) and *

Yajus* (Prose-passage) [i.e. for these kinds

of mantras wherever found, irrespectively of the Vedic samhitd of which

they form part] or to the Vedas ftgveda, Sdma-Veda and Yajurveda

themselves [i.e. each of the Samhitds taken as a whole, composed of mantras

in both prose and verse] ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa
"
They should be

taken as standing for the types; why? because, of the Direct Assertion ; by

merely hearing the words as used in the text, we understand that it is the

type that is meant ; hence the quietness (softness) becomes connected with the

type referred to (i.e. the yajus) ; and there is no word that would connect it

with the entire Veda (Yajurveda). Then according to this view, those

portions of the Yajurveda which are in verse and yet not found in the

Rgveda would come to be recited loudly; otherwise (if the properties

applied to the Vedas, then all that forms part of the Yajurveda, be it in

verse or in prose would have to be recited quietly, and hence one and the

same verse (that is found in the Yajurveda as also in the fyyveda) would

have both the properties alternatively ; and this would mean the rejection

of the injunction in one case [because when the common verse is read loudly,

the Yajurvedic injunction is violated, and when it is read softly, the Rgvedic

injunction is violated]. Lastly, the Purvapaksa view is in conformity with

the indications of the Context; otherwise, if the property (quietness* for

instance) applied to the Veda, then, at ail sacrifices, the same property of

quietness would have to be adopted (for which there is no justification)

[according to the Purvapaksa, the quietness would have to be adopted only
in connection with those Yajus, i.e. Prose, mantras that are used at the

Jyotistoma], From all this it follows that the words apply to the types"
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StJTRA (2).

[8IDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE WOBDS SHOULD BE TAKEN AS STAND-

ING FOB THE ENTIBE ' VEDA '

J BECAUSE THEY ABE FOUND

IN A CONTEXT DEALING MOSTLY WITH THE ' VEDA '.

Bhdsya.

What is declared in the text should be taken as referring to the Veda ;

why? 'prdyadarshandt* [because they are found in a context dealing mostly

with the Veda].
" What is the '

prdyadarshana
'

(on which the Siddhdnta is

based) ?"-^-The words in question are found in a passage dealing mostly with

the Veda, the passage starting with a reference to the Vedas, and ending
with the sentence containing the words in question; this passage is as

follows *

Prajapati alone existed at the time, he performed austerities,

while he was performing austerities, the three Deities, Agni, Vdyu and

Aditya 9 came out of him ; these Deities performed austerities, and while

they were performing austerities, there came out from them the three

Vedas the ftgveda from Agni, the Yajurveda from Vdyu, and the Sdma-

veda from Aditya
'

; starting thus, the passage concludes with the follow-

ing words 'what is done with the %k is done loudly , what is done

with the Sdman is done loudly , what is done with the Yajus is done soft-

ly' [' Uchchair-rchd kriyate, uchchaih sdmnd, updmshu yajusd*']. For this

reason, we assert that the loudness and the quietness have to be adopted
with what are mentioned in the Context [i.e. the Vedas themselves], and

not with the types of mantras, the (metrical) Verse (the verse set to

music, and the prose).
" How is this conclusion deduced ?" Inasmuch

as we find the wor^is ('/*&' and thej rest) in the concluding portion of the

entire passage which means that * inasmuch as the Vedas were produced
in this manner, they should be used with loudness, etc.', we conclude that

the concluding sentence also must be taken as containing tho terms ' rk \
* adman ' and *

yajus
'

in the sense of the three Vedas ; specially as, if not so

taken, there would be no syntactical connection between the two portions
of the passage, and this would make the words entirely meaningless. From
this it follows that the words should be taken as standing for the Vedas.

SUTRA (3).

ALSO BECAUSE OF INDICATIVES.

Bhdsya.

There is a text also which is indicative of the fact that the words 'r&',
' sdman ' and *

yajus
' stand for the Vedas ; this text is

'

(a) In the morn-

ing, the Deity moves with rks, (6) at mid-day, he stays by tho Yajurveda,

(c) at sunset, he is worshipped with the Sdmaveda ; (d) so that the Sun moves

along, never bereft of the three Vedas' (Taitti. Bra., 3. 12. 9. 1); hero the

first three parts speak of the *r&' and the two 'vedas' (Yajurveda and

Samaveda), and then the fourth part
' the sun moves along, never bereft

of the three Vedas 'recapitulates the whole lot by means of the common
word ' Vedas '

in the plural ; which indicates that the term ' rk
'

(in the first
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part) also is meant to stand for the Veda [as otherwise, the plural number
would be unjustifiable, as standing for only two Vedas, the Yajurveda and

the Sdmaveda]. From this also, we conclude that the terms in question
stand for the Vedas.

SUTRA (4).

ALSO, BECAUSE THERE IS A DISTINCT INJUNCTION OF PROPERTY (FOR

THE SlMAVfiDA) ;
AND IT COULD HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH

THE SUBSTANCE ITSELF.

Bhdsya.

There is a distinct injunction of the property (of loudness), in connec-

tion with the Saman, in the sentence 'what is done with the Saman is

done loudly
'

; this distinct injunction would be justifiable only if it referred

to the Veda ; if it referred to the type of mantra (i.e. the verses set to music),

then, inasmuch as the loudness of the Sdma-verse would have been estab-

lished by the mere fact of its being a Rk (the loudness whereof has already

been enjoined by the foregoing sentence) [as the Saman is nothing more

than the 'rk* verse set to music], its connection with the thing
' Sdman*

would not need to be reiterated. [So that the distinct injunction in regard

to the Saman would be entirely superfluous]. From all this it follows that

the words in question should be taken as standing for the Vedas.

SUTRA (5).

THE NAME 'TRAYIVIDYA* IS APPLIED TO ONE WHO KNOWS THE

THREE VEDAS ('TRAYI').

Bhdsya.

That person is called '

Trayividya"
1 whose learning (vidyd) consists of

the '

Trayi,' i.e. one who reads the three Vedas is called *

traylvidya \ As a

matter of fact, the term '

trayl
'

is well known as applying to the Jfk, Sdman
and Yajus; and it is only by reason of these three terms 'rk',

' sdman'

and '

yajus
'

standing for the three Vedas, that the name *

Traylvidya
'

is

applicable, and actually applied to the person knowing the three Vedas.

For this reason also the words in question must stand for the Vedas.

SUTRA (6).

[OBJECTION]
" IN THE CASE OF VERSES (OF THE YAJURVEDA

WHICH ARE NOT FOUND IN THE RGVEDA), THE INJUNCTION

(OF
' LOUDNESS 5

)
COULD BE FOLLOWED LITERALLY

[ONLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PtTRVAPAKSA

VIEW]" IF THIS BE URGED, [then the

answer is as given in the next

Stitraj.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued by the Purvapaksin that " Those metrical verses of

the Yajurveda which are not found in the ffgveda could be recited with
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loudness only if the Purvapaksa view were accepted (by which metrical

verses wherever found should be recited loudly) ; so that the injunction

would be literally followed in this case." Now this argument has got to be

refuted.

This Sutra serves the purpose of stating the argument to be refuted

[and the refutation follows in the next Sutra].

SUTRA (7).

[ANSWER] IT is NOT so ; BECAUSE THE QUALITY BELONGS TO THE

WHOLE.

Bhdsya.

The argument that has been urged does not vitiate our position ; be-

cause as a matter of fact, the quality of * loudness
'

belongs to the entire

I}gveda, and the quality of *

quietness
'

belongs to the entire Yajurveda ;

under the circumstances, if those verses in the Yajurveda that are not found

in the J}gveda come to be recited quietly, there is nothing wrong in this ;

because the quality pertains to the Veda, not to the $k ; and the Veda does

not come to have the two qualities (as urged by the Purvapaksin).

SUTRA (8).

INASMUCH AS THE CONNECTION OF THE VEDA (WITH
' LOUDNESS '

ETC. IS VOUCHED FOR BY SYNTACTICAL CONNECTION),
IT COULD NOT BE SET ASIDE BY THE CONTEXT.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued by the Purvapaksin that it is only the Purvapaksa
view that is in keeping with the indications of the Context. But, as a matter

of fact the connection of the entire Veda (with
'

loudness', etc.) is vouched

for by Syntactical Connection ; and if Context is set aside by Syntactical

Connection , there is no incongruity in this.



ADHIKARAI^A (2) : At the
'

Fire-laying\ the singing is to be

done quietly.

SUTRA (9).

WHEN THE PRIMARY AND THE SUBSIDIARY BELONG TO TWO

DIFFERENT VEDAS, THE VEDIC CHARACTERISTIC OF THE

SUBSIDIARY is TO BE DETERMINED BY THAT OF

THE PRIMARY; AS THE SUBSIDIARY is

SUBSERVIENT TO THE PRIMARY.

Bhdsyi.

The Fire-laying Rite has been spoken of in the text * Ya evamvidvdnagni

mddhatte
'

(Maitra. Sam. 1. 6. 6.) ; it is a rite enjoined in the Yajurveda ;
at

this rite, the singing of the Sdman is laid down in the text * Ya evamvidvan

vdravantlyam gdyati' (Maitra. Sam. 1. 6, 7.),
* Ya evamvidvan yajndyajniyam

gdyati',
' Ya evamvidvan vdmadevyam gdyati

'

(Maitra. Sam. 1. 6. 7.).

In regard to this there arises the question This singing at the Fire-

laying Rite is it to be done *

loudly' (in accordance with the character of

the Sdmaveda, to which all Sama-singing belongs) or *

quietly* (in accord-

ance with the character of the Yajurveda to which the Primary Rite of

Fire-laying belongs) ?

The Purvapaksa view on this question is that the singing is to be done
*

loudly
'

; why ? because what is done through the Vdravantiya and other

Sdmans is done through the Sdmaveda ; hence all these Sdmans are to be

sung
'

loudly.'

On this we have the following Slddhdnta If there is a doubt as to whether

the character of the Primary is to be altered in consideration of the charac-

ter of the Subsidiary or that of the Subsidiary should be altered in consi-

deration of the character of the Primary, the only reasonable conclusion is

that the character of the Subsidiary is to be altered, and that of the Primary
is to be left intact. Why so ? Because the Subsidiary is subservient to the

Primary ; that is, the Performer takes up the performance of the Subsidiary

solely for the purpose of making the Primary complete in all its details ; if

the performance of the Subsidiary brings about any defect in the character of

the Primary, then nothing is gained by the performance of that Subsidiary,

(since the main purpose of making the Primary complete in all details fails

entirely)* On the other hand, with a view to accomplish the details of the

Primary, if the Performer undertakes the Subsidiary, and (in this perform-

ance) drops a characteristic of that Subsidiary, then no harm is done to his

main purpose ; because the main purpose of his undertaking the Subsidiary

does not lie in making the Subsidiary complete in all its details. The singing

of the Sdmans is after all a Subsidiary to the Fire-laying Rite, which is the

Primary. This Fire-laying Rite belongs to the Yajurveda ; hence its cha-

racteristic feature is
'

quietness ', which characteristic sets aside ' loudness
'
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which is the characteristic of the Sdmaveda (to which the Sdma-singing

belongs). From all this it follows that the Samans (at the Fire -laying

Rite) are to be sung
*

quietly'.

[Kumarila has proposed a somewhat different presentation of the adhikarana :

He puts the question in the form In a case where a thing (e.g. Sama-singing) has its

origin in one Voda (the Sama-Veda), but its application or use is laid down in

another Veda (the Yajurveda), should that thing be equipped with the properties

peculiar to the former Veda, or with those of the latter ? The Purvapaksa
" Inas-

much as the origination of a thing always precedes its application, the properties

adopted should be those of the Veda in which the thing has its origin." The Sid-

dhanta The properties should be those of that Veda which lays down its application,

(1) because the origination of a thing is only for the sake of the uses to which it

may be applied, (2) because it is only when the thing in question i.e. the Sama-

ainging is applied to actual use, that it stands in need of some tone, (loud or quiet]

to be applied to it ; and hence the tones enjoined in the texts ' Uchchaih rcha etc.' are

those that can be perceived only at the time of application, not at the time of origin-

ation ; as at the latter time it is not in use at all. There are three other forms

proposed for this Adhikarana. See Tantravartika Trans., pp. 1150-1151.]



ADHIKARAIJA (3) : The Jyotistoma belongs to the

Yajurveda.

SUTRA (10).

IF AN ACTION IS LAID DOWN IN TWO VfiDAS, IT IS TO BE

TAKEN AS BELONGING TO THAT IN WHICH MOST OF ITS

CONSTITUENT DETAILS ARE FOUND.

Bhdsya,

The Jyotistoma sacrifice is laid down in the Yajurveda, in the text

*

Jyotistomena svargakamo yajeta' ('One desiring heaven should perform

the Jyotistoma sacrifice ') ; there is a similar injunction of it in the Stima-

Veda also. As a rule, when an action has been laid down in one text, the

mention of it in another text can only be for the purpose of laying down

accessory details relating to it.

In regard to this, therefore, arises the question Is the injunction in

the Yajurveda to be taken as serving the purpose of laying down the actual

performance of the sacrifice, and that in the Sdma-Veda to be taken as

serving the purpose of laying down accessory details relating to it ? Or is it

the other way about ? [This enquiry is necessary, as] the performance will

take up the characteristics of that Veda whoso text is taken as laying down

the performance.

The Purvapaksa view on this question is that "
it cannot be definitely

ascertained whether it is the Sdmaveda-text or the Yajurveda-text that is to

be regarded as laying down the performance, as we do not find any deter-

mining factor in the case."

Against this, we have the following Siddhanta : The question should be

determined by the fact of one or the other Veda providing the larger number

of details of the sacrifice in question ; so that the text of that Veda should

be regarded as laying down the performance of the sacrifice which provides

the larger number of the sacrificial details. As a matter of fact, when a

Veda lays down the performance of a sacrifice, it is there that there arises

the need for information regarding the details of its procedure ; and an in-

junction of these details of procedure has its right place only where such in-

formation is needed ; wherever the larger number of sacrificial details are

laid down, that is what constitutes the * Procedure
'

; so that it is on the basis

of this principle (of the laying down of the larger number of sacrificial details)

that we shall determine by inference which particular text is to be regarded

as the injunction of the performance. In a case where many persons re-

sembling the king are seated, we infer that one to be the king who has a white

umbrella (over his head) and chowries (
on his two sides), -even though he may

not be actually pointed out as the King ; in this same manner, when we find

that it is the Yajurveda-text which lays down the larger number of sacrificial
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-details of the Jyotiatoma, which fact is a sign of its being the injunction of

its performance, we conclude that this text is the injunction of the per-

formance.

From this it follows that the performance of the Jyotistoma should be

done '

quietly
'

; as it is by the Yajurveda that the sacrifice is enjoined, and

hence it is by means of that Veda that the sacrifice is performed ; and

-what is not enjoined cannot be performed.

[Kumarila is not satisfied with this explanation of the Sutra. He explains the

meaning of the Sutra to be as follows :
* That action which is mentioned in two

Vedas should have its appellation determined by the mention of a larger number,
i.e. the whole of its constituent details, which may be capable of supplying all its

requirements'. See Tantravartika Trans., p. 1154.]



ADHIKARAI^A (4) : The "Context
'

is indicative of the

connection of subsidiaries.

SUTRA (11).

THAT WHICH is NOT CONNECTED (OTHERWISE) BECOMES CONNECTED-

THROUGH CONTEXT ;
BECAUSE DETAILS OF PROCEDURE ARE

ALWAYS WANTED.

Bhasya.

(a) Direct Assertion, (b) Indicative Power, and (c) Syntactical Connection*

these three means of determining the connection of subsidiaries have been

duly described (in the foregoing Adhikaranas) : (a) The Direct Assertion

'

Aindryd gdrhapatyam upatisthate
'

(Maitra-Sam. 3. 2. 4) has been found

to determine, through the Accusative ending (in
*

gdrhapatyam '), the use-

of the mantra (under Su. 3. 2. 3) ; (6) Indicative Power, which consists in

the force of words contained in the mantra, has been found to determine the

application of the mantra * Varhirdevasadanam ddmi' [Maitra-Sam. 1. 1. 2]

(under Su. 3. 2. 1); (c) Syntactical Connection h&s been shown to determine

the connection of subsidiaries (under Su. 3. 1. 12) as in the case of 'arunayd

fcrtyttr, Tai. Sam. 6. 1. 6. 7].

Now there arises the question Are these the only means of determin-

ing the use of mantras ? The answer is No. What then is the other

means ?

It is with this question that the present investigation starts ; just as in

the case of such questions as What is the name of this river ? What is the

name of this mountain ? What fruit is this ?

The answer to the said question is provided by the Sutra That which

is not connected (otherwise) becomes connected through Context, because details

of procedure are always wanted. That is to say, that which is not connected

(with any act), through either Direct Assertion, or Indicative Power, or

Syntactical Connection, becomes connected through Context, because details

of procedure are always wanted
; that is, when a certain statement (injunction

of action) is found to stand in need for -the statement of the details of

procedure (of the action enjoined), and in close proximity to it is found a

statement which is capable of supplying this need, then this latter state-

ment becomes syntactically connected with the aforesaid injunctive sen-

tence; and hence that procedure comes to be adopted at the action

enjoined.

" What is the example for such connection ? What too is the purpose

served by this enquiry ?"

In connection with the Darshapurnamdsa-sacrifiice, we read ' Samidho

yajati, tanunapdtam yajati, ido yajati, varhlr yajati, svdhakaram yajati
1

(Taittu

Sam. 2. 6. 1. 1); and through the force of Context, all these acts (sacrifices)
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come to be performed in connection with the Darshapurnatndsa-sacrifice, not

with either the Agnihotra or the Jyoiistoma.

[So long as the continuity of the details of procedure relating to the Primary
Action has not been broken, whatever other action happens to be mentioned,
without the mention of a distinct result, is to bo taken as an auxiliary of the said

Primary ; and this conclusion is based upon the force of the Context. Tantravartika

Trans., p. 1156.]



ADHIKABATSTA (5) : The, connection of subsidiaries indicated

by the Order of Sequence.

SUTRA (12).

THE ORDER OF SEQUENCE ALSO (DETERMINES THE CONNECTION

OF SUBSIDIARIES), ON THE GROUND OF THE SAMENESS

OF PLACE.

Bhdsya.

Question
" Are these [Direct Assertion, Indicative Power, Syntactical

'

Connection and Context] then the only means of determining the connection

of subsidiaries ?
"

Answer No.

Question
" What else then ?

"

Answer The Order of Sequence also, on the ground of the sameness of

place. When one set of actions and another set of accessories are laid down
in a definite order of sequence, then there is inferred a sort of mutual

need between the action mentioned in one place in the series of actions,

and the accessory mentioned in the same place in the series of accessories ;

and when this need is there, the two become syntactically connected ;

consequently the accessory in question is used at the action in question.
" Where is there an instance of such use ? What too is the use of

this enquiry ?
"

A set of three sacrifices is mentioned in a definite order of sequence

f ( 1) Agneya , (2) Upamshuydja , (3) Agnlsomiya] ; among the three mantras

mentioned, the mantra mentioned in the same place (i.e. the second) as the

Upamshuydja is
'

Dabdhirndmdsi, etc.' (Taitti. Sarh. 1. 6. 11. 6; See Mdnava

Shrautasutra, 1. 4. 2. 4) [the first mantra being
*

Agneraham devayajyayd,

etc.\ and the third,
'

Agnisomiyayoraham, etc.']; a mutual need thus being

inferred between the second sacrifice and the second mantra, the two are

syntactically connected and the mantra comes to be used accordingly.

Similarly, there is the Aindrdgna sacrifice laid down as to be performed

by one whose kith and kin have been ruined and one who has enemies

[Maitra-Sarh. 2. 1. 1] ; in connection with this there are two Ydjydnu*

vdkyds laid down, both related to Indra-Agni first,
'

Indrdgni rochand

divah* '

Pravarsanibhyah
'

(cf. Maitra-Sam. 4. 10. 4), and second t 'Indrdgni

navatim purah Shnathadvrtram
'

(Maitra-Sam. 4. 10. 5) ; the use of these

mantras at the Aindrdgna sacrifice having been already indicated by the

Indicative Power of the words of the mantras themselves, it is through

the order in which the two mantras occur in the text that we get at the

particulars of their use, to the effect that the first mantra is to be used

at the first Aindrdgna sacrifice and the second mantra at the second Ain-

drdgna sacrifice.

These are the examples; and this also makes clear the use of the

Adhikarana.



ADHIKARAISJA (6) : The connection of subsidiaries

determined by
' Name \

SUTRA (13).

* NAME ' ALSO (DETERMINES THE CONNECTION) ; BECAUSE IT is FOE
THAT PURPOSE.

Bhdsya.

Question
" Are the aforesaid the only means for determining the

connection of subsidiaries ?
"

Answer No ; Name also is a means of determining the same.

Question
" How can Name be the means of determining the connection

of subsidiaries ?
"

Answer A Name is applied to things only on the basis of some connec-

tion or relationship ; for instance, in ordinary parlance the name ' cooker '

is applied to one who is connected with the action of cooking, and the

name 'chopper' is applied to one who is connected with the act of chop-

ping. Similarly in the Veda also, when we find a term expressing connection

with things eternal, we have the cognition of that connection.

Question
" What instance is there of this ? What too is the use of

this investigation ?
"

Answer Those acts that are found to,be named as '

Adhvaryava
' should

be performed by the Adhvaryu priest, and those named as ' Hautra\ by
the Hotr priest. This is,the instance of the connection of things being

indicated by Name ; and the purpose also served by this is that we get at

the said conclusion regarding the performance of the acts.



ADHIKARAISTA (7): Among the six means of determining the

connection of subsidiaries
* Direct Assertion ',

' Indicative

Power
' and the rest, that which precedes is more

authoritative than that which follows.

SUTRA (14).

AMONG 'DIRECT ASSERTION',
' INDICATIVE POWER',

4 SYNTACTICAL

CONNECTION', 'CONTEXT', 'PLACE' AND 'NAME', THAT

WHICH FOLLOWS IS WEAKER THAN THAT WHICH

PRECEDES; BECAUSE IT is MORE REMOTE

FROM THE FINAL OBJECTIVE.

Bhasya.

The means of determining the connection of subsidiaries * Direct Asser-

tion ',
* Indicative Power ',

*

Syntactical Connection ',
' Context ',

* Place ' and
' Name ' have been described. Now arises the question Which of these is

to be regarded as most authoritative in a case where they are all applicable

(but in conflict with one another) ? As a matter of fact, one sentence can

have only one meaning; so that no one thing can be taken as connected

with two things at one and the same time ; consequently there is likely to be

a conflict between any two of the said six means.

(A)
'

Direct Assertion
'

more authoritative than '

Indicative Power '.

( 1 ) The first question therefore that has to be considered is Between

'Direct Assertion' and 'Indicative Power', which is to be regarded as the

more authoritative ?
" Which is the particular instance where there is such

a conflict ?
" In regard to the Injunction

'

Aindryd gdrhapatyam upatisthate
*

(' With the Aindrl verse, one should worship the Gdrhapatya Fire
'

Maitra-

Sam. 3. 2. 4), there is the question as to whether the 'worshipping
with the Aindri verse* may be done of Indra or of the Gdrhapatya Fire (as

one may choose) or is it to be done of the Gdrhapatya Fire only ? If the

two means (Direct Assertion and Indicative Power) are of equal autho-

rity, then there would be option (one may do the 'worshipping' either

of Indra or of the Gdrhapatya Fire) ; if however Direct Assertion is more

authoritative, then the '

worshipping
'

should be done of the Gdrhapatya

Fire only.
" In this case what is the Direct Assertion and what the Indi-

cative Power ?" The Direct Assertion consists in the presence of the

term '

gdrhapatya
'

itself in the Injunction [whereby the worshipping should

be done of the Gdrhapatya Fire only] ; and Indicative Power consists in the

presence of the term ' indra
'

in the Aindrl verse itself, which reads as
4 Kadd cha na starlrasi nendra sashchasi ddsuse (Mai.-Sam. 1. 3. 26; Taitti.

Sam. 1. 5. 8. 4; Rgveda, 8. 51. 7), this term ' indra
9

having the power of

29
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indicating the deity Indra (to whom the worshipping would be done with

the mantra).

Question "'What is a sentence
'

?
"

Answer-^When a number of words combine to express an idea, they
constitute' a sentence.

Objection "If that is so, then the injunction,
*

Aindrya garhapatya-

i.nupytisthate
'

is a sentence, and so also is the mantra, ' Kada cha na starirasi,

etc.?'; as in both these a number of words combine to express an idea. Such

being the case, the instance cited is one of conflict between one Sentence

(Syntactical Connection) and another Sentence (Syntactical Connection), not

between Direct Assertion and Indicative Power. Or, the discrimination ma' T

be made among all these three Direct Assertion, Indicative Power and Syn-
tactical Connection, it being determined that such is the difference between

Direct Assertion and Syntactical Connection, and such between Indicative

Power and Syntactical Connection*"

Answer Indicative Power is the power or capacity of a word to denote

a certain thing ; while Direct Assertion consists in the expression of that

meaning which is understood on the mere hearing of the word ; this being
called * Shruti ', i.e. Hearing. It has already been explained that when several

words express a single idea, they constitute a * sentence '. Now as a matter of

fact, all these three contingencies are present, either collectively or sev-

erally, in all sentences. In the case in question, however, the idea that
*

Indra is to be worshipped with the mantra * Kada cha na starirasi, etc.' is not

got at on the mere hearing of any word; nor is there any word which,

uttered in proximity to another word, could supply this idea; all that

happens is that in the mantra the term ' indra
'

is present, which has the

power to indicate a certain deity, by the denoting of which a useful purpose
is served ;

viz. that the idea is provided that in the '

worshipping
*
of the

deity Indra, the term * indra
9 should be used, as also the other words (of

the mantra) that are syntactically connected with that term ; on the other

hand, there is no word in this mantra which has the power to indicate the

Gdrhapatya Fire as the deity to be *

worshipped
'

;
in fact the idea that the

Gdrhapatya Fire is to be worshipped we obtain from directly hearing the

term *

gdrhapatya
'

itself (in the injunction
*

Aindrya gdrhapatyamupatisthate
'

),

not from the Indicative Power (of any word). Thus then, it comes to this :

If Indicative Power is more authoritative than Direct Assertion, then Indra

should be worshipped with the mantra', whereas if Direct Assertion (of

gdrhapatya) is more authoritative than Indicative Power, then the Oarha-

patya Fire should be worshipped with the mantra.

Objection
*' If such is the case then the comparison to be instituted in

this instance is between Indicative Power and Syntactical Connection (Sen-

tence), not between Indicative Power and Direct Assertion. Because Indra is

to be taken as to be worshipped, on the strength of the power of the term
* indra

*

to indicate the particular deity, Indra, in the event of Indicative

Power being more authoritative ; if, on the other hand, Syntactical Connec-

tion (Sentence) is the more authoritative, then Gdrhapatya Fire is to be

"worshipped ; as this is what is expressed by the injunction
*

Aindrya gdrha-

patyamupatisthatl \ which is a sentence."
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Answer It is not so ; even though the injunction ('Aindryd gdrhapatyam

upatisthate
'

) is a sentence, yet it also contains a Direct Assertion ; and what

is actually contradicted by Indicative Power is this Direct Assertion, not the

sentence.
" How so ?

" Even if Indicative Power were the more authori-

tative, the meaning indicated by it (that 'Indra should be worshipped'),
could be got at only through the said term ' indra '

being syntactically con -

nected with the word *

gdrhapatyam
'

(in the Injunction) ; if it were not so syn-

tactically connected with the term *

gdrhapatyam ', then the idea expressed by
this term would be incompatible with the said Indicative Power; so that if

the Indicative Power is the more authoritative, then, what is expressed by
the term *

gdrhapatya
'

will have to be rejected ; as this would have no con-

nection with the act of *

worshipping
*

; and in that case the term '

gdrha-

patya'' would have to be taken as (somehow) denoting the deity Indra itself,

or proximity to the Fire [the meaning being that ' with the Aindrl verse one

should worship Indra near the Gdrhapatya Fire']. If, on the other hand,

Direct Assertion ware the more authoritative, then the idea of '

worshipping
Indra \ which is expressed by Indicative Power , would be set aside. Thus

then, the instance cited is one really of conflict between Direct Assertion and

Indicative Power, not between Indicative Power and Syntactical Connection.

Or [we may put the case differently] The idea of Indra or Gdrhapatya

being the deity to be worshipped is not obtained through the Syntactical

Connection (of the term ' Indra '

or *

Gdrhapatya'); in fact, the idea of Indra

being the deity to be worshipped is deduced from the fact of the Mantra

containing the term *

indra', and the idea of the Gdrhapatya Fire being the

deity to be worshipped is obtained from hearing the Accusative ending (in

'gtirhapatyam'). Thus also the conflict is between Direct Assertion and

Indicative Power.

Now then (on this question of conflict between Direct Assertion and

Indicative Power), we have the following Purvapaksa
" Both these (Direct

Assertion and Indicative Power) are of equal authority ; why ? because

this and that i.e. Direct Assertion and Indicative Power are the means of de-

termining the connection of subsidiaries ; between one cognition and another,

there is no difference in form, as that this has a form like that of an ephe-
meral thing and that has a form like that of a lasting thing.

' But as a

matter of fact, the form of Indicative Power is like that of an ephemeral

thing, inasmuch as the cognition obtained from it is always doubtful, while

that obtained from Direct Assertion is certain.' This is not right; because

if the cognition derived from Indicative Power were doubtful, then there

could be no conflict or comparison between Indicative Power and Direct Asser-

tion. In fact, it is because the cognition derived from Indicative Power is

certain that it can be treated as an alternative to Direct Assertion. ' But,

as a matter of fact, the cognition derived from Indicative Power is never free

from doubt.' It is not so ; because in that case Indicative Power could

not be a valid means of cognition at all.
* It

Imay not be a valid means of

cognition ; but in regard to things cognised by means of Indicative Power

there is always a doubt (as to its being true or otherwise). Or, we may
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go further ; the cognition derived from Indicative Cognition is not even

doubtful ; it is entirely invalid, wrong. For all that is learnt from Indica-

tive Power is that such and such a word has the power to accomplish such

and such a purpose ; and when one thing is capable of accomplishing a cer-

tain thing, it is not necessary that it should accomplish it only when there

is no verbal declaration to that effect. Hence we conclude that Indicative

Power is not a means of determining the connection of subsidiaries.' Our
answer to this is as follows : When a thing is spoken in proximity to a cer-

tain thing in a context dealing with this latter, then the former is regard-

ed as a means of accomplishing the latter ; and when the question arises

as to how it will help in the accomplishment of that thing, we obtain

definite information regarding it from the Power or capacity of the thing,

i.e. the thing will be useful for the purpose to the extent that it may be

capable of doing. It is thus that Indicative Power comes to be a valid

means of determining the use of things. Nor is there any ground for discri-

minating between the validity (and authority) of Indicative Power and that

of Direct Assertion (whereby we could reject the authority of one or the

other). Hence it follows that these two means (Direct Assertion and Indi-

cative Power) are of equal authority ; so that on the strength of Indicative

Power, the mantra ' Kada cha na starirasi, etc.,' is to be used in worshipp-

ing Indra, and on the strength of Direct Assertion, it is to be used in wor-

shipping the Gdrhapatya Fire. Further, we accept this conclusion (viz.

that the two courses are optional) on the ground that there is no incom-

patibility between the two alternatives. Even in a case where one reason

is stronger than the other, it sets aside this latter only when there is

an incompatibility between the two, not when there is no incompatibility.

And there is no incompatibility in the conclusion that * with the mantra in

question one should worship Indra or the Garhapatya Fire\ ' There is cer-

tainly this incompatibility (or incongruity) in this conclusion that while

only one act of worshipping has been enjoined, the act is done more than

once (once of Indra and then of Gdrhapatya) \ But subsidiary acts are al-

ways repeated along with each of the several primaries, so that the

act of worshipping is repeated only with reference to the different deities to

be worshipped ; and this is quite logical, there is no incongruity in it.
'

Well,

then, there is this incongruity : when the mantra is used in worshipping the

Gdrhapatya Fire, the term ' indra '

(contained in the mantra) would be taken

as denoting the Fire, and it would stand in need of some quality or function

(establishing the similarity of the Fire to the deity Indra) ; and when it is

used in worshipping Indra, the term * indra ' would denote the deity Indra,

independently by itself ; and as between the indirect and direct significa-

tion, the direct one is to be accepted.' It is not so, we reply. The direct

meaning is to set aside the indirect meaning only when there is an incom-

patibility between! the two ; in the present case, there is no incompatibili-

ty ; because there would be incompatibility only if the two meanings were

expressed at one and the same time ; as a matter of fact, however, the term
' indra '

is taken as denoting the Fire at one act (where the worshipping is

done of the Gdrhapatya Fire), while it is taken as denoting the deity Indra

at an entirely different act (where the worshipping is done of Indra).
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From all this it follows that the two Direct Assertion and Indicative

Power are of equal authority."

In reply to the above Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta :

Between Direct Assertion and Indicative Power, Direct Assertion is the more
authoritative. Why ? Because of remoteness from the final objective.
" What is this remoteness from the objective ?

"
It is remoteness *

viprkarsa
'

of the objective,
' artha

'

?
" What is this objective,

* artha
'

?
"

It is what is

expressed by the Vedie text directly. For instance, in the case in question
the idea that ' one should worship the Gdrhapatya Fire

'

is what is express-
ed most proximately by the Direct Assertion (contained in the injunction
*

Aindryd gdrhapatyam upatisthate '), while the idea that * Indra should be

worshipped
'

is very much * remoter
'

; that is, the idea that *Indra should be

worshipped with the mantra, Kadd cha na starirasi, etc.' is not directly ex-

pressed by any Vedic text ; even though the mantra contains a word

capable of denoting Indra, since there is no assertion regarding the use of

the mantra in worshipping that Indra, it is understood that Indra is not to

be worshipped with the mantra.

Opponent
" It has already been explained that, inasmuch as the

mantra occurs in the Context of a particular sacrifice, it is regarded as an

accessory of that sacrifice ; and on the strength of its Indicative Power, it

is taken as to be used in the worshipping of Indra.
9 '

Answer It is not so ; it has already been declared above that ' inas-

much as Dharma is based upon the Veda, what is not Veda should be dis-

regarded
'

(Sutra 1. 3. 1). As a matter of fact, both of what have been cited

Context and Indicative Power are not Veda ; and in the matter of things

beyond the range of Sense-perception, there is no means of cognition avail-

able except the Veda. It is for this reason that we hold that Indicative

Power is very Demote from the objective of Direct Assertion.

Objection "If such is the case (and Indicative Power, being not

Veda, is no authority in super-sensuous matters), then, Indicative Power

could never be a means of determining anything, even where there is no

Direct Assertion to the contrary ; so that it comes to this that there is no

truth in the assertion that * Indicative Power is a means (of determining the

connection of subsidiaries)
J

; and in that case how could there be any con-

flict between Indicative Power and Direct Assertion ? For all these reasons we
assert that there is no ground for instituting any comparison between the

authority of Indicative Power and that of Direct Assertion."

Reply When a certain act mentioned in a context stands in need of the

mention of its details of procedure, and a mantra is found in close proximity
to it, the mantra, by the force of its presence in the text, comes to be syn*

tactically connected with the words speaking of the act, and this gives

rise to the idea that * one should perform the act of sacrifice with this man-
tra

'

; that is to say
' when one is seeking to obtain the desired result by

means of the sacrifice, one should help the performance of the sacrifice with

this mantra '. Now, in the case in question, the mantra concerned ('Kadd
cha na starirasi, etc.'

) cannot help the sacrifice except by indicating the deity

Indra ; it is thus that we come to the conclusion that ' Indra should be
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taken as indicated by the mantra \ This idea is thus one that is based upon
the Vedic Text (Direct Assertion) itself.

Objection
" If the idea is based upon Direct Assertion, it cannot be

set aside by any other Direct Assertion ; so that either Indicative Power

should not be regarded as authoritative or it should be treated as optional

with (equal in authority to) Direct Assertion."

We assert that it is neither to be regarded as devoid of authority nor

to be treated as optional with Direct Assertion. How so ? It has been ex-

plained that the idea (derived from Indicative Power) is based upon Direct

Assertion ; hence it cannot be totally devoid of authority ; and yet, there

is a remoteness from the objective, inasmuch as the idea that * Indra should

be worshipped with this mantra '

is derived from Direct Assertion indirectly,

through the inference of a syntactical connection (between the mantra and

the injunction of the sacrifice) and of a power (in the mantra) of indicat-

ing (the deity, Indra); while the idea that 'the Gdrhapatya Fire is to be

worshipped with this mantra '

is obtained directly from the Direct Assertion

in the text * with the Aindrl mantra one should worship the Gdrhapatya
Fire*. (In the case of Indicative Power) thus, in the first place, there is to

be a recognition of the Indicative Power itself, and then by the force of this

power, the particular idea becomes indicated ; now all this cannot be

possible when the idea (to be thus got at) is one that is contrary to the

Direct Assertion which clearly declares that * the Gdrhapatya Fire is to be

worshipped with this mantra ', and from which we already obtain the idea

as to the manner in which the mantra is to help the sacrifice ; when this

idea has been already obtained (from Direct Assertion), there is no justifica-

tion for the assumption that the idea of Indra being worshipped with the

mantra is derived from Syntactical Connection and Context, which (in face of

the Direct Assertion) could not acquire the capacity to provide any such

idea.

From ail this it follows that by reason of its
' remoteness from the

objective', Indicative Power is set aside by Direct Assertion.

This same conclusion is to be accepted also on the ground that it is not

right to admit of an Option (as suggested in the Purvapaksa). As a matter of

fact, it is not right to admit an Option ; because when an option is admitted,

it means that in one alternative something that is directly enjoined is to be

rejected ; for instance, in the case in question, the idea that ' the Gdrhapatya
Fire is to be worshipped with the Aindrl mantra '

having been directly express-

ed by the Text as unalterable (eternal), if we accept the negation of this

idea (when we accept the other alternative of Indra being worshipped, as

indicated by Indicative Power), it means the rejection of what has been

directly asserted by the Veda, and the acceptance of what is not so asserted ;

and the acceptance of what is not asserted is as open to objection as

the rejection of what is asserted ; because in both cases, a well-ascertained

idea is rejected. Thus then, on account of the fact that it is not right to

admit an Option, we conclude that between Direct Assertion and Indicative

Power, Direct Assertion is the more authoritative.

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksa) that the rejection (of Indicative

Power by Direct Assertion) could be right only if there were a conflict be-
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tween the two, and in the case in question, there is no conflict. As a

matter of fact, however, there is actual conflict ; as the Vedic text could be

taken as expressive of the idea that ' Indra should be worshipped
'

only on

the basis of Syntactical Connection and Context, which (in face of the Direct

Assertion to the contrary) have not acquired the capacity of providing such

an idea ; no such idea can be expressed by any such Syntactical Connection

and Context as have acquired the requisite capacity (from Direct Assertion) ;

nor is it possible for Syntactical Connection and Context to be regarded, at one

and the same time, as having acquired the requisite capacity and also as

having not acquired the requisite capacity. Thus there is a real conflict ; and

when there is conflict, between the two, Direct Assertion is more authoritative

than Indicative Power.

(B)
' Indicative Power' is more authoritative than 4

Syntactical

Connection '.

Question
" What is the example of conflict between Indicative Power

and Syntactical Connection 1
"

Answer -There is a mantra '

(a) Syonante sadanam krnomi ghrtasya

dh'Zrayd sushevam kalpaydmi (b) tasmin slddmrte pratitistha vrlhindrn medha

sumanasyamdnah
'

[(a)
* O Cake, I am preparing a pleasant seat for thee and am

making it comfortable with a stream of butter ; (b) O essence of corns, with

mind at ease, please sit and remain steady on this seat'] (Taitti. Bra.

3. 7. 5. 2-3
; see Mana. Shrau. Su. 1. 2. 6. 19). In regard to this mantra there

arises the following question : Is the entire mantra to be used at the

preparing of the seal and the placing of the Cake ? Or the portion (a) ending
with '

kalpaydmi
'

is to be used at the preparing of the seat (by spreading
Kusha grass), and the portion (6) beginning with 'tasmin sida' at the

placing of the Cake ? The point to consider is that, if Syntactical Connection

has a higher authority than Indicative Power, then the entire mantra is

to be used at both the acts. " How so ?
" The phrase

' tasmin sida
'

is

grammatically dependent upon the sentence ending with the words ' su#he-

vam kalpaydmi
" and hence becomes syntactically connected with that prece-

ding sentence, the construction being
*

yat kalpaydmi tasmin sida
'

['Please sit on what I am preparing']. Tf, on the other hand, Indicative

Power has the higher authority, then the portion (a) ending with *

kalpa-

ydmi* should be used at the preparing of the seat, because the sentence
*

syonante sadanam krnomi '

[' I am preparing a seat for thee '] is sufficient

to indicate the act of preparing the seat, and the portion (b) beginning
with * tasmin sida

'

is sufficient to indicate the placing of the Cake, and hence

this latter portion should be used at the placing of the Cake.

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :
" Both these

means (Indicative Power and Syntactical Connection) are of equal strength

(authority) ; because, as a matter of fact, Indicative Power is not held to be

superior (in authority) to Syntactical Connection, in the same way that

Direct Assertion has been held to be to Indicative Power. Or (we may go
even further), it is Syntactical Connection that is superior to Indicative Power.

' Why ?
'

Because Indicative Power is what is set aside by Direct Assertion,

and what is really authoritative can never be set aside ; hence we conclude
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that Indicative Power is something ephemeral (and not possessed of any
lasting authority) ; because what is set aside by one is liable to be set aside

by another also."

Against this Purvapaksa we have the following Siddhdnta : Between In-

dicative Power and Syntactical Connection, Indicative Power is possessed of

higher authority ; why ? because of the remoteness of the objective. "What
is ' the remoteness of the objective

'

in this case ?
" Inasmuch as the mantra

occurs in proximity to the Darshapurnamdsa sacrifice with which the Con-

text deals, we conclude that it is subsidiary to that sacrifice ; now as regards
the portion (6) of the mantra beginning with the words ' tasmin sida ', it has

the power to indicate the act of placing the Cake ; hence when it comes to be
used at this act of placing the Cake, the presence of the mantra becomes justi-

fied and the purpose of its indication becomes fulfilled. There is, on the other

hand, no authority whereby this portion of the mantra could be used also at

the preparing of the seat. Similarly, the other portion (a) of the mantra
4

Syonante sadanam krnomi, etc.' is regarded as subsidiary to the Darsha-

purnamdsa on the ground of its occurring in the Context of that sacrifice, and
when, on the basis of its indicative power, it comes to be used at

the preparing of the seat, it has its purpose fulfilled, and hence cannot
be used at the placing of the Cake, specially as there can be no useful purpose
served by its being used at this act of placing. Then again, the portion (b) be-

ginning with
* tasmin sida

' has no '

power
'

(or capacity) to be used at the pre-

paring of the seat ; nor has the portion (a) beginning with '

syonante
'

the
*

power
'

to be used at the placing of the Cake.Wh&t may be possible is that

the second portion (6) may acquire the *

power
'

to be used at the preparing
of the seat after becoming syntactically connected with the first portion (a),

and the first portion (a) may acquire the *

power
'

to be used at the placing
of the Cake after becoming syntactically connected with the second portion ;

and neither of the two portions, by itself, has the said power ; this is the
4 remoteness of the objective* (in the event of Syntactical Connection being
taken as the determining factor in the case in question).

Further, the inherent (direct)
*

power
'

that the portion (a)
*

Syonante,
etc.' possesses of indicating the act of preparing the seat is primary; while
the *

power
'

(to indicate the act of preparing the seat) which the second

portion (6)
' Tasmin sida, etc.' acquires by becoming syntactically connect-

ed with the first portion is only secondary. Thus then, the use of the first

portion of the mantra at the preparing of the seat becomes declared directly

by the indicative power inherent in the mantra itself, and hence the meaning
of the Direct Assertion (Vedic) is in close proximity to the Indicative Power ;

on the other hand, in the case of a similar use (at the act of preparing the

seat) of the second portion of the Mantra, the requisite meaning of the Direct

Assertion could be got at only indirectly, after its power
* to indicate* that

act had been brought into existence (by its becoming syntactically connected
with the first portion) ; so that in this case, the meaning of Direct Assertion

becomes intervened by Indicative Power (whose functioning is necessary before
the required meaning is obtained through Syntactical Connection) and hence,
to that extent, it is

' remote \ Similarly, in the case of the act of placing
the Cake, its connection with the second portion is proximate (direct), while
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that with the first portion is intervened by Indicative Power (whose func-

tioning is necessary before the required meaning can be obtained from Syn-
tactical Connection). From all this it follows that between Indicative

Power and Syntactical Connection, Indicative Power is possessed of higher

authority; hence, even though the first portion of the mantra,
'

Syonante,

etc.' is needed (syntactically) by the second portion, and as such might
be used at the placing of the Cakes yet, what should be done is that the

sentence should be split up and the first portion used only at the preparing

of the seat, and the second portion.
' Tasmin sida, etc.' only at the *

placing of the Cake.

Objection "The words of the first portion of the mantra 'Syonante,

etc.
1

possess the *

power
'

of becoming syntactically connected with the sec-

ond portion, exactly as they possess the *

power
'

of indicating the act of

preparing the seat; and it is only power that is called '

Linga\ Indicative

Power. So that when the sentence is split up (in the manner just explained),

what becomes set aside is an Indicative Power itself (and not Syntactical

Connection).
"

Answer True ; this (what is set aside) also is an ' Indicative Power '

;

but even though it is Indicative Power ,
if it is of the nature described, it is

one that is
* remote

' from the objective, in the sense that (1) first of all, the

Indicative Power brings about Syntactical Connection, (2) then the mantra

attains the *

power
'

to indicate, and then (3) the meaning of Direct Asser-

tion (to the effect that ' the first portion of the mantra should be used at the

placing of the Cake); it is in this sense that there is
* remoteness of the

objective
'

; and it is this * remoteness
'

that is the ground for the Indicative

Power being set aside ; and when it is thus set aside, the first portion can-

not become syntactically connected with the second portion. Similarly, the

second portion
* Tasmin sida, etc.

9 cannot become syntactically connected

with the first portion.

Further, there is no perceptible purpose served by the first portion of

the mantra through being syntactically connected with the second portion,

while by itself (through its Indicative Power) it serves the perceptible pur-

pose of indicating the preparing of the seat.
" How so ?

n Because the pre-

paring of the seat (by spreading grass), and the placing of the Cake, have been

declared to be the desired objectives [so that there can be no other object-

ive in the case which could be fulfilled by the connecting of the two portions

of the mantra]. Similarly, the second portion of the Mantra serves the

perceptible purpose of indicating the placing of the Cake, without living syn-

tactically connected with the first portion. And the two portions are not

incapable of accomplishing their own respective purposes without being

syntactically connected with one another. From this it follows that the

first portion is to be used at the first act (of preparing the seat) and the

second portion at the second act (of placing the Cake).

It has been argued above that "that which has been set aside by
Direct Assertion shall be set aside by Syntactical Connection also [so that

Indicative Power cannot be superior to Syntactical Connection]." This is

not right. Because one thing has been set aside by one thing, it does not

necessarily follow that it should be set aside by another also. Because even
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though Indicative Power has been set aside as against Direct Assertion, on-

the ground of its being remoter than Direct Assertion from the objective,

yet when serving a useful purpose, it may be admitted to be authoritative

as against Syntactical Connection, on the ground of its being nearer to the

objective than this Syntactical Connection. Thus also is Indicative Power

possessed of higher authority than Syntactical Connection.

(C) 'Syntactical Connection
1

is more authoritative than * Context'.

Now the question arises as between Syntactical Connection and Con-

text. But first what we have to consider is what is
* Prakarana', Context ?

Prakarana (Context) is the declaration of what is to be accomplished and

which stands in need of the procedure; it is the beginning ('pra') of the

action ('kriyd') of declaring; this is also called '

vidhyddi* (Beginning of

Injunction) standing in need of (and taken along with)
*

vidhyanta
'

(End
or Sequel of Injunction). What *

Syntactical Connection' (Vdkya) is has

already been explained.
*

Now, what is the example of conflict between these two (Syntactical

Connection and Context) ?

The Suktavaka-nigada provides the requisite example [This Sukta-

vdka contains the Mantra-passage
*

(a) Agnisomdvidam havirajusetdm

avivrdhetdm maho jydyo
' krdtdm (b) Indrdgnl idam havirajusetdm avivrdhe-

tdm maho jydyo
* krdtdm ' and so on, with the names of other deities as

variants]. Here we find one set of deities (Agni-Soma) mentioned in

connection with the Paurnamdsl sacrifice, and another set (Indra-Agni)

in connection with the Amdvdsyd sacrifice. These two sets of deities do not

* The Bhasya explains the signification of the component parts of the term
*

prakarana''.
' Pra' means beginning, and -karana' or 'kriya' means act ; hence

*

prakarana
'

or '

prakriya
' means the beginning of an act

;
the particular act of which

Prakarana is the beginning is explained to be the act of declaring or expressing ;

that is to say, Prakarana is the beginning oj the act of expressing the Bhavana, i.e.

the beginning of the operation of the sentence laying down the performance of an

action. Of any such action, the factor of the Result and that of the Instrument are

expressed by single words, while the declaration of the factor of Procedure is done by
means of sentences. Briefly then, Prakarana, Context, may be defined as the entire

passage describing the details of Procedure of any particular action. '

Vidhyadi',
1

Beginning of Injunction', is another synonym for * Prakarana' ; and it stands in

need of the *

vidhyanta', 'End of Injunction', by which is meant the cognition of

the entire mode of the action. Every Injunction of action has (a) for its begin-

ning
'

(adi) the cognition of its procedure, (6) for its ' middle ' the cognition of the

subsidiaries of the action enjoined along with their results, and (c) for its * end ',

the cognition of the Result accomplished by the act enjoined. What distinguishes

Context from Syntactical Connection is the fact that, for a definite purpose, we
connect, over again, several sentences that have already served their purpose

through the expression of the meaning of their component words; whereas

Syntactical Connection does not operate, for the slightest purpose, in disjoined

parts, and its purpose is served only by the connecting together of the parts in a

definite relationship. TantravartikaTraxis., pp. 1208-1209.
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become syntactically connected with one another; hence on the basis of

the Indicative Power of the Mantra the term '

indrdgnl
' should be with-

drawn at the performance of the Paurnamdsi sacrifice, but retained at that

of the Amdvdsyd sacrifice. [And similarly, at the performance of the

Amdvdsyd sacrifice, the term '

Agnl-soma
' should be withdrawn : but it

should be retained at the performance of the Paurnamdsi sacrifice.]

Now in connection with this, there arises the question after with-

drawing the reference to the deities (which have no connection with the

Paurnamdsi sacrifice), is the rest of the passage (b) i.e. the words 'avlvrd-

hetdm maho jydyo
* krdtdm* Taitti. Bra. 3. 5. 10. 3) to be repeated at both

sacrifices, the Paurnamdsi and the Amdvdsyd t as many times as it occurs in

the entire Suktavdka-hymn ; greater authority being attached to Context

[all the mantras that constitute the Suktavdka being found in the context of

both sacrifices] ? Or is the remaining passage to be used only at that

sacrifice at which the reference to the deities Indra-Agni has been

retained (i.e. at the Amdvdsyd sacrifice) greater authority being attached

to Syntactical Connection [the passage in question being syntactically

connected with the reference to Indra-Afjni] ? [That is, at the Paurnamasi

sacrifice, the passages (a) and (b) should be read as *

(a) Agnlsomdvidam

havirajusetdm maho jyayo* krdtcim (6) avlvrdhetdm maho jydyo krdtdm\
the reference to Indra-Agni in (6) being dropped out ? or as only

'

(a)

Agnlsomdvidam havirajusetdm avlvrdhetam maho jyayo
9

krdtdm,' the

whole of (b) being dropped out ? Similarly, at the Amdvdsyd sacrifice,

should the mantras be read as '

(6) Indrdgnl idam havirajusetdm avivrdhetdm

maho jydyo* krdtdm, (a) avlvrdetdm maho jydyo' krdtdm' ? or as *

Indrdgnl

idam havirajusetdm maho jydyo
9 krdtdm '?} Similarly, in regard to the other

mantras (composing the Suktavdka).

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa.
" Both these means

(Syntactical Connection and Context) are of equal authority. Why ? There

is as much * need '

(incompleteness) in 'one case as in the other; and when
the need is equal in both, there can be no ground for discriminating between

them ; hence both should be regarded as of equal authority. Or we may
regard Syntactical Connection as the weaker of the two ;

as it has been shown

to be liable to be set aside by Indicative Power."

In answer to the above we have the following Siddhdnta : Syntactical

Connection is more authoritative than Context. How ? Because of the remote-

ness of the objective.
" What is the remoteness of the objective in this case ?

'*

In the case of Syntactical Connection, each individual word of the sentence,

detatched from the rest, becomes incomplete, and the sentence is complete

only when the whole of it is taken together ; in this case therefore the fact

of Syntactical Connection (all the words forming one sentence) is directly

perceived ; in the case of Context, on the other hand, the fact of the whole of

it forming one connected unit is not perceptible.
" How is that ?

" In the

case of Context, what happens is that when some detail is found mentioned in

close proximity to an act which stands in need of the mention of the details

of procedure, then, the latter becomes complete (by being supplemented by
the former) ; so that what is inferred in this case is that the act in question
was incomplete (without the supplement), and not that the two together
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form 'one sentence* (are syntactically connected). It is only when

there is Syntactical Connection that, on the basis of that connection, we

assume the power of indicating (the requisite detail), and this detail then be-

comes duly indicated. Thus the * remoteness of the objective
'

in this case

is that Direct Assertion is nearer to Syntactical Connection than to Context,

from which latter it is far removed.*

Thus then, when action is taken according to the Injunction,
' with the

Suktavaka one should offer the Kusha-bundle ' and when mantras are used

after omitting the names of the deities of the Paurnamdsl or those of the

Amdvasyd, as the case may be, then the rest of those mantras also is to be

used after similar omissions. So that even though, on the strength of Context,

the portion of the mantra (a) left after omitting the names of the deities of

the Paurnamdsl (Agni-Soma) may be inferred to be syntactically connected

with that mantra-portion (b) which speaks of the deities of the Amavdsya

(Indra-Agni), yet the connection of this latter portion with the names of the

deities of the Amdvdsyd (Indra-Agni) is directly perceived ;
as a matter of

fact, however, there can be no valid Inference contrary to a fact of Percep-

tion. Further, the purpose of the Context having been thus accomplish-

ed, the several factors in it become complete, and not being in want of any-

thing, they cannot be made to be in want (and incomplete) .

It has been argued that "
Being set aside by Indicative Power, Synta-

ctical Connection should be set aside by Context also." If a means of right

cognition has been set aside once, it does not necessarily follow that it is

entirely evanescent (and hence rejected) in other cases also. If it were so

evanescent, it would not be a * means of right cognition
' at all. The fact

of the matter is that a certain thing is effective against one thing (but not

against another) ; for instance, though Syntactical Connection has the power
to set aside Context, it has no such power against Indicative Power ; and the

reason for this lies in the fact that, while as compared to Indicative Power,

Syntactical Connection is remoter from the 'objective', as compared to

* If we accept Context as the authority in this case, then, (1) inasmuch as

there is no syntactical connection perceived between the mantra-portion (a) from

which the names *

Agni-Soma
' have been omitted and the names '

Indra-Agni' , it

will be necessary to assume this Syntactical Connection ; (2) then, on the basis

of this Syntactical Connection, it would be necessary to assume in the mantra (a) the

Indicative Power to indicate the deities Indra-Agni', (3) when this Indicative

Power has been assumed, on its basis, there could be the assumption of the Direct

Assertion to the effect that ' such and such a portion of the mantra is to be used at

the performance of such and such an act
'

; thus then between the Context and the

actual use of the mantra, there are three intervening steps to be assumed. In the

case of Syntactical Connection, on the other hand, the connection between the

mantra-words and the Deity is directly perceived; and (1) on the basis of this

connection there is assumption of the Indicative Power in the mantra to indicate

the deities concerned ; and (2) then follows the assumption of the Direct Assertion

laying down the actual using of the mantra ; so that in this case between Syntac-

tical Connection and the actual using, there are only two intervening steps to be

assumed. It is in this sense that the *

objective
'

is
' remoter ' in the case of

Syntactical Connection than in that of Context.
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Context, it is nearer to the *

objective '. Thus it is that Context is set aside by
Syntactical Connection.

(D) [' Context* is more authoritative than '

Order'].

Question
" What is the instance of conflict between Context and Order ?

"

Answer There is the Rdjasuya sacrifice which consists of several

(primary sacrifices) enjoined in a definite order ; one of these is the

Abhishechanlya sacrifice ; among the details of those sacrifices there is

enjoined the Reciting of the story of Shunahshepa, which occupies the same

place in the order of sequence among the details which the Abhisechanlya
does among the sacrifices. Now if

' Context '

is to be regarded as of higher

authority, then the said Reciting of the story should be taken as forming

part of all the sacrifices ; on the other hand, if higher authority attaches

to ' Order ', then it should form part of the Abhisechanlya sacrifice only.

[The question thus is of which sacrifice does the Reciting of the story form

part ?]

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa ;

" Both these

means of knowledge (* Context
' and 'Order') are of equal authority.

Why ? Because we do not find any grounds for discriminating between the

two, whereby we could determine that this one is possessed of superior au-

thority ; hence we conclude that both are of equal strength. Further, we
have seen that * Context' is rejected by

'

Syntactical Connection '; it will then

be equally liable to be rejected by
* Order '

."

Against this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta :
' Context '

is superior to ' Order '

. Why ?
' Because of the remoteness of the objective

'

(Su.) "What is the remoteness of the objective in this case ?
" In cases like

the one under consideration the connection of the details with sacrifices

would depend upon the '

Syntactical Connection '

(between the texts enjoin-

ing them) ; now among a number of details mentioned in the same
* Context ', inasmuch as there is likely to be a * need *

of supplementing,
it may be possible to syntactically connect a sacrifice even though com-

plete in all its details, with a further detail mentioned in close proximity to

itself (in the same Context) ; but it is not equally possible to syntactically

connect a sacrifice mentioned in a certain order of sequence with a detail

that may be found to be mentioned (elsewhere) in the same order of se-

quence. The * Order '

of a thing consists only in the particular position that it

occupies among a number of things mentioned together ; so that it has to

be admitted that when we connect a thing mentioned in a certain * Order '

with others mentioned along with it, simply on the basis of that proximity,

we do not really perceive any 'need' in the thing in question (for such

connection). In the case of ' Context ', on the other hand, such need

(among the several details mentioned in the same Context) is directly per-

ceived. It is not possible for what is mentioned in the same * Context ' and

what is mentioned hi the same 'order' to be syntactically connected

with the sacrifice in question. Thus it is that there is a conflict between

the two (' Context
' and ' Order '). Now, in the case of ' Context ', the

' need '

(for mutual connection) is directly perceptible ; and as such it can set aside
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the assumption of ' need '

based upon
* Order *, which eould only be inferred.

[The process by which these means of knowledge function in the case, lead-

ing up to the assumption of the necessary
* Direct Assertion

'

is as follows]

(1) There is the assumption of mutual 'need', which leads to (2) the as-

sumption of 'Syntactical Connection', which leads to (3) the assumption
of the *

power to indicate ', and this leads to (4) the assumption of * Direct
'

Assertion'. Now this *

objective ',
* Direct Assertion', is nearer to the

* Context
' than to the * Order '

[because in the case of ' Context '

, the first

step of * need '

is directly perceived, while in that of ' Order ', the recognition

of * need
'

involves an inferential process, which is less direct]. For these

reasons, as between * Context ' and ' Order ',
' Context '

should be regarded

as more authoritative.

As regards the argument that "
having been set aside by

'

Syntactical

Connection ',* Context
' could be set aside by others also", this is not

right ; because what is proper is that what has been set aside (once) should

be helped (by another), and not that it should be further set aside.

(E) [' Order
'

is more authoritative than * Name '].

Question
" What is the example of conflict between * Order ' and

' Name ', and which of the two is more authoritative ?
"

Answer Under the section named ' Pauroddshika '

(

*

Pertaining to the

Cake'), but in a place in the * order of sequence which is the same as

that of the Sdnndyya
'

(Curd-Butter), we find the mantra ' Shundhadhvam

daivydya karmane '

(Taitti. Sam. 1. 1.3. 1), laid down for the purposes of

purification. In regard to this, there arises the question
* Name '

being regarded as more authoritative, should the mantra be used for the

purification of the vessels containing the Cake ? Or ' Order '

being regard-

ed as more authoritative, should it be used for the purification of the vessels

containing the Curd-Butter ?
'

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa
" The two means

of knowledge are of equal authority. Why ? Because there is no difference

between the two. Or, we may regard
* Name '

as the more authoritative

of the two ; as
* Order ' has been found to be liable to rejection by

* Context '

also."

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhdnta :
' Order '

is the

more authoritative of the true. Why ?
* Because of the remoteness of the

objective
'

(Su).
" What is the remoteness of the objective in this case ?

"
(In the

case of the use of a mantra being indicated by
' Order '

) what happens is

that the *

Syntactical Connection' (of the mantra) with something (in the

same context) having been recognised by means of '

Context', if any parti-

cular thing happens to be mentioned in proximity to it (i.e. in the same
order of sequence), there follows the assumption of mutual *

need', which

again leads to the assumption of *

Syntactical Connection '

(of the mantra)
with that particular thing. As for ' Name ' on the other hand, it is only a

secular (non-Vedio) term, and nothing secular can have any authority on

matters like the one under consideration. Consequently
' Order ' should be

regarded as more authoritative (than
' Name ').
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Objection
" If that is so, then what follows is that in matters like the

one under discussion, the use of mantras is indicated by
* Order ', not that

' Order '

is more authoritative because of the remoteness of the objective (in

the case of ' Name ') [which is the thesis desired to be proved by the Sid-

dhdnta]. It is when two means of knowledge appertain to the same matter

that there is a comparison between the two regarding their authoritative

character ; in the way in which it has been argued, however,
* Name '

is not

a 'means of knowledge at all, because it is a secular word, and in the case of

secular words it is the person (the speaker) who is the authoritative source

of knowledge."

Reply This does not affect the position at all. As a matter of fact,

in the case in question the fact of the mantra being subsidiary to one

thing or the other is not cognised through the authority of any Person ; what

is cognised through the Person is the fact that the name ' Pauroddshika '

applies to this particular section of the Veda ; in reality, our sole source of in-

formation consists in the Person (or Persons who, in the course of their reading,

have given definite names to certain sections of the Veda) ; just as

such person or persons are the sole authority for such ideas as (a)
* this

mantra is mentioned in the same order of sequence as the Sdnndya\ (b)
*
it occurs in such and such a Context ', (c)

*
it is thus syntactically connect-

ed ', (d)
' this is a Vedic term'. These ideas do not pertain to matters be-

yond the senses ; hence trustworthy persons are the source of knowledge in

regard to such matters ; it is only in matters beyond the senses that

trustworthy persons are not the source of knowledge. [This is what is meant

by our argument that ' Name '

is a secular word.] So that ' Name '
is a real

means of knowledge ; and in so far as it is a means of knowledge, its auth-

ority has to be examined.

Says the Opponent
" In that case you have to explain the remoteness

from the objective in the case of * NameV
The remoteness from the objective is as follows : As a matter of fact, the

definite connection of the mantra with the Sdnndyya is indicated by the

fact of its occurring in the same * Order '

of sequence (as the Sdnndyya) ; but no

such definite connection of the mantra is indicated by the ' Name '

(' pauro-

ddshika* ; all that happens is that when we find the term (* pauroddshika*)

pronoimced, we gather, from Presumption, that there must be some sort of

connection (between the mantra and the Puroddsha). Thus it is that, as

before (in other cases), there is remoteness from the objective (in the case

of ' Name ') ; and (for this reason)
* Name '

is set aside by
* Order '.*

* What is meant is that in all cases the action of one man depends upon what

he has seen in other men ; nor do we find the Veda making any such declarations

as ' this thing is mentioned in the same order of sequence as something else *,
' this

occurs in such and such a Context ', and so forth ; it is only when men are recit-

ing the Veda, that we come to notice these facts ; those readers themselves must
have noticed the same facts when some other men had been reciting the Veda ; and
-so on and on, such noticing of the facts could be traced to time without beginning >

and as such these facts would come to be regarded as authoritative. Otherwise, from

the point of view of the Veda alone, the ' Context '

as well as * Non-Context '

(per se)
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(F) [The setting aside is possible even for such cognitions as tiave got

at their objective.]

Question (against the entire Adhikarana) "When it is said that 'this

means of knowledge is set aside by that
' and * that by this

' and so on,

that which is set aside, is it one that has got at the objective of that which

sets it aside ? [i.e. Is the rejected Pramdna one that has got at the samo

objective as the rejecting Pramdna ?]
* What are you driving at ?

'

Wel'J,

if the former has not got at the same objective, what would be set aside ?

[as there would, in this case, be nothing to be set aside says the I}juvi-

mala} If, on the other hand, it has got at the objective, then how could

it be set aside ?
"

Answer The previous cognition is certainly one that has got at the

objective of the subsequent rejecting cognition. How so ? We infer tfois

from the fact that the general causal agency that brings about cognitions? is

present (in the case of the previous cognition also).
"
Then, how is it net

aside ?
"

It is not quite set aside ; what happens is that there follows another

cognition to the effect that * this previous cognition is wrong'. "What
would be the character of a cognition that is not-wrong ?

"
When, even

upon pondering over it, it is found that the cognition is not followed by
a contrary cognition sublating it, then that cognition is regarded to be

not-wrong. It is on this principle that among the several means of know-

ledge in the case in question viz. (1)
* Direct Assertion', (2) 'Indicative

Power', (3) 'Syntactical Connection', (4)
'

Context', (5) 'Order' and (6)

* Name ', the one that precedes is more authoritative than what follows,

because in the case of the cognition obtained through it, even pondering

over it, it is found that there is no contrary cognition sublating it. It is

for this reason that when there is a collision i.e. conflict among these, the oni

that follows is weaker than what precedes, because of the remoteness of th"

objective.

[The whole of this last dismission (F) has been alternatively explained a

having a wider scope and referring to all cases of the setting aside of one cognition

by another. See Tantravartika Trans., pp. 1217-1222] Mandana Mishra,

however, in his Anukramanika has treated this as a distinct Adhikarana, under Sutra

14, just like the foregoing five Adhikaranas (A to E).

would be equally without authority. Then, inasmuch as the above facts will have

been rfoticed by many persons, there could be no suspicion of their being defective

through discrepancies in the perceptive faculty of any one person. Thus then, it is

clear that due authority does attach to * Name ', as a means of knowledge ; but

though it is so in certain places, yet in others, it is set aside whenever it is found

to be more remote from its objective than other means of knowledge. [Tantravar-
tika Trans., p. 1215.]



ADHIKARAI^A (8) : The number '
twelve

'

in connection

with the
'

Upasads
'

pertains to the
' Ahlna '

sacrifice.

SUTRA (15).

[PtJRVAPAKA]
" ON ACCOUNT OF THE c CONTEXT ', THE TERM

' AHlNA
'

SHOULD UNDOUBTEDLY BE TAKEN IN THE

SECONDARY (FIGURATIVE) SENSE."

Bhdsya.

[We have dealt with cases of conflict between one means of knowledge with the

one that follows immediately after it, in the enumeration ; we are now going to deal

with cases of similar conflicts at random; and the present Adhikarana is going to

deal with a case of conflict between * Direct Assertion
' and ' Context

'

; according to

the Rjuvimala this a case of conflict between '

Syntactical Connection ' and

'Context'.!

In the context of the Jyotistoma sacrifice, we find the text * Tisra eva

sdhnasya upasadah, dvddasha ahinasya
'

[' There are three Upasads at the

Sdhna sacrifice and twelve at the Ahlna '] (Taitti. Sarh. 6. 2. 5. 1) [' Sdhna
'

is

a name for the Jyotistoma, based on the ground of its being completed in one

day ;

*

Upasads' are the homa -offerings made during the time following the

Initiation-day and before the day of the Sorna-extraction ;

* Ahina '

is the

name given to those sacrifices which consist of several repetitions of the

Soma-sacrifice lasting for two, three or more days.l

In connection with this text, there arises the question Does the num-

ber * twelve
' mentioned in connection with the Upasads pertain to the

Jyotistoma or to the Ahina sacrifice ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa
" The number

should be taken as appertaining to the Jyotistoma. Why ? Because of the
6

Context
'

; i.e. it is only when it is thus taken that the * Context '

is

honoured. " But * Context
*

should be set aside by
*

Syntactical Connection
'

(as the sentence ' dvddasha ahinasya* distinctly says that the number of

Upasads is
4 twelve

'

at the Ahina)." It is not set aside. Why ? Because the

term ' ahina
'

literally means
* what is not hlna or poor', i.e. the sacrifice

which is not poor, either in the point of sacrificial fee, or of sacrificial imple-

ments, or of results ; and in this sense the Jyotistoma itself would be Ahina

(in the said figurative sense) [so that the said sentence also would connect

the number ' twelve ' with the Jyotistoma itself, and not with any other

sacrifice of the name of * Ahina ']"

30
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SUTRA (16).

[SlDDHANTAl THE NUMBER SHOULD BE SEPARATED (FROM
THE CONTEXT), BECAUSE THE WORD (' AHINA ') IN ITS

PRIMARY SENSE HAS NO CONNECTION (WITH

JYOTISTOMA).

Bhdsya.

The number * twelve* of the Upasads
' should be separated' (from the

Context) ; why ? because there is no connection with the Jyotistoma.
fi Why

should there be no connection (with the Jyotistoma) ?
" Because it is clearly

perceived that the number in question is syntactically connected with the

Ahlna. <
" But the Jyotistoma itself is

(Ahlna '

in the figurative sense." It will

not be right to take it in that sense ; so long as the primary sense is applicable
there can be no justification for the word being taken in a figurative sense.
" But the term ' ahlna

' can be taken as a negative compound (meaning that

which is not-hina, not poor) ; and this will be a primary signification of the

term." This is not possible, we reply ; for if the term * ahlna '

were a nega-
tive compound, then it would have the accent on the first syllable ; as it

is, however, it has the accent on the middle (second) syllable [See Vdr-

tika under Panini 6. 2. 2]. From all this it follows that the indications of

the * Context '

should be set aside and the number * twelve ' should be taken
as appertaining to the Ahlna sacrifice.

Further, we have the assertion also in the text itself, to the effect that * at

the Sahna there are three Upasads, but there are twelve at the Ahlna' ;

this assertion becomes explicable only if the Ahlna is a sacrifice different

from the Sahna (Jyotistoma) ; so that, the said assertion being there, the
number * twelve * must appertain to the A hlna sacrifice.

[KumSrila has taken exception to this presentation of the Adhikarana, and pro-

posed a somewhat different presentation, for which see TantraoartikaTmns., pp.

1226-1227.]



ADHIKARAI^A (9) : The two '

Pratipads
'

are to be

separated from the
' Context

'

and connected

with '

Kulaya
'

and other sacrifices.

SUTRA (17).

WHAT is CONNECTED WITH DUALITY AND PLURALITY (SHOULD

BE SEPARATED FROM THE ' CONTEXT '), BECAUSE IT HAS

BEEN ENJOINED (ELSEWHERE).

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, wo read * Yuvam hi sthah svapati

(Samaveda 2. 351) iti dvayoryajamdnayoh pratipadam kuryal (cf. Pancha-

vhnsha-Brahmana 6. 10. 14) ; Ete asrgramindavah (Samaveda 2. 180) Iti

bahubhyo yajamdnebhyah
'

(cf. Parlchavimsha-Brahrhana 6. 9. 13). [' Prati-

pad
'

is Ithe name given to the verse that is recited before the singing of the

titotra-hymn ; the meaning of the texts therefore is that '
for two sacri-

ficers, the Pratipad should consist of the verso ' Yuvaih hi sthah svapati

etc.', and for several sacriQcers, the Pratipad should consist of the verse
' Ete aftrgramindavah, eto.'J

In connection with this, there arises the question Are the two Pratipads

here laid down to be used at tho Jyotistoma sacrifice itself ? Or should they

be separated from the Context and used at a sacrifice performed by two

sacrificers, such as the Kulaya and the like and at one performed by several

sacrificers, such as tho Dvirdtra and the like ?

The conclusion (fliddhunta) that suggests itself is that ' what is connected

with duality and plurality
'

(i.e. what is spoken of in connection with two

sacrificers and several sacrificers), not having any connection with the Jyotis-

toma \which has a single sacrificor), the two Pratipads should be separated

from the ' Context
'

: because in connection with the Jyotistoma we do not

find two sacrificers mentioned, as we do in connection with the Kulaya, in

regard to which the injunction is
' The King and the Priest, desiring absorp-

tion into God-head, should perform this Kulaya sacrifice' (Jaiminlya-Bra.

2. 132).

SUTRA (18).

[PQRVAPAKSA urged against the Siddhdnta stated in the

foregoing Sutra]
" THEY MIGHT FIND PLACE (IN THE

JYOTISTOMA), IN THE EVENT OF TWO OR MORE

SACRIFICERS BEING ENGAGED IN IT FOR

SOME SPECIAL PURPOSE."

Bhasya.

Says the Opponent
" If you hold the opinion that the two Pratipads

should be separated from the '

Context', then,
t

this cannot be right; as it
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would mean the rejection of the authority of the ' Context'. ' Let the Con-

text be rejected (it is only right that it should be rejected), on the ground that

the Jyotistoma has no connection with two or several sacrificers'. Even

though there may be no texts laying down two sacrificers for the Jyotistoma,

it would be possible for two sacrificers to be therefor some special purpose ; for

instance, there may be some act (connected with the Jyotistoma) which the

sacrificer would be unable to accomplish singly by himself, and which he could

accomplish with the help of an assistant ; as a matter of fact, when a man has

to perform a sacrifice, he should perform it in any way he can do it ; con-

sequently, it would be open to the sacrificer to take an assistant, even though
this might involve the disobeying of certain injunctions (regarding the per-

formance of certain acts by the sacrificer himself, for instance). In this

manner, the two Pratipads would remain within the Context. Consequently

they should not be separated from the Context."

SUTRA (19).

[ANSWER] THAT CANNOT BE ; AS THE ARCHETYPE is CONNECTED
WITH ONE ONLY.

Bhdsya.

The '

archetype
'
in this case is tho Jyotistoma ; of this the accessory

details have been all clearly laid down by the texts themselves, and none of

it has got to be deduced from the general maxim (that
' the Ectype is to be

performed like the Archetype ').
" What if it is so ?

"
If it is so, then what

is clearly laid down by the texts cannot be rejected. In the case of ectypal

sacrifices, on the other hand, as details would be deduced from the said

general maxim, they would be merely inferred, and as such liable to re-

jection. Then again, due significance is meant to be attached to the single-

ness of the performer of the Jyotistoma, which, being thus directly asserted,

could not be set aside by mere Indicative Power. Even in cases where the

performance of the Jyotistoma is found to be laid down as compulsory, we
find only a single sacrificer spoken of ; e.g. in such texts ' Vasante vasante

jyotisd yajeta^ [where
'

yajeta' is in the singular number]. From all this it

follows that the two Pratipads in question should bo separated from the

'Context'.

Question
" Why should not the text containing the terms in the Dual

numbof (i.e. the first text * Yuvath hi sthah, etc.') be taken as referring to

the sacrificer's wife ? The two persons meant by the Dual number in the

text '

yuvam hi sthah, etc.' would thus be the sacrificer and his one wife ; and

cases where the sacrificer has several wives would come under the second

text '
1Ste asrgramindavah, etc.' Just as the injunction of wearing silk

'

ksaume vasandvagnimddadhlyatam
'

(where we have the Dual number) [has

been taken as referring to the sacrificer and his wife, in the same manner
the injunction of xising the Pratipads (which has the Dual or the Plural

number) [may be taken as referring to the sacrificer and his one or several

wives]."

Answer In the case of the injunction (of wearing silk), it is impossible
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to take the direct primary meaning (of the Dual number, as referring to two

male sacrificers ;
as there is no performance of the Agnihotra laid down as to be

done by two sacrificers), and hence the word (with the Dual number) is taken

in a figurative sense, whereby the word in the masculine gender (' vasdnau ')

is taken as including a female member (the sacrificer' s wife). In the case in

question, on the other hand, the Dual number and the Plural number, in

their direct signification, are found to bo applicable to the sacrifices actually

laid down as to be performed by two men and several men ; and hence there

can bo no justification for taking in an extended sense such expressions as
6

bahubhyah yajamdnebhyah
'

(' for several sacrificers
*

). As for the expression
with the Dual number,

'

dvayoryajamdnayoh
'

(

*
for two sacrificers '), the

explanation that has been suggested, that the term is to be taken as an

fjkashesa copulative compound made up of the terms *

Yajamdnah
'

(Mascu-

line) and
* Yajamdnd

'

(Feminine), and as such standing for the two persons,

the sacrificer and his wife also takes the expression in a figurative (extend-

ed) sense.

Further [if, at all performances of the Jyotistoma, the Pratipads to be

used were the two that we are considering viz. : (a)
' Yuvam hi sthah, etc.' and

(b)
* Ete asrgramindavah, etc.', on the ground that in every case the sacrificer

would be accompanied by one or more wives, as suggested by the Pnrvapakaa

then], there would be no room for the Pratipad in the form of the mantra
*

Updsmai gdyatd narah etc.* (Samaveda 2. 1-3) [which is the special Pratipad

prescribed as the invarible concomitant of the Jyotistoma sacrifice].

From all this it becomes established that the two Pratipads under

discussion should be separated from the ' Context '.



ADHIKARAI^A (10) : The '

Jaghani \
' Tail \ should not be

separated from the Context.

[We now proceed to consider cases which form exceptions to the principle of

factors being removed from their Context. 'Tantravartika. It has been established

that sentence (i.e. Syntactical Connection) is more authoritative than Context ; and we
are now going to consider a case where the exact meaning of the sentence itself is

doubtful.

SUTRA (20).

[PURVAPAKSA] "THE ' JAGHANI' ALSO (SHOULD BE SEPARATED

FROM THE CONTEXT) BECAUSE IT is A PART."

Bhdsya.

In connection with tho Darsha-purnamdsa, we read '

Jdghanyd patnih

samydjayanti
'

[' Jdghanl
9

is tho tail of the animal ; and the torm '

patnl
'

here stands for the action consisting of four oblations to tho wives of the

deities, which is, on that account, called *

Patnlsathydja
9

, 'sacrifice to the

wives 'j. In regard to this there arises the question Does tins injunction

pertain to tho JJa^/MZ-^mmawtl.sa-sacrifices ? Or is it to be separated from

the 'Context' and attached to the Pashti (dedicated to Aynt-Notna, at the

Jyotistoma sacrifice) ?

Question
" On what grounds should it be attached to the Darsha-purna-

mdm ? and on what grounds to tho Pashn ?
"

AnswnrIi the Patnlsaniydjas are taken as onjoinod in reference to the
*

Jdgfianl ', tlien the injunction in question should be separated from the con-

text. If, on the other hand, the Jaghani is taken as enjoined in reference if) the

Patnlsamydjas, then tho injunction must remain in the context and be

attached to the Darsha-purnamdsa sacrifices.

Tho Purvapaksa view is as follows :
" What is laid down in the In-

junction should be removed from tho Context.- ' Why should it bo removed ?
*

Because as a matter of fact, tho Palnlsaihydjas are enjoined (as a /SVw'wf-

kdra, sanctifieation) in reference to tho Jdghanl. How so ? Because the

injunction of the Patnlnathyajas is got at directly by means of the words (of

the text *

Jdghanyd patnih satkydjayanti
9

); while that of the Jdghanl (Tail)

is got at through
'

Syntactical Connection
'

; nud what is authoritative (as a

moans of knowledge) is tho direct word, not '

Syntactical Connection '.
' But

tho Patnlsathydjas have been already enjoined (by another text)'. True,

they have been already enjoined ; but they are again enjoined (by tho text

under discussion) in reference to tho Jdghanl (Tail), the sense being that

the Jaglwnl is to be made connected with the Patriifta-riiyajau. Such being

the case, at the Darsha-purnatndsa, even if the Patnlsamydjas wore per-

formed without the Jdghanl, they would not bo defective; and yet the

Jdghanl is brought up at it ; hence it follows that the Jdghanl is to be used

at a sacrifice where it might serve some useful purpose ; and this is possible
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at the Pas/w-sacrifice, not at the Darsha-purnamasa-s&crificea. The Jaghanl
too being only a part (of the animal) could not justify the employment of

the entire animal (and it could be taken out of the animal that has been

killed and used elsewhere). From all this it follows that tho injunction
should be taken out of the Context."

SUTRA (21).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY IT IS AN INJUNCTION (OV THE TAIL) ;

AS IT IS THE TAIL THAT IS SOMETHING NEW (NOT HAVING

BEEN ENJOINED ELSEWHERE).

Bhdsya.

In reality it is the Jayharii, Tail, that is enjoined by the text in ques-
tion as an accessory of the Patnisamyajas. Why ? Because it is something

new; that is to say, nowhere else has the Tail been prescribed as an acces-

sory of the Patnlsathyajas. In another text (as has been pointed out

above) though the Patnisamydjas themselves have been enjoined, their con-

nection with tho Tail has not been prescribed. As a matter of fact, when-

ever the connection between two things is enjoined, one of the two members
connected is always such as has been enjoined elsewhere, and tho connection

comes in as its invariable concomitant. Or, we may take it that the injunc-

tion I"H of the connection, and the members connected come in as invariable

concomitants (of the Connection). So that, in a case where both members

come in as mere indicatives of the Connection, it is the Connection that is

enjoined directly by a word expressive of itself ; whereas in a case where

only one of the two members comes in as the indicative (of the Connection),

what the injunction does is to point to that indicative member and enjoin

the other member; --in the case in question it is the Patnisathyfijatt that

are pointed out as members indicative of tho Connection. " How do you
know that?" -Because of the presence of tho term * Patnl* ('wife') in the

name, which term certainly could not be understood as indicating all sacri-

fices (by reason of the presence of tho wife being necessary at all perform-

ances) ;
in fact, it indicates only that sacrifice of which tho wives are the

direct means of accomplishment [and the Palriiaamyajas constitute such

sacrifices].

Question "Why cannot we take it the other way i.e. it is the Tail

that is pointed out as the member indicative of the connection, and it is the

Patmsamycijas that are enjoined ?
"

Answer The sacrifice spoken of in the text in question being something
new (not already enjoined elsewhere), it is not possible for the ' wives

'

(alone) to bo taken as enjoined in connection with that sacrifice; and if

the Tail were pointed out (as the member indicative of the connection), if

the text were taken as enjoining the sacrifice along with the ' wives ', then

there would be syntactical split. As a matter of fact, the sacrifice along with

the ' wives '

(i.e. the Patnlsamyajas) is one that is already enjoined elsewhere ;

and it is this sacrifice that is merely pointed out in the text in question (as

the member indicative of the connection) ; it is for this reason that we
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conclude that what the text in question does is to point to this sacrifice as

the member indicative of the connection and to enjoin the Tail.

As regards the argument that " the injunction of the Tail could be ob-

tained only through
*

Syntactical Connection ', whereas that of the Patni-

samydjas is obtained from * Direct Assertion
5

," it has been already ex-

plained that it is not possible for the text in question to be taken as an in-

junction of the sacrifice (Patnlsamydja), because such an interpretation

would involve a syntactical split.

For these reasons, the text must be taken as enjoining the Tail. And
such being the case, the performance of the Patnlsamydja sacrifice at the

Darsha-purnamdsa itself would remain defective, without the Tail: hence

the Tail should not be removed from the Context (of the Darsha-purnamdsa,
where it happens to be enjoined).

SUTRA (22).

"!T is ONLY A PART", IF THIS ARGUMENT BE PUT FORWARD

[then the answer would be as given in the next Sutra].

Bhdsya.

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin, above) that " the Tail being

only a part of the animal, it could not justify the use of the entire animal,

and hence the Tail should be removed from its Context ". Now this

argument has got to be refuted [and this is done in the following Sutra],

SUTRA (23).

[REPLY]. NOT so
;
BECAUSE THE SCRIPTURE DOES NOT LAY DOWN

THE ' TAIL
'

IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRIMARY SACRIFICE

(DARSHA-PfJRNAMASA) ITSELF.

Bhdsya.

As a matter of fact, the * Tail
'

is not laid down in connection with the

Primary Sacrifices of the Darsha-purnamdsa [it is laid down only in connection

with the Patnisamydjas, which are subsidiary to the Darsha-purnamdsa] ; so

that the Patnlsamydja sacrifices would be performed with the * Tail
'

obtained

from the animal killed at the Pashu-sacrifice ; specially as all that is prescribed

for the Patnisamydjas is the * Tail ', without any qualifications ; so that when
the Patnisamydjas are being performed in connection with the Darsha-purna-

mdsa, the * Tail
'

could be obtained (if not from the body of the animal

killed at the Pashu-sacrifice) even by purchase and such other means
; and

hence there need be 110 removal of the * Tail
'

(from the context of the

Darsha-purnamdsa). [For the Patnisamydjas, Butter also is found to be

prescribed by another text as the material to be used
; hence when the

Patnlsamydja comes to be performed in connection with the Darsha-

purnamdsa, one may use, at his option, either the Tail or the Butter].



ADHIKARAI?A (11) : The *

Cementing of the Slabs
'

is to

be done at the
'

Ectypes
'

or
c Forms 5

of the Agnistoma.

SUTRA (24).

[PRELIMINARY PITRVAPAKSA] -" THE ' CEMENTING' SHOULD BE

DONE AT THE ARCHETYPAL SACRIFICE (JYOTISTOMA),

BECAUSE, LIKE 'PURCHASE*, ITS USEFULNESS

DOES NOT CEASE ".

Bhdsya.

[This is ano.ther instance of conflict between '

Syntactical Connection
' and

* Context '. Tantravartika.]

In the section on Jyotistoma, in connection with the two slabs used

for pounding the Soma-shoots, wo read *

Dlrghasomd santrdyad dhrtyai
'

(cf .

Taitti. Sam. 6. 2. 11. 3) ['At the Dlryhasoma one should cement the slabs

for securing proper support']. In regard to this, there arises the following

question Is this *

cementing
'

to be done at the Jyotistoma itself [the term
*

dlrgkasoma
'

in this case being taken as standing for the Jyotistoma], or

at those performances of the Soma-sacrifice which extend over a long

period of time ? [The Tantravartika sots forth five alternatives in this

connection
( 1) Is the cementing to be done at the main Jyotistoma ? or

(2) at that Jyotistoma which is performed by a tall (dirgha) sacrificer ? or

(3) at the Ukthya and such other ' forms' of the Agnistoma which extend

over longer periods of time than the other 'forms' ? or (4) at the Sattra

and Ahlna sacrifices only, which extend over several days ? or (5) at all

sacrifices other than the Agnistoma ?]

[Before taking up the consideration of the several alternatives, the first point

to determine is whether or not the '

Cementing
'

is to be disjoined from the

' Context
'

in which it is laid down. Because if it is decided that it cannot be

taken away from the Context, then it will have to be done at the main Jyotistoma

itself.]

On this preliminary question, we have the following Purvapaksa (A) :

"Inasmuch as the usefulness of the cementing
' does not cease* (is not

absent) in the main Jyotistoma, it should not be removed from the

Context [i.e. it should be done at the main Jyotistoma itself]. 'But in

connection with the main Jyotistoma, there is another declaration that the

two slabs should not be cemented.' (Cf. Taitti. Sam. 6. 2. 11. 3 ; Mai.-Sarh. 1. 10.

13.) The answer to this is that there should be option, as in the case of the

'Purchase' (of Soma) ; that is to say, there are several things laid down

(in Taitti. Sam. 6. 1. 10. 1-2) as the price to be paid for the Soma such

as 'gold',
' cow' and so forth; and these are regarded as so many optional
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alternatives ;
in the same manner, in the case in question there should be

option so that the 'cementing' may or may not be done." *

SUTRA (25).

[PRELIMINABY SIDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE

REMOVAL (OF THE * CEMENTING ') FROM THE CONTEXT ;

BECAUSE OF THE MENTION OF A SPECIAL

QUALIFICATION .

Bhdsya.

[In answer to the Preliminary Purvapaksa (A), we have the following

Preliminary Siddhdnta (A)] The 'Cementing' should, in reality, be

removed from the Context ; as the text mentions a '

special qualification
'

viz. 'The Cementing should be done at the Dm/fta-Soma
'

(where tho

'Soma' has been qualified by the epithet 'dirgha',
*

long-protracted'),
and it is the Sattras that arc '

long-protracted
'

in comparison with the

Jyotistoma [so that the '

Cementing' should have to be done at the Sattras,

and not at the Jyotistoma to which the Context belongs.]

SUTRA (26).

[OBJECTION] "THE 'SPECIAL QUALIFICATION' MAY PERTAIN

TO THE PERFORMER; AS IT is BASED UPON HIM".

Bhasya.

[Says the Opponent]
" Tho '

Cementing
' should not bo removed

from the main Jyotistoma ; thus would the ' Context ' be honoured. As

* Kumarila is not satisfied with this explanation of the example of *

purchase
1

cited in the 8iilra. He supplies the following explanation The objection being

that, since the main Jyotistoma is finished in a short tiirie, there should bo no need

for the cementing of the slabs, as there would not be much strain on thorn, the

answer is that even so, the Cementing will have its use,
* like the Purchase

'

; that is

to say, in the case of the Purchase of Soma, even though the purchase is duly

effected by the payment of any one of the alternative prices prescribed, yet in

actual practice, all these prescribed articles are given to the vendor, in strict

accordance with the scriptural text which lays down the giving of those in

exchange for the 8oma; and though the payment of all these is not necessary, yet

it is not entirely useless ; as it serves the purpose of winning the good graces of

the owner of the Soma, and tho scriptures declare that great prosperity accrues to

the purchaser of the A'oma if the purchase is effected to the entire satisfaction

of the owner. In the same manner, in the case in question, even though the

uncemented slabs would be quite sufficient for tho purpose of pounding the Soma
for the main Jyotistoma, yet, as we are cognisant of the fact that the cementing of

the slabs brings prosperity, the cementing should be done ; and it would serve the

useful purpose of bringing prosperity to the performer. See Tantravartika Trans.,,

p. 1240.
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for the term *

diryJia-soma', this may be taken as pertaining to the per-

former, the Soma-sacrifice performed by a 'tall* (' diraha*) person being,

called 'Dirgha-Soma
9

."

SUTRA (27).

[ANSWER] IT MUST PERTAIN TO THE SACRIFICE ; AS OTHERWISE

THE COMMENDATION WOULD BE INEXPLICABLE.

Bhdsya.

It is not right that the 'cementing' should find place in the main

Jyotistoma; it should be done only at that Soma-sacrifice which is long-

protracted, the '

diryhatva
'

(length) pertaining to the sacrifice, not to the

performer. Why ? Because ' otherwise the commendation would be inexpli-

cable
'

; in the text in question, we have the commendatory term '

dhrtyai
'

which means ' for the purpose of securing proper support'. What happens
at the long-protracted Soma-sacrifice is that the Soma is pounded with

stones over and over again; so that there is fear of the slabs on which

Soma is pounded breaking under the strain; and hence in this case the
*

cementing
'

serves the purpose of making the slabs capable of '

supporting
'

the strain, and thus the commendatory term becomes applicable [which
could not be the case in the main Jyotistoma, where there are only three

extractions of juice and hence the pounding is done only thrice]. For this

reason the '

cementing
' should be removed (from the ' context

'

of the

Jyotisloma, and done at the long-protracted Soma-sacrifice).

[The conclusions hitherto reached are (1) That the 'cementing' is not to be

done at the mainJyotistnma in general, nor (2) at the main Jyotirtotna performed by
a tall person. Then the third alternative is taken up viz. that it should be done

at the other forms '

of the Jyotistoma. Sutra (28) objects to this view ; Sutra (29)

answers these objections and sets forth t\\Q final tilddhantaviz. that the 'cement-

ing
'

should be done at those * forms '

of the Jyotistoma which are long-protracted.

It has to be noted that the Bhacya, urges, in favour of this friddhanta, the argu-

ment that this preserves the connection of the 'Context', as the 'Forms' are

forms of the Jyotistoma, and the Context is of the Jyotiftoma ; so that in this

Siddhanta, there is no 'removal' of the Cementing from the 'Context' of the Jyo-
tistoma. It has to be borne in mind that according to what follows under 3. 6. 41-

43, the other * forms '

of the Jyotistoma do not belong to the same ' Context
'

as the

main. Jyotiftoma itself ; they are so many modifications of the Jyotixtoma, and

have distinct results of their own. See Tantravartika Trans., p. 1243 and p. 1579.

It may be pointed out here that the Jyotistoma sacrifice is made up of seven
* tfaritsthas

'

or * Forms' , of which the following four are the more important

onos--(l) The 'AgniPtoma', which ends with the Yajnayajiiiya Hymn, (2) the
*

Ukthya\ ending with the Vkthya Hymn, (3) the 'Sodashin\ and (4) the ' Ati-

ralra'. Of these the Agnittoma is the one most intimately related to the JyotiHo-

ma; as there can be no Jyotistoma without the Agnifitoma; while, even without

the Ukthya and the other 'forms', the character of '

Jyotistoma
' remains intact.

The 'Context' therefore belongs to the Jyotiftoma in its Agniftoma form; and

the other ' forms '

are therefore out of that '

Context'.]
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SUTRA (28).

,[
FINAL PORVAPAKSA]

" As REGARDS THE '(OTHER) FORMS', [IF THE

TERM ' DlRGHA-SOMA
' WERE TAKEN AS STANDING FOR THESE],

THERE WOULD BE NO PECULIARITY IN THE 4 SUPPORT
'

REQUIRED ; JUST AS THERE IS NONE IN THE

CASE OF THE TERM STANDING FOR THE

PERFORMER
|
so that the com-

mendatory term '

dhrtyai
'

would remain

inexplicable]."

Bhdsya.

This Sutra should be taken as following after a few words. What are

these words ? They are as follows" Why cannot the cementing find a place

in the other Forms ? If it did, then the Context would be duly honoured, and

the term *

dirgha-soma
'

also would become applicable, because the ' Soma-

sacrifice
'

is longer protracted at the Ukthya and other Forms than at the

Agnistoma (which is the first and the inseparable Form of the Jyotistoma)."

It is in answer to these words that we have the Sutra (28), which

embodies the following Purvapak8a"WvQii though the Forms be long-pro-

tracted, the commendatory term cannot be applicable to them ; because the

quantity of Soma at these is the same (as that at the ordinary Jyotist-oma),

the injunction on this point being that * one should measure out ten hand-

fulls '. So that in the case of the other Forms also, there would be 110 more
'

support
'

needed for the slabs than in that of the Jyotlstoma. For these

reasons, the *

cementing
' must be removed from the * context

'

(and should

not be done either at the main Jyotistoma or at its other Forms)."

9
SUTRA (29).

.[FINAL SIDDHANTA] IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE DONE AT THE ' UKTHYA '

AND OTHER FORMS ; AS THE PURPOSE TO BE SERVED

IS PRESENT IN THEIR CASE.

Bhdsya.

It is not right that there should bo * removal '

of the *

cementing' (from
the Context) ;

in fact, in consideration of the Context, there should be no

such 'removal'. As for the term *

dirgha-soma \ this is quite applicable

to the said Forms, because they extend over a long time. As regards
the quantity of Soma, that also is larger at these Terminuses than at the

Agnistoma; because the number of offerings go on increasing at the said

Forms, -and until there is an increase in the quantity of the substance

offered, there can be no increase in the number of offerings. [It might
be argued that the number of offerings might be increased by increasing
the number of offering-cups, among whom the same small quantity of Soma

might be distributed; but] The name *

graha
'

(offering-cup) is applied
.to the cup only when it is full : hence one could not take up for offering,
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the cups that would be not full. Thus then there being a large quantity of

Soma to be pounded, there would be fear of the slabs breaking, and hence

the securing of proper
*

support
' becomes desirable ; and this renders the

commendatory term *

dhrtyai* quite explicable (and applicable).

SUTRA (30).

[OBJECTION]
" THERE BEING NO DIFFERENCE IN THE TWO CASES,

THE COMMENDATION WOULD BE MEANINGLESS IN BOTH", IF

THIS is URGED [then the answer would be as in

the following Sutra],

Bhasya.

[Says the Opponent]
" If you hold the view that in the case of the

other Forms, there being an increase in the quantity of the substance to

be offered, the commendatory word becomes quite applicable, then our

answer is that it is not so ; because even so, the commendation would be-

meaningless. Why so ? Because there would be no difference in the two cases,

regarding the quantity of Soma
;
that is to say, the quantity of Soma re-

quired at the Ukthya and other Forms would be the same as that at the

Aqnistoma ; as at the Ukthya and other Forms also, only
* ten handfulls '

of

Soma would have to be secured. ' But for special purposes, the quantity of

the substance to be offered would have to be increased.' The substance to-

be offered having been declared to be * ten handfulls' how could that be

increased ? For instance, in a case where the number of parvas (joints)

in the Soma -twig has been fixed at three, it will not do for one to have a

piece with a large number of joints. Thus then, the support required being

the same in both cases, the commendatory word remains inapplicable in the

case of the other Forms. Consequently, there should be 'removal* (of the
'

Cementing' from the Context)."

SUTRA (31).

[ANSWER] IT WOULD BE QUITE APPLICABLE, AS THERE is NO

FIXITY* (IN THE QUANTITY PRESCRIBE!)).

Bhdsya*

It is not right to say that there should be 'removal' (of the 'Cement-

ing'); because it could bo done at the Forms (of the Jyotistoma), whore-

by the Context would be duly honoured.- As for the commendation, it

would be quite applicable when the quantity of the offering-substance is

increased in accordance with the needs of the situation. As to how the

* The term Anityatvat
'

has been translated in accordance with the inter-

pretation of the Bhasya; according to Kumarila, who rejects this interpretation,
the term stands for the absence of restriction regarding the quantity of Kama,
which is distinctly declared in such texts as * Avishistan amshim abhyiihSi '. See-

Tantravartika Trans., p. 1245.
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quantity could be increased (when the quantity has been fixed at ' ten

handfulls
'

of Soma-twigs, each of which should be three-jointed), this could

be done by taking up twigs in which the joints would be at longer intervals

(so that the three-jointed twig in this case would make a much larger bulk

than the same in the other case) ; further, at the third * Extraction
'

, one

piece of Soma is pounded, the exact size of this 'piece' is nowhere laid

clown ; so that one could take up a piece which may have several joints

or thicker joints, whereby there would be an increase in the quantity
of the offering-substance ; and in this manner the commendation becomes

quite applicable. For these reasons it becomes established that the

'Cementing' is to be done at the Forms (other than the Agnistoma) [i.e.

at the Ukthya and other Forms of the Jyotistoma] ; [and as for ' removal '

or 'non-removal', this would be a case of ' non-removal '

if the * Context'

of the Forms is taken to be the same as that of the Jyotistoma itself ; and

it would be one of ' removal '

if the ' Context '
of those Forms is differ-

ent from that of the Jyotistoma as has been proved to be the case under

3. 6. 41-43].

[Rumania finds fault with this form of the Siddhdnta ; according to

him the Siddhdnta should be that the Cementing should find a place,

not only at the Ukthya and other Forms of the Jyotistoma itself, but at

all Soma-sacrifices with the single excej>tion of the Agnistoma. Soo Tantra-

vdrtika Trans., pp. 1246-1246.]



ADHIKARA^A (12) : The prohibition of the
'

Pravargya
'

pertains to the first performance of the Jyotistoma.

SUTRA (32).

[PURVAPAE^A] "THE TEXT CONTAINING THE NUMERICAL

ADJECTIVE SHOULD PERTAIN TO THE SACRIFICE,

BECAUSE OF THE CONTEXT."

Bhasya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, with reference to the Pravargya,

we have the text * Na prathamayajne pravrnjydt dvitiye trtlye vd pravrn-

jydt
'

[* One should not perform the Pravargya at the first sacrifice
; one

should perform it at tho second or third '].

[As a matter of fact, the Pravargya is laid down without reference to any

particular sacrifice, the injunction,
* Yat pravargyam pravrnjyat ', standing by

itself; and it is only through the syntactical connection of such sentences as

'Purastadupasadam pravargyam charanti
'

[' Before the Upasads, they perform the

Prarargyn
9

] that it l)ecomes connected with a sacrifice; and this Pravargya

betakes itself to the Jyotistoma in accordance with Sutra 3. 6. 2 ; specially as it is

only in connection with the Jyotistoma that the Upasads are performed. It is in

this sense that the Bhasya has spoken of the Pravargya as connected with the

Jyotistoma. Or, it may be that in the Kausitaki Brahmana, the injunction of the

Pravargya is found in the section on Jyotistoma (8. 2), and the statement of the

Bhasya is based upon this. Tantravartika--FTa,n.B. 9 p. 1247. Tho latter explanation

is better; for, if the Bhasya and the Sutra had in mind that injunction of the

Pravargya which is not found in the section on any sacrifice, then in tho Sutra, the

Purvapdksa view could not have been based upon
' Context '. It is clear, therefore,

that the Sutrakara and the Bhasyakara both had the Kausitaki Text in mind.]

Tri regard to the said prohibition of Pravargya, there arises the question

Is the Pravargya to bo omitted at all performances of the Jyotistoma ? Or,

does the prohibition apply only to its first performance ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa : The prohibition

pertains to the Jyotistoma absolutely (in all its performances). Why ?

Because of the mention of the sacrifice ; that is, the term '

prathama
'

stands

for the sacrifice of the Jyotistoma; because that the name *

prathama
'

(first)

applies to the Jyotistoma is clear from the following text
' Esa vdva prathamo

yajndndm yat jyotistomah f ya etena anistvd athdnyena yajate etc,' [' The first of

sacrifices is the Jyotistoma, if one performs any other sacrifice without hav-

ing performed this etc. etc.']. Here we find that it is the Jyotistoma that is

spoken of by the expression
*

yajndndm prathamah
'

(' the first of sacrifices*
).

Thus, then, if the prohibition in question is taken as pertaining to this sacrifice

(Jyotistoma), the 'Context' becomes honoured. For these reasons the pro-

hibitive text containing the numerical adjective ('prathama
1

) should be

taken as prohibiting the Pravargya at the Jyotistoma."
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SUTRA (33).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE NUMERICAL ADJECTIVE IS A RELA-

TIVE TERM, IN REFERENCE TO THE PERFORMER \ BECAUSE THE

INDICATIVE POWER OF THE TERM is ACTUALLY

DETERMINED BY THAT.

Bhdsya.

It is not true that the prohibition pertains to the sacrifice (Jyotistoma) ;

because in all the four Vedas there is no mention of any sacrifice of the name of

' Prathama-yajna
'

('first sacrifice'). What is 'first' is the performance of

a sacrifice, by a certain person ; the term '
first

'

applying to the performance,

in relation to the second and subsequent performances ; and hence this term

can pertain to the performance of a sacrifice, not to the sacrifice itself. Then

again, that the term '
first

'

refers to the performance of a sacrifice we learn

directly from the word, while the idea of its referring to the sacrifice can

be obtained only through the connection of the sacrifice with the perfor-

mance; and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than Indirect Indica-

tion. Hence the Pravargya is to be omitted at the first performance (of

the Jyotistoma).

As for the argument that " inasmuch as the phrase
'

prathamah' is in

the same case as *

Jyotistoma
'

[in the text * Esa vava prathamo yajndndm yat

jyotistomah'], it must be taken as denoting that sacrifice", this co-exten-

siveness (apposition) between the two can be based only on indirect indica-

tion; and this has been already rejected (on the basis of Direct Assertion).

Lastly, as for the argument that " in the compound
'

prathamayajnah \

the term *

prathama
'

is co-extensive with the term 'yajna' [and hence it

must stand for the yajna, not for the performance] ", this does not mili-

tate against our view, as the term '

yajna
'

is connotative of the yaga, sacri-

ficial performance.



ADHIKARAIVJA (13) : The grinding of 'Ptisan's share' is to

be done only at the Ectypal Sacrifices.

SUTRA (34).

THE GRINDING OF * PuSAN's SHARE* SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PERTAIN-

ING TO THE EOTYPE
;
AS IT HAS NOT BEEN ENJOINED IN REFER-

ENCE TO THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhdsya.

[Though this Adhikarana is on the same lines as Adhikarana (II), yet it has

boon brought in here as serving to introduce the next two Adhikaranas bearing upon
* Ptisan's share*.]

In connection with the Darshapurnamdsa, we have the text * Tasmat

pusd prapistabhdgah adatko hi sah
'

[' Therefore Ptisan has his share ground,
as he is toothless'] (cf. Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 8. 5). In regard to this, there arises

the question Is this grinding of Pusan's share to be done at the Archetype

(the Darshapurnamdsa) ? Or at the Ectypo (some modification of the

J)arsJmpurnamdsa) ?

The Purvapaksa view is that it should be done at the Archetype;

why ? because of the Context. It might be argued that Pusan has not

been declared to be the recipient deity of any offering at the Archetype.
As for that, the term 'Pusan' may be taken as denoting any one of the

several deities to whom offerings are made at the Archetype.

As against this, we have the following Siddhdnta : The grinding of
* Pusan's share' can be enjoined only in connection with a sacrifice where

an offering is actually made to Pusan ; at the Archetype, Pusan is not

a deity to whom an offering is made ;
hence the grinding has to be removed

from the Context. As regards the statement that " the term 'pusan
'

may
be taken as denoting any one of those to whom offerings are made at the

Archetype", the word could be taken in this (indirect) sense, only if there

were no deity to whom the name '

pusan' applied directly.
" If the grind-

ing is done at another sacrifice, then the Context would be discarded ". Let

it be discarded, when what discards it is Syntactical Connection (which is

more authoritative than Context).

In reality however, there can be no doubt on this point at all ; we may
assert it as an established fact that the grinding of Pusan's share should be

done at the Ectype, not at the Archetype, for the simple reason that Pusan

has not been enjoined as a deity at the Archetype.
" Why then should this well-established fact be introduced here at all ?

"

It is introduced here with a view to pave the way for the following

discussion.

31



ADHIKARANA (14) : The '

grinding of Ptisan's share*

can be done only when the material is
' Charu\

Cooked Rice.

SUTRA (35).

[PORVAPAKSA] "THE GRINDING IS TO BE DONE TO ALL OFFERING-

MATERIALS; AS THERE IS NO DISTINCTION AMONG THEM."

Bhdsya.

It has been asserted that * the grinding of Ptisan's share\ laid down in

tho ' Context
'

of the Archetype, should be done at the Ectype. Now there

arises the question Is the grinding to be done to (all offering-materials)

Rice, Animal-flesh and Cake ? or to Rice only ?

The Purvapaksa view is that it is to be done to all the Rice, the

Animal-flesh and the Cake ; why ? because there is no distinction among
them ; as there is no ground for discrimination, tho *

grinding
'

should bo

done to all the offering-materials.

SUTRA (36).

[SIDDH4NTA] IN REALITY THE GRINDING
'

SHOULD BE DONE

TO THIC RICE ONLY; IN THE CASE OF THE CAKE,

IT IS IMPLIED BY ITS VERY NATURE; AND

IN THE CASE OF ANIMAL-FLESH,

IT COULD NOT BE DONE

TO IT, AS ITS VERY

PURPOSE WOULD
BE DEFEATED.

Bhdsya.

The '

grinding of Pusan's share
'

is to bo done to the Rice only. As re-

gards tho Cake, the grinding of the corn is implied by its very nature, as un-

less tho corn is ground (there could be no flour and hence) no Cake could be

made; therefore in connection with the Cake, no injunction (of grinding) is

necessary. Tho grinding could not be done to the Animal-flesh; for if the

Heart and other limbs of the animal's body were ground down, then they
would lose their shape. "What is the harm if they do ?" In that case,

there could be no '

slicing
'

of the Heart and other limbs, in accordance with

tho injunction that ' one should slice the Heart first, etc. etc ', (Taitti. Sam.

6. 3. 10. 4.) In the same manner the other slicings also could not be done.

"It is quite possible to make slices out of the Heart that has been

ground down". We say, no; it is the particular shape, not the lump of

flesh, to which the name ' Heart '

is applied ; as has been declared under the

Sutra 1. 3. 33, where it has been shown that ' what is denoted by the word
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is the shape \ Even though it may be possible to make out of the ground
flesh a lump having the shape of the Heart and other limbs, yet people would

be bewildered regarding the exact point at which the slicing should be done.

From all this, the injunction of '

grinding of Pusan's share
'

should be

taken as pertaining to the Rice only.

SUTRA (37).

[OBJECTION] "THE SAME MAY BE SAID OF THE RICE ALSO," IF

THIS is URGED [then, the answer would be as in the

following Sutra].

Bkdsya.

[Says the Opponent] "If your view is that 'the grinding could not

be done to the Animal-flesh because its very purpose would be defeated*

tjien our answer is that the purpose would be similarly defeated in the case

of Rice also ; as a matter of fact, the name * Charu '

is applied to the rice

when each grain is cooked and stands distinct from the rest; if the rice

were ground down, it would become cither dough, or gruel or like oil -cake

[and it would not bo ' cooked rice ']."

SOTRA (38).

[ANSWER] No ;
AS IT is A NAME BASED UPON * BEING COOKED '

.

Bhfyya.

Our answer to the objection (put forward in Su. 37) is as follows:

It is true that the word ' charu '
is applied to the rice when each grain

is cooked and stands distinct from the rest ; as we find in such assertions

as ' such charu is given in which each grain is cooked and stands distinct

from the rest
*

; but the use of the name ' cJmru '
is not based upon the

fact of 'each grain being cooked*and standing distinct from the rest';

if this fact of ' each grain being cooked and standing distinct from the rest
'

were the basis of the use of the name ' charu \ then it could not be applied
to cooked rice-flour; while as a matter of fact, the name is applied to

cooked rice-flour. Therefore the basis of the application of the name
' charu

" must consist in some factor that is common to both (cooked grains

of rice and cooked rice-flour), It is this common factor that is pointed out

in the Sutra ' because it is a name based upon being cooked '. The sense

of the reply is that the purpose is not defeated in the case of grinding being

done to the charu ; why ? because it is a name based upon
'

being cooked
'

;

i.e. the name * charu
'

is one that is based upon
'

being cooked '

; so that

what is connoted by the term ' charu *

is that rice which has been cooked by

internal heat and from which the water has not been ( strained
'

; it is in this

sense that people are found to apply the name ' charu
'

to cooked rice-flour

as well as to the rice cooked with grains standing apart.

The use of this discussion as already indicated under the two views,

is this that according to the Purvapaksa, the '

grinding
'
is to bo done to the

animal-flesh also, while according to the Siddhanto, it is to be done to

the cooked rice only.



ADHIKARAINIA (15) : The grinding of
'

Pusaris share' is

to be done only in cases where the offering is

made to Pusan alone.

SUTRA (39).

IT SHOULD BE DONE ONLY WHEN THERE IS A SINGLE DEITY
;

AS IT IS MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH

ONE (DEITY) ONLY.

Bhdsya.

It has boon established that * the grinding of Ptisan's share' should bo

dono at tho Ectype, and only to cooked rice. Now thero arises tho question

Is tho grinding to bo dono only when tho substance is to bo offered

to tho single deity, Pusan ? Or also when tho substance is to be offered

to two deities? "What is an instance of an offering being made to two

doitios ?
"

In the second Isti of the throe offerings in tho Rdjasuya sacrifice,

we have the injunction
'

Saumdpanme ekddashakapdle aindrdpaumanhcharuh

shydvo daksind', where we find mentioned tho '

aindrapausna charu\ i.e.

' cooked rice dedicated to Jndra-Pusan\ wherein wo have an instance of

an offering to two deities.

On this point, the apparently right view is that tho grinding should be

dono to only that substance which is meant for boing offered to a single

deity ; why ? because it is mentioned in connection with a single deity ; just as

we found in tho case of the 'quartering' (of the cake dedicated to Agni

alone)[
-vide above, 3. 1. 26-27].

SUTRA (40).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE CONFLICT OF CHARACTER INVOLVED.

Bhdsya.

In tho case of the substance to bo offered to two deities, thero would be

a conflict of character ; (strictly according to the injunction) the share of

Pusan would be ground, not the share of the other deity; so that if Pusarfs

portion would be ground, that of the other deity would have to be left

un-ground; and the cooking of the whole would bo very uneven; so that,

as the name '

charu
'

is based upon
'

boing cooked ', there would be an incon-

gruity in the application of this name to what has not been properly

(evenly) cooked. If then, people were to grind the whole of the substance

the portion of Pusan as well as that of the other deity, then there would

be a confusion regarding their respective portions (which could not be dis-

tinguished from one another).
" Where would be the harm in that ? "The

portion of one would become offered to the other, and in this something
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would be done which would not be in strict accordance with the Veda. For

these reasons, the grinding should be done to only that substance which is

meant to be offered to the single deity (Pusan).

SOTRA (41).

[SAYS THE PCJRVAPAKSIN]
" IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE DONE TO A

SUBSTANCE MEANT FOR PCSAN COUPLED WITH A SECOND

DEITY ;
AS THE PRESENCE OF THAT DEITY IS THE

ONLY CONDITION LAID DOWN."

Bhasya.

' We find the grinding laid down on the ground of the substance being

meant to be offered to the particular deity in the text ' Pusan should

have ground substance assigned as his share'. Even when the 'grinding'

is done to the substance intended for being offered to two deities (Pusan

coupled with another deity), the portion assigned to Pusan continues to be
* of ground substance'. Such is not the case with the Quartering of the Cake

(which has been cited by tho Siddliantin as an analogical case) ; because the

Quartering is laid down as to be done to the '

Agneya cake ', where the nomi-

nal affix ('dhak', in the term 'dgneya') is such as can be there only when
tho name of Agni appears singly, not when it is coupled with the name of

another deity. Similarly in the case of tho term '

indrapita
'

(soo 3. 2. 39-40),

the compounding is with * indra
'

standing by itself, and not as coupled with

tho name of another deity. In the case in question on tho other hand, the

compound
'

prapista-bhdgah* (as qualifying 'Pusan') is a Bahuvrihi com-

pound (moaning 'one whose portion consists of ground grams'); and

this compounding is possible in tho case of the component words being
*

capable
'
of being compounded ; so that there would be no incongruity in

the grinding of the substance meant for two deities [as even so Pusan could

continue to be 'one whose portion consists of ground grains']. Because,

whether the Rico is meant to be offered to Pusan only, or to Pusan along

with another deity, in either case * Ptisan's share ' should be ground."

SUTRA (42).

[PtJRVAPAKSA ARGUMENT CONTINUED]
" ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND TEXTS

INDICATIVE OF THE SAME CONCLUSION.
"

Bhdsya.

** There are texts also, indicative of the same conclusion : For instance,

in the text * Pusan is one whose share consists of ground grains, a* he is

toothless
9

(Tai. Sam. 2. 6. 8. 5), the commendatory expression (' ho is tooth-

less
'

) indicates that tho grinding is to be done on account of the connection

with the particular deity (Pusan). Similarly, there is the text ' Saumd-

pausnam charum nirvapet nemapistam pashukdniah
'

[' One desiring cattle

should offer half-ground charu to Sorna-Pusan ' Mai. Sam. 2. 1. 5], which

shows that the Rice is to bo half-ground; i.e. half of it is to be ground
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and half loft unground, when it is meant for two deities ; so that this

text also indicates the fact that the grinding is to be done on account of

the connection of the particular deity (Pusan)."

SUTRA (43).

[PtJRVAPAKSA ARGUMENT CONCLUDED]
" THERE WOULD BE GRINDING

OF ALL, IF IT WERE AN INJUNCTION ; AS THE GRINDING

WOULD BE SORIPTURALLY AUTHORISED IN REFERENCE

TO THAT ; AND FOR THE * CHARU ', THERE

WOULD BE NO GRINDING, AS THERE

WOULD BE NO USE FOR IT."

Bhdsya.

"Tho Sutra i to bo taken as providing the answer to the question
* why cannot the text ** Saumdpausnam charum nirvapet nemapistam" be

taken as an injunction by itself (laying down the half-grinding of a certain

substance intended for the joint-deity Soma-Pusan ; and not as simply

indicating the fact of the grinding being dependent upon the connection of

a certain deity) ?
' The answer to this (provided in the Sutra) is as

follows : If this were an injunction, then it would enjoin, in reference to

Soma-Pusan only, the grinding of all the three substances Rico, Animal-

flesh, and Cake; and then, if the sentence were taken as enjoining the

connection of Soma-Pusan with the 'Rice', as also with the ' half-ground
'

character, then there would be a syntactical split. Hence all that the

injunction could be taken to mean would be that ' there should bo half-

grinding of whatever is meant for Soma-Pusan '

; so that what would be
'

scripturally authorised
' would be the *

half-grinding
'

only with reference

to Soma-Pusan [and this would moan the grinding of all the substances,

Cake, Animal-flesh, and Rico, that might bo meant for Soma-Pusan]. In

fact, the sentence in question could be taken as an injunction only (a) if

in the case of the Cake, the grinding of all the grain needed for it were

taken as implied by the very nature of the cake itself, and (6) if, on

account of no useful purpose being served by it, the grinding were taken as

not applicable to the Animal-flesh and the Rice : and in that case the

word * charu '
in the sentence could not be taken as meant to signify its

own meaning [i.e. it would be meaningless]. If, on the other hand, the sen-

tence is taken as a mere reference to the grinding (and not as an injunction

of it), then there would be none of these incongruities ; and being a mere

reference, the sentence can be taken as a mere indicative (of the fact of the

grinding being done on account of the connection with a particular deity).
* But in the case of the Animal-flesh, there could be no grinding, for fear of

the disappearance of the limbs (required)'. Not so, we reply; no limbs

would be destroyed in the case of half-grinding, as the offering could be

made out of the unground portion of the limb ;
and after all the grinding is

meant to serve only a transcendental (not a visible purpose). [So that the

cutting out of the Heart and other limbs to be offered could be done before

the flesh is ground, says Tantravartika Trans., p. 1266.]
"
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SUTRA (44).

[SlDDHANTIN ANSWERS] IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE DONE WHEN
THERE IS ONLY ONE (DEITY) ; BECAUSE WHAT IS EN-

JOINED IS A DETAIL APPERTAINING TO AN OBJECT
;

AND, AS IN THE CASE OF INDRA-AGNI, IT

COULD NOT APPERTAIN TO BOTH

(iNDRA-PtJSAN) ; BECAUSE IT

IS NOT ENJOINED AS SUCH.

Bhdsya.

The grinding can be done only to the substance meant for being offered

to a single deity, Pusan, and not to that intended for two deities, Indra-

Pusan ; why ? because when it is said that ' a ground substance should be

used as the portion of Pusan ', what is enjoined is not a characteristic of the

deity, but * a detail appertaining to an object '.
" What is that object ?

"

It is the sacrifice. "How do you know that what is laid down is not a

characteristic of the deity ?
" Our answer to this is that there is no share

(or portion) of the deity at all.
" Why ? certainly what is offered to a deity,

becomes its portion". What we hold is that what is done in the case of a

sacrifice is that the substance is offered (given away) with reference to the

deity; but by this mere offering, the ownership of the deity over the sub-

stance does not become established ; because the ownership is established by
the acceptance (by the recipient of the gift) ; and there can be 110 evidence

to prove that the substance offered has been accepted by the deity ; it is only

when one accepts, takes up (bfiajate), a certain thing that that thing becomes

his portion (bhdga) ; and the deity never takes up the substance offered to

it; hence there can be no such thing
* Pusan's portion or share*.

Even if the substance could somehow be regarded as the '

portion
'

of tho deity, the *

grinding
' could never bo something appertaining to the

deity ; because, if it did not appertain to the sacrifice, it would be entirely

useless. " But being enjoined in a totally different Context, how could it

be something appertaining to tho Sacrifice ?
" Our answer to this is that it

would appertain to the sacrifice, on the strength of *

Syntactical Connec-

tion '.
*' But in reality, we find the grinding laid down in connection with a

deity, not in connection with a Sacrifice". Our answer to that is that it

has already been pointed out that it cannot be connected with the deity,

(1) because there is no such thing as the 'portion* (of tho deity), and

(2) because it would be entirely useless (if it were connected with the deity).
" And yet it behoves you to explain how the grinding can be connected

with the Sacrifice ". That we are going to explain : Tho substance that is

offered (at a sacrifice) in reference to Pusan is what is called 'Ptisan's

portion', i.e. it is that substance in the offering whereof the deity is

Pusan ; now when the offering is made to the joint deity Indra-Pusan, the

deity of that offering is not ' Pusan '

; as tho rice that is offered does not

become subject to the ownership of * Pusan '

; hence it follows that when
the offering is made to Indra-Pvsan, there is no connection established

between the Rico (offered) and ' Pusan'. It is only when Pusan alone by
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himself is the deity of the offering that what is dedicated to him may be-

come his portion '.
" Why so ?

" Because it is a well-known fact that it is

only when something is dedicated or made over to one that it becomes

one's '

portion '. Thus, even though Puaan would be helping the joint-deity
' Indra-Pusan J

by utterance of his name, i.e. by reason of the presence of

his name in the name of the joint deity, he rnay be rendering some help to

that joint deity, yet what has been offered to tho two deities (i.e. joint

deity) does not become his (Ptisan's) 'portion* ; for tho simple reason that

it has not been dedicated to him. From all this it follows that the grinding

is to bo done to that Rice in the offering of which the deity is
' Puaan '

(alone), and not to that in tho offering whereof there are two deities.

SUTRA (45).

AS FOR 'TOOTHLESSNESS', IT IS ONLY A COMMENDATORY REASON.

Bkdsya.

It has been argued (under Sutra 42) that " the phrase
' because ho is

toothless' indicates that tho grinding is something appertaining to the

deity". But this phrase is
*

only a commendatory reason', and as such

could bo explained also on the basis of the S'Mkanta view.

SUTRA (46).

AS FOR THIS OTliUR SENTENCE, IT WOULD BE AN INJUNCTION.

Bhdsya.

The other argument that has been urged (by thu Purvapaksin, undor

Su. 42) is to the effect that "the sentence '

Saumapausnam diarurh

nirvapet nenutpiutani* indicates that grinding is to be clone in tho case of

tho substance offered to two deities, and by declaring that half of the sub-

stance is to be ground and the other half is to be loft unground, it indicates

the grinding to be something appertaining to the deity". Our answer to

this is that, if such were the moaning of tho sentence, then, inasmuch as

it would bo dealing with what has not boon enjoined elsewhere, *it would

be-an Injunction'.
" But, if it wore an injunction, then a single sentence

would be injunctive of several things." Tho answer to this is that, if,

according to one view, it becomes injunctive of several things, then that

contingency could be avoided by accepting tho other view ; and if there were

no other view possible, then, with a view to save tho sentence from bo-

coming useless, wo might ovon accept tho view that it is injunctive of

several things.

Thus it becomes established that there is to be no grinding of Rice

meant for being offered to two deities.

Thus ends Pdda Hi of Adhydya III.



ADHYAYA III.

PADA IV.

ADHIKARA^A (1) : The Declaration regarding 'nivlta
'

is purely commendatory.

SUTRA (1).

[P0RVAPAKSA (A)]
" THE '

NIVlTA
' SHOULD BE REGARDED (AS

ENJOINED) AS AN ATTRIBUTE OF THE MAN; BECAUSE THE TEXT

SPEAKS OF MAN AS THE PREDOMINANT FACTOR."

In connection with the Darska-Purnamasa, we read
'

Nivitatn manu-

sifdndmPrdchindvilam pitrndm Upavltam clevdndm Upavyayate deva*

laksmameva tat kurute
'

[* The Nivita is for men, the Prachindvila for the

Pitrs and the Upavlta for celestial beings; when one adopts the Upavlla

form, he wears the mark of celestial beings'] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 5. 11. 1).

[These three are the names given to the three modes of wearing the upper
cloth :

(
1 ) When it is worn over the neck, the two ends hanging along the

two sides of the nock, or the chest, it is the Nivita form; (2) when it is

worn over the right shoulder and passes under the left arm-pit, it is Prd-

chindvita ; (3) when it is worn over the left shoulder and passes under the

right arm-pit, it is UpavUa.]

Now, in regard to the clause
'

Nivitam manusydndm
'

(' the Nivita is

for men '], there arise the following questions : (a) Is this an injunction

or a commendatory declaration ? [i.e. is it mandatory or only com-

mendatory ?] (6) If it is an Injunction, is what is enjoined an attribute of

the Man or of the action (sacrifice) ? and (c) Does the injunction apper-

tain to those acts of men [such as the Anvdhdryapachana and the like

Tantravdrtika] which are laid down in the same context (of the Darsha-

Purnamdsa) or to those acts in which men are the predominant factors

[such as the honouring of guests and tho like Tantravdrtika] ?

On these questions, we have tho following Purvapaksa :

" The clause

in question is an injunction, and what is enjoined is an attribute of the

Man. If tho sentence is taken as an Injunction, then alone it can lay down

something not already known, and hence servo a useful purpose ; otherwise

(if it is not taken as an Injunction), it remains a mere assertion, and hence

useless. If tho sentence is an Injunction, then the attribute laid down in

tho sentence
'

Nivitam manusydndm
' must belong to Man ; as the declara-

tion is one in which man figures as the predomina)it factor.
' How do you

know this ?
'

In the sentence, tho men are not enjoined ; what is en-

joined is tho Nivita
*

for men '

; as what is not enjoined cannot become an

accessory to anything : if men also were taken as enjoined by the sentence,
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then there would bo a syntactical split. Hence it is concluded that the

Nivlta (which is enjoined) is helpful to man. ' From the Context it is clear

that it is helpful to the Darsha-Purndmdsa sacrifice.' But Syntactical Connec-

tion is more authoritative than Context. Further, if Men were the sub-

ordinate factor, then as case-terminations are meant to be significant,

the term denoting men would have taken the instrumental ending ; as a

matter of fact, however, we find the Genitive ending (in the word ' manu-

sydndm), wliich denotes relationship. In fact, if the men were the sub-

ordinate factor, then, it would not bo necessary to mention the men at all ;

as, naturally, what had to be done could be done by men only ; if, on the

other hand, Men form the predominant factor, then it is necessary to men-

tion them."

SUTRA (2).

[OBJECTION TO THE PORVAPAKSA] THE SENTENCE SHOULD BE

TAKEN AS MERELY DESCRIPTIVE, AS THE THING (NIVlTA)

EXISTS ALREADY.

Bhdsya.
4

Apadesha
'

stands for what is already known ; the sense of the argument
is that the sentence in question cannot be taken as an Injunction, it is

purely descriptive ; why ? because the thing exists already : that is to

say, it is already known that Nivlta is the mode for men ; in fact, as a rule,

men adopt the nivita form for their own use. Hence the sentence must

be taken as merely descriptive.

SUTKA (3).

[PtJRVAPAKSIN's ANSWER TO THE OBJECTION]
"
BlJT IN REALITY,

IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS AN INJUNCTION
;
AS IT LAYS DOWN

SOMETHING NOT ALREADY KNOWN."

Bhdsya.
" The sentence must be an Injunction ;

as it is only as an Injunction

that it can serve a useful purpose ; otherwise it would be a mere asser-

tion, arid hence useless. Then again, a sentence is to be regarded as des-

criptive only when it speaks of something already known ;
the sentence in

question however lays down something not already known, viz. : that
' men

must always wear the upper cloth in the Nivlta form V

SUTRA (4).

[PURVAPAKSA (B) REJECTING PtJRVAPAKSA (A)]" INASMUCH

AS IT IS MENTIONED IN A CONTEXT ABOUNDING IN THE

MENTION OF PROPERTIES OF ACTIONS, THE '

NlVlTA
'

ALSO SHOULD BE REGARDED AS A PROPERTY

OF ACTIONS."

Bhdsya.
" We accept the proposition that the sentence is an Injunction; but we

do not accept the proposition that Nivlta is an attribute of Man ; in fact it
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must be the property of the Sacrifice, as is indicated by the Context ; it is

mentioned among many such properties as belong to Actions; hence it

must be a property of Actions."

SUTRA (5).

" ALSO BECAUSE OF THE CLOSING WORDS OF THE SENTENCE."

Bhdsya.

"The closing word with which the sentence ' Nivltam manusyanam'*
ends is the name '

ddhvaryavam
'

(' Pertaining to, done by, the Adhvaryu
Priest '); arid it is only if tho NivUa is an accessory of the Darsha-Purnamdsa

sacrifice that it could be ' done by the Adhvaryu Priest
*

; and it is only thus

that the indication of the Name would be honoured."

SUTRA (6).

[PfjRVAPAKSA (C), SLIGHTLY MODIFYING (B)]
"
IT MUST BE CON-

NECTED WITH THE CONTEXT
;
AS SUCH CONNECTION WOULD IN-

VOLVE NO INCONGRUITY."

Bhdsya.

Objection against the Purvapaksa (B)
' From Context and from Name,

the Nivita appears to be a property of actions ; and from Syntactical Con-

nection it appears to be an attribute of man ; hence (Syntactical Connection

being more authoritative than Context and Name), the NivUa should be

removed from its context (and connected with Man) '.

" Not so, wo reply. Even while retaining its place in tho Context,

the Nivita may be taken as appertaining predominantly to Man. How so ?

It would find place in that act of Anvdhdryaparhana, for instance, wliich,

while forming part of the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifice, is connected chiefly

with Man ; and in this way both ' Context ' and '

Syntactical Connection '

would become honoured."

SUTRA (7).

[PCJRVAPAKSA (D) MODIFYING (C)]
"
IT MUST APPERTAIN TO AN

ACTION WHEREIN MAN IS THE PREDOMINANT FACTOR
;
BE-

CAUSE ITS MENTION IS SIMILAR (TO THAT OF THE OTHER

MODES OF WEARING THE CLOTH,
' UPAVlTA ', ETC.) ;

AND THE OTHER FACTOR (' MEN ') IS MENTIONED

FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONNECTING WITH

THE NlVlTA."

Bhdsya.

"It is not right that the Nivita should find a place in tho Context ; in

fact, it should bo adopted at that act in which man is the predominant
factor, such as the act of Honouring the Quest. Why so ? Because its

mention Is similar to that of the other modes ; i.e. all the three modes are

mentioned as being similar ; so that (1) when it is said that
'

Upavlta is for
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celestial beings', wliat is enjoined is that the Upavlta is to be adopted at the

Darsha-Purnamdsa (at which the deities form the predominant factor), (2)

when it is said that
' PrdcMndvlta is for Pitrs\ what is enjoined is that the

Prdehlndvita is to be adopted at the action whereat the Pitrs form the pre-

dominant factor; similarly (3) when it is said that ' Nivita is for men', what

is enjoined independently of the Context is that the Nivita is to be adopted
at the act of Honouring the Guest.

' How do you get the idea that it enjoins

the Nivita as to bo adopted at the act whereat Man forms the predominant
factor ?

' We gather this from the connection of
'

nivita
' with the word

'

manuaydndm ', which has the Genitive ending.
' In that case the Nivita

should belong to the men themselves, not to an action whereat man is the

predominant factor.' -If it were taken as belonging to the men themselves,

then it would be necessary to assume a result (following from such connec-

tion of Nivita with men) ; when, 011 the other hand, it is taken as appertain-

ing to the action whereat man is the predominant factor, the Genitive

ending will remain, which will bring about the necessary connection (be-

tween the Nimta and Man), and yet it woiild not be necessary to assume a

result (as the result of the action would be there already]. This is what

has been explained under Sutra ' Samesu vakyabhedah sydt
9

(2. 1. 47).
*

Having become syntactically connected with the action whereat Man is

the predominant factor, the Nivita would again become similarly connected

with the Darsha-Purnamdsa to which the Context belongs.' Two connections

cannot be enjoined by one sentence ; for, if it did, there would be syntactical

split. In fact, inasmuch as ' the other factor
9

i.e. the mention of 'men'
is for the purpose of connecting with Nivita * tho connection of the Nivita

with * men ' would bo established directly by the words of the toxt, and

when this connection would be found to servo a useful purpose, there would

be no occasion for connecting it with the sacrifice of tho ' Context '

(i.e.

the narsha-Purnamdsa). For these reasons, the indication of the ' Context
'

should be set aside and tho Nivita should be adopted at the act of Honouring
Qmsts."

SUTRA (8).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE SENTENCE SHOULD BK TAKEN AS

A COMMENDATORY DECLARATION
;
BECAUSE OF THE CONTEXT.

Bhdsya.

It is not true that tho sentence in question is an Injunction, and that

Injunction pertains to an action whereat Man is the predominant factor.

What is asserted in the term '

manusydndm
'

is connection with men, not

connection with an action at which Man is tho predominant factor ; if it

wore connected with an action at which Man is the predominant

factor, it would be necessary to assume a result; and lastly, if it wore

connected with the act of Honouring Guests, it would be connected with an

act which ia not mentioned, which has nothing to do with the Context, and

which can only be inferred.
" What would be the harm in that ?

" Tho

harm would be that the sentence in question, even though quite capable

of being taken in connection with the Context, would bo removed from it.
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" How would it be capable of being taken in connection with the Context ?
"

It conld be so taken, as connected with the Context, because it is a com-

mendatory declaration, and as commending what appears in the Context,

it would remain within the Context itself ; while if it were taken as an In-

junction, it would have to be removed from the Context. From all these

we conclude that the sentence is not an injunction of something in con-

nection with an act at which Man is the predominant factor.

SUTRA (9).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS SYNTACTICALLY CONNECTED WITH AN
INJUNCTION.

Bhdsya.

For the following reason also, the sentence ' Nivitam manu&ydnam
'

cannot be taken as an injunction.
" For what reason ?

" Because it is

syntactically connected with an Injunction : The sentence
*

Upavyayate deva-

lakwnameva tat kurute* [which follows the sentence 'Nivitam maniwydnam*']
is an Injunction ; and with this Injunction, the sentence in question is syn-

tactically connected ; under tho circumstances, if the sentence in question
also were an injunction, then there would be a syntactical split ; because there

can be no syntactical connection between one Injunction and another In-

junction, as the verbal expressions are different; consequently (if the sentence

in question were taken as an Injunction) tho indication of syntactical con-

nection would become sot aside.
" What is

'

the indication of a syntactical
connection '

?
" The indication of tho syntactical connection is that the

sentence
c

Nivitam manusydndm
'

is a declaration of what is already known
(from other sources).

" Why then should there bo a declaration of what is

already known ?
" For the purpose of commending the Upavlta form.

" In what way is tho Upavita commended (by the sentence
'

Nivitam manu-

sydndm') ?
" The idea meant to bo convoyed is that

'

tho Nivita form is

not fit to be adopted at the Darsha-Purnamdsa, which is a sacrifice offered to

the deities, because it belongs to men, similarly the Prdchindvlta form also

is for the Pitrs, arid not fit for an offering to tho deities,- it is the Upavlta
which is fit for that offering, hence the Upavita-form should bo adopted
(at the Darsha-Purnamusa sacrifice).' Just as we find in the case of such

assertions as ' The dress that this man is wearing is tho dress of dancers,-
tho dress that Devadatta is wearing is the dress of Hrahmanas '

where,
for the purpose of commending Dovadatta's dress, the other dress (that of

dancers) is mentioned. Similarly in the case in question, for the purpose of

commending the Upavita-form, the Nivita has been mentioned. There is

no such injunctive word in the sentence as that *

the? Nivita should be adopted
for men.'

"
liut there is the text laying down the method of Honouring

Quests, and this would be the injunction laying down that the Nivita should

be adopted" Not so
;
110 such assumption would be justified when the sentence

is capable of being taken as serving the purpose of commending a certain

act
; because such an injunction is not perceptible, it could therefore be

assumed only with a view to avoiding the contingency of the sentence in
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question becoming entirely useless ; when, however, this uaelessne&a has

become avoided (by other means), there can be no justification for assuming

anything at all. For these reasons, the sentence in question must be taken

as a commendatory declaration ; and thereby the Context, becoming recon-

ciled with Syntactical Connection, comes to serve a most useful purpose.

[Between Sutras 9 and 10, there are six Sutras, embodying four Adhikaranas,

which have not been noticed in the Bhdsya, nor by Mandana Mishra in his Jtftmam-

sdnukramam, nor in Brhatl or Bjuvimala. On this omission the following remarks

by Kumarila (Tantravdrtika, Trans., p. 1275) are instructive :

'

After this (Su.

9) there follow six Sutras which we do not find treated in the Bhdsya ; and there is

a difference of opinion among the commentators regarding this omission. Some

people say that the BMsyakdra forgot them ; others say that ho wrote comment-

aries upon these Sutras also, but this portion of the Bhdsya has become lost to

us ; some say ho found them easy and not of much importance, and hence omitted

them ; while others declare that he omitted them because they are not Jaimini's

Sutras at all. In support of this last theory we have the form of Sutra (10) dealt

with in the Bhdsya
'

Digvibhagashcha, etc.' which distinctly shows that in Jai-

mini's Sutra-text, this Sutra (10) must follow immediately after Sutra (9) (' Vidhind-

chaikavakyatvdt'). We find however that all other commentators, from Kumarila

downwards, on the Sutras have dealt with those six Sutras."]



ADHIKARAISJA (2) : The distribution of the directions is a

commendatory declaration.

SUTRA (10).

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIRECTIONS ALSO SHOULD BE TREATED

LIKE THE FOREGOING
;
SPECIALLY AS ITS CONNECTION IS

FOR A DEFINITE PURPOSE.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read '

Prdchim devd abhajanta,

daksindm pitarah, pratichlm manusydh, uctichimasurdh [or, according to

others,
* udlchlm rudrdh]

'

[' Celestial beings took over the East, the Pitrs

the South, human beings the West, and Asuras (or according to others, the

Rudras) the North']. (Taitti. Sam. 0. 1. 1. 1.)

In regard to the sentence
' PraticMm manusydh,' there arises the question

(a) Is this sentence an injunction or a declaration ? (b) If it is an Injunc-

tion, does it enjoin an attribute of Man or a property of Action ? Or (c)

Is what is enjoined to find a place in the Context in which it occurs, or in

some such act, in the Context, in which Man is the predominant factor, or

in the act of the Honouring of Guests ?

The apparent conclusion on these questions is that
'

this distribution of

the directions should be treated like the foregoing, specially as its connection is

for a definite purpose
'

(Sutra). That is to say, the distribution of the direc-

tions that we find in the sentence in question should be treated like the

sentence speaking of
'

Nivita
'

(dealt with- in the foregoing Adhikarana) ;

so that the view that we had as
'

Purvapaksa
'

in regard to Nivita should

be the Purvapaksa here, the view that was the ' middle view '

(a com-

promise) in the former case should be the
'

middle view '

here, and the viowr

that was the Siddhdnta in that case should be the Siddhdnta here also. For

instance, the Purvapaksa (A) in the present case would be that " The
sentence should be regarded as an injunction, as it serves a useful purpose,

and what is enjoined is an attribute of Man ; the idea expressed being
that men facing the west or the north have the sun behind them and hence

are able to perform the acts more comfortably." The Purvapaksa (B)

would be that
"
It is an injunction and what is enjoined should, in con-

sideration of the Context, be taken as a property of the Jyotistoma, and in

consideration of the Context and Syntactical Connection, it should find a place

at that act which forms part of the .lyotistoma and at which Man is the pre-

dominant factor, such, for instance, as the act of giving the sacrificial fee."

Purvapaksa (C) would be that
" The sentences being distinct from one

another, what is enjoined should find place in the act of Honouring Guests."

The Siddhdnta is that, in consideration of the Context, the sentence is

to be taken as a commendatory declaration, as it is manifest that it is

syntactically connected (and is to bo taken along) with the injunction of
*

making the Prdchinavamsha chamber '.



ADHIKARANA (3): The expressions
' Parusi ditam^ and

the rest are commendatory declarations.

SUTRA (11).

TlIE SAME IS THE CASE WITH THE EXPRESSIONS (a)
(

PARUSI DITA ',

(ft) 'PORNA', (c)

' OHRTA ', AND (d) 'VIDAODHA'.

Bhdsya.

(a) In connection with the Darsha-Purnamdsa, we road
'

Yat partial-

ditam tad devdnam, yadantard tanmanusydnam, yat samulam tat pitrrndm
'

(Taitti. Bra. 1. 0. 8. 0) [' That which is cut at the joints is for celestial

beingR, that which is cut in the middle is for men, that cut at the root

is for Pitrs '] ;
also (d)

' Yo vidocjdhah sa nairrtah, yo'shrtah sa rawlrah,

yah shrtah sa sadevatyah, tasmddavida,hata shrapayitavyam sadevatvdya
'

(Taitti. Bam. 2. 6. 3. 4) [' What is burnt is for the Nirrts, what is uncooked

is for Tludra, what is cooked is for celestial beings, etc.'] ; and (6) in connec-

tion with the Jyotiatoma, we read-
'

Yat purnam tat manusydndm upari

ardho devdndm t
ardhah pitrrndm' (Taitti. Sarh. 1. f>. 8. 4) ['What is full is

for men, what is above half for celestial beings, and half for Pitrs '] ;

and again (c)
' Ohrtam devdndm

9
maslu pitrrndm, nispakvam manmydndm

'

(Taitti. Bam. 6. 1. 1. 4) ['Clarified butter is for celestial beings, the curd-

gruel is for the Pitrs 9 and the melted butter is for men '].

In regard to the sentences speaking of man, and the one that refers to

Budra, there arise the following questions : Are these injunctions and of

properties of men ? Or are they commendatory declarations, and what are

spoken of are properties of actions ? And further, should these find place in

that action mentioned in tho context at which Man or Ttudm is the pre-

dominant factor ? Or at the action of Honouring Quests ? Or is it all a

purely commendatory declaration ?

Tho apparent conclusion is that the case of all these is analogous to what

has gone before (in the case of Nimta) ; that is, the view that was Purvapaksa

in connection with Nivita is tho Furvapaksa here also ; that which was the

'middle view' there is tho 'middle view' hero also; and that which was

the SiddJidnta there is the Siddhdnta here also. For instance, here also, the

Purvapaksa view is that
"
the sentences should bo taken as injunctions,

because in this way they serve a useful purpose ;
and what are enjoined

should be regarded as attributes of Men, because they are connected with men";

and the final conclusion is that what are spoken of, being already known

by implication, the sentences should be taken as commendatory declarations ;

those are known by implication, because (a) as there would be no de-

finiteness regarding the cutting to bo done at the top or at tho root, it would

bo easier to cut at the joints [hence the propriety of tho cutting being done

at the joints, which is regarded by tho Purvapaksin as what is enjoined, is

already got at by implication] ; (6) similarly, what is uncooked causes
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illness, hence it is
' raudra ', terrible [this implies the propriety of proper

cooking, which is regarded by the Purvapaksin as the object of Injunction] ;

(c) similarly, what is full is soft, and hence it is easier to deal with it

[this implies the propriety of having fulness, which is regarded by the Purva-

paksin as the object of Injunction] ; (d) similarly, if Butter is put on the

head, it is very pleasing to men [this implies the propriety of using Butter,

which is regarded by the Purvapaksin as the object of injunction]. Similarly,

the Purvapaksa view is that " the sentences are injunctions, and what are

enjoined should be taken as properties of action (mentioned in the context

itself), because of
' Name ' and also because most of the details spoken of pertain

to action
"

; another Purvapaksa is that,
"
in consideration of the Context

and Syntactical Connection, the properties should be taken as pertaining to

only such actions as the Anvahdrya-cooking and the giving of the sacrificial

fee (at which Man is the predominant factor)" ; the third Purvapaksa is

that
" the properties must pertain to the act of Honouring Quests, as other-

wise there would be syntactical split "; -and the Siddhdnta. view is that the

sentences should be taken as commendatory declarations, because of the
' context

' and because thoy are connected with other Injunctions ; these

injunctions being (a)
' The cutting should be done at the joint

'

(Taitti.

Sam. 6. 1. 1. 5), (b)
* One should hold it above the hole,' (c) 'One should

besmear the body with fresh butter,* and (d)
' One should cook the sub-

stance without burning it
*

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 3. 4). From all this it follows

that the sentences in question are commendatory declarations, not Injunc-
tions.

32



ADHIKAKANA (4) : The Prohibition of
'

Telling Lies
'

is a detail pertaining to the Sacrifice.

SUTRA (12).

[PtTRVAPAKSA]
"
TlIE NEGATIVE ACT APPERTAINS TO THE SACRIFICE,

AND THE SENTENCE SHOULD BE TAKEN AS A REFERENCE TO A

PERMANENT INJUNCTION, BECAUSE IT IS RELATED TO

SUCH AN INJUNCTION."

Bhdsya.

In connection with tho Darsha-Pfirnainasa, wo moot with the text
* Nanrlam vadel

'

[' Ono should not tell a lie '] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 5. 5. G).

Tn regard to this there arises the question Does this prohihition (of

Lying) apply to tho context of what is done in connection with tho Darslm-

Purnamdsa ? Or, is it tho prohibition of an act to which ordinary man is

mostly prono, and is addressed to man and hence appertains to him ?

On this point we have tho following Piirvapakaa
"
It should be regarded

as appertaining to man (in his ordinary life) ; as tho prohibition is addressed

to tho man, not to the Darsha-Ptirnamlsa. Why so ? Because the words

of tho text denote tho effort of man ;
what the word l

vadet
'

(' one should

toll') directly expresses is that 'one should do tho tolling' ; and in this

tho connection of the man (the speaker) is directly asserted
;
the connection

of the action (sacrifice), on the other hand, would be only indirectly indicated

by
' Context

'

; and '

Direct Assertion
'

is always more authoritative than
4 Context '. Otherwise (i.e. if the prohibition were taken as appertaining

to tho sacrifice), the expression
c

one should do tho telling
'

would have

to be taken as conveying the sense that
'

there is tolling
'

: so that the ex-

pression would be taken in a sense other than the one that it really ex-

presses, and the sense of tho injunction would thus be something different

from its own ; on the other hand, if the prohibition is taken as addressed

to man, the expression would retain its own sense. For this reason the

advice convoyed (by the term
'

vadet \ 'should tell') should be taken as

addressed to man ;
such being the case, tho prohibition also must be taken

as addressed to the same person to whom the injunctive word (affirmative)

was addressed. Now this fact i.e. the prohibition of
'

telling lies
'

has

been well known to the man ever since his Upanayana (at which his Teacher

addressed to him the admonition
'

never tell lies ') ; hence, being related to

that admonition, the prohibition in question must bo taken as a reference

to that permanent admonition.
*

In fact the text in question being a Shruti

should be regarded as the basis for the Smrti-text (according to which the

admonition at the Upanayana is addressed by the Teacher) [so that it is the

Shruti-toxt under discussion that should be regarded as the injunction, and

it is tho $iwfto'-text that should be regarded as a reference to
it].'
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text under discussion cannot be the basis for the said Smrti-text ; if the Smrti

had been based upon this /S7wt^-text, then the Shruti-Tvle also would have

mentioned the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices ; as a matter of fact also, the ad-

monition (according to the Smrti) is addressed to the pupil at the time of

the Upanayana only ; and they also teach it as a duty of the man. For

these reasons the Smrti-tQxt in question cannot be regarded as based upon
the Fed?c-text in question."

SUTRA (13).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AN INJUNCTION,

BECAUSE THE CONNECTION IS DIFFERENT.

Bkasya.

In reality, the sentence * One should not tell a lie
' should be taken as

an injunction, pertaining to the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices, and it is

not a mere reference or reiteration. -Why so ? Because tlie connection is

different. That is to say, the Smrti-rule declares the connection of the

man with the observance of the rule (that
' one should never tell a lie ') ; while

what the sentence in question would do would be to declare the connection

of the man with the prohibition of a certain thing. Under the circumstances,

what is found in the ShrtUi-texi being entirely different from what is found

in the wr*i-mlo, how could one bo a reiteration of the other ? Con-

sequently the sentence in question should bo taken as the injunction of the

prohibition.

Says the Opponent
" We accept the conclusion that the sentence is an

injunction ; but what wo hold is that what is enjoined pertains to the man
(in ordinary iife), because the effort of the human agent is directly expressed

by the words."

Our answer to this is as follows : In the case of all verbs, what is directly

expressed is the performance of an act, not any active agency.
'* How

is that deduced ?
"

It is deduced from our own experience ; wo actually

cognise an action as to be performed.
" But people cognise also the nomina-

tive agent (as expressed by the verb)." True, they cognise it, but not through
the word ; then tlirough what ? -through implication ; i.e. when the action

is enjoined as to be performed, then the functioning of the active agency
also becomes cognised by implication ; and what is cognised by implication
cannot be accepted as directly asserted ; and what is not directly assorted

cannot bo regarded as cognised through the syntactical connection ; under

the circumstances, how could it set aside the indications of the context ?

Says the Opponent
" The teaching of the teachers is that

' the base

and the affix jointly express what is expressed by the affix
'

; and from this

it follows that the nominative agent as well as the accusative object are

denoted by the word ; because the teachers have made it clear by means
of such sutras as

l

Kartari shap
'

(Pa. 3. 1. 08),
' Karmani yak

'

(Pa. 3. 1. 67)

that the nominative and the objective are both denoted by affixes (the

affix
*

shap
'

denoting the nominative, and the affix
'

yak
'

denoting the

objective). Hence we conclude that the nominative agent and the objective
are both expressed by words,"
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Answer Simply on the strength of tho word of Teachers, or of the

authors of Sutras, nothing can bo taken to be expressed by a word ; it can

bo taken to bo so only on the basis of our own cognition (experience). As
a matter of fact, when an act is recognised as to be done, it implies all

tho active agencies ; this has boon already explained above. Further, the

Teachers havo nowhere declared that the nominative agent, or the object-

ive, is expressed by the affix.
" Rut the conjugational affix has been de-

clared to be expressive of tho nominative agent and of the objective." The

affix is nowhere declared to be expressive of the nominative agent or of tho

objective ; all that is declared is that
' when there is only one factor, the

singular number should bo used, when there are two things, tho dual

number ; and when there are several things, the plural number should be

used.' There is also another declaration, which is construed to man that
' when

there is one nominative agent (the singular number is to be used), when

there are two nominative agents (the dual number is to be used), and when
there are several nominative agents (the plural number is to bo used)

'

;

it is in this way that tho act bocomos connected with tho singular and other

numbers. But there is no such construction as that
'

Kartari bhavati ekas-

mimacha '

(' it is used when there is the agent and the one ') ; in fact it is in

the form '

Kartari ekasmin ekavachanam ' c when there is one agent, the

singular number is to bo usod, i.o. when the agent is one only
'

; similarly

in the case of there being two or moro agouts. If wo construe the sentcmcos

in this manner the meaning of tho Sutra becomes explained in accordance

with logical principles, and the words of the Sutra become logically

connected. Tho teaching of the scriptures is also to the same effect that

when unity, duality and plurality are expressed by the affix, then the object-

ive and the rest come in as qualifying factors.

Objection
"
It has also been found that when the objective and other

things are expressed by the affix, unity and tho rest come in as qualifying

factors."

Answer As for the objective and the rest, they aro got at by implica-

tion, and they are never regarded as being expressed by words ; unity and tho

rest, on tho other hand, are never got at by implication, and hence they
are regarded as being expressed by words. Such being the case, even though

unity and the rest are qualifying factors, yet in this case it is the qualifying

factor that is regarded as being expressed. For example, in the case of the

statement
'

Priests with golden necklaces proceed
'

: the wearing of the

golden necklace is a qualifying factor, yet it is this factor that has been

accepted as being enjoined by the sentence. For these reasons, it follows

that what is expressed by the word is the unity of the nominative agent,

not the nominative agent liimself.

Objection
" As a matter of fact, where the nominative agent is one,

the singular number is used, where there are two nominative agents, the

dual number is used, and where there are several nominative agents, the

plural number is used ; and from this it is clear that the nominative agent

(which remains the common factor, while unity, duality and plurality are

variable) is what is expressed by the word."

Answer This matter cannot be determined by Inference ; in fact it is
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a clearly perceptible fact that the cognition of the nominative agent follows

directly from the cognition of the act to he done
;
and this clear fact cannot

bo sot aside. As for unity and the rest, when the singular number is

used, it is the unity of the nominative agent that is cognised ; when the

dual number is used, it is the duality of the nominative agent that is cognised ;

and when the plural number is used, it is the plurality of the nominative

agent tliat is cognised ; this also is a clearly perceptible fact. Now, which

of these two perceptible facts can an Inference) set aside ? In the case of

words, it is found that though the word denotes the Glass (which is one),

yet when it takes the dual number, the diversity (duality) is understood as

pertaining to the individual objects (included under the Class), and when

it takes the singular number, the unity cognised is that of the individual

substance ; the same thing happens in the case in question also.

From all this it follows that the active agent is not directly expressed

by the word (' vadet ') ; and when there is no Direct Assertion, there is nothing

to reject the indications of the Context.

It has been argued that" if what is mentioned pertains to the sacri-

fice, then the man's effort (expressed by the term '

vadet ') becomes useless,

as all that has to be done in connection with the sacrifice is laid down in

the passage that lays down its entire proeochire."

Our answer to this is as follows : If what is spoken of in the sentence

were subsidiary (to the sacrifice), then it could be taken in by the Context ;

as a matter of fact however, what is not enjoined cannot be subsidiary to a

sacrifice ; hence in order that it may be subsidiary to the sacrifice, it is

necessary that it should be enjoined, oven according to this view. It is

for this reason that we think that the prohibition relates to the speaking

that may bo done in course of the sacrifice in whose '

Context
'

the sentence

occurs ; and hence the advice that
k what is a lie should not be told

'

is sub-

sidiary to the sacrifice ; so that it is what has been determined upon that

is subsidiary to the sacrifice and should be done ; for instance, having de-

termined upon an offering of Vrlhi corn, one should not make an offering of

Yava (barley).

Says tho Opponent :

" When the teaching that
' a lie should not bo

told
'

is accepted in both the Purvapafesa and tho Siddhdnta, what is the

use of all this discussion ?
"

Answer Tho need for enquiry arises from the fact that if, according

to tho Purvapaksa, tho toacliing pertains to tho Man (in ordinary life),

then a transgression of it would entail the Expiatory Kite laid down in tho

Smrtis [as tho prohibition of Lying in general occurs in timrtis] ; while if,

according to tho Siddlulnta, it pertains to the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifice,

a transgression of it should ontail the Expiatory Rite prescribed in the

Yajurveda.



ADHIKARAIJA (5) : Details relating to the
'

Yawning
Person

'

appertain to the Context.

SUTRA (14).

[PffRVAPAKSA] "THE DETAILS IN QUESTION SHOULD APPERTAIN TO

THE MAN, AS THEY ARE FOR HIS PURPOSE [AND HENCE SHOULD FIND

NO PLACE IN THE CONTEXT IN WHICH THEY ARE MENTIONED],

AS IN THE CASE OF THE AHlNA (SO. 3. 3. 1. 5)."

Bhdsya.

[This is a case of conflict between Indicative Power and Syntactical Connection.]

(A) In connection with tho Jyotistoma, we read
'

Angiraso vd 9 etc.
9

(Taitti. Sam. 6. L 1. 2) [' The excellent Angirasas, going to the celestial region,

introduced Initiation and Austerity into Water ; when one bathes in water,

he directly acquires Initiation and Austerity ; when one bathes in a sacred

water, he becomes a sacred place for his relatives ']. (Where bathing in sacred

waters is spoken of.) (B) Again in connection with tho Dars/w-Purnaindsa

there is the text
* Tasmdt janjabhyamano'n'uhmyat mayi daksakralu iti

prdndparuivevatmandJiatte
'

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 5. 2. 4. ; Vajasa. Sam. 38. 27)

[' Tho yawning person should recite the mantra Mayi daJcsakralu, etc., thereby

he draws within himself Prana and Apaua 'J. [Where the reciting of the

mantra is laid down for the
'

yawning person'.]

In regard to this, there arises the question What is laid down here

(ttie reciting of the mantra by Hie
'

yawning person ', as also the bathing in sacred

waters) , is it to be done in connection with the action to which the Context

belongs (i.e. the Darsha-Purnamdsa or the Jyotistoma) ? Or is it meant only

for men in ordinary life (apart from any sacrificial performance) ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :
u As in the

case of the Ahina sacrifices, the details in question should appertain to the Man,
as it is for his purpose (Su.) ; and hence the Injunction in question should

be taken away from the
'

Context '

in which it occurs. Why so ? Because

tho man (human agent) is directly expressed ; that is, the term '

bruydt
'

(' should recite ') is clearly meant to express the effort of the agent (towards

tho act of reciting).
' But in that case, the indication of the Context would

be rejected/ Tho answer to this is that, let the indication of tho Context

bo rejected ; in fact, Syntactical Connection is what rejects it, because what is

laid down is in connection with the
*

yawning person'. The indication of

the Context is that the reciting is laid down as to be done at the performance
of the Darsha-Purnamdsa ; while from Syntactical Connection it follows that

it is laid down for the
c

yawning person
'

(in general) ; and Syntactical Con-

nection is more authoritative than Context. For these reasons the injunction

should be taken away from the Context. The result also of the reciting has

been declared to be that
' he draws within himself Prdna and Apdna

'

(which moans longevity of the man); and this also tends to preclude the
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connection of the act in question with the sacrifice.-*-From all this it follows

that the act laid down appertains to the man, and should therefore be taken

away fronx the Context ; just as it is in the case of Ahlna (see Su. 3. 3. 15),

the
'

twelve Upasad*
' have been taken away from the Context (of the Jyotis*

toma, and taken as connected with Ahlna), in the same manner the reciting

of the manbra '

Mayi daksakratu ' should be taken away from the Context

(of the Darsha+Purnamasa, and taken as connected with Man), because of

its being mentioned in connection with the
'

yawning personV

S0TRA (15).

[SlDDHANTA] IN FACT, FROM THE PECULIARITY OF THE CONTEXT,
THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN AS PURIFICATORY OF THE MAN CON-

NECTED WITH THE SACRIFICE (TO WHICH THE CONTEXT

BELONGS), JUST AS (WASHING, ETC. ARE PURI-

FICATORY) OF THE SUBSTANCE.

Bhasya.

1u reality the act in question should not be taken away from the Context ;

why ? because of the peculiarity of the Context. As a matter of fact it

is only when tho
'

yawning person
'

is connected with the sacrifice of the

Context that he becomes purified by tho reciting (of the inantra 'Mayi
daksakratu etc.') ; -just as such substances as Barley and the like are purified

by such acts as washing and tho rest.

Objection
" But the Context cannot restrict the term '

yawning person
'

to one person (connected with the sacrifice) ; because Syntactical Connection

(which connects the recitiny with the
'

yawning person
*
in general) is more

authoritative than Context."

Answer Wo do riot say that the Context entirely precludes the term
4

yawning person
' from all connection, with men not connected with the

Context ; what we moan is that it will be necessary to assume some result

that would follow from the reciting of the mantra by a man apart from

the sacrificial performance.
" Tho result has been clearly declared in tho text itself, that

' the man
draws within himself Prana and Apdna\"

We say it is not so ; because we do not find any injunctivo term in this

sentence ; all tliat we find is the mere statement of something present at the

time,* he draws within himself Prdna and Apdna,' where wo have the

Present Tense, not the Injunctive form of tho Verb ; and as such it can be

taken as commending tho act of reciting the mantra. From this it follows

that the result spoken of does not follow (from, tho reciting of the mantra)

aparb from the DarsJia-Purnamdsa sacrifices. From all this it is concluded

that the reciting of the mantra serves to purify tho man (yawning) while

he is performing the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices.

Objection
" We admit that tho act (of reciting) is purificatory of

tho man ; but we do not admit that it is so only while the man is perform-

ing the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices. Why so ? As a matter of fact, when-

ever a man yawns, even apart from the Darsha-Purnamasa, he is spoken
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of as a '

yawning person
'

; and it has already been said (by the Siddhdntin

himself) that the Context does not exclude (from the connotation of the term
*

yawning person') one not engaged in the Darsha-Purnamdsa. Hence

we conclude that the action of reciting should be taken away from the

Context."

Answer It is true that the man not engaged in the sacrifice is not

excluded ; but there is no purpose to be served by the purification of such a

man.

Opponent
" Nor is there any purpose to be served by the purification

of the man connected with the Context."

Answer [There is this purpose served in that case that] it would be a

purified person that would perform the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices.

Opponent
" Even when the act is taken elsewhere, away from the Con-

text, there would be this purpose served that it would bo a purified person
that would perform the other acts."

Answer The purification could not form an accessory to any other

act ; as any such other act could not have any connection with the Context

(in which the act of reciting is mentioned).

Opponent
" Nor can the purification be an accessory to the sacrifice

mentioned in the Context, as through Syntactical Connection, it is found that

it is a quality pertaining to man."

Answer The act of reciting is not understood to appertain to the man

(in general), as it would be useless in that case.

From all this it follows that the act of reciting is syntactically con-

nected only with the two sacrifices of the Darsha-Purnamdsa which are

mentioned in the Context, and not with any other action, even though
such other action be fruitful ;

as there would bo no Context to indicate such

connection. For this reason the act of reciting is not to bo taken away from

the Context.

It might be argued that
"
in the event of the act of reciting being

retained in the Context, the word 'bruyat* ('should recite'), which denotes

an activity of man in general, would have to bo taken as used in a sense

other than its own." But, under the circumstances (if the term wore taken

as enjoining the activity of man) the word would be a mere roforence to

what is already known ; as there can be no need for onjoining the connec-

tion of man (in general, with any mere activity).

SUTRA (16).

A DETAIL CAN BE TAKEN AWAY FROM THE CONTEXT ONLY ON

ACCOUNT OF A DIEECT DECLARATION.

Bkdgya.

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin) that
"
just as the

*

twelve

Upasads
' are taken away from their Context (of the Jyotistoma) (and con-

nected with the Ahlna) in the same manner, the act of reciting should be

taken away from the Context." Our answer to this is that in the case cited,

the
'

twelve Upasads
'

are distinctly declared, by Syntactical Connection,

as belonging to the Ahlna sacirfices ; these Ahlna sacrifices are fruitful ;
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the term * Ahlna ' cannot apply to the Jyotistoma (the
'

sacrifice
'

of the

Context), because any such application could be only indirect and figurative ;

and lastly, there is the direct declaration to the effect that
' There are

only three Upasads in the one-day sacrifice, and there are twelve at the

Ahlna '

(Taitti. Sara. G. 2. 5. 1 ). For all these reasons, it is only right

that the ' twelve Upasads
'

are taken away from the Context ; specially as in

this case there is no connection with any man, as such connection would be

useless, arid there is no other fruitful action mentioned in the Context.

[Hence the case of the act of reciting is not analogous to that of the
'

twelve

Upasads
' and the Ahlna sacrifices.]



ADIIIKAKANA (6) : Ads like
'

Threatening
*

appertain

to the mem in general.

SUTRA (17).

IN THE CASE OF
* SHAMYU '

(WHAT IS SPOKEN OF IS TO BE TAKEN

AWAY FROM THE CONTEXT), BECAUSE IT APPLIES TO ALL

CONDITIONS (OF THE BKAHMANA).

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnamasa, we read
' Devd vai sham-

yum etc.' (Taitti. Sarn. 2. 6. 10. 1). [The deities said to Sharhyu, the son of

Brhaspati,
'

Please forward our offerings
'

They said
* What is

the use to us of offspring ?
'

If a man threatens a Brahmana, he should be

lined a hundred ; if he strike him, he should be fined a thousand ;
if he

fetches blood, as many particles of dust may bo wetted by the flowing blood,

for so many years he should be kept away from the region of the Pitrs ;

for this reason one should not threaten a Brahinana, or strike him, or fetch

his blood.] [In view of this passage, the term k

Sharhyu
'

is taken

as standing for the prohibition, contained in the last sentence, of tlireaten-

ing, striking, and fetching blood from, a Brahmana.]
In regard to this there arises the question Does the prohibition of

threatening appertain to the Darsha-Purnamdsa ? Or is it addressed to

man in general ?

The Purvapaksa view on this question is as follows :

" On account of

the Context, the prohibition of threatening and other acts should be taken

as appertaining to the Darsha-Purnanidsa, the meaning being that
'

at the

DarsJia-Purnamdsa the .Brahmana should not bo threatened, or hurt, or

wounded so as to fetch blood
;

other methods should bo employed to win

him over ; it is for this reason that they win him over by moans of the

Anvdhdrya ', such is the sense of the prohibition, deduced from the Con-

text."

In answer to this, wo have the following Siddhanta : In the case of
4

Shawyu
'

(i.e. the Prohibitions in question), it has to bo taken away from

the Context ;- why ? because it applies to all conditions ; that is, the Pro-

hibition contained in the text refers to the Brahmana in all conditions ;

and it does not mean that the threatening is not to be done by the Brahmana

when engaged in the performance of the Darsha-Purnamdsa.

Objection
"
But, from the Context, it is clear that it appertains to the

Darsha-Purnamdsa.
' '

Answer True ;
that is so, from the Context ; but from Syntactical Con-

nection it is clear that it appertains to the threatening person (in general) ;

and Syntactical Connection is more authoritative than Context,

Objection
"
But as in the case of the yawning person, the prohibition

in question could find place in the Context itself,"
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We say no. As in that case a result will have to be assumed ; while

in the ease of the SiddMnta, the result is already definitely declared, and

there is the injunctive affix also present
'

Shatena ydtaydt Saliasrena

ydtaydt Svargam lokam prajdriiydt '.

From all this it follows that details like the Prohibition of Threatening and

the like have to be taken away from the Context.



ADHIKARA^A (7) : The prohibition of conversation with a

woman in her courses appertains to Man in general.

SUTRA (18).

INASMUCH AS THE WOMAN IN HER COURSES HAS ALREADY BEEN

REMOVED PREVIOUSLY [FROM THE SACRIFICE, THE PROHIBITION

CANNOT APPERTAIN TO THE SACRIFICE
;
IT MUST

APPERTAIN TO MAN IN ORDINARY LIFE].

Bhdsya.

In connection with tho Darsha-Purnamdsa, we read" One should not

converse with a woman in her courses, nor should one
'

eat her food
' "

(Taitti.

Sam. 2. 5. 1. 5-6).

In regard to this, there arises the question Is this a prohibition of

conversation with a woman in her courses during the performance of the

DarsJia-Purnamasa sacrifices ? Or is it meant for man at all times ?

The Purvapakaa view on this question is that in view of the Context,

the prohibition should be taken as pertaining to the Darsha-Purnamdsa

sacrifices.

Against the Purvapaksa, we have the following fiiddhdttia The c

con-

versation with a woman in her courses
' meant here should be taken away

from the Context ; why ? because such a woman Jias already been

removed previously. It is declared (in Taitti. Bra. 3. 7. 1. 9) that
4

If

the wife of a man happen to be untouchable on the preceding day, he

should remove her and then proceed with the performance of the sacrifice
'

.

Conversation with the sacrificer's wife is carried on by the Adhvaryu

priest at the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices, during which conversation he

says to her
c O wife, wife ' this is thy region

'

(Mai. Sam. 1. 4. 3) ;
it is this

conversation which is likely to be carried on that could be a subject of

prohibition ;
but when, in the event of the wife being in her courses, she

has been already removed on the preceding clay, there could be no possibility

of any conversation with her being carried on by persons who are performing

the sacrifice after having removed her ; how then could there be any likelihood

of their conversing with her, which should have to be prohibited ? For these

reasons,
*

the conversation with a woman in her courses
'

(which is prohibited

by the text in question) should be taken away from the Context.

SUTRA (19).

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS PROHIBITION OF 'INTERCOURSE
5

.

Bhd$ya.

There is prohibition also of
'

eating her food
* '

one should not eat

her food ; rubbing her body is the woman's food
'

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 5. 1. 6),
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and this
'

rubbing
' stands for

*

intercourse
'

; hence the sentence
' one should

not eat her food ' means that ' one should not have intercourse with her '

;

and there is no possibility of this
'

intercourse
'

in connection with the Context

(i.e. in course of the performance of the Darsha-Purnamasa sacrifice) ;

from this also it is definitely concluded that the Prohibition (of conversation,

and also of intercourse) should be taken away from the Context and treated

as appertaining to Man in general.



ADHIKARAT^A (8) : The '

wearing of gold
'

and such details

appertain to Man in general.

SUTRA (20).

[STDDHANTA] THAT WHICH DOES NOT OCCUR IN THE
*

CONTEXT' OF

ANY PARTICULAR, SACRIFICE SHOULD APPERTAIN TO MAN IN

GENERAL
;
BECAUSE IT DIFFERS ON THAT POINT FROM THOSE

OTHERS (THAT OCCUR IN PARTICULAR CONTEXTS).

Bhdsya.

Without reference to any sacrifice, there is the text
' Tasmdt suvar*

nam, etc.' (Taitti. Bra. 2, 2. 4. 6) [* For this reason bright gold should be

worn, thereby one's enemy becomes un-bright (pale)'] ;
and again

4

Suvasasd

bhavitavyam rupameva bibhartl
'

[' One should be well-dressed, thereby he

acquires beauty'].

In connection with such texts there arises the question Does what is

laid down here appertain to the Context (of a sacrifice) or to Man in general ?

The apparent conclusion on this question is that
*

(hat which does not

occur in the Context of any particular sacrifice should appertain to Man in

general ; because on that point it differs from those others that occur in parti-

cular Contexts^ (Sii.). That is to say, what is laid down in texts like those

under consideration must appertain to Man in general ; why ? because
*

from those others
'

that occur in particular contexts, it is different, on the

point that it does not occur in any particular Context. In fact, what does

not occur in any particular Context must appertain to all Contexts ; as on

account of its not occurring in any particular Context, it could not be con-

nected with any one Context ; hence such details must appertain to Man in

general.

SUTRA (21).

[PtfRVAPAKSIN'S OBJECTION (a)]" BtTT INASMUCH AS NO SUBSTANCE IS

MENTIONED, THE TEXT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS AUXILIARY

(TO THE AONIHOTRA AND OTHER SACRIFICES)."

Bhasya.

The particle
'

tu
'

denies the view set forth in the preceding Sutra.
" What is laid down in the text in question cannot appertain to Man

in general ; it must be auxiliary (appertaining) to the Agnihotra and other

sacrifices. Why so ? Because no substance is mentioned ; neither a sub-

stance (offering material) nor a deity is mentioned in the text, by virtue of

which it could be assumed that the term
'

bhdryam
'

in the text stands for
4

should be offered in sacrifice
'

;- and when no substance or deity is found,

the root 'bhr
J

(in
*

bhdryam') must be taken as denoting 'to wear', and
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hence standing for some sort of purification ; and purification is possible only

when the thing purified is auxiliary to a sacrifice, not otherwise. Hence

what is laid down (i.e. the wearing of gold) should be taken as auxiliary

(appertaining) to the Agnihotra and other acts."

SOTRA (22).

[PURVAPAKSIN'S OBJECTION (b)]
"
SECONDLY, BECAUSE OF ITS

CONNECTION WITH THE VEDA."

BJidsya.

The text under consideration occurs in that section of the Veda which

is called
'

Adhvaryava
'

(' Pertaining to the Adhvaryu '), which, as denoting
connection with tho Veda, is applicable only to what is auxiliary to a sacri-

fice
;
as it is only what is auxiliary to a sacrifice that '

pertains to the Adhvar-

yu Priest ', and not anything pertaining to Man in general ; as a matter of

fact, tho Adhvaryu Priest is the performer of only such acts as the .Darsha-

Purnamasa arid other sacrifices along with their auxiliaries, as also the acts

that are auxiliary to those sacrifices. For this reason also the acts like

those under consideration should be taken as pertaining to sacrifices."

SUTRA (23) .

fPfTRVAPAKSIN's OBJECTION (c)]
"
THIRDLY, ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS

CONNECTION OF A SUBSTANCE."

Ekdsya.
"
Further, the statement '

suvarnam bharyam
*

('gold should be worn ')

is one in which the substance is the principal factor, as is clear from the
sense of the objective (implied in the phrase

' suvarnam bharyam '). Tho
wearing of this substance 'gold' being purificatory in character, such puri-
fication would serve a useful purpose only if the wearing laid down were

auxiliary to a sacrifice ; it would serve no such purpose if it appertained to

Man in general."

SIJTRA (24).

[ANSWER TO PXJRVAPAKSIN'S OBJECTIONS] IN REALITY THERE
MUST BE SOME CONNECTION BETWEEN THE ACTS UNDER CON-

SIDERATION AND A RESULT
; JUST LIKE THE CONNECTION

(OF OTHER THINGS WITH PARTICULAR RESULTS) ;

IT MUST THEREFORE BE REGARDED AS AN ACTION

(ACCOMPLISHING THE PURPOSE OF MAN IN

GENERAL) ;
SUCH is THE OPINION OF

AlTISHAYANA.

BMsya.
In reality, acts like those we are discussing must have some connection

with a result; i.e. they must appertain to Man in general. If the act (of
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wearing) appertained to (were purificatory of) the gold, or to the clothes, it

would bo entirely useless.

Opponent "But with the purified 'gold' and the purified 'clothes'*

the sacrifice woiild be accomplished (so that it would not bo useless)."

AnswerIt is not so. What is auxiliary to the gold could not help

the sacrifice ; and the act in question cannot be taken as auxiliary to the

sacrifice, because neither
'

Direct Assertion
' nor any other means of know,

ledge points to any such auxiliary. Thus we conclude that acts like those

under consideration are connected with results such as the one spoken
of in the sentence

' His enemy becomes pale'.

'Opponent
" But this (' his enemy becomes pale ') only mentions a present

fact (not a future result)."

Answer True, that is so. But in order to save the passage from use-

lossness it becomes necessary to seek out its connection with some injunc-

tion of results ; and rather than hunt out any other connection, it is much

simpler to make some modification in the words occurring in the same sen-

tence. Why so ? Because its syntactical connection with that modification

would be directly perceptible, while that with any other sentence would

be indirect and not perceptible. And the only modification that would be

needed would be (1) not to attach any significance to the Present Tense

(in the word '

bhavati
'

in the sentence
' His enemy becomes pale'), and (2)

to determine the exact import of the connection (between the act of wearing

gold and the result expressed in the sentence
' His enemy becomes pale ').

For these reasons sentences like the one in question should bo taken as

laying down the Primary sacrifice (to which the wearing of gold would be

an auxiliary, leading to a particular result), just as the Prajdpati-Vratas

(' ono should not look at the rising sun ' and so forth) are connected with

the result spoken of in the sentence
'

By this one becomes absolved from sin
'

so it should be understood to be the case with the act under consideration.

From all this it follows that the act of wearing gold appertains to Man
in general.



ADHIKARAISTA (9) : The '

Jaya
'

and other Homas are

subsidiaries to actions laid down in the Veda.

SUTRA (25).

[PfrRVAPAK$A] "WHAT is NOT MENTIONED IN THE CONTEXT OF

ANY PARTICULAR ACTION MUST BE SUBSIDIARY TO ALL

ACTIONS, AS THERE CAN BE NO SPECIFICATION/'

Bhdsya.

[We now proceed to consider the special relationship of such factors as are

clearly indicated by Syntactical Connection to be subsidiary to actions in general

Tantravdrtika Trans., p. 1387.]

The cases to be considered in this connection are the
'

Jaya
' and other

oblations which are known to be connected with sacrifices in a general way,
such as we find in the following texts

'

If one desires to succeed in a

transaction, he (a) should offer at it the Jaya and other oblations, (&)

should offer the * Rdstrabhrt oblations,' (c) should offer the *

Abhydtdna
oblations

'

(see Taitti. Sana, 3. 4. 6. 2). [Here every one of these three

oblations is laid down as to be offered at any sacrifice where one desires pros-

perity, (a) The '

Jaya
'

is the name given to the oblations offered with

the mantra '

ChittancJia svaha, etc.' (Hiranyakesi-Grhyasutra, 1. 3. 9) ; (6)
1

Rastrabhrt
'

is the name given to the oblations offered with the mantra
'

Iftdsdd, etc* (Vajasa. Sam. 18. 38) ; and (c)
'

Abhydtdna
'

is the name given

to the oblations offered with the mantra
*

Agnirbhutdndm, etc.* (Taitti. Sam.

3. 4. 5. 1).]

In regard to these oblations there arises this question : Are they

auxiliary to (to be performed in connection with) actions of all kinds,

such as land-cultivation and the like ? Or only to those actions that are

laid down in the Veda, such as the Agnihotra and the rest ? That the obla-

tions in question are auxiliary to other acts (and not independent actions

by themselves) is clear from the fact that they are clearly recognised

(through the opening words of the text quoted) as being connected with

certain transactions, and also from the fact that no separate results are

mentioned as following from them (the only result mentioned being the

success of the transaction in connection with which they are performed).

The Purvapaksa view on this question is that
"
the oblations in ques-

tion should be taken as auxiliary to actions of all kinds, because the text

speaks of no specification".

33
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SUTRA (26).

[SlDDHANTA] IN FACT, BEING OF THE NATURE OF ' HOMA '

(OBLATION
INTO FIRE), THEY SHOULD BE RESTRICTED (TO THE

VEDIC SACRIFICES) ;
BECAUSE OF THEIR CONNECTION

WITH THE ' AHAVANlYA '

(SACRIFICIAL FIRE).

Bhd$ya.

It is not right that the oblations in question should be taken as auxiliary

to all kinds of actions, including even land-cultivation and the like. In

fact, these are of the nature of
' Homa '

(Oblation into Fire), and as such should

be restricted ; because in Homas, the connection of the Sacrificial Fire is essen-

tial ;
as is made clear in such texts as

' when one offers oblations into the

Sacrificial Fire then does Ms desired object become fulfilled* (Taitti. Bra.

1. 1. 10. 5) ; from this it follows that the oblations in question can be

auxiliary to only such acts as are connected with the Sacrificial Fire.-

Now, as a matter of fact, such acts as land-cultivation and the like are not

connected with the Sacrificial Fire ; in fact they are not connected even with

the
'

Qdrhapatya
'

(Domestic Fire), out of which the
'

Ahavanlya
' or Sacrificial

Fire could be obtained. -From all this it follows that the
'

Jaya
' and other

oblations are not to be offered in connection with such acts as land-cultiva-

tion and the like.

SUTRA (27).

THEY SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AUXILIARY (TO VEDIC SACRIFICES),

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE NAME.

Bhdsya.

For the following reason also we hold the view that the oblations are

subsidiary to Vedic actions. Why ? Because of the names ; that is, the
'

Jaya
' and the other oblations in question have been laid down in that

section of the Veda which has been named '

Adhvaryava
'

(

'

pertaining to the

Adhvaryu Priest '), and hence they should be offered by the Adhvaryu priest.

In the case of land-cultivation and such acts, there is no Adhvaryu priest ;

so that if the oblations in question were offered at these acts, they would

be offered by one who is not an Adhvaryu ; and this would be contrary to the

indication of the Name. From this also it follows that the oblations in ques-

tion are subsidiary to Vedic acts only.



ADHIKAEAI^A (10) : The prescribed
'
Isti

'

is to be per-

formed in connection with the
'

acceptance
'

of the gift

of a Horse at a Vedic sacrifice.

SUTRA (28).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
kt THE SACRIFICE SHOULD BE PERFORMED ON THE

'

ACCEPTANCE
'

OF THE ORDINARY HORSE-UIFT, AS IT IS THIS
1

ACCEPTANCE
'

THAT WOULD BE SINFUL
;
AND AS FOR THE

'

ACCEPTANCE
'

OF THE VEDIC HORSE-GIFT, NO SINFUL-

NESS COULD ATTACH TO THAT, AS IT IS SANCTIONED

BY THE SCRIPTURES."

Bhdsya ,

[Here 'acceptance' stands for 'giving'. See Tiext Adhikarana.]

There is a sacrifice called the
'

Ashvapratigrahesti
'

(Sacrifice performed

in connection with the acceptance of a Horse-gift), enjoined in the text

* Varuno vd etam grhndti yo'shvam praligrhnati ; ydvato^shvdn pratigrhniydt

tdvato vdrundn chatuskapdldn nirvapet' (Taitti. Sara. 2. 3. 12. 1) ['Varuna

seizes him who accepts the gift of a horse
;
as many horses one may receive

in gift, so many offerings on four pans should be made to Varuna '].

In regard to this there arises the question Is this expiatory sacrifice

to be performed at the
*

acceptance
'

of the Horse-gift in ordinary life, or

at the acceptance of the Horse-gift sanctioned by the Veda ?

Question
" When is it the

'

acceptance of the horse-gift
'

in ordinary life ?

and when is it the
'

acceptance of the horse-gift
'

sanctioned by the Veda ?
"

Answer- When in ordinary life, one receives the gift of a horse, either

on asking for it, or even without asking, it is a case of
'

acceptance of the

horse-gift in ordinary life
'

;
and it is a case of

'

acceptance of the horse -

gift sanctioned by the Veda', when one receives 'a thousand horses' as

the sacrificial fee prescribed for the PaundarlJca sacrifice, or when one re-

ceives a horse at the Jyotistoma where '

the horse, cow, etc.' have been

prescribed as the sacrificial fee.

The ordinary notion being that as the expiatory sacrifice itself is a

Vedic sacrifice, it must be performed in connection with the gift sanctioned

by the Veda, we have, against it, the following Purvapaksa view :

" The

sacrifice should be performed at the
'

acceptance
'

of the ordinary Horse-gift,

as it is this
*

acceptance
'

that would be sinful ; the sinfulness of the accept-

ance is clearly asserted in the sentence
' Varuna (Dropsy) seizes him who

accepts the gift of a horse
'

;
this descriptive text must refer to a case

where there is sin (in the acceptance) ; and this sinfulness is possible only

in cases where the gift of a horse is
'

accepted
'

in ordinary life at the hands of

a Shudra or some other sinful person ; hence inasmuch as this sinfulness

is possible only in the case of an ordinary Horse-gift, it follows that the
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expiatory sacrifice should be performed only at such an 'acceptance' in

ordinary life. Objection
' The descriptive text just quoted is meant,

not to qualify the occasion for the expiatory sacrifice, but only to com-

mend the expiatory sacrifice.' Answer It could be so only if the sacrifice

served the purpose of removing the sin ; the sacrifice however is meant to

save one from Varuna (i.e. Dropsy) ; and this is possible only in ordinary

life ; as it is only in ordinary life that Dropsy actual seizes a man. In the

case of the acceptance of the Horse -gift sanctioned by the Veda, on the other

hand, such would not be the case ; because that this gift should be accepted

(at the sacrifice) is sanctioned by the scriptures i.e. by direct injunctive

texts. If there were sin in such an 'acceptance', then it could never be

enjoined as something that should be done ; because what tends to bring about

sin is something that should never be done. Objection
' Even in the case

of the acceptance of the horse-gift sanctioned by the Veda, there is sin

if it is accepted from a person from whom gifts should never be accepted.'

Answer That might be so if the expiatory sacrifice were to be performed

by the person accepting the gift ; as a matter of fact, however, it is to be

performed by the person who makes the other person accept the gift (i.e. the

giver of the gift), as we shall explain under the next Adhikarana. For all

these reasons, it should be taken as established in the present Adhikarana

that the expiatory sacrifice in question should not be performed at that

'acceptance of the Horse-gift' which is sanctioned by the Veda."

SUTRA (29).

[SlDDHANTA] THE TEXT (SPEAKING OF VARUNA SEIZING THE

MAN) SHOULD BE TAKEN AS ONLY COMMENDATORY
;
AS NO

SUCH SEIZURE IS ACTUALLY FOUND TO TAKE PLACE
;
HENCE

THE EXPIATORY SACRIFICE SHOULD BE TAKEN AS TO BE

PERFORMED IN CONNECTION WITH THE GIFT AT A

SACRIFICIAL PERFORMANCE.

Bhdsya.

It is not the correct view to take that
"
the sacrifice in question should

be performed by one who, in ordinary life, accepts the gift of a horse from
a Shudra or from some other sinful person". The person accepting the gift

has been spoken of as
'

seized by Varuna ', i.e. one who is attacked by
Dropsy, one whose abdomen becomes distended on account of the accumula-
tion of fluid within ; this is a disease known in common parlance as
'

Jalodara' ('Water in the Abdomen', Dropsy) : and certainly the text

could not be meant to assert that the
'

acceptance of the gift of a horse
'

in ordinary life is the cause of the said disease ; nor can this (cause of the

disease) be taken as enjoined by the text itself. Thus we conclude that

there is no '

seizure
'

by Dropsy, following from the acceptance of the

ordinary Horse-gift.

Opponent
" The term ' varuna '

stands (not for the disease of dropsy,

but) for sin, -in the etymological sense of the term k varuna '

being de-

rived from the root
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Answer This argument would involve the unnecessary trouble of aban-

doning the well-known signification of the term ; because, even, in the said

etymological sense,
' Varuna' would be that which hinders, and such a

* Varuna * could sei/e a man also at the acceptance of the gift at a sacri-

fice. Even if the 'hindrance' (' varuna ') be taken as consisting in the

trouble involved in the keeping, feeding and general care (of the horse

received in gift), there would be nothing to justify the view that this applies

only to the case of the ordinary horse-gift fas the horse received at a Vedic

sacrifice has to be kept and fed and cared for exactly in the same manner
as that received in ordinary life] ; and yet the recourse to the etymological

explanation would set aside the well-known signification of the term (to

no purpose).

For these reasons the text in question must be taken as purely commenda-

tory ; the commendation consisting in the likening of the expiatory sacrifice to

freedom from dropsy, tho sense being that ' the result brought about by the

sacrifice is as desirable for the performer as freedom from dropsy is for the man
seized by dropsy

'

; the
'

acceptance
'
of the gift being likened to the

'

attack

of dropsy
' and the

'

sacrifice
'
to tho

' freedom from dropsy
J

; the sense

thus cornes to be that
'

just as for tho man attacked by dropsy it is necessary

to take measures for its cure, so is it necessary for the man accepting the gift

to perform the sacrifice '.

Thus for all these reasons, the expiatory sacrifice should be taken as to

be performed in connection with the gift at a sacrificial performance. Because

if it were applicable in the case of the ordinary gift, it would be necessary
to assume a result for it ; in the case of the gift at a sacrifice on the other

hand, tho expiatory sacrifice would be an auxiliary to that sacrifice at which

the gift of the horse has been accepted ; this will mean that the expiatory
sacrifice has to be taken as syntactically connected with the text laying
down tho entire procedure of that other sacrifice (at which the gift is received),

on the ground of the two being directly connected (as shown above) ; and
this would certainly be much simpler than the assumption of a syntactical

connection, which is not direct, with a declaration of the result (assumed to

follow from the expiatory sacrifice performed in connection with the ordinary

gift). Thus it is only right that the expiatory sacrifice should be performed
in connection with the gift of a horse sanctioned by the Veda.



ADHIKARA^A (11) : The ' Varuni Isti \ prescribed in

connection with the gift of a Horse is to be performed

by the giver of the horse.

SUTRA (30).

[PiJRVAPAKSA]
" THE SACRIFICE IS NOT PRESCRIBED [FOR THE

GIVER], AS THE ACTION [OF
'

GIVING '] IS ENTIRELY DIFFERENT

[FROM THE ACTION OF
'

ACCEPTING
'

IN CONNECTION

WITH WHICH THE SACRIFICE IS PRESCRIBED]."

Bhasya.

In connection with the text
'

Ydvato'shvdn prat>grhniydt tdvato vdrundn

chatuskapdldn nirvapet* (Taitti. Sam. 2. 3. 12. I) ['As many horses one re-

ceives in gift, so many offerings on four pans he should make to Varuna '],

we have learnt (in the preceding Adhikarana) that the sacrifice herein pres-

cribed is to be done in connection with the gift of a horse at a Vedic sacrifice.

Now, there arises the question Is this sacrifice to be performed by the

acceptor, i.e. the person to whom the horse is given, or by the person who

makes the other accept the gift, i.e. the person by whom the horse is given ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :
" The sacrifice

is not prescribed for the giver, as the action of
*

giving
'

is different from ihe

action of
i

accepting
'

; that is, as a matter of fact, the sacrifice in question

has not been prescribed for the person making the gift, and we clearly under-

stand it as laid down for the person who does the acceptance of the gift, by
the text

'

as many horses one receives in gift so many offerings on four pans
he should make to Varuna'. Hence the conclusion is that the sacrifice

should be performed by the Priest who accepts the gift of the horse."

SUTRA (31).

[SlDDHlNTA] IT SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY THE PERSON EMPLOYING

THE PRIESTS, AS is CLEARLY SHOWN BY INDICATIVES.

Bhdsya.

The sacrifice is to be performed, not by the person accepting the gift,

but by the person who makes the person accept it ;" why ?
"

because

this is clearly shown by indications.
" What is the indicative that shows it ?

"

The *

indicative
'

consists in the connection between the words that

follow and the words that have gone before ; that is to say, there is the

text (Taitti. Sam. 2. 3, 12. 1), (a)
'

Prajdpatir varundya ashvamanayat
'

[' Praja-

pati presented a horse to Varuna '], where Prajapati is spoken of as the

giver and Varuna as the receiver of the Horse ; (6) then follows the sentence

Sa svdm devatam drchhat' ['He lost the divinity within himself]
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which needs to be construed with the foregoing sentence, so that the pronoun
fr

sa' ('he') stands for Prajdpati (of the preceding sentence), and the two

sentences become syntactically connected. The pronoun
* he *

is taken as

standing for Prajapati, as it is in the same case as the word '

prajdpatih
'

(in

the preceding sentence) and it is not taken as standing for Varuna, as it is

not in the same case as
'

varundya
'

(in the preceding sentence) ; (c) next

follows the sentence
' Sa paryadiryata

'

[' He became torn (afflicted with

disease)']; here also the pronoun 'he' stands for Prajdpati mentioned

before, and the sentence becomes syntactically connected with the first

sentence ; (d) next comes the sentence
* Sa evaitam vdrunam chatuskapdlam

apashyat
'

[' He perceived the cake baked on four pans dedicated to Varuna '],

where again
' he '

stands for the same Prajdpati ; then it goes on,
' Sa nirava-

pat
'

[' He offered it '], -again
' he '

is Prajdpati ; -then,
* Tato vai sa varuna-

pdshat amuchyata
'

[' thence he became freed from the clutches of Varuna '],

here also
' he '

is Prajapati. The sentence
' Varuna seizes him '

is the

statement of the reason ; the sense being' Because Prajapati, on giving
a horse to Varuna, became afflicted with disease, therefore the person
who receives (i.e. .(jives) a horse is seized by Varuna, and becomes afflicted

with disease
'

; and '

because Prajapati became free by offering the

Varuna sacrifice, therefore the nvwi who gives a horse should offer the

Varuna sacrifice.'In this manner the performance of the Varuna sacrifice

by the giver of a horse becomes commended by the verb '

should be per-

formed'. -From this it follows that when a man gives a horse, he should

offer the Varuna sacrifice.

Objection
" What is actually asserted in the text is that the person who

accepts the gift of a horse should offer the sacrifice."

Answer If such were the meaning, then the opening of the passage
would be asserting one thing and its concluding portion something quite to the

contrary ;
so that the opening as well as the conclusion would both be

meaningless. Hence we have either to assume a different meaning for the

opening sentence, in accordance with what is said in the concluding sentence,

or assume a different meaning for the concluding sentence, in accordance with

what is said in the opening sentence ; that is, either the opening sentence
*

Prajapati presented a horse to Varuna '

will, in accordance with what is said

in the concluding sentence, have to be taken to mean that
' he received the

horse from Varuna ', or, in accordance with what is said in the opening

sentence, the concluding sentence,
' He who receives a horse

'

will have

to be taken to mean ' one who gives a horse '. Under the circumstances,

it is what comes first that is to be respected (kept intact), as there is nothing
to contradict it (at the time of its appearance), whereas what comes later

has to be taken in an indirect sense by reason of a contrary idea having already

appeared on the scene ; this according to the maxim,
' That which comes

first is to be accepted, as its injunction comes first, as in ordinary practice'

(Mwhdnsd-Sutra 12. 2. 23).

Further, if the statement that
'

Prajapati presented a horse to Varuna '

were taken to mean that 'he received it from Varuna \ many incongruities

would be involved in such an interpretation. On the other hand, the word
'

receives
'

is capable of somehow expressing the idea of giving ; because the
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man who doos an act, as also the man who, even indirectly, helps in the

accomplishment of the act, both can be regarded as the ' doer '

of that act ;

for instance, when a man arranges for the ploughing of a field, he is spoken of

as
'

ploughing the field with six ploughs ', even though he may not do the

actual ploughing at all ; and this because it is he who enables the act to be

done and hence
' does *

it ; in the same manner, in the case in question,

the man who enables the acceptance to be done is ho who gives it
; and

hence the man giving the horse can be spoken of as
'

accepting
'

it. Thus,

it is after full consideration that it has been decided that it is the person

giving the horse who is spoken of as
*

accepting
'

it (in the text under con-

sideration) ; and it is for him that the performance of the Vdruna sacrifice

has been prescribed.

[Kumarila offers other interpretations of this and the preceding Adhikarana ;

for which see Tantravartika Trans., pp. 1407-1410.]



ADHIKARAJNJA (12) : Cooked ' Cham '

is to be offered to

Soma-Indra on the occasion of vomiting the Soma
drunk at a Vedic sacrifice.

SUTRA (32).

[PtJRVAPAKSA]
" THE CASE OF THE VOMITING OF THE SOMA DRUNK

IS SIMILAR [TO THAT OF THE HORSE-GIFT]."

Bhdsya.

There is the text
4

Somaindram charum nirvapet shyfimakam soma-

vaminah* ['Cooked shydmdka rice should be offered to Soma-Indra, on be-

half of one who vomits Soma '] (cf. Taitti. Sam. 2. 3. 2. 7).

In regard to this, there arises the question Is this cooked rice to be
offered to Soma-Indra, on the occasion of vomiting the ordinary Soma-
drink or on that of vomiting the Vedic Soma-drink ?

Question
1 ' What is ordinary Soma-drink ? and what is Vedic Soma-

drink ?
"

Answer The Vedic Soma-drink is the Soma drunk at the Jyotistoma
and allied sacrifices ; and it is ordinary Soma-drink when Soma is drunk
for seven or ten days for the purpose of securing the'equilibrium of the bodily
humours.

On the question stated, we have the following Purvapaksa :
"
The

case of the vomiting of the Soma drunk is similar to that of the Horse-gift.
That is to say, the sacrifice in question is to be offered in the case of the

ordinary vomiting, not in that of the Vedic vomiting. The words *

is similar
*

refer to the Purvapaksa view (of Adhikarana 10); the sense being that just
as in the case of the Horse-gift, the expiatory sacrifice was declared (in the

Purvapaksa) as to be performed at the acceptance of the Horse-gift in or-

dinary life, on the ground of its performance having been laid down in con-

nection with an evil effect (the attack of dropsy), in the same manner,
in the case in question also, we find the sacrifice mentioned in connection
with an evil effect in the text

'

one who drinks Soma (and vomits it) be-

comes weak in his sense-organs arid in vigour
'

; now it is only in ordinary
life that the Soma being regularly drunk for the purpose of securing the

equilibrium of the bodily humours, if the drink is lost by vomiting, the

equilibrium of the humours becomes lost
;
so that it is only in this case that

the
'

weakening of the sense-organs
'

becomes possible (as the result of

the vomiting), In the case of Soma drunk during a Vedic sacrifice, as the

drinking is done simply in obedience to the scriptural injunction (and not
for any special purpose), there could be no evil effect (resulting from the

vomiting) ; because in this case, the Soma-drinking is done simply
in obedience to the injunction that

'

the remnant of the Soma at a sacrifice

should be drunk '

; and so long as this
4

drinking of the Soma '

is done, there
can be no evil effects ; so that even though the man might vomit the Soma
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drunk, yet the enjoined act of Soma-drinking will have been duly accom-

plished, and the scriptural injunction will have been duly acted upon ; and

hence there could be no evil effects. For these reasons, we conclude that

the offering to Soma-Indra should be made when the Soma drunk in ordinary

life is vomited."

SUTRA (33).

[SlDDHANTA] THE OFFERING SHOULD BE MADE AT THE (VOMITING

OF THE SOMA DRUNK AT THE) VEDIC SACRIFICE
;
AS IT IS ONLY

AT THIS THAT IT CREATES AN EVIL EFFECT
;
AS REGARDS

THE (VOMITING OF THE SOMA DRUNK IN) ORDINARY

LIFE, AS IT IS DONE FOR A VISIBLE PURPOSE, THERE

COULD BE NO EVIL EFFECTS.

Bhdsya .

The offering in question can be made only at the vomiting of the

Soma drunk at a Vedic sacrifice, not at that of what is drunk in ordinary

life. Why ? Because it is only at this that it creates an evil effect ; in con-

nection with the vomiting at a Vedic sacrifice, we find its evil effect des-

cribed in the text' He becomes weak in the sense-organs and in vigour.*

Tn the case of the ordinary Soma-drinking on the other hand, as it is done

for the purpose of securing the equilibrium of the bodily humours, there

would be no evil effects resulting from the vomiting ; in fact, it is for the

very purpose of vomiting it that they drink Soma in ordinary life.

Even if we take the text just quoted (' He becomes weak, etc.') to be

purely commendatory, the only reasonable hypothesis- would be that the

offering is to be done on vomiting the Soma drunk at a Vedic sacrifice ;

as it is only by this means that we could avoid the necessity of assuming
a distinct result (for the offering to Soma-Iridra). [Under the Siddhdnta,

this assumption is not necessary because the offering forms part of the

Vedic sacrifice and thus helps in the bringing about of the result of that

sacrifice itself. 1



ADHTKARAIJIA (13): The offering of Cooked Rice to Soma-

Indra is to be made only when the
'

Vomiting
'

of the

Soma-drink is done by the Sacrificer.

SUTRA (34).

[PtfRVAPAK^A] "THE OFFERING SHOULD BE MADE IN ALL CASES

(OF VOMITING), AS THERE is NO DISTINCTION."

Bhdsya.

[In connection with the offering of Cooked Rice to Soma-Indra, at the

vomiting of Soma drunk at a Vedic sacrifice, there arises the question as

to whether the offering is to be made when the vomiting is done by the

sacrificer ? or when it is done by the priests ? Or when it is done by both ?]

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa /"The sacrifice con-

sisting of the offering of cooked rice to Soma-Indra should be performed at

all cases of vomiting by the Priests and by the sacrificer. -Why ? Because

we find no distinction made such as that
'

it should be offered at the

vomiting done by such and such a person, and not at that done by such

and such another person
'

; for this reason it should be performed in all

cases of vomiting Soma."

SUTRA (35).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY THE OFFERING SHOULD BE MADE WHEN

THE VOMITING IS DONE BY THE SACRIFICER
;
AS IT IS FOR HIS

SAKE (THAT THE WHOLE SACRIFICE is PERFORMED).

Bhdsya.

The offering should be made at the vomiting done by the sacrificer ;

why ? because it is for the sake of the sacrificer that the sacrifice is performed ;

that is to say,- the sacrifice at which the Soma is vomited ie performed

'for his sake\ i.e. for the sake of the sacrificer; consequently the offering

to Soma-Indra should also be made for his sake. As a matter of fact,

what is declared in the text under consideration (regarding the offering to

be made to Soma-Jndra) is for the benefit of the Soma-vomiter, and that

alone benefits the Soma-vomiter which is capable of benefiting the sacrificer,

not what is done for the Priest ; as the sacrifice at which Soma is vomited

is not done for the sake of the Priests. [If the expiatory offering were made
on the vomiting by the Priest, then that sacrifice could not be performed
in the Fire kindled for the sacrificer, in which the main sacrifice is being

performed. ]

The following might be urged here" When the Adhvaryu Priest or

the Hotr Priest would vomit the Soma, their own priests could make the

expiatory offering in their fires (not in the fire set up for the sacrifice that

is performed for the sake of the sacrificer)."
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In that case, there would be two possibilities : ( 1 ) the expiatory offer-

ing would (be made on behalf of the . vomiting priests, and hence through
other priests and in other fires, and as such) not form part of the main

sacrifice at which the Soma has been vomited ; or (2) the expiatory offering

would not be made on behalf of the vomiting priests, Adhvaryu and Hotr.

Of those two alternatives, if (according to the first alternative) the Adhvaryu
and other priests were to have the expiatory offering made by distinct

priests of their own, then on account of the former occupying, as they do,

a very subordinate position at the whole performance, could not obtain the

fruits of the action
;
and what would be done on behalf of the priests could

not benefit the sacrificer at all. For these reasons, we conclude that the

expiatory offering should not be offered at the vomiting by tho priests.

SUTRA (36).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVES (TO THE SAME EFFECT).

Bhdsya.

There is a text indicative of the fact that the offering is to be made
on behalf of the vomiting Sacrificer.

tk How ?
" The fcext is

'

Somapl-

thena vd esa vyrdhyate yah somam vatnatl
'

['If one vomits Soma, he is

ruined
'

] ; this means that when the Soma loses its sanctity (by the vomit-

ing) the sacrificial performance of the Sacrificer becomes defective an'l ohereby

he is ruined ; now tliis
'

ruin
' could never be that of the Priest. Tf it

were meant to apply to the case of vomiting by tho Priests, then the form

of the text speaking of the vomiting would have been (' that sacrificer is

ruined) whose priests vomit
4

the Soma ', not '

he who vomits the Soma \

From all this also we conclude that the offering (in question) to Soma-Indra

should be made when the Soma is vomited by the sacrificer.



ADHIKAEAIJA (14) : Out of the
' Cake baked on Eight

Pans
'

dedicated to Agni, only
' two slices

'

are

to be offered.

SUTRA (37).

[PURVAPAKSA]
" THE ENTIRE SUBSTANCE SHOULD BE OFFERED,

AS IT IS MEANT FOR THAT PURPOSE."

Ehdsya.

There are the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices ;
in connection with these,

we read' Yaddgneyo'stdkapdlo'mdvdsydydm paurnamdsydnchdchyuto bha~

vati* ['The Cake baked upon eight pans dedicated to Agni is never absent

at the Amdvdsyd and the Paurnamdsl sacrifices '] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 3. 3).

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the entire substance

(cake) to be offered to Agni ? or only a little is to be offered and a little

is to be retained ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :

"
The entire

substance should be offered ; why ? because it is meant for that purpose ;

the injunction on the point is that 'The Cake should be made dgneya (de-

dicated to Agni)
'

; hence the whole of it should be offered."

SUTRA (38).

[SlDDHANTA] INASMUCH AS WHAT IS LAID DOWN AS TO BE OFFERED

IS A '

SLICE/ THERE MUST BE A REMNANT.

Bhdsya.

4 Niravaddna
'

stands for 'niskrsya avaddna\ i.e. 'offering after being

sliced out
'

;
and it is this

*

sliced offering
'

that is laid down in the text,
4 Out of the substance, one should make two slices for offering

'

; there is

another text also, to the effect that
'

one should offer into the Fire an offering

consisting of two slices.'- From all this it is clear that only
' two slices

'

have to be offered and the rest is to be retained.

SUTRA (39).

[OBJECTION]
" WHAT is LAID DOWN IN THESE TEXTS is ONLY

THE METHOD (OF MAKING THE OFFERING) ;
IN REALITY THE WHOLE

OF THE SUBSTANCE IS MEANT TO BE OFFERED."

Ehdsya.

"It is not meant that only
' two slices

'

should be offered
;
what is

meant is that
'

the substance to be offered should be prepared (sanctified)

by slicing it twice
'

; so that all that is enjoined by the texts quoted is that
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'

the substance to be offered should be sliced twice
'

; and it is not meant that

what is not
'

sliced twice
' should not be offered. Hence the only right

course to adopt is that the whole of the Cake should be offered, none other."

SOTRA (40).

[ANSWER] THE OFFERING SHOULD BE DONE ONCE ONLY, AS THE

ACTION (OF 'OFFERING') WILL HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLISHED (BY

THAT SIMPLE OFFERING) ;
SPECIALLY AS THE SUBSTANCE

IS ONLY SUBSERVIENT (TO THE ACT OF ' OFFERING
').

Bhdsya.

Answer When the substance to be offered has been declared to be that

which is qualified by 'double slicing', then by the offering of that 'double-

sliced
'

substance, all that is declared has boon accomplished, and in reality

there is no substance left (of what has been declared to be meant to be

offered) ;
and hence the offering should not be repeated. Why so ? Because

the substance is meant only to subserve the purpose of accomplishing the

offering ;
and it is not that the substance must be brought into contact

with the offering. If it were incumbent upon us to bring the substance

into contact with the offering, then, it might be conceded that, even

after the
'

double-sliced
' substance has been offered, there is some of the sub-

stance left which should be brought into contact with the act of offering ; so

that for this purpose the offering may have to be repeated. As a matter of

fact, however, the act of offering is there, not for the purpose that the sub-

stance may be brought into contact with it, but in reality it is the sub-

stance that is subservient to the offering ; i.e. the substance is taken away

only for the purpose of accomplishing the act of offering. Consequently,

when the offering has been accomplished (by the offering of the
'

double -

sliced
'

cake), and the man's purpose has been fulfilled, it is not necessary

that the primary act (of offering) should be repeated, simply for the sake of

the substance (that may have been left after the
'

double-sliced
'

offering has

been made).

Question
" Why should the substance be regarded as not predominant,

and hence riot necessitating the repetition of the act of offering ?
"

Answer Because the result follows from the offering; and also be-

cause of the maxim that
' when an already accomplished entity is spoken

of along with an entity still to be accomplished, the former is to be taken

as mentioned for the purposes of the latter '. Nor does the substance accord

any perceptible help to the offering. From all this it follows that a rem-

nant is to be kept after the
'

double-sliced
' substance has been offered.

It has been argued that
"
in view of the substance being spoken of

(in the text) as
'

dgneya
'

(dedicated to Agni), it must be admitted that the

whole of it should be offered (to Agni)". *-But in this view, the connection of

the whole substance with the offering would be based upon Inference ; that of

the
'

double-sliced substance', on the other hand, is based upon the directly

perceived text. Further, the nominal affix ('dhak', in the term 'dgneya'
'dedicated to Agni') would be applicable also when the whole of the sub-
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stance is not offered, in the sense that
* the substance to be offered to Agni

is to be taken out of the Cake '

(which, on that account is called
'

dgrieya ',

' dedicated to Agni ').
'

Agntya
*

is a generic term, while the term 4 double-

sliced
'

in the sentence * the double-sliced substance is to be offered
'

is a

particular term [and there is thus no incongruity in the term '

dgneya '].

Prom all this it follows that some portion of the substance is to be

retained.

SUTRA (41).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND THE 'REMNANT* SPOKEN OF (IN THE VEDA).

Bhdsya.

We actually find the ' remnant '

(of the Cake) spoken of in such texts

as
' One should slice the Ida out of the remnant ',

'

one should make the

Svistakrt offering out of the remnant '

; [which is a clear indication of the

fact that only a portion of the Cake is to be actually offered to Agni, and a

portion is to be retained as the
* remnant '

to be used for various pur-

poses].
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Svistakrt
'

offering is to be

made out of the Remnants of all the substances used

at the Sacrifice.

SUTRA (42).

[POBVAPAKSA]
" INASMUCH AS THEY ABE NOT THE MOTIVE FOB

THE ADMITTING OF THE SUBSTANCES, THE REMNANT-OFFEBINGS

SHOULD BE MADE OUT OF A SINGLE SUBSTANCE
;
SPECIALLY

AS THE REMNANT is ONLY A SECONDARY FACTOB."

Bhdsya.

There are the Darsha-Purnamasa sacrifices
; at these there are some

doings with the remnants of the offering-substances, such doings, for in-

stance, as the offerings of the
'

Idd\ the
'

Prdshitra* and the 'Svistakrt'.

In regard to these there arises the question Are these doings to be

done with the remnants of each of the substances offered at the sacrifice ?

or with the remnant of only one of them ?

On this t^MJStion
we have the following Purvapaksa" Inasmuch as

they are not the motive J'01 \&p
Jl$mitlin<i of the.

substances,
the Remnant -offerings

should be made out of a single substance ; that is t^o say, what may be done

with the Remnants does not tend to admit the substances [i.e. substances

are brought into a sacrificial performance, not because the Remnant-offerings

have to be made out of them, but because the main sacrificial offerings are

made out of them, and the offering of the Remnant is only for a secondary

purpose] ; if the substances had come in simply for the purpose of the rem-

nant-offerings being made out of them, then, without doubt, the Remnant -

offerings would have been made out of all the substances used ; as a matter

of fact, however, the substances are brought in for a different purpose (i.e.

for the purpose of the making of the main sacrificial offerings) ; and as such

they need not necessarily be used for purposes of the remnant-offerings ;

in fact, on account of all the substances being near to hand, the remnant -

offerings may be made out of any one of them; because the remnant is

only a means of the offerings (and hence a secondary factor)."

SUTRA (43).

[PfjBVAPAKSA concluded]
"
ALSO BECAUSE THE EMBELLISH-

MENT IS ACCOMPLISHED (BY A SINGLE OFFEBING)."

Bhdsya.
*

" As a matter of fact, the embellishment of the primary act (which is

the sole purpose of the offering of Remnants) is accomplished by a single

Remnant-offering ; in view of this fact, offerings should not be made out

of any other remnant."
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StJTRA (44).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THEY SHOULD BE MADE OUT OF ALL THE

SUBSTANCES, BECAUSE THE MOTIVE IS EQUALLY PRESENT IN ALL,

AND BECAUSE THE EMBELLISHMENT IS FOR THE SAKE OF THE

SUBSTANCES.

Bhdsya.

In reality, the Remnant-offerings should be made out of all the substances

(used at the sacrifice) ; why ? because the motive is equally present in all ; i.e.

the reason that there is for the making of the remnant-offering out of one

substance is present in the case of all the substances ; hence a remnant has

to be secured of all ; that substance of which no remnant is secured, re-

mains deprived of that embellishment which is brought about by the offering.

For all these reasons remnant-offerings should be made out of all the

substances.

SUTRA (45).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVES.

Bhdsya.

We find texts also indicative of the same conclusion ; e.g.
' Devd

vai svistakrtamabruvan havyam no vaha iti ; so'bravlt varam vrnai ; bhayo

me'stviti ; vrnlsveti te
' bruvan ; so'bravlt uttardrdhddeva mahyam sakrt sakrda-

vadadydt
'

[The deities said to Svistakrt
'

carry to us our offerings
'

; he

said
*
I would ask for the boon that I may receive a share of the offerings

'

;

they said
' Do ask for it

'

; he said
' One should make an offering to me,

one by one, out of the latter half '] ; here the term *

sakrt
' has been re-

peated ; which shows that the offerings have to be made out of every one

of the Remnants.



ADHIKARAI^A (16) : In the event of the Remnant-

offerings being made out of a single substance, they

should be made out of the first Remnant.

SUTRA (46).

[PffRVAPAKSA]
"
IF THE REMNANT-OFFERING IS TO BE DONE OUT

'OF ONLY ONE SUBSTANCE, ONE MAY DO AS ONE LIKES (OFFERING

IT OUT OF ANY SUBSTANCE HE LIKES), AS THERE CAN

BE NO DISTINCTION AMONG THEM.

Bhdsya.

This is a hypothetical discussion ; the question being In case the rem-

nant-offerings were to be made out of a single substance [which we have

just decided cannot be done] what is to be done ? can the offerings be

made out of any one of the substances one likes ? or are they to be made

out of the first one ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"

it may be made out of any substance

one likes ;why ?- because we do not find any ground for distinction

among them; hence there can be no hard and fast rule as to the substance

out of which the single offering is to be made,"

SUTRA (47).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE OFFERING SHOULD BE MADE OUT

OF THE FIRST SUBSTANCE, BECAUSE OF ITS PRIORITY IN TIME.

Bhdsya.

The Remnant-offerings should be made out of the remnant of the first

(i,e. principal) substance ; why ? because of its priority in time. As it is

the first in point of time, if one were to make the offerings out of it, there

would be no absence of the requisite conditions ; so that when the conditions

would be there, it is only right that what is conditional on those conditions

should be done ; as regards the second and other substances, on the other

hand, when the offerings would have been once made out of the first sub-

stance, the necessary conditions would cease to exist ; and hence the offerings

would not be made out of these. For all these reasons, the offerings should

be made out of the remnant of the first substance.
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purposes of
'

Eating \

SUTRA (48).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
kl INASMUCH AS WE DO NOT FIND ANY MENTION OF

1 EATING ', THE TERM INDICATING
c

GIVING
' SHOULD BE TAKEN

IN THE SENSE OF
' INDUCEMENT FOR SERVICE'."

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnamdsa, we read
' Idam brahmamh,

idam hotuh, idamadhvaryoh, idamagnldhah ['This is for the JBmftman-priest,
this for the fiToty'-priest, this for the Adhvaryu-yriest, this for the Agnid-

priest '] (Taitti. Bra. 3. 3. 8. 8). [The Cake having been divided into four

parts, each part is assigned to each of the four principal priests, with the

words herein prescribed,]

In regard to this there arises the question Is this assignment of shares

for the purpose of inducement for willing service ? or for the purpose

of
'

eating
'

?

The Purvapaksa view is that
vt
the assignment of shares is for

the purpose of inducement for willing service ; -why ? because we find* no

mention of the
'

eating
'

; we find no such word as
*

it should be eaten
'

;

and it is as wrong to do what is not enjoined in the Veda as to omit what

is enjoined ; and we find that the parts are given to those who have ren-

dered service (at the performance) ; hence it follows that the assignment in

question is for the purpose of inducement for willing service."

SUTRA (49).

[PORVAPAKSA concluded] "ALSO BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN

EULOGISED AS SUCH/'

Bhdsya.
" The assignment of shares in question we find eulogised as the

'

sacri-

ficial fee', in the text
' Esa val darshapurnamdsayordaksina

'

; from this

also we conclude that (like the sacrificial fee) this assignment also is for

the purpose of inducement for service."

SUTRA (50).

[SlDDHANTA] THE ASSIGNMENT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS BEING FOR

THE PURPOSE OF
'

EATING
'

; BECAUSE AS REGARDS THE SUB-

STANCE (CAKE), THERE is EQUALITY (BETWEEN THE PRIESTS

AND THE SACRIFICER, IN SO FAR AS THE OWNERSHIP

OF THE SUBSTANCE IS CONCERNED).

Bhdsya.

The assignment of shares must be taken as being for the purpose of

4

eating
'

;

"
why ?

"
because there can be no *

giving
'

in the case.
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" Why not ?
*' Because it is only the owner of a thing that can give itr

not one who is not its owner.
" Why is there no ownership in this case ?

"

Because as a matter of fact, the substance (Cake) has been already de-

dicated by the sacrificer to a particular Deity with the terms '
this is for

such and such a deity
'

; and when a thing has been so dedicated to a deity,

cultured people no longer treat it as their own. Consequently if the sacri-

ficer follows this custom of cultured people, he could not have any ownership
over the cake (so dedicated). And thus [since lie has no ownership over it,

it cannot be given away by him, and] it cannot therefore serve the purpose
of securing the services (of the priests).

It has been argued that
" nowhere do we find any such expression

as that the shares should be eaten, and there is as much harm in doing what

is not enjoined as there is in omitting to do what is enjoined". -Our answer

to this is as follows: When the sacrificer pronounces the words 'this for

the Brahman-Priest
' and so forth (when assigning the parts of the Cake),

some sort of connection is established between the shares and the Brahman
and other priests ; in this connection, either the shares would benefit the

Brahman and other priests, or the Brahman and other priests would benefit

the shares ; as a matter of fact, however, we do not find any perceptible

benefit being conferred by the Brahman and other priests upon the shares ;

on the other hand, it is possible for some benefit to be conferred on the

Brahman and other priests by the shares when these latter are eaten ;

hence we conclude that the assignment of the shares is for the purpose of

eating.
" What is the benefit (that could be conferred by the shares on

the priests) ?
" -When the Priests have their hunger satisfied by the eating

of the Cake, they acquire the strength necessary for the completing of the

remaining part of the sacrificial performance.

SUTRA (51).

AS FOR THE EULOGISING OF
'

GIVING
'

(AS BEING THE SACRIFICIAL

FEE), THAT IS DUE TO THE ASSIGNMENT.

Bhdsya.

As regards the eulogising of the assignment of shares as
*

the sacrificial

fee
'

, this is due to the fact of
*

assignment ', which is common (to the as-

signment of the shares of the Cake and the assignment of shares in the

sacrificial fee) ; hence the eulogy would be applicable to the assignment of

shares in question, even when it is not for the purpose of securing the service

(of the Priests).

End of Pdda iv of Adhydya III.



ADHYAYA III.

PADA V.

ADHIKARAI^A (1): The 'Remnant-offerings to Svistakrt

and others should not be done out of Clarified Butter.

SUTRA (1).

THE REMNANT-OFFERING SHOULD BE MADE OUT OF

CLARIFIED BUTTER ALSO
;
BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN LAID DOWN IN

CONNECTION WITH ALL SUBSTANCES/'

Bhdttya.

[We now proceed to deal with the exception to the general law propounded in

Su. 44 of the last Pdda that the Remnant-offerings are to be made out of all the

substances used at the sacrifice Tantravdrtika.]

In connection with the Darsha-Purnamdsa, we read
'

Uttardrdhdt

svistakrte samavadyati
'

['Offers to Svistakrt out of the latter half '] (ci

Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 6. 5) ; and again
'

Idamupahvayati
*

[* He invokes the

Ida '] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 7. 3) ; and similarly other doings with Remnants.

In regard to these, there arises the question Are the Svistakrt and

Ida offerings to be made out of the remnant of the Clarified Butter used at

the Updmshu-ydja or not ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa "The said

acts are to be done ; why ? because it has been laid down in connection

with all substances; that is, inasmuch as all the substances are mentioned

in a common context, the remnant-rites should be performed out of all

of them. Further, the term
'

all
'

has been actually used in this connection,

in the text
4

Tadyat sarvebhyo havirbhyah samavadyati
J

[' One offers it out

of all the offering-substances
'

].
-From all this it follows that the remnant-

rites are performed out of the Clarified Butter also."

SUTRA (2).

[PtfRVAPAKSA continued]
"
ALSO BECAUSE OF THE REASON [OF

THE OFFERING, BEING APPLICABLE TO ALL SUBSTANCES].

Bhdsya.

"The reason for the Remnant-offerings to Svistakrt has been described

in the text
' The deities said to Svistakrt please carry our offerings ;

he saidI would ask for the boon that shares at sacrifices may be assigned

to me; they said ask for it; then Svistakrt said People should offer to

me out of the latter half
'

; the reason that is described in this com-

mendatory passage applies equally to Clarified Butter and other substances.
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Consequently the remnant-offerings should be made out of Clarified

Butter."

SUTRA (3).

[PffRVAPAKSA continued]
"
(THIRDLY), BECAUSE IN CONNECTION

WITH ONE SACRIFICE, THE TERM ' &AMAVATTA '

(' CONJOINTLY

SLICED ') IS FOUND."

Bhdsya.

" In connection with the * Cooked Rice '

dedicated to Aditya at the

Prayanlya sacrifice, we find the text
'

Agnaye svistakrte samavadyati
'

[* For

Agni-Svistakrt, one should offer what has been conjointly sliced '] (Taitti.

Bra. 1. 7. 4. 4). As a matter of fact, when an offering is made out of a

single substance Ajya (Clarified Butter) for instance, it is spoken of by
means of the word *

avadyati
'

(slices, for offering), and when the term ' sama-

vadyati
9

(' slices conjointly') is used, it means that it is a mixed offering

consisting of portions
'

sliced
' out of more than one substance. Such being

the case and the meaning of the text being that the offering to Ayni-Svist-akrt

should consist of what has been '

conjointly sliced', the procedure adopted
at the Prayanlya sacrifice would be correct only if (in addition to the portion

sliced out of the Cooked Rice) a *

slice
' were also cut out of tho Clarified

Butter 9 the use of which at the Prayanlya would coino in (from the Upam-
shuydja, of which the Prayanlya is a 'modification') under the general

law (that 'the modification is to be performed in tho same manner as

the Original Archetype '), as it is only thus that there would be an offering

consisting of the pieces
'

sliced conjointly
'

(out of the two substances,

Cooked nice and Clarified Butter). If this were not done (and if no portion
of the Clarified Butter were sliced out for offering), then tho only

'

slice
*

cut out for offering would be from the single substance, Cooked Rice, and
if this were what is meant, then the term used in the text would have been
'

avadyati
'

(simply
' slices out for offering ', not '

samavadyati ',
'

slices out

conjointly ', as we actually find it). [For this reason also the Remnant-

offering should be made out of the Clarified Butter.]
"

SUTRA (4).

[PCRVAPAKA concluded] "LASTLY, BECAUSE A COMMENDATORY
DECLARATION RELATING TO THE OFFERING TO ' SviTAKRT '

ACTUALLY REFERS TO THE CLARIFIED BUTTER."

Bhdsya.

We have the following commendatory declaration relating to the

offering to Sviffakrt, which refers to the Clarified Butter contained in the

Dhruvd-vosael :

*

Avaddya avaddya dhruvdm pratyabhighdrayati, wippakrte

avaddya na dhruvdm pratyabhighdrayati, na hi tatah param dhutim yaksyan
bhavati

'

[* After each offering, one should pour back the Butter-remnant
into the Dhruvd vessel; but after having made the offering to Svistakrt,
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he need not pour back any remnant into the Dhruva-vessel ; as there is no
other offering to be made after the offering to Svisfakrt ']. This passage

explains the purpose for which the remnant is poured back into the vessel,

and this purpose clearly is that another offering is going to be made out of

the remnants thus collected in the Dftrava-vessel ; this is further confirmed

by the statement that after the offering to Svistakrt9 there is to be no such

pouring back, as after that, there are no other offerings to be made. All

this goes to show that there is pouring back of the Clarified Butter into the

vessel only for the purpose of making the remnant-offering to Svistakrt.

[Thus it is clear from this also that the remnant-offering has to be made out

of the Clarified Butter.]
"

SUTRA (5).

[SlDDHANTA] THIS (REMNANT-OFFERING OUT OF THE CLARIFIED

BUTTER) COULD NOT BE DONE, AS THERE CAN BE NO c REMNANT '

IN THIS CASE ; AND THIS ABSENCE OF
' REMNANT ' WOULD

BE DUE TO THE FACT THAT ALL THE CLARIFIED BUTTER
WOULD HAVE BEEN TAKEN UP (BY THE

OTHER OFFERINGS).

Bhdsya.

It is not possible that there should be Svistakrt and Ida-offerings made
out of the Clarified Butter contained in the Dhruva-vessel.

" Why ?
"

Because there can be no remnant in this case.
" Why cannot there be a

remnant in this case ?
" Because all the Clarified Butter would have been

taken up (by the main offerings).

SUTRA (6).

WHAT MAY HAVE BEEN LEFT IN THE DHRUVA-VESSEL CANNOT BE

TREATED AS A *

REMNANT', AS THE BUTTER IN THAT VESSEL IS

MEANT FOR SEVERAL PURPOSES IN COMMON.

Bhdsya.

Says the Opponent
" The Clarified Butter that had been secured for

the Updmshuydja, out of that some would be left over in the Dhruva

vessel ; and this could be treated as the ' remnant '

(out of which the offering

to Svistakrt could be made)."
That cannot be ; as what is contained in the Dhruva is meant for several

purposes in common, for instance, for being offered at the Updmshuydja
and for several other purposes ; in fact Clarified Butter is required for

all those actions where the sacrifice is performed by means of that Butter ;

and at whatever action Clarified Butter has to be used, at each one of

these it has to be brought in and '

prepared '. Hence the Clarified Butter

in the Dhruva vessel is meant for all these several purposes. In fact

this is clearly indicated by the Vedic text also
* Sarvasmai vd yajndya
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gfhyatl yad dhruvdydm djyam
'

[' The Clarified Butter in the Dhruvd is

what is brought in for all sacrifices *] (Taitti. Bra. 3. 3. 5. 5)." What if it

is so ?
"

If the Clarified Butter collected in the Dhruvd for the purpose
of the Updmshuydja is meant for several purposes in common, then,

even after the completion of the Updmshuydja, there would be other

purposes to be served by it ; hence it cannot be regarded as something to

be '

disposed of
'

(as no longer required) ; it is only when a thing has served

all its purposes and is only causing confusion by remaining there, that

it has to be '

disposed of '. In some cases, when a thing has to be '

dis-

posed of, it is declared that it should be '

disposed of
'

in such and such a

manner. When however a thing brought in has still some use, it cannot

be regarded as to be '

disposed of '. Consequently after the Updmshuydja
has been performed, and even after the offering to Svislakrt has been made,

the Clarified Butter left in the Dhruvd cannot be treated as
' remnant '

and as such, something to be '

disposed of '[and the offering of the rem-

nant is nothing more than a '

disposal
'

of what is no longer required],

As analogous to this we have the case where rice for several persons has

been cooked in a single vessel, if one of them has eaten out of it, what

remains in the vessel is not treated as ' remnant '

(or leavings) to be given

away to dependants ; because it has still got to serve other purposes (i.e.

the remaining persons are still there to eat it). Exactly similar is the

case of the susbstance, Clarified Butter, left after the Updmshuydja [which,

having been got together for use at several actions, cannot, after the com-

pletion of the Upamshuydja only, be treated as
* remnant ' and '

disposed
of

*

as such by being offered as
'

remnant-offering '].

Says the Opponent
"

[If the Clarified Butter in the Dhruva-vossel

cannot be offered as
' remnant ', then] there would a 'remnant '

of Clarified

Butter in the Juhu, as in the Cups, i.e. as there is of Soma in the Ladles and

Cups, according to injunctions."

In answer to this, we have the following Sutra

SUTRA (7).

WHAT HAS BEEN COLLECTED IN THE JuHtJ-VESSEL is ALL

CONNECTED WITH A PARTICULAR OBLATION.

Bhdsya.

It has been explained that there can be no ' remnant '

of the Updmshuydja
in the Dhruvd, because the Clarified Butter got together for this sacrifice

is meant in common for several actions. Now the question is put "why
cannot the remnant-offering be made out of the Clarified Butter left in the

Juhu-vessel, in the same manner as there is remnant (of Soma) in the ladle

where it had been taken up for being offered into the fire ?
" Our answer

to this is that what has been collected in the Juhu-vessel is all connected with a

particular oblation, and hence (as the whole of it will have been offered away)
there would be no * remnant '

in it.
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SUTRA (8).

"
IT MAY BE AS IN THE LADLE ", IF THIS IS URGED [THE ANSWER

WOULD BE AS IN THE FOLLOWING SffTRA],

Bhdsya.

This argument, urged by the opponent, has got to be refuted. (This

is done in the following Sutra)

SOTRA (9).

THAT CANNOT BE
; BECAUSE (IN THE CASE OF THE SOMA), THERE is AN

INFRINGEMENT OF AN INJUNCTION (IF ALL THE SOMA IS OFFERED

AWAY), AND ALSO BECAUSE IT (THE POURING OF THE SOMA INTO

THE CUPS AND VESSELS) IS MEANT TO BE ONLY A PRE-

PARATION OF AN OFFERING-MATERIAL. [FOR THESE

TWO REASONS, THE WHOLE OF THE SOMA-

JUICE IS NOT OFFERED AWAY.]

Bhdsya.

The case of the Clarified Butter in the Juhu is not analogous to that

of the Soma in the cups and vessels. In the case of the latter [if all the

Soma were offered away in oblations], there would be an infringement of

the injunction
4

SomasyagnervihUyanuva&atkaroti
'

(Aitareya Bra. 3. 5).

[which lays down an oblation to be offered later on]. Then again, in regard
to the pouring of the Soma into the cups and vessels, all that such texts

as
'

Aindravdyavam grhvali
'

[' should hold the cups dedicated to Indra-

Vdyu '] lay down is the mere holding,- not holding accompanied by offering

as oblations ; and all that is meant by this holding is that the Soma is pre-

pared as an offering-material. [For these two reasons, there is no offering

of all the Soma in the cups and vessels] ; [and hence ' remnant ' becomes

possible]. Tn the case of the Clarified Butter on the other hand, what is

laid down is the offering of it as an oblation, in such texts as
'

Chaturgrhliam

juholi
'

(Taitti. Sam. 5. 1. 1. 1 ) [Hence in this case all the Butter in the

Juhu is offered away ; and hence there can be no remnant.]

SUTRA (10).

THE TERM ' ALL ' REFERS TO WHAT IS THERE
;
AS WHAT IS LAID

DOWN CAN PERTAIN ONLY TO SUCH THINGS AS ARE IN

EXISTENCE.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued (under Su. 1) that
"
the text has laid down that

* the slicing is done for offering out of all substances '

[and hence the rem-

nant-offering should be done out of the Clarified Butter also]." Our answer
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to this is as follows : What is declared in the text refers to only such
' remnants '

of substances as are there already, and not to all substances

without any qualification ; the meaning thus is that
* the slicing is to be

done out of such remnants as are already there
'

; just as when it is said
4

all the rice % or
*

all the Brahrnanas have eaten' the term '

all
9

refers

to sue ft rice and such Brahmanas, as may be there (and it cannot refer to all

the rice, or all the Brahmanas, in the world) ; similarly in the case in question

(* all substances
'

stands for all those of which remnants may be actually

there) [and as there is no remnant of the Clarified Butter, there could not be

any remnant-offering out of it].

SUTRA (11).

THE INDICATIVE TEXT REFERS TO THE MIXTURE OF OENUSES.

BMsya.

It has been argued (under Sii. 3) that
" the use of the term '

conjoint

(mixed) slicing
' would not be applicable if no slicing for offering were made

out of the Clarified Butter, brought in in accordance with the general law

that
'

the modification is to be done in the same manner as the original

sacrificeV The answer to this is as follows : Even though there may
not be any remnant-offering out of the Clarified Butter, the term ' mixed

slicing* would be quite applicable, as referring to the particular genuses,

i.e. as referring to the genus 'rice' and tho genus 'Clarified Butter' fas

mixed up in the ' Cooked Rice ', in which there is both * Rice' and '

Clarified

Butter '

; hence when a slice is cut out of this
' Cooked Rice ', there is a

mixed slicing of both Rice and Butter ; this mention of
' mixed slicing

*

therefore cannot indicate the possibility of a slicing out of the pure and

simple Clarified Butter by itself]. It is possible to take the term in this

sense, as what is stated is a mere reiterative declaration, and it is open to

us to take such a declaration in any sense that may be reasonably suitable.

SUTRA (12).

THE LAST TEXT (QUOTED BY THE PtJRVAPAKSIN) ONLY MEANS

THAT THE VESSEL SHOULD NOT BE ENTIRELY EMPTY.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued above (under Su. 4) that
"
there is a text which

indicates that there should be pouring back of Clarified Butter into the

Dhruvd [and there would be this
' remnant '

available for making the

remnant-offering]." The answer to this is that the Butter that may be

thus poured back is not for the purpose of making the remnant-offering to

Swpfakrt, because there would be no * remnant '

at all in the case ; as has

been already explained (under Su. 5). Hence the meaning of the text

quoted under Su. 4 is as follows :

' Under the impression that no more

oblations are going to be offered out of it, the Dhruva should not be emptied,*
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if there were another oblation to be poured out of the Dhruvd,, then, in

the event of more clarified butter being poured back into the Dhruvd, the

Dhruvd would be empty. What the sentence
' no more oblations are going

to be offered out of it
' means is that so long as there is an oblation still

to be offered out of the Dhruvd , it should not be emptied (and it should con-

tinue to be refilled by pouring back Butter into it) ; but if no butter were

poured back iuto it after each offering, the Dhruvd would become empty ;

and it should not become empty [so long as there is another oblation to

be offered out of it] ; but as soon as there remains no other oblation to be

offered out of it, what would be the use of pouring back any more Clarified

Butter into it ?



ADHIKARAIJTA (2) : At the
'

Sakamprasthayya
'

also there

is to be no '

remnant-offering \

SUTRA (13).

AT THE '

SlKAMPRASTHAYYA '

SACRIFICE ALSO, THE OFFERING TO

SVISTAKRT SHOULD BE AS IN THE AFORESAID CASE.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnamdsa, we read
'

Sdkamprastha-

yyena yajeta' (Taitti. Sarh. 2. 5. 4. 3).

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the remnant-offering

connected with Sviatakrt and Ida to be made at this sacrifice, or not ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
the offering is to be made ;~-why ?

because the Sakamprasthayya is a modification of the Darsha-Purnamdsa

<at which the said offering is made, and the modification has to be performed
like its original archetype)."

In answer to this we have the^ following Siddhdnta : The said offering

is not to be made at the Sakamprasthayya : why ? because there is no rem-

nant, there being no remnant on account of the whole of the substance having

been taken up (Su. 5).
" How is that ?

" In connection with the sacrifice

in question, we read '

Ajyabhdgdbhydm pracharydgneylna cha puroddshena

agnidhrl srucham praddya saha kumbhlbhirabhikrdman aha '

[' After having

made the offerings of Clarified Butter and the Cake dedicated to Agni,

making over, to the Agnidhra Priest, the ladles and taking the Kumbhls with

himself, he goes forward and says. . . . '] [which makes it clear that after the

main Butter-offerings have been made, there is none of the Butter left there],

Thus the conclusion is that there are to be no remnant-offerings at the

Sdkamprasthdyya.



ADHIKARAIJA (3) : There are to be no ' Remnant-

offerings
'

at the Sautramam sacrifice.

SUTRA (14).

AT THE SAUTRAMAN! SACRIFICE ALSO [THERE ARE TO BE NO
'

REMNANT-OFFERINGS '] OUT OF THE CUPS.

Bhdsya.

There is the Sautrdmanl sacrifice, in connection with which certain
'

cups
'

(of Soma-juice) are mentioned as dedicated to Ashvins, to Sdrasvati

and to Indra. This sacrifice is the
l

modification' of a sacrifice (Jyotistoma)

at which the
*

remnant-offerings
'

are to be made
; consequently, according

to the general law that
'

the modification is to be performed in the manner

of its original archetype ', it would appear to be necessary to make the
4

remnant-offerings
'

connected with Svistakft and Ida.

Now there arises the question Are the
' remnant-offerings

'

to be

omitted at the Sautrdmanl sacrifice, or not ?

The Purvapaksa view is that, in accordance with the general law (re-

ferred to), the remnant-offerings should be made (not omitted).

In answer to this, we have the following SiddhdntaAt the Sautrd-

manl sacrifice also there are to be no remnant-offerings out of the cups (Su.).

--The particle
'

cha
'

(' also ') serves to apply to this case all that has been

urged in the foregoing two Adhikaranas.
"
Why should there be no such

offering ?
"

Because there is no remnant, the absence of remnant being due

to the whole of the substance having been taken up (Su. 5).

At this sacrifice also, they proceed to offer oblations with the cups

for which purpose cups of milk and cups of wine are taken up ; and all the

substance that is contained in these cups is taken up and verbally dedicated

to their respective deities ; as is laid down in the text
* Grhltdn grahdn rtvija

ddadate, dshvinamadhvaryuh, sdrasvatam brahmd t aindram pratiprasthdtd

[' The Priests take up the cups the Adhvaryu takes up the cup dedicated to

the Ashvins; the Brahman takes up that dedicated to Sarasvati, and the

Pratiprasthdtr takes up that dedicated to Indra '.] Thus the whole of the sub-

stance is taken up by these obJations ; that the substance is to be offered

in oblations is also laid down in the text
*

Uttare
'

gnau payograhdn juhvati,

daksin&gnau surdgrahdn juhvati
'

[' They offer the cups of milk into the

Northern Fire, and the cups of wine into the Southern Fire '].

SUTRA (15).

THE MENTION OF
* REMNANT '

ALSO IS TO BE TAKEN AS IN THE

PREVIOUS CASE.

Bhd$ya.

This same conclusion (arrived at under Su. 5) is supported by the

mention of
* remnant ', in the text

' He should keep back a little, he should
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not offer up the whole *

(Taitti. Bra. 1. 8. 6. 2) ; this prohibition of the offering

of the whole would be explicable only if (without this prohibition) there

were a possibility of the whole being offered. And it is on account of a distinct

declaration that the
4 remnant-offering

'

to Svi&takrt is not to be made at

this sacrifice, out of the remnant that has been kept back (in accordance

with the prohibition just quoted) ; because a different use is laid down for

that remnant in the text
' Brahmanam parikriniydt uchchhesanasya pdtdram

'

(Tai. Bra. 1. 8. 6. 2.) ['He should engage a Brahmana who should drink

the remnant'] [by whom the remnant is to be drunk, and not used as an

offering to Svistakrt], There is a similar use laid down for another remnant

of the same kind in the text
4

Shatdtrnndydrn viksarayanti
'

['They pour
it into a hundred-holed jar

1

]. (Taitti. Bra. 1. 8. 6. 4.)



ADHIKARAIJTA (4) : At the
'

Sarvaprstha
'

Sacrifice, the

6

Remnant-offering
'

should be made only once.

SUTRA (16).

[PURVAPAKSA] "THOUGH THE SUBSTANCE is ONE, THE 'REMNANT-

OFFERINGS' SHOULD BE MADE WITH EACH OF THE ACTS (THAT

GO -TO MAKE UP THE SARVAPRSTHA SACRIFICE).

Bhdsya.

[We have dealt with cases where there is no 'remnant-offering' to be made.

We are now considering a case where there is a peculiarity regarding the remnant -

offerings.]

There is the
'

Sarvaprstha
'

sacrifice [consisting of several oblations

offered to Indra in his various aspects] spoken of in the texts
'

Indrdya

rathantardya ',

'

Indrdya vairupdya ',

'

Indrdya vairdjdya \
'

Indrdya shd-

kvardya '. [Taitti. Sam. 2. 3. 7. 2] ; at this sacrifice, the Cake is the

substance used in connection with all these several oblations in common.

In regard to this there arises the question Is the remnant-offering

to Svistakrt to be done with each of these oblations ? Or, only once ?

The Purvapaksa view is that, in view of the general law that
*

the

modification is to be performed in the same manner as its original Archetype
'

,

the offering should be made with each oblation,- even though there is only

one substance common to all the oblations, as each oblation is a distinct

act by itself."

SUTRA (17).

[SlDDHANTA] INASMUCH AS THERE IS NO DIVISION (OF THE SUB-

STANCE, AMONG THE SEVERAL OBLATIONS), THERE MUST BE A

COMMON ' REMNANT ' FOR ALL [SO THAT THERE CAN BE

ONLY ONE OFFERING OF THE
' REMNANT ').

Bhdsya.

We assert that the
*

remnant-offering should be made only once
'

: be-

cause there is no division of the substance among the several oblations ; as a

matter of fact, portions of the Cake are not divided among the several obla-

tions ; all that is said is that
*

the remnant-offering to Svistakrt should be

made out of the latter half of the Cake', and of the Cake, there is only

one
'
latter half

'

; so when an offering is made out of this
*

latter half
f

f

it cannot be distinguished from the remnant of which oblation the offering has

been made, and from the remnant of which it has not been made. Similarly

in the case of the Ida offering also. From all this it follows that the
' rem-

nant offering
'

should be made only once.



ADHIKARA^A (5) : In the case, of the cup dedicated to

Indra- Vdyu, there should be two '

Eatings
'

of

the Remnant.

SUTRA (18).

IN THE CASE OF THE CUP DEDICATED TO INDRA-VAYU, THERE SHOULD

BE AN ' EATING or REMNANTS '

IN CONNECTION WITH EACH

OBLATION, BY VIRTUE OF THE DIRECT INJUNCTION.

Bhdsya.

[There are two ways of
'

disposing of
'

the remnants of sacrificial materials :^

(1) offering them into tho Fire, to Svistakrt, and (2) eating them. We have hither-

to dealt with the offering of remnants ; we are now going to deal with the eating

of remnants. In the natural order this present Adhikarana should have come after

the next where the general question of the eating of Soma-remnants is dealt with,

-yet the author has brought in this first, because, in a way, it is an exception to

the foregoing Adhikarana.}

There is the Jyotitttoma sacrifice, laid down in the text
'

Jyotistomena

svargakdmo yajeta
'

; fat this sacrifice, several cups and ladles are used ; each

cup is dedicated to a distinct deity, and offered as such ; and the remnant

left in the cup after the offering has been made, is subsequently
'

eaten
'

(see

next Adhikarana) ; one of these cups is dedicated jointly to the two deities

Indra and Vdyu] ; in regard to this cup dedicated to Indra- Vdyu there arises

the question Is the eating of the remnant in this cup to be done once, or

twice ?

The Purvapaksa view is that " since the eating is meant to be an 'em-

bellishment' for the Soma, it should be done once only".
As against this, the Siddhdnta is that in the case of the cup dedicated

to Indra- Vdyu, the eating should be done twice ; why ? By virtue of the

direct injunction ; we have the following injunction 'Out of the cup dedi-

cated to Indra-Vdyu, one should eat twice, and should make two Vaaat-

kdra offerings' ; and no burden can be too heavy to be borne by a direct

injunction [hence in spite of all the arguments urged in the foregoing Adhi-

karana an exception has to be made in the case of the cup dedicated to

Indra- Vdyu].



ADHIKARA^A (6) : In the case of
' Soma \ there must

be 4

Eating of Remnants '.

SUTRA (19).

[PtJRVAPAKSA]
"
IN THE CASE OF SoMA, THERE IS NO ' EATING ',

AS THERE IS NO INJUNCTION TO THAT EFFECT ".

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Ji/otistoma, there are several Soma-oblations

laid down. In regard to these, there arises the question Is the remnant

of these Soma-oblations to be eaten, or not ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
thvre is no eating, in the case of Soma

;

why ? because there is no injunction to that effect ; and in the absence of an

injunction it cannot be known for certain that there should be
'

eating
'

;

hence the conclusion is that the remnant of Soma-oblations should not be

eaten".

SUTRA (20).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE '

EATING ',
BECAUSE

WE FIND A TEXT WHICH, THOUGH HAVING A DIFFERENT APPLICA-

TION, IS INDICATIVE OF THE EATING.

Bhasya.

There should be
'

eating
'

; as there is the following text, which, though

having a different application, indicates the 'eating'
'

Sarvatah parihdra-

mashvinam bhaksayati bhaksitdpydyitamshchainasan dakainasydnaso
*

valambe sddayanti
'

(see Taitti. Sam. 6. 4. 9. 4-5) [' He takes round the

cup dedicated to the Ashvins and eats it ; after the cups have been eaten

and refilled, they deposit them on the prop of the cart to the south
'

j.
Unless

there were
*

eating
'

of Soma in general, such particular cases of
'

eating
'

as are mentioned in this text could not be spoken of.

SUTRA (21).

IN FACT, THE TEXTS ARE DIRECT INJUNCTIONS, AS THEY SPEAK OF

WHAT IS NOT ALREADY KNOWN
;
HENCE THE ' EATING

' WOULD

BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH DIRECT INJUNCTIONS.

Bhdsya.

Objection
" What has been cited (in support of the eating) is only an

indicative
;
it is necessary to point to an injunction of it."

Answer The texts that are cited as
'

indications
'

may be treated

as injunctions ; For instance, the text,
'

Sarvatah parihdramashvinam bhak-

sayati, etc.' (cf. Taitti. Sam. 6. 4. 9. 4) actually enjoins a particular form of

35
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easing ; as this is something not already known, the sentence cannot be

taken as a mere reiterative reference to the
*

Eating '. In fact, if the text

were taken as enjoining something not already known, it would serve a

distinctly useful purpose. Thus then, there should be '

Eating
'

of Soma,

only in cases in connection with which it is mentioned in the texts ; and

in this there would not be any improper extension of the practice of eating.



ADHIKARA.TNTA (7) : The ' Soma-remnant
'

should be eaten

by the Priests holding the Cups.

SUTRA (22).

OUT OF THE CUPS, THEKB MUST BE
'

EATING ', BECAUSE OF THE

NAMES (GIVEN TO THE CUPS), THE APPLICATION OF THE NAMES

BEING BASED UPON THE FACT (OF
4 EATING

'

BEING

DONE OUT OF THEM, BY THE PRIESTS).

Bhdsya,

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read
'

Pratiu hotushchamasah 9

pra brahmanah, prodgdtrrndm, pro, yajamdnasya, prayantu sadasydndm
'

[

4

Let the Hotfs cup come forward, also the Brahman's cup, the Udgdtrs*

cup, the Yajamdna's cup, and the Sadasyas' cup '].

In regard to this, there arises the question Is eating (of Soma) to be

done by these cup-owners, or not ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"

it should not be done ; as it has just

been pointed out that there should be no undue extension of the practice

of eating".

On this we have the following SiddhdntaQui of the cups, there should

be
'

eating
'

; why ? because of the names given to the cups ; i.e. the names
' Hotushchamasah

'

(Hotr's cup),
* Brahmanashchamasah '

(Brahman's cup),
*

Udgdtushchamasah
'

(Udgatr's cup) clearly indicate that the particular

cup is called
'

hotushchamasah
'

because the Hotr Priest eats (literally
'

sips ',

'

chamati
'

), shall eat, or has eaten, out of that cup ; if the Hotr Priest did

not eat (or sip) out of it, it could not be
'

hotushchamasah
'

; and from this

it follows that he does eat out of it. [Similarly with the other names.]

Says the Opponent" In what way does this
*

indicative
*

(of the
*

eating ') operate?
"

It is operative through competency, we say. What the direction says is

that
'

the Hotushchamasa should come forward
'

; now if the Hotr did not

eat (chamet) out of it, then no such thing as the
'

hotushchamasah
'

(Hotr's

cup) would have the competency to
* come forward '.It would not do if the

Hotr Priest were to
4

eat
'

rice or some such thing, as the cup in question

is called the
'

Soma-chamasa\
'

Soma-cup '. Then again (the name cannot

be regarded as indicative of ownership, because) as a matter of fact, the

cup is the property, not of the Hotr priest, but of the Sacrificer ; all that the

Hotf priest can do is to
'

eat
'

out of it (by virtue of which it is called his
1

chamasa ', cup). Further, if Soma is 'eaten' out of the cup [and not some

other thing, like Rice], then alone is it possible for further oblations to be

offered with that cup ; because Soma is a sacred substance, hence the eating

of it does not pollute the cup, and it is possible to offer subsequent oblations

with it.
"
[In the case of other substances, Rice and the like also] it would

be possible to offer oblations with a cup that is polluted, on the strength
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of texts enjoining the offering of the oblations." But any such text could set

aside the prohibition^ using polluted cups only if there were no other way of

eating out of the cups and also offering the oblations, without using polluted

caps ; as a matter of fact, there is such a way, if the '

eating
'

out of the

cup is of Somn (not of Rice or any such thing) [whereby, on account of the

peculiar sanctity attaching to the Soma, the cup is not polluted, and hence

the offering of the subsequent oblations with it does not go against the

prohibition of using polluted cups]. From all this it follows that the Hama
should bo oaten by those priests who hold the cups.

Says the Opponent
"
[Tn the case of the eating of Rico and such things

also] people could have recourse to scraping the cup and such other means

(for removing the impurity attaching to the cup on account of the eating

of Rice, etc.) [and then tho cup, thus purified, could be used in offering the

oblations] ".

In that ease the relationship (of the cup to the eating Priest) having
ceasod (by reason of tho scraping of the portion touched by the eater's lips),

the cup would no longer be the same cup, it would become a totally different

object.

Et is for this reason (that like the priests, the sacrificer also should eat

the Soma out of tho cup named after him) that tho following text forbids

the eating of Sotna by a non- Brdhmana sacrificer
k Sa yadi, rajani/am

vaishi/am vd ydjayet,, sa i/adi somam bibluikmyiaet nyagrodhantibhimhrtya
tdh ttatnpiayti dadhani unnirjya tatnasniai btwiksam prayachchhet, na sow/am '

(Aita. Bra. 7. 30) ['if he officiates at the sacrifice performed by a Kbuttriya

or a Vaishya, and the saerificor wishes to eat Soma, the priest should fetch

the shoots of the banyan-tree, pound them and mix thera up with curd, and
then offer this to the sacrifice!' for eating, and not the Sorna '] ; this text

clearly shows that there shall be omission of the eating of fimna (in tho case

of the iion-Kra/iHuina sacrificer) ; now this fear of the iion-Brahmana saerificer

eating /Vowa [without which there could be no prohibition] could be possible

only if, as a rule, Honia were meant to bo eaten out of the eups by persons
after whom the cups are named. From all this we conclude that thero

must be eating of Konia by these persons out of the cups named after them.



ADHIKABA^A (8) : The Soma is to be eaten by the

6

Udgatr
'

(chanting) priests together with the

'

Subrahmanya
'

Priest.

SUTRA (23).

[PURVAPAKSA (A)]
ci ONLY ONE PERSON SHALL EAT OUT OF THE

'

UDGATR'S CUP/ BECAUSE SUCH IS THE DIRECT ASSERTION."

Bha-sya.

There is the Jyolistoma sacrifice laid down in the text
*

Jyotistomena

svargakdmo yajeta
'

; in connection with this sacrifice, we read
* Praitu

holushchamasah pra udgatrrnarn '. Tt has been decided in the fore-

going Adhikarana that the eating out of the Cups is to be regulated by their

names [i.e. the Hotr is to eat out of the
'

Hotr's cup ', the Brahman, out of the
'

Brahman's cup
' and so on]. Now in connection with the cup named

*

Udyatrrnam chamasah \
'

the cup of the Udgatrs', there arises the question

|
There being only one priest of the name of

'

Udgatr '] is the one Udgatr

priest alone to oat out of this cup ?~~or all the Priests ? or all the Sama-

vedin priests, except the Subrahmanya Priest ? or all the Namavedin priests

along with tho Subrahmanya ?

(A) On this question, we have the following view as the first Purva-

paksa (A)" The one Udgatr priest alone is to eat out of it ; because such

is the Direct Assertion ;
i.e. the Udgatr priest is the only person who is men-

tioned in the name of the cup which has been called in the text as
' Ud-

gdtrrnam chamasah ',

'

the cup of the Udgatrs \
' But in the text we have

the Plural number, which means that several persons should eat.' The answer

to that is that it is true that the Plural number is found in the text, but

that number appears as pertaining to the noun-base
'

Udgatr
'

; under tho

circumstances, if significance were meant to be attached to the Plural num-

ber, then it would denote the plurality of Udgatr Priests ; as a matter of

fact, however, there is only one Udgatr Priest ;
-
consequently, even though

directly mentioned, the plurality could not bring about different (several)

Udgatr Priests ;
hence it must be concluded that no significance is meant

to be attached to the Plural number. Then again, the notion that several

persons should eat out of the cup could be got at only by Inference.
' How ?

'

It would be got at by means of the following inferential reasoning : The

Plural number is applied only to such noun-bases as denote several individ-

uals, in the case in question we find the Plural number applied to the

base
'

Udgatr ', hence verily the cup must belong to several (Udgatrs).

This is a purely inferential process. On the other hand, the fact that there

is only one Udgatr priest, not even a second or a third is directly per-

ceptible. Perception is always more authoritative than Inference. Hence

the cup belongs to and is to be eaten out of, by only one person, and

that person, the one Udgatr priest."
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SUTRA (24).

[PfJRVAPAKSA (B)]
"
OR, ALL [THE PRIESTS SHOULD EAT OUT OF

THE CUP] ; BECAUSE THERE IS AN INDICATION OF ALL."

Bhdsya.

(B)
"
Or, all the priests should eat out of the Udgatr-cup. If the

Udgatr priest were the only one person to eat out of it, then the presence of the

plural number (in
'

vdgdtrrndm
'

) would have to be regarded as a mistake ;

specially as such plurality is neither referred to nor predicated.' In the

event of all the priests eating oiit of the cup, the presence of the name of

the Udgatr-priest (in
'

Udgatrrndm chamasah '

) would have to be regarded
as a mistake '. -Our answer to that is that the term *

Udgatrrndm
'

may, in

that case, be taken in a figurative sense, as standing for
'

the Udgatr-priest
and the rest V

SUTRA (25).

[PtfRVAPAKSA (C)l
"
OR, THE HYMN-CHANTERS ALONE [SHOULD

EAT OUT OF THE CUP] ;
AS THE INDICATION IS OF THESE ALONE,

SPECIALLY IN VIEW OF THE PRESENCE OF THE PLURAL

NUMBER."

Bhdsya.

(C) -Says the Opponent to the Purvapaksa (B)
"
It is not right that

the cup should be eaten out of by several persons. Why ? Because the

connection of the term *

Udgdtr
' with ' Chamasa '

is indicated by a directly

perceived
'

sentence
'

; again, the connection of the Plural Number with

the term '

Udgatr
'

is shown by
'

Direct Assertion
'

; -no other Priest has

any connection with the Plural Number ; hence it is not right that the

cup should be eaten out of by several persons including the Udgatr as well

as others (as held by Purvapaksin B).
99

It is in answer to this that we have the third Purvapaksa (C) :

" As a

matter of fact, the term *

Udgatr
'
is capable of expressing Plurality (and taking

the Plural Number), through the particular action, that of chanting, the

term '

Udgatr
'

in the Plural literally denoting chanters ( Udgdyanti iti Ud-

gdtarah)." Who are these several chanters (who are spoken of by the term
'

Udgatrrndm
'

in the Plural) ?
'

They are the three hymn-chanting

priests (1) Prastotr, (2) Udgatr and (&) Pratihartr. Thus by reason of the

presence of the Plural Number, we conclude that the term '

Udgatr
'

(with

the Plural Number) is meant to stand for those in whom the inferred

action (of chanting) is present. In this manner, both the Plural Number and

the term '

Udgdtr
' become explicable. For these reasons we conclude that

the cup is to be eaten out of by the hymn-chanters."
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SUTRA (26).

[SlDDHANTA] IN FACT, ALL (THE FOUR SlMAVEDIN PRIESTS, SHOULD

EAT OUT OF THE CUP) ;
BECAUSE THEY ARE ALL EQUALLY CON-

NECTED WITH THE (SlMA) VEDA
;
AND IT IS FOR A SPECIAL

REASON THAT THE NAME (' UDGATR ') IS RESTRICTED TO

ONE ONLY (OF THE SAID FOUR SAMAVEDIN PRIESTS).

All the Sdmavedin priests i.e. the three named above (Prastotr, Udgdtr
and Pratihartr) along with the Subrahmanya Priest should eat out of the cup.

" How so ?
" Tn answer to this, it will not be right to say -

s because

they are connected with chanting
'

; why so ? because connection with
'

Udgana
'

(chanting) is something quite different from connection with
* Odna '

(singing),
'

Udgana
'

(chanting aloud) being something different

from ' Qana* (singing) ;

' Odna *

is mere singing, secular as well as Vedic, while

the other,
*

Udgana ', derived from the root Gai '

(to sing) and the prefix
'

ut \ is well-known as the name of a particular phase of Sanaa-chant ; now
the person who does this Sanaa-chanting and is therefore called the

c

Udgdtr
'

is one only, and there are not several persons of this name. Thus then,

it will not be right to say that there shall be several Udgdtr priests, as all

are equally connected with ' Sama-chanting '.
" What then is the correct

answer to the question why all the four Sdmavedin priests should eat out

of the cup ?
"

-The correct answer is that they are all equally connected

with the Sdma-veda. In this sense an exposition of the Veda is called
*

audgdtra ', and several functions are also called
*

audgdtra
'

; so that one who
studies the Audgdtra exposition, or performs the Audgdtra functions, is

called the '

Udgdtr '.
" How so ?

"
It is well-known that the function of

the Udgdtr is called
'

audgdtra
'

; and from this it is clear that Udgdtr is the

performer of the Audgdtra functions. Thus then, if a man knows what

Udgdtr is, he at once says, even though it is not explained, that the function

pertaining to that Udgdtr is
'

audgdtra
'

; commonly, if one knows the mean-

ing of the term *

audgdtra ', he at once says that the performer of the

aud>gdtra functions is the
'

Udgdtr \ even though he may not be told so.

For instance, if a man knows the person named Udamegha, he at once calls

his child
*

audameghi
' even without being told so ; and conversely if one

knows Audameghi, he at once recognises his father to be Udamegha, even

without being told. Thus then the application of the name *

Udgdtr
'

is

possible on the basis of the presence of the
'

audgdtra
'

functions ; and it is

in this sense that the name '

Udgdtr
'

is applicable to all the four Prastotr,

Udgdtr, Pratihartr and Subrahmanya. In this manner, both the name
'

Udgdtr' and the Plural Number (in
'

Udgatrrndm') become; explained;
and there is no other objection to this view.

From all this it follows that all the four priests connected with the
'

Audgdtra
'

functions should eat out of the Udgdtr-Cup.
In cases where there is some special reason, Udgatr priests are to be

taken as exclusive of the Subrahmanya Priest ; just as in the sentence
'

Being
seated, the Udgdtr priests hymn with the Saman ', the term '

Udg&fy
*

is

applied!" to those only who sing hymns [and not to all who perform the
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Audgdtra functions], in the same manner we have the sentence
' Ud-

gdtdro ndpavydhareyuh uttamdydm esottamd\ where the name '

Udgatr'

has been taken to be exclusive of the Subrahmanya Priests.

[Kumarila does not accept this as the Siddhdnta; according to him the Sid-

dhanta view ia that the eating should be done by all the Samavedin Priests with

the exception of the Subrahmanya ; i.e. the Subrahmanya is not to eat the Soma.

See Tantravartika, Trans., pp. 1466-1467. Mandana Mishra accepts Knmarila's

view].



ADHIKAKATSTA (9) : The ' Qravastut
'

Priest also eats

the Soma.

SUTRA (27).

[PURVAPAKSA]
u FOR THE GRAVASTUT PRIEST, THERE IS TO BE

NO '

EATING ', AS NO SUCH
'

EATING
'

HAS BEEN LAID DOWN ".

Bhdsya.

At the Jyotistoma sacrifice there is an assistant to the Hotr Priest, named
*

Grdvastut '. In regard to him there arises the question Is he to eat the

Soma or not ?

The Piirvapaksa view is that
"
the Qravastut is not to eat the Soma ;

why ? because 'eating' for him has nowhere been declared".

This statement that "
eating for the Gravastut has nowhere been de-

clared
"

has been made by the Ptirvapaksin under tho impression that the

Cup-bearing Priests only are entitled to eat out of the
'

Hariyojana
'

cup.

[' Hdriyojana Cup
"

is that cup which is taken up with the Mantra
'

/Jan-

rasi hdriyojanah, etc.' Vaja. Sara. 8. 11.]

SUTRA (28).

[SlDDHANTA] HE SHOULD CERTAINLY EAT OUT OF THE
'

HARI-

YOJANA '

CUP
;
AS THE CUP HAS BEEN DECLARED TO BE

CONNECTED WITH ALL (THE PRIESTS).

Bhdsya.

We think that the Gravastut is one who should eat out of the
'

Hdri-

yojana
'

cup ; this is what has been thus declared" The cup-bearing Priests

eat out of the other cups according to the cup held by each hence of this

Hdriyojana, they are all anxious to partake
"

; from this it follows that if

*

all
J

are desirous of partaking of the
*

Hdriyojana
*

cup, the Grdvastut Priest

also should partake of it.

SUTRA (29).

[OBJECTION]
4 '

IN REALITY IT IS THE CUP-BEARING PRIESTS THAT

SHOULD EAT (OUT OF THE
' HARIYOJANA CUP '),

BECAUSE OF JUXTAPOSITION ".

Bhdsya.

The particle
'

vd
'

('in reality ') serves to deny the view that has been

expressed under Su. 28.
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The objection is as follows :

*'
It is not right that the Grdvastut should

eat out of the '

Hariyojana Cup
'

; because the persons entitled to eat

out of that cup are the cup-bearing priests, not all the priests (as declared

under Su. 28).
' How do you get at this idea ?

' There can be no doubt

that what the text quoted lays down is a division among the cup-bearing

priests ; as in the passage quoted, the opening clause says -' The cup-bearing

priests eat out of the other cups according to the cup held by each of them,'

and having thus referred to the *

eating
'

by the Cup-bearing Priests, it goes

on to add,
' hence all of them are desirous of partaking of the Hariyojana

Cup
'

; these two clauses form parts of a single sentence (and are syn-

tactically connected) as is indicated by the presence of the term '

atha
'

(' hence'), which must refer to what has gone before ; and in the phrase
'

sarva

eva\ (

l

all of them'), the clear implication of the particle
'

eva
'

is that

the term *

all
' stands for all those who have been spoken of in the preceding

clause ; from all this we conclude that the first clause,
' the cup-bearing

priests eat out of the other cups according to the cup held by each ', forms
* one sentence '

(i.e. is syntactically connected) with the second clause
' hence

all of them are desirous of partaking of the Hariyojana Cup'. Thus then,

the text quoted should be taken as laying down a division among the Cup-

bearing Priests, who are the persons spoken of in
'

juxtaposition
'

to the

whole sentence ; the sense of the whole sentence being that
'

in the case

of the other cups, the cup-bearing Priests eat according to the cup held by
each of them, but all of them eat out of the Hariyojana Cup V

SUTRA (30).

[ANSWER] IN REALITY, HOWEVER, THE '

EATING ' SHOULD BE

TAKEN AS REFERRING TO ALL, SUCH BEING THE SENSE OF THE

INJUNCTION
;
THE MENTION OF THE '

CUP-BEARING

PRIESTS
'

IS ONLY FOR THE PURPOSE OF EULOGIS-

ING (THE
' HARIYOJANA '

CUP).

Bhdsya.

The particle
'

tu* ('in reality') sets aside the view just set forth

(under Su. 29). It is not right to take the text to mean that
*

only the

cup-bearing priests eat out of the Hariyojana Cup
'

; because as a matter

of fact, all the priests are enjoined to eat ; the words being
' Sarve bhaksa-

yanti
'

('all eat '), which cannot be taken to enjoin the '

cup-bearing Priests
'

only to eat. As in that case the sentence would have to be taken as laying
down two connections (of the Hariyojana Cup ; one with '

all ', and the

other with the '

cup-bearing priests only
'

) ; the interpretation put upon
the passage therefore must be a different one.

" What is that different interpretation ?
"

The first clause,
' The cup-bearing Priests eat out of the other cups,

according to the cup held by each ', is a mere reference to the well-known
fact that

4

the cup-bearing Priests eat, and that they eat in accordance

with the cup held by each '

[this fact not standing in need of being enjoined
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in the present passage, having been already enjoined elsewhere] : and the

second clause lays down (what is not already known) that ' out of the

Hdriyojana Cup, all the Priests eat
'

, not only the cup-bearing Priests.
" What would he the advantage of this interpretation ?

"

The first advantage would be that the term '

all
' would be taken in

its natural sense of all priests, and not in its restricted sense (as referring

to the cup-bearing priests only), "the second advantage would be that

it would not be necessary to take the single sentence as laying down two

unknown connections. For these reasons, this interpretation is certainly

better than the one suggested (under Su. 29).

Then, as regards the mention of the '

cup-bearing priests
'

(in the first

clause), it only serves to
*

eulogise ', that is, extol, the Hdriyojana Gup;
that is to say, the cup-bearing priests have been mentioned only for the

purpose of extolling the Hdriyojana Cup.
" In what way is it extolled ?

"

The sense of the eulogy is as follows
* So excellent is the Hdriyojana

cup that all the priests desire to eat out of it, while of the other cups, each

is eaten out of by only one priest, these latter therefore are not so ex-

cellent, being inferior to the Hdriyojana Cup
9

.



ADHIKAKA^A (10): The function of pronouncing the

syllable
' vasat

'

entitles one to eat the Soma-remnant.

SUTRA (31).

ONE IS ENTITLED TO EAT (SoMA) ALSO BY VIRTUE OF PRONOUNCING

THE SYLLABLE ' VASAT '.

Bhasya.

Question
kv
Is the eating of the So'ma to be determined only by the

name (given to the cups) [as explained under Sfi. 22] ?
"

Answer No ; one is entitled to eat Soma also by virtue of pronouncing

the syllable
'

vasat
'

; i.e. the pronouncing of the syllable
'

vasat
'

is also a

ground for eating Soma.'' How so ?
" We know this from a Shruti-text,

which says
" The pronouncer of the syllable vasat is the first to eat

'

; as

this
'

eating by the pronouncer of vasat
'

is not something already known, this

text cannot be taken as enjoining merely the first place to be accorded to

it ; in fact it should be taken as enjoining the eating as qualified by priority,

[It is the Hotr priest who pronounces the syllable
' vasat

'

;
and in accordance

with this Adhikarana, he should have an additional share of the Soma to be eaten,

by virtue of that pronouncing.]



ADHIKARAIJA (11) : The '

offering of oblations into fire
'

and the
'

extracting of the Soma-juice
'

also entitle

one to eat Soma.

SUTRA (32).

ALSO BY VIRTUE OF
'

OFFERING LIBATIONS INTO FIRE
' AND

' EXTRACTING THE SOMA-JUICE '.

Bhdxya.

4

Offering of oblations into fire
' and '

extracting of Soma-juice
7

these also are grounds for the eating of Soma. -

k How ?
' We have the

text
' Havirdhdne grdvabhirabhisutya, dhavanlye hutvd, pratyanchah paretya

sadasi bhaksdn bhaksayanti
'

[' In the Havirdhana Room, having extracted

the Soma-juice by moans of stones, and having offered an oblation into the

sacrificial fire, they turn back into the Assembly Room and eat their shares
*

]

(cf. Taitti. Sam. 0. 2. 11. 4). This text cannot be taken as laying down merely
the order of the actions mentioned, i.e. the 'eating' is to come after the
'

offering of the oblations into fire
'

has been done ; -firstly, because the
'

eating
'

itself has not yet been recognised as to be done [and until that is

done, its position in the order of sequence cannot be laid down] ; and

secondly, if the sentence were taken as laying down the order of the *

eating
*

in relation to each of the two acts of
c

offering oblations into fire
' and

*

extracting the Soma-juice', as expressed by the two terms '

having ex-

tracted, the Soma-juice' and 'having offered the oblations into fire',

then, there would be syntactical split. -Further, the order is already re-

cognised by the very nature of the acts concerned; [i.e. until the juice has

been extracted there can be no *

offering of it into the fire ', and until the
'

offering of the juice into fire
'

has been done, there can be no eating of its

remnant] ; as until the use of a substance has been accomplished, it cannot

be *

disposed of
'

[and
'

eating
'

of the Remnant is only a disposal of it].

Nor can the text quoted be taken as laying down the two acts of
'

offering

oblations into fire
' and '

extracting the Soma-juice
'

as subsidiary to the
*

eating
'

; because as a matter of fact, the
'

extracting of the Soma-juice
'

is for the purpose of
'

offering oblations into fire ', and this
'

offering of

oblations into fire
'

is for the purpose of securing a particular reward.

Hence the text should be taken as laying down the
'

eating
'

for the persons

who do the
'

extracting of Soma-juice
' and the

'

offering of oblations into

fire ', the sense being that those who '

extract the juice
' and '

offer the

oblations into fire
*
should eat the Soma.



ADHIKARAINJA (12) : The pronouncer of the syllable
' vasat

'

and others should eat Soma out of the Cup belonging

to others.

SUTRA (33).

[PffRVAPAKSA]
"
BECAUSE OF THE DIRECT SPECIFIC DECLARATION

WITH REGARD TO THE *

CUPS ', THE INDEFINITE (GENERAL)

DECLARATION MUST APPLY TO OTHER CASES ".

Bhdsya.

There is the text
'

Praitu hotushchamasah, pra brahmanah, pro,

udgdtrrndm \ [

4

May the Rolfs Cup come forward, also the Brahman's

Cup and also the Cup of the Udgdtrs\]

In connection with this, there arises the question (a) Those who offer

the oblations into the fire, (b) those who do the extracting of the Soma-

juice, and (c) those who pronounce the syllable
*

vasat
'

[who have been shown

in the foregoing adhikaranas to be entitled to the 'eating of Soma'], are

these to eat out of the cups or not ?

On this question, we have the following Purvapaksa :-

lk

They are not

to eat out of the cups, because the eating out of the cups has been declared

specifically with regard to the Cup-bearing Priests -in such definitely specific

texts as
'

Praitu hotushchamasah, etc.' ; as regards the
*

eating
'

by those

who do '

the offering of oblations into fire
* and those who do '

the extracting

of the Soma-juice ', it has been spoken of only in a general (indefinite) decla-

ration (to the effect that
'

they also are entitled to the eating '). (Question)
" All the Soma that is to be

'

embellished
'

(by the eating) being contained

in the cups, out of which the Cup-bearing Priests are to eat it, where would

there be another occasion when the
'

eating
'

could be done by those others

who do *

the offering of oblations into fire
' and others ? That is, where

would there be the indefinite and general occasion (when those others would

eat the Soma] ?
"

(Answer) That occasion would be in other cases, i.e.

in cases where the Cup-bearing Priests would not be there.'*

StJTRA (34).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE (' EATING
' OUT OF

THE CUPS BY THE OTHER PRIESTS) ; BECAUSE THE GROUNDS FOR

IT ARE PRESENT (IN THEIR CASE ALSO) ;
AND THERE IS NO

RESTRICTION IN REGARD TO THE CUPS, THE TEXT ONLY

MAKING AN AFFIRMATION REGARDING THE PERSONS

WHO ARE TO DO T&E *

EATING
'

(OUT OF

THE CUPS).

Bhdfya.

The *

pronouncer of the syllable vafaf
' and the others also are to

4

eat
'

out of the cups ; because the texts lay down the grounds for their
*

eating
'

;

they do not forbid them.
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Objection
*'

But, inasmuch as the Cup-bearing Priests have been

specifically and directly mentioned as to eat out of the cups, the others would

naturally become excluded."

Answer There is no restriction in regard to the cups, the text only making
an affirmation regarding the persons who are to do the eating out of the cups :

that is to say, the words of the text' Praitu hotushchamasah, etc? cannot

be taken as prohibiting (excluding)
'

the pronouncer of the syllable vasat
'

and others; because the words are affirmative and injunctive, not negative

and prohibitive. From this it follows that 'the pronouncer of the syllable

vaaat and others also are to eat out of the cups '.

SUTRA (35).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND OTHERS ALSO MENTIONED IN

CONNECTION WITH THE CUPS.

BMya.

There is a text which speaks of persons other than the Cup-bearing
Priests as being connected with the cups

' Chamasdrkshchamasddhva-

ryave prayachchhati, tan sa vasatkartre harati
'

[

l He hands over the cups
to the Cup-bearing Adhvaryu, and he carries them to the Pronouncer of the

syllable vaaat '] ; now it is only his own cup that could be carried to the
4

pronouncer of the syllable vaaat
'

; and there would be no sense in the

several cups being carried to him if
' the Pronouncer of the syllable va$at

'

and others (offerers of oblations into fire and extracters of Soma-juice) also

were not to eat out of those cups.- -From this also it follows that all these

also are to eat out of the Cups.



ADHIKARAI^A (13) : The 'Hotf Priest is the first to

eat the Soma-remnant.

Bhdsya.

Question
f; In a case where several priests eat out of the vessel, what

is the order in wliich they shall eat ?
"

In answer to this question we have the following Adhikarana,~~oi which

the Punwpaksa is set forth in tho following Sutra :
-

SUTRA (36).

[PtJRVAPAKSAj
kt

IN THE CASE OF SEVERAL PRIESTS EATING OUT OF

ONE VESSEL, THE ADHVARYU SHOULD BE THE FIRST TO EAT;

AS THAT IS THE NATURAL ORDER."

Bhdsya.

"
Tt is the turn of that priest to eat first in whose hands the Soma is

[and as the vessel containing the vSoma is in the hands of the Adhvaryu,

it is his turn to eat it first ]."

SUTRA (37).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE HOTR PRIEST SHOULD EAT FIRST,

AS SUCH IS THE INDICATION OF THE MANTRA-TEXTS.

Bhdsya.

In. reality, tho Hotr Priest should eat first, because such is the indica-

tion of the mantra-texts. We have such mantra-texts as (a)
' HotushcM

purve }iaviradyamdshata
'

(Rgveda 10. 94. 2), and (b)
'

Hotera nah prathamah

pdhi
'

(Rgveda 5. 43. 3) [where the meaning of (a) is' It is only the pounding
stones that obtain the Soma-juice before the Hotr Priest ', i.e. no other

person gets it before him ; and that of (b) is- -' Please drink first (of this

Soma), like the Hotr priest '].

SUTRA (38).

ALSO BECAUSE SUCH IS THE DECLARATION.

Bhdsya.

We have the declaration that
' The first eating is by the Pronouncer

of the syllable Vasat
'

[and it is the Hotr priest who is this Pronouncer].

It would not be right to argue that
"
this is a mere declaration ; and as it

declares several factors [(1) the pronouncing of the syllable, (2) the eating,

and (3) the priority], no significance need attach to the priority
"

; it
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will not be right to argue thus, because it is this priority that is not already
known from other sources [the other factors being already known] ; and
hence in regard to this priority, the text cannot be taken as a mere reiterative

reference ; it must be taken as an injunction. As for there fceing several

factors mentioned, it is not difficult for a sentence to enjoin several factors

when it makes use of a compound to do so.

SOTRA (39).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE ORDER OF SEQUENCE AMONG THE

GROUNDS (OF
' EATING ').

Bhdsya.

Among the various functions that have been declared as entitling the

priests to eat the Soma, the first to be performed is the
*

pronouncing
of the syllable Vasat \ which is done by the Hotr ; then comes the

l

offer-

ing of oblations into Fire ', which is done by the Adhvaryu ; and by
virtue of this order of sequence among the

'

grounds of eating ', the same
order should be followed in what is done on the basis of these

'

grounds ',

and consequently in the order of eating also.

36



ADHIKARAI?A (14) : The Soma is to be ' eaten' after

Invitation.

SUTRA (40).

THE * EATING '

IS TO BE DONE AFTER ONE HAS BEEN INVITED

TO DO SO
;

SUCH BEING THE DIRECT DECLARATION.

Bhasya.

Now arises the question When several persons
'

eat
'

the Soma out of

a single vessel, must they receive an invitation to eat before eating ? Or they

may or may not seek invitation ?

The Purvapaksa being that" it would be much simpler if no invita-

tion were to be sought for ", the Siddhdnta is that one should oat it only

after having sought and obtained the invitation to do so.- Why so ?

Because such is the direct declaration 'Soma should not be drunk unless

one has been called to drink it'; where 'calling', stands for 'inviting'.

This Sutra is meant to be introductory (to what follows in the following

Sutra).



ADHIKARAIJA (15) : The request for permission to eai

should be conveyed by means of Vedic words.

Ehasya.

It has been concluded that the eating should bo done only on invita-

tion. Now arises tho question Is this request for permission to bo conveyed

by means of words of common parlance ? Or by means of Vedic words ?

The Purvapak$a view is that
"
there can be no restriction regarding this

(one may use the Vedic words or any other words) ".

Against this, we have the Siddhdnta in the following Sutra.

SUTRA (41).

THE INVITATION SHOULD BE SOUGHT BY MEANS OF THE MANTRA
' UPAHllTA UPAHVAYASVA '

;
SUCH BEING THE INDICA-

TION (OF THE MANTRA ITSELF).

Bhdsya.

Tho Mantra mentioned is indicative of
'

request for permission
'

; and

on the strength of this indication, it has been declared to be what should

be used in making tho request for invitation ; because mantras are generally

employed on tho basis of their indicative power. When this mantra has

been thus laid down as to bo used, words of common parlance naturally

become excluded.



ADHIKARAISTA (16): The answer to the 'Request for

Invitation
'

should be given by means of Vedic words.

SOTRA (42).

WHEN BEQUEST FOE INVITATION is MADE, THE ANSWER SHOULD

BE BY MEANS OF SUCH WOEDS (OF THE MANTEA) AS

MIGHT CONVEY THAT SENSE.

Bhd$ya.

We have learnt that the request for invitation is to be conveyed by
means of the mantra

*

Upahuta upahvayasva
'

. Now there arises the question

as to the form of the answer to the request. Is the answer to be by ordinary

words ? or by means of this same mantra ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
this Vedic mantra having been used

in conveying the request for invitation, the answer should be by means

of some other words, and those of common parlance ".

In answer to this, the Siddhdnta view is that
'

to the invitation, the

answer should be by means of this same mantra '.

Objection "The word '

Upahvayasva
'

(meaning 'invite me please')

is indicative of the question (request) [as such, it cannot be used for the

answer to the request] ".

Answer The word that precedes the word '

upahvayasva
'

i.e. the

word '

upahutah
'

(' you are invited ') is the one that indicates the answer,

and hence can be used as the answer.

Objection
" In that case, the order of the words is wrong ; the request

should come first, then the answer ".

Answer On the strength of the meaning conveyed by the word, the

word, though occurring first in the text, would be used as the answer ; for

the meaning of the word (being of the nature of
'

Direct Assertion ') is

always more authoritative than '

order '.

[Hence the request for invitation is to be made with the word *

vayasva ', and the answer with the word '

uphutah '.]



ADHIKARAISTA (17) : Request for Permission is necessary in

the case of men eating out of the same Vessel.

SUTRA (43).

IT SHOULD BE DONE ONLY AMONG PERSONS EATING OUT OF THE

SAME VESSEL
;
AS IT is ONLY IN THEIR CASE THAT THERE

IS CONGREGATION.

Bhdsya.

There arises this further question Should the request for permission

be made to any person at random ? Or to only one who is to eat out of the

same vessel ?

The Purvapaksa view is that * '

as nothing particular is said on this

point, the permission may be sought from any person ".

In answer to this, we have the following Siddhdnta : The request for

permission should be made only among those who are to eat out of the same

vessel. Why ? Because the request for permission is, in this case, subsidiary

(to the act of eating) ; and the form of this request is that, when one wishes

to do what is to be done by another, he prefers his request to that other

person, with the words '

please permit me '

; or when one wishes to eat

with another person, he makes the mind of this other person favourable

towards his joining. All this is not possible in the case of persons eating

out of different vessels ; because in that case, one man does not wish to do

what should be done by another ; nor, at dining together, does one join

another in the eating of the same thing (in case they are eating out of

different vessels). On the other hand, in a case where the Soma-juice con-

tained in a single vessel has to be 'embellished* (by 'eating'), the most

equitable division is that the shares should be equal ; but if they proceed

to drink it without dividing if equally, it is possible that one drinks what

should have been drunk by another; hence in such cases there is need for

the request for permission (to drink), in some such form as
' The proper

thing to do is that you drink one half and I drink the other, but it is just

possible that I may drink more or less than my proper share, please, there-

fore, permit me to drink '. Or again, the man may make the request for

permission, saying
s

it is possible that in drinking out of the same vessel as

yourself, I may disturb your peaee of mind '. From all this it follows that

the request for permission is to be made only in the case of persons eating

out of the same vessel.



ADHIKARAIJIA (18) : The Sacrificer himself should also

eat the Soma.

SOTRA (44).

[PftRVAPAKSA]
" ON THE TRANSFERENCE OF THE * YAJYA ', THE

'

EATING
', LIKE THE

'

APPOINTMENT ', DOES NOT

BECOME TRANSFERRED."

Bhdsya.

There is the Jyottstoma sacrifice ; in course of it certain sacrifices are

offered to the Seasons ; in connection with which we read *

Yajamdnasya

ydjyd, so'bhipresyati hotaretadyajeti, svayam vd nisadya yajati
'

[' The Ydjyd

mantra (which is ordinarily recited by the Hotr priest) is recited by the

Sacrificer ; he says to the Hotr priest~P/ease offer this sacrifice (to the

seasons), or he sits and offers the sacrifice himself '].

In regard to this, there arises the question In the event of the sacrificor

himself offering the sacrifice [and reciting the Ydjyd], is he to eat the Soma

or not ?

On this question, there is the following Purvapaksa
u Even though

the Ydjyd has been transferred (from the Hotr to the Sacrificer), yet the

eating should not be similarly transferred (from the Hotr to the Sacrificer),

the eating should still be done by the Hotr, and not by the Sacrifice.

Why so ? -Because the reciting of the Ydjyd-mantra is something quite

different from the eating ; and the transference of one thing need not involve

the transference of another thing ; -just as on the transference of the Soma

Ydjyd (from the Hotr), his
'

appointment
'

(as Hotr Priest) does not become

transferred from him, so also in the present case [the transference of the

Ydjyd does not mean the transference of the Eating}. [Objection}
' The

direction is that the syllable vasat is pronounced along with the reciting

of the Ydjyd ; so that where there is reciting of the Ydjyd, there is the pro-

nouncing of the syllable vasat, and where there is pronouncing of the

syllable vasat, there is eati/ng of Soma\ Tt is not so, we reply; the syllable
6

vasal
'

is not a constituent part of the Ydjyd-mantra ; hence the non-

recital of the Ydjyd does not mean the non-pronouncing of the syllable

vasat. As for the direction that
*

the syllable vasat is pronounced along

with the reciting of the Ydjyd ', even when the Ydjyd is recited by another

person (the sacrificer), the pronoTmcing of the syllable vasat may still be done

by the Hotr [and even so the pronouncing of the syllable vasat will have been

done along with the reciting of the Ydjyd} ; specially as the transference of the

Ydjyd is done in obedience to the distinct injunction to that effect ; not so

the transference of the syllable
'

vasat
'

; and things that are done according
to injunctions should be done strictly in accordance with the injunction ;

and, as a matter of fact, there is injunction in regard to the transference of

the Ydjyd only."
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S0TRA (45).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THERE SHOULD BE * EATING ' BY THE

SACRIFICER, BECAUSE THERE IS TRANSFERENCE (TO

HIM) OF THE GROUND (FOR
* EATING ').

Bhdsya.

In reality, there sfiould be
'

eating
'

by the Sacriflcer ; why ? because

there is transference, to him, of the ground for eating. The '

ground for eating
'

is the pronouncing of the syllable
'

vasat ', this pronouncing is transferred

to the Sacrificer when the Ydjyd is transferred to him. ; as there is the text

that
'

the syllable vasat is pronounced along with the Ydjyd '.
" But it

has already been pointed out that at the time the Yajyd is being recited

by the Sacrificer, the Hotr may be pronouncing the syllable
' vasat

'

[and
even so the pronouncing will liavo been done along with the reciting] ".

This is no answer at all. Because, wo have the rule that the sacrifice should

be performed
'

without rest
'

(interruption) ; -and the sacrifice is com-

pleted with the pronouncing of the syllabic
'

vasat ', not by the Ydjyd only ;

consequently, till the pronouncing of the syllable
'

vasat \ the sacrificer

should not rest ; if this pronouncing of the syllable
'

vasat
'

however, were

done by some one else, then during that time the sacrificer would be resting ;

so that he woiild not be offering the sacrifice ; and yet what he has been

enjoined to do is to offer the sacrifice, not merely to recite the Ydjyd-mantra ;

as the injunction is that
' he himself should sit and offer the sacrifice \ which

enjoins the offering of the sacrifice with all its accessories.

SUTRA (46).

As FOR THE ' APPOINTMENT ', THERE IS NO TRANSFERENCE OF

IT, BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED ALREADY.

Bhaxya.

It has been argued by the Purvapaksin that
"
there can bo no trans-

ferenco of the eating, just as there is 110 transference of the Appointment ".

Our answer to that is that the Appointment is not transferred, simply be-

cause it cannot be transferred ; having been already accomplished, how

could it be transferred from the Hotr ? En fact, if the Appointment were

done in connection with the Sacrificer, aftor the lapse of its prescribed time,

it would be most defective ; and what is defective cannot accomplish its

purpose. Nor can the Appointment come in (for the Sacrificer) by the

general law that
'

the modification should be performed in the same manner

as its original Archetype '. It might be argued that
"

if that be so, then

it comes to this that what can be done is brought in by that general law,

and what cannot be done is not brought in
"

; our answer is that that is

only natural. What a text enjoins is something not already known, and it

has to be done precisely as it has been enjoined ; if in a certain case
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it cannot be done, then it should be,done in a case where it can be done ;

it should never be done where it would be defective, It is for these reasons

therefore that, while the non-transference of the Appointment is only right and

proper, there can be no non-transference of the Eating [and the Eating, there-

fore, has to be done by the Sacrificer, in the case in question].



ADHIKARA^A (19): The 'Fruit-mixture* (Phala-chamasa)

is a *

modification
'

of the sacrificial offering.

SUTRA (47).

[P(?BVAPAKA]
" THE FBUIT-MIXTUBE SHOULD BE BEGABDED AS A

CONDITIONAL
'

MODIFICATION
'

OF THE SOMA TO BE

EATEN
; SUCH BEING THE DIBECT ASSEBTION

(OF THE VDIC TEXT) ".

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read' Sa yadl rdjanyam

vaishyam vd ydjayet, sa yadi somam bibhaksayiset, nyagradhastibhirdhrtya,

tdh sampiaya, dadhani unmrjya, tamasmal Wuiksam prayachchhet, na somam '

[' If one officiates at a sacrifice for a Ksattriya or a Vaishya, and if these latter

wish to eat Soma, the Priest shall fetch banyan-shoots, pounder them and

mix them up with curd, and offer this to him to eat, not the Soma '].

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the
'

Fruit-mixture
'

a
'

modification
'

(i.e. substitute) for the Soma to be eaten ? Or for Soma

to be offered ? i.e. is the Fruit-mixture meant to be eaten ? Or is it meant

to be the substance offered at the sacrifice ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
u
the Fruit-mixture should be regarded as a

conditional
l

modification
'

of the Soma to be eaten ; as thus taken, it becomes

syntactically connected with the
4

eating
'

which is directly mentioned in the

text quoted' offer this to him to eat
'

; in the text we do not find any such

expression as that
*

with this fruit-mixture he should offer the sacrifice \

From this wo conclude that the Fruit-mixture is a substitute for the Soma

to be eaten ".

SUTRA (48).

[SlDDHANTA] IN BEALITY IT SHOULD BE TBEATED AS A '

MODIFICA-

TION
'

(SUBSTITUTE) FOB THE SOMA TO BE OFFEBED AT THE

SACBIFICE ; AS THE '

CONSECBATION
'

('EMBELLISHMENT')

IS ALWAYS MEANT FOB WHAT IS TO BE OFFEBED.

Bhdsya.

The Fruit-mixture should be regarded as a substitute for what is to be

offered
; i.e. one should offer the Fruit-mixture at the sacrifice. Why so ?

The '

eating
'

of the Soma is meant to be a
'

consecration
'

('
embellish-

ment ') of the Soma ; so that if the Fruit-mixture is to be eaten, then that
*

eating
' must be a

'

consecration
'

(embellishment) of the Fruit-mixture ;

and this
*

consecration
'

would be purposeless, if the Fruit-mixture were

not to be used anywhere else (besides the eating). If
'

eating
'

were the

principal factor, then there would be no sense in the reiterative reference
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that is made to Soma, in the concluding words of the text
*

not Soma '.

On the other hand, if the Fruit-mixture were a substitute for the Soma
to be offered, then there would be some sense in the ' consecration

'
of that

mixture. From all this, it follows that the Fruit-mixture should be regarded
as a substitute for the substance to be offered.

Says the Opponent
" When there is no connection (in the text) be-

tween the Fruit-mixture and the verb '

to sacrifice ', how can it be regarded
as a substitute for the substance to be offered at a sacrifice ?

"

Answer The connection with the verb '

to sacrifice
'

is there. How ? -

What the text says is' If one sacrifices on behalf of a Ksattriya or a Vaishya
he should pounder banyan-shoots and offer it to him to eat

'

; it is clear

that the substance described here is meant to be used at this sacrifice ;

as otherwise, if it were meant solely for the purpose of being eaten, then

there would be no connection between the first and the second parts of the pas-

sage quoted. If it had been meant that the Soma should be ' consecrated
'

by

being eaten, then the expression used (in connection with the Fruit-mixture)

would have been ' he should consecrate the banyan,-shoots '.From this it

follows that the connection (of the mixture) intended primarily is not with

the eating, and it should be connected with the sacrifice ; as it is the sacrifice

that is the subject-matter of the wholo Context ; and hence, there would

be no incongruity in this connection.

Objection
" Inasmuch as the text contains the words ' Tamasmai

bhaksam prayachchhet' [* should offer him to eat'], it is clear that the mix-

ture in question should be taken as the means of accomplishing the
'

eating
*

,

not the sacrificing, by reason of the close proximity of the term '

bhaksa '

('to eat')".

Answer -Even though the connection (between the mixture and the

eating) is expressed by the words of the text, yet, finding that such a con-

nection does not serve any useful purpose, we declare that the connection

(of the mixture) lies with the sacrificing, which is the subject-matter of the

context.

Question
" How then is the mixture to be connected with the eating ?

[as, certainly it cannot be denied that the mixture is actually meant to be

eaten]."

That the substance used in the sacrifice should be eaten follows from
the general Injunction itself, and in this way the mixture secures its connec-

tion with the eating. In fact, the connection with eating also implies connec-

tion with tho sacrifice ; because it is only when the substance is offered in

sacrifice that it comes to bo
'

bhaksa
'

(something to be eaten at the sacrifice).

Hence the declaration in the text that the mixture is to be eaten naturally

implies that it is to be offered at the sacrifice ; thus then, the words '

ta,ma-

smai bhaksam prayachchhet
'

[' should offer it to him to eat '] should be
taken to mean ' tamasmai bhaksam kurydt

'

[' should make the mixture

a substance to be eaten by the sacrificer at the sacrifice '], i.e. should deal

with it in such a manner as to make it a bhaksa, a substance to be eaten

at the sacrifice ; as a matter of fact, it is only when it is offered at the sacrifice

that it becomes a substance to be eaten at the sacrifice. From this it follows

that the mixture in question should be offered at the sacrifice.
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[Kumarila deals with this Sutra somewhat differently. See Tantra-

flfcaTrans., pp. 1492-1495.]

SUTRA (49).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE MENTION OF THE ' OBLATION INTO THE FlRE '.

Bkdsya.

In fact we have an injunction laying down a particular
'

oblation into

the Fire
'

(as to be offered out of the mixture in question)
' Yadd anydm-

shckamauan juhvati athaitasya darbhataruqakenopahatya juhoti
'

[' When they
offer oblations into the Fire out of other Cups, they cover this cup con-

taining the Fruit-mixture with a fresh shoot of Kusha-grass and offer

an oblation out of it into the Fire ']. It is only if the mixture were meant
to be used as a substance to be offered in the sacrifice, that there could be

any occasion for the prescribing of the detail in connection with the oblation

that it is to be covered with '

the fresh shoot of /ws/ta-grass '. From this

also it is clear that the mixture in question is to be offered at the sacrifice.

SUTRA (50).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS SPOKEN OF AS COEVAL WITH THE COTS

(OF SOMA).

Bhdsya.

We have the text
c Yadd anydnishctiamasdn unnayanti athainam

chamasamunnayanti
'

['At the time that they hold up the other cups, they
raise this cup (containing the Fruit-mixture) also ']. It is only if the mix-

ture were meant to be offered in sacrifice that there would be any occasion

for the cup being held up ; not so if it were only meant to bo eaten. For

this reason also the mixture should be offered at the sacrifice.

SUTRA (51).

LASTLY, BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVES,

Bhdsya.

For the following reason also we conclude that the mixture should be

offered at the sacrifice ?
" For what reason ? "Because we find indica-

tives :
" What is this indicative ?

"
It is found in the reference to the

prohibition of Soma that we have at the end of the text
' He should offer

the mixture, not the Soma, for eating
'

; this non-eating of the Soma would

be possible only if the mixture were the substance offered at the sacrifice

[if the substance offered at the sacrifice were Soma, then there would be no

avoidance of the eating of the Soma, as what is to be eaten is the * rem-

nant of the siibstance used at the sacrifice']. From all this we conclude

that the mixture in question should be taken as to be offered at the sacrifice.



ADHIKARAIJA (20) : In the case of the cups at a Ksattriya's

Sacrifice also, the Brdhmanas are to
'
attend upon

5

(eat out of) them.

SUTRA (52).

[PtfRVAPAKA] "THE CHARACTER OF THOSE
'

APPEOACHING
'

THE CUP SHOULD BE REGULATED BY THE CASTE (OF

THE SACRIFICER)."

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Dashapeya sacrifice, which is a part of the

Rdjasuya sacrifice, we read' Shatam brdhmandh soman bhaksayanti, dasha-

dashaikaikachamasamanuprasarpanti
'

['A hundred Brahmanas eat the

Soma, ten persons shall approach each of the cups '")

In regard to this there arises the question* In a case whore the
4

cup
'

has been prepared for a Ksattriya sacrificer, should also the persons
*

approaching
'

the Cup be Ksattriyas ? or should they be Brdhmanas ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :

"
They must be

Kaattriyas ; why ? because the sentence
' Ten persons shall attend

upon each Cup
'

lays down the number of persons
*

approaching
'

the cup ;

this number '

ten
'

being laid down in connection with the Ksattriya caste,

the caste
*

Ksattriya
'

remains the constant factor ;
hence the ten

Ksattriyas should
'

approach
'

the cup ; so that among the
' hundred *,

there would be Kaattriyas as well as Brdhmanas [ten being Ksattriyas and the

rest Brahmanas], the mention of the number ' hundred
'

being a mere reitera-

tive reference, so far as the ten Ksattriyas are concerned ; and the sentence
' a hundred eat the Soma '

also being very much like a reiterative reference.

From all this it follows that Ksattriyas should
'

approach
'

[i.e. eat out of]

the Cup prepared for the Ksattriya sacrificer. Some people urge here the

following objection
'

It would be very wrong for Brdhmanas and Ksattriyas

to eat out of the same cup '. But there can be no harm in this, as it has

been declared that in the case of Soma, there is no
'

pollution
'

at all."

SUTRA (53).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THEY SHOULD BE BRAHMANAS
;

THE VEDIC TEXT BEING EQUALLY APPLICABLE TO BOTH.

Bhdsya.

The persons
*

approaching
'

the cup prepared for the Ksattriya sacrificer

should be Brdhmanas ; why ? because, by Direct Assertion, the Injunctive

text
'

a hundred Brahmanas eat the Soma '

lays down the number '

hundred
'

as pertaining to Brdhmanas ; thus there being these
' hundred Brdhmanas '
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(who are to eat the Soma), what the second sentence
' Ten persons, etc. etc.',

does is to lay down that when these hundred Brfthnianas proceed to 'ap-

proach
'

(i.e. eat out of) the cups, the number for each cup should be ten
'

; hence

the meaning is that of the
' hundred Brahmanas ', ten Brahmanas should

'

approach
'

the cup prepared for the Kaattriya sacrificer.

[Kumarila does not approve qf this presentation of the Adhikarana (Tantra-

vartika Trans.
? p. 1500) ; he has explained it in a different manner ; for which

see Tantravartika Trans., pp. 1502-1504.]

End of Pdda v of Adhyaya III.



ADHYAYA III.

PADA VI.

ADHIKARAIJA (1) : The injunction regarding the
' Sruva '

being made of
'

Khadira-wood\ and such other injunc-

tions, should be taken as appertaining to the Primary

Sacrifice (Archetype).

SUTRA (1).

[PffRVAPAKA]
" THE IMPLEMENTS MUST APPERTAIN TO ALL SACRIFICES,

BECAUSE THEY DO NOT OCCUR IN THE CONTEXT OF ANY PARTICULAR

SACRIFICE [I.E. is ISOLATED],

Bhdsya.

IWe have dealt so far with such accessories as are amenable to 0110 or more

out of the six means of cognition, Direct Assertion, Indicative Power, Syntactical

Connection, Context, Order and Name ; we now proceed to discuss those that

are not amenable to any of these moans of cognition.]

Without reference to any particular sacrifice, we find the following

isolated injunctions (a)
'

Yasija khddirah sruvo bhavati sa chhandasdmeva

rasendvadyati sarasd asya dhutayo bhavanti
'

[' If one uses tho Sruva of

Khadira wood, he sacrifices with the very essence of the Vedas, all his obla-

tions become juicy '] ; (6)
'

Yasya parnamayl jtihurbhavati na sa pdpam
shlokam shrnoti

J

[' He whose Juhu is made of Paldsha wood hears no evil

word'] (Taitti. Sam. 3. 5. 7. 1), and such others.

In regard to these, there arises the question Do the two things that

are laid down here i.e.
' that the Sruva should bo of Khadira wood ' and

'

that the Juhu should be made of Paldslm wood '

find place in (appertain

to) the Primary sacrifice (Archetype) only ? or in the Archetype as well

as in the Ectype ?

On this question we have the following Purvapaksa :
" The injunctions

appertain to all sacrifices, because they do not occur in the Context of any sacri-

fice ; i.e. such injimctions should appertain to the Archetype as \r^
-
a

the Eotype ; why ? because they do not occur in the context of u^y particular

sacrifice (i.e. they are isolated) ; that is, they are not fornof under any such
context as deals with any particular sacrifice : and on the strength of

Syntactical Connection (of the injunctive tex^ themselves), they must apper-
tain to all sacrifices ".
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StJTRA (2).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THEY SHOULD APPERTAIN TO THE

ARCHETYPE ONLY, AS ONLY THUS THERE WOULD BE NO

(SUPERFLUOUS) REPETITION.

Bhdsya.

In reality, all those implements that are prescribed without reference

to any particular sacrifice are to find place in the Archetypal Sacrifice ;

why ? because it is only thus that there, would be no superfluous repetition ;

that is, it is only when they are related to the Archetype that needless

repetition is avoided.
" What is the harm if there is repetition ?

"

Impossibility, we answer ; that is to say, if something finds place in the

Archetype as well as the Ectype 9 it must find place in the Archetype ; but what

finds place in the Archetype comes into the Ectype on the strength of the

general law (that 'the Ectype is to be done in the same manner as the

Archetype ') ; hence (for the purpose of being connected with that thing)

the Ectype does not stand in need of any such isolated injunction as the

one under consideration ; from which it follows that such an injunction can-

not lay down anything for the Ectype. It is for this reason that we say that

what is enjoined is for the Archetype only.

SUTRA (3).

[SAYS THE PftRVAPAKSIN]
"
BUT, INASMUCH AS THE THING IN QUES

TION FINDS PLACE IN THE ECTYPE ON THE STRENGTH OF THE

INJUNCTION ITSELF, WHAT COMES TO IT UNDER THE

GENERAL LAW MUST BE THINGS OTHER THAN WHAT

COMES TO IT THROUGH THE INJUNCTION UNDER

CONSIDERATION ".

Bhdsya.

[Says the PHrvapaksin\
" We still say that since the injunction in

question does not occur, in the context of any particular sacrifice, it must

appertain to both the Archetype and tho Ectype. As for the argument

that the thing enjoined would come into tho Ectype under the genera,! law

(that the Ectype is to be done in the same manner as the Archetype), our

answer is that (it is the other way about), when the thing has already come

into the Ectype by virtue of the isolated Injunction to that effect, it does

not stand in need of that thing coming to it under the said general law.

Hence what the general law can bring into the Ectype will be all other

details except the one that has come into it already through the isolated

injunction under consideration. Then again, the fact that the Sruva (at

all sacrifices including the Ectype) is to be of Khadira wood is laid down

directly by the perceptible Injunction under consideration, while if it were

to come into the Ectype through the general law, that would at best be only
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an inference ; and Perception is always more authoritative than Inference.

For all these reasons we conclude that the isolated Injunction (which does

not occur in the context of any sacrifice) appertains to both the Archetype
and the Ectype."

StJTRA (4).

"IF IT IS URGED BY THE SlDDHANTIN" THAT e IN VIEW OF A

PERCEPTIBLE FACT [THE GENERAL LAW IS TO BE

TREATED AS MORE AUTHORITATIVE THAN

THE ISOLATED INJUNCTION]
'

[THEN
OUR ANSWER WOULD BE AS IN

THE NEXT

" The Siddhdntin might argue as follows :

'
If the isolated Injunction were

more authoritative than the general law (that the Ectype is to be done like the

Archetype), then a thing having come into the Ectype by virtue of that

Injunction, it would not stand in need of the general law ;
so that when

all the needs of the Ectype will have been supplied in this manner, there

would be no application of the general law at all ; and under these

circumstances, there would be no possibility of our finding the Prayajas per-

formed at the Ectype (at which the Prayajas come in from the Archetype

only by virtue of the general law) ; but in fact, we do actually find the

Prayajas at the Ectype, as is indicated by the text
'

Praydje praydje

kranalam juhoti
'

["* At each Praydja one should offer the oblation of a gold

piece into the fire '] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 3. 2. 3).- On the other hand, if the

general law is more authoritative than an isolated Injunction, then the

perceived fact (of the Prayajas being present at the Ectype) becomes plainly

explicable. From all this we conclude that the isolated irij unction apper.

tains to the Archetype only.'
" Our answer to this argument of the Siddhantin would be as follows :

SUTRA (5).

[PCRVAPAKSIN'S REJOINDER]
" THAT CANNOT BE

; AS THE

ISOLATED INJUNCTION LAYS DOWN ONLY ONE THING ".

Bhdsya.

" The isolated Injunction in question cannot appertain to the Archetype

only ; it must appertain to all sacrifices ; for the simple reason that it does

not occur in the context of any particular sacrifice. It has been argued that

if the Ectype has all its needs fulfilled by the isolated injunction, there can be

no application of the general law. But this is not right ; because the isolated

Injunction does not render the general law unnecessary ; in fact, it is only
when the Sruva has come into the Ectype by virtue of the general law,

that the fact of its being made of Khadira-wood is laid down by the isolated

injunction ; so that if the general law were not there (to admit the Sruva
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into the Ectype), the isolated Injunction would not be applicable at all

[as there would be nothing that could be of Khadira-wood} ; nor can the

isolated Injunction be taken as prescribing the use of the Sruva and also

the fact of its being made of Khadira-wood ; why ? because the Injunction

lays down only one thing ; the injunction that
* he who uses a Sruva of

Khadira-wood, etc.' lays down only one thing ; and it does not lay down the

Sruva, as well as the fact of its being made of Khadira-wood ; all that the

text does lay down is the fact of its being made of Khadira-wood with regard
to the Sruva which latter has already come in (by the general law). Thus
then there is use for the general law, which lays down all those other details

which arc not laid down by the directly perceptible isolated Injunction.

From all this it follows that the isolated Injunction appertains to both the

Archetype and the Ectype."

SUTRA (6).

k< IT MIGHT BE URGED (BY THE SlDDHANTIN) THAT ' THE INJUNCTION

IN QUESTION [IS ENTIRELY LIKE THAT OF THE INJUNCTION OF

OTHER ACCESSORIES OF THE ARCHETYPE]
'

; [OUR ANSWER
TO THIS WOULD BE AS SET FORTH IN

THE NEXT StJTRA]."

Bhdsya.
" The Siddhdntin may argue as follows :

' The Injunction in question is

just like the other injunctions bearing upon the Archetype. For instance,

the accessories of the Archetype are laid down in detailed as well as in

abbreviated form ; for instance, when it is said
"

offers the five Prayajas ",

it is in an abbreviated form ; but when the same is said in the form " Samidho

yajati, etc." (Taitti. Sam. 2. 6. 1. 1) [where all the Prayajas are separately

named], it is in a detailed form ; in the case under consideration also,

when it is said
" He whose Sruva is made of Khadira-wood, etc. etc.", it

is in a detailed form ; but when it is said *' He whose {Sruva is of this shape ",

it is in an abbreviated form. Such is the kind of injunction that we find

in connection with the Archetype. Now the injunction under discussion

also is of this same kind ; hence it follows that this injunction also pertains

to the Archetype. This is a pure inference from the Universal to the

Particular. From all tliis it follows that the isolated injunction appertains

to the Archetype.'
"" Our answer to this reasoning is as follows :

SUTRA (7).

[PCfRVAPAKSIN'S ANSWER TO THE SlDDHANTIN's ARGUMENT IN

^u. 6J
"

IT is NOT so ;
AS IT is A CASE OF SIMPLE

SIMILARITY."

Bhdsya.

"It cannot be as explained above. Such inferences from the Universal

to the Particular as have been put forward above do not prove anything ;

37
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all that is true is that there is some similarity between the injunctions bearing

upon the Archetype and the Injunction under consideration ; there is nothing

to prove that this latter pertains to the Archetype. Then again, in con-

nection with the Ectype also, there are accessories enjoined in detailed and

abbreviated forms . for instance when it is said that
'

there are three obla-

tions into the fire
'

(Taitti. Sam. 2. 3. 9. 3), it is in an abbreviated form; and

when the injunction proceeds to lay down the mantras with which these obla-

tions are offered, such as
' Amanamasydmanasya devak, etc.* [Taitti. Sam.

2. 3. 9. 3], it is in a detailed form. Thus it is found that isolated Injunctions

are similar also to the injunctions bearing upon the Kctype. From all this it

follows that what is put forward by the Siddhantin (under Su. 6) is no reason

for holding that what is enjoined in the isolated injunction should find place

in the Archetype."

[Of Sutras and 7, Kumarila has suggested a second interpretation

see Tantravdrtika Trans., pp. 1509-1510.]

SUTRA (8).

[SlDDHANTIN'S FINAL ANSWER TO THE PtJRVAPAKSA] IN REALITY,

THERE BEING A CONFLICT OF OPINION IN REGARD TO THE ECTYPE,

INASMUCH AS WHATEVER IS LAID DOWN BY THE GENERAL

LAW APPLIES IN ITS ENTIRETY (TO THE ECTYPE), WHAT
IS ENJOINED IN THE ISOLATED INJUNCTION

MUST APPERTAIN TO THE ARCHETYPE.

Bhdsya.

The particle
'

tu
9

('in reality') rejects the view set forth above.

What we hold is that the isolated Injunction does not pertain to all sacrifices

(Archetype as well as Ectype) ; why ? because whatever Is laid down by
the general law applies in its entirety to the Ectype ; i.e. the general law brings

to the Ectype the entire procedure, and the needs of the Ectype and its

resultant Apurva cannot all be fulfilled by the isolated Injunction ; specially

because it is evident from {Syntactical Connection that what is laid down in

the isolated Injunction (i.e. being made of Khadira-wood) is in connection

with the implements, and not with the (ectypal) sacrifices (directly) ; and

these sacrifices stand in need of help from the Archetype, through the clear

indication of the General Law ; and hence it is with the Archetype that they
become syntactically connected. Thus it is that what can supply all the

needs of the Ectype are the accessories of the Archetype, not any isolated

Injunctions. It is necessary therefore that the General Law should be

brought into operation ; and when the General Law becomes operative,

there is no need for the application of the isolated Injunction. In fact, in

the absence of
' Context '

or any other indicative of connection, even though
the isolated Injunction were operative, it could not become connected with

the Ectype. For these reasons the isolated Injunction can have no con-

nection with the ectypal action. Thus then, there being a conflict of opinion
in regard to the

'

mukhya ', the sacrifice in question, i.e. the Ectype. as
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to whether it is supplemented by the isolated Injunction, or by the

archetypal accessories, it follows, on the strength of the General Law, that

it is supplemented by the archetypal accessories ; and under the circumstances,

the isolated Injunction cannot apply to it. From all this it follows that

the isolated Injunction pertains to tho Archetype.



ADHIKARA^A (2) : The number ' seventeen
'

connected with

the
' Sdmidhem

'

mantras appertains to the Ectype :

Exception to Adhi. (I).

SUTRA (9).

OK ACCOUNT OF THE PECULIARITY OF THE CONTEXT, THE NUMBER MUST

PERTAIN TO THE ECTYPE ;
AS IT WOULD BE INCOMPATIBLE

(WITH THE ACCESSORIES OF THE ARCHETYPE).

Bhdsya.

Without reference to any particular sacrifice, the extent of the Sdmi-

dhenl Mantras is thus declared
'

Saptadasha Samidheniranubruydt
'

f one

shotild recite the seventeen Sdmidhem Mantras'] (Aita. Bra. 1. 1).

[The mantras beginning with (

Pravovaja abhidyavah
'

Rgveda 3. 27. I are

called * Samidh&nl \
*

Kindling ', because they are recited at the time of kindling the

Sacrificial Fire. The number of these is eleven
; but in connection with their reci-

tation, several numbers 15, 17 and so forth are found to be laid down; those

numbers are made up by some of the same mantras being repeated twice or

thrice.]

In regard to this there arises the question Does this injunction (of

the number ' seventeen
'

) pertain to the Archetype or the Ectype ?

On this question, we have the Purvapaksa view that,
u
in accordance

with the principle of the foregoing Adhikarana, the number '

seventeen
'

should

appertain to the Archetype ;
and that as

'

fifteen
'

is the number definitely

prescribed in connection with the Archetype, there should bo an option [i.e.

one may recite either seventeen or fifteen Rdmidhem Mantras]".

Against this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta : Injunctions

like the one under consideration should appertain to the Ectype ; why ?

because the Archetype has all its requirements fulfilled by the number
4

fifteen '.
" But we have already pointed out that there would be an

option (between
'

fifteen
' and '

seventeen ')." On account of the peculiarity

of the Context, there can be no option between '

fifteen
'

and fc

seventeen
'

(in regard to the Archetype) ; specially because the two injunctions differ

entirely in their character ; [the
*

fifteen
'

being enjoined in the special con

text of the Archetype itself, while
'

seventeen
'

is enjoined in an isolated

injunction]. As regards the Ectype, however, the admission of the number
*
fifteen' into it would be based upon Inference (on the strength of the

general law that
*

the Ectype is to be done in the same manner as the Arche-

type
'

), and this number therefore would be set aside by the directly perceived

Injunction of the number '

seventeen ', which therefore would find place

in that Ectype. In this manner there would be no needless repetition

either (as was found in the foregoing Adhikarana} and the Injunction of the

entire performance would thus become summed up, without any needless
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repetition [such as was found in the preceding Adhikarana]. From all

this it follows that Injunctions like the one we have been considering

appertain to the Ectype.

[Kumarila is not satisfied with this presentation of the Adhikarana ;

he proposes a somewhat different interpretation, see Tantravartlka Trans.,

pp. 1515-1516.1



ADHIKAEAIJA (3) : Accessories like the Milking Vessel

appertain to the Archetype : An exception to the

foregoing Adhikarana.

SUTRA (10).

ALL THAT IS
'

CONDITIONAL
'

SHOULD FIND PLACE IN THE ARCHETYPE
;

THIS CHANGE OF THE ORIGINAL BEING DUE TO THE

MENTION OF THE SPECIAL CONDITION.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darshapurnamdsa it is laid down l

If the

sacrificer is desirous of acquiring cattle, water should be carried in the milking

vessel.' Similarly in connection with animal dedicated to Agni-Soma, we

find the following declaration, in reference to the sacrificial post
'

If one

desires Brahmic glory, he should make the sacrificial post of Bilva wood '

[Taitti. Sam. 2. 1. 8. 1].

In regard to such texts, there arises the question In regard to

(conditional) injunctions, like these, there arises the question Should they

find place in the Archetype or in the Ectype ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
they should find place in the Ectype ;

because the requirements of the Archetype have been fulfilled by means of

(a) the other vessel (Chamasa, cup, which is enjoined specially in regard

to the Archetype, Darshapurnamdsa (in the case of the first text), and (b)

(in the case of the second text) the other Sacrificial post (i.e. that made of

Khadira wood, which is enjoined specially in connection with the Archetype,

Jyotiafoma) [which leaves no room for the
*

milking vessel
' and the

'

Bilva

wood '].

In answer to this Purvapaksa, we have the following Siddhdnta What

is conditional pertains to the Archetype ; because it has been enjoined with

special reference to the condition ; (b) the Sacrificial Post made of Khadira

or Paldsha or Rohitaka has been enjoined in a general way (without

reference to any conditions or circumstances) (in connection with the

Jyotistoma) ; (a) so also has the
'

Cup
'

been enjoined (in connection with

Darshapurnamdsa, as to be used for keeping water near the Ahavaniya fire) ;

while (b) the Bilva wood (for the Post) and the Milking Vessel (for the carrying

of water) have been laid down with reference to special conditions (that

of (a) being desirous of * Brahmic glory
' and of (b) being desirous of

obtaining Cattle) ; and a special Injunction always sets aside a general one.

As regards
'

Context ', that is common to all actions (Archetype and Ectype) ;

the presence of the
'

condition ', however, is something very special ; and

what comes into a sacrifice through the general injunction does so only

indirectly, by having recourse to indirect indication [the general term being

taken as indirectly standing for the special thing] ; on the other hand, what
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comes through a special injunction does so through the perceptible Direct

Assertion ; and Direct Assertion is always more authoritative than

Indirect Indication ; and what is perceptible is more authoritative than what

is not-perceptible. For these reasons the articles enjoined are to find place

in the Archetype only [and at the Ectype, the Cup shall always be used for

the keeping of water, as is going to bo decided under 8. 1. 24].



ADHIKARATVTA (4): The 'Fire-installation* is not auxiliary

to the
' Pavamdna' Sacrifice.

SUTRA (11).

[PfJRVAPAKSA]
tk ON ACCOUNT OF THE ' CONTEXT ', THE FlRE-INSTALLA-

TION MUST BE REGARDED AS AUXILIARY TO THK SACRIFICE

(PAVAMANA)."

Bkdsya.

[Hitherto we have been dealing with Injunctions admittedly
'

isolated ', not

occurring in the context of any particular sacrifice ; we are now going to deal with

an Injunction which, though apparently occurring in the context of a particular

sacrifice, has to bo treated as an
'

isolated
'

one.]

There are the Pavamdna sacrifices spoken of iu the texts
'

Agnaye

astdkapdlam nirvapetAynaye pdvakdya Agnaye shuchaye,
'

[Taitti. Sam.

2. 2. 4. 2J ; in the
*

context
'

of these same sacrifices, wo find the injunc-

tion that 'During the spring, the Brahmana shall install the fires' (Taitti.

Bra. 1. 1. 2. 6).

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the Fire-installation for

the purpose of (auxiliary to) the Pavatndna sacrifices, or not ?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is that
"
Fire-installation is

for the purpose of the Pavamdna sacrifices ; why ? on account of the

context ; that is, it is found to be spoken of in the context of these sacri-

fices, and hence it must be regarded as being subservient to their purpose ".

SUTRA (12).

[SlDDHANTA] THAT CANNOT BE
;
AS IN REALITY, THE PAVAMANA

SACRIFICES THEMSELVES ARE PERFORMED FOR THE PURPOSE

OF THE
'

FlRE '.

BMsya.

As a matter of fact, the Pavamdna sacrifices are performed for the

purpose of (consecrating) the Fire. If the Fire we
"

^ of

(auxiliary to) the Sacrifice, then the Fire-instauV'

could be regarded as helping the sacrifices-

(Pavamdna) do not bring about any results

(if auxiliary to those sacrifices) would also
T

the Pavamdna sacrifices be regarded as at

because they serve no purpose at all, whi.

useful purpose.-^Though the sacrifices are t

could be performed for the purpose of the Fi

entities; [though ordinarily it is the accow
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purpose
1 of what is yet to be accomplished]. From all this, it follows that

Fire-installation is not auxiliary to the Pavamdna sacrifices.

SUTRA (13).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND AN INDICATION.

Bhdsya.

There is an indicative text which shows that the Pavamdna sacrifices

are performed for the purpose of the Fires. " What is that indicative text ?
"

-It is as follows
'

Jiryati vd esa dhitah pashuryadagnih, tadetdnyeva

agnyd'lheyasya hamtnsi samvatmrd nirvapet, tena vd eaa na jiryati, tenainam

purnarnavam karott, tanna suksmnm '

(see Taitti. Sam. 1. 5. 7. 3) [* The
Fire that has been installed droops ; htmce these offerings should be made at

the end of a year, in connection with the Fire-installation ; by this the

Fire does not droop ; it makes it fresh, and it is no longer small '], [where the

offerings, by which the Pavaniana sacrifices are meant, are clearly spoken of

as helping the 1 Fire that has been installed].



ADHIKARANA (5) : The Fire-installation is auxiliary to all

Sacrifices.

SUTRA (14).

[PffRVAPAKSA] "THE INJUNCTION OF ' FIRE-INSTALLATION
' SHOULD BE

TAKEN AS PERTAINING TO THE ARCHETYPE, JUST LIKE OTHER

ISOLATED INJUNCTIONS."

BMsya.

In regard to the 'Fire-installation' referred to in the foregoing A'Jhi-

karana, there arises the question Is the F ire-installation auxiliary to tho

Archetype only, or to aJl sacrifices ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"

it is auxiliary to the Archetype only ;

why ? just like other isolated Injunctions ; i.e. just for the same reason for

which other isolated injunctions pertain to the Archetype (see Sii. 10, above) ".

SUTRA (15).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE FlRE-INSTALLATION IS AUXILIARY

TO ALL SACRIFICES, BECAUSE IT
'

HAS ITS OWN TIME
'

[or, according to Tantravc^rtika, p. 1530,
'

has

been enjoined by itself independently '].

Bhdsya.

In reality the
'

Installation
'

should be taken as auxiliary to all sacri -

fices.
" What is the meaning of this ?

" The meaning is that the
'

Installa-

tion
'

is for the sake of the Fire which is used at all sacrifices. As a matter of

fact, this
'

Installation
'

has not been enjoined in reference to the Arche-

typal Sacrifices ; nor is there any
'

Direct Assertion ', or
s

Indication ', or
'

Syntactical Connection ', or
c

Context ', or
'

Order ', or
' Name ', which

points to the
'

Installation
'

being an auxiliary to any particular sacrifice. As

regards the
'

other isolated injunctions ', as applied to any particular factor,

it is only after its auxiliary character has been recognised by some other

means, that we proceed to consider whether the factors are auxiliaries to the

Archetype or to the Ectype ; hence in their case it is only right [that they

should be taken as auxiliary to the Archetype on the grounds set forth

under Su. 10]. In the case in question, however, there are no grounds for

believing that the
'

Installation
'

is auxiliary to any sacrifice ; hence it is

regarded as being done for the sake of the
'

Fire ', not for the sake of any
*

action
'

(sacrifice) ; and as the
'

Fires
'

are for the purpose of all sacrifices (as

shown imder 3. 7. 39), we declare that the 'Installation' also must be for

the purpose of (and auxiliary to) all sacrifices. [This is going to be definitely

established under 11. 3. 2.1
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Further, the
'

Installation
' has got its

* own time
'

definitely laid down
(in the injunction

' The Brahmana should install the Fires during the spring ').

This should not have been so laid down (if the installation were auxiliary to

any particular sacrifice) ; for (if it were auxiliary to the Jyotistoma), it would

have to be performed whenever the Jyotiatoma is performed ; and this could

not always be the
'

spring
'

; similarly (if it were auxiliary to the Darsha-

Purnamasa) it should have to be performed whenever the Darsha-Purnamasa

are performed ; and this would be either the Moonless Day or the Full-

moon Day [not the
'

spring ']. On the other hand, if the
*

Installation
'

is not

auxiliary to any such Archetypes, then it would not be done necessarily at the

performance of those Archetypes ; and in that case, a separate injunction
of the time for it would be only right and proper. For these reasons the
'

Installation
' cannot be regarded as auxiliary to any particular Archetype.



ADHIKARANA (6): The Pavamdna Sacrifices should be

offered in the unconsecrated Fire.

SUTRA (16).

[PffRVAPAKS5A]~
u THE CONSECRATED FlRE SHOULD COMB INTO THE

PAVAMANA SACRIFICES FROM THE ARCHETYPE, JUST AS THE

PRAYAJAS DO.

Bhdsya .

There are the Pavamdna sacrifices laid down in the texts
*

Agnaye

pavamdndya, etc.' (Taitti. Sam. 2. 2. 4. 2).

In regard to these there arises the question Are the Pavamdna sacrifices

to be offered in the Fire that has been consecrated by moans of the Pava-

mdna sacrifices, or in one not so consecrated ?

On this question, wo have the following Purvapaksa
" To the Pava-

mdna sacrifices, the Fire sanctified by means of the Pavamdna sacrifices

should come in from the Archetype ; why ? on the strength of the general

law (that
'

the Ectype should be performed in the manner of the Archetype ') ;

-just as the Praydjas do ; i.e. just as the Praydjas corno into the Pava-

mdna sacrifices by virtue of the general law, even so would the Fires sancti-

fied by the Pavamdna sacrifices also come into them ".

SUTRA (17).

[SlDDHANTA] IN" REALITY IT CANNOT BE SO ; AS THE PAVAMANA

SACRIFICES THEMSELVES ARE FOR THE VERY PURPOSE OF

CONSECRATING THE FIRES.

Bhdsya.

In reality at the Pavamdna sacrifices themselves, there can be no

consecration of the Fires by means of those same sacrifices. Why ? Because

the Pavamdna sacrifices themselves are for the very purpose of consecrating the

Fires ;
i.e. when the Pavamdna sacrifices are performed, they are performed

for the purpose of consecrating the Fires ; what is broxight in by virtue of

the general law is what is auxiliary to the Archetype ; [i.e. it is only an

auxiliary to the archetypal sacrifice, Darsha-Purnamdsa, that can come into

its ectypes] ; the consecration done by means of the Pavamdna sacrifices

is for the sake of the Fires
;

it is not an auxiliary to the Darsha-Purnarndsa ;

hence it cannot be brought in by virtue of the general law. Further,

by their very nature, the Pavamdna sacrifices need an Archetype which is

devoid of the consecration brought about by those sacrifices ;
for the

simple reason that the Pavamdna sacrifices have not been enjoined as to

be performed at the time (of the sacrifice which would be the Archetype of
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those sacrifices), [these sacrifices would therefore not be there at all].

[From all this it follows that the Pavamdna sacrifices are to be performed in

Fires which have undergone the simple consecration of
'

installation ', and

which have not undergone the further consecration through the Pavamdna
sacrifices Tantravdrtika Trans., pp. 1533-1 534. ]



ADHIKARA^A (7) : The '

Upakarana
'

and other rites are

to be performed only in connection with the

'

Agnlsomlya
5

animal.

SUTRA (18).

[PffRVAPAKSA (A)J
" WHAT is LAID DOWN IN CONNECTION WITH ANIMALS

SHOULD APPLY EQUALLY TO ALL THE ANIMALS, AS THERE

IS NO DIFFERENCE IN THE CONTEXT."

BMsya.

At the Jyotistoma sacrifice, there are three animals (I) the Agnlsomlya,

mentioned in the text
' Yo dlkslto yadagnlsomlyam pashumdlabhale

'

(Taitti.

Sam. 6. 1. 11. 6), (2) the Savaniya, and (3) the Anubandhya. There are also

certain details to be performed in connection with the animals, such as (a)

Updkaranam [Touching the animal with the two mantras beginning with
'

Prajdpaterjdyamdndh, etc.' (Taitti, Sam. 3. 1. 4. 1) and
* Imam pashum, etc.'

(Ibid )], (b) Updnayanam [Bringing forward], (c) Aksayd-bandhah [Tying with

a rope], (d) Yupe niyojanam [Fettering to the Sacrificial Post], (e) Sanjna-

panam [Suffocating to death], (/) Vishasanam [Dissecting], and so forth.

In connection with these details there arises the question Are these

to be performed in connection with all the three animals Agnlsomlya,

Savaniya, and Anubandhya ? Or with the two, Agnlsomlya and Savaniya ?

Or with the Agnlsomlya only ?

The Purvapaksa view (A) is as follows :

"
They should be performed

in connection with all the threo animals, as there is no difference in the con-

text. What is thin non-difference ? It is this, that all the animals have been

spoken of in one and the same context, that of the Jyotistoma ; and as all

of them are mentioned in that same context, all the details laid down in

connection with the animals become connected with all the three animals,

and there can be no differentiation among them."

In answer to this Purvapaksa (A), we put forward the following view

which is Purvapaksa (B):
"
All these details should belong to the Savaniya

animal only. The injunction regarding the animals could appertain

equally to all the animals only if there wore no distinction in regard to their

context ;
as a matter of fact, however, there is a distinction in their context

inasmuch as the details relating to the animals have been laid down in the

sub-context dealing with the Savaniya animals, in the following text
1

Agneyah pashuragnistome dlabhyah, dgneyo hyagnietomah ; alndrdgnah

pashurukthye alabhyah, alndrdgndni hyuktMni ; aindro vrsnih sodashini

alabhyah, aindro ral vrsnih aindrah sodlashi ; sdrasvatl meai atirdtre alabhya,

vdg vai sarasvatl
'

(Shatapatha Br. 4. 2. 5. 14), and so on, all the details

relating to the animals are laid down. From this it follows that, on account

of this special context, the details should be performed in connection with
the Savaniya animal only."
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[In answer to this Purvapaksa (B), we have the following Sutra, which

sots forth a view which has boen regarded as Purvapakaa (C).l

SUTRA (19).

[PtfRVAPAK.^A (C)J
" ON ACCOUNT OF ITS POSITION, [THE DETAILS

SHOULD BE PERFORMED] IN CONNECTION WITH THE

PREVIOUS (AGNlSOMlYA) ANIMAL ALSO."

Bhdsya.

%4
It has been asserted that on account of the Context, the details should

be taken as to be performed in connection with the Savanlya animals. This

we accept ; but we have to add that on account of Position, they should be

performed in connection with the Agriisomiya also ; as the details are laid

down in connection with the Aupavasathya (Fourth) Day, whose position

in the order of sequence is the same as that of the Agnisomiya. Hence

the details should be performed in. connection with both (the Savanlya as

well as the Aynlsomiya).'"

SUTRA (20).

LSroDHiNTAj ACCORDING TO SOME VEDIC TEXTS, [THE 'SAVANIYA'

ANI VIALS ARE SPOKEN OF] IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOLLOWING

DAY ; IN THAT CASE, ITS MENTION IN CONNECTION WITH

THE PREVIOUS DAY IS TO BE TAKEN AS MEANT FOR

THE PURPOSE OF LAYING DOWN CERTAIN

ACCESSORY DETAILS.

Bhdsya.

According to some Vedic Recensions, the Saraniija animals are spoken
of in connection with the following day ; and in view of this, the text quoted
is to be taken as laying down certain accessory details.

" \Vhat is that

accessory detail for the purpose of laying down which there is the Text

(that speaks of the Savanlya as connected with the previous day) ?
"

The answer to this is as follows Having named the animals, the Text goes

on to say
k Yathd vai matsyo'vidito janatnavadhunute eram vd ete aprajnaya-

tnana janainavadhun vate
'

['Just as an unknown fish strikes and shakes a

man in water, in the same manner these animals if unknown strike and

shake the people '] ; then there arises the question in what way are the

Soma-extractions to be connected with the animals ? and it is in answer

to this that the
l

extraction of the omentum '

is laid down as the accessory

detail (connecting the Soma-extraction with the animals) ; so that it is for the

purpose of laying down this accessory detail (of the
'

extraction of the omen-

tum '

) that we have the text (speaking of the Savanlya animal in connection

with the previous day) ; as it is only thus that this toxt becomes syntactically

connected with the 'extraction of the omentum 1

.

kC What if it is so ?
"
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Well, if it is so, then the details laid down in connection with the animals

cannot be taken, on the strength of
'

Context ', as pertaining to the Savanlya

animals, they have to bo taken as pertaining to the Agnlsomlya animal

only, on the strength of
* Order '

(Position).

Question
" Which is that text which speaks of the Savanlya in connec-

tion with the
fc

following day
'

?
"

Answer The text is
* Ashvinam graham grhltvd trvrtd yupam parimya

dgneyam savanlyam pashumupdkaroti '.

[The Siddhdnta position may be thus explained (see Sa^darshanachintanikd,

pp. 997-998) First of all, the context of the Savanlya animals being first and fore-

most is found in only some recensional texts, not in all ; under the circumstances,

the force of the
4 Context

'

loses all its force The aim of the Context is to

lay down for the first time how the *

extraction of the omentum '

of the animal

is to be done, and how it is to bo prepared for offering in sacrifice ; and it is only

incidentally that the Savanlya animal is mentioned ; and why this animal has been

incidentally mentioned is to be thus explained As a matter of fact, the work to be

done on two days is all described together, i.e. what is to be done on the following

day is described along with what is to be done on the previous day. For instance,

first of all the Agnisomiya animal is prepared and killed and its omentum ex-

tracted ; next the Savanlya animal is to be prepared and killed and the Soma-juice

is to be extracted ; but this latter is done on the '

following day ', called the
'

Sutydha
'

; while the Agnisomiya animal is prepared and killed and its omentum
extracted on the day previous to this, which previous day is called the Aupavasathya

day [described in Shitapatha-Brd. 1. 1. 1. 7, as the clay on which the Vishvedevvas

come to dwell with the sacrificor in the hope that he will offer sacrifices to them

on the following day]. It is clear from this that the Agnisomiya animal is dealt

with first, then the Savanlya animal. The Savanlya animal is mentioned in the

Context of the Agnlsomiya animal, simply for the purpose of laying down the

details of the
'

extraction of the omentum '

of the Savanlya animal. That the

Savanlya animal is to be dealt with on the following clay is clear from the text

quoted
' Ashvinam graham grhltva, etc.']

SUTRA (21).

[OBJECTION]
" WHAT THE TEXT QUOTED (' ASHVINAM GRAHAM, ETC.')

DOES IS TO ENJOIN THE TIME FOR WHAT HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED

BY THE k EXTRACTION OF THE OMENTUM ' "
;

IF THIS is

URGED [BY THE PCTRVAPAKSIN, THEN THE ANSWER IS AS

(HVEN IN THE FOLLOWING SUTRA].

Bhdsya.

[Says the Purvapaksin]
"
It is not right to assert that, on the strength

of
' Order ', the details in question should be taken as pertaining to the

Agnisomiya animal ; because in reality, on the strength of the
* Context ',

they should be taken as pertaining to the Savanlya animal. As a matter

of fact, when the Savanlya is mentioned in connection with the previous

day, it is mentioned for being enjoined, and all that the text speaking of the
4

Ashvina '

(i.e. the text quoted by the Siddhantin,
* Ashvinam graliam, etc.'

as indicating the connection with the following day) does is to lay down
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the particular detail of Time.
" How ?

"
Well, the text lays down the

time for what has been *

transferred
'

by the
'

extraction of the omentum '.

In fact, the '

extraction of the omentum '

having been laid down in con-

nection with the Morning Extraction of Soma-juice, the killing of the animal

(from which the omentum has to be extracted) also naturally falls on the

same day ; but the exact time for it not being known, the text quoted
* Ashvinam graham, etc.' lays down the precise lime only. As for

*

tying
of the threefold rope round the sacrificial post ', this is mentioned only by
way of reference to what has been already laid down elsewhere ; if it were

not so, then the text quoted would contain the injunction of the said
'

tying

of the rope
' and also the injunction of the '

Upakarana
'

of the Savanlya
animal ; and in this way, there would be a syntactical split. For these reasons

the details in question should be taken as pertaining to the Savanlya animal

only."

["If the Siddhantin thinks that there is no * Context '

of the Savariiya, he

is very much mistaken ; because as a matter of fact, the original appearance
of the Savanlya animal is due to the previous sentence

'

AgnSyatnajam, etc.
*

(see Text ""quoted under Su. 18); then the sentence
*

Vapaya pracharanti*

transfers the
'

extraction of the animal's omentum '

to a subsequent occasion ;

and lastly, the exact time for it being still unknown, the sentence Ashvinan graham,
etc.' lays down that time. That is to say, the sentence

'

Vapaya prdtahsavan&

pracharanti
'

transfers the principal detail that of Extraction of the omentum
to a subsequent occasion ; and inasmuch as the accessories must follow their

Principal, the other details, such as killing and the rest, also become transformed

to the subsequent occasion. But with all this, there still remains an uncertainty
as to the exact time, and then the time '

immediately following upon the holding
of the Ashvina Cup

' comes to be laid down by the sentence
* Ashvinam. graham,

etc.'. Thus it is this last sentence which serves the purpose of laying down the

accessory detail of Time. If this sentence were not taken as laying down the time

for the killing, etc. of the Savanlya animal, it would have to be taken as laying
down the time for (1) the '

Tying of the Rope round the Post ', (2) the Upakarana
of the animal, and (3) the sacrifice with all its material, Deity, etc. ; and this

multiplicity of enjoined things would cause an objectionable syntactical split

The sense of the Bhdsya comes to be this If it were not as explained by
the Purvapaksin, then the sentence ' Ashvinam graham, etc.' would have to be taken

as laying down, in regard to the
'

Tying ', something in connection with which

the '

threefold rope
' and the particular time could be enjoined ; and the phrase

'

updkaranasya cha '

(Bhdsya) means that the time laid down would be for the

Upakarana also. Hence, inasmuch as this text is found to serve the purpose
of laying down the necessary accessories, it has to be admitted that there is

a
*

Context '

pertaining to the Savanlya animals. Tantravartika Trans., pp.

1541-1542.]

SUTRA (22).

[ANSWER TO THE PtfRVAPAKiN's OBJECTION] THAT CANNOT BE
;

AS

WHAT IS TRANSFERRED IS ONLY A PART OF THE ANIMAL.

Bhdsya.

It cannot be as it has been urged by the Purvapaksin ; in reality, on the

strength of the * Order ', the details in question must be taken as pertaining

38
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to the Agmsomlya animal. As for the mention of the Savaniya in connec-

tion with the time at which the Ashvina Cup is taken up, that is for the

purpose of actually enjoining the Savaniya itself ; if it were taken as laying

down accessories of the Savaniya, then there would be a syntactical split ;

not so when it is taken as enjoining the Savaniya itself. It is not possible

for the text
l Ashvinam graham, etc.' to be taken as laying down the time

for what has been transferred by the
'

extraction of the omentum '

; be-

cause the omontum is only one part (of the animal) ; and hence it could

transfer only those details which come after the preparation of the omen-

tum, and not the Upakdrana of the animal (which comes before the
'

extraction of the omentum '

).

SUTRA (23).

[OBJECTION!
"
[THE TRANSFERENCE] MAY BE DUE TO THE NATURE

OF THE BUSINESS ITSELF
"

IF THIS BE URGED [THEN OUR ANSWER

WOULD BE AS GIVEN IN THE FOLLOWING SUTRA],

Bhdsya.

Says the Opponent
"

[If the transference could not be due to the
'

extraction of the omentum '], then it could be due to the nature of the

business, and for the Savaniya thus transferred, the time would be taken

as enjoined by the sentence
' Ashvinam graham, etc.'. This 'nature of the

business
'

is indicated by the text' Mustind pidhdya vapoddharanam dslta

a vapdhomdt
'

[Covering the extracted omentum with the first, he should

sit there till the omentum is offered into the Fire '] ; now if the '

extraction

of the omentum ' were done on the previous (i.e. fourth) day and if it were

offered into the fire on the following (i.e. the fifth) day, then it would mean
that the man would have to keep the omentum covered with his fist and

sit down continuously for two days ; and certainly no one could do this ;

for it would be necessary for him to find time to take his food and have

some rest, etc."

SUTRA (24).

THAT CANNOT BE
;
AS WHAT is SUGGESTED WOULD BE POSSIBLE

ONLY IF THERE WERE AN INCONGRUITY IN THE VEDIC TEXT.

Bhdsya.

What has been suggested by the Purvapaksin is not possible. It could

be so only if the doing of the
'

Extraction of the omentum J on the

previous day and the offering on the following involved an incongruity in

the Vedic text ; as it is however, there is no such incongruity in the Veda ;

as it is quite possible to
*

cover the omentum ' with a fistful of grass, or a.

fistful of leaves [in which case there would be no such incongruity as that

of the man having to remain sitting for two days, etc.].

Objection "But the text contains the word '

dsita\ which means

that the man should remain sitting ".
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Answer The root
'

da
' does not always mean, to sit ; in fact it is also

used in the sense of neutrality or indifference (rest) ; as we find in such

assertions as
'

Grhydni parigrhya dste\
'

Ksetrdni parigrhya dst&* ['Having
received the household utensils, he rests ',

'

Having received lands, he rests '],

where the root
* as ' denotes something which is not sitting, i.e. cessation

of activity (resting). In the text in question also, this same sense would be

applicable the man, having covered the omentum with a fistful of grass or

of leaves may (rest) remain inactive. From all this it follows that the

text speaking of the time of the holding of the Ashvina Cup serves to enjoin

the Savanlya ; so that the details regarding the animals do not appear
in the

' Context '
of the Savanlya animals, and as such, they cannot be

regarded as pertaining to the Savanlya animals.

SUTRA (25).

THUS THEN, BY VIRTUE OF ITS
'

POSITION ', THE DETAILS IN QUESTION
MUST APPERTAIN TO THE PREVIOUS (I.E. AC4NlSOMlYA) ANIMAL ;

SPECIALLY AS THE CONSECRATION (BROUGHT ABOUT BY
THE SAID DETAILS) is MEANT FOR THE SAKE

OF THAT ANIMAL.

Bhdsya.

It has been seen that there is no ' Context '

of the Savanlya animals ;

such being the case, for reasons already stated before (in Sii. 19), i.e.

on account of its
*

position ', the details should appertain to the previous

i.e. the Agnlsomlya animal ; specially as the consecration (brought

about by the details in question) is for the sake of the Animal-sacrifice,

not for the Jyotlstoma sacrifice. In the event of its being for the sake of

the Jyotistoma sacrifice, there would be no difference among the three animals

(as regards the admissibility of the details in question to one or the other).

As a matter of fact, however, the animal-sacrifices also, being not already

enjoined elsewhere, have the capacity of admitting the details in question,

and as such it is these to whom the
'

Context '

belongs. For these reasons,

on the ground of
' Order *

(Position), the details in question should be

regarded as appertaining to the Agnlsomlya animal.

SUTRA (26).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVES.

Bhdsya.

For the following reasons also we conclude that the details relating to

the animals appertain to the Agnlsomlya animal. "For what reason ?
"

Because we find indications ; i.e. there is a text indicative of the same idea :

*

Vapayd prdtahsavane charanti, puroddshena mddhyandine savane
'

[' The
omentum is to be offered at the Morning Extraction, and the Cake at the
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Midday Extraction '] ; this text speaks of the
*

animal-offering
'

(in the

shape of the omentum) and the
' Cake '

[and as such indicates that the

details in question should appertain to the Agni$omiya animal only]. If it

did not do so, and if the details belonged in common to all the three animals

[or even two of them adds the Tantravdrtika], then there would be this

difficulty that the
' Cake '

(mentioned in the text just quoted) could not

have any connection with the Savaniya animal ; because the
' Cake '

has

been regarded as consecratory of the two deities, Agni and Soma conjointly

(not of Agni singly, which is the deity of the Savaniya) ; and by reason of

this special capacity of the Cake (to consecrate the joint deities), it would

naturally connect itself with the Agnlsomlya animal (which also is connected

with the same two deities jointly), and not with the Savaniya (which being

related to Agni only) can have no connection with the two deities Agni
and Soma jointly. This same fact is also indicated (by the text quoted).

From this also, it follows that the details in question should appertain to the

Agnlsomlya [and the details accruing to the Savaniya would be only such as

would come to it under the general law says Tantravdrtika].

SUTRA (27).

THE TEXT [SPEAKING OF THE '

COVERING OF THE HOLES '] is

NOT INJUNCTIVE
;
IT IS PURELY DECLARATORY.

Bhdsya.

This Sutra is in anticipation of a few words from the Opponent, who

says
" The Cake-offering [which serves the purpose of consecrating the

two deities Agni-Soma may not apply to the Savaniya animal ; but] as

serving the purpose of
'

covering up the holes
'

[as mentioned in the Vedic

text.
'

Susiro vd etarhi pashuh } etc.'] (it may find a place with the

Savaniya animal) ". [It is in answer to this that we have the Sutra which

means that] what is suggested is not possible ; because the text quoted
is not injunctive, it is purely declaratory ; that is, the text does not

enjoin the
'

Cake-offering
'

for the purpose of
'

covering the holes
'

; in

fact, it is only a declaration, as has already been explained [under pdda ii,

of Discourse I, where it has been shown that such passages as are argumenta-

tive, setting forth a reason for a certain thing, cannot be regarded as

injunctive]. Consequently the
* Cake-offering

' must be treated as serving the

purpose of consecrating the deities ; and on that account, it is only when

the Cake-offering appertains to the Agmsomiya animal that it is possible

for it to be found at the time of dealing with the Savaniya animal (which

follows after that of the Agnisomiya), and not on the ground that it apper-

tains, in common, to both (the Agnisomiya and the Savaniya). From all

this it follows that the details relating to the animals appertain to the

Agnisomiya animal only.



ADHIKARAI?A (8) : Details like the
'

Fetching of the Branch
'

appertain to both
*

Milkings \

SUTRA (28).

[PftRVAPAKSA]
" BETWEEN THE TWO '

MILKINGS
'

THAT WHICH

IS SIMPLY BOILED (AND NOT MADE INTO CURD) SHOULD BE

UNCONNECTED (WITH THE DETAILS), BECAUSE OF

THE DIFFERENCE IN THE TIME."

Bhdsya.

[In connection with the Darsha-Purnamdsa, the cows are milked twice]

there is one milking in the previous evening and another milking in the

morning. There are also certain accessory details laid down in connection

with
'

milking
'

such as
*

fetching the branch
'

(for driving the calf away
from the cow),

'

bringing in of the cow ',

'

making the milk of the cow

flow ',

'

milking
' and so forth.

In connection with these, there arises the question Are these details

to be performed in connection with the Evening-milking only, or with both

milkings ?

On this the Purvapaksa view is as follows :

" Between the two milkings,

that which is simply boiled (and not made into curd, i.e. the morning milking)

should not be connected with the details ; why ? because the
'

Fetching of the

Branch ' and other details have been laid down in the same '

order
'

as the

Evening-milking, in connection with the Aupavasathya (i.e. Previous) day ;

on the same (previous) day is the Evening-milking also done. Hence on the

strength of
'

Order ', the details relating to the milking should be performed

in connection with the Evening-milking only [this milk being made into

curd used on the following day "].

SUTRA (29).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY [THE DETAILS APPERTAIN TO BOTH MILKINGS]

BECAUSE THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE IN THE
'

CONTEXT
' AND

THE INJUNCTION OF THE TIME APPLIES TO THE ACTION

ALONG WITH ALL THE DETAILS.

Bhdsya.

The '

Context
'

is common to both ; it belongs as much to the curd

as to the milk ; and '

Context
'

is more authoritative than
'

Order
'

(on

which latter the Purvapaksa view is based) ; therefore the details laid down

in connection with milking should appertain to both milkings. Further,

it is not that the Evening-milking is laid down as to be done on the previous

day ;

" when then ?
"

as a matter of fact, it is laid down as to be done
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on the following day.
" How so ?

" The text bearing on the subject

is as follows
" Aindram dadhi amdvdsydydm, aindrampaydh amdvasydydm,"

[' The Curd dedicated to Indra, on the Amavasya day ; the milk dedicated

to Indra, on the Amdvdsyd day '] (Taitti. Sam. 2. 5. 4. 1) ; wherein both the

rnilkings are enjoined as to be done along with all details on the Amdvdsyd
day. Even so, however, the evening-milking is done on the previous day
by reason of the exigencies of the case ; i.e. it is the very nature of the curd

that it starts (with the milking) on the previous day and is finally made up on

the following day. Thus it is not true that the details have been laid down
in the

' Order
'

of the Evening-Milking (which is the premise upon which the

Piirvapaksa is based). From all this it follows that the details in question

appertain to both Milkings.



ADHIKARAIJA (9) : Details like 'placing \
'

washing
'

and the rest appertain to all three
'

Extractions \

SUTRA (30).

SIMILARLY THE VESSELS ARE TO BE TAKEN AS LAID DOWN
IN CONNECTION WITH OTHER

'

EXTRACTIONS
'

ALSO.

Bhdsya.

There is the Jyotiffoina sacrifice laid down in the text
'

Jyotistomena

svargakdmo yajeta
'

(Taitti. Sarh. 6. 5. 2. 2). In reference to this sacrifice,

ten vessels, the
' A indravayava

'

(Dedicated to Indra- Vayu) and the rest,

are laid down in connection with the Morn ing-Extract ion [there being

three
4

extractions
'

of the Soma-juioo, in the morning, in the evening and at

midday] ; in regard to these vessels certain details have been prescribed,

such as (a)
i

Upopte anye grahdh sddyante, anupopte dhruvah', ['The other

vessels are placed on a raised ground, the Dhruvd vessel is placed on

ground not raised '1, and (b)
t

Dashapavitrena graham sammdrsti '

[' Cleanses

the vessel with the hem of the garment
J

"|. Apart from these ten, there

are other vessels, laid down in connection with the Midday Extractions

and others again in connection with the third (Evening) Extraction.

Now, in regard to the vessels used at the Midday Extraction and those

used at the Evening Extractions there arises the question should the

details (of Placing and Cleansing) bo performed in connection with all

vessels ? or only in connection with those (ten) that are used at the

Morning-Extraction ?

The Purvapaksa view is that " the Details should be performed only in

connection with those used at the Morning Extraction, not with any others ;

because it is in the
'

Order
'

(Position) of the Morning Extraction that the

Details have been laid down."

On this we have the following Siddhanta To other Extractions than

the Morning one, i.e. to the Midday Extraction and at the third Extraction

also, the injunction of the vessels (and what is to be done to them) is

applicable, in the same manner as in the previous Atihikarana. That is,

the
'

Context
'

is one and the same for all the tliree Extractions, and it is

in that same ;

Context
'

that the details in question have been laid down ;

through
'

Syntactical Connection
'

also, the details are connected with

every one of the vessels (used at the three Extractions) ; and both
'

Syntac-

tical Connection
'

and *

Context
'

are more authoritative than
l

Order '.

Hence it follows that the details laid down in connection with the vessels

appertain to all the vessels that are used at the three Extractions.



ADHIKAKAIJA (10) : The '

Threefoldness of the Rope
'

pertains to all animals.

SOTRA (31).

THE ROPE ALSO [PERTAINS TO ALL], SPECIALLY AS WE FIND

INDICATIVES TO THAT EFFECT.

Ehdsya.

At the Jyotistoma, the Agnisomlya is one of the animals used, as laid

down in the text
' Yo dlksito yadagnlsomlyam pashumalabhlta

'

(Taitti.

Sam. 6. 1. 11. 6) ; in connection with this we find mentioned the
'

Rope ',

as also certain details relating to the Rope, in the text
' The Rope is

threefold ; it is ma^e of Kusha-grass ; it should be made of well-beaten

grass '.

In regard to these, there arises the question Do these details appertain

in common to the Rope of the Agnlsomlya animal, as well as to that of the

Savaniya animal ? Or to the rope of the Agnisomlya animal only ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
through the 'Context', they should

appertain to the Rope of the Agnisomlya animal only ".

Against this, we have the following Siddhanta : The details appertain

in common to both (the Rope of the Agnlsomlya as well as the Rope of the

Savaniya) ; why ? because we find indicatives to that effect, the indicative

text declaring
* Ashvinam graham grhltvd trvritd yupam parivlya agnlyam

pashumupdkaroti '. [' Taking up the vessel dedicated to the Ashvins 9 and

covering the Post with the threefold rope ; one touches the animal dedicated

to Agni, i.e. the Savaniya animal] ; wherein the Rope is indicated as to be used

for the
'

Covering
'

of the Post for the Savaniya animal
;
and this indication

would be possible only if the Rope and its details were common to both

the animals. If it appertained to the Agnisomlya animal only, then it would

have become excluded from the
'

Covering
'

of the Post in connection

with the Savaniya animal, which *

covering
'
is different from the

*

covering
'

done in connection with the Archetype ; then again, the
'

covering of the

Post ' done in connection with Savaniya is totally different from the
*

covering
' done at the Archetype, and yet we find

*

threefoldness
' men-

tioned in connection with it. How so ? Well, we find the text
*

Taking

up the vessel dedicated to the Ashvins, and going out, he povers the Post
'

;

such being the case, if the Rope did not appertain in common to the

Agnlsomlya and the Savaniya, then it would follow that the
'

Covering
'

(in connection with the Savaniya} should be done with a piece of cloth ;

and yet the text indicates the Rope (by the mention of
'

threefoldness ').

Hence it follows that the Rope is common to both the animals ; and when
the Rope is common, the details relating to it should also be common.

Thus it is that the fact of the Rope being common to both is shown by the

indicative text.
" But what is the reason here (apart from the indication
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in support of the Siddhdnta) ?
" The reason is that through

c Context *,

the Rope and its details should appertain to the Post of the Agnlsomiya
animal only, while through

'

Syntactical Connection ', they should apper-
tain to every Post (connected with the Agm8^m^ya as well as the Savaniya

animal).



ADHIKARAISTA (11) : Details like
'

Placing'' should be

done to the
' Amshu '

and the
'

Addbhya
'

also.

SUTRA (32).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
" WHAT is ENJOINED AT A DISTANCE CANNOT

BE CONNECTED WITH THE OTHER DETAILS, BECAUSE OF

NON-PROXIMITY ".

Bhdsya.

There are certain vessels
'

enjoined at a distance
' from the Jyotlstoma

(i.e. in a totally different context), such, for instance, as the vessels Amshu

and Addbhya, which have been enjoined in the section dealing with the

Aupasada-Anuvdkyd (which is a section far removed from the section dealing

with the Jyotistoma).

In regard to these vessels (Amshu and Addbhya), there arises the question

Should the details (Placing, Cleansing, and so forth) laid down in connection

with vessels used at the Jyotistoma be performed in connection with the

Amshu and the Addbhya, or not ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows: "The said details are not to be

formed in connection with the Amshu and the Addbhya, because of non-

proximity ; in the case of the
'

boiling
'

laid down in the text
' One boils

what is dedicated to Mitra-Varuna '

(Tai. S. 6. 4. 8. 2) we find that

boiling is done only to that cup which is dedicated to Mitra-Varuna,

and not to all the cups ; in the same manner, all the details under

consideration should be done to those vessels only that are mentioned in the

same Context (of the Jyotistoma), and not to all vessels ".

SUTRA (33).

IN REALITY, THE VESSELS NOT MENTIONED IN THE SAME CONTEXT ALSO

SHOULD BE CONNECTED WITH THE DETAILS IN QUESTION ;
AS

THOSE VESSELS ALSO ARE OF USE AT IT (THE JYOTISTOMA

SACRIFICE) ;
SPECIALLY AS WHAT is AUXILIARY TO A

SACRIFICE MUST APPLY TO ALL THAT IS OF

USE AT THAT SACRIFICE.

Bhdsya.

A vessel like the Amshu and Addbhya, even though not mentioned

in the same Context (of the Jyotistcma), should be connected with the details

in question ; why ? because
'

Syntactical Connection
'

is more authorita-

tive than
*

Context '.

Objection
"
If these details were performed elsewhere (in connection

with another sacrifice), they could not help the Jyotistoma, in any way ".
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Answer They would certainly help the Jyotiatoma, because the

Amshu and the Addbhya are of use at it ; i.e. they are of use at the Jyotis-

toma. Then again, the details relating to the vessel is of the nature of
'*

auxiliary ', and as such, through the vessel, they would help the Jyotiatoma ;

and as many vessels would be serviceable at the Jyotistoma, to all these

the details in question should appertain. From this we conclude that the

details laid down in connection with the vessels should be performed in

connection with the Amshu and the Addbhya also.

SUTRA (34).

THERE COULD BE RESTRICTION ONLY IF THERE WERE A DIRECT

DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhdsya.

What has been said by the Purvapalcsin (under Su. 32) in regard to the
'

boiling
'

of the milk in the vessel dedicated to Mltra- Varuna is quite right,

so far as that case is concerned ; as in that case there is the direct declara-

tion (to the effect that the
'

boiling
'

is to be in connection with that par-

ticular vessel), -and honco this direct declaration sets aside the indication

of the ' Context ' and restricts the boiling in its scope. In the case in ques-

tion, however, it is quite the reverse ; in the case cited it is the indication of

the * Context* that tho boiling should be done to all the vessels, while the

restriction of it to a particular vessel is done by the direct declaration con-

tained in the 'Sentence' quoted; while in the case in question, the con-

nection of the details with all vessels is directly declared by the
' Sentence

'

,

and it is the indication of the fc Context '

that restricts it to particular vessels.

[And as
*

Sentence', i.e. 'Syntactical Connection', is always more authorita-

tive than the
' Context '] it follows that the details in question are to be

performed even in connection with those vessels (the Amshu and the

Addbhya) which are not mentioned in the same l Context
' with them.



ADHIKARAISTA (12): The qualifications of the 'Chitrini*

and other Bricks are auxiliary to the Fire and hence

should be connected with the details laid down

for the Fire-altar.

SUTRA (35).

SIMILARLY, EVEN THOSE THAT ABE NOT MENTIONED IN THE

SAME * CONTEXT ' SHOULD BE REGARDED AS AUXILIARY

TO THE FIRE.

Bhdsya.

Without any reference to the Fire, we have the texts (a)
'

Chitrinl-

rupadadhdti, bajrinlrupadadhdti
'

[' He puts in bricks with figures, he puts in

bricks with the mark of the thunder-bolt'] (Taitti. Sam. 5. 7. 3. 1) ; (b)
c Bhutdstakd upadadhdti

'

[' He puts in well-baked bricks '] (Taitti. Sam.

5. 6. 3. 1). Then, there are certain qualifications of Bricks laid down in the

context (of the Fire-altar), such as
'

Bricks should be made entire and not

black '

;

' one should smear the bricks with ashes '.

Now, there arises the question Should these latter qualifications

be applicable in those bricks that are not mentioned in the same Context,

or not ?

On this the Purvapaksa view is that "The qualifications should not

be applicable to them ; why ? because of non-proximity (remoteness) ".

The Siddhdnta view is that the bricks like those in question should be

regarded to be as much an auxiliary to the Fire (altar) as the vessels have

been found (in the preceding Adhikarana) to be to the Jyotistoma sacrifice ;

because here also
'

Syntactical Connection '

is more authoritative than
4 Context '

; and also because the bricks in question also are used for the

building of the Fire -altar. [Conseqxiently, the qualifications laid down in

the Context of the
4

Fire-altar
'

should be present in the Chitrinl and other

bricks also, though these are not mentioned in the same Context.]



ADHIKAEATSTA (13) : Such details as '

Measuring out ',

6

Fetching \
' Purchase

9

and 6 Juice-Extraction
'

etc.

are applicable to the case of Soma only.

SUTRA (36).

THE ' CONDITIONAL ', NOT BEING EQUAL TO THE c NORMAL ', CANNOT

HAVE THE SAME DETAILS APPERTAINING TO IT.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, we read
' Sa yadi rdjanyam, etc.'

[' If one should sacrifice for the Ksattriya or the Vaishya, and he wishes

to eat Soma, one should collect banyan-shoots, pound them and mix them

up with curds, and offer this to him to eat, not Soma ']. In connection

with the Jyotistoma again, there are certain details to be performed in

regard to the Soma, such as
'

Measuring out ',

'

Fetching ',

'

Purchasing ',

'

Juice-Extraction
' and so forth.

In regard to this, there arises the question Do these details appertain

equally to the Soma and the
'

Fruit-mixture
'

? Or do they appertain

to the Soma only, the 'Fruit-mixture' being only a 'Modification' of the

Somat

The purpose of this Adhikarana is to determine whether or not these

details are to be performed by such persons (Ksattriyas and Vaishyas) as

may be desirous of having their sacrifice complete in all its details.

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
the details are equally applicable to

both the Soma and the Fruit-mixture ; as the
'

Context '

is the same ".

The Siddhdnta however is as follows : Things like the
'

Fruit-mixture
'

are
'

conditional ', due to certain special circumstances ; and hence it can-

not have the same details appertaining to them. Why so ? Because it is not

equal to what is
'

normal
'

; i.e. the
'

Fruit-mixture
'

is not equal to the Soma ;

inasmuch as Soma has been enjoined as the
' normal '

substance, to be

used in all cases, while the
'

Fruit-mixture
'

is only
'

conditional
'

(its use

depending on the circumstance of the sacrificer being a Ksattriya or a

Vaishya, and then too only for the sole purpose of being
'

eaten ', the

offerings, in this case also, being made of Soma-juice itself).
" What if

it is so ?
"

If it is so, then, inasmuch as the details in question also have

been enjoined as
'

normal
'

(to be done in all cases), they cannot be performed
a,s if they were only

'

conditional
'

(to be done only under special circum-

stances). If they were treated as common (to both the Soma and the

Fruit-mixture), then it would mean the injunction of something wholly
irrelevant. Further, if the Fruit-mixture, being conditional, were to take

in the details laid down in connection with Soma, then those details, being

common, would have to be regarded as repeated twice. From all this,

it follows that the Fruit-mixture cannot have all the details appertaining
to it.



ADHIKARA^A (14) : The details laid down in connection

with the Principal Substance should appertain to its

Substitute also.

SUTRA (37).

[PURVAPAKA]
" THE SUBSTITUTE ALSO SHOULD BE TREATED

SIMILARLY ".

Bhdsya.

A substitute is laid down for cases where the principal substance is

not available ; e.g. if the Vrlhi Corn (which is the principal substance prescribed

for making the Cake) is not available, Nlvara Corn is used in its place.

In regard to this, there arises the question Are the details laid down

in connection with Vrihi equally applicable to the Nlvara, or not ?

The Purrapaksa view is that
"
the substitute is to be treated similarly ;

that is, just as the conditional (fruit-mixture) cannot have applicable to it

those same details that are prescribed for the normal (Soim), so the

substitute also ; as the substitute also is not equal to the Principal.
c What

is the inequality ?
' The l

inequality
'

consists in this that the details have

been prescribed in reference to the Vrihi, not in reference to the Nlvara
;

what happens is that the details are directly enjoined in reference to the

Vrihi, and if they are applied at all to tho substitute, it is only on the basis

of Presumption."

SUTRA (38).

[SlDDHANTA] NOT SO
;
IN FACT, IT SHOULD BE TREATED LIKE THE

PRINCIPAL SUBSTANCE
;
AS THE PURPOSE SERVED BY BOTH is ONE

AND THE SAME.

Bhdsya.

It is not right to say that the substitute is not to be treated like the

Principal ; in fact, it should be treated exactly as it has been laid down

(111 connection with the Principal) ; because in this case, the relation between

the two substances is not that of the root-substance and its modification.

Why ? That the details laid down in connection with the Vrihi are adopted
in the case of a particular Vrihi Corn, is due to the fact that it has the
4
character

'

of
*

Vrihi ', and when the Nlvara is declared to be a substitute for

Vrlhi, it does not mean that the
*

character
'

of
' Nlvara

'

takes the place of tho
f

character
'

of
*

Vrlhi
'

(as it happens in the case of the root-substance, Milk, and

its modification, Curd) ; hence the relation between the two cannot be that

of the root substance and its modification.
" How then do the details laid

down for the Vrlhi become applicable to the Nlvara ?
" Our answer to

this is that those individual Vrihi grains which are distinguished by the
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character of
'
Vrihi ', are actually present in the Nlvara grains (that are taken

up as the substitute for Vrihi) ; and it is for the sake of these that the details

in question are applied ; so that the injunction of these details applies

equally to those grains of Nlvara as also to the other grains of Vrihi.
" What is the equality between the two ?

" The equality lies in the fact

that both the grains are distinguished by the character (or shape) of 'Vrihi '.

For these reasons the details are to be applied equally to both (the Principal

substance Vrihi and its substitute, Nlvara).

[In this connection, see Su. 6. 3. 27, where we are taught that the substitute

must be like the Principal, in shape ; so that if the shape of the Vrihi is present
in the Nlvdra, in this sense the Nlvara can be spoken of as

*

distinguished by the

shape of Vrihi
'

; this is what is meant by saying that the "
Vrihi distinguished

by the character of
*

Vrihi
'
is present in the Nlvara ".]

SUTRA (39).

ALSO BECAUSE IT IS NOT SOMETHING AUTHORISED BY THE
SCRIPTURES.

Eliasya.

For the following reason also the substitute cannot be regarded as

a modification of the Principal. For what reason ? The reason is that

the substitute (Nlvara) comes in on account of the need ; that is, when the

principal substance becomes spoilt, there is need for a substance to be used
at the sacrifice, and it is in fulfilling this need that the Nlvara is brought
in (011 the ground of its resemblance to the principal, Vrihi) [and it is not

that the Nlvara is actually laid down by the scriptures as to be used] ; but

the said need cannot justify the idea that the genus
' Nlvara ' comes in in the

place of the genus
'

Vrihi '. For this reason the substitute cannot be

regarded as a *

modification
'
of the Principal substance which is enjoined

by the scripture as the one to be used.



ADHIKARAIJA (15) : In the case of those
'

substitutes
'

also

which are actually enjoined by the scriptures, the details

laid down in connection with the
'

Principal
'

should be performed.

SUTRA (40).

THE SECONDARY SUBSTANCE IS MENTIONED FOE THE PURPOSE

OF RESTRICTING (THE SUBSTITUTE).

Bhasya.

[It having been explained in the preceding Adhikarana that the Sub-

stitute, not laid down in the scriptures, is to be treated like the Principal]

now the question that arises is Is the Substitute that is actually laid down

in the scriptures to be treated like the Principal or not ? For instance,

we have the text
'

If one cannot obtain Soma, he should extract the juice

of the Putlka
'

(P. U. Bra. 9. 5. 3) [where the Putlka is actually laid down

as the substitute for Soma, and the question is Is the Putlka to be

treated like the Soma ?]

The Purvapaksa view is that
"

it is not to be treated like the Principal

substance; because its case is entirely different from the Substitute that is

not mentioned in the scriptures ".

The Slddhdnta is as follows : The secondary substance is mentioned for

the purpose of restricting the substitute. The meaning is that in this case

also the substitution is due to need : Soma not being there, the substance

that should have to be used would be something resembling Soma 9 and what

the text quoted does is to restrict the substitution to the Putlka which bears

some resemblance to the Soma, and what is meant is that this Putika is

the only one thing that may bo used in the absence of anything more like

the Soma ; what is meant being that when in the place of the enjoined

Principal substance, something else closely resembling it should have been

used, what is actually substituted is something different even from this

latter (which resembles it to a smaller extent) ;
and it is not substituted as

a means to the accomplishment of the sacrifice. [All that is meant is that,

in the event of the Soma not being available, the Putlka is the substance

that may be brought in, as possessing some of the properties of the Soma.

See, in this connection, Su. 6. 3. 16, 17. Says the Tantravdrtika Trans.,

p. 1568 The Putlka cannot be regarded as forming part of the sacrifice

in the manner in which the Soma is
; it is brought in only as the substra-

tum of some of the properties of Soma ; hence even though it is mentioned'

in the Veda, it should be dealt with in the same manner as the substitute has

been dealt with in the foregoing Adhikarana.}



ADHIKARA^A (16) : Details like the
'

Dlksamyd Isti
'

Initiatory Sacrifice appertain to the Agnistoma.

SUTRA (41).

[PftRVAPAKA continued]
" THE FORMS ABB TO BE TREATED

ALL ALIKE, AS THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE OF
* CONTEXT '."

Bhdsya.

There is the Jyotistoma' sacrifice ; of this four Forms have been

spoken of viz.: (1) Agnistoma, (2) Ukthya, (3) So$ashi and (4) Atirdtra.

In connection with this sacrifice certain details are prescribed such as the

Initiatory Sacrifice arid the like. [In reality, there are seven Forms

of tho Jyotistoma, these four, and Atyagnistoma, Aptoryamd and Vdjapeya.

It is by way of illustration that only four have been mentioned.]

In regard to these, there arises the question Have these details been

prescribed in connection with the entire Jyotistoma in all its forms ? or

only in its Agnistoma-form ?

The Purvapaksa view is that " All the Forms are to be treated alike ;

why ? because there is no difference of Context ; there is no difference in

the Context of the several Forms, whereby it could be determined that the

details appertain to the Jyotistoma in its Agnistoma-foTm only ; hence the

Forms should be treated all alike".

SUTRA (42).

[P(jRVAPAKA concluded]
" THEY ARE SPOKEN OF ALSO AS

IF THEY WERE SIMILAR."

Bhdsya.

In the context where they are mentioned, the Forms are spoken of as if

they were similar ; for instance, there is the text
4

Yadi agnistomo juhoti,

yadi ukthyah paridhimanakti, yadi atirdtrah etadeva yajurjapan havirdhdnam

pratipadyeta
'

[' If it is the Agnistoma, one offers the libation into Fire ; if it

is the Ukthya, he anoints the bounding sticks ; if it is the Atirdtra, he goes to

the Havirdhdna cart, repeating this same Yajus '] ; here we find the several

Forms mentioned separately, which shows that the details here mentioned

appertain to the Jyotistoma in all .its forms; and it follows from this that

the details that may be found to be mentioned in common (not in reference

to any one form specifically) should also appertain to the Jyotistoma in all its

forms. If the details were not meant to apply equally to all [and applied

to the Jyotistoma in general], then it would appertain to the Agnistoma

39
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form only (as being the first) ; and in that case there would be no need

to mention the Agnistoma in the passage quoted ; as even without such

mention, the Agnistoma would become connected with the details all the

same. As a matter of fact, however, we find the passage speaking of the

Jybtiatoma in all its forms ; from which we conclude that the Context belongs

to the Jyotistoma in all its forms. Further, we find the text
'

Agneya-

majamagnistome dlabheta, aindrdgnam dvitlyamukthye, aindram vrsnim

trtiyam sodashini
'

['At the Agnistoma, one should kill the goat dedicated

to Agni ; at the Ukthya, one should kill the second animal dedicated to

Indra-Agni ; at the Sodeshan one should kill the third ram dedicated to

Indra']; the mention of the 'second* and the 'third' would be expli-

cable only if all the three were dealt with alike. [If the Forms were

regarded as secondary modifications, then, inasmuch as there would be no

one such detail with each, for instance, the Aindrdgna at the Ukthya
that would bar the applicability, to the same Form, of all the other

details, the Agneya, etc. ; while, if in accordance with the passage jiist quoted
we should have only the Agneya goat at the Agnistoma, the Agneya and

the Aindrdgna goats, as the second,, at the Ukthya, and the Agneya, the

Aindrdgna and the Aindra Vrsni, as the third, at the sodashini.] Thus at

the Ukthya, there would be two causes the Agnistoma-chant and the

Ukthya-chant, and as the corresponding effects we would have fche

AgnZya animal and the Aindrdgna animal ; and thus the mention of

the
' second ' becomes quite explicable. Similarly at the Sodashin

and the Atirdtra also. If, on the other hand, there were the relation of

original and its modification, the connection of the Agneya, which would

come into the Ukthya only by virtue of the general Jaw of admitting into

the modification of all the details of the original, would have to be set aside

by the directly-asserted
'

Aindrdgna
' and the rest ; and in that case the men-

tion of the
' second ' and the '

third
' would not be explicable. From all

this we conclude that the Initiatory sacrifice and other details appertain to

the Jyotistoma in all its forms.

SUTRA (43).

[SlDDHANTA] IN FACT, THE (LATER) FORMS ARE MERE MODIFICA-"

TIONS, BECAUSE THEY ARE ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIC DESIRABLE

RESULTS, AND THIS ASSOCIATION IS AS CONSTANT AS

THE MOST CONSTANT FACTOR IN THE
WHOLE SACRIFICE.

Bhdsya.

It is not right that all the Forms should be treated alike; in fact

the later Forms, Ukthya and the rest, should be treated as mere
'modifications' of the first Form (Agnistoma). As a matter of fact, the

Initiatory Sacrifice and the other details relating to the Jyotistoma
have been laid down on the basis of the Agnistoma which has been treated

as the basic Form (without which there could be no Jyotistoma at all).
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" How do you get at this idea ?
" This idea is derived from the fact

that the Ukthya and the other Forms have been laid down as associated

with specific desirable results, in such texts as (a)
' When one desires cattle ,

he should take up the Ukthya ', (b)
* When one desires strength, he should

hymn with the Sodashin ', and (c)
' When one desires offspring, he should

offer for him the Atirdtra sacrifice
'

; and when an accessory associated

with a specific desire is enjoined, it can find place in the sacrifice only after

modifying that accessory which forms a constant factor in the sacrifice

(where it is performed in its constant form, without reference to any parti-

cular desirable result).
" Why ?

" Because in such cases, the particular

desirable result follows from the particular accessory (associated with that

result) ; for the text says that
' one should take up the Ukthya if he desires

cattle ', not
*

if he desires the Jyotistoma\ or 'if he desires the Ukihya* ;

and the meaning of the injunction is that
' he should take up the Ukthya

so that cattle may come to him '.
" In what manner would this be done ?

"

As for that, from the fact that this injunction being in close proximity
to the injunction of the constant element of the sacrifice (Jyotistoma), it

follows that the procedure of this latter would be adopted in the per-

formance of what has been enjoined as to be performed with a view to parti-

cular results (for instance, the Ukthya).

Question
" But how is it ascertained that the said Procedure really

appertains to the constant element in the sacrifice, and not to that factor

which is associated with a desirable result ? Or that it does not appertain

in common to both ?
"

Answer Whenever a desirable result follows from the use of a certain

accessory, it does so only when the accessory is used while the action leading

to that result is being performed, not otherwise ; as for the procedure , that

procedure is adopted which happens to be in proximity to the action ; and

when the question arises as to whether this procedure appertains to the means

of accomplishing the act (i.e. the accessory), or to what is to be accomplished

(i.e. the action), it cannot but be taken as appertaining to the latter (i.e.

what is to be accomplished) ; because unless it appertains to what is to be

accomplished, it can have no connection with the means of accomplishment ;

as a matter of fact, the form in which a particular procedure is prescribed is

*

By this process one should make such and such a tiling the means of

accomplishing what 'is to be accomplished
'

; and there is no method or

process possible by which anything could be the means of accomplishing

an action until the action is being accomplished. Thus then, if one were

to attribute the Procedure to the means of accomplishing, he must admit

that it appertains to that also which is to be accomplished. Now in the

case in question the Jyotistoma sacrifice is what is to be accomplished, and
the various Forms are the means of accomplishing it ; hence it becomes

established that the Procedure appertains to the Jyotistoma.

Question
" But why cannot the Procedure appertain to both [the

Jyotistoma and the Forms] in common ?
"

Answer Because the Procedure is prescribed as a constant factor ;

so that whenever the Jyotistoma is performed, the Initiatory Sacrifice (which
forms part of the Procedure) must be performed. The Form '

Ukthya',
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on the other hand, is to be performed at the Jyotistoma, only if the

performer happens to be one who desires cattle. Thus then, though the details

of Procedure (comprising the Initiatory Sacrifice) mtist he performed at the>

Jyotistoma always, yet the Ukthya and the other Forms are to be

performed only on a certain occasion [when the performer happens to desire

the result with which the particular Form is associated]. Such being the

case, if the details which are to be always performed at the Jyotistoma were

regarded as appertaining to the Ukthya and other Forms, this would be

a contradiction in terms, the two being entirely incompatible ; in fact,

if the details have to be done in connection with the Jyotistoma always,.

then they cannot appertain to the Ukthya and other Forms [as these

are not invariable concomitants of the Jyotistoma] ; and if they appertain

to the Ukthya and other Forms, then they cannot be such as should

be performed at the Jyotistoma always ; the two are entirely incompatible.

It is for this reason that the Procedure (comprising the Initiatory Sacrifice

and other details) cannot be taken as appertaining to both (the Jyotistoma

and the Forms).

Further, if what is ephemeral (variable) were declared to be constant

(invariable), then that declaration of the constant factor would itself

be rendered ephemeral (variable) ! and thereby that declaration would

become set aside !

From all this it follows that the details in question appertain to the

Jyotistoma only, in its Constant form (the Agnistoma), and not to tht>

Ukthya and other Forms which are associated with the desire for parti-

cular results.

SUTRA (44).

FURTHER, ON ACCOUNT OF REPETITION, THE DETAILS SHOULD

APPERTAIN TO THE ORIGINAL (ARCHETYPE).

Bhdsya.

Says the Opponent
" The Agnistoma Form also is found mentioned

as leading to a particular result."

True; there are two Agnistomas spoken of one, constant (essential)

and the other, associated with the desire for a certain result ; and by
virtue of these two texts (speaking of the two Agnistomas), the idea would
be that it is the constant Agnistoma itself which leads to the said result ;

and even so, the ' constant '

character of the Agnistoma would remain un-

affected ; and| in this way also the Initiatory Sacrifice and other details

would appertain to the Jyotistoma in its constant form, Agnistoma.

SUTRA (45).

THE COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE IS MERELY VERBAL.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin, in the BMsya on Sfi. 42) that
"
the reference to the Ukthya and the Atirdtra as the

'

second ' and the
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4
third' respectively can be justified only if all the Forms be regarded

as to be treated alike, not otherwise ". But it is merely a verbal state-

ment that the animal laid down in connection with the Ukthya as to be dedi-

cated to Indra-Agni is the second, and that laid down in connection with

the tfodashin as to be dedicated to Indra is the third ; and this statement

cannot be treated as indicative of the fact that all the Formc have to be

treated alike.

SUTRA (46).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE NEGATION OF THE INDICATIVES OF

THE FOREC4OINC.

Bhasya.

For the following reason also the Ukthya and other Forms should

be regarded as
'

modifications
'

of the Aynistonxi (which should be regarded
as the

k

original
'

or
'

archetype
'

of all the other Forms).
" For what

reason ?
" Because of the negation of the indicatives of the foregoing, which

we find in the sentence' Tf it is the Arjnistoinci,, one offers the oblation

into the Fire; if it is the Ukthya, one anoints the bounding sticks and

does not offer the oblation into the Fire
'

; this negation of the
'

offering of

the oblation into the Fire
' would not be there [i.e. it would have no mean-

ing, if the Ukthya were not a ' modification '

of the Ar/niatoma]. [The mean-

ing of the sentence is that the Ukthya shall take in all the details of the Agni-

stoma, with the single exception of the
'

oblation into Fire
'

; and this relation

between the two is possible only when one, the preceding one, is the original

archetype of the following one.]

Though, on the strength of the declaration ('If it is the Agnistoma,

etc. etc./ quoted under Su. 42), it would seem that when certain conditions

are present, all the Forms are to be treated alike, yet

SUTRA (47).

THE MENTION OF THE ONE FORM IS DUE TO THE PECULIAR

CHARACTER.

Bhasya.

It has been argued (under Su. 42) that
"
in the passage,

'

Yadyagni-

stomafy, etc. etc.' there is mention of the Forms as if they were all

similar ". The answer to this is that what is relevant has been spoken of

through what is not relevant [i.e. the irrelevant accessory has been introduced

as if it were relevant, through the mention of a relevant action to which

the accessory belongs says Tantravartika) ; and in this case the mention

(in this passage) of the Agnistom-a (whose presence is already indicated by
the Context) should be taken as a reference to what is already known.

[According to Kximarila, the objection met here is based upon the presence
of the conditional

'

yadi \
'

if ', in the passage ; the sense of the objection being
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that "
it is not right that the constant (Agnistoma) and the variable (Ukthya, etc.)

should be mentioned in the same passage each one of them with a conditional

clause relating to the details of procedure ". The sense of the reply is that even

so, as the several Forms are enjoined in the Veda in close proximity, there is

nothing illogical in stating the possibility of certain details of procedure, which

can belong to the constant Agnistoma only, finding place in the variable Ukthya,

etc., also.]

[The following note given in the l^addarshanachintanikd, on the basis of the

Bhdttadlpikd, is of importance : There are, properly speaking, only four, not

seven, Samsthds or 'Forms' of the Jyotistoma sacrifice (1) Agnistoma, (2)

Ukthya, (3) Sodashin, and (4) Atiratra. In the course of an extensive sacrifice,

some hymns are recited, and by a peculiar adaptation of these hymns, when one

Hymn was completed, it was regarded as the completion of a
' Form '. The

term ' Samstha ' or ' Form ', stands for the place where one stops. Tn the

Agnistoma-Form, there are twelve hymns, the twelfth and the last being
the Agnistoma-hymn, by virtue of which the Form itself is called

'

Agnistoma '.

This is both constant (indispensable) and variable (optional) ; though the Form

(sacrifice) is one and the same. As regards the Ukthya-Form, it consists of the

whole of the Agnistoma -sacrifice with three hymns in addition to the Agnistoma-

hymns. The Sodashi-Form comprises the C7Atf/M/a-sacrifice and it concludes with

the Sodashi-hymn. Lastly, the Atiratra-Form consists of the ^odashi-sacrifice,

and at it twelve additional hymns are recited three times during one night,

and then a hymn named ' Ashvina '

is recited last. Atydgnistoma, Vdjapeya, and

Aptoryamd, which are the other three Forms attributed to the Jyotistoma are all

included in the four described above, though they have been separately dealt with

in the Smrtis. When the Agnistoma is performed after the reciting of the Agni-

stoma, Ukthya and $odashi stotras, it becomes known as the '

Atyagnistoma '.

When the tfodashi sacrifice is performed after the performance of the Atydgnistoma
and the recital of the Vdjap&ya-Iiyirm, it becomes known as the Vdjapeya-sacrifice.

When the performance of the A tiratra -sacrifice is followed by the recital (three

times) of twelve hymns, and at the fourth time, three additional hymns are recited,

it becomes known as the Aptoryamd sacrifice. For a Ksattriya, the Atydgnistoma
is indispensable, the Ukthya and other Forms are optional.]



ADHYAYA III.

PADA VII.

(1) : Details like
( Varhi* (grass) appertain

to the Darsha-Purnamdsa as well as to their subsidiaries.

SUTRA (1).

[P0RVAPAKSA]
" BECAUSE OF THE PARTICULAR CONTEXT, THAT WHICH

IS* NOT CONNECTED (WITH ANYTHING INCOMPATIBLE WITH

THE CONTEXT) SHOULD APPERTAIN TO THE PRIMARY

SACRIFICE."

Bhdsya.

There are the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices ; at which grass is laid

down as to be used, and certain details are laid down as to be performed

in connection with the grass ; similarly there is the
'

altar
' and certain

details relating to the
'

altar '.

In regard to these, there arises the question Do these things, grass

and the rest, and the details laid down in connection with them, appertain

to the Primary Sacrifice only ? Or to the Primary Sacrifice as well as its

subsidiaries ?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows : "Because of the

particular Context, that which is not connected with anything incompatible

with the Context should appertain to the Primary Sacrifice ;
that is to say,

the accessories and details like those in question should appertain to the

Primary Sacrifice
; why ? because of the particular Context ;

i.e.
' Context

'

belongs to the Primary Sacrifices, not to the subsidiaries, and the details

in question are connected with a particular Context, -hence it follows that

they must appertain to the Primary Sacrifice."

SUTRA (2).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THEY SHOULD APPERTAIN TO ALL ;
BECAUSE

THE '

AUXILIARY CHARACTER '

OF THINGS IS NOT DETERMINED

BY ' CONTEXT '.

Bhdsya.

The details in question should, in reality, be taken as appertaining to
*

all
'

i.e. to the Primary as well as the Subsidiary ; as in this case the

* .The word I

08amyuktam\
* not connected

5

, means that, even though 'Syn-

tactical Connection
*

indicates the connection of the '

offering-material
' and the

'

grass ', yet there is no connection with anything incompatible with the Context.

That is to say, in the case in question, the terms '

offering-material
' and '

grass
'

are quite capable of being taken in connection with the Context, and are not
* unconnected' with it. Tantravartika Trans., p. 1596.
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auxiliary character cannot be determined by
* Context '

; in fact, the

character of the '

auxiliary
'

consists in being of use ; so that, that which is

of use to anything is its
'

auxiliary
'

; in the case in question, the details

are of use to all the Primary and Subsidiary Sacrifices.
" How do you know

that ?
" We know it from the sentence

'

Vedyam havlmsi asadayati
'

[' Keeps the offering-materials on the Altar'] ;
here through this sentence

i.e.
'

Syntactical Connection ' we learn that this refers to all offering-

materials ; and it is through
' Context '

that it would refer to that offering -

material only which is used at the Primary Sacrifice. Under the circum-

stances,
'

Syntactical Connection '

being more authoritative than ' Context ',

it follows that offering-materials in general are to be kept on the grass

['on the altar %
'

vedyam', would appear to be the reading demanded

by what has gone before : but the two manuscripts also read '

rarhisi
'

as

in the printed text].

Says tho Opponent
"

If the Context, is sot aside by Syntactical Con-

nection (and the details in question are not confined to the actions men-

tioned in the Context), then the said details would become applicable to grass

in ordinary use also [and will not be confined to grass used at sacrifices].
* What is the harm if it be so ?

' The objection to that is that the details

would have to bo performed everywhere (wherever there may be any grass

at all) !

"

Answer Certainly, the indication of the Context is duly honoured in

that the details are taken as to bo confined to the Darsha-Purnamasa

{Sacrifices only ; so that they could not be performed in connection with

things in ordinary use.

Opponent
"
If that is so, then, inasmuch as the Subsidiary Sacrifices

are not included under the connotation of tho name '

Darsha-Pnrnamasa,
the details could not be performed at those subsidiaries."

Answer Though it is true that the subsidiaries are not denoted by the

term '

Darsha-Purnaniasa\ yet they aro of use at the DarsJia-Purnamdsa

Sacrifices
; so that the details performed in connection with the subsidiaries,

would be of use to the Darsha-Purnamdsa Sacrifices. For theso reasons

then, the details in question should be performed at the Primary Sacrifice

(Darsha-Purnam'lsa) as well as its subsidiaries.

SUTRA (3).

[OBJECTION]
"
IN THAT CASE THEY SHOULD APPERTAIN TO THOSE

OTHER SACRIFICES ALSO WHICH ARE IN CLOSE PROXIMITY [BEINC

ENJOINED IN TEXTS NOT FAR REMOVED FROM THE CONTEXT

IN QUESTION]/'

Bhdsya.

Objection
" In that case, the details in question should be performed

with grass used at the P*ndop&r-saerifice also ; this sacrifice also is per-

formed on chopped grass [and chopping is one of tho details that we are con-

sidering] ; and hence the grass is of use at this sacrifice also ; consequently
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this sacrifice (Pinda-pitr-yajna) also should bo connected with the details in

question which have been enjoined in close proximity to it (though not

under the same Context)."

SUTRA (4).

[ANSWER] THAT CANNOT BE
;
AS THE SENTENCE LAYING DOWN THE

DETAILS IN QUESTION IS APPURTENANT TO THE

DARSHA-PORNAMASA.

Bhasya.

The grass used at the Pindapitryajnn could not take in the details in

question ;
as there is a single sentence dealing with the Darsha-Purnamaaa

along with the details
;
henco it follows that the details are of use at the

Darsha-Ptirnamasa ; and what is of use at the Darsfia-Purna-masa can

find place in those sacrifices only, not at any other sacrifice ; consequently

these details could not appertain to the Pindapitryajnn.

SUTRA (5).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIVES.

Bhasya.

There is also a text indicative of the same conclusion
' Sa tw dkruva-

niemgre'bhigfuxmyati, tato hi pmthamirvajyabhayau yaksyan bJiavatr where

it is shown that the
'

abhujhdrana
'

(Pouring) is for the purpose of the

first two '

Ajyabhdga-oftermgn '.

[The text quoted shows that the
k

Pouring
'

enjoined in the text
4 The butter left after the performance of the Prayaja he pours over

the offering-materials
'

is connected with the Primary as well as its sub-

sidiaries ; as thus alone would there be any justification for the order of

sequence laid down in the text quoted, which moans that
'

the first pouring

should be done over the Dh rum- vessel \ why ? 'because out of that he is

just going to offer the two J[/^a6/ja</a-8aerifices
'

; -this reason could have some

sense only if
*

pouring
'

were meant to be done also to the offering-material

used at the Ajyabhaya-sacrifice (subsidiary); otherwise the
*

pouring' would

be done over the Dhruvd only for purposes of the Updmshuydja (primary)

only; and in that case, as there would be no subsequent 'pouring',

there would be no sense in the reason given
k

because he is going to

offer the Ajyabhaya-s&crifice
'

; from all this it follows that the details in

question appertain to the Primary as well as its subsidiaries. Tantravurtika.']



ADHIKARAIJA (2) : The ' Embellishments
'

(Samskdras) of

the
' Master of the Sacrifice

'

(Sacrificer) appertain

to the
'

Primary
'

Sacrifice.

SUTRA (6).

WHAT is LAID DOWN IN CONNECTION WITH THE
' MASTER '

SHOULD,

IN REALITY, APPERTAIN TO THE PRIMARY SACRIFICE ; AS

HE IS RELATED TO THE RESULT.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, there are certain
'

embellishments *

laid down, such as shaving of the head and beard, keeping of the
'

Payo*

vratas
' and certain other austerities.

In regard to these, there arises the question Do these appertain to

the Primary and the Subsidiaries ? Or to the Primary only ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
they appertain to the Primary as well

as the Subsidiaries, in accordance with the principle of the foregoing

Adhikarana ".

The SMhanta is as follows : -These embellishments ham been laid down

in connection with (i.e. for) the
c

Master
*

(i.e. the Sacrificer), consequently

they should appertain to the Primary Sacrifice. Why ? Because he is

related to the result; that is, the relation of the Sacrificer with the Sacrifice

is this that the Sacrifice gives (supplies) the transcendental result, and the

Sacrificer obtains it. Objection
" But there is the other relation also

between the two the Sacrifice is something to be accomplished (performed),

and the Sacrificer is one who accomplishes (performs) it." [That may be so,

but] as a matter of fact, when a person is spoken of (in connection with the

injunction of a Sacrifice), it is only for the purpose of indicating to whom
the result (of the Sacrifice) would accrue. He does not bring about the

Sacrifice ; the Sacrifice itself becomes related to being (existence).
"
Why,

then, should the result (of the Sacrifice) accrue to the person who performs

it ?
" The embellishments are spoken of as

'

embellishing
'

; so that what

they do is to bring about, in the person
'

embellished ', the capacity to accom-

plish his purpose ; now the
'

purpose
'

of the person is to obtain the result,

not (merely) to accomplish the Sacrifice. Thus then, those embellishments

that pertain to the person render the person capable of obtaining the result,

not capable of accomplishing the Sacrifice. Says the Opponent :

"
If they

do not bring about the capacity to accomplish the Sacrifice, how then

can they be regarded as accessories of the Sacrifice ?
" Our answer to this

is that they are so regarded because they render assistance to the Sacrifice

in accomplishing its own purpose.
" What is the purpose of the Sacrifice ?

"

It is that the performer should obtain the result. From all this it follows

that the embellishments of the Sacrificer appertain to the Primary Sacrifice

only.
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[As a matter of fact, it is the result of the Primary Sacrifice, not that of the

Subsidiaries that accrues to the Sacrificer ; because the Subsidiaries only serve

the purpose of helping the Primary in bringing about its result, and they do not

themselves bring about any result accruing directly 'to the Sacrificer. Tantra-

vartka.]



ADHIKARAIJJA (3): Accessories like the
' Saumika-Vedi*

appertain to the Primary, as well as to the Subsidiaries.

SUTRA (7).

fPtfRVAPAKSA]
" BECAUSE OF THE MENTION OF THE

*

DESIRE TO DO *

[THE ACCESSORY IN QUESTION SHOULD BE TAKEN AS

APPERTAINING TO THE PRIMARY ONLY]."

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma, wo read
'

tfattrimshatprakramd

prdchi, chaturvimshatiragrena, trimuhat jaghanena iyati shaksyamahe
*

(see Taitti. Sam. 6. 2. 4. 5) [' Thirty-six steps towards the east, twenty-four

on the front, and thirty at the back ; in a court-yard of this size we can

work']. [This court-yard is called the Saumika-Vedi, 'the Court-yard of

the Soma-sacrifice ', comprising the entire area covered by the Sadas,

Assembly Room, the Havirdhana, and the other places needed for the

Sacrifice. 1

In regard to this, there arises the question Does this
'

Court-yard
'

appertain to the Primary and the Subsidiaries ? Or to the Primary only ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows
"
Because of the mention of the

desire to do
'

it should be Men as appertaining to the Primary.
' Where is

the desire to do (spoken of) ?
'

It is spoken of in the phase
'

in this court-

yard we can work '

; the assertion that
k

in this court-yard we can work '

is said in regard to what is desired to be done ; and what is desired to be

done is the Primary Sacrifice, not its subsidiaries ; because what brings about

the desired result is the Primary, not its subsidiaries. An Opponent says
'

If the subsidiaries are not desired to be done, why then are they done at all ?
'

Our answer to this is that even though not desired to be done, they are

done ; that is to say, even though they themselves are not desired to be

done, yet, what happens is that through these subsidiaries, which themselves

are not desired to be done, something else is desired to be done ;
and it is

thus that those subsidiaries also corne to be performed. The Court-yard

thus must appertain to what is desired to be done ; and hence it must apper-

tain to the Primary Sacrifice."

This Purvapakaa remains unanswered for the present.

[The answer, representing the Siddhdnta is stated later on, under Su. 9,

The reason for this postponement of the statement of the Siddhdnta appears

to lie in the fact that the statement of the Purvapaksa of the next

Adhikarana 9
set forth in Su. 8, is analogous to that of the present Adhi-

karana set forth in Su. 7; and therefore the Sutra-kdra has set forth the two

Purvapakaas in the two consecutive Sut/ras 1 and 8, and then set forth the

two corresponding Siddhdntas also in the two consecutive Sutras 9 and 10.
]
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ADHIKARAIJTA (4) :
6

Touching
'

appertains to the Primary
and the Subsidiaries.

SUTRA (8).

[PORVAPAKSA]
" SO ALSO ON ACCOUNT OF THE NAME [THE ACCESSORY

SHOULD BE TAKEN AS APPERTAINING TO THE PRIMARY]."

Bhdsya.

There are the two Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices, in connection, with

which we read '

Chaturhotrd paurnamdsimabliimrshet, panchahotrd ama-

vdsydydm* ['At the Purnamasi, he should touch the substance with the

Chaturhotd-mantra (Mai. Sam. 1. 9. 1), and at the Amdvdsyd he should touch

the substance with the Panchahotd-mantra
'

(Ibid.)].

In regard to this there arises the question Does the
'

Touching
'

herein laid down appertain to the Primary as well as the Subsidiaries ? Or
to the Primary only ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"

it appertains to the Primary ; the two
terms

'

'paurnanidsi
' and ;

amuvdsyd
'

are names of the two Primary Sacri-

fices ; hence the
'

Touching
' must appertain to the Primary Sacrifices only".

SUTRA (9).

[SlDDHANTA OF ADHIKARANA (3)] IN FACT THE RESULT IS DECLARED
TO FOLLOW FROM THE PRIMARY ALONU WITH THE SUBSIDIARIES

;

THE ' DESIRE TO DO '

ALSO SHOULD BE TAKEN AS

PERTAINING TO BOTH.

Bhdsya.

This is the (Siddhdnta) answer to the Purvapaksa (Su. 7) that was
left unanswered.

It has been argued that
" what is

'

desired to be done is the Pri-

mary, not the subsidiaries, and hence the
*

court-yard
' must appertain

to the Primary ". This however is not right ; because '

the Result has been

declared to follow from the Primary along with the subsidiaries
'

; i.e. as a
matter of fact, what we learn from the Veda is that the Result follows

from the Primary along with its subsidiaries ; hence what is
'

desired

to be done ' must be the Primary along with its subsidiaries. Even though
the subsidiaries (by themselves) may not be 4

desired to be done ', yet there

is no doubt that they have to be performed in the
*

Court-yard
'

; as other-

wise the Primary with its subsidiaries would not have been performed in

the
'

Court-yard '.
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SUTRA (10).

[SlDDHANTA OF ADHIKARANA (4)] INASMUCH AS WHAT IS LAID DOWN
IS AN ACCESSORY, IT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS LAID

DOWN FOR ALL.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued that "inasmuch as the terms '

paurnamdsl'
and '

amdvdsyd
'

are names of sacrifices, the Touching should be taken as

to be done to the offering-materials used at the Primary Sacrifice only ".

This is not right ; because there should be Touching of the offering-mate-

rials to be used at the Subsidiary Sacrifices also. Why ? Because what is

laid down is an accessory ; i.e. in fact, when Touching is laid down, it is as

an accessory.
' What is that which lays it down ?

'
It is the statement

which declares that Touching is an accessory. Then again, what the two
words '

paurnamdslm
' and '

amdvdsydm
'

ending with the Accusative

ending express is that
'

the Touching should be done for the sake of

the Paurnamdsi sacrifice
' and that

'

the Touching should be done for the

sake of the Amavasya sacrifice
'

; consequently the Touching should be done

in connection with every one of those acts where, being done, it would help
the Paurnamdsi or the Amdvdsyd sacrifice ; and as a matter of fact, the

Touching would help these two sacrifices whenever it is done in connection

with any action that may be related, either directly or indirectly, to the

Paurnamdsi or Amavasyd sacrifice. From all this it follows that the Touching
should be done to the offering-materials used at the Primary as well as the

subsidiary sacrifices.



ADHIKABAIJTA (5) : The ' Initiation
'

and the
'

Sacrificial

Fee
'

appertain to the Primary Sacrifice.

SUTRA (11).

THE '

INITIATION
' AND THE

'

SACRIFICIAL FEE ' SHOULD BE TAKEN AS

APPERTAINING TO THE PRIMARY SACRIFICE, SUCH

BEING THE DIRECT ASSERTION.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma,
'

Initiations
'

are mentioned
'

Tisro diksdh' ('There are three Initiations'
1

]', the 'Sacrificial Fee' also

is mentioned
'

Tasya dvddashashatam daksind' ['At it 112 forms the

Sacrificial Fee '].

In regard to this, there arises the question Do the Initiation and the

Sacrificial Fee appertain to the Primary and the Subsidiaries ? Or to the

Primary only ?

The Purvapdksa view is that
"
as the men engaged in the sacrifice

are related to the Primary as well as the Subsidiaries, the Initiation and the

Sacrificial Fee also should appertain to the Primary as well as the

Subsidiaries ".

The Siddhdnta view however is as follows: The Initiation and the

Sacrificial Fee should be taken as appertaining to the Primary ; why ?

because of Direct Assertion ;
we find Direct Assertions to the effect, such as

1

Dlksdh somasya, daksindh somasya
'

[' The Initiations pertain to the Soma-

sacrifice, the Sacrificial Fees pertain to the Soma-sacrifice '] ; and no

burden is too heavy for Direct Assertion ; [i.e. when there are Direct Asser-

tions in the Veda to the effect that the accessories in question appertain to

the Primary Sacrifice, no other arguments to the contrary can have any

force]. Thus it is that, on account of the Direct Assertions to that effect,

the Initiation and the Sacrificial Fee must be taken as appertaining to the

Sorna-sacrifice (Primary).

SUTRA (12),

ALSO, BECAUSE WE FIND TEXTS INDICATIVE OF THE ABSENCE (OF

INITIATION AND FEE, AT THE SUBSIDIARIES).

Bhdsya.

There is a text which actually indicates the absence of the Initiations

at the Subsidiaries. How so ? There is the text
4

Adhvaryo yat pashund

aydksih atha kd asya diked ; yat sad-hotdram juhoti sd asya diksd
'

[*0 Adhvaryu,

when you performed the Nirudha-Pashu-Ydga, what was the Initiation

at it ? The Initiation at it consisted of the offering of the $ad-hot? oblation '] ;

which shows that there is no Initiation at the Nirudhapashu- Ydga (which
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is a subsidiary) ; [since it is declared that the purpose of the '

Initiation
'

is served by a certain oblation, which means that there is no real Initiation

at itj. From this it follows that there is no Initiation or Sacrificial Fee at

the Subsidiary Sacrifices. [Read
'

tiangdnatu,
'

as in several manuscripts.]



ADHIKARA^A (6) : The ' Altar
'

is not an accessory of the

Sacrificial Post.

SUTRA (13).

[PtfRVAPAKSA] V FOR THE SAME REASON, THE ALTAR IS AN

ACCESSORY OF THE SACRIFICIAL POST."

Bhdsya.

At the Jyotistoma sacrifice, one of the animals killed is the Agriisomiya,

spoken of in the text
4 Yo diksito yadagmsomiyam pashumalabheta

'

[* Being

initiated, one kills the Agnisomiya animal'] (Taitti. Sam. 6. 1. 11. 6); in

connection with this there is a post (to which the animal is tied) ; in reference

to this Post, there is the text
'

Vajro vai yupah ; yadantarvedimi-nnyat

tannirdahet, yad vahirvedi anavaruddhah sydt ; ardhamantarredi minoti ardham

vahirvedi, avaruddho bhavati, na nirdahatl
'

[

4 The Post is thunderbolt ;

if one were to measure (or, plant) it inside the altar, it would burn him :

if he were to measure it outside the altar, it would not be firmly fixed ;

therefore he should measure half of it inside the altar and half outside ; so

that it may be firmly fixed and also not destroy him '].

[In order to ascertain the size of the hole in which the Post would be fixed, it

is necessary to measure the post ; the text speaks of the measuring as to be done

half inside the altar and half outside.]

In regard to this, there arises the question When it is said that the

measuring is to be done 4

inside the altar ', is it the altar laid down as an

accessory of the Post ? Or is the phrase
c

half inside the altar and half

outside the altar
' meant only to indicate the exact spot (the middle

point), where the Post is to be measured ?

Question
"
In what way would the altar be regarded as an accessory

of the Post ? And in what way could the words be taken as indicative of

the exact spot ?
"

Answer If the words were intended to lay down the connection of the
'

half
'

of the Post and the
'

inside
'

of the Altar, i.e. to convey the idea

that
'

the Post should be connected with the Altar in this manner ', then

the Altar would be an accessory of the Post. On the other hand, if the

meaning intended were that
;

the exact spot for measuring the Post should

be that on being placed where, half of the Post should lie inside the alta^
and half outside ', then the words would be taken as indicating the exact

spot.

The Purvapaksa view on this question is as follows :

*' For 1he same

reason, the Altar is an accessory of the Post ; that is, just as the Initiations

and the Sacrificial Fee are accessories of the Primary Sacrifice, similarly,

when the Post has to be measured, at the time of measuring half of it should

be inside the altar [so that clearly the altar becomes an accessory of the

Altar]. In this interpretation, the direct connotation of the term *

vtdi
'

40
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('altar') is followed, whereas, in the other case, the term 'altar' would

be taken as indirectly indicating the spot ; and as between Direct Denotation

and Indirect Indication, if there is a doubt as to which should be accepted,

it is Direct Denotation that should be accepted as the more logical of the

two. For this reason, the Altar should be regarded as laid down as an

accessory of the Post."

SUTRA (14).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, IT IS ONLY THE SPOT THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN

AS INDICATED BY THE WORD
(" INSIDE THE ALTAR ') ;

AS IT

OCCURS IN THE SAME SENTENCE WITH WHAT (ACCORD-

ING TO THE PCRVAPAK^A) is NOT ENJOINED.

Bhasya.

In reality, the term '

vedi
'

('altar') indicates only the spot, and it

does not lay down the altar as an accessory of the Post why ? because

it occurs in the same sentence with what is not enjoined*. That is to say, the

words ' Ardhamantarvedi minoti ardham vahirvedi
'

(' He measures it half

insido the altar and half outside
'

) are clearly perceived as forming one

sentence (one syntactical unit) ; now if they are taken as indicating

the spot (i.e. the spot where the inside* and the outside of the altar meet,

the spot, that is, on being placed where half of the post lies inside the altar

and half outside), then the whole forms part of what is enjoined [both the

inside and outside being taken as helping to indicate the exact spot] ;

on the other hand, if the altar be taken as enjoined (by the phrase
'

inside

the altar') -as an accessory of the Post, then, in that case, the 'outside

the altar
' would be something that is not enjoined ; the fact of the altar

being an accessory of the Post having been laid down by the mention of the
*

inside of the altar ', the mention of the
'

outside of the altar
' would serve

no useful purpose at all. Says the Opponent :

" The words '

outside

the altar
'

also would serve tho purpose of laying down the outside also

as an accessory of the Post ". But in that case there would be a syntactical

split. Hence we conclude that if the altar were taken as laid down as an

accessory of the Post, then the words *

outside the altar
'

should not be

there at all. On the other hand, if the words are taken as indicating a

spot, then as what is indicated is a particular spot, the presence of the words
* outside the altar

' becomes necessary ; for if these words were not there

(and there were only the words 'inside the altar'), then it would follow

that the Post may be placed on any spot inside the altar. When, however,

the words '

outride the altar
'

are also there, then the exact spot meant
to be indicated becomes indicated as that on which, if the Post is placed
at the time of measuring, half of it lies inside the altar and half outside the

altar. And as this exact spot could not be indicated without the words
4

outside the altar ', it is necessary that these words should be there.

From all this it follows that the words should be taken as indicating a parti-

cular spot.



ADHIKARAISTA (7) : The ' Havirdhdna
'

Cartjs not an acces-

sory of the
' Sdmidhenl

'

verses.

SUTRA (15).

[PCRVAPAKA]
" INASMUCH AS THE EXPRESSION

'

SAMIDHENISTADA-

NVAHOH '

[' THEY RECITE THE SAMIDHENI VEESES NEAR IT
'],

SPEAKS OF THE ' HAVIRDHlNA
'

CARTS, THESE (CARTS)

ARE ACCESSORIES OF THE SAMIDHfiNl VERSES."

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma we read
*

Uta yat sunvanti sdmi*

dhenlstadanvdhuh
'

["' They recite the Sdmidhenl verses near that one of the

two Havirdhdna carts by which they extract the Soma-juice'] ; this means

that
'

one should associate with the Sdmidhenl verses that one of the two

Havirdhdna carts near which they extract the Soma-juice '.

In regard to this, there arises the question In this text, is the Havir-

dhdna cart enjoined as an accessory of the Sdmidhenl verses, the sense

being that
*

the Sdmidhenl verses should be recited as associated with the

Havirdhdna cart
'

? Or does the mention of the Havirdhdna cart only

indicate the place for the reciting of the Sdmidhenl verses ?

On this, the Purvapaksa view is as follows :

" The Havirdhdna is

enjoined here as an accessory of the Sdmidhenl verses, the sense being

that
' one should associate with the Sdmidhenl verses that cart near which

they extract the Soma-juice
'

; thus, on account of the direct assertion

that
'

the Sdmidhenl verses should be recited as associated with the Havir-

dhdna ', this direct assertion becomes honoured only if the Havirdhdna

cart is regarded as an accessory of the Sdmidhenl verses ; if it were not so

[i.e. if it were not so regarded], then it- would have to be taken as indirectly

indicating the place; [and Direct Assertion is more authoritative than

Indirect Indication]. From all this, it follows that the Havirdhdna cart

is an accessory of the Sdmidhenl verses."

SUTRA (16),

[SlDDHANTA] IT IS THE PLACE ONLY (THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN AS

INDICATED BY THE TEXT) ;
AS THE CART IS ACTUALLY PER-

CEIVED TO SERVE THE PURPOSES OF THE SOMA.

Bhdsya.

The purpose served by the text under consideration is the indicating

of the exact spot ;
the sense being that

*

the Sdmidhenls should be recited

on the spot where they extract the Soma-juice
'

; [as regards the Havirdhdna

Cart] it is actually perceived to serve the purposes of the Soma ; as a matter of

fact, it is laid down that
*

one should keep the Soma in the Havirdhdna

Cart to the south ', which shows that the Cart is to be got there for the pur-

pose of keeping the Soma. As for the Sdmidhenl verses, they also have to
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be introduced for the purpose of
'

kindling the Fire '. Now all that the text

under consideration says is that
' For the purpose of kindling the Fire,

the Sdmidheni verses should be introduced as associated with that Havir-

dhdna Cart near which they extract the Soma-juice
'

; and from this we learn

nothing as to whether the Sdmidheni verses, on being associated with the

Havirdhdna Cart, confer any benefit upon the latter, or the Havirdhdna

confers a benefit upon the Sdmidhenls. What we say is that the Sdmidheni

verses do not confer any benefit upon the Havirdhdna Cart. What the text

under consideration enjoins is, not that
'

the Sdmidheni verses should be

recited ', but that they are to be associated with a particular Havirdhdna.

Then again, nothing that is not actually enjoined as such can be an accessory

to anything (at a sacrificial performance) ;
there is no such injunction as

that
'

the Havirdhdna should be brought in for the purpose of being

associated with the Sdmidheni verses '.
" What then is it that is asserted

in the text under consideration ?
" What is asserted is the association

of the Sdmidheni verses with a particular Havirdhdna Cart ; so that all that

is enjoined is some sort of connection (of the Sdmidheni versos) with the

Havirdhdna Cart ; as for tho Havirdhdna Cart, it has nowhere been laid down
as having any connection with the Sdmidheni verses ;

for this reason the

text under consideration could not bo taken as reiterating (or referring to)

that connection (of the Havirdhdna Cart).
" With what then is the Havir-

dhdna Cart connected ?
" As a matter of fact, it is actually perceived to serve

the purpose of the Soma, and we do not perceive any purpose served by the

cart for the Sdmidheni verses. It is the place with which the Sdmidheni

verses are connected (by virtue of the text under consideration) ; we find

that the place where the Hotr-priest (who is to recite the Sdmidheni verses)

is
' on the other side of the Altar

'

; now this place
' on the other side of the

Altar
'

may be close either to the southern or to the northern Havirdhdna

Cart ; hence it becomes necessary to specify (as that text does) the place
* near that Havirdhdna Cart where they extract the Soma-juice

'

[as that

where the Sdmidheni verses have to be recited]. From all this it follows that

when the text under consideration speaks of the Havirdhdna Cart, it is for

the purpose of indicating the place.

Says the Opponent
"
Why cannot the text bo construed to mean that

'

the Sdmidheni verses are to be connected with that Havirdhdna Cart

near which they extract the Soma-juice
'

?
"

That is not possible. As in that case, two connections would be the

objects of injunction, viz. (1) connection with Havirdhdna in general, and

(2) connection with a particular Havirdhdna ; and this would involve a

syntactical split. Hence such a construction is not admissible.

SUTRA (17).

THE NAME ALSO POINTS TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhdsya.

The name also points to the same conclusion that we have arrived at

by means of reasonings, i.e. that the Havirdhdna serves the purposes of

(and hence is an accessory of) the Soma.
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[The term ' havirdhdna '

literally means ' that which holds the offering-

material, which is Soma '

; from which it is clear that the cart is an accessory

of the Soma ; if the cart were an accessory of the Sdmidh$ni verses, its name
would have been' SdmidhSni-dhdna '. Tantravdrtika.]



ADHIKARAI^A (8) : The details of a sacrificial performance

may be performed through the agency of other persons.

SUTRA (18).

[PtfRVAPAKSA (A)]
"' THE KESULT MENTIONED IN THE SCRIPTtJRES

ACCRUES TO THE ACTUAL PERFORMER, AS IS CLEAR FROM

THE SCRIPTURES THEMSELVES
; CONSEQUENTLY THE

'

SACRIFICER
'

HIMSELF SHOULD CARRY ON THE

ENTIRE PERFORMANCE .

' '

BMsya.

FWe
jjro

now going to consider the cases of conflict between
' Name '

on the

one hand, and '

Direct Assertion
' and the rest on the other ; the main question

to be determined being, in what way and how far such names as '

hotd
'

(Person),
4 hautram

'

(Action), serve the purpose of indicating the actual performers of actions.

But before taking up this question, a preliminary question has to be settled :

It is only when there are several persons as performers of the actions occurring

during the performance of a sacrifice, that there can be any question as to which

person will perform which act. If all the actions were to be performed by the

Sacrificer himself, then no such questions could arise, as there would be no room

for any other performers. Tantravdrtika.]

Aft instances to be considered here, we have the several sacrificial per-

formances (a) 'Desiring heaven, one should offer the Agnihotra* ; (6)
*

Desiring heaven, one should perform the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices
'

;

(c)
'

Desiring heaven, one should perform the Jyotistoma \

In regard to these, there arises the question Are all such sacrifices to

be performed entirely by the
'

Sacrificer
'

himself ? Or is it the (Principal)

Act of Dedication (and Appointment) alone that must be done by the

Sacrificer himself, and the rest of the details either by the Sacrificer or by
others ? Or the rest of the details must be done by others ?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view (A) is as follows :

" The Sacri-

ficer himself should carry on the entire performance.
'

Why ?
'

Because,

as a matter of fact, the result of an action accrues to a person only when

he performs the act himself.
' How do you know that ?

'

It is clear

from the scriptures themselves ; that is, the fact that the result of an action

accrues to a person only when he performs the act himself is indicated

by scriptural texts.
' Which is that text ?

'

It is the text
'

Desiring

heaven one should perform a sacrifice ', where the person desiring heaven

is mentioned, the meaning of the text being that
'

becoming the per-

former of the sacrifice, one should attain Heaven '

; so that it is only when

the man is the performer of the entire act, along with its subsidiaries, that

he obtains the result. Hence it follows that the Sacrificer himself should

carry on the entire performance."
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StJTRA (19).

[PftRVAPAK$A (B)]
" INASMUCH AS

'

DEDICATION
'

is THE PRINCIPAL

ACT, THAT MUST BE DONE BY THE '

SACRIFICER
'

HIMSELF, HE

BEING THE PRINCIPAL PERSON CONCERNED ; AS FOR THE

OTHER ACTS, THEY MAY BE DONE EITHER BY

THE SACRIFICER HIMSELF OR BY

ANOTHER PERSON."

Bhasya.
"
Among the acts (making up a sacrificial performance), predominance

attaches to the act of
'

Dedication '. Why ? Because, he who performs
the '

dedication
'

performs the entire sacrifice. How so ?
' Dedication

'

consists in the appointment (of priests), the securing of their services on

payment ; and when they have been ' won over
'

by this
'

dedication ', they

perform all the acts ; so that when a man has done the said
'

dedication ',

all the acts (done by the priests) are really done by that man himself. From
this it follows that the act of

4

Dedication
'

is one that must be done by
the Sacrificer himself, the other details may be performed either by the

Sacrifices himself or by any other person."

SUTRA (20).

[SlDDHANTA] [N REALITY, ANOTHER PERSON SHOULD [PERFORM THE

DETAILS] ; BECAUSE THE '

SECURING OF PAID ACIENTS
' HAS BEEN

ACTUALLY ENJOINED, AND THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE IN

THE CASE OF THE ' SACRIFICER
'

HIMSELF.

Bhasya.

Of the rest of the details, another person should be the performer ;

why ? because the
'

securing of paid agents
'

lias been actually enjoined ;

from among the various methods of securing the services of men, the one

method specified by the scriptures is
k

payment for services
'

; from which

it follows that all the details are to be performed by persons whose services

have been secured by
'

payment for services
'

; and any such
*

payment
for services

' would be impossible in the case of the Sacrificer (who could,

not make a payment to himself) ; so that, if he himself wore to perform any
of the details, that would have been performed by one whose services had

not been secured by
k

payment
'

; and to that extent the injunction of

securing
'

paid agents
' would have to be regarded either as futile or as serving

only some transcendental purpose. From all this it follows that all the

other sacrificial details (with the sole exception of 'Dedication') should

be performed by other persons engaged as
*

paid agents
'

: but the
; Dedica-

tion
'

should be done by the Sacrificer himself, and in this way all the rest

also become performed by himself.



ADHIKARAIJA (9) : The number of Priests engaged at a

Sacrifice is limited.

SUTRA (21).

[PftRVAPAKSA]
"
AS REGARDS THE PRIESTS TO BE ENGAGED, THEIR

NUMBER WOULD BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS

OF EACH SACRIFICE ;
HENCE THERE CAN BE NO RESTRICTION

REGARDING THEIR NUMBER
;
SPECIALLY AS THERE IS

NO SPECIFICATION (IN THE SCRIPTURES)

REGARDING IT."

BJidsya.

"
In regard to the actions to be done by the priests that have been

engaged, there can be no limitation regarding their number ; why ?

because there is no specification ; i.e. in regard to the number of persons

officiating at sacrifices, we do not find any specification anywhere in the

scriptures ; in fact their number would be determined by the requirements

of each sacrifice; i.e. the sacrificer should engage as many priests as may
be able to perform all the details of the prescribed procedure."

SUTRA (22).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE PRIESTS SHOULD BE ENGAGED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR NAMES
;
AS IT IS UNDER THESE NAMES

THAT THEIR RESPECTIVE DUTIES HAVE BEEN SEVERALLY

ASSIGNED IN THE VEDA.

Ehdsya.

In fact, the number of priests engaged should be as many as the duties

that have been laid down as to be performed by the several performers

named in the Veda. The texts naming such performers (priests) are the

following:
'

(1) First of all, the Adhvaryu-priest does the distribution;

(2) the Pratipmsthatr-priest offers the Manikin-offering ; (3) the Nestr-

priest brings up the sacrificer's wite
; (4) the Unnetr-priest fills the

cups ; again, (5) the Prastotr-priest introduces the chant ; (6) the

Udgdtr-priest does the chanting; (7) the Pratihartr-priest sings the

Pratihdra chant ; (8) the Subrahmanya-priest recites the Subrahmanyd

Mantra; (9) the Hotr-priest recites the Prataranuvaka hymn; (10) the

Ma^rammna-priest gives directions and recites the Puronuvakya ;

(11) the Achchhdvdka-priest recites the Ydjyd; (12) the Grdvastut-priest

recites the Grdvastotrlya mantra \ In accordance with this, there is need

for just so many priests ; hence for the performance of the duties assigned to

each of them, these must be engaged. Apart from the acts herein
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enumerated, there is none other that is to be performed ; even though there

may be some not mentioned in the above texts, yet they would be only
such as would be already indicated by the names of the Priests [e.g. the

actual pouring of the oblations into Fire, i.e. Homo,, is to be done by the

Hotr-priest], From this it follows that only these Priests twelve in number
are to be engaged.

SUTRA (23).

[OBJECTION]
" As ONE AND THE SAME PERSON MAY HAVE SEVERAL

DUTIES [THE ENUMERATION OF DUTIES CANNOT DETERMINE

THE EXACT NUMBER OF PRIESTS TO BE ENGAGED] ",

IF THIS BE URGED [THEN THE ANSWER IS AS

IN THE FOLLOWING SffTRA].

Bhdsya.

"If it is asserted that only so many priests should be engaged (as have

been mentioned in the texts quoted above), that cannot be right ; because

as regards the names of priests mentioned in the text, what happens is

that when a priest makes up his mind to perform a certain function he

receives the priestly title with which that function is associated ; so that it

is possible for a single person to perform several functions and thereby

become entitled to several priestly titles. Thus then (the enumeration

of the priestly titles and the priestly functions not affording the basis for

determining the exact number of Priests to be engaged) there can be no

restriction regarding their number."

SUTRA (24).

[ANSWER] THAT is NOT POSSIBLE
;
BECAUSE IT is IN THE ORIGINATIVE

INJUNCTION (OF THE PRIESTS, THAT THEIR DISTINCT TITLES

ARE MENTIONED).

Bhdsya.

What has been urged (regarding a single man performing several func-

tions arid thereby acquiring several titles) is not possible ; because in the

very originative injunctions laying down the Priests to be employed, we
find that each priest, while still being brought into existence [i.e. before he

begins to function], is given a distinct title ; for instance, we read * He
appoints the Brahman-priest ; he appoints the Holr-prlest ; he appoints the

Udgatr-priest ; ho appoints the Adhvaryu-priest
' and so forth ; [where each

priest is given his title along with the appointment] ; from this it is clear

that in the performance of the Sacrifice there is need for priests of this kind,

and hence they must be engaged. And inasmuch as the necessity of en-

gaging the priests is dictated by the requirements of the sacrifice, the pas-

sage quoted is to be taken merely as describing the appointment of the
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priests, not as an injunction (of engaging them)* ; nor can it be taken as

a mere reiteration, as there is no need for such reiteration. As a matter of

fact, it is not necessary for the Veda to declare in so many words that '

so

many priests should be appointed
'

; as such a declaration would serve no

useful purpose ; and yet the passages quoted are capable of indicating the

particular number (of priests to be appointed) ; hence the text is to be taken

as pointing out just that number (of priests) which it indicates.

From all this it follows that sixteenf officiating Priests are to be appoint-

ed. This is the number of priests required at the Soma-sacrifice (Jyotistoma) f

as also at the Darsha-Purnamdsa.

* The Tantravartika (Trans., p. 1622) takes exception to this remark. It con-

cludes that 'the number is laid down, at the very outset, by the Injunction of the

appointments themselves '.

f These sixteen Priests are the following : (1) Adhvaryu who does everything
that is laid down in tho Yajurveda ; he has the following three assistants, (2)

Pratiprasthatr, (3) N&8trt arid (4) Unnetr ; (5) Brahman who supervises the per-

formance of all the details connected with all the three Vedas ; he has the following

three assistants (6) Brahmandchchharhsin, (7) Agnit, and (8) Potf; (9) Udgdtr
who does all the Soma-singing ; he has the following three assistants

(10) Prastotr, (11) Pratihartr, and (12) Subrahma&ya ; (13) Hotr who does the

Slutmsana (reciting of hymns); he has the following three assistants (14) Maitrd-

varuna, (15) Achchhdvdka, and (16) Gravastut. These are the sixteen Priests to bo
*

appointed
'

by the
'

Sacrificer ', who forms the seventeenth
'

priest '. Se^ below

Sutras 3. 7. 33 to 3. 1. 38.



ADHIKARAIJJA (10): The ' Chamamdhvaryus
'

(Cup-bearing

Priests) are distinct from those mentioned in the

preceding Adhikarana.

SUTRA (25).

THE * CHAMASADHVARYUS
'

[ARE DIFFERENT FROM THE AFORESAID

PRIESTS], AS THEY ARE NAMED AFTER THOSE.

Bhdsya.

At the Jyotistoma, there are employed priests called
'

Chanuisadhvaryu
'

as laid down in the text
' One shoiild appoint the Cham^8ddhvar\jus\

In regard to these, there arises the question Are these Chamasddhvaryu

Priests included among those mentioned* in the foregoing Adhikarana ? Or

are they different from them ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
the exact number of priests having

been already described in the foregoing Adhikarana, the Chamasddhvaryus

must be included among those ".

The Siddhdnta is that the Chamasddhvaryus should be different from

those mentioned before ; why ? because they are named after those ; that

is, these Chamasddhvaryus are found to be named after those enumerated

in the foregoing Adhikarana, in such texts as
' The Chamasddhvaryus

related to the priests working in the middle ',

'

the Chamasddhvaryus related to

the Hotrakas
'

[where it is clear that the CJiamasddhvaryus are subordinate

to, and hence different from, the other priests].

Objection "Those same priests that have been mentioned before may
also be Chamasddhvaryus."

That cannot be
; bemuse they are mentioned along with those, for instance,

in the text
'

Madhyatahkdrindm chamasddhvaryavah' ['The Chamasddhvaryus

related to the priests working in the middle]; the Genitive ending (in

'madhyatahkdrindm') can be justified only if there is some relationship

(between the Chamasddhvaryus and the other priests) ; and hence as they are

found to be named after the other priests, it follows that they have for their

master (they are subordinate to) those priests, not to the Sacriflcer ; and

what we have declared to be the Siddhdnta is that the Chamasddhvaryus are

different from those priests that have been appointed by (and are subordinate

to) the Sacrificer
; and hence it follows that the priests for performing the

functions of the Chamasddhvaryu are not to be appointed by the Sacrificer ;

they are to be appointed by the (other) priests.

Further the very originative injunction of the Chamasddhvaryus makes-

them entirely distinct ;
it says

'

One should appoint the Chamasddhvaryus '.



ADHIKARAIJA (11) : There should be several
6

Chamasadhvaryus \

SUTRA (26).

INASMUCH AS IN THEIR ORIGINATIVE INJUNCTION, THEY ARE SPOKEN

OF AS
' SEVERAL '

[THERE SHOULD BE SEVERAL

CHAMASADHVARYUS] .

Bhdsya.

In regard to the aforesaid Chamasadhvaryus t there arises the question

Is there no restriction as to their number, they may be one or two or several ?

Or must they be several ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
there is no restriction ".

The Siddhdnta is that they should be several ; because in their origin-

ative injunction they are spoken of as several ; that is, in the injunction which

lays down the engagement of these priests, we find the plural number used
4

Chamasddhvaryavah
'

[

k

Chamasadhvaryus '] ; hence it follows that there

should be several Chamasadhvaryus.



ADHIKARAISTA (12) : The number of
'

Chamasddhvaryus
'

should be ' Ten '

only.

SUTRA (27).

[THE NUMBER OF THESE PRIESTS] SHOULD BE ' TEN ', BECAUSE

WE FIND INDICATIONS TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhasya.

At the Jyotistoma there are priests called
'

Chamasddhvaryu ', and it

has been explained that there should be several of these priests. Now there

arises the question How many are they to be ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
they should be three, on the strength

of the plural number in the word speaking of these priests (in their origina-

tive injunction) [according to Sutra 11. 1. 43)".

The Siddhdnta is as follows : The number of these priests should be
' Ten \ because we find indications to that effect ; i.e. there should be Ten

Chamasddhvaryus ; we find an indication to this effect in a text occurring

in connection with the Dashapeya sacrifice, which is a '

modification
'

of the

Jyotistoma
' Dasha chamasddhvaryavo, dasha dasha ekaikam cfiamasamanu-

sarpanti, etasmdt kdrandt dashapeyo Wmvati '

[' There are ten Chamasddh-

varyus ; ten men follow each cup ; that is why the sacrifice comes to be

called Dashapeya, Drunk-by-Ten '] ; the declaration herein made clearly

indicates that the number of Chamasddhvaryus should be ten ; if they were

to be three only, then that would not be compatible with the text quoted ;

beyond the number '

three
'

too, unless the number were precisely
'

ten \

it would not be compatible with the text ; hence it follows that their number

should be Ten only ; as the number of their masters (in the shape of the

major priests) also is Ten, there could be no need for more Chamasddhvaryus ;

for this reason also the exact number ' Ten *
is accepted as the right one ;

and when the number ' Ten '

is admitted, every number lower than that

becomes included. For this reason also the number of Chamasddhvaryus

should be Ten only.



ADHIKARANA (13) : The,
' Shamitr

'

(Slaughterer of the

Animal) is not distinct from the Major Priests.

SUTRA (28).

[PORVAPAKSA]
" THE SHAMITR ALSO [SHOULD BE A DISTINCT

PRIEST], BECAUSE OF THE DISTINCT NAME/'

Bhdsya.

There is a priest called
'

Shamitr ', mentioned in the text
'

Shamitdram

upanaylta
'

[' One should bring up the Shamitr '].

In regard to this priest, there arises the question Is this Shamitr only

one of the priests already spoken of above (Adhvaryu and the rest) ? Or

is he distinct from them ?

The view that appears to be most plausible is that ho should be one

timong those already described, as it is those alone that have been named

in the text speaking of the appointment of priests.

Against this however we have the following Purvapaksa view: "The
* Shamitr

'

s ould be a distinct priest, because of the distinct name ; as a matter

of fact, we find a distinct name for this priest the statement being to the

effect that
'

the priest bearing this name (Shamitr) should perform this

work (of slaughtering the animal)
'

;
hence it follows that a priest of this name

should be engaged. By reason of the mention of this additional priest,

it also follows that there should be an increase in the number of priests

mentioned before. From all this it follows that the Shamitr-priest is

distinct from the Adhvaryu and other priests. Then again, we find the

text
' Klomd chordhvam vaikartanancha shamituh, tad bhrdhmandya dadydt

yadyabrdhmanah sydt
'

[' The liver and the upper quarter belongs to the

Shamitr Priest ; one should give it to a Brdhmana if he be a non-Brdhmana ']

(
Ai. Bra. 7. 1

) ; the possibility of the priest being a non-Brdhmana herein

mentioned is not applicable to any Major Priest [as all Major Priosts must

be Brdhmanas]. [This also indicates that the Shamitr is distinct from the

Major Priests.]"

SUTRA (29).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY [HE CANNOT BE DISTINCT FROM THE OTHERS] J

BECAUSE OF THE
' CONTEXT ', AND ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS NO

ORIGINATIVE INJUNCTION (SPEAKING OF HIS APPOINTMENT).

Bhdsya.

It is true that there appears to be an increase in the number of priests

'(by the mention of the Shamitr and his functions) ;
but this does not pertain

to the
'

appointment
'

of the priests ; [i.e. there is no text speaking of the

.Shamitr as one of the priests to be
'

appointed ']. As regards the incongruity
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involved (in the naming of the priest and the assigning of his functions,

and yet not laying down his
*

appointment '), that can be explained on the

basis of the fact that one of the Major Priests themselves would perform
the said functions also (in addition to his own duties ; and also become

entitled to the name '

Shamitr').

As regards the possibility of being a ' non-Brdhmana '

spoken of in the

text quoted by the Purvapaksin, that refers to the Sacrificer (not to the

Shrimitf), the meaning being that
'

if the Sacrificer happen to be a non~

Brahmana [the liver, etc., of the animal should be given to a Brahmana] '.

Says the Opponent
" The words of the text

'

if he happen to be a

non-Brdhmana '

clearly refer to the Shamitr priest, who has been spoken of

in the preceding sentence."

Our answer to this is that the name '

Shamitr
*

is meant to be applied

in its etymological sense of
'

one who does the slaughtering
'

; and as such

it is applicable to the other priests also [anyone of them who does the
'

slaughtering
' becomes the

'

slaughterer',
'

Shamitr ']. Further, the functions

of the Shamitr have been mentioned in the section dealing with the func-

tions of the Adhvaryu ; from which it follows that those functions also are

to be performed by the Adhvaryu ; so that, by reason of performing the

function of
'

slaughtering ', the Adhvaryu himself becomes the Shamitr

(slaughterer). For these reasons we conclude that the possibility of being

a non-Brdhmana must refer to the Sacrificer, though he has not been spoken

of in the sentence.

[The Tantravartika remarks that, it is on account of the Priest performing
such questionable acts as slaughtering that the '

priestly functions
J

have come to

be spoken of disparagingly.]



ABHIKABAIJA (14) : The '

Upaga
'

Priest is not distinct

from the others.

SUTRA (30).

THE UPACA PRIESTS ALSO [ARE NOT DISTINCT], BECAUSE WE
FIND INDICATIONS TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhdxya.

At the Jyotistoina there are some priests called
'

Upaga
'

; in regard to

these, the Purvapctkaa view is that tk because there is a distinct name,

it meaas that these priests are in addition to the number of other priests,

and hence they should be distinct from the Adhvaryu and the rest ".

The tiiddhdnta is that they should be some among those same priests.
" How so ?

" Because all the priests to be engaged have been duly enu-

merated in the originative injunction, and because the name k

Upaga
'

is meant to be applied in its etymological sense [of one who does the
*

Upagdna ', the supplementary singing]. An indication of this we find

in the text
' Na adhraryurupagayet

'

[' The Adhvaryu should not do the

supplementary singing 'J ; if the Upaga priest were someone totally distinct

from the Adhvaryu and the rest, then, there could be no such prohibition
in regard to the Adhvaryu ; as in that case, there would be no possibility

of the Adhvaryu doing the work [and no Vedic text prohibits what is im-

possible J. Thus then, inasmuch as the text prohibits the act for the

Adhvaryu, we conclude that the Upaga is one out of those same priests

(Adhvaryu and the rest) who have been spoken of in the originative

injunction.



ADHIKABAIJA (15) : The 'Soma-vendor' is distinct from
the Priests.

SUTRA (31).

THE VENDOR (OF SOMA) is DISTINCT (FROM THE PRIESTS) ; AS

THE ACT (OF SELLING) is NOT ENJOINED.

Bhdsya.

[At the Jyotistoma] there is the man who sells Soma.

In regard to him there arises the question Is this Sorna-vendor one out

of the Adhvaryu and other priests ? Or is he distinct from them ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
" he must be one from among the priests ;

as it is only these that have been described as priests officiating at a sacrifice ".

The Siddhdnta is as follows : The vendor ofSoma should be distinct from
the priests ; as a matter of fact, the act enjoined as part of the performance
is the buying of Soma, not its selling ; the latter comes in only as implied

in the action of buying. The Adhvaryu and other priests are engaged for

performing the details laid down in connection with the Jyotistoma sacrifice ;

the act of setting is not among those laid down in connection with the

Jyotistoma ; hence [as this act of selling could not be done by the Adhvaryu
and other priests] it follows that the Soma-vendor is not one of these priests.



ADIIIKAEANA (16) : All the men engaged in a sacrificial

performance are not entitled to the title of

'Rtvik* (Priest).

SUTRA (32).

[PiJRVAPAKSA]
" INASMUCH AS THEY TAKE PAET IN THE PERFORMANCE

OF THE SACRIFICE, THEY ARE ALL EQUALLY ENTITLED TO

THE TITLE OF
'

R/TVIK
'

(PRIEST)/'

Bhdsya.

The question that arises now is Are all the persons mentioned in

connection with the Jyotistoma sacrifice to be regarded as
'

Priests
*

?

or only some of them ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :

"
All of them are to bo regarded

as
'

priests
'

; why ? because they take part in the performance of the sacrifice ;

an a matter of fact, all these men take part in the accomplishment

of the sacrifice ; i.e. all of them '

perform the sacrifice (yajanti) at the

proper time (rtau)
'

; and those who *

perform the sacrifice at the proper

time
'

(rtau yajanti) are
'

Iftviks
'

(Priests) [in the etymological sense of the

term
'

rtvik '] ; nor do we find any ground for any such differentiation

among the men taking part in the performance as that
*

these alone are

Iftviks because they perform the sacrifice in the proper time, and not those

others '. Hence the title of
'

priest
'

(Iftvik) belongs to all of them equally.

It might be argued that there is an actual preclusion (of all but seventeen)

mentioned in the text
'

Saumyasya adhvarasya yajnakratoh saptadasha

rtvijah* ['At the performance of the Soma-sacrifice, there are seventeen

priests ']. Oiir answer to this is that Preclusion is beset with several objec-

tions. The text quoted therefore has to be taken as a purely commendatory
declaration.'*

SUTRA (33).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THAT CANNOT BE
;
BECAUSE THERE

is PRECLUSION (or ALL EXCEPT ' SEVENTEEN
').

Bhdsya.

In reality, all the persons engaged in the performance cannot be
'
Priests

*

; why ? because there is Preclusion of all except seventeen ; we
have the text

'

Saumyasya adhvarasya yajnakratoh saptadasha rtvijah
'

[' In the performance of the Soma-sacrifice, there are seventeen priests '] ;

now this text cannot be an Injunction, as most of the seventeen have been

already enjoined elsewhere ; nor can it be a mere reiteration, as such a

reiteration would be useless ; under the circumstances, if it were not a

Preclusion, then it would be wholly meaningless.
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Objection
" But Preclusion is open to the objection that it involves

(1) the abandoning of tho real meaning of the sentence, (2) the assumption
of a different meaning, and (3) the rejecting of what has been already got at."

Answer (I) As regards the '

abandoning of the real meaning ', there is

nothing wrong in this, as what is accepted also forms part of that meaning.
(2) As regards the 'assumption of a different meaning', in that also

thero can bo nothing wrong, as that moaning also is actually cognised.
" How so ?

" Thero being many persons engaged in the sacrificial perform-
ances who might bo regarded as

'

Priests ', the text speaks of
*

seventeen

priests
'

; this serves to indicate tho connection of the title
'

priest
* with

seventeen persons only, not with the rest ; so that fcho idea that we obtain

is that the title of
*

priest
'

being one to which several men might be regarded
as entitled, all but seventeen men are precluded. Then there arises the

question Does the text serve to establish the connection of tho ' seventeen '

persons with the title, or to preclude the other persons from connection

with the title ? As a matter of fact, the connection of the seventeen persons

being already known from other sources, the assertion of that same would

be useless ; hence we conclude that the text is meant to preclude persons
other than these

'

seventeen '.

Says the Opponent
" Even if those besides tho seventeen wore exchided

(by the text quoted), there could be no real exclusion of them. Because,

even so, they do not cease to be those who w

perform the sacrifice at the

proper time *

(rtau yajanll) ; and so long as they
c

perform the sacrifice at

the proper time ', they cannot cease to be '

Rtviks
*

(Priests)."

Answer It is true that they do not cease to be entitled to the title

of
'

priest
'

merely on account of the exclusion ; but, on the strength of the

preclusive text, they cannot be employed in the work of a c

priest '.
" What

is the work of a priest ?
" The Priests fast, the Priests are

'

appointed ',

the Priests are given the Sacrificial Fee.

Says tho Opponent
" TIow is it that some of those who are entitled

to the title of
'

priest
' are not to bo employed on the work of priests ?

"

Answer- As a matter of fact, the title of
k

priest
'

is of two kinds, one

based upon the 'performance of sacrifice at the proper time', and another

based upon
'

appointment
' and *

receiving support (in the shape of Fees) '.

In the case under question, it would be futile to take that title which is

based*upon ,the
*

performance of sacrifice '; hence we take that based upon
*

appointment
' and '

receiving support.'

Opponent
" In this way, there is a vicious circle : those alone are to

be '

appointed
' who are

'

priests ', and those alone are
'

priests
' who are

'

appointed
'

; this certainly involves a vicious circle."

Answer Tho injunction that
' one should appoint the priests

' does not

mean that
'

those who are already priests should be appointed
'

; what it

means is that
*

they are to become priests by being appointed
'

; it is only

when such is the meaning that the Accusative ending, in such texts as

*

Adhvaryum vrnitl
'

(' should appoint the Adhvaryu priest') becomes justi-

fiable, and thus alone does the
*

appointment
' come to serve a per-

ceptible purpose (of securing the *

priesthood
'

of the person concerned).



644 SHABARA-BHAYA :

If someone were to ask " How can a man become an Adhvaryu merely

by the wish of the person (appointing him) ?
" we would say yes, he does

become so.
" But how ?

"
Well, when the text lays down that

'

such

and such an entity is to be brought about under such and such a title
'

[e.g. 'a person is to be brought up who bears the title of Priest''], and

it is found that no such entity with the said title is there, the conclusion

is that when it does not exist, it has to be brought into existence, if it is cap-

able of being brought into existence ; e.g. when it is laid down that
* one

should offer the oblation with the Juhu ', if the Juhu is not there, it is

brought into existence. Similarly in tho case in question also, when it is

found necessary to connect the title
'

Priest
' with certain persons, and

it is open to the Sacrificer to connect any one without any restriction, then

it is that such texts as
'

Adhvaryum vrnlte
'

serve to supply the restriction

that
'

the connection of the title should be brought about by appointment \

Thus there is no vicious circle at all.

From all this it follows that the declaration that
'

there are only

seventeen priests
' contains a preclusion ; so that there are only seventeen

persons who are to be made '

priests
'

by means of the prescribed preparatory

rites (such as Appointment and the like).

SUTRA (34).

[OBJECTION]
" THE (PRECLUSIVE) TEXT QUOTED MAY BE TAKEN ONLY

AS STATING ONE ALTERNATIVE ", IF THIS IS URGED, [THEN
OUR ANSWER IS AS IN THE FOLLOWING SdTRA].

BMsya.

If the Opponent urge that "
the text which speaks of seventeen priests

may be taken as a commendatory declaration stating only one alternative

view [the other view being that there are Twenty-seven priests the seventeen

major priests and the ten Chamasddhvaryus ; or that all persons engaged
in the performance are

'

priests ', only that seventeen of these are superior

to the rest] ", this has to be refuted [and this is done in the following

Sutra].

SUTRA (35).

THAT CANNOT BE RIGHT
;
AS THERE is NO MENTION AT ALL

OF ALL (THE PERSONS ENGAGED).

Bhdsya.

What has been suggested cannot be right ; in the Context there is no
mention at all of all persons engaged in the performance, in reference to whom
the preclusive text (speaking of 'seventeen priests') could be taken as a

commendatory declaration (selecting for commendation seventeen men
from among all those engaged in the performance). It is only when a

higher number has been mentioned, that the mention of the lower number
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can be taken as commendatory ;
as the '

twelve pans
'

having been men-

tioned, when we find the assertion regarding
'

eight pans '. we take the

latter to be commendatory. In the case in question however, there is no

mention of any higher number ; hence the preclusive text cannot be taken

as a commendatory declaration.



ADHIKARA^A (17) : The '
seventeen Priests

'

are the

6 Brahman 9 and the rest, who are mentioned in the

texts dealing with '
Initiation

'

and the

6

Sacrificial Fee\

SIJTRA (36).

IN REALITY, THBEE IS RESTRICTION (OF THE TITLE
'

PRIEST '),

BASED UPON TEXTS DEALING WITH THE '

SACRIFICIAL FEES '.

Bhdsya.

It has been established that there are seventeen priests. We now proceed

to consider which are those seventeen.

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
there is no knowing [it cannot be

determined which these seventeen are] ".

The Siddhdnta is as follows In reality, there i$ restriction of the title

'

prient ', baaed on the texts dealing with the Sacrificial Fees ; the application

of the title should be restricted on the basis of connection with the Sacrificial

Fees ; it is laid down that
'

the Sacrificial Fee is to bo paid to the Priests
'

;

and after having laid down this general injunction, a few particular persons

like tho Brahman-priest are specifically named in the texts laying down

the order in which the Foe is to be paid to those engaged in the performance ;

such, for instance, as
' He gives it to the Agnlt, then to the Brahman, then

to so and so' (Taitti. Bra. 1. 1. 6. 10). From this it follows that those

that are specifically namod in these texts are the real 'Priests
J

, any others

besides these cannot bo called
'

priests
*

; the title being restricted by the

Sacrificial Fees.

SUTRA (37).

ALSO BECAUSE THE INITIATION OF THESE (PRIESTS) ALONE HAS

BEEN LAID DOWN AFTER THE DECLARATION THAT

THEY ARE
'

SACRIFICERS '.

Bhdsya.

Having declared that
' Those that are Priests are sacrificers ', the \7eda

goes on to speak of the Initiation of the Brahman and the rest, in the text

that lays down the order in which these are to be
'

initiated
'

viz.
c

Having
initiated (1) the Sacrificer, the Adhvaryu initiates (2) the Brahman, then

(3) the Udgdtr, then (4) the Hotr ; then the Pratiprasthdtr initiates (5) the

AdhvaryUy and then the Halfers [those entitled to half the Fee], viz. (6)

the Brahmanachchhamsin* who is assistant to the Brahman, (7) the Prastotr,

who is assistant to the Udgdtr, and (8) the Maitrdvaruna, who is assistant

to the Hotr ; then tho Nestr initiates the (9) Pratiprasthdtr, and then the
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Thirderft [those entitled to one-third of the Fee], viz. (10) the Agnidh, who
is assistant to the Brahman, (11) the Pratihartr, who is assistant to the

Udgatr, and (12) the Achchhdvdka, who is assistant to the Hotr ; then the

Unnetr initiates (13) the Nestr, and then the Fourihers [those entitled to

one-fourth of the Fee] viz. (14) the Potr, who is assistant to the Brahman,

(J5) the Subrahmanya, who is assistant to the Udgdtr,- and (16) the

Grdrastut, who is assistant to the Hotr ; then (17) the Unnetr is initiated

by some other Brahmana, or by a Keligious Student deputed for that

purpose by his Teacher. Now all these Initiations are
' embellishments '

for the Sacriflcers. From this also it follows that the seventeen persons
entitled to be called

'

Priests
'

are the Brahman and the rest mentioned

here. .



ADHIKARAI^A (18) : The * Master
'

forms the
* Seventeenth

'

o/ ^e Priests.

SUTRA (38).

THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE is TO BE REGARDED AS THE SEVENTEENTH
1

PRIEST ', ON THE BASIS OF THE SIMILARITY OF FUNCTIONS.

Bhdsya.

It has been stated above that there are
*

seventeen Priests \ and that

these are the Brahman and the rest.

Now there arises the question [As the text enumerating the Initiations

has named only sixteen persons] Who is the seventeenth ? Is it some member
of the Assembly ? Or the Master of the House (the Sacrificer) ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :

" Some member of the Assembly
should be the seventeenth ;

as it is only such a person who would be a worker

(a servant), the other is the Master, and it is only a worker that can be

engaged on payment ; the Priests are all engaged on payment ; hence it

follows that the seventeenth
4

Priest
'

should be some member of the

Assembly. Further, there are texts speaking of the
l

sadasya* (membe
of the Assembly), of a '

Cup
'

belonging to him,. as also his
'

appointment
'

;

and it is a Priest that is to be 4

appointed *, not the Master himself. For

these reasons the seventeenth Priest must be some member of the Assembly.'*

In answer to the above, wo have the following Siddhdnta : The Master

of the House is to be regarded as the seventeenth
*

Priest ', on the basis of the

similarity of functions ; it is the Master that should form the seventeenth

of the Priests ; why ? because of the similarity offunctions ; that is, persons
who perform the sacrifice become known as

'

Priests
'

; the Master of the

House is certainly one who performs the sacrifice; hence he must be a
*

priest
'

; on the ground that the function of
'

performing the sacrifice
'

belongs to him in common (with the Priests). As regards the argument
that

"
the texts speak of the

' member of the Assembly ', of the
*

Cup
'

belong-

ing to Mm, and also of his
'

appointment *, and hence this seventeenth

should be some member of the Assembly ", our answer is that when the

texts speak of the
' member of the Assembly ', they speak of the Brahman

Priest, and the
'

Cup
' and the

'

appointment
'

also that they speak of are

of the same Brahman Priest ; and he is called
'

sadasya
'

(member of the

Assembly), because he is really one of the persons present in the Sacrificial

House. From all this it follows that the Master is the seventeenth of the
'

priests *.



ADHIKARAISJA (19) : (^4) Each of the Priests is to perform

only those functions that have been named after him.

(J3) The Fires serve the purposes of all Sacrifices.

SUTRA (39).

(A) [P0RVAPAKSA]
" THE PRIESTS SHOULD PERFORM ALL THE FUNC-

TIONS, AS THEY ARE ENGAGED FOR THAT PURPOSE." (B) THE
FlRES SERVE THE PURPOSES OF ALL THE SACRIFICES,

AS THEY HAVE THEIR OWN TIME.

[Having dealt with the number and character of Performers, we now proceed
to consider the question of the employment of these performers in the various

performances.]

Bhdsya.

We have seen that at the Jyotistowa there are seventeen Priests, including

the Master of the Sacrifice. (A) The question that arises now is Are all

the Priests to do all that is to be done by men (in connection with the

sacrificial performance) ? Or is there any restriction (differentiation and

distribution of functions) ?

(B) There is another question also Are the three Fires (Gdrhapatya,

Daksindgni, and Ahavanlya) to be used in connection with all that can be

done with the help of Fire ? Or is there some restriction (as to what is to

be done with which Fire) ?

The Purvapaksa view on Question (A) is that
"

all the Priests should

perform all the functions, as they are engaged for that purpose ; that is to say,

having been appointed for the purposes of the sacrificial performance, they

should do all that is to be done by men ". [The Siddhdnta of this question

is stated in Su. 40, below.]

(B) As regards the Fires, it is the Siddhdnta that is set forth in

the Sutra, and this is as follows : All the Fires should be used in

connection with all the actions that can be done with the help of Fire
;

because the Fires are needed by all those actions. The particle
'

sva
'

is

a reference to the Fires
; the meaning being that the Fires are o be used in

connection with all sacrifices, as they have their own time [that is, they have

been enjoined in relation to their own time, and not to the time of any

particular sacrifice ; and hence they may be used whenever they are

required]. We have understood this (as the final Siddhdnta).

fin the Bhasya on this Adhikarana, specially on Su. 39, there is a confusion ;

it is made clear in the Tantravdrtika (Trans., pp. 1643-1646). The Sutra 39 con-

tains two distinct statements the first part is the statement of a Purvapaksa,

and the second part, the statement of a Siddhanta. The question regarding this

Siddhdnta (relating to the Fires) is Are the three consecrated Fires to be used in

connection with the Primary Sacrifice only ? Or with the Primary as well as the

Subsidiaries ? The Purvapaksa is that
"
they should be used at the Primary
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Sacrifice only, tor the simple reason that they have not been laid down in the

context of any sacrifice (according to Su. 3. 6. 2). Tho Siddhanta is that the Fires

should be used in connection with the Primary as well as with the Subsidiary sacri-

fices, because they have been laid down independently by themselves having

their own time. As regards Question (A), in regard to the Priests, the Purvapaksa
is stated in the first part of Su. 39 and the Siddhanta in Su. 40.]

SUTRA (40).

[SIDDHANTA OF ADHIKARANA 19 (A)] THERE SHOULD BE A RESTRICTION

(AND DISTRIBUTION) OF FUNCTIONS (AMONG THE PRIESTS), ON
THE BASTS OF THEIR NAMES

;
AS IT IS FOR THAT PURPOSE

THAT (DISTINCT) NAMES HAVE BEEN
ASSIGNED TO THEM.

Bhdsya.

On the basis of the particular names given to particular priests, there

should be a restriction of functions ; only the functions that have been

named after a certain priest should be performed by that Priest ; as it is

only thus that a useful purpose would be served by the naming of the

functions (after the Priests) ; that is, the functions named '

Adhvaryava
'

should be performed by the Adhvaryu-priest, those named ' hautra
'

ghould be performed by the Hotr-priQst, those named '

Audgatra
' should

be performed by tho Udgdtr-priest.



ADHIKARANA (20) : In some cases the distribution of func-

tions among the Priests is not strictly in accordance

with their name. -Exception to the preceding

Adhikarana.

SUTRA (41).

THE INDICATION (OF THE PARTICULAR PRIEST TO PERFORM A PARTICULAR,

FUNCTION) is DONE BY DIRECT INJUNCTION AS

ALSO BY SPECIFIC NAME.

Bhdsya.

Question Is this a universal rule (to be followed in all cases) that a

function is to be performed by the Priest after whom it is named ?

[Purvapaksa
" Yes ".]

SiddhdntaIt, is not so; because as a matter of fact, the indication

of the particular Priest to perform a particular function is done by Direct

Injunction and also by specific name (not always by the generic names
'

Adhvaryava ',

'

Hautra ', and '

Audgdtra '), As an example of indication

by Direct Injunction, we have the text
'

Tasmdt maitrdvarunah presyati

chdnuchdha
'

(' Therefore the Maitravaruna gives directions and recites the

Puronuvdkyd'] (Taitti. Bra. 3. 12. 9. 6); [where the two functions of giving

directions and reciting are specifically assigned to the Maitravaruna Priest,

though the giving of directions falls within those functions that have been

called
'

Adhvaryava \ and as such should have been performed by the

Adhvaryu ; similarly the reciting is a function falling within those called
* Hautra ' and as such should have been done by the Hotr priest. But in

view of the Direct Injunction quoted, both these are done by the Maitra-

varuna Priest].

Similarly as instances of specific names given to acts indicating their

performer, we have the names '

potrlya
' and '

nestrlyd
'

[which are given

to certain actions, which under the general rule would have been done

by the Brahman and the Adhvaryu respectively, but, which, by virtue of

these special names, are done by the Potr and the Nestr respectively].

These are exceptions to the general rule that the performers of functions

are indicated by the names given to the functions.

SUTRA (42).

SIMILARLY WE FIND INDICATIONS ALSO TO THE SAME EFFECT.

Bhdsya.

We have the text
'

Hotuh prdtaranuvdkamanubruvata upashrnuydt
'

['He may listen to the Hotr reciting the Prdtaranuvdka'], which, occurring
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under the section dealing with the functions of the Hotr and hence called
' Haitfra *, indicates the Ho^-priest as the performer of the act of Reciting,

Similarly there is another indicative text
'

Udglthah ud-gdtrrndm rchah,

pranavah ukthashamsindm, pratihdrah adhvaryundm
'

[' The TJdgitha is for

the Udgdtr-priests, the verses and the Pranava of the Ukthashamsins, and

the Pratihara of the Adhvaryus '], which indicates a differentiation of func-

tions by means of specific names. The following is another indicative

text
* Yo vetdhvaryoh svam veda svavaneva bhavati, etat vd'dhvaryoh svam

yaddahrdvayati
'

[' He who understands the Adhvaryu's own thing becomes

endowed with wealth ; this is the Adhvaryu's own thing that he urges the

Agnldh to direct the Hotr to recite '] (Taitti. Sam. 3. 1. 2. 3), which indicates

the particular performer by means of a specific name.



ADHIKARA^A (21) : The '

Reciting
'

and the
'

Directing
'

are

to be done by the Maitravaruna, only when they are

done concurrently.

SUTRA (43).

[PCBVAPAKSA]
" THE *

DIRECTING
' AND THE '

RECITING
' ABE TO BE

DONE (IN ALL CASES) BY THE MAITBAVABUNA
;

AS

SUCH is THE INJUNCTION."

Bhdsya.

[It having been established that the indication of performers by Name is

set aside by Direct Injunction, we now proceed to consider the question as to

whether it is set aside wholly, or only in part. Tantravartika.]

At the Jyotistoma sacrifice, there is the Agnlsotmya animal, spoken of

in the text
' Yo dlksito yadagmsomiyam pashumdlabheta

'

[' The initiated

person who sacrifices the Agnlsomlya animal '] (Taitti. Sam. 6. 1. 11. 6). In

connection with this animal, there is the text
'

Tasmdt maitrdvarunah

preayati chdnuchdha
'

[ Therefore the Maitravaruna priest gives directions

and also recites the Puronuvdkyd '].

In regard to this, there arises the question Is the Maitravaruna priest

to do all the Reciting and all the Directing that is done ? Or only in that

case where the direction is contained in what is recited [i.e. where both are

done concurrently through the same words] ?

The Purvapak$a view is that "
all recitings (and all directings) are to be

done by the Maitravaruna, as there is no ground for differentiation ; as a

matter of fact there are no grounds for any such differentiation as that
'

this Reciting, and not that, is to be done by the Maitravaruna '

; hence

it follows that the Maitravaruna is to do all the Reciting and Directing that

is to be done [though these functions, as included under the name '

Hautra ',

should have been performed by the HoJr-priest] ".

SUTRA (44).

[SlDDHANTA] IN BEALITY, THE INJUNCTION APPLIES TO THE '

BECITING
'

OF THE ' PUBONUVAKYA ' ONLY
;
AS IT IS THIS THAT IS ACCOM-

PANIED BY THE DlBECTION.

Bhdsya.

In reality, it is only the Puronuvdkyd that is to be recited by the Maitra-

varuna ; why ? because the Maitravaruna comes in as the reciter only
in cases where the Reciting and Directing are done together ; in cases where

there is mere reciting of the Anuvdkyd, the Maitrdvaruna does not come in

at all ; nor in cases where there is Directing only ; it is only where the two
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come together that the Maitrdvaruna comes in ; hence it is only in con-

nection with cases where the two are done together that we have the declara-

tion in the text
'

the Maitravaruna directs and recites ',
' Maitrdvarunah

presyati chdnuchdha ', where the repetition of the particle
' cha '

indicates

that the reference i>s to cases where the two acts are done together.

[The Puronuvakyd verse ends with the Imperative word *

yaja
'

(' please
sacrifice '), which contains the directing which is done when the Puronuvakyd is

recited, thus the two acts of Reciting arid Directing being clone together.]

SUTRA (45).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND THE HOTR PRIEST MENTIONED IN

CONNECTION WITH THE RECITING OF THE ' PRATARANUVAKA '.

Bhdsya.

For the following reason also we think that all Reciting is not to be

done by the Maitrdvaruna. For what reason ? Because the Veda indicates

the Hotr in connection with the reciting of the Prdtaranuvdka. How is this

indicated ? There is the text
' Yatra hotuh prdtaranuvdkamanubruvatah

upashrnuydt tadd adhvaryuryrhnlydt
'

[' When he hears the Hotr reciting

the Prdtaranuvdka , the Adhvaryu should hold the cup.']. From this it follows

that all reciting is not to be done by the Maitrdvaruna



ADHIKAEAJ^A (22) : The ' Chamasa-homa
'

is to be

performed by the Adhvaryu.

SUTRA (46).

[PURVAPAKSA]
" THE '

CHAMASA-OBLATIONS
'

ARE TO BE OFFERED

BY THE CHAMASADHVARYUS, BY REASON OF

THE NAME,"

Bhdsya.

There are the Chamasddhvaryu priests. In regard to these, there arises

the question Are the Chamasa-oblations to be offered by the Chamasddh-

varyus'! or by the Adhvaryu ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
the CJiamasddhvaryus should offer

them ; why? because they are named '

Chamasddhvaryu ', which indicates

that in regard to the Chamasas, they perform the functions of the Adhvaryu ;

hence (the offering of oblations being the function of the Adhvaryu) it follows

that the C7&am#$a-oblations should be offered by the Chamasddhvaryus ".

SUTRA (47).

IN REALITY, THE ADHVARYU SHOULD OFFER THE OBLATIONS,

BECAUSE OF THE LAW RELATING TO HIM.

Bhdsya.

In reality, the Adhvaryu should offer the oblations ; because the Law is

that all the functions that are called
'

Adhvaryava
'

should be performed

by the Adhvaryu ; and the offering of oblations (into Fire) is an
'

Adhvaryava
'

function; hence the oblations should be offered by the Adhvaryu. "But

by reason of the specific name
'

Chamasddhvaryu
'

(which connects the priests

of this name with the CAawasa-oblations), the oblations in question should

be offered by the Chamasddhvaryus [the indication of the specific name

setting aside that of the generic name 'Adhvaryava']" That cannot be,

we reply ; these priests are called
'

Chamasddhvaryu
'

in the sense that they
'

function like the Adhvaryu in regard to the Chamasas '

; which can only

mean that 'if the Adhvaryu offers the Chamasa-oblations, the Chamasd-

dhvaryus also may offer them }

; in fact, if the oblations were offered by the

Chamasddhvaryus, and not by the Adhvaryu, then the Chamasddhvaryus

would not be functioning like the Adhvaryu. From this it follows that the

Chamasddhvaryus are not to offer the Chamasa-oblations.
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SUTRA (48).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND 'ANOTHER* PRIEST MENTIONED IN

CONNECTION WITH THE * CHAMASA '.

Bhdya.

We find that in connection with the Chamasa, the Veda speaks of a

priest other than the Chamasadhvaryu.
" How so? " We have the text

'

Chamasdmshchamasddhvaryave prayachchhati, tan sa vasatkartre harati \
from which we learn that someone else offers the oblation and hands
over the Chamasa to the Chamasadhvaryu.

" How is this deduced ?
"

What we understand the text to mean is that when the Chamasadhvaryu offers

it to the Vasatkartr, he does so with the view that the Vasatkartr will eat

out of it ; which implies that the Chamasa is handed over to the Chamasd-

dhvaryu, after the oblation has been offered out of it ; and that the person
who hands it over to him is the person who has offered the oblation ; from

which it is clear that the man offering the oblations is other than the Chamasd-

dhvaryu. Then again we have the text ' Yo vd adhvaryoh svam veda svavd-

nSva bhavati, srugvd adhvaryoh svam, vdyavyamasya svam, chamaso'sya svam ',

where the Chamasa is spoken of as the *

sva '

(property) of the Adhvaryu ;

as a matter of fact, however, the Chamasa is the property of the Sacrificer,

not of the Adhvaryu ; hence when the text speaks of the Chamasa as the
*

property
'
of the Adhvaryu, what is meant is that the Chamasa-oblations

are to be offered by the Adhvaryu.

SUTRA (49).

IT IS ONLY IN CASES OF INCAPACITY (OF THE ADHVARYU) THAT THE
CHAMASADHVARYUS COULD BE REGARDED (AS ENTITLED TO

OFFER THE OBLATIONS IN QUESTION).

Bhdsya.

Question
" How then is the name '

Cfiamasddhvaryu
* to be accounted

for?"

Answer They should be regarded as entitled to offer the oblations in cases

of incapacity ; that is, in cases where, on account of being otherwise engaged,
the Adhvaryu is unable to offer the oblations, the Chamasddhvaryus would
be the persons to offer them, by virtue of their name.



ADHIKARATSTA (23): The '

Shyena' and the
'

Vdjapeya'

sacrifices are to be performed by several classes of

priests, not by single class of priests.

SUTRA (50),

[P0RVAPAKSA]
" ON ACCOUNT OF THE VEDIC INJUNCTION (NAME),

IN CASES WHERE THE ACTIONS HAPPEN TO BE MENTIONED IN

A PARTICULAR VEDA, THEY SHOULD BE PERFORMED

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THAT VEDA ONLY,

AS IN THE FOREGOING CASE."

Bhdsya.

We find the Shyena sacrifice mentioned in the Veda named 4

Audgatra \

(i.e. Sdmaveda) and the Vdjapeya sacrifice in the Veda called
'

Adhvaryava
'

(i.e. Yajurveda). In regard to these, there arises the question Are all

the details in connection with the Shyena to be performed by the Udgdtr

(Samavedin) priests alone, and all the details of the Vdjapeya, by the

Adhvaryu (Yajurvedin) priests alone ? or in both cases, the details are to

be performed by several classes of priests ?

On this question, the Purvapaksa view is as follows :

" On account of

the Vedic Injunction, i.e. on account of the Name it should be as in the

foregoing case; i.e. just as on the strength of the name 'Adhvaryava' all

the details mentioned in that section are performed by the Adhvaryu, in

the same manner, in cases where the actions happen to be mentioned in

a particular Veda, they should be done in accordance with that Veda only ;

that is to say, when a sacrifice is laid down in a Veda named after a

certain priest, all the details in connection with that sacrifice should be

performed by that same priest ; as therein the sacrifice is enjoined along
with all its accessory details. From this it follows that all the details of

the Shyena (which is laid down in the Audgatra i.e. Sdmaveda) should be

performed by the Udgdtr priest, and all the details of the Vdjapeya (which is

laid down in the Adhvaryava section) should be performed by the Adhvaryu

priest/'

SUTRA (51).

[SlDDHANTA] INASMUCH AS THEY BORROW THE DETAILS (FROM THE

PRIMARY ARCHETYPES), THEY SHOULD IN REALITY BE PER-

FORMED ALONG WITH THEIR ACCESSORIES, AS EQUIPPED
WITH THEIR OWN DETAILS, ON THE BASIS OF THE

GENERAL LAW
;
THE INDICATION (OF THE NAME)

CAN BE ACCEPTED ONLY IN OTHER CASES,

WHERE THERE ARE. NO CLEAR

INJUNCTIONS.

Bhaya.

Inasmuch as they borrow the details from the Primary Sacrifices,

the sacrifice should be performed as equipped with its own details, i.e.

42
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accompanied by all the accessories that come into it by virtue of the general

law (that
'

the modification should be performed in the manner of the

Primary '), and along with its accessories ; this is what we learn from the

Veda itself. Now as regards the two sacrifices in question, they are both
4

modifications
f
of the Jyotistoma, and as such they stand in need of

those accessories that are already there in the Jyotistoma ; and at the

Jyotistoma there are several Priests performing the details ; so that the

case in question also has to.be taken as connected with those same several

priests.

Objection
" The indication by the Name is something direct, while

the implication of the General Law is only an indirect means of knowledge,

being purely inferential in character [so that the latter shoiild not over-

ride the former]."

Answer It JH true that indication by the Name is a direct means of

knowledge ; but after all it is only an ordinary (secular) means of knowledge ;

so that in this case also, it is necessary to infer a Vedic text and then make
it bear upon the case in question ; while in the case of indication by the

General Law (that
'

the modification should be performed in the manner of

the Primary '), what is brought to bear upon the case in question is a Vedic

text which is actually perceived even though found in a remoter context,

on the basis of which text, the sacrifice in question (i.e. the modification)

becomes connected with the directly cognised procedure of the Primary
Sacrifice. It is for this reason that the General Law is stronger (than Name
and overrides it).

As regards the argument that *' on the strength of Name fall the

details should be performed by a single priest] ", the answer is that the

indication by Name can be accepted only in regard to other cases, where there

are no clear injunctions ; that is to say, in the case of such details as do not

come into the sacrifice by virtue of the General Law, the matter may be

determined by indications of the Name. For instance, in connection with

the Rhyena, we find it laid down that *

they pierce with thorns ', and fan

there is no such Piercing done at the Primary Sacrifice, the name of the

porformer of this act cannot be brought in from the Primary, under the

General Law] this Piercing will be done by the Udyatf priest (as indicated

by the name '

Avdgatra ') ; similarly in connection with the Vajapeya, it

is laid down that
'

they offer it with the tJsapupa
'

(Shatapatha-Bra. 5. 2. 1.

16), and this offering will be done by the Adhvaryu (as indicated by the

name 4

Adhvaryava '). [The 'Osapufa' is the cup prepared out of leaves

of the Ashvattha tree with dust taken from barren land, usa.]

End of Pada vii of Adhydya III.



ADHYAYA III.

PADA VIII.

ADHIKARAI^A (1) : The 'purchasing' of services is the

function of the Master of the Sacrifice.

SUTRA (1).

THE '

PURCHASINCr
'

IS THE FUNCTION OF THE MASTER ; AS THE

PERFORMANCE IS FOR HIS PURPOSE.

BMsya.

There is the act of
'

purchasing ', -i.e. securing the services of Priests

on the payment of certain Fees, such as
'

twelve and hundred '

at the

Jyotistoma, the
*

Anvahdrya
'

(Cooked Rice) at the Darsha-Purnamdsa and

so forth \vide Taitti. Sam. 1. 7. 3. 1].

In regard to this, there arises the question Are the Priests to be
4

pur-

chased
'

by the Adhvaryu or by the Master ?

The Purvapaksa view is that "on the strength of the Name (

4 Adh-

varyava', under which the 'Purchasing of Priests' is included), it should be

done by the Adhvaryu ".

The Siddhanta is as follows : The
'

purchasing
'

is the function of the

Master ; why ? as the performance is for his purpose ; i.e. it is the Sacrificer

(Master of the Sacrifice) who desires to obtain the results [that are to follow

from the performance of the Sacrifice] ; in ordinary practice, when a man
desires to obtain certain results from the performance of an act, he ha.s to

do that act himself; if he 'purchases' (secures on payment) the services

of other persons (to help him in the performance), he is regarded as doing it

himself. Under the circumstances, if he were not to do the
*

purchasing
'

[and if it were done by someone else], he would not be doing the main act

himself. From all this it follows that it is the Master that does the
u

purchasing '.

SUTRA (2).

IT COULD BE DONE BY OTHERS IN A CASE WHERE THERE IS A DIRECT

DECLARATION TO THAT EFFECT.

Question Is then this the universal rule [that the
'

purchasing
'

should

be done always by the Master] ?

Answer Not so ; it could be done by others in a case where there is a

direct declaration to that effect. In a case where there is a direct declaration

as to the person who is to do the
'

purchasing
'

[i.e. to make payments
for services rendered], the

4

purchasing
'

has to be done in accordance
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with that declaration; e.g. there is the declaration 'Fa etdmistakdmu

padadhydt sa trln varan dadydt
'

[' He who puts in this brick should give

three excellent things (cows) '] (Taitti. Sam. 5. 2. 8. 2). [Here the Paras*

rnaipada ending in the word '

upadadhydt
'

indicates that the '

placing
'

of the bricks is to be done by a person other than the Master, and it is

asserted that it is this same person that should give the
*

three cows '

to the

priest, in, payment of services rendered by him. So that in this particular

case, the
'

purchasing
'

is done by a person other than the Master.]

[Sutra (2) which embodies an exception to Sutra (1), has been taken as a

distinct Adhikarana by itself by Mandana Mishra and by Madhavacharya
Kumariia has included it under the first Adhikarana, as above.]



ADHIKARA^A (2): The 'Shaving of the Head' and other

6 Embellishments
'

pertain to the Master of the

Sacrifice.

SUTRA (3).

[PURVAPAK$A] "INASMUCH AS THE EMBELLISHMENTS ADD TO THE

CAPACITY OF THE PERFORMING PERSON, THEY SHOULD BE

RESTRICTED (TO PERSONS) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE

VEDA (NAME), JUST LIKE THE PERFORMING

OF THE SEVERAL FUNCTIONS.
5 '

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotlstoma, we read
'

Keshashmashru vapate,

dato dhdvate, nakhdni nikrntote, sndti
'

[' He shaves his head and beard,

cleanses his teeth, pares his nails, and bathes '] (Taitti. Sam. 6. 1. 1. 2).

In regard to this, there arises the question Are ttye Embellishments

like those here described to be done by the Adhvaryu or by the Sacrifleer

(Master) ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :

"
They should be done by the

Adhvaryu ; as a matter of fact, Embellishments should be restricted in

accordance with the Veda, i.e. on the basis of Name, just like the per-

formance of functions by individual persons ; that is, just as the other

details are performed by that priest who bears the name that is given to the

Vedic Sections under which these details are laid down [e.g. the Adhvaryu

performs the functions laid down in the *

Adhvaryava
'

Section of the Veda],

in the same manner, the Embellishments [should be performed by persons

whose names are borne by the Vedic Section laying down the Embellishments]."

SUTRA (4).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE EMBELLISHMENTS, LIKE THE PRINCIPAL

ACTION, MUST PERTAIN TO THE SACRIFICER, AS HE is THE

PRINCIPAL PERSON CONCERNED.

Bhdsya.

In reality, the acts in question should be done by the Sacrificer ; why ?

because he is the principal person concerned.
" What is the meaning of

his being the principal person ?
" The result of an action is always under-

stood to be one that is aimed at by the performer of that action; hence

what the Embellishments do is to bring about, in the person performing

them, the capacity to perform the main act. No person, who seeks to bring

about in himself the said capacity by the performance of a certain act,
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ever secures the services of other persons for the performance of that act ;

in fact, he secures the services of others for the purpose of obtaining certain

desirable things ; the act that brings about a capacity in a person should

always be done by that person himself ; as is found in the case of the

Principal Action ; that is to say, as a matter of fact, all those Principal

Actions which tend to produce results in the Person, are always performed

by the Sacrificer himself ; similarly in the case in question also [as the

Embellishments in question also tend to bring about a capacity in the

Sacrificer, they should be performed by the Sacrificer himself].

SUTRA (5).

ALSO BECAUSE OF THE WORDS OF CERTAIN TEXTS.

Bhdsya.

We find such texts as
'

Tamabhyanakti, sharesikaycfnakti
'

[' He
anoints him ', 'he anoints him with the arrow-stick '] where the verb is found

in the Parasmaipada form, which clearly indicates that it is someone else

that does the anointing for the Sacrificer [and the Anointing is an * Em-
bellishment ']

SUTRA (6).

FURTHER, THE ACTION IN QUESTION HAS BEEN SPOKEN OF AS A

SUBORDINATE FACTOR.

Bhdsya .

It has been argued (by the Purvapaksin) that
"
the Embellishments

should be restricted on the basis of Names, in accordance with the Veda ".

But this is not right ; because the action in question has been spoken of as a

subordinate factor. As a matter of fact, we accept the Name as the deter-

mining factor only in cases where the action appears aw the predominant
factor, i.e. as one for the performance of which the services of certain

persons (priests) have to be secured ; it is only in the case of such an action

[where the* Men are subordinate to, and subserve the purposes of, the

Action, which is the predominant factor] that its performer is taken to be

determined by the Name (of the Vedic Section in which the injunction of

the action is found). In the case of the Shaving of the Head and other

Embellishments [which appear as subordinate to, arid subserving the pur-

poses of, the Man], if they were taken as related to (and pertaining to) the

priests, then such a relation would have to be assumed, as in that case [the

actions not standing in need of any such connection, being already connect-

ed with the Sacrificer] those Embellishments would come in only as serving
some transcendental purpose ; while in the case of those acts (sacrificial

details) as bear directly upon the sacrificial performance, their connection

with those persons (priests) is already established (by the fact of their

standing in need of performers ; and hence it has not got to be assumed) ;
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[the connection of the Embellishments with the Sacrificer is also one

that is already established by the fact of their being spoken of as subordinate

to, and subserving the visible purpose, cleanliness, of the Sacrificer] ; and

so long as an established relationship is possible, there can be no justification

for the assuming of an unestablished one. From all this it follows that in

a case where the Man is the predominant factor [and the action is subordinate

to him], Name cannot be the determining factor (in the indication of the

Performer for it).

SUTRA (7).

ALSO BECAUSE THEY HAVE BEEN LAID DOWN IN REFERENCE TO

THE RESULTANT '

APtfRVA '.

Bhdsya.

By the term ' Chodana
'

(in the Sutra) we mean the resultant Apurva

(of the Primary Sacrifice) ; so that what the Sutra means is that the

Embellishments in question have been laid down in reference to the resultant

Apurva ; and as it is not possible for them to be done by themselves without

a material substratum (the thing to be embellished, without which there can

be no Embellishment) , they are taken as to be done to such things ; and

they could be done to, and be connected with, things remote from themselves,

only if it were not possible for them to be done to, and be connected with,

a thing in close proximity to them ; and when it is possible for them to be

done to a tiling iu close proximity to themselves, they should not be done

to remoter things, as they will have their requirements fulfilled by being

done to the nearer thing. For this reason also the Embellishments should

pertain to the Sacrificer (who is in close proximity to them).

SUTRA (8).

ON ACCOUNT OF INEQUALITY, THEY COULD NOT BE APPLICABLE

EQUALLY [TO ALL THE PERSONS).

Bhdsya.

This Sutra is to be taken as following upon a few words to be supplied

[as embodying an argument answered by the Sutra] ; these words being
" Why cannot the Embellishments be taken as applicable equally (to both,

the Sacrificer as well as the Priests) ? When they have not been laid down
in special reference to any particular person, they should be applicable to

every person ".

The answer to this is that the Injunction of the Embellishments cannot

apply equally ,to all persons.
" Why ?

" Because of inequality ; i.e. all the

persons are not equally circumstanced in regard to the injunction in ques-
tion.

" What is the inequality ? "The inequality lies in the fact that the

Embellishments have been enjoined for the Sacrificer, not for the Priests.
" But how do you know that they are enjoined for the Sacrificer ?

" From
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the fact that when a man desires to accomplish an end by an act; he should

do that act himself (see Su. 3. 7. 18).
" But as they are not enjoined in

special reference to any particular person, they should be taken as enjoined
for the Priests also." We are of opinion that, as they cannot serve any useful

purpose in connection with the priests, they cannot be taken as enjoined
for them. " Why is no useful purpose served 'by them in connection with

the Priests ?
"

If they were done by (and to) the Priests, they would be

acts that are neither done nor got done by the Sacrificer ; for the simple reason

that the services of the Priests have not been secured for the performance
of those Embellishments ; and if they were done by the Priests themselves,

then they could not in any way benefit the person who stands in need

[of aids to the fulfilment of the Sacrifice and the resultant Apurva] ; and

thus they would be entirely useless. This is the reason why they cannot

be taken as enjoined for the Priests ; and this is what constitutes the
*

inequality
'

(spoken of in the Sutra). From all this it follows that the

Embellishments cannot apply equally to all the persons.



ADHIKARA^A (3) : The Penances are to be performed by

the Sacrificer.

SUTRA (9).

PENANCES ALSO [ARE TO BE PERFORMED BY THE SACRIFICER] ;
BECAUSE

THEY HELP IN THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE RESULT
;

AS

IN ORDINARY LIFE.

Bhd$ya.

Certain Penances ape found to be enjoined
4 He does not eat for two

days ',

*

he does not eat for three days ', and so forth.

In regard to these there arises the question Are the Penances to be

performed by the Priests ? Or by the Sacrificer ?

The Purvapaksta view is that
" The Penances should be taken as to

be performed by the Priests, on the basis of the name [' Adhvaryava \

of that section of the Veda where the Penances are enjoined] ".

The Siddhanta is as follows : The Penances should be performed by

the Sacrificer ; why ?because they help in the accomplishment of the

result ; i.e. the Penances are performed with a view to the accomplishment

of the result ; as a matter of fact, a man obtains the resiilts of a sacrifice

only when he is equipped with Penances.
" How do you know this ?

"

The performance of Penances is painful ; pain is the direct consequence

of sin ; sin is an obstacle in the accomplishment of the result of sacrifices ;

sin is in fact conducive to evil, and so long as there is sin, no good can

come about ; hence it is necessary to remove it. Both Merit and Demerit

are destroyed by the experiencing of their effects ; hence it is that for the

experiencing of pain as the result of sin, religious Penances are prescribed ;

the idea being that the pain experienced in the performing of the Penance

is the effect of the sin (meant to be destroyed). In this way the Penance

comes to have a visible purpose, and no invisible (unseen) purpose has to

be assumed. Thus then, the (obstructing) sin having been destroyed by the

experiencing of its effect (pain suffered in the performance of the Penance),

the sacrifice becomes free from obstruction and thus brings about its result.

[It is in this way that Penances help in the accomplishment of the Result.]

And the accomplishing of the result is what is to be done by the Sacrificer,

not by the Priests. From this it follows that the Penances are to be per-

formed by the Sacrificer.

SUTRA (10).

THERE is ALSO A SUPPLEMENTARY DECLARATION POINTING

TO THE SAME CONCLUSION.

Bhdsya.

This same conclusion is indicated by a supplementary declaration,

which is to the following effect
'

Yada vai puruse na kinchana antarbhavati
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yadd asya krsnam chaksuso nashyati atha medhyatamah
'

[' When there is

nothing inside the man, and when the pupil has disappeared, then is he

most fitted for a sacrifice '], which means that when he is fasting, then

is he 'Jit for medha '

(' medhya ') ; now 4 medha '
is sacrifice, and '

sacrifice
'

consists in giving away ; so that what the supplementary declaration quoted
means is that '

by the Penance, the man is rendered fit for giving away
'

;

and the person who gives away things is the Sacrificer (not the Priests).

From this also it follows that Penances aro to be performed by the Sacrificer.

SUTRA (11).

IT CAN BE DONE BY OTHERS, WHEN THERE IS AN INJUNCTION

TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhdsya.

Question
"
Is it then the universal rule that all penances should be

performed by the Sacrificer ?
"

Answer No ; it can be done by others when there is an injunction to that

effect ; i.e. when there is an injunction to that effect, then it should be done

by the Priests ; e.g. there is the injunction
'

All the Priests fast
'

(in which

case the fasting has to be done by the Priests).

SUTRA (12).

ALSO BECAUSE THE PENANCE IS A SUBORDINATE FACTOR, THE QUESTION
OF ITS PERFORMER CANNOT BE DETERMINED BY THE

NAME OF THE VEDIC SECTION.

Bhdsya.

It has been argued that " on the basis of Name (' Adhvaryava ', of

the Vedic Section where the Penances are prescribed), the Penances should

be taken as to be performed by the Priest (Adhvaryu) ". The answer to this

is that, because the Penance is a subordinate factor, its performer cannot

bo determined by Name ; as Name is regarded as the determining factor

only in cases where the Man is the subordinate factor [which is not so in the

case in question].

Or, the Sutra may be explained in the following mariner

[By a second interpretation of this Sutra, the Bhasya makes a separate

Adhikarana of it, which is as follows^



ADHIKARAI^A (4) : The ' Red Turban' and other similar

details pertain to all the Priests.

SUTRA (12).

INASMUCH AS THEY ARE SUBORDINATE ACCESSORIES, THEIR CONNECTION

CANNOT BE DETERMINED BY THE ' NAME '

OF THE

VEDTC SECTION.

Bhdsya.

(a) In connection with the Shyena sacrifice, we read
'

Lohitosnisd

lohtyivasand rtvijah pracharanti
'

f

* Red-turbaned and red-clothed priests

move about '

; (b) similarly in connection with the Vdjapeya sacrifice,

we read
'

Hiranyamdlina rtvijah prachnranti
'

[' Gold-necklaced priests

move about '].

In regard to these there arises the question (a) At the Shi/ena, is it only
the Udgdtr priests who are to be * red-turbaned

' and (b) at the Vajape'ya,

only the Adhvaryus who are to wear the golden necklace ? Or, at both

sacrifices, all the priests are to wear it ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"

(a) On the strength of Name [' Aud-

gdtra
'

of the Veda where the Shyena is prescribed], the Udgdtr priests

alone are to wear the Red-turban at the Shyena, and (6) on account of the

Name [' Adhvaryava
'

of the Veda where the Vdjapeya is prescribed], the

Adhvaryu priests alone are to wear the golden necklace at the Vdjapeya".
The Siddhanta view is as follows : Inasmuch as the things in question

are subordinate accessories, their connection cannot be determined by the name of

the Vedic Section
; that is to say, being red-turbaned is a subordinate accessory,

so also is being gold-necklaced ; and the Man (Priest) is the predominant
factor ; hence it follows that the Red Turban and the Gold-necklace are

meant to be accessories (or appurtenances) of the Man, and not as something

to be done
; consequently the Man must be regarded as the predominant

factor.
' k What if it is so ?

"
If it is so, then, there is the principle already

accepted, that in cases where the Man is the predominant factor, the Name
cannot be the determining factor in indicating the performer of the action

concerned.

Further, from the fact of the articles being spoken of as the accessories

of man, it follows that what is laid down pertains to all the men (concerned) ;

because as a rule, whenever an accessory is laid down in close proximity to

the predominant factors (of which it is an accessory), it means that it is

laid down in connection with each one of the predominant factors
; and

this all-round connection having been indicated by Direct Declaration,

how could it be restricted by a Name, even if there were a name ? From
all this it follows that at each of the two sacrifices (Shyena and Vdjapeya),

the accessory details like those under consideration are to be adopted by all

the priests.



ADHIKARAIJA (5) : The '
desire for rain

'

pertains

to the Sacrificer.

SUTRA (13).

SIMILARLY, THE
' DESIRE '

ALSO [PERTAINS TO THE SACRIFICER] ;

> BECAUSE IT IS HE THAT IS CONNECTED WITH THE PURPOSE
JL

(OF THE PERFORMANCE).

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyottstoma, wo read
' Yadi kdmayet varset

parjanyah riichaih sado minuydt
'

[' If he desire that Parjariya should rain,

he should measure out the Assernhly on low ground '].

In regard to this there arises the question Is the
'

Desire
' mentioned

here that of the Priest ? Or of the Sacrificer ? What the question means

is Who is the nominative to the verb
4

kamayet
'

('should desire') is

it the Adhvaryu priest, or the Sacrificer ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
" The desire should be taken as that of

the Priest, because of the Name (of the Vedic Section) ; the indication of the

Name is that the Person who is eager to obtain results from the sacrifice is

the Adhvaryu priest, who is the person spoken of in the Context [after whose

name the Section of the Veda has been named as
*

Adhvaryava '] ; hence it

is the Adhvaryu who is taken as syntactically connected with the verb
4

minuydt
'

(' should measure out ') ; from all this it follows that the
'

desire
'

spoken of is that of the Priest."

The Siddhdnta is as follows : Desire also should be like the Penance ;

that is, the Desire pertains to the Sacrificer.
"
Why so ?

"
Because it

is he that is connected with the purpose of the performance ; that is to say,

it is understood that the Sacrificer is connected with the
'

purpose
'

i.e. the Result of the Sacrifice as performed along with its accessory

details. Then again, in the case of the text
'

Jyotistomena svargakdmo

yajeta
'

[' Desiring Heaven, one should perform the Jyotistoma Sacrifice ']

the particular ending (Atmanepada in 't/o/ea'), makes it clear that the

desire for
' heaven' is that of the Sacrificer ; in the case in question, the pecu-

liar ending (Parasmaipada) in
'

minuydt
' makes it clear that the Adhvaryu

is to do the measuring out for the sake of someone else (i.e. the Sacrificer).

Tt has been urged that
"
by reason of Syntactical Connection (of the

verb 'should desire') with the person appearing in the Context as the

seoker for result [the Desire should pertain to the Adhvaryu] ". But even

with this Syntactical Connection the sentence could be explained as
'

In

the event of the Sacrificer being desirous (of rain), the Adhvaryu should

measure out, etc.'
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SUTRA (14).

IT CAN PERTAIN TO OTHERS, ONLY WHEN IT IS SPOKEN OF AS SUCH.

Bhasya.

In a case where it is spoken of as siich, the desire may be taken as per-

taining to the Priest. For instance, there is the text *

Udgdta dtmanevd

yajamdndya vd yam kdmam kdmayate tamdgdyati
'

[' The Udgdtr priest

sings out that result which he desires for himself or for the sacrificer '].

Now here, if the term ' dtmane '

('for himself') were to mean 'for the

sacrificer % then there could be no justification for the adding of the term
'

yajamdndya *, or of the term '

vd)'
; hence it follows that by reason of the

(separate) mention of the
'

Sacrificer ', the Udgdtr priest should be taken a,s

speaking of himself (as desiring results).



ADHIKARAIJTA (6) : The Mantras beginning with
'

Ayurdd
'

and the like are to be recited by the Sacrificer.

SUTRA (15).

THE MANTRAS ALSO WHICH ARE NOT CONNECTED WITH ANY ACTION,

ARE LIKE
'

DESIRE
'

[l.E. THEY ARE CONNECTED

WITH THE SACRIFTCER].

Bhdsya .

The Mantras that are meant to be considered here are those like the

following 'Ayurdd agne dyur me dehi\
4

Varchodd agne a.si varcho me dehi'

[' Agni, you are the bestower of longevity, bestow longevity upon me! ',

'

Agni, you are the bestower of glory, bestow glory upon me ']. [The

Mantras are laid down as to be simply recited, not in connection with the

performance of any sacrificial details.] (Taitti. Sam. 1. 5. 5. 4.)

In regard to these there arises the question Are these to be recited by
the Priest ? Or by the Sacrificer ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
" On account of the name (of the Vedie

Section in which these Mantras occur), the Mantras should be taken as to be

recited by the Priest ".

The Siddhdnta is as follows : -These Mantras should be like what has

gone before ; that is like
'

desire
'

[they should be taken as connected with

the Sacrificer] ; it is only thus that there would be justification for the pres-

ence in the Mantra of the term expressive of the speaker himself [i.e. the

pronoun
* me ']. In the expressions

'

bestow longevity upon me
'

and l

bestow

glory upon me ', the terms 'longevity' and 'glory' stand for the result

expected to follow from the performance undertaken, the sense being
4

Fire, please accomplish the result of my action V Now the result ex-

pected to follow from an action is spoken of only for the purposes of en-

couragement ; and the person who is encouraged by it is the Sacrificer, no

one else. As a matter of fact, the Fire (that is addressed in the Mantras)

has not been kindled for the sake of the result that is to accrue from the

performance to the Priest ; as this result (being in the shape of the Sacrificial

Fee payable to him) is already an accomplished entity ; in fact, the Fire has

been kindled for the sake of the result that is to accrue to the Sacrificer ;

this result is not yet an accomplished entity, and is therefore to be spoken
of as to be hoped for ; and this encourages the Sacrificer and thereby tends

to save the performance from becoming defective. Even when the Priest

is encouraged by the prospect of (the Fee which is) an accomplished entity,

he is so encouraged only in the performance which is to bring its reward

to the Sacrificer ; but the presence of the term expressive of the speaker

himself could not be justifiable if the reciting were done by the Priest ; the

term expressive of the speaker himself retains its direct natural meaning

only when the words are recited by the Sacrificer. From all this it follows

that the Mantras in question should be recited by the Sacrificer.
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SUTRA (16).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND THE MANTRAS BEING RECITED DURING
THE ABSENCE (OF FlRE).

Bhdsya.

As a matter of fact, we find similar Mantras being addressed during the

absence of Fire, when the man is away from home (and his Fire) ; the

Mantra being
4 Iha eva san tatra santam tvd agne, etcS [' While remaining here,

I address thee, O Agni, who art there, etc.'] [where the words of the Mantra

itself clearly indicate that the speaker is away from the Fire]. Now a

man away from the Fires can never be a w

Priest
'

; as the term "

priest
'

denotes one who is actually engaged in the sacrificial performance [and this

can only be when the Fires are there J. As regards the Sacrificer, however,
it is possible for him to be away from the Fire and still remain the "

Sacrificer ';

because it is possible for him bo go away from home after having
made suitable arrangements for his Agnihotra (daily offerings to his Fires) ;

then again, it is quite possible for a man living away from home to give

away (dedicate) things (for being offered at a sacrifice).- The Mantra just

quoted (' Iha eva san, etc.') is just such a Mantra as is addressed to the Fire

by one who is away from home ; this is indicated by the words of the

Mantra itself, which, therefore, indicate that the Mantra is to be addressed

by the Sacrificer ; and from this it follows that all Mantras of this kind

are to be recited by the Sacrificer.



ADHIKARA^A (7) : Mantras occurring in two sections of the

Veda are to be recited by both persons.

SUTRA (17).

A MANTRA MENTIONED IN TWO PLACES is TO BE RECITED BY BOTH

PERSONS ; AS THE REPETITION OF THE MANTRA
MUST HAVE SOME PURPOSE.

Bhdsya.

There are the Darsha-Purnamdsa sacrifices ; in connection with these

we find certain Mantras that are mentioned in two places one in the section

(Adhvaryava) dealing with the functions of the Adhvaryu, and then again

in the section ( Ydjamdna) dealing with the functions of the Sacrificer :

For instance, (a) the Mantras with which the Clarified Butter is taken up
' Panchdndm tva vdtdndm yantrdya dhartrdya grhndmi

'

(Taitti. Sara. 1. 6.

I. 2) and so on, and (b) the Mantras with which the two Srucass are arranged
'

Vdjasya md prasavena
'

(Taitti. Sam. 1. 1. 13. 1) and so on.

In regard to these, there arises the question- Are such Mantras to be

recited by both (the Sacrificer and the Adhvaryu) ? Or by the Adhvaryu
alone ?

The Purvapaksa view is that " on the basis of Name (' Adhvaryava '),

the Mantras should be taken as connected with the Adhvaryu'".
The Siddhdnta is as follows : -Both should recite the Mantras in ques-

tion ; why ? because the repetition of the Mantra must have some purpose.

Inasmuch as the Mantras have been named after both the persons, it

follows that both are reciters of them ; hence both should recite the Mantras ;

the Adhvaryu reciting them with the intention of doing what is indicated

by the words of the Mantras, -and the Sacrificer reciting them with a view

to avoid carelessness and mistakes.



ADHIKARANA (8) : The '
learned

'

Sacrificer alone is to be

made to recite the Mantras.

SUTRA (18).

IT IS ONLY THE LEARNED MAN THAT IS TO BE MADE TO RECITE THE

MANTRA
;
AS THE ILLITERATE MAN is NOT ENTITLED

(TO PERFORM SACRIFICES).

Bhasya.

Tn connection with the Vajapeya sacrifice, wo read (a)
c He makes the

Sacrificer rocito the Klrpti Mantras '

fTho Mantras beginning with the words
*

Ayuryajnena kalpatam. etc.' Vajasiieya Sain. 9. 21 are called 'Klrpti

Mantras'], and (6) 'He makes the Sacrificer recite the Ujjisati-m&i\in\8 [i.e.

the Mantras beginning with the words *

Agnirekaksarena
'

Vajasa. Sam.

9, 31].

Tn regard to these, there arises the question Are all Sacrifices, the

learned as well as the illiterate, to be made to recite these ? Or the learned

ones only ?

The P'tirrapaksa view is that
u both the learned and the illiterate

should be made to recite the Mantras, as no distinction has been made be-

tween them ".

The tfiddhiinta is as follows :- The learned alone should be made to

recite the Mantras
; why ? because the illiterate man is not entitled to

perform sacrifices ; as a matter of fact, the illiterate man is not entitled to

perform sacrifices, for the simple reason that he has not the requisite capacity.
" At the time of the performance, he would learn the Mantras and

then recite them ; and having thus acquired the necessary capacity, he

would be entitled (to the performance)." That cannot be, we say.

Because the performance of sacrifices has been laid down as coming after

the Veda has been studied, and the study of the Veda is not included under

the text laying down the performance of sacrifices.
" How so ?

"
Because

it is without reference to any act or performance that it has been enjoined

that
' the Veda should be studied '. And when we have this independent

injunction of the study of the Veda, it cannot be assumed that the

injunction that the Veda should be studied is expressed by such sentences

as
'

one should offer the Agnihotra '. Because all that this latter sentence

lays down is the offering of the Agnihotra libations, and it follows that

only one who has studied the Veda is entitled to perform the act, not

c~e who is entirely ignorant of the Veda.
**

By knowing how much of

the Veda does a man become entitled to perform sacrifices ?
"

By knowing
that much which, on being known, supplies him with the requisite capacity

to perform the sacrifice as laid down in the scriptures. Thus it is only

the man who knows that much of the Veda is entitled to the performance
of a sacrifice.

43
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Objection
" But

^ the injunction that wo have is that ' one should

study the Veda ', which means that the whole of the Veda is to bo studied ;

so that by reading up merely a part of the Veda one cannot become entitled

to the performance of a sacrifice."

Answer The Veda has to be studied for the purpose of knowing all

about sacrifices ; such being the case, when one is going to perform a

particular sacrifice, the knowledge of any other sacrifice could not serve

any visible purpose ; consequently in determining whether one is or is not

entitled to the performance of any particular sacrifice, no hoed need be paid
to his knowledge of any other sacrifice ; because for the knowledge of that

other sacrifice, it would bo necessary to study that portion of the Veda
which deals with that sacrifice. With all this however, the study of 'the

whole Veda has been enjoined, for the purpose of acquiring a knowledge
of all the sacrifices one by one. Hence we conclude that when a man knows
all about the details of any one sacrifice ho becomes entitled to the

performance of that sacrifice. Under the circumstances, a man who is

ignorant of the details of the sacrifice will not be able to perform that

sacrifice at all ; how then could there be any possibility of his being made
to rocite the Mantras ? From all this it follows that it is right to say that

it is only the learned person that should bo made to recite the Mantras.

|
Kurnarila's remarks on this are interesting' Such being tho case, the know-

ing of the branches of knowledge other than the Veda proper would be very
far from necessary for tho duo performance of sacrifices. But so far as the.

knowledge of the Self is concerned, inasmuch as without thai knowledge one

could not take up the performance of any sacrifice at all [as a sacrifice is always

performed with a view to some benefit expected to accnie to the Person after the

death of the physical body], it must be regarded as necessary for tho performance
of all sacrifices'. Tantravarlika, Trans., p. 1678.]



ADHIKAKANA (9) : The twelve 'Double Acts' are to be

done by the Adhvaryit.

SUTRA (19).

[PURVAPAKSA]
" INASMUCH AS THEY ARE SPOKEN OF TINDER THE

NAME '

YA.TAMANA
'

[

k

PERTAINING TO THE SACRIFICER '], THE

ACTIONS SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY THE SACRIFICER."

fihasi/a.

There aro the Darsha-Purnamtisa sacrifices, in connection with which

twelve actions (forming Six 'Couples') have boon laid down ' He lets loose

the calf ; puts the boiling pot on the fire ; threshes the corn ; strikes the

pestle and mortar with tihamyci; spreads out the flour; puts the baking

pans on the fire
; bakes the cake ; heats the clarified butter ; brings the

8tawbaynjii8 and takes it up ; touches the altar ; girds the loin of the

Sacrificer's wife ; collects the Prokftanl and also the clarified butter ;

these are the twelve Dwmdvns (Double Acts) at the Darsha-Purnanulsa '.

[Taitti. Sam. 1. 6. 0. 3-4.J

In regard to these actions, there arises the question Are these to bo

done by tho Adhvaryu, or by the Sacrificer ?

|
This doubt arises from tho fact that in tho first place, every one of those acts

is found to be enjoined in its proper place among the acts styled
*

Adhvtiryavn ',

and then subsequently again they are spoken of under tho name *

Yajamdna \

where it is laid down that 'one should offer the sacrifice only after having accom-

plished all these acts '. As named '

Adhvaryawi ', they should be done by the

Adhvaryu; while as named l

Yajawana ', they should be done by the Yajanidna,

Sacrificer. They cannot bo done by both, like the reciting of the mantras dealt

with under Su. 3. 8. 17. -Bhattadipika.]

The Purvapaksa view is that
" Inasmuch as they arc spoken of under

the name *

Ydjanmna \ the, actions should be performed by the Sacrificer : that

is to say, by reason of their being e;ivon tho specific name '

Ydjamdna ',

it follows that they are to be performed by the ftacrificer ; just as it is in

the case of actions named '

Potriya
' and "

Nestrlya
'

[where by reason of

these names, the acts are taken as to be performed by tho Potr and the

Nestr priests respectively] ".

SUTRA (20).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, THE ADHVARYU [SHOULD PERFORM THEM] ;

AS HE IS ENGAGED FOR THE PURPOSE (OF PERFORMING SUCH

ACTIONS); AS REGARDS THE NAME
(' YAJAMANA'), ITS

INDICATION IS TO BE ACCEPTED ONLY IN SO

FAR AS IT HAS THE SUPPORT OF

REASON.

Bhdsya.

In reality, the Adhvaryu should perform these actions ; because it

is for the performance of such actions that his services are secured ; this
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fact we deduce from the Name, inasmuch as all these details are found

laid down in the section called '

Adhvaryava
'

; while what is mentioned

in the section called
*

Yajamdna
'

is only the '

coupling
'

of the actions,

this
'

coupling
*

consisting in bringing together two actions. Now if the

Adhvaryu were to perform the actions, and the Sacrificer were to bring them

together, this would be absolutely impossible. Hence what has to be done
is that, on the ground of its being a subordinate factor, the idea of '

coupling
'

has to be set aside (ignored), in accordance with the principle going to be

enunciated under SO. 12. 2. 25. From all this it follows that the actions

in question are to be performed by the Adhvaryu.
As regards the argument that " on the basis of the Name (

c

Yajamdna ',

the actions should be performed by the Sacrificer) ", this has got to be
refuted ; and the refutation is this : The indication of Name is to be accepted

only in so far as it has the support of reason ; and in this case the only
reasonable deduction that, we could make from the Name '

Yajamdna
'

would be that '

in regard to these actions, the Sacrificer should say to the

Adhvaryu these actions have to be turned into couples please therefore do

this and that (naming the actions under consideration). In the case of a
few of the actions under consideration, the permission of the Sacrificer has

to be obtained (by tho Adhvaryu) ; and as regards these, tho name
*

Yajamdna
' may be due to this fact ; but oven so all notion of any

transcendental result following from this should have to be given up.
It has boeri argued that " as it is in the case of the names ^

potriya'*

and *

nestrlya ', so should it be in the present case also ". The answer to this

is that in the case of tho names mentioned, it is only right that the actions

should be done by tho priests indicated ; because the actions are indicated

by the names as pertaining to the particular priests. Til the case in question

however, the conditions are different the *

coupling
*

pertains to the

Sacrificer, while the actions themselves pertain to the Adhvaryu ; hence

there is no incongruity.



ADHIKARANA (10): The Hotr-priest should recite the
6 Karana-mantra' assigned to the Adhvaryu.

SUTRA (21).

WHEN THERE is AN IMPOSSIBILITY (OF KECITING BOTH), IT is THE
* KARANA-MANTRA J THAT SHOULD BE RECITED (BY THE HOTR),

BECAUSE OF THE PECULIAR RELATIONSHIP (BETWEEN
THE HOTR AND THE MANTRA CONNECTED WITH

THE ADHVARYU) ;
AS FOR THE OTHER MANTRA,

SOMEONE ELSE, FROM AMONG THE PRIESTS,

MAY RECITE IT, WHO MAY HAVE A

SPECIAL REASON FOR DOING IT.

Bhasya.

At the Jyotistoma, there is the Agmsomiya animal ; for the tethering

of this animal there i.s a sacrificial Post, round which a rope is entwined ;

and in connection with this entwining of the rope, there are two mantras

recited one, by the Adhvaryu, which is the
'

Karana-mantra '

(i.e. the

Mantra by means of which the Entwining is done), and the other, by the

Hotr, which is descriptive of the Entwining while it is being done, the

former being the Mantra beginning with
* Parivlras i

'

(Taitti. 8arh. 1. 3.

6. 2), and the latter, the Mantra beginning with '

Yuvasuvdsah* (Rgveda
3. 8. 4). The Kundapnymamayana sacrifice is a

'

modification
'

(or Ectype)

of the Jyotistotna, and hence it takes in the said two Mantras by virtue

of the general law (that the ECtypo is to be done in the manner of

the Archetype) ;
and in regard to the two Mantras as to be used at this

Kundapayinamayana, there arisas a doubt.
" What doubt can there be

(and why) ?
" At this sacrifice, there is a curtailment of the number of

priests by reason of the declaration that at this sacrifice
l

he who is the

Hotr is also the Adhvaryu ', so that [it being not possible for the two

Mantras to be recited simultaneously, one by the Adhvaryu and the other

by the Hotr, as there is no Adhvaryu at all] there arises the question

When the Hotr (who is also the Adhvaryu) is going to recite the Mantra

is he to recite the Karana-mantra which (at the Jyotistoma) is recited by
the Adhvaryu (i.e. the Mantra '

Parimrasi, etc/) ? or the other Mantra

descriptive of the Entwining while it is being done, which (at the

Jyotistoma) is recited by the Hotr ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
there can be no hard and fast rule on

this point [i.e. it is open to the Hotr to recite either the one or the other] ".

The Siddhanta is as follows : There being an impossibility of both being

recited, it is the Karana-mantra that should be recited by the Hotr ; that is,

he should recite the mantra
'

Parivlrasi, etc.', which (at the Jyotistoma)

is recited by the Adhvaryu, and not the mantra '

Yuvdsuvasdh, etc.', which
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is descriptive of the Entwining being done, and which (at the Jyoti&toma)

is recited by the Hotr.
" Why so ?

"
Because of the peculiar relationship

(between the Hotr and the mantra recited by the Adhvaryu at the Jyotistoma) ;

that is to say, there are two relationships borno by the Hotr the first one

is his relationship to the mantras connected with the Hotr (at the Jyotistoma ),

which relationship, in the case of the Kundapdyindmayana, is indirect,

being based upon the general law (that
' the JKctype is to be performed

in the manner of the Archetype'), and the second one is his relationship

to the mantras connected with the Adhvaryu (at the Jyotistoma), which

relationship is direct, being based upon the direct assertion that ' at the

Kundapdyindmayana, one who is the Hotr, is also the Adhvaryu
'

; now
this last assertion enjoins tho Hotr, directly, to perform the functions ot the

Adhvaryu ; and this perceptible Injunction is more authoritative than the

one inferred (on the basis of tho general law rotating to the Archetype and

the Kctype). From all this it follows that the Hotr should recite the

Karana-mantra ,

'

Parinrasi, etc.', which is connected with the Adhvaryu.

Question
Ct Who then would recite tho mantra (

k

Yuvdsuvdsdh, etc.')

which is connected with the Hotr, and the reciting of which by the Hotr

is impossible under the circumstances ?
"

Answer .4,9 for the other mantra, someone else, from among the priests,

would recite it, who may have a special reason for doing it. That is to say,

another priest, an assistant of the Hotr* may recite the other mantra, any
of them who may not be otherwise engaged at the time or to whom some

sort of predominance might attach at the time.



ADHIKARANA (11): One who does the 'Directing* is different

from one who carries out the directions.

SUTRA (22).

THE DlRECTINGS ABE TO BE DONE BY A DIFFERENT PERSON, BECAUSE

DIRECTIONS ARE ALWAYS ADDRESSED TO OTHERS.

Bhdsya.

There are the DarsJia>-Purnamdsa sacrifices ; in connection with these

the act of Directing has been laid down, such directing for instance as
'

Bring the water-vessels
; place fuel and grass ; cleanse the Sruks ;

gird up the loin of the Sacrificeds wife
; come up with clarified butter '.

In connection with these directions, there arises the question Is the

person doing the directing the same ag the one that does tho acts directed

to be done ? Or is the director different from the person carrying out the

directions ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :-

" The person directing and the

person carrying out the directions are one and the same. Why so ? Because

of the name [' Adhvaryava
'

under which both are included ; hence both

the acts are to be done by the Adhvaryu].
' But the directing of one's own

self is most incongruous.' The answer to this is that it will not be a

direction ; we shall explain the Imperative Ending (Lot) as expressing the

idea that the time for the action denoted by the root has arrived [i.e. the

sentence
c

bring the water-vessels ' means *

it is time for the vessels to be

brought up ']. Says the Opponent
* Even if the idea expressed be that

the time has arrived, the use of the fiecond Person (in the verb) is

restricted to the presence of such correlatives as
'

you
' and tho like ;

and

certainly there can be no mixing up of the First with tho Second Person ',

The answer to this is as follows The Second Person is restricted to the

presence of such correlatives of
*

you
'

only when the idea of
'

you
'

is

meant to be expressed ; for instance, when the idea meant to be expressed

is that
'

the time for your doing the act has arrived ', then alone the verb

is to bo used in the Second Person, and it does not take either the First or

the Third Person. When however all that is meant to be expressed is that
4 the time for doing the action has arrived ', and not

'

your doing ', or
'

my doing ', then the verb is not to take the Second Person, simply in

accordance with the presence of such correlative words as
'

you
' and the

like. Nor is it possible for both these ideas to be meant to be expressed

at the same time that
'

the time for the action has arrived
' and that

*

it

is time for your doing it
'

; as this would involve a syntactical split. Thus

then there are only two possibilities (1) the fact of the time for action

having arrived being already known, the idea intended to be conveyed

may be that
;

it is your time to do the act ', or (2) the idea of
'

your time
'

being already known, the idea intended to be conveyed is that
*

it is time
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for the doing of the act '. Now what is required to be declared (by a

Vedic Injunction) is the time for the doing of the act, not the time of
'

you
*

;

there is a useful purpose served by the remembrance of the time for action ;

it is already known that * the action is to be done '

[hence there is some
use in speaking of the time for it] ; the object

'

you *, on the other hand,

is not known as that *
it is to be done '. From all this it follows that, on

the basis of Name, the Adhvaryu alone is to do the directing as also to carry

out the direction."

In answer to this we have the following SiddJidnta : The person doing
the directing should be different from one who carries out the direction.

Why ? Because directions are always meant for others ; as a matter of fact,

a direction can be addressed only to another person, never to one's own
self.

" We have already explained that the words would mean that ' the

tiino has arrived V Our answer to that is that so long as it is possible
for tho Imperative word to be taken as a direction, it cannot be right to

take it as expressing tho idea that * the time has arrived '

; because in this

latter case it has to be held that the idea of
*

you ', though clearly com-

prehended, is not meant to bo expressed. In the case in question we find

that it is possible to take tho word as a direction ; hence it must be a
direction ; and if it is a direction, then it is established that what is

directed to be done is something different [and should be done by another

person!.



ADHIKARANA (12) : The '

Directing' and the 'carrying out of

the Direction
'

are to be done by the Adhvaryu and

the Agnidh respectively.

SUTRA (23).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
" THE ADHVARYU SHOULD CARRY OUT THE

DIRECTIONS
;
AS THIS IS SHOWN (BY VEDIC TEXTS).

"

Bhdsya.

After the conclusion arrived at in the foregoing Adhikarana, there arises

the further question Is the Adhvaryu to direct the Agnidh ? Or the Agnidh
is to direct the Adhvaryu ?

The apparent view appears to be that as nothing is specifically laid down,

there can be no restriction as to who should direct whom.

As against this prima facie view, wo have the following Purvapaksa :

"
The Adhvaryu should be the person who carries out the direction ; why ?

because this is shown by Vedic texts ; we have the following text indicative

of the same conclusion
'

Tiryancham sphyam dharayet, yadanvancham

dharayet vajro vai sphyo vajrena adhvaryum ksinvlta
'

[' He should hold

the Sphya obliquely ;
if he holds it horizontally, the Sphya, being the thunder-

bolt, he would destroy the Adhvaryu with the thunderbolt '] (cf. Taitti. Bra.

3. 2. 10. 1) ; this passage shows that the Sphya is in the hand of the person

who does the directing ;
and the assertion that

'

he destroys the Adhvaryu
with the thunderbolt

'

indicates the Adhvaryu to be other than the person

directing. From this it follows that it is the Agnidh who should direct the

Adhvaryu"

* SUTRA (24).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY THE TERM
['
ADHVARYU ', OCCURRING IN

THE TEXT QUOTED IN CONNECTION WITH THE ' SPHYA '] IS TO BE

TAKEN IN THE FIGURATIVE (INDIRECT) SENSE [AS STAND-

ING FOR THE ' AGNIDH '

PRIEST], ON THE BASIS OF

THE SIMILARITY OF THEIR FUNCTIONS.

Bhdsya.

It is not right that
"
the Agnidh does the directing, and the Adhvaryu

carries out the direction
"

; the right view is that the Adhvaryu should

direct the Agnidh ;
as in this way the directing as well as the carrying out of

the direction would be done by the Adhvaryu [in the sense that the carrying
out of the direction being done under hi direction, it can be regarded as

done by himself, though indirectly] ;
and this would be in keeping with the

name '

Adhvaryava
'

[under which both the acts are included]. In this
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way then the Adhvaryu would be the predominant person.
" Where would

his prodorninance Ho ?
"

It lies in the fact that everything is to be done

by him, on the basis of the Name (' Adhvaryava '). As regards the argument
that

" we find the Adhvaryu actually spoken of (in the text just quoted,

regarding the holding of the Sphya) as the person carrying out the

directions ", our answer to this is that it is true that we find him so spoken
of ; but when we come to think of it, we do not find any authority for the

Adhvaryu being regarded as the person carrying out the directions (given

by others) ; hence this view must be wrong ; in fact, a view in support of

which there is no authority, must be treated as an illusion ; e.g. the notion

in regard to shell that it is silver. On the other hand, thero is authority
for the view that the Agrwdh is the person to carry out the directions (gi'\

reii

by the Adhvaryu) ; hence the Agnldh is tho worker ; and in the text quoted
(in connection with the holding of the Sphya), the term '

adhvaryu
'

is really

found to bo used in tho sense of the worker (and not of the Adhvaryu Priest),

and hence in a figurative sense: so that it is the Aymdh priest who is spoken
of as 'Adhvaryu'' on the ground that he is the person who will work out

the details laid down in the Adhvari/ara section of the Veda (under the

direction of the Adhvaryu}. From all this it follows that the directing is

the function of the Adhvaryu and the carrying out of those directions is-

the function of tho Agnldh.



ADHIKARANA (13) : The results spoken of in the
' Karana-

mantras
'

accrue to the Sacrificer.

SUTRA (25).

[PtfRVAPAKSA]
" THE RESULT SPOKEN OF IN THE

'

KARANA-MANTRAS
*

ACCRUES TO THE PRIEST
;
AS THEN ALONE CAN THE MENTION

OF IT SERVE A USEFUL PURPOSE.

Bhasya.

In connection with the Darsha>Pumamdsa, we read
'

Mamwjne varcho

vihavesvastu iti purvamagnim yrhnati
'

[

fc

Saying Ayni, may glory be mine

in contests he first takes hold of the Fire '1 (Taitti. Sam, 4. 7. 14. 1).

\Nyayamdlavistara explains the meaning as
'

may that reward be mine

which is endowed with the glory of excellent oblations '. The translation

has adopted the meaning assigned to the mantra in the Bhaaya itself see

below. J

Tn regard to this, there arises the question The reward that is asked

for, does it accrue to the Priest or to the Sacrificer ?

The Purvapdksa view is as follows :

"
It pertains to the Adhvaryu

Priest only. Why ? Because this view is in keeping with the direct

meaning of the text
; any other view would necessitate the attributing of

an indirect meaning to the text, i.e. the self of the speaking Priest (expressed

by the word 'mama \ 'mine') would have to be taken as standing for the

Sacrifircr* From this it follows that what is asked for is a reward accrjiing

to the Priest.
' What would be the meaning of the text in that case ?

'
-

The sense is
'

If the Fire is held in this piece of fuel, the performance of

the sacrifice will be possible, and thence, at all contests, in all cases of

competition, T shall be glorious
'

; this is an assertion made by the

Adhvaryu, and thereby he becomes encouraged."

SUTRA (26),

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, IT ACCRUES TO THE MASTER (SACRTFICER),

BECAUSE IT IS FOR HIS SAKE [THAT THE ACTION

is PERFORMED].

Bhdsya.

The reward spoken of accrues to the Sacrificer, because it is for his sake

that the action is performed ; as a matter of fact, the entire sacrifice, along

with all its accessories and subsidiaries, is performed for the sake of the

Sacrificer,--as is clear from the particular (Atmanepada) ending [in the

injunctive word l

yajela' contained in the injunction
'

Jyotisfomena
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svargakdmo yajeto ',

'

Desiring heaven, one should perform the Jyotistoma
sacrifice ']. As a matter of fact, the purpose for which the sacrifice along
with its accessories is performed is the accomplishment of the result desired

by the Sacrificer, not the glory or fame of the Adhvaryu, however well

equipped the latter may be.
" What if that is so ?

"
If that is so, then

the mention of the Result indicates that the Kesult should be brought about

(worked for) ; that is to say, in the case in question, the fact that the

Anvadhdna (Supplementary Laying) of the Fire should be performed
becomes indicated by the mantra cited, only if it speaks of a result accruing
to the Sacrificer, not if it only speaks of the glory of the Adhvaryu priest.

From this it follows that what is asked for in the mantra is a result accruing
to the Sacrificer.

*'

Question
" In that case, why should not the mantra be recited by the

Sacrificer himself ?
"

Answer By virtue of the name
(

'

Adhvaryava
'

), the Supplementary

Laying (Anvadhdna) of the Fire is a function of the Adhvaryu; and as

this Supplementary Laying of Fire is done by means of the said mantra,
the mantra also comes to be regarded as '

Adhvaryava
'

(i.e. recited by the

Adhvaryu) ; and it is the Adhraryu that is referred to in the mantra (by
the term ' mama 9

, 'mine'); hence it is that the mantra is recited by the

Adhvaryu. In the phrase
* may glory be mine', it is the sacrifice's glory

that is spoken of (by the Adhvaryu) as ' mine ', figuratively ; just as though
the victory in a battle has accrued to the king, yot the soldiers speak of

it as ' our victory '.

SUTRA (27).

ALSO BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIONS TO THE SAME EFFECT.

Bhdsya.

There is an indicative text also, pointing to the same conclusion.

There is the text
' Yam vai kdnchana rtvija dshiaamdshdsate yajamdnasya

eva sd '

[' Whatever benediction the Priests ask for, it verily accrues to the

Sacrificer '], where it is shown that the benediction is for the Sacrificer.

For this reason also we declare that the result that is spoken of accrues

to the Sacrificer. The purpose served (by this mention of the reward) is

exactly as pointed out in the Purvapaksa [i.e. it serves to encourage the

person concerned].



ADHIKARANA (14) : Such results spoken of in the
' Karana-

mantras' as are helpful in the performance accrue

to the Priest.

SUTRA (28).

THE RESULT THAT IS HELPFUL IN THE PERFORMANCE ACCRUES TO THE*

PRIEST
;
AS EVEN so, IT SERVES THE PURPOSE OF THE SACRIFICER.

Bkasya.

It has been understood that the results spoken of in the
*

Karana-

mantras
'

accrue to the Sacrificer. The question that arises now is Is this

the universal rule [Ts it always so ] ? The answer is No ; in some cases,

the result spoken of accrues to the Priests; i.e. in thoso cases where the

result in question is helpful in the performance ; for instance, there is

the mantra
'

Agndvisnu mamkramiaam vijihdthdm mama santdptam (Taitti.

Sam. 1. 1. 12. 1), [This mantra is recited at the Darsha-Purnamdsa,

by the Adhvaryu, while he is holding near his navel the two Ladles filled

with clarified butter ; the meaning of the mantra is
*

Agni-Visnu, in

the shape of the two Ladles, by holding you near my navel, T have

not failed in my duty towards you, may you not be separated from me,

and may you also save me from becoming subject to heat and suffering
1

.]

Hero, the result spoken of is freedom from the effects of heat ; now if this

result accrues to the Adhvaryu Priest, and he does not suffer from heat,

then he can perform Ms functions at the sacrifice in tho proper manner,

arid the proper performance of the sacrifice thus secured in beneficial to the

Sacrificer. Thus in this case the result spoken of is one that accrues to

the Priest.

SUTRA (29).

ALSO WHERE THERE IS A DIRECT ASSERTION [TO THAT EFFECT].

Bhdsya.

Also in a case where there is a direct assertion to that effect, tho result

is to be taken as accruing to the Priests. For instance [at the Jyotisjoma]

under the southern Hauirdhdna Cart, there are four one-span-mouthed holes,

removed from each other by one Prddesha (six inches) [joined together at the

bottom] ; the Adhvaryu puts his hands into these, and says to the Sacrificer

* What is there in this ? ', the other (i.e. the Sacrificer) says
'

Prosperity
J

;

then the Adhvaryu says
'

May it accrue to both of us together '. [These

questions and answers are embodied in the mantra
*
Kimatra bhadram

tannau saha ', which occurs in Taitti. Sam. 1. 3. 2. 1.] Now here we find
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that there is a direct assertion to the effect that the result spoken of

{Prosperity) accrues to the Adhvaryu as well as the Sacrificer ; the phrase
4 tannnu saha '

clearly referring to both the persons, the Adhvaryu and the

Sacrificer. Consequently it has to be admitted that in this case the result

spoken of accrues to tho Adhvaryu (also).



ADHIKABANA (15) : The 'Embellishments' of substances

subserve the purposes of the Primary as well as

the Subsidiary Sacrifices.

SUTRA (30).

THE EMBELLISHMENT OF A SUBSTANCE APPERTAINS TO ALL SACRIFICES ;

AS THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE IN THE CONTEXT.

[The cases of conflict among Direct Assertion, Indicative Power and the rest

having been dealt with, it is now going to bo shown that the conclusions arrived

at are applicable not only to Primary Sacrifices, but also to their Subsidiaries and

Modifications.]

Ehasya.

In connection with the Darsha-Purnamdfia, there have been laid down

many details relating to (preparatory of) the Grass, and others relating to

the Altar.

Tn regard to these, there arises the question Do these subserve the

purposes of (are helpful to) the Primary as well as its subsidiaries ? Or

of tho Primary only ?

The Ptirvapaksa view is that
"
by virtue of the Context, they should

be helpful to the Primary only ".

The Siddhdnta is that it is not so ; tho Embellishment of substances

subserves tho purposes of the Primary as well as its subsidiaries, as bas been

already explained above (under Su. 3. 7. 1 et se<f.). [Though this has been

already explained before, yet] it has boon brought in hero as loading up to

what follows.

[According to the Tantraudrtika, what is said hero relates to tho Primary
and its Modifications ; it remarks that what has been said before, under Su. 3. 7.

1 et seq., is that tho details appertain to the Primary as well as its subsidiaries ;

and the present Sutra has been introduced simply for the purpose of showing that

the same conclusion holds good regarding the Modifications also.- -From the last

sentence of tho Bhdsya also it is clear that tho reiteration of the conclusion is meant

to be introductory to what follows, and what follows is the connection of the

Details of the Primary with its Modifications not subsidiaries ; so that the present

Adhikarana should really be taken in the way in which the Tantravdrtika has taken

it. It is curious, that the wording of tho Sutra is clearer than thnt of the Rhasya,

as therein it is clearly stated that they are for
'

all sacrifice* ', which includes the

Primary, its subsidiaries as well as its Modifications.]



ADHIKARANA (16) : The details peculiar to the Primary
do not find place in its

*

Modification '.

SUTRA (31).

INASMUCH AS THEY ARE LAID DOWN AS RELATING SPECIFICALLY

TO THE PRIMARY ORIGINAL, THEY SHOULD HAVE NO

PLACE IN THE '

MODIFICATION '.

Bhdsya.

Tn course of the Jyotistoma there is the Agnlsomlya Animal [the animal

dedicated and sacrificed to Agtii-Soma], the sacrificing of which is laid down

in the text
' Yo diksito yadagnisomfyani pashumuldbhate

'

[' On being

initiated, the man sacrifices the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma '] (Taitti.

Sam. 0. 1. 11. 6); in connection with the killing of this animal, we read
'

Barhisd yupdvatawavastrndti, djijena yupamanakti
'

[' He covers the pit of

the Post with grass ; he anoints the Post with clarified butter *].

In regard to this latter, there arises the question Shoiild the details,

laid down in connection with the Grass and Clarified Butter used at the

Primary Original Sacrifice (Darsha'Purnamdsa), be performed in connection

with the Grass and Clarified Butter used for covering the pit and anointing

the Post at the
*

Modificatory Sacrifice
'

(Agnisomiya) ? or not ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :

"
They should be performed at

the Modification. Why ? The sentence that lays down the details in

question (in connection with the Primary), lays them down for all grass

and all clarified butter ; that sentence is applicable to the Modification

also, by the general law (that
'

the Modification is to be performed in the

manner of the Primary Original
'

) ; nor are the Grass and Cbirified Butter

used at the Modification useless ; hence it follows that the said details are

to be performed in connection with these latter also.'*

The Siddhdnta, in answer to this, is as follows: Inasmuch as they

are laid down as relating specifically to the Primary Original, they should have

no place in the Modification. As a matter of fact, the details in question

have been laid down in relation to the Primary Original, at which they

help iu the fulfilment of what is done with the Grass and the Clarified

Butter, at that Primary Sacrifice. Those details alone of the Primary

Original are transferred to the
*

Modification
' which are of use in the latter

[and not all the details of the Primary]. But what the general law (relating

to Modifications) requires (for its operation) is the Primary Original itself

(whose procedure the law transfers to the Modification), and not its details
;

because what is transferred by the general law (to the Modification) is the

general outline of the Primary, and not the details. [For if all the details

of the Primary wore to come into the Modification, then the result would

be that the Primary Sacrifice would come to be performed all over again*

says the Tantravdrtika.]
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Further, a detail cannot be syntactically connected with one thing,
even though it bo in close proximity to it, when it is known to be-

appurtenant to something else, at least so long as it is possible to connect
it with that something else ; for instance, in the case of the expression
'

Bhartjd rdjnah puruso devadattasya
'

[where it being known that the
1

Widrya
' 4

wife ', spoken of is that of Devadatta, we cannot connect that
word with 4

rdjnah
' '

of the king ', even though the two words are in

juxtaposition] ; when such connection is not possible between two tilings
in juxtaposition, how much less possible is it, my friend, in the case where
the things are remote from one another ? In tho case in question the

accessory character of the details is recognised only in relation to the

Primary Original ; and it is mere transference that is done in connection with
the Modification. If the details wore all to como into the Modification, then
it would be necessary also to establish their accessory character (in relation

to the Modification) ; and all the required details in that case would be
common to the Primary and the Modification, and there would bo no
occasion for any uha or alteration in tho details (in consideration of tho

exigencies of the Modification) ; -further mantras would be adopted in

accordance with the indicatives that might be found in each case ; and
there would be no room for any such specification of details as

k

they offer

the omentum at the Morning Extraction, tho (Jake at the Midday Extrac-

tion', or as 'The Father does not increase, nor the Mother, nor the Kin,
it is Prana alone'. From all this it follows that the details should bo

performed at the Modification only through those things through which they
have hern performed at the Primary Original ; now, there is no '

covering
of the pit of th Post '

at tho Original Sacrifice, nor the fc

anointing of

the Post '

[through and to which the details regarding the Grass and the
RiUttr could have been performed at the Original] ; consequently it follows

that those details of the Original Sacrifice cannot be performed at the
Modification (Agnwomlya),-being related specifically, as they are, to that

Primary Origina 1 .



ADHIKABANA (17) : The * Vidhrtis* and the 'Pavitras
9

are not to be made out of the Grass got for spread-

ing over the Altar ; they may be made out

of the '

Paribhojaniya
'

Grass.

SUTRA (32).

IN VIEW OF A VEDIC DECLARATION, THERE WOULD BE AN

IMPOSSIBILITY; HENCE THE OTHER CASES MUST REMAIN

UNDEFINED.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Darsha-Piirnamdsa,, we read (a)
' Samdn aprach-

chhinndgrau darbhau prddeshamdtrau pavitre karoti* ; and again (6)
'

Aratni"

mdtre vidhrte Jcaroti' [(a)
* He makes two Pavitras of two pieces of Kusha-

grass, six inches in length, equal and with their tips uncut', (6) 'He makes
two Vidhrtis of two pieces of Kusha-grass, 18 inches long.']

In regard to this there arises the question Are the Pavitras and the

Vidhrtis made out of the grass that has been got for spreading over the

Altar ? or out of some other grass ?

The PurvapaJcsa view is that "
they should be made out of the grass

got for spreading over the altar.
' Why so ?

' -Because it is that grass

which has been spoken of in the Cpntext, and the purificatory details also

appertain equally to all kinds of grass ; hence the Pavitras and the

Vidhrtis should be made out of the same grass ".

In answer to this, the Siddlidnta is as follows : They should be made
out of other grass.

** Why ?
" Because of impossibility.

" How is there

an impossibility ?
" There is a Vedic declaration to the eft'ect that ' He

spreads the grass over the altar thrice or five times '

; if this spreading is

done in this manner how could any Vidhrti or Pavitra be made out of the

grass that is so spread out ? It is, in fact, not possible that one and

the same grass should be used for spreading and also for making the

Vidhrti and the Pavitra. Thus then there would be two mutually incom-

patible statements ( 1 ) the direct declaration (regarding the spreading of

the grass over the altar three or five times) and (2) the statement that several

uses could be made out of that same grass. From this it follows that the

Vidhrti and the Pavitra should not be made out of the grass got for

spreading over the altar.
"
If not out of that, then whence ?

"

Well, as regards the uses of grass (other than the spreading over the

Altar), it would always remain undefined as to which particular grass is to

be used ; or it may be done out of the grass named
*

Paribhojaniya ', which
is there.



ADHIKARANA (18) : The '

keeping
'

is to be done of that

same Cake and other things which have been spoken

of and used at the sacrifice.

SUTRA (33).

THE * KEEPING '

IS TO BE OF A PORTION (OF WHAT HAS BEEN USED AT
THE SACRIFICE) ;

AS IN THAT CASE, THERE is CONNECTION
OF WHAT IS ALREADY THERE.

Bhdsya.

In connection with the Jyotistoma wo road * PuroddshashakaLam

aindravdyavasya pdtre nidadhati, dliana cishvinapatre* payasyam mailra-

varunapatre'
>

['He keeps the cake-piece in the Aindravayava vessel, the

fried barley in the Ashvina vessel, and the Payasya in the Maitravanina

vessel ']

In regard to this, there arises the question Are these to be kept out of

the substance* that have been used at the sacrifice ? Or out of others ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
according to the principle of the

foregoing Adhikarana, they should bo kept out of substances other than

those used at the sacrifice ".

In answer to this, the Siddhdnla is that the keeping is to be of a

portion of what has been used at the sacrifice ; why ? because in that case

there is connection of what is already there. That is to say, the Cake, the

Fried Barley and the Curds being already there, the most reasonable

course is that what is to be done should bo done in connection with those,

not in connection with other siibstancos. Another reason for the same

conclusion is that the 'embellishment' (brought about by the 'keeping')
must appertain to the Cake and other substances, not of the Aindra-

vaiiava and other vessels.
" Why ?

" Because we find the Accusative

ending in the words denoting those substances. Then again, the betterment

(embellishment) that is perceived (in the Cake, etc.) is that brought about

by the 'keeping of a portion', not by connection with the Aindravayava
and otiier vessels. Lastly, it is only when the

k

keeping
'

is dono out of

the substances used at the sacrifice that there is some good done to those

substances. For these reasons, the 'keeping' should be done in refer-

ence to the substances used at the sacrifice. This should not be open
to the objection that "

this involves the enjoining (of the keeping) of what
has been already enjoined (as to be offered into Fire), and also the anomaly
of one and the same thing occupying the position of several kinds of

subservience "
; because the piece offered into the Fire would be entirely

different from the piece that is
'

disposed of
'

(by being kept in the

vessels).



ADHIKARANA (19) : The '
silence* enjoined in connection

with the
'

Kdmya Istis
'

serves the purposes of the

Principal Sacrifice only.

SUTRA (34).

[PffRVAPAKSA]
" THE ACCESSOIiY DETAIL PERFORMED IN CONNECTION

WITH THE ' MODIFICATION
' SHOULD SERVE THE PURPOSES OF

ALTj? JUST LIKE THAT LAID DOWN IN CONNECTION WITH

THE ORIGINAL PRIMARY."

Bhasya.

We have the following text
'

Yajndtharvanam vai Jcdmyd istayah

td updmshu kartavydh
'

[' The Istis with a purpose pertain to the Sacrificial

Atharvan, they should be performed silently (inaudibly) *].

In regard to this, there arises the question Is this silence meant to

be helpful in the Principal as well as the Subsidiary ? or in the Principal

only ?

The Purvapaksa view is that
"
the accessory detail performed in

connection with the
'

Modification
'

should serve the purposes of all, i.e. of

all Principals and all Subsidiaries; as there is no discrimination, just like

thai laid down in connection with the Original Primary ; that is, just as (under

Sii. 3. 7. 1 et wq.) it has been decided that the details enjoined regarding

the Altar and those regarding the Clarified Butter appertain to (and are

helpful at) the Principal as well as the Subsidiaries, so should it be in the

present case also ".

SUTRA (35).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, IT SERVES THE PURPOSES OF THE PRINCIPAL

SACRIFICE ONLY
;
AS IT HAS NOT BEEN ENJOINED IN CONNEC-

TION WITH THE SUBSIDIARY AT ALL.

Bhasya.

The particular detail in question (i.e. silence) observed at the subsidiaries,

should be regarded as serving the purposes of the Principal Sacrifice. If

it wore takon as being for all the sacrifices, it could be so taken only by
setting aside the indication of the ' Context '

(whereby it should be restricted

to the Principal only), on the strength of
'

Syntactical Connection ' which

connects the silence with the Principal as well as the subsidiaries. But
we find that in the present case the *

Syntactical Connection ' has been

qualified by the qualifying adjunct
w

Istis with a purpose
'

; and as a matter
of fact it is the Principal Sacrifices that are

'

with a purpose
'

(i.e. with a

view to attaining certain rewards), and the subsidiaries only serve the
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purpose of helping the Principals (in the fulfilment of the purpose of the

latter) [and they do not serve any independent purposes of their own, not

bringing any rewards apart from those brought about by the Principals],

and for this reason, what is laid down ('silence') cannot be regarded as

enjoined in connection with the subsidiary at all ; because what is moant
to be related to the procedure of silence is only that sacrifice which has

been enjoined as bringing about a desirable result [which alone can be called
4

Kamyn Isti\
'

Isti, or sacrifice, with a purpose
1

]. From thin it follows

that the '

silence
'

is meant to serve the purposes of the Principal Sacrifice

only.



ADHIKARANA (20) : The '
butter' is to be used as'djya'

at the subsidiaries of the Shyena sacrifice.

SUTRA (36).

ON ACCOUNT OF THE IMPOSSIBILITY (OF ITS BEING USED AT THE

PRINCIPAL SACRIFICE), IT SHOULD BE USED AT ITS SUBSIDIARIES ;

SPECIALLY BY REASON OF THE PECULIAR CONNECTION.

Bhdsya,

In connection with the Shyena sacrifice, we read
'

Drttnavanitamajyam
'

[' The Ajya to be used is the Butter stored in a leather bag '.

In regard to this, there arises the question Is this Butter to be used

at the Principal (Shyena) sacrifice itself ? Or at its subsidiaries ?

The Purvapaksa view is that- -" it is to be used at the Principal

Sacrifice ; because the Context pertains to that
;
hence on the strength of the

Injunction, it is the Principal Sacrifice that should be performed with

Butter as the substance used ".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhdnta : On account of flie

impossibility of its being used at the Principal sacrifice, H should be used at

its subsidiaries, i.e. at the subsidiaries of the Shyena sacrifice.
"
Why

should there be an 4

impossibility
'

(of its being used at the Principal

itself) ?
"

Because the substance actually used at the Principal is the

Soma-juice [the Shyena being a
'

modification
'

of the Jyotistoma]." But on

account of the Injunction (under consideration), Butter would be the sub-

stance used at it ". The meaning of the- Injunction is not that
'

Butter

is to be used at the Shyena ', but that
" At the Shyena, the Ajya to be

used is Butter
'

; so that what is enjoined is the peculiar relationship (of

original and substitute) between '

Ajya
' and

'

Butter ', and the connection

between the
'

Ajya
' and the Shyena sacrifice is only referred to. As a matter

of fact, however, there is no direct connection between the Shyena arid

the
'

Ajya
'

; while there is a direct connection between the
'

Ajya
' and

the subsidiaries of the Shyena. So that the use of the
'

Butter
'

rmist be

taken to be enjoined in reference to (i.e. in the place of) the
*

Ajya *,

at that sacrifice with which the Ajya has had some connection ; this is

what is meant by the phrase (in the Sutra),
l

specially by reason of the peculiar

proximity (connection) '.

SUTRA (37).

" THE SAME MAY BE THE CASE WITH FlRE-LAYING ", IF THIS BE

URGED (THEN THE ANSWER is AS IN THE FOLLOWING StiTRA).

Bhdsya.

The following view may be taken "
If Fresh Butter is to be used at the

subsidiaries of the Shyena, then it would also be used at the Pavamdna
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Istis performed in connection with Fire-laying ; because these 1st is also

are helpful to the Shyena, the Shyena being performed in the Fire con-

secrated by means of those Istis [so that in this sense these 1st is would be
4

subsidiaries of tho Shyena
'

; consequently Butter should have to be used

at these Istis also] ".

SUTRA (38).

THAT CANNOT BE
;
BECAUSE THESE (!STIS) DO NOT APPEAR IN THE

CONTEXT OF THE SHYENA, AND THE FACT OF ONE ACT BEING

SITBSIDIABY TO THE OTHER DEPENDS UPON THAT [l.E. ITS

APPEARING IN THE CONTEXT OF THE LATTER].

Blidsya.

As a matter of fact, neither the Pavamdna Istis, nor even Fire-laying

are found mentioned in the Context of the Shyena. "What then?" If

it is so, then there is no direct connection between Fire-laying and Shyena,-

the '

Laying
'

being of the Fire, and the Fire being connected with the

Shyena ; so that there could be no reason for Butter boing used among
the substances used at the Pavamdna Istis (which are performed at the

Fire-Jay ing), The mere fact of the Laying being of use to the Fires does

not make the Laying a subsidiary to the Shyena ; there would be a ground
for regarding it as a subsidiary to it only if such were the indication

of anyone of the six means of knowledge,
' Context ' and the rest. [Arid

since there is no such ground] therefore it follows that there is no connection

between the Shyena and the Laying (of Fire), [and there is no reason for

Butler being used at the Laying of Fire].



ADTIIKARANA (21) : Butter is to be used as '

Ajya' at all

subsidiaries of the Shyena.

SUTRA (39).

[" THE BUTTER SHOULD BE USED] ONLY AT THE TIME

[OF JUICE -EXTRACTION] ;
BECAUSE WE FIND INDICATIONS

TO THAT EFFECT.

Bhdsya.

The question that arises now is Ts the Batter to be used at only

those subsidiaries of the Shyena which are performed at the time of Juice-

Extraction ? Or at all subsidiaries of the Shyena ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows : "Tt should be used at only those

subsidiaries that are performed at the time of the Juice-Extraction, because

we find indications to that effect. For instance, we have the text
' Saha

pashfinalabhate
'

['He kills the animals together'], and then again, the

declaration
'

In place of the Agnlsomlya animal, there should be the

Agnwomiya Cake, and in place of the Anubandhyd animal, the Maitravamna

Cake ;

'

these texts point to two vacant places (for which substitutes are

provided). From this we understand that the declaration in regard to the

use of Butter at the Shyena sacrifice lays down a peculiarity in regard

to the subsidiaries performed at the time of the Juice-Extraction. [If

Butter were to be used, then there could not be any vacant places at

all] ".

SUTRA (40).

[SlDDHANTA] IN REALITY, IT SHOULD BE USED AT ALL THE

SUBSIDIARIES, AS THERE IS NO DISTINCTION.

Bhdsya.

Butter should be used at all the subsidiaries of the Shyena ; why ?

because there Is no distinction. Inasmuch as we find no grounds for making
a distinction, Butter should be taken as to be used at all the subsidiaries

of the Shyena sacrifice.

SUTRA (41).

As FOR *

INDICATIONS ', THEY CAN BE ACCEPTED ONLY WHEN THEY

ARE IN ACCORDANCE WITH REASON.

Bhdsya.

The argument urged upon the basis of
'

indications
'

has to be rebutted.

There is no authority (or evidence) to show that what is asserted regarding
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Butter to be used at the Shyena applies to only those subsidiaries that

are performed at the time of the Juice-extraction; all that is put forward

in support of it is that * we perceive indications to that effect '. But as

a matter of fact, perception, not based upon evidence (valid means of

knowledge), is wrong perception, as it is in the case of the mirage.
'* How

then is there to be the killing of animals in the middle of an action V
"

Because of Reason. " What is the reason ?
" The reason lies in the fact

that by so doing, we retain tho order of sequence ; i.e. by so doing the right

order of sequence is followed, oven in the absence of a direct injunction to

that effect. From all this it follows that the Butter is -to be used at all

the subsidiaries of the Shyena.
i

[It is a well-known fact that such Indications can be regarded as authoritative

only with regard to such subjects as are amenable to reasoning. The ease in

question however is one amenable to Verbal Authority only. Tho killing together

of the animal is to be done at the time of the juice -extraction, not because it is

an accessory enjoined with special reference to that time, but because of a

-reason pointing to that conclusion, which however does not apply to the case of the

Butter. This reasoning is as follows There is an order oj sequence which, in the

absence of any injunction, appears in the form of proximity ; and this order of

sequence would be followed if the other details are connected with tho time of

juice-extraction. In this way, when the animals come to be killed at the time of

the Savamya, tho time of no animals would be passed over. Tantravartika.]



ADHIKARANA (22) : Only the
'

Savaniya' Cakes should

consist of flesh.

SUTRA (42).

FLESH SHOULD BE USED IN PLACE OF THE
'

SAVANIYA
'

CAKES ONLY,

BECAUSE OF THE SPECIFIC INJUNCTION.

Bhdsya.

There is the sacrifice called
'

Shakydnamayana
'

(the sacrifice of the

Shdkyas), which continues for thirty- six years. In connection with this

wo read
' At the close of each day, the Master of the House goes out

hunting, the animals that he kills there, the flesh of those go to make up the

Savaniya Cakes '.

In regard to this, there arises the question Is flesh to take the place of

the Savanli/a as well as all the possible Cakes ? Or of the Savaniya Cakes

only ?

The Purvapaksa view is as follows :

"
All the Cakes should consist of

flesh ; it is not possible for the same sentence to enjoin the fact of the

Cakes consisting of flesh, and also to specify those Cakes by means of the

word '

Savaniya
'

; as in so doing, there would be a syntactical split. Hence

we conclude that all the Cakes are to consist of flesh ".

In answer to this we have the following Siddhdnta -Flesh should be

used in place of the Savaniya Cakes only ; because the words of the text
'

the flesh goes to make up the Savaniya
'

clearly lay down the connection

between the flesh and the Savanii/a-Cake ; and the phrase
'

the flesh becomes

the Cakes '

is a mere reference to the same.
" How is this so ?

"
It is so

because the term '

Savaniya
'

could not be taken as referring to all Cakes ;

while the term
'

Cake '

can very well be taken as referring to the Savaniya

Cake ; it is for this reason that the term ' Cake '

is taken as containing a

reference (not an Injunction). From all this it follows that flesh is to be

used in place of the Savaniya offerings, fried barley, etc. because of the

specific injunctton^

SUTRA (43).

" RECOURSE TO INDIRECT (FIGURATIVE) SIGNIFICATION CANNOT BE

RIGHT, WHEN THERE IS NO PROXIMITY ", IF THIS IS URGED

[THEN THE ANSWER WOULD BE AS GIVEN IN THE

FOLLOWING SttTRA].

Bhdsya.

If you argue as follows
"
It has been said that the term ' Cake ' would

contain a reference to the Savaniya offerings ; but as a matter of fact the
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term ' Cake '

is never used in the sense of Fried barley and such things ;

and so long as a word can be taken in its direct (natural) sense it cannot

be right to take it in an indirect (figurative) sense ", [then our answer is as

follows].

SUTRA (44).

IT is POSSIBLE [TO TAKE THE WORD IN ITS INDIRECT FIGURATIVE SENSE,

OF INDICATING THE
'

SAVANlYA '

OFFERINGS] ;
AS IT IS SO

INDICATIVE IN CONNECTION WITH THE ORIGINAL

PRIMARY SACRIFICE
;

JUST AS IN THE CASE

OF THE
'

VAIRAJA
'

Bhdsya.

In connection with the original Primary sacrifice, Jyotistoma, we find the

term ' Cake '

used in its secondary sense and applied to the Fried Barley and

similar things ; on account of its being used in close proximity (to the names

of these things) ; in the case in question also, it may be taken to be similarly

used ; because here also the
k Cakes '

are in close proximity to the term
c

Savamya '. Then again, in connection with the Original Primary, the

word is applicable by reason of the presence of indicatives
;

it is the same

in connection with the '

Modification
'

also ; just as we have such expression

as
'

Chhatrlno gachchhanti ',
'

Dhvajino gachchhanti
'

[where men holding the

umbrella and the flag are called
'

Chhatrln
' and '

Dhvajin
'

because of the

presence of the umbrella and the flag which are indicative marks], Similarly

in the expression
'

Ukthyo vairupasdmd ekavimshah sodashi
*

vairdjasdmd
'

[' In the Ukthya, the sdman is the Vairupa with twenty-one stomas, and in

the Sodashin, the sdman is Vairdja '], by reason of the original indicative

in the shape of the word ' Raman ', the Vairupa-prstha and the Vairdja-

pratha are understood to be meant [by the words
'

vairupa-sdmd
' and

'

vairdja-sdmd
'

; where the terms
'

vairupa-sdma
'

arid
'

vairdja-sdmd
'

are

taken as indirectly and figuratively indicating the Vairupa-prstha and

Vairdja-prstha]. In the same manner, hi the case in question, the Savanlya

offerings are understood to consist of flesh.

End of Pdda viii of Adhydya III.

End of Adhydya III.

END OF VOL. I.
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AgnSya, name of a Sacrifice, 142.

eulogises the BrShmana, 158.

a distinct act, 309.

*

Ayurda' -mantra recited by Master,
(

AgnBya', repeated mention is com-

mendatory, 312.

'Ajya\ Fresh Butter as, 694.

fthakmtnantras, to be used according
to the meaning of words, 412.

BMvarthadhikarana, 167.

Brahmana, defined, 204.

Butter, fresh as Ajya --at all subsi-

diaries of Shyena, 696.

Cake baked on eight pans, two slices,

525.

,, divided for eating, 531.

Chamasahoma, done by Adhvaryu, 655.

Ohamasa, no cleansing of, 303.

Chamasadhvaryus, 635, (536, 637.

Cfiaru, cooked offered to Soma-Indra^
521.

* Chitra ', name of a Sacrifice, 130.

Chitrini and other bricks, auxiliary to

Fire, 604.

Context, indication of connection with

subsidiaries, 445.

Cooked rice, to Soma-lndra, 523.

Cup, two eatings out of dedicated to

Indra-Vayu, 544.

Custom, authority of, S7, 108.

Daksayana, etc., not distinct acts, 280

Desire for Rain, pertains to the Master,

668.

Details, peculiar to Primary found

no place in subsidiary, 688.

Dharma, defined, 4.

,, means of Knowing, 7.

not amenable to ordinary

means of Knowledge, 8.

,, cognisable only by means of

Vedic Injunctions, 8.

Difference among acts, indicated by

Repetition of same word, 225.
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Different materials indicate different

results, 255.

Directions, distribution, commenda-

tory, 495.

Director, different from Directed

(Agni),

Directing, by Adhvaryu, 682.

'Double Acts', performed by

Adhvaryu, 675.

'

Eight ', mention of is Arthavada, 151 .

* Ekavakya ', 213.

Elliptical Extension, 218.

,, where not per-

missible, 221.

Embellishments of things subserve the

Primary and also subsidiaries, 687.

Enquiry propounded, 1.

Expressiveness of Vedic Sentences, 42.

*

Fetching of Branch ', pertains to both

Milkings, 597.

Figurative Description based on large

numbers, 161.

Fire-installation, not auxiliary to Pava-

man a, 584.

Fire-installation, auxiliary to all sacri-

fices, 5S6.

Fire-laying, Quiet Singing at, 441.

Fires, subserve all sacrifices, 649.

Flesh, in Savaniya Cakes only, 698.

Fruit-mixture, a modification of sacri-

ficial offering, 509.

'

Oayatrachchhandasah ,' mantra begin-

ning with used at eating of Soma
where several metres are used, 435.

* Gold ', wearing of, 510.

Graharjrata, subsidiary to Jyotistoma,

270.

Grammatical Smrtis, 112.

Havirdhana, not auxiliary to Sami-

dhtiii, 027.

Holakadhikarana, 108.

Horse-gift, Ifiji for, 515.

,, to be performed by

giver of Horse, 518.

Implements, use restricted by connec-

tion, 344.

Indefinite becomes definite by capacity
of things, 116.

'

Indrapitasya, etc. ', mantra to be used

at all eatings, 418.

Indra should be named in mantra used

with the PunarabhyunnHa Soma,
421.

Indra and other deities, not named at

eating of Patnlvata Remnants, 424.

Initiatory Sacrifice pertains to Agni-

etotna, 609.

Initiation and Fee pertain to Primary

Sacrifice, 623.

Jaya and other Homas are subsidiary,

513.

Jaghani, not separated from Content,
470.

Jyotistoma, belongs to Yajurveda, 443.

Kalpasntra, authority not self-suffi-

cient, 105.

Karana-mantra, recited by Hotr, 677.

,, results accrue to sacrifice!1

, 683.

,, -accrue to Priests, 685.

'

Keeping
'

pertains to Cake, 691.

Khadira-wood, Ladle pertains to

Primary Sacrifice, 574.

'

Lopping
' Mantras to be used in what

is expressed by them, 382.

* Loudness '

pertains to entire Veda,

437.

Lying, prohibition pertains to Sacri-

fices, 498.

Maitrdvaruna does Reciting and

Directing, 653.
* Mandrabhibhiitih .... bhaksayami

'

is

one Shastra, 416.

Mantra*, indicative of Indra to be

used in approaching Garhapatya Fire,

387.

Mantra, use of, 74.

,, not injunctive, 200.

defined, 202.

,, in two sections, to be recited

by both persons, 672.

Mantra, modifications, not * mantra',

206.

Mantra, expressing an act to be used

at that act, 394, 390, 382.

Master's Functions, 659.

Measure of 17 cubits applies to post,

366.

'

Measuring out ', etc. apply to Soma

only 605.
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Milking Vessel pertains to Archetype,
582.

Mlechchha usage of words authorita-

tive, 103.

Mustlkarana appertains to entire

Context, 377.

Names of sacrifices, 1 25.

Nigada included under Yajus, 210.
t

Nirmanthya\ used in etymological

sense, 147.

Nivara, boiled is for being deposited,

28.

Nivita, Declaration commendatory,
489

Number of Nouns, no significance, 357.

* Parufi ditam ', such statements-

commendatory, 496.

Paryagnikarana, subsidiary to Tvastra

Patriivata, 300.

'Pashu '

Sacrifice distinct from * Soma '

Sacrifice, 243.

Pavitra, made of Paribhojaniya grass,

Pavamana, offered in unconsecrated

Fire, 588.

Placing, Washing, etc. pertain to do

throe Extractions, 599.

Placing, Washing, etc. to Amshu and

Adabhija, 602.

Pratipads, separated from Context,

467.

'Pranabhrt* eulogises things, 163.

Preparatory acts, 341.

Pravargya, prohibited at first perform-

ance of Jyotistoma, 479.

Primary acts, 182, 184.

Priests, number limited, 632.

,, major, seventeen only, 646.

functions of each, 649.

Principal Substance, details of appli-

cable to Substitute, 606.

Principal Substance, details of pres-

cribed Substitute, 608.

*Proksatil\ use in etymological sense,

145.

Properties like Redness restricted, 346.

* Ptisan's Share ', to be ground only at

Ectypal sacrifices, 481.

'Ptisan's Share* , only when Charu is

used, 482.
' Puran'tt Share\ only when offering is

to Pusan alone , 484.

'

Quartering
'

appertains to Agn&ya
Cake only, 379.

Rk, defined, 207.

Rtvik* (Priest), names not applied to

all men engaged in Sacrifices, 642.

'Reel turban', etc. pertains to all

Priests, 667.

Remnants, Soma to be eaten without

mantras, 431, 433.

Remnant-offering, out of first remnant,
530.

Remnant, to Svistakrt out of ghee, 533.

none at Sakamprasthayya,
540.

Remnant-offering, none at Sautra-

mcm?, 541.

Remnant, only one at Sarvaprrtha,
543.

Remnants, eating essential in the case

of Soma, 545.

Remnant, of Soma to be eaten by
Cup-bearing priests, 547.

Remnant, of Soma, to bo eaten by
Udgatr priest, 549.

Remnant, of Soma to be eaten by
Gravastut priest, 553.

Remnant, of Soma to be eaten by
proiiouncer of * Vasat ', 556.

Remnant, of Soma to be eaten by
Soma-extractor, 557.

Remnant, of Soma to bo eaten out of

Cup belonging to another, 558.

Remnant, of Soma to be eaten first

by Hotr, 560.

Remnant, of Soma to be eaten on

invitation, 562.

Remnant, of Soma request to eat

permission for made by means of

Vedic words, 563.

Remnant, of Soma answer to request
also made by means of Vedic words,
564.

Remnant, of Soma request necessary
for men eating out of Soma vessel,

565.

Remnant, of Soma to be eaten by
Sacrificer, 566.

Remnant, of Soma to be eaten by
Brahmana, at Kgattriya's sacrifice,

572.
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Sacrificer, embollishtnerits of pertains

to Primary Sacrifice, 618.

Sacrificer, the seventeenth
'
Priest', 048.

,, learned alone to recite, 673.

Sacrificial Details, to be performed

through Agents, 630.

Sacrifices, names, 125.

Sacrifices with distinct deities and

rniteriaU are distinct, 290.

tijiumika, etc. pertain to Primary an I

subsidiaries, 620.

Hainan, defined, 20S.

Samidhlnl, number 17 pertains to

ECtypes, f>80.

Snvan'tya cakes only of flesh, 693.

Secondary act defined, 184.

Services, purch ising of the Master's

function, 659.

ShyPna and Vfijapeya, performed by
several priests, 657.

Shytinn, subsidiaries of fresh Butter

at, 696.

Silence subserves Primary only, 692.

Sotnn '

Sacrifice distinct from Pashu '

Sacrifice, 243.

1 tfowi ', Vendor distinct from Priests,

041.

tfaubhara leads to same result as

Nidhana, 260.

Nliakliu*, act mentioned in several-

is the same, 320.

tfhtttnitr, not distinct from major
Priests, 638.

tfhtwtrn, primary, 190.

Shruti, higher than titnrti, 92.

4

tihy*na ', name of a sacrifice, 136.

Slab-comenting at Retypes of Agni-

ftoma, 473.

tfmrti, authority of, 87.

,, prompted by worldly motives,

not authoritative, 96.

tfmrti, grammatical, 112.

titristakrt, offerings out of all remnants,

528.

8oi?takrt, offerings out of all ghee, 533.

Stuti, 190.

Nuktauaka, used in Prastarapraharana,
396.

tfuktavaka Mantras, used according to

their meaning, 400.

Syntactical Split, Principle of, 216.

Syntactical unit, Principle of, 213.

Subsidiaries, connection of indicated

by Context, 445.

Subsidiaries, connection of indicated

by Order, 447.

Subsidiaries, connection of indicated

by Name, 448.

Subsidiaries, six means of determining.
449.

Tadvyapad&shanyaya, 136.

Tatprakhyanyaya, 133.

Texts dealing with the act is n&ore

authoritative than those dealing with

accessories, 97.

'

Thirty
' should not be mentioned at

eating of Remnants, 428.
*

Threatening
' and such acts pertain

to Man in general, 500.
*

Touching
'

pertains to Primary and

Subsidiaries, 621.

Touching of Calf, a Preparatory act,

295.

Triplication of Rope pertains to all

animals, 600.

'Twelve' pertains to Ahlna Sacri-

fices, 465.

Tvaefra Patnivata has Paryagnikarana
for its subsidiary, 300.

TvaPtra, not named at eating of Patni-

vata Remnants, 426.

Upaga, not distinct from major Priests,

040.

UpavHx, part of entire Darsha-

Print amasa, 370.

Upakarana, in connection with Agnl-

eomiya animal, 590.

Upafinxhuyaja, a distinct sacrifice, 234.

* Varhi
'

denotes common thing, 145.

Varhi, details pertain to Daraha-

Piirtiamfisa, 515.
*

Vakya*h$pa ', subtle doubts, 165.

Vaikahkata appertains to all sacrifices,

373.

' VaishvadSva '

is a name, 148.

VSrana and Vaikankata appertain to

all sacrifices, 373.

Varavantiya, etc. distinct acts, 260.

Vartraghni, subsidiary to Ajyabhagas,
375.

Vidhrti, to be made of Paribhojaniya

\ grass, 690.
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Vuruni, Istiby giver of Horse, 518.
*

Vajap&ya', name of a sacrifice, 138.
'

Vakyabhtda\ 216.

Vfijapeya arid Shyena, performed by
several Priests, 657.

Veda, not the work of any person, 48.

Vedic sentences expressive, 42.

Vomitting, offerings on, 521, 523.

Washing, not a primary act, 183.

Woman in courses, conversation with

prohibited, 508.

Wofcls denote classes, 118.

Words, eternality of, 32.

,, to be understood in the sense

assigned in Scriptures, 100.

Words, Mlechchha usage also authori-

tative, 103.

Words used in the Veda same as in

common parlance, 116.

Words like * Varhi ' denote common

things, 143.

' Yajamana\ figurative use in eulogy
of grass bundle, 155.

Yajus, defined, 209.

Yaju? include Niyada, 210.

Yiijyanuvakyas-Kamya use of, 404.

Yawning, details pertain to Context,

502.

, Ynpa" eulogises the sacrifice!', 159.
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l v Kavyamimamsa : a work on poetics, by Rajasekhara"

(880-920 A.D.) : edited by C. D. Dalai and R. Ananta-
krishna Sastry, 1916. Reissued, 1924 . . 2-4

This book has been set as a text-book by several Universities including

Benares, Bombay, and Patna.

2. Naranarayanananda : a poem on the Pauranic story of

Arjuna and Krsna's rambles on Mount Girnar, by Vas-

tupala, Minister of King Viradhavala of Dholka, com-

posed between Samvat 1277 and 1287, i.e., A.D. 1221

and 1231 : edited by C. D, Dalai and R. Anantakrishna

Sastry, 1916 . . . . . . Out of print.

3. Tarkasahgraha : a work on Philosophy (refutation of

Vaisesika theory of atomic creation) by Anandajnana
or Anandagiri, the famous commentators on Sankara-

carya's Bhasyas, who flourished in the latter half of

the 13th century : edited by T. M. Tripathi, 1917. Out of print.

4. Parthaparakrama : a drama describing Arjuna's re-

covery of the cows of King Virata, by Prahladanadeva,
the founder of Palanpur and the younger brother of

the Paramara king of Chandravati (a state in Marwar),
and a feudatory of the kings of Guzerat, who was a

Yuvaraja in Samvat 1220 or A.D. 1164: edited by
C. D. Dalai, 1917 . . . . . . Out of print.

5. Rastraudhavarhsa : an historical poem (Mahakavya)
describing the history of the Bagulas of Mayuragiri,
from Rastraudha, king of Kanauj and the originator
of the dynasty, to Narayana Shah of Mayuragiri, by
Rudra Kavi, composed in aka 1518 or A.D. 1596:
edited by Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya with Intro-

duction by C. D. Dalai, 1917 .. . . . . 1-12

6. Linganusasana : on Grammar, by Vamana, who lived

between the last quarter of the 8th century and the
first quarter of the 9th century : edited by C. D.

Dalai, 1918 . . . . . . 0-8

7. Vasantavilasa : an historical poem (Mahakavya) de-

scribing the life ^f Vastupala and the history of
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Guzerat, by Bcalachandrasuri (from Modheraka or

Modhera in Kadi Prant, Baroda State), contemporary
of Vastupala, composed after his death for his son in

Samvat 1296 (A.D. 1240) : edited by 0. D. Dalai, 1917 1-8

8. Rupakasatkam : six dramas by Vatsaraja, minister of

Paramardideva of Kalinjara, who lived between the

2nd half of the 12th and the 1st quarter of. 13th cen-

tury : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1918 . . 2-4

9. Mohaparajaya : an allegorical drama describing the

overcoming of King Moha (Temptation), or the conver-

sion of Kumarapala, the Chalukya King of Guzerat,
to Jainism, by Yasahpala, an officer of King Ajaya-
deva, son of Kumarapala, who reigned from A.D. 1229 4|

to 1232 : edited by Muni Chaturvijayaji with Introduc-

tion and Appendices by C. D. Dalai, 1918 . . 2-0

10. Hammiramadamardana : a drama glorifying the two

brothers, Vastupala and Tejahpala, and their King Vira-

dhavala of Dholka, by Jayasimhasuri, pupil of Vlra-

suri, and an Acarya of the temple of Muiiisuvrata

at Broach, composed between Samvat 1276 and 1286
or A.D. 1220 and 1239 : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1920 . . 2-0

11. Udayasundarikatha : a romance (Campu, in prose and

poetry) by Soddhala, a contemporary of and patronised
by the three brothers, Chchittaraja, Nagarjuna, and

Mummuniraja, successive rulers of Konkan, composed
between 'A.D. 1026 and 1050: edited by C. D. Dalai
and Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya, 1920 . . 2-4

12. Mahavidyavidambana : a work on Nyaya Philosophy,
by Bhatta Vadlndra who lived about A.D. 1210 to

1274 : edited by M. R. Telang, 1920 . . . . 2-8

13. Pracinagurjarakavysangraha : a collection of old

Guzerat i poems dating from 12th to 15th centuries

A.D. : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1920 . . 2-4

14. Kumarapalapratibodha : a biographical work in

Prakrta, by Somaprabhacharya, composed in Samvat
1241 or A.D. 1195 : edited by Muni Jinavijayaji, 1920 7-8

15. Ganakarika : a work on Philosophy (Pasupata School),

by Bhasarvajna who lived in the 2nd half of the 10th

century : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1921 . . . . 1-4

16. Saiigitamakaranda : a work on Music, by Narada :

edited by M. K. Telang, 1920 . . . . 2-0

17. Kavindracarya List : list of Sanskrit works in the
collection of Kavindracarya, a Benares Pandit (1656
A.D.) : edited by R. Ariantakrishna Shastry, with a
foreword by Dr. Ganganatha Jha, 1921 . . . . 0-12

18. Varahagrhyasutra : Vedic ritual (domestic) of the

Yajurveda : edited by Dr. R. Shamasastry, 1920 . . 0-10

19. Lekhapaddhati : a collection of models of state and pri-
vate documents, dating from 8th to 15th centuries A.D. :
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edited by C. D. Dalai and G. K. Shrigondekar,
1925 . / .. .. .. ..2-0

20. Bhavisayattakaha or Pancamlkaha : a romance in

Apabhramsa language, by Dhanapala (circa 12th cen-

tury) : edited by C. D. Dalai and Dr. P. D. Gune, 1923 6-0

21. A Descriptive Catalogue of the Palm-leaf and Im-
portant Paper MSS. in the Bhandars at Jessal-

mere, compiled by C. D. Dalai and edited by Pandit
L. B. Gandhi, 1923 . . . .

*

3-4

22. Parasuramakalpasutra : a work on Tantra, with com-

mentary by Ramesvara : edited by A. Mahadeva
Sastry,'B.A*, 1923 .. .. Out of print.

23. Nityotsava : a supplement to the Parasuramakalpasutra
by Umanandanatha : edited by A. Mahadeva Sastry,

B.A., 1923. Second revised edition by Swami Tirvik-

rama Tirtha, 1930 . . . . . . 5-0

24. Tantrarahasya : a work on the Prabhakara School
of Purvamlmamsa, by Ramanujacarya : edited by Dr.

R. Shamasastry, 1923 . . . . 1-8

25. 32. Samarangana : a work on architecture, town-

planning, and engineering, by king Bhoja of Dhara
(llth century) :' edited by Mahamahopadhyaya T.

GanapatiShastri,Ph.D. Illustrated. 2 vols., 1924-1925 10-0

26. 41. Sadhanamala : a Buddhist Tantric text of rituals,
dated 1165 A.D., consisting of 312 small works, com-

posed by distinguished writers : edited by Benoytosh
Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D. Illustrated. 2 vols., 1925-
1928 . . .. .. .. .. 14-0

27. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Central
Library, Baroda : compiled by G. K. Shrigondekar,
M.A., and K. S. Ramaswami Shastri, with a Preface

by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., in 12 vols., vol. I (Veda,
Vedalaksana, and Upanisads), 1925 . . . . 6-0

28. Manasollasa or Abhilasitarthacintamani : an ency-
clopaedic work treating of one hundred different topics
connected with the Royal household and the Royal
court, by Somesvaradeva, a Chalukya king of the 12th

century : edited by G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A., 3 vols.,
vol. 1," 1925 .. .. .. .. 2-12

29. Nalavilasa : a drama by Ramachandrasuri, rmr>il of

Hemachandrasuri, describing the Pauranika story of

Nala and Damayanti : edited by G. K. Shrigondekar,
M.A., and L. B. Gandhi, 1926 . . . . 2-4

30. 31. Tattvasahgraha : a Buddhist philosophical work
of the 8th century, by Santaraksita, a Professor at
Nalanda with Panjika (commentary) by his disciple
Kamalasila, also a Professor at Nalanda : edited by
Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya with a Foreword
by B. Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 2 vols., 1926 . . 24-0
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33, 34. Mirat-i-Ahmadi : by All Mahammad Khan, the

last Moghul Dewan of Gujarat : edited in the original
Persian by Syed Nawab Ali, M.A., Professor of Persian,
Baroda College, 2 vols., illustrated, 1926-1928 . . 19-8

35. Manavagrhyasutra : a work on Vedic ritual (domestic)
of the Yajurveda with the Bhasya of Astavakra :

edited with an introduction in Sanskrit by Pandit
Ramakrishna Harshaji Sastri, with a Preface by Prof.

B. C. Lele, 1926 . . . . . . 5-0

36. Natyasastra : of Bharata with the commentary of

Abhinavagupta of Kashmir : edited by M. Ramakrishna
Kavi, M.A., 4 vols., vol. I, illustrated, 1926 . . 6-0

37. Apabhrathsakavyatrayi : consisting of three works,
the Carcari, Upadesarasayana, and Kalasvarupakulaka,
by Jinadatta Suri (12th century) with commentaries:
edited with an elaborate introduction in Sanskrit by
L. B. Gandhi, 1927 . . . . .'.4-0

38. Nyayapravesa, Part I (Sanskrit Text) : on Buddhist

Logic of Dirinaga, with commentaries of Haribhadra
Suri and Parsvadeva : edited by Principal A. B. Dhruva,
M.A., LL.B., Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Hindu University,
Benares, 1930 . . . . . . 4-0

39. Nyayapravesa, Part II (Tibetan Text): edited with

introduction, notes, appendices, etc., by Pandit Vidhu-
sekhara Bhattacharyya, Principal, Vidyabhavana, Vis-

vabharati, 1927 . . . . . . 1-8

40. Advayavajrasangraha : consisting of twenty short-

works on Buddhist philosophy by Advayavajra, a Bud-
dhist savant belonging to the llth century A. 13.,

edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Haraprasad Sastri,

M.A., C.I.E., Hon. D.Litt., 1927 . . 2-0

42. 60. Kalpadrukosa : standard work on Sanskrit Lexico-

graphy, by Kesava : edited with an elaborate introduc-
tion by the late Pandit Ramavatara Sharma,
Sahityacharya, M.A., of Patna and index by Pandit
Shrikant Sharma, 2 vols., vol. I (text), vol. II (index),
1928-1932 . . . . . . . . 14-0

43. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement : by Ali Muhammad
Khan. Translated into English from the original
Persian by Mr. C. N. Seddon, I.C.S. (retired), and Prof.

Syed Nawab Ali, M.A. Illustrated. Corrected reissue,
1928 .. ., ,.6-8

44. Two Vajrayana Works : comprising Prajnopayavinis-
cayasiddhi of Anangavajra and Jnanasiddhi of Indra-
bhuti two important works belonging to the little

known Tantra school of Buddhism (8th century
A.D.) : edited by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1929 .'. 3-0

45. Bhavaprakasana : of Saradatanaya, a comprehensive
work on Dramaturgy and Rasa, belonging to

A.D. 1175-1250; edited by His Holiness Yadugiri
Yatiraja Swami, Melkot, and K. S. Ramaswami Sastri,
Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1929 . . . . 7-0



Rs. A.

46. Ramacarita : of Abhinanda, Court poet of Haravarsa

probably the same as Devapala of the Pala Dynasty of

Bengal (cir. 9th century A.D.) : edited by K. S. Rama-
swami Sastri, 1929 . . . . 7-8

47. Nanjarajayasobhusana ; by Nrsiiiihakavi alias Abhi-
nava Kalidasa, a work on Sanskrit Poetics and relates

to the glorification of Nanjaraja, son of Vlrabhupa of

Mysore : edited by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya, 1930 5-0

48. Natyadarpana : on dramaturgy, by Ramacandra Suri
with his own commentary : edited by Pandit L. B.
Gandhi and G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A. 2 vols., vol. I,

1929 . . . . . . . . 4-8

49. Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist Texts on Logic from
Chinese Sources : containing the English translation
of Satdsastra of Aryadeva, Tibetan text and English
translation of Vigraha-vyavartam of Nagarjuna and the
re-translation into Sanskrit from Chinese of Updyahr-
daya and Tarkasdstra : edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci,
1930 . . . . . . 9-0

50. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement : Persian text giving
an account of Guzerat, by Ali Muhammad Khan :

edited by Syed Nawab Ali, M.A., Principal, Bahaud-
din College, Junagadh, 1930 . . . . . . 6-0

51. Trisastisalakapurusacaritra : of Hemacandra, trans-

lated into English with copious notes by Dr, Helen
M.Johnson of Osceola, Missouri, U.S.A. 4 vols., vol. I

(Adisvaracaritra), illustrated, 1931 . . . . 15-0

52. Dandaviveka : a comprehensive Penal Code of the
ancient Hindus by Vardhamana of the 15th century
A.D. : edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Kamala Krsna
Smrtitlrtha, 1 931 . . . . . . ! . 8-8

53. Tathagataguhyaka or Guhyasamaja : the earliest and
the most authoritative work of the Taiitra School of

the Buddhists (3rd century A. D.) : edited by B. Bhatta-

charyya, Ph.D., 1931 . . . . . . 4-4

54. Jayakhyasamhita ; an authoritative Panoaratra work
of the 5th century A.D., highly respected by the South
Indian Vaisnavas : edited by Pandit E. Krishnama-
charyya of Vadtal, with one illustration in nine colours
and a Foreword by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1931 . . 12-0

. 55. Kavyalankarasarasarhgraha : of Udbhata with the

commentary, probably the same as Udbhataviveka of

Kajanaka Tilaka (llth century A.D.) : edited by K. S.

Ramaswami Sastri, 1931 . . . . . . 2-0

56. Parananda Sutra : an ancient Tantric work of the
Hindus in Sutra form giving details of many practices
and rites of a new School of Tantra : edited by Swami
Trivikrama Tirtha with a Foreword by B. Bhatta-

charyya, Ph.D., 1931 . . . . . . 3-0
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57. Ahsan-ut-Tawarikh : history of the Safawi Period of

Persian History, 15th and 16th centuries, by Hasan -

i-Rumlu : edited by C. N. Seddon, I.C.S. (retired),

Reader in Persian and Marathi, University of Oxford.
2 vols., vol. l{text), 1932 . . .. .. 11-0

58. Padmananda Mahakavya : giving the life history of

Rsabhadeva, the first Tlrthankara of the Jainas, by
Amarachandra Kavi of the 13th century : edited by
H. R. Kapadia, M.A., 1932 . . *. . . . 14-0

59. Sabdaratnasamanvaya : an interesting lexicon of the
Nanartha class in Sanskrit compiled by the Maratha

King Sahaji of Tanjore : edited by Pandit Vitthala

Sastrl, Sanskrit Pathasala, Baroda, with a Foreword by
B. Bhattacharyya/Ph.D., 1932 . . . . 11-0

61. Saktisarigama Tantra : a voluminous compendium of

the Hindu Tantra comprising four books on Kali, Tara,
Sundarl and Chhinnamasta : edited by B. Bhatta-

charyya, M.A., Ph.D., 4 vols., vol. I, Kallkhanda, 1932 2-8

62. Prajnaparamitas : commentaries on the Prajnapara-
mita, a Buddhist philosophical work : edited by
Giuseppe Tucci, Member, Italian Academy, 2 vols.,

vol. 1, 1932 . . . . . . . . 12-0

G3. Tarikh-i-Mubarakhshahi : an authentic and contem-

porary account of the kings of the Saiyyid Dynasty of

Delhi : translated into English from original Persian by
Kamal Krishna Basu, M.A., Professor, T.N.J. College,

Bhagalpur, with a Foreword by Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

Kt., 1932 . . . . . . 7-8

64. Siddhantabindu : on Vedanta philosophy, by Madhusu-
dana Sarasvatl with commentary of Purusottama :

edited by P. 0. Divanji, M.A., LL.M., 1933
'

. . 11-0

65. Istasiddhi : on Vedanta philosophy, by Vimuktatma,
disciple of Avyayatma, with the author's own comment-

ary: edited by M. Hirij^anna, M.A., Retired Professor

of Sanskrit, Maharaja's College, Mysore, 1933 . . 14-0

66. Sabara-Bhasya : on the Mimamsa Sutras of Jaimini :

Translated into English by Mahainahopadhyaya Dr.

Ganganath Jha, M.A., D.Litt., etc., Vice-Chancellor,

University of Allahabad, in 3 vols., vol. I, 1933 . . 16-0

67. Sanskrit Texts from Bali: comprising a large num-
ber of Hindu and Buddhist ritualistic, religious and
other texts recovered from the islands of Java and Bali

with comparisons : edited by Professor Sylvain Levi,
1933 .. .. ,. /. ..3-8

II. BOOKS IN THE PRESS.

1. Natyasastra : edited by M. Ramakrishna Kavi, 4 vols.,

vol. II.



Rs. A.

2. Manasollasa or Abhilasitarthaclntamarii, edited by G. K.

Shrigondekar, M.A., 3 vols., vol. II.

3. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Jain Bhan-
dars at Pattan : edited from the notes of the late

Mr. C. D. Dalai, M.A., by L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols.

4. Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages : trans-

lated into English from Portuguese by Prof. A. X.
Soares, M.A., LL.B.

?
Baroda College, Baroda.

5. Alamkaramahodadhi : a famous work on Sanskrit
Poetics composed by Narendraprabha Suri at the

request of Minister Vastupala in 1226 A.D. : edited by% Lalchandra B. Gandhi of the Oriental Institute, Baroda.

6. Suktimuktavali : a well-known Sanskrit work on

Anthology, of Jalhana, a contemporary of King Krana
of the Northern Yadava Dynasty (A.D. 1247) : edited

by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya, Sanskrit PathasaJa,
Vadtal.

7. Ahsan-ut-Tawarikh : history of the Safawi period of

Persian History : edited by C. N. Seddon, I.O.S. (retired),

University of Oxford, 2 vols., vol. II (English transla-

tion).

8. Kavyamimamsa : A Sanskrit work on Poetics of Rajase-
khara : third revised edition by K. S. Rarnaswarni
Shastri of the Oriental Institute, Baroda.

9. Sabara-Bhasya : on the Mlmarhsa Siltras of Jaimini :

Translated into English by Mahamahopadhyaya Dr.

Ganganath Jha, M.A., D.Litt., etc., Vice-Chancellor,

University of Allahabad, in 3 vols., vol. II.

10. Ganitatilakavrtti : of Srlpati with the commentary of

Sirnhatilaka, a 11011-Jain work on Arithmetic and
Algebra with a Jain commentary : edited by H. R.

Kapadia, M.A.

11. Narayana Sataka : a devotional poem of high literary
merit by Vidyakara with the commentary of Pitambara :

edited by Pandit Shrikant Sharma.

12. Dvadasaranayacakra : an ancient polemical treatise

giving a resume of the different philosophical systems
with a refutation of the same from the Jain stand-

point by Mallavadi Suri with a commentary by
Sirnhasuri Gani : edited by Muni Caturvijayaji.

13. Nayakaratna : a commentary on the Nyayaratnamala
of Parthasarathi Misra by Ramaiiuja of the Prabhakara
School : edited by K. S. Ramaswami Sastri of the
Oriental Institute, Baroda.

14. Rajadharma-Kaustubha : an elaborate Smrti work on
Rajadharma, Rajaniti and the requirements of kings,
by Anantadeva : edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Kamala
Krishna Smrtitirtha.



Rs. A.

III. BOOKS UNDER PREPARATION.
1. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental

* Institute, Baroda : compiled by the Library staff, 12

vols., vol. II (Srauta, Dharma, and Grhya Sutras).

2. Prajnaparamitas : commentaries on the Prajnapara-
mita, a Buddhist philosophical work : edited by Prof.

Giuseppe Tucci, 2 vols., vol. II.

3. Saktisangama Tantra : comprising four books on Kali,

Tara, Sundari, and Chhinnamasta : edited by
B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 4 vols., vol. II.

4. Natyadarpana : introduction in Sanskrit giving an
account of the antiquity and usefulness of the In-

dian drama, the different theories on Rasa, and an ex-

amination of the problems raised by the text, by
L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols., vol. II.

5. Gandavyuha : a Buddhist work describing the history
of Sudhana in search of perfect knowledge, and the

exploits of ManjusrI (3rd century A.D.) : edited by
B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 2 vols,

0. Gurjararasavali : a collection of several old Gujarati
Rasas : edited by Messrs. B. K. Thakore, M. D. Desai,
and M. C. Modi.

7. Parasurama-Kalpasutra : an important work on Tantra
with the commentary of Ramesvara : second revised

edition by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha.

8. Tarkabhasa : a work on Buddhist Logic, by Moksakara

Gupta of the Jagaddala monastery : edited with a

Sanskrit commentary by Pandit Embar Krishnama-

charya of Vadtal.

9. Trisastisalakapurusacaritra : of Hemaoandra : trans-

lated into English by Dr. Helen M. Johnson, 4 vols.,

vols. 1I-1V.

10. Madhavanala-Kamakandala : a romance in old Western

Rajasthani by Ganapati, a Kayastha from Amod:
edited by M. R. Majumclar, M.A., LL.B.

11. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental

Institute, Baroda : compiled by the Library staff, 12

vols., vol. Ill (Sinrti MSS.).

12. An Alphabetical List of MSS. in the Oriental Insti-

tute, Baroda : compiled from the existing card cata-

logue by K. Rangaswamy, Superintendent, Printed
Section.

13. Pracina Gurjara Kavya Samgraha : explanatory and

linguistic notes on the texts printed as No. 13 : by
B/B. Mehta, in 2 vols.

14. Chhakkammuvaeso : an Apabhramsa work of the Jains

containing didactic religious teachings : edited by
L. B. Gandhi, Jain Pandit.



Rs.

15. Samrat Siddhanta : the well-known work on Astro-

nomy of Jagannatha Pandit: critically edited with

numerous diagrams by Pandit Kedar Nath, Rajjyotisi,

Jaipur.

16. Vimalaprabha : the famous commentary on the Kala-

cakra Tantra and the most important work of the

Kalacakra School of the Buddhists : edited with com-

parisons of the Tibetan and Chinese version by Giuseppe
Tucct of the Italian Academy.

17. Prajiiaparamitas : commentaries on the Prajnapara-
mita, the Bible of the Mahayana Buddhists : edited by
Giuseppe Tucci, in 2 vols., vol. II.

18. Nispannayogambara Tantra: describing a large
number of mandalas or magic circles and numerous
deities : edited by B. Bhattacharyya.

19. Basatin-i-Salatin : a contemporary account of the

Sultans of Bijapur: translated into English by M. A.

Kazi of the Baroda College and B. Bhattacharyya.

20. Saktisangama Tantra : a voluminous compendium of

Hindu Tantra comprising four books on Kali, Tara,

Sundari, and Chinnamasta : edited by B. Bhattacharyya,
4 vols., vols. II-IV.

21. Sahara-Bhasya : on the Mimamsa Sutras of Jaimini:

translated into English by Mahamahopadhyaya Dr.

Ganganath Jha
?
3 vols., vols. II -111.

22. Madana Maharnava : a Smyti work principally dealing
with the doctrine of Karmavlpaka composed during
the reign of Mandhata son of Madanapala : edited by
Embar Krishnamacharya.

23. Hamsa-vilasa : of Hamsa Bhiksu forms an elaborate

defence of the various mystic practices and worship :

edited by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha.

For further particulars please communicate
with

THE DIBECTOK,

Oriental Institute, Baroda.
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THE GAEKWAD'S STUDIES IN RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY.

Bs. A.
The Comparative Study of Religions : [Contents :

T, the sources and nature of religious truth. II, super-
natural beings, good and bad. Ill, the soul, its nature,

origin, and destiny. IV, sin and suffering, salvation
and redemption. V, religious practices. VI, the emo-
tional attitude and religious ideals] : by Alban A.

Widgery, M.A., 1922 . . . . . . 15-0

The Philosophy and Theology of Averroes : [Contents :

I, a decisive discourse on the delineation of the relation

between religion and philosophy. la, on the problem
of eternal knowledge which Averroes has mentioned in

*

his decisive discourse. II, an exposition of the
methods of arguments concerning the doctrines of

the faith] : bv Mohammad Jamil-ur-Rahman, M.A.,
1921. (ClotlTlls. 5) .. .. ..3-0

Religious and Moral Teachings of Al Ghazzali:

[Contents : I, the nature of man. II, human freedom
and responsibility. Til, pride and vanity. TV, friend-

ship and sincerity. V, the nature of love and man's

highest happiness. VI, the unity of God. VII, the
love of God and its signs. VIII, riza or joyous sub-
mission to His will] : translated by Syed Nawab Ali,

M.A., 1921 . . ..*'.. 2-0

Goods and Bads : being the substance of a series of

talks and discussions with H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwad
of Baroda. [Contents : introduction. I, physical values.

II, intellectual values. Ill, aesthetic values. IV,
moral value. V, religious value. VI, the good life, its

unity and attainment] : by Alban G. Widgery, M.A.,
1920. (Library edition Rs. 5) . . . . 3-0

Immortality and other Essays : [Contents : I, philos-

ophy and life. II, immortality. Ill, morality and

religion. IV, Jesus and modern culture. V, the

psychology of Christian motive. VI, free Catholicism
and non-Christian Religions. VII, Nietzsche and
Tolstoi 011 Morality and Religion. VIII, Sir Oliver

Lodge on science and religion. IX, the value of con-
fessions of faith. X, the idea of resurrection. XI,
religion and beauty. XII, religion and history.
XIII, principles of reform in religion] : by Alban G.

Widgery, M.A., 1919. (Cloth Rs. 3) . . . . 2-0

Confutation of Atheism : a translation of the Hadis-i-

Halila or the tradition of the Myrobalan Fruit : trans-

lated by Vali Mohammad Chhanganbhai Momin, 1918 . . 0-14

Conduct of Royal Servants : being a collection of verses

from the Vlramitrodaya with their translations in

English, Gujarati, and Marathi : by B. Bhattacharyya,
M.A., Ph.D. . . . . . . 0-6


























